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Great '1 1hrong at
Tammany Club Ball
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Al i-s Itha Curley, Daniel J. Gillen
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Left to right, Mayor Curley,
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Dolan
L.
nd
Edmu
urer
Treas
City
the grand
led
,of the Tammany Club, and
whiCli
horse
the
Note
night.
the Tammany Club ball last
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friends of
Nearly 3500 members and
last night
the Tammany Club of Boston
reunion
attended its 324 anniversary
ord, with
and ball in the Hotel Bradf president
Curley, honorary
Mayor
welcome
and founder, on hand to Roxbury!
them and congratulate the
.
political organization on its record
J.1
Assistant District-Attorney Daniel ,i
Curley
Rita
Gillen, president, and Miss
grand!
niece of the Mayor, led the
Commismarch, followed Ity Election
asioner Peter A. Tague; Street Commi
Sensioner Theodore A. Glynn, State
numer
and
ves,
entati
ators and Repres
ary,
ous City Councillors, and secret
Thomas J. Walsh of the club, and their
partners.
The Tammany chief in Indian cos- 1
grand
tume, on a white horse, led that
and
entrance, with a Cadet Corps,
n-arm
arm-i
in
Mayor Curley marching
Tamliving
oldest
y,
with John Clanc
one of
many member, 76 years old and
the charter group.
fact
t
cing
a
,
nnoun
Pre:ddent Gillen
that the Tammany Club was celebrating its 324 birthday, introduced Mayor
Curley, Its founder. The Mayor traced
the history of the organization, declaring the days in which ii ‘k as founded
were not so very different from today in
conditions og unemployment and harddiIns.
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Mayor Curley Denies Story of
Accusing High Police Official,
It's Hultman's Job He Says

to follow a
r,ifleer Robert 0. titebbings
the apartfrom
n
take
ture
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Story
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ed last

night a.
Mayor Curley
r. that he
report in a.Boston newspape
Commissioner
had reported to Pollee a police offiEugene C. Hultman that ed $60,000 in
cial ..bagman" had bank
recent 'menthe.
Hultman
Told that Commissionertigate any
would be pleased to invesMayor had,
reports of graft that the
"Commissioner
Mayor Curley said,
a year to
Hultman is given 36.000,000 If there
run the police department.
nt, his
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As the first move In their investiga- is
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an
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,
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supposed
otherwise, will be investig
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alleg
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The investigation was started
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graft
be
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terday by Capt John M.
Police Commissioner Hult anonyms, upon
and Lient Stephen J. Gilli
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It had mix letter charging one high
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with grafting other
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and would have all thor
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past
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$60,000 in bribe mone
named speakeasies on the two station
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Boston police divisions. A a place on
three years.
near Andrew aq was named,
a building.
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immoral Two Girl
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t
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and illegal purposes.
sing police station made the only
pied Cros raid of the day. Sergt McArdle
The bill named three suites occu
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d that "aided an apartment on toe Riverwa it,
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ti
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,
anne
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2
.
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told the imperil-.
findi
aled
appe
au of Criminal Djsiiit Court, but
entire force of the Bure
Perley S. Skillings. commander
Capt
y.
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nece
if
ion, said
Investigation put at work
of the Back Bay police divis
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CURLEY LAUDS ROOSEVELT
AT TAMMANY CLUB BALL
Looks to President-Elect For Early Solution of Economic
Problems Resulting in Jobs For All
".1.•

unpinBoston, then one of the most
Atlantant commercial centers on the
expetic coast, was just beginning to
that
rience an industrial change
those
resulted in conditions similar to
deof today, though in a less critical
Almost overnight the piano
gree.
which
Industry and the iron industry,
were mainstays of the city's industrial
'life, left Boston and, through consolidation, were absorbed by industrial
plants in other sections of the country.
"This club," said the Mayor, "was
born In a critical period from an industrial viewpoint, but it began at
once a movement that it has never
abandoned, that of being helpful to
the people of Boston."
The Mayor remained at the ball for
more than an hour. Sitting on the
stage beside John Clancy, 78, the oldest member of the club, he watched
the grand march, led by his niece, Miss
Rita Curley, on the arm of Asst Dist
Atty Daniel J. Gillen, president of the
Tammany Club, Behind Mr Gillen and
Miss Curley were former City Trees
and Mrs John J. Curley.

Rides Horse on Floor

•
LEFT

DANIEL J. GILLEN
TO RIGHT—MAYOR etIntleY. MISFI RITA CURLEY.
TAMMANY" IS SHOWN
AND EDWARD DOLAN. JOHN MeCARTHY AS "CHIEF
ON THE HORSE.

At the reunion and ball, marking the
32d anniversary of the Tammany Club
of Boston last night, Mayor Curley
told the 2000 members and guests,
crowding the main ballroom of the ,
Hotel Bradford, that he lookd to
Franklin D. Roosevelt for an early !
solution of present economic problems I
and for the beginning of "a restoration I
of industrial life that will make it
possible for every man and woman,
now unemployed, to earn a living."
The clurage, character and manhood
him ideally
of the President-elect make
in conMayor,
the
said
task,
the
fit for
gratulating the Tammany Club for
candidacy.,
Its support of Roosevelt's
Throughout Its 32 years of history,
the Tammany
Mayor Curley declared,
d by
Club has been chiefly characterize
taking a posi"its singular courage in
candidates and
tive stand on political
ptlitical issues."

Reviews Club History
the early history
The Mayor reviewed
helped to organof the cl b, Which he
11.
0k
O1
32 y!sara
f,kiests that
.. _mu
jze

A surprise innovation was introduced when John McCarthy of Brighton, a National Guard cavalryman,
dressed in full costume as "Chlet
Tammany," rode into the ballroom on
a horse and escorted the marches.
around the hall. Additional color wan
given the grand march by the presence of the tank company of the 26th
Division, M. N. G.. and the Fusiliers
of the Ancient & Honorable Artillery
Company.
Before the dancing began, a long
program of entertainment was oreRented by amateur and professional
talent. The star of this show was
6-year-old Philip McMann of 19 Ramsey at, Roxbury, who sang several
popular numbers and danced "the
'Frisco."
Thomas Walsh was chairman of. the
committee in charge of the affair.
Floor marshals and heads of various
committees Included Henry Griffin.
Patrick. .1. Anglin, Albert Brown,
Daniel Fitzpatrick, Mrs John
P.,
Donovan, Miss Mary A. Murphy, Miss
Mrs
Anna Curley,
John J. Curley,
Miss Alice Carter, Miss Elizabeth A.
Stearns, and others.
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He May Become Acting Mayor
a federal appoint-

Mayor Curley receive and accept
SHOULD
ment before March 4 a special election would be held shortly

thereafter and a new mayor chosen to serve until next January. Should the mayor retire on or after March 4, the presicity council would act as mayor dor the. unexpired
dent of
term.
The city council yesterday chose. Jubepli P. McGrath to be
president.
its
President McGrath's record is to his credit. Persons best
placed to know him are unanimous in their opinion that Mr.
McGrath is a gentleman of honor and ability. Hit; public record
and personal reputation appear to confirm their faith in the.
. •
4
newly-chosen head of the city council•

C.) 0 R D

•

(Daily Record Photo.)

A Winner!
Mayor Curley is shown
as he greeted the
"Spirit of Tammany
Riding to Victory," at
the annual Tammany,
Club ball at the Bradford last night. Prominent officials from all
over the state attended
the affair. Left to
right: Mayor Curley,
Rita Curley, Daniel
Gillen, club president,
and City Treasurer
Dolan.
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peen "promteed every Improvement my
ward needs."
The election of McGrath, who became
president of the council for his second
term, followed a hectic melon. In It
Councillor Joseph P. Cox of West Roxbury, brought forth a photostatic copy
12g efhoitiwcsfei l -f
Wednesday,signhei
d
ni el.u
b yd itn
edntt
alcree
T
aitrdsa nii..as

SURPRISE SHIFT
ELECTSfor
9

i
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Councillor Kelly Switches Vote for
President as He Hurls Blast at
Mayor Curley
,.

president.

Four Desert Cox

Cox presented his document after he
lltnimunced telegrams had been sent to
Mayor Curley and Thomas A. Mullen to
appear and explain reports of corruption
Con in the drafting of the agreement.
the Mayor and Mullen did not appear, Cox called upon the signers of the
agreement to stand by it, and vote for
/dm.
But
Eight of - the signers did so.
councillor!' William H. Barker of East
:Reston. Edward L. Englert of West
Roxbury, Albert L. Fish of Dorchester,
and Kelly strayed from the fold. Barkvoted
er, Englert and
for
Kelly
McGrath, and Fish voted for Kelly.

How They Voted
McGrath had counted on the votes of
Barker and Englert in a "show down,"
but Kelly's ballot surprised him—and
elected him.
The vote for McGrath: Barker, Dowd,
Englert, Gallagher, Gleason, Hein, Kelly, Lynch, McGrath, Murray, Norton
and Roberts.
Cox got eight votes:
BrOckman,
Burke, Cox, Donovan, Fitzgerald, Green,
'Power and Ruby.
Curtis voted for Norton. Fish voted
for Kelly.
The Council voted to strike fromthe
record all personal references in the
,heated talk before the balloting which .
I elected McGrath. But this was not
i before virtually the entire matter had I
reached the street in afternoon papers.

Blast at Mayor
In this vigorous talk, Councillor Kelly
Issued a vigorous challenge to Mayor
Curley "and his 210 pounds" to "come
up" and In the cleared space in the
Council chamber. he, Kelly, would
"knock him cold in five minutes, or
. I'll never do another thing the rest Of
i any life."
I This blast at the Mayor, Kelly said,
was because rumor had circulated that
Kelly had Won In cash with which to
!buy the election of president of the
City Council for Cox. This was a base
falsehood, he declared, and he asserted in no mild terms that he resented
it. And he wanted to fight the Mayor
about It, right there.
I

Made in Good Faith
j Councillor Cox, with more controlled
I language, wanted it distinetly in,
stood that the agreement he had in
writing, signed by 12 Counedlore, including himself, to vote for him, was
an - honorable covenant, made in good
NEW PRESIDENT OF CITY COUNCH,
faith, and without any ulterior motive
josepli McGrath of Dorchester, representing Ward 13, endeu the deadlock or material compensation. Thes.Igners,
hi) said, were: Burke, Donovan, Fite_
over the 1933 presidency of the City Council when he polled 12 votes.
,.I
gerald, Englert, Power, Barker, Kelly,
Council president becoming Brackmati, t.reen, Cox, Ruby, Fish.
the
Councillor Richard D. Gleason, of
Joseph McGrath of 9 Castle Rock 'Mayor in the event of Mayor CurRoxbury, was wheeled Mtn the Council
street, Ward 13, Dorchester, yester- ',my's resignation to accept a post chamber en ., ci t., it,,p'; al parainbulating stretcher to east his ballot in
day was elected president of toe Boa- from President Roosevelt.
the contest.
_
ton City Council for 1923, through
McGrath was president of the City
Council in 191. He is 41, and hal
the unexpected vote of Councillor
HECTIC SESSION
served
in the City council in Ms, Ina,
Ward
15,
Kelly
of
Francis E.
one Kelly's vote gave McGrath the necee1939. 1931, /932, and thla year. He served
of the leaders of the McGrath oppo- ,a0, dozen for election, and was cast ati,,the.71.
,d i9) tate l..egislaretaulteesintalt9e11e,
im a
tEbuy,
lie
sition, and a bitter foe. of Mayor tor him, Kelly said, because Kelly
expert,
profeeslon.
Curley.
wanted to free himself from all question
lie is married and has a eon,
Richard.
Unlisted interest was shown in the of stigma in rumors of money cIrculat- 3. Lila mother, Mrs. Ellen F. diogistb,
spinet McGrath, and becalm+ he had has lived lb the Sevin H141 sell
ad
. .... OnrchestSt.• tot
election because of the possibility of
the Atia

I thine
the election. If I ever had $8000 would
the first two things I would do
rie
be to pay off the 11 notes on mywell
as
cently purchased 1930 sedan, mother's
as pay off the mortgage on
home.
remarks
"Due to the fact that my
relamade on the floor of the Council
with
tive to my vote for president were the
all other remarks stricken from
record by an order which I protested,
my
I ask the press to give space to
statement.
"As a result of ugly stories circulated by the Mayor and due to the
fact that six months ago he made al
public statement that he weighed 2101
Native of Dorchester
pounds and was ready to fight anyone
it my
But no Acting Mayor of Boston, in who differed with him. I felt
t, duty today to call his bluff and invite
the memory of the oldest inhabitan
encounter,
to
in
him and his 210 pounds
has become Mayor. "Dan" Whelton
any place, and'
1905 ran for the office that Fall against me in the manly art pounds. I feel
handa
got
and
that I will spot him 50
d
John F. Fitzgeral
ce is staged
ful of votes, most of them persuaded sure that if this Performan
that the 80,000
by Martin Lomasney, one of whose In the Boston Garden would flock to
Boston
of
-owners
home
boys "Dan" was.
to him a good
"Joe," it is understood, does not see me administer
.
seriously.
thrashing
too
talk
take this mayoralty
"I would sugest that this meeting
Both times that he returned to the
McGrath's Public Service
Chamber from the take place in the very near future and
Council
City
The new president of the council Mayor's office he is reported to have the funds be turned over to the unemployment drive for the poor."
served his first term as president was heaved a mighty sigh of relief.
When told of Councilor Kelley's,
in 1931. Possessing a dynamic perThe new president was born in the
City
in
smile
, Mayor Curley said last
statement
r,
Dorcheste
sonalliy and the broadest
of
section
Hill
Saving
Hall, "Joe" McGrath, as ho is best where his mother, Mrs Ellen F.. Mc- night: "I'm not interested in anything
known, has an impressive record of Grath, has been a resident ever since that fellow has to say."
When told of the challenge from Kelpublic pervice for a man only 41 years the year of his birth. He makes his
to fight, Mayor Curley said: "I'm
ley
old.
pear
P.
Doris
Mrs
wife,
his
home with
He was a member of the House of son McGrath, and a son, Richard, 3 not interested in that, either."
Repreaentatives in 1915-1916, from old years old, at 9 Castle Rock at.
Ward 20; in 1927-1918, from old Ward , Mr McGrath is a graduate of the
17. He was a candidate for the Sen- Edward Everett School and Dorchesate in 1918-19, but was defeated in the ter High School. One of his brothers,
primaries. He was returned to public
Henry B. McGrath, is a resident of
office in 1926 as a member of the City
while another brother, James
Council for a two-year term. He was Boston,
E. McGrath, is in the banking busia candidate for reelection in 1927, but
in Buenos Aires. A sister, Miss
was defeated at the polls. In 1930 he ness
McGrath, is a teacher in the
returned to the City Council and has Grace A.
Girls' High School and is president of ,
served there continuously ever since.
the High School Women's Club.
McGrath has been in the real estate Tells Tammany Club of Faith
Twice Acting—irayor
business for himself at 73 Tremont
he
Council
the
in
In Roosevelt
service
his
During
at 12 years. Previously he was in
was made acting Mayor twice in 19311 the real estate business for Frank
of
Anthony Company, 203 Bowdoin it,
by virtue of his office as president
the City Council. The first occasion Dorchester, serving as a. salesman for
Mayor Curley, founder of the TamJames
of
death
the
of
eight years. After that he was a memwas at the time
trip ber of the firm of McLaughlin & Mc- many Club of Boston, addressing its
father's
his
and
Jr,
Curley,
M.
fter the funeral to Florida for his Grath, real estate, at the Old South members and friends at the observance
of its 32d anniversary at •le Hotel
Building, for three years.
health.
He was executive secretary of the Bradford last night, said that he
Councilor Mcgrath'a eecenta
looked
Alfred E. Smith Club, which gave
Smith for President some 9000 votes in to President-elect Roosevelt to end the
ward 13, against 2800 for President depreseion speedily,.
Hoover. He is not a "joiner" of organConcerning welfare aid in Boston, he
isations.
said that time was when a person or
He was the severest critic of the family
without means had few places
Nichols administration In the City
Council, and attacked various con- to go to, the St. Vincent de Paul Sotracts, charging irregularities, and was ciety and the Salvation Army being the
oniy organizations dispensing charity
a leading figure in the fight to cut at
that time. But when the Tammany
the 1927 budget.
Club came into existence, he said, it
began providing baskets for the poor
at Christmas and had kept it up sines.
Thirty-two years in the life of the
world was not long. he sale. but 32
A fter the City Council meeting yes- years in the life of an individual or an:
terday Councilor Kelley said that he organization was a long time end dues'
ing the
of the Tammaey
had been the victim of "gag" rule and Club, he existence
said, the organization had been
of
wanted to make a public statement
courageous enough to take a firm stand
on public issues end candidate 1! est,
his position.
He said in part that rumors had not the span of years that counted but
been circulated that he had $8000 to what had been accomplished.
He regretted the passing of the piano
buy the election for a candidate, and
and iron and steel industries from this
that these were malicious and false.
"For over three years," said Kelley, city.
The mayor was introduced by Daniel
"I hay had a perfect record in the
Council, free from any charges of J. Gillen. an assistant aistrict-attorney
for
Suffolk county and president of the
scandal. The Mayor knows full well
that there is no truth to this propa. Tammany Club, as a national political
;vandal. that he circulated to members figure and the "best mayor Boston ever
of the Council, that I had $8000 to buy had." He stepped forward to speak
amid great applause and cheers,
Joseph Tomasello, who is being sponsored by some Democrats for ne*
mayor of
was m it
pAtill
av a

2 o'clock
hope of getting in. Before
fourth
hundreds of men were on the doors
and fifth floors waiting for the
of
seating
to open and permit of the
police
225 persons. They swept the opened
aside when the doors were
out
and it was a difficult job to shut adthe overflow. Those who gainedshow
Council
mission saw the liveliest
rein years and the order to strike inmarks from the record did not
terfere with the pleasure of the spectators—applying only to the reading
public.
Councilor Dowd's order calling for
the erection of a municipal lighting
plant passed on a rolleall, 11 to 1,
Councilor Curtis voting against it.
Another order from Councilo: Dowd
also passed. :.r.t called upon Mayor
Curley to tell who the party is, attached to the Police Department, who
is supposed to have deposited 460,000
two
in savings banks in the last
years. A badly divided Council then
adjourned.

enee as acting Mayor was in May,
1931, when Mayor Curley went abroad
longest.
for six weeks, probably the
period that any chief executive of the
city has been absent from the Mayor's
office in City Hall.
Occupants of the seat of acting
Mayor of Boston are, in the public
mind, placed in line for the steady
this
job as chief executive. This year
privilege of the President of the Counhonor,
lasting
cil may become a more
if reports that Mayor Curley is to be
given a Federal appointment have any
foundation.
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CURLEY EXPECTS
END OF DEPRESSION

KELLEY ACCUSES MAYOR,
LATTER "NOT' INTERESTED"

S

.
num
.
Vious ballots teus year :ma oeen
in a statement aster the Meeting, in- !.ncy of hia stand and his vote is an votes.
•
said
he
that
es
promis
:Isted that he should have the right tnswer to the not think I should enEight signers of the treaty voted for
made. I do
president,
t" deny the charge that he had atwith Mr iCox. While he was acting 12 memversy
contro
any
into
:er
tempted to buy the Council prezieency Kelley. I would he ungrateful to do 'Mr Cox re ad the agreement of
said
bers of the Council, which he
with $8000 for any candidate.
$o when he cast the needed 12th vote was signed on Jan 18. The alleged
Kelley blamed the circulation of to elect me president."
from
agreement, which wag stricken
such a rumor on the Mayor, whom he
by
the records but later made public
challenged to physical combat in the
fered
Inter
y
Curle
Mr Cox, recited that the undersigned
Boston Garden, profits of the spectacle Charge
The meeting of the Boston City members of the Boston City Council
to go to the unemployed of the city.
more turbulent
the dec:sicei of the
Councilor McGrath was regarded as Council yesterday was ts to elect a agreed to abide by
pledged themselves to
attemp
and
other
ing
the
gather
Curthan
Mayor
by
d
favore
ate
candid
the
lecture of Councilor vote for and support the candidate
ley for the Council presidency, al- 'president. The
claimed that his *elected by the group.
though the Mayor had publicly stated Israel Ruby, who
the
for president has been
The names at, 12 members g
'that he would keep his hands off the candidacy
and religious prejuberacial
by
signed
jbeaten
presithe
in
were
l
h
Counci
McGrat
City
Boston
I fight. With
the allegations of Councilor low. Also a "P. S." was written, saydent's chair, he would be in line for 'dice, and
certain
a
seemed
who
of
ent
Cox,
ing: "The candidate for presid
the position of acting Mayor if Mayor Joseph P.
one of 12 pledged votes
agreed
Curley should accept a Federal ap- victor before the fold last Thursday, the Boston City Council for 1933
from
this meeting ip
pointment from President-elect Roose- strayed
who upon by this body at
that the "integrity of the men ques- Joseph P. Cox."
velt.
been
had
me"
for
vote
It was recalled last night that Pros pledged to
added fuel to the fires.
McGitath is familiar with the duties tioned
on Cox' Statement
Charges were made yesterday
of the Mayor's office, because he was
the Council chamber that
Mr Cox also made public a statement
of
floor
weeks
'the
six
than
more
for
acting Mayor
which
Curley had interfered with the which he read to the Council and
in 1931, when Mayor Curley was Mayor of 12 for Cox" and had in- 'was also stricken from the record. He
"treaty
abroad.
Barker
said to the Councilors:
duced Councilors Englert and
for the
"'The primary object of this meeting
to desert the Cox candidacy
No Promise, McGrath Says
.
is the selection of a president of this
McGrath banner
The Kelley incident caused the most
Council. To some of us, however, it
comment in Boston last night. Kelley
,may prove to be one of the most imns
satio
'Accu
of
am
Stre
Ely
Smitha
strong
AS
has been known
portant events which come in the
Personalities were tossed back and career of men.
man and was regarded as a die-hard
laries
vocabu
the
and
rs
, as far as Curley power was concerned. forth by speake
"On Jan 18, 1933, 12 members of this
'Councilors were
He said after the meeting that Mc- Sof many of theattempted to char- 'body entered into an honorable agreethey
ent
AR
Presid
d
elected
straine
"if
him
I shall read:
Grath told
and speeches of ment—which
and Acting Mayor, when the Mayor acterize the actions
(Photostatic copy attached)
ues.
colleag
goes away, he would give me many some of their
"I am confident that every man who
and
A stream of accusations, rumor
did so in good
Improvements for my district as well
the Coun- signed this covenant
from
flowed
s
."
attack
friends
bitter
loyal
my
assist
and
e or consideration
as try
hour, much to faith, without promis
believe that
cannot
I
Questioned about this statement, ellors for more than an
and
jeer- of any kind;
the amusement of a cheering and
any man who signed would fall to keep
out
went
s
remark
the
All
.
ing gallery
s were his solemn pledge.
the window, as far as the record
"Repudiation of agreements is the
concerned, when Councilor Clement V. cause of the buffering and discord that
be
k'
remar
the
all
Norton moved that
exist throughout the world today.
stricken from the records.
"A solemn pledge/should be sacred
was
nts
argume
major
the
of
One
should not be
the and what is sacred
about the "financial aspect" of
d, and should not be infringed
violate
lor
Counci
and
ate
swing to one candid
upon by any man.
Kelley. before his unexpected vote for j "A broken agreement, a breach of
no
was
there
that
said
h,
MeGrat
I
'faith, brings disgrace not alone tc him
'financial background for the "treaty who violates it, but to those he holds
of 12."
most near and dear. IS your solemn
lagreement to be cast aside as a mere
8
Stricken Out, 14 to
scrap of paper? You—and you alone-to
When Councilor Norton sought
must deci'
argubitter
the
of
s
have the remark
Couns,
record
the
from
n
stricke
ment
His Complaint Ruled Out to the
ilors Fitzgerald, Burke and Kelley
Copies of the statement given
he
said
objected. Councilor Kelly
had attached to it photostatic
press
wanthe
and
ozed,"
wouldn't be "bulld
copies of the agreement entered into at.
lorCounci
public.
made
ks
ramar
ed his
the home of Councilor Israel Ruby,
Norton said it would be wrong to print
Dorchester.
the remarks in the City Record.
Following the election of Mr Me' Pros McGrath was in the chair when
and while the latter was pre-!
Grath,
the
strike
to
8,
to
14
voted,
l
the Counci
!siding, Councilor Cox asked unanimous.
remarks of the speakers from the recconsent to make a statement. He was
ords. Councilor Joseph P. Cox had given the actor and said: "I have here
been president pro tern of the Council
signed agreement of 12 men over
previous to the election of McGrath. a
their signatures."
Councilor Barker led off the sevaroaa
At that point Councilor
enth ballot for president with a vote 4,11 a po.nt of order.
He deal...Sod'
!for McGrath. Brackman, Eurko and
the
read
sly
avos.
Mr Cox had previou
Cox voted for Cox, and Councilor Curment—that it was irrelevant and irno
tis of the Back Bay gave it complimaterial. Pres McGrath ruled thial
mentary vote to Clement Norton of
lpoint well taken and Mr Cox was preHyde Park. Donovan voted for Cox•,
from putting the agreement ina
;
Dowd and Englert for McGrath, Fish vented record.
the
to
GallaCox,
for
ald
Fitzger
for Kelly,
During his period as acting president
gher and Gleason for McGrath, Green
yesterday Mr Cox attempted to have
for Cox, Hein, Kelly, Lynch, McGrath,
Curley come to the Council
Murray, Norton and Roberts for Mc- Mayor
to explain alleged charges
er
Chamb
Cox,
for
Ruby
and
Grath, sole. Power
ning the meeting of the 2,2, and
"t. gave McGrath 12. Cox eight, Norton concer Intimidation. He failed In his
alleged
end Kelly one *piece.
purpose. Councilor Nortoe was seek•
the floor to move that a vote be
ing
P.
COX
JOSEPH
COUNCILOR
For
Vo:e
Cox
rs
Signe
Eight
for preseleat, and he remarked
taken
Over
as
PresOaten
Turning
und)
foregro
(in
Losing the N•ntes of Barker, Englert, that it was an insult to the Mayor to
ident to McGrath After Latter's E:cetion
Kelly and Fish. Councilor Cox found imply that he had anything to do with
Prea McGrath said last night: "When that the "Treaty of Twelve." lees a the election of a president of the
Councilor Kellet,, voted for me for scrap of paper. Barker, Englert and
Council.
President, I was t hemoet surprised
Kelly voted for McGrath, supplying
inn in Boston. He —ado a long, ram- the
which McGrath bee
votes
three
Plant
fling talk, hut when he started, he needed for election. His high on pre. Vote City Lighting
my candeliwy
vas as far away from
motion for a recess MOW WA
A
The
inconsistla any man onela he.
• laagitter
jeers

i

r

•
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*GRATH ELECTED
COUNCIL PRESIDENT
o
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Three Who Signed For Cox Vote For Savin Hill
Man and End Bitter Contest—Kelley's Change
Surprise, Challenges Mayor to Fist Fight
Victor Possible
Acting Mayor
This Year
Three Councilors, who signed the
Olocument which was intended to elfct
Joseph P. Cox as president of the
73oston City Counell last week, voted
Por the opposition candidate yesterday
lend elected Councilor Joseph McGrath
Of Dorchester. Twelve votes were
!accessary for the election, which has
seen a. "knock down and drag out"
pontest since the first of the year McPrath had 12 votes, Cox 8, Norton and
Welley one each.
!! The Councilors who shifted their alwere
lagiance from Cox to McGrath
Councilors William H. Ea;'ter of East
mouton, Edward L. Engli.,t of West
of
Roxbury, and Francis E. Kelley

korchester.

the
A surprising development in
Olection was that one of the votes
seeded to elect McGrath was unexThis
pected by the McGrath forces.
known
yote was cast by Kelley,
enemy
throughout the city as a bitter
Curley.
of Mayor James M.

',Kelley Denies $800() Charge
Charging that by striking from the
in
records a large part of the deOats
r yesterday the
the Council Chambe
Kelley, !
!body had tried to "gag" him,

JOSEPH McGR ATE
New President of city Connell

pipLd
FGRATH NAME
HEAD OF COUNCIL
HOT FIGHT ENDS

26 and 1927 and has been a
twice tried to obtain recognition in or- al-ir;-19
member since 1930.
the
history
l
counci
der to preserve In
His wife was Doris P. Pearson and
gues they have a 3-year-old son, Richard.
pledge which he and 11 collea
at 9 Castle Rock
signed Wednesday night, and which The family home is
, street, Savin Hill.
was repudiated yesterday by Barker
The mother of Mr. McGrath is Mrs.
Rock
Eisglert, Fish and Kelly.
Ellen F. McGrath of 20 Castle
Hill
At the first effort Councilman Curtis street, and a resident of the Sevin
45 years. There are two
blocked him and when Cox undertook sectionrs,for
DorHenry B. McGrath of
adjourn, ibrothe
n, engaged
to renew his plan, a motion to
ssratih
anJkairs E. 'ivinceG
ne and
by a roll call vote of 11 to 10, chestrdi
Aires, and a sister, Miss Grace A. Mcagain thwarted him.
Grath, a teacher in the Girls' high
The meeting was hectic from the !s.
h00elnasndclorteisilebit of the High School
0
asoutset. Until President McGrath
of
ll.th was another
cGora
M°6
he electiuon
isumed control, the crowded gallery a13-' vv Tm
ion
object
Curley. Until reMayor
for
t
victory
withou
booed
and
plauded
the,ports of the pledges to elect Oox
by Acting President Cox, but at
reaehed him, last Thursday, he had
first outburst McGrath warned the maintained neutrality. His choice was
"guests" of the council that no demon- Edward M. Gallagher of Brighton,
strations would be tolerated.
but Gallagher was one of the most accox made a desperate attempt to tive of the McGrath group.
drive the councilmen who had repudiated the agreement signed in the homel CITY LIGHTING PLANT
of Councilman Ruby to their origina
APPROVED BY COUNCIL
stand. He read the pledge, described in
detail how he happened to be chosen
as the recipient of the support of the, Lawrence Curtis, 2d, Only One to
12 participants and appealed to those
Vote Against Order
who had indicated their determination
With Councilman Laurence Curtis,
to repudiate the pledge to consider the
l yesterpermanent stigma of dishonorable ac- 2d, dissenting. the cite counci e— the
tion which would be acquired by such day voted. 19 to 1, to approv
establishment of a municipal ligIVig
action.
Councilman Joseph McGrath of DorI plant.
READY TO FIGHT CURLEY
activity
Mayor Curley vetoed a like oral:
chester yesterday was elected president . He accused Mayor Curley Of tried
to passed by the council last year on the
against his candidacy and he
of the city council.
h ground that until existing statutory
have City Messenger Leary comply with
He polled the necessary 12 votes on his order to visit the mayor to ascertain laws are changed and the city is rethe first ballot yesterday and the sev- if he proposed to recognize the tele- lieved from the obligation of purchasing
for his appear- existing electric lighting e
plants, it would
enth since balloting was begun Jan. 3. graphic demand of Cox
ance before the council to either admit be
economically unwise for the city to
'His election followed a series of bitter or repudiate the accusation of interest embar
k upon such a costly venture.
d
personal attacks on councilmen accuse I in the presidency.
t
Councilman Norton, whom Cox de- I
of repudiating signed pledges to suppor
dined to recognize, announced that
Councilman Joseph P. Cox.
controlled by the counl- Leary would be Cox.
The climax was provided by Counci
cil and not by
Councilman Fitzgerald denied that
man Francis E. Kelly who coupled a
he he ever attended a conference at which
lent attack on mayor Curley, whom
have him substiwith a a movement failed to oppone
nt of Mcoffered to meet in a fist fight,
tuted for Cox as the
th
McGra
Grath, and Councilman John F. Dowd,
'declaration of his support of
tion to
opposi
ent
pos- declaring his persist
In order to purge himself of any
rethe the mayor, asserted that he had befrom
ng
resulti
l
scanda
sibility of
fused to vote for Councilman Ruby.
has
he
that
not
,
denied
and
charge, which he
cause he is a Republican
his
l the lcause he is a Jew. Dowd defended behad $8000 with which to contro
rt of McGrath, whom he toeulo's'ippo
asn.
electio
gized as the ablest councilman
The roll call follows:
sume the duties of mayor.
ed
Councilman Thomas Burke referr
FOR McGRATII
ated their
Kelly
to colleagues who repudireptile
Barker
in
s,"
Lynch
Dowd
'pledge as "rats, snakes and
McGrath
into line.
Enalert
an effort to drive them backthe mayor,
Murray
Gallagher
Norton
Councilman Kelly berated
(.1enAon
fight,
Roberto
whom he said is he is willing stocreditj 15510
FOR COX
and after declaring that report
which
Green
ing him with having $8000 with
Brockman
susFitzgerald
Burka
control the election had cast
,to
Power
the Cox
Cox
Rohr
picion on him, he startledthat after
Donovan
ent
,group with the statem of ward 15,
FOR 'NORTON
conferring with residents
Curtis
that his
Dorchester, he had determined the most.
FOR KELLY
support of McGrath would be
Fish
l.
scanda
ng
avoidi
effective method of
ENDS DISCUSSION
NATIVE OF DORCHESTER
of
President McGrath, who is the third
To make certain of the election
D. member of the council in 24 years to
!McGrath, Councilman Richard
council,
twice serve as the head of the
'Gleason of Roxbury was removed from is 41 years old, and a native of Dorchesthe City Hospital on a cot from which ter.
t and ,
He attended the Edward Everet
he cast his vote.
schools, entered polihigh
nt
ster
incide
Dorche
nies
ceremo
no
There were
reached voting age, was
soon tics before he Legisl
ature from ward 20,
to the induction of McGrath, As
elected to the
ted the
as the vote Was announced, he walked Dorchester, in 1915 and re-elec
the district lines
After
quickly across the chamber, ascended following year.
in
had been revised, he vas elected
the rostrum, picked up the gavel and 1917 and re-elected in 1918 froid ward
disr
furthe
that
ions
Dorchester,
gave quick indicat
presi- 17,In the interim between the close of
cussion of the contest for the
his election to
his legislative service and
dency would not be tolerated.
weld 13 in 1925,
the city council from
s
the
from
record
e
expung
to
reel
estate exa
e
vote
A
he studied to becom
vocation
all remarks about, the contest was not pert and he has followed that
He served in the coun..
satisfactory to Counc:lman Cox, who te resent. Worst

Curley's Man Wins as Mem
hers Desert Cox at
Hectic Meeting

MAYOR CHALLENGED
TO BATTLE BY KELLY
Gallery Crowd Cheers and
Boos—Gleason Carried
From Hospital to Vote

ii

)iR

[VieGrath Not
Yet Candidate
for Mayoralty

first he
were interested In it from the occupant
cause of the possibility of the
an ex
of the chair serving as mayor for
receivet
tended period. Mr, McGrath
tire
scores of letters from those interests
succeed
ing him to make every effort to were int
councilors
while certain of the
of hig,
portuned to see to it that a mannot
beet.
caliber was named. But had it
Mc
Curley,
for the support of Mayor
tht
by
defeated
Grath would have been
oi
coalition that favored Joseph P. Cox be
to
West Roxbury after it was found Ilubst
Israel
impossible to elect Councilor
of Dorchester.

Curley Makes No
Attack on Police
Expected Bombshell Withheld
at Dedication, as Hultman
Was Absent

An expected bombshell by Mayor
Curley against inactivity of the police in
combatting crime did not explode today
at the dedication of the new police staMayor Wanted No Part
mayor1 tions In the North and South End diIt is an accepted fact that the
faca
in
visions. The mayor was engaged in predid not wish to become embroiled
paring a statement at his office before
tional fight over the office. He wished
the continuance of Edward M. Gal- leaving for the South End dedication and
for
Hull
By Forrest P.
lagher in that office, but when Gallagher perhaps would have had something
-announced that he would support isle- say about the latest ganester scnsatio
proin
time
no
lose
will
Politicians
Grath, the mayor was satisfleci that Mc- had Po:Ice Commissioner Eugene C. Hul
the fifty-one- Grath would fill the bill. Not until Co - 's man I) en present. The commissioner
claiming Joseph McGrath,
as support seemed powerful enough to elect was ill, according to the message given
year-old president of the City Council,
his hand by be Superintendent Michael H. Crowley.
during him did the mayor show
The station at the corner of Warren
a candidate for mayor. In fact,
the withdrawal of Councilors
important forcing
that
over
Cox agree. avenue and Berkeley street will house
the
from
contest
Englert
month's
the
Parker and
yester- ment group. The number of Cox sup- the 900 police of divisions four and five.
berth, which ended in an uproar
in porters was then reduced from twelve le It is one of the largest police stations in
day, It was regarded as a certainty
ten, but yesterday the West Roxbury! 1 the country. The new station on Norzh
some quarters that the winner would member secured only eight votes his de/ street, which is a unit in a group cf three'
his
by
gain such strikins advantage
voted followers being Councilors Brack. municipal buildings. including the tunnel,
he man, Burke. Donovan, Green Fitzgerald administration building and the printing
probable service as acting mayor that
and Ruby. McGrath, on the othet plant, will house the police of the Hanover
could not resist the call when the proper Power kept his original strength to the street station.
hand,
1
time arrived.
Superintendent John P. Englert of the
end and picked up the additional voted
"I am not interested in any such sto- required. Ho might not have won, on Public Buildings Department presided
at least. had not Coure , over the exercises in both buildings and
ries or assumptions at this time," Mr. the first ballot
Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester dr& , Mayor Curley and SuperIntendent Crow.;
eller
ambition
natural
a
is
"It
says.
McGrath
matically turned from Cox to him with ley were speakers at each place. There
for a member of the City Council to serve
statement that, after conferring with
as the leader of that body. I had the the residents of his ward, he had decided was a band and the singing of popular
honor once before and I am very grateful the a vote for McGrath would be the selections. Morgan T. Ryan, registrar
for the support which gives me the lead- that effective method of avoiding scan- of motor vehicles, represented Governor
erhip again. It was a hard contest and most McGrath had the votes of Coon. Ely in the Sotull End, referring to the
much bad feeling was aroused. I hope dal. Barker. Dowd, Englert, Gallagher. new building as "beckoning hope in the,
of crime."
we shall forget everything that aroused Mors
Kelly, Lynch, Murray, clearing up William
C. Livingston, whet
our tempers and go to work even harder Gleason, Hein,
Captain
the
Roberts,
and
necessary,
have
I
city.
Norton
the
of
Interests
for the best
will be the ranking °Ulcer of the South?
his
own,
but
was
upon
counting
denied'
called
be
shall
twelve„
I
whether
idea
no
End station, is a native of the South Endto occupy the mayor's chair for any the vote of Councilor Curtis, on whom he and expressed his pride in being permit.
, ted to remain there.
lengthy period, but if the opportunity had relied.
Superintendent
The contest developed dramatic effects Crowley thanked Mayor Curley
comes to me, through the mayor's acfirst of
ceptance of a Federal position, I shall not only in the presence of Councilor all for the buildings and referred withtry to conduct the office with a single 'Richard 1) Gleason, who voted from hite pleasure to the fact that he had served
purpose to serve all elements of the pop- City Hospital cot, which had twice been in both divisions, having been in Itb '
ulation fairly and honestly and with no , r loved into the council chamber, bet fromi South End for nineteen years. He
spek
the noisy demonstrations in the gallery, of serving with Charles
striving after political advantage."
no
the bitter remarks on the floor, and the eighty-three years old, whoGillette,
was pre„;
connected with the movement for
stories
Dorchester
Mr.
retired
off:
Gillette,
Later,
of
cer, walk
Native
. Cox, which Councilor Kelly repudiated
Mr. McGrath is one of the few young with the sensational challenge to Mayor introduced and made a few remarks, -Joseph A. Conry represented the traffic
men in Boston politics who has main- Curley for a fist fight. No such picturtained a large following over a long esque incidents had centered in the City department, and the mayor spoke of the
Period of years. A capable speaker and Council since the emended charter hate ponce as now being regarded more as
of winning personality, he entered poli- been in effect. But the coming genera) friends of the unfortunates the.. as ens
tics from Ward 20, Dorchester, before Pons will learn little of the bitterness ett- emies. He denounced the Eighteenth!
he reached the voting age and was elect- gendered by reading the records, Mate Amendment as being more responsible for
ed to the Legislature in 1915 and re- much as a vote to expunge the remorks crime than all of the Other laws of the
elected the following year. After the was passed over the protestations of Coun- country and deplores the fact that pollee
expenditures are inemiimin..; I.,, , year.
district lines had been revised, he was cilor Cox.
In the North End building there swivel
elected in 1917 and re-elected in 1918.
'—
to
studied
he
thereafter
remarks Iv.v Senator Joseph Langone, who
For five years
become a real estate expPri, hut in 1925 Recalls Mitchell's Defeat
spoke harshly of Commissioner Hultman
the political urge again became dominant
Mr. McGrath, who was president of the for his part in closing the Howard
candidate
successful
Superintendent
and he became a
council in 1931, served as acting mayor Atheneum,
Crowley,
for Os City Council, servine in 1926 and after the death of James M. Curley, Jr, Judge Frank Leveroni, Nathan A. Heiler,
present.
the
to
1930
from
and
the
Transit Department In,
1927,
and his father's trip V; Florida, and itlso representing
Mr. McGrath was horn in the Sevin In May of that year when Mayor Curley the absence of Chairman Thomas F. Sul.
1-1111 section of Dorchester where his went abroad for six weeks. Put in di e liven; Catstain John Mullen of the dimother, Mrs. Ellen F. McGrath has been cussing the possibility of Mr. McGrath vision. and Superintendent William J.
his
a lifelong resident He makes d home running for mayor during the year, 1114 Foley of the printing plant. The new
with his wife and three-year-ol son at friends point out the fact that no tempo. captain aroused laughter when he raid
a
is
He
graduate
street.
ever became that having married a North End woman
S Castle flock
School and the rary occupant of that office
of the Edward Everett
mayor. Daniel A. Wheiten served three thirty years ago he could conic into the
Dorchester High School. One of his and a half months in 1905, following the dletrict as police commander and he reabrothers, Henry B. McGrath, is a resi- death of Mayor Patrick A.Collins, but run- sonably certain of getting along with the
brother,
dent of Boston, 'while another banking
ning for the office in the fall of that year people as he had with him own wife.
:lames E. McGrath. is in the
against John F. Fitzgerald, he received
business in Buenos Aires. A sister, Mice
Mr. McGrath
he only a handful of voter
Grace A. McGrath. is a teacher in of has no flnangiel backing for cueh an exGirls' High School and Is president
be in.
he
should
unless
and
periment
the High School Women's Club.
a powerful groep would like2.
The contest for the presidency of the domed by
remain on the side lines watching tin
City Council attracted more than strictly fight.
political attention. Many business men

But Dorchester Man, Elected
President of Council Is
Ambitious

1
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M'GRATH EAGER
TO GET RELIEF
FOR JOBLESS

IWGRATII WINS
BY SMASIIIIING
BIG DEADLOCK

Relief to the 40,000 jobless roaming the Streets Of'Boston and the
welfare of the city at large are
the chief ambitions at present of
The three weeks' deadlock in the Boston City Council over
Councillor Joseph McGrath, elected
yesterday to serve his second term the choice of a president of that body was broken yesterday by
as president of the city council.
the election of Councilor Joseph McGrath of Ward 13, Dorchester.
At. his home on Castle Rock st.,
In the event that Mayor Curley resigns to accept a federal
Dorchester, last night, after he had appointment, President McGrath will automatically become mayor
been given a tumultuous welcome
for the balance of the year from the date of the Curley
by his wife and three-year-old son.
•resignation.
Richard, the man who may occupy
the mayor's chair before the year
thousana
began. One
meeting
19 out, expressed his appreciation
wouild-be spectators rushed for 250
of the honor bestowed by his colfervent
the
gallery scats. After every seat wax
leagues and expressed
all
filled and every inch of standing
hope that the best interests of
; room was taken the police managed
Boston will be served by him.
to drive the overflow back into the
Occupying the mayor's chair
corridor and close the gallery
would be no novelty for McGrath,
doors.
for two years ago, when Mayor
to
Before voting began Councillor
Curley made a six weeks' visit
Kelly launched a vitriolic attack on
Europe, he was head of the council
Mayor Curley.
then and automatically became actThen Councillor Cox told about a
ing mayor.
meeting of 12 Councillors at Ruby's
BELIEVES IN ClURLEY
home last Wednesday night at
Aaci if fate hands him the scepter
which the twelve signed an agree.
again, this time possibliy for a
mu nt to vote for Cox.
longer period, Mr. McGrath can
COX brought in photostatic copies
think of no better course of proof the agreement, showing the 12
policedure than to follow out the
signatures, those of Councillors
cies enunciated by Mayor Curley.
Brraulernan, Burke, Cox, Donovan,
government,
municipal
For in
Green, Power, Ruby,
Fitzgerald
peer,
a
without
is
Curley
Mayor
Baker, Englert, Kelly arid Fish. Cox
the new council head believes.
read the agreement and the names.
As for his ambitions after the
Then Kelly made his attack on
year is out, Mr. McGrath would
•
the mayor and his announcement
rather not talk about them now.
that he would vote for McGrath
President-Elect Joe. McGrath
At present he has no intention of
and why.
running for mayor, but he admitMcGrath received just the 12
Only one ballot was taken. The
ted that circumstances might arise votes necessary to elect. He went .
twelve who voted McGrath into
that would put him into the race.
into the meeting with 11 assured
presidency were: Barker, Dowd,
A man who takes his politics seri- votes. The 12th—the deciding one the
Englert, Gallagher, Gleason, Hein,
ously. yet eschews the devious
—was east by Councillor Francis K.
Lynch, McGrath, Murray,
methods some Politicians consider Kelly of Dorchester who was pre- Kelly,
Norton and Roberts.
essential to success, Mr. McGrath
viously lined up for Councillor
who stuck by the phoeight
The
looked back last night over 18 years
Joseph P. Cox of West Roxbury tographed agreement and voted for
in the arena of public affairs, and
for president.
'Cox were: Brack:nen, Burke, Cox,
he is only 40 now.
Donovan, Fitzgeratl, Green, Power
KELLY MADE GOOD
At 22 he was the victor in a fight
Prior to the ballot being taken land Ruby.
for the House of Representatives
Curtis voted for Norton and
from old Ward 20 in Dorchester. in
Kelly shoured that McGrath had
which 18 men were involved. He
the election assured by announc- Fish voted for Kelly.
t ied the ticket by a comfortable
ing:
REMARKS DELETED
margin.
"I shall vote for McGrath beAfter the balloting the council
if
that,
ate
promised
he
has
cause
voted, 14 to 8, to strike from the
FOUR YEARS IN LEGISLATURF
mayor, he will give records all remarks made previous
becomes
lie
He served four terms in the
my district any improvements it to the voting..
legislature, two from old Ward 20
needs."
McGrath assumec the president's
five
into
up
split
now
is
which
v:elly made good on his an- chair after the vote was declared.
17
Ward
old
from
two
and
wards,
nouncement and McGrath was
By a vote of 19 to 1 the coancil
in 1926, when the city councl
elected.
passed an order for the establisIK
was formed into its present status
The vote was:
log of a municipal lighting plant,
he was a candidate from Ward 12
Joseph MeGrath---12
The order now goes to the mayor
J)seph P. Cox--8
and was victorious. Except for the
far approval but he vetoed a airs-.
Clement R. Norton, II y
first two years of Nichols adminliar one a few weeks ago.
Park—i
istration, he has been in the counKelly, Dorehese
Francis E
cil ever since. In those years he
was supplanted by Frank Sullivan, ter—l.
whom he later defeated.
A STORMY SESSION
Another of his joyous welcomers
All 22 members were present.
when he returned home last night
Councillor Riehard D. Gleason of
was his mother, Mrs. Ellen F. McRoetbury, under treatment at City
Grath, now 63, who lives across the
nospital for leg injury, was again
street from her son on Castle Rock
brought in on a stretcher. Counst., and his sister, Miss Grace Mccillor Israel Ruby of Dorchester
Grath, a teacher at Girls' High
managed to attend, although still
Schaal and president of the High
suffering from grip.
School Women's Club of Boston.
It was a stormy session, with

New Council Head

a

near-riot in the gallery before the

111,11.53

CURLEY DEDICATES TWO
NEW POLICE STATIONS

r
J

C,

PA D

CURLEY FLAYS
POLICE ALIBI
IN VICE DRIVE

Mayor Curley in a formal statement last night charged the police
department was trying to establish
an alibi for its failure to act in the
matter of liquor and vice conditicns
In the city prior to his demands
that Commissioner Hultman and
the department make a cleanup.
Formal dedication exercises for Boa"The police department has Isten's new police building at Berkeley closing that the residents of the South
sued statements that action Is beit and Warren av and the new tunnel End were fortunate in that they would
have such a humane and just caping taken on information
administration building and Police Sta- tam, Willia
rem W. Livingston.
ceived from the mayor's office,
tion 1, at North sq, took place today.
"
North
At the
End his remarks were
he said, "thus creating
the imun
m
ig
lo
gs thte
The exercises at the police building at a
o ss
aamye line and he had fine
pressi
on
that the department had
Warren av and Berkeley sts coabout Capt John 3.
cornno knowledge of existi
ng condimenced at 11 o'clock, with Mayor Mullen who will be in charge of the
tions.
"
,new Station 1.
James M. Curley the principal speaker.)
"The fact is that the informaThose who gathered at the dedication impartvd to the police comSupt Crowley Speaks
tions in the South and North Ends with
missioner in a conference at the
Greetings of the Commonwealth were
the expectatIone of hearing Mayor Curmayor's office was already known
brough
Regist
t
by
rar of Motor Vehicles
ley unburden his mind with a blast
to the commissioner who stated
against crime conditions and alleged Morgan T. Ryan, representing Gov
that he had learned of the varipolice inefficiency were disappointed. Joseph B. Ely, who also was unable to
ous things discussed in the
The Mayor intended to make a state- be present. Registrar Ryan paid high
mayor's office some time previwent on the present situation but the triblute to Mayor Curley and Supt if
ously.
absence from the dedications of Police Police Michael H. Crowley.
"In other words, with full knowlCapt William W. Livingstim, corn- 1
Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman, beedge of the situation the police
cause of sickness, sealed the lips of1*ander of the new station which will I
department
remained
inactive
house Division 4 on Lagran
the Mayor, on that subject.
ge at
and apparently helpless and it
The Mayor said today at City Hall Division 5 on Ea!' Dedham at, and
also
was to this inactivity and helpthat he never sent a written communi- addressed the gathering and said
lessness that I directed the attencation of complaints with names, dates he felt honored to be the comma that
nding
tion
of the commissioner."
or anything else to Police Commission- officer of one of the newest
police
Continuing the mayor pointed
er Hultman in the present controversy. buildings in the city.
out that the police department was
Supt Crowley, in his speech, recalle
The only things of a written nature,
according to the Mayor, were anony- the days when he was a patrolman d
not subject either to his control or
mous letters that reached his office and the East Dedham-st Station, at the in
dictation, because the commisage
of
22. He said he enjoyed his
inasmuch as the proper destiqation of
sioner is appointed by the goverwork
those letters WRS Police Headquarters in the "busy" division, and when
nor.
he
was later transferred to Roxbu
the letters were forwarded.
"However," he salt!, "it is the
ry he
Moreover, the Mayor said, he has was heartbroken.
duty of the municipality to proAt the close of the exercises
had no communication whatever witn
vide
the necessary funds and for
the
Commissioner Hultman in the last 72 group adjourned to the outsid
this purpose approximately $6,e of
hours. Just before the dedication or building, and Mayor Curley assist the
ed
000,00
in
0 annually is available.
Station 1 -at the North End the Mayor placing the corner stone, which con"It was the contention of the
expressed the opinion that he would tained a copy of the program and
police commissioner at the congive out a written statement this other police records. The Mayor Was
ference that there was no law
presented with an honorary card
afternoon to the press.
from
permitting police to enter night
the Masons' Union and he was
able to
clubs, or other private clubs to
cement the corner stone in place.
Silent on Hultman
prevent 1,1olationti of the narcotic
act, the prohibition act or to preThe Mayor's addresses at both dedi- Tunnel Building
vent
the so called stripping
cations contained.no reference to Comacts,
The new building is on the
or exhibition of nude
missioner Hultman. At the combined
site of
women.
The apprehension of law
station for 4 and 5 at Warren av and the old Scenic Temple. It is
violathree
Berkeley it, South End, he paid a stories high,
tors is the business of the police
with a main entrance on
tribute to the sterling worth of Police
and
not
the
business of the
Superintendent Michael H. Crowley Warren av and a side entrance on
mayor."
and another to Capt William W. Liv- Berkeley it. The exterior of the buildAs the mayor's statement
was beingston who will command the station. ing is of red brick and stone,
of archi- ing issued it was announced at
He attacked the 18th Amendment tecture reminiscent of
headquarters that the police
colonia
l
invesBoston
,
and pointed out that before the pas- the first story of
rusticated stone, tigation of graft and vice charges
sage of the Amendment that there above a granite base,
the department was being
with atone pilaswere 1700 police officers in Boston and ters terminating in Corint
In abeyance while every man held
hian capitals
in
the cost of maintaining that departThe entrance doors are of
department who could be used the
bronze
,
was
ment and the courts was something with ornamental transoms.
detail
ed
to
the
hunt
for
the Solomore than $4,000,000. In 1932, he said,
Exercises at the Administrati
mon slayers.
on
depar
the
tment jumped to 2400 police Building, North and
officers and an expenditure of more commenced at 1 o'clockRichmond sts,
with John P.
than $10,000,000, a coat of $11.50 on Englert, superintende
nt of buildings,
every man, woman and child in the presiding.
City.
Speakers included Mayor Curley
, Col
The Mayor expressed the hope that Thomas F. Sullivan,
transit commis-I
Congress would speedily repeal the sioner; 144,- Willia
m J. Casey, superamendment which he said had con- intendent • I mintin
g,
tributed more to the immorality of J. Mullen, commander and Cript John
of DiVIS1011 1,
youth and cost of operations of jails, v•hich will be housed In
the new buildhospitals. morgues, police. departments ing.
and courts than all the laws ever
The new tunnel administrati
plAccd on the statute books.
ing is erected at the entran on buildce to the
Referring to the new notice station. new traffic tunnel
to East
Lc said that it was necessary in order contains the administrati Boston and
on offices and
to combat crime to have a garage for garage for emergency cars,
One enAO cars arid motorcycles. .He said In trance Is on North at and
the other
main or public entrance faces
the new
square, toward Cross at.
The tellers'
Ace Is on the first floor.

Silent on Hultman Controversy Because Latter Not
At North and South End Ceremonies
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Mayor Curley issued a long statement
setting forth his position in his demands to have the city cleaned up, and
declared that Commissioner Hultman
told him at a recent conference that
he was aware of the vice conditions
called to his attention.

HULTMAN i
LASHED AT
By cuRLEy headquarters,

"Erroneous and Misleading"

Mayor Charges He
Sceks Alibi for
Inactivity

"The statements which have appeared
in the press, emanating from police
relating to the source of
information upon which the department is now acting, with reference to
location of speak-castes and vice resorts,
are erroneous and misleading," Mayor
Curley said. His assertion was carefully prepared.
c "The police department has issued
statements that action is being taken
information received from the
upon
Mayor's office, thereby conveying the
impression that the department had no
existing
of
knowledge whatsoever
conditions

"Inforniation Already Known"
"The fact is that the information imparted to the police commissioner, at
a conference held in the Mayor's office
recently and called for another purpose,
hnatdpolice
he co
th at
od the
a tte
known
oo
hn
wk
already
n er
o

ADMITTED KNOWING
7nais.s
CONDITIONS, HE SAYS

learned of the various things discussed
some time preVlously. The corporation
counsel and others were present at the
conference.
"The discussion at this conference
related to the inactivity on the part of
t he police, who, upon the commissioner's own statement, were fully
aware of what was transpiring in the
city with reference to speakeasies and
ice resorts.

Police Head, Ill at
Home, Silent on
r
Statement
Seeking an alibi for failure to act
In the vice situation was charged
against Police Commissioner Hultman yesterday by Mayor Curley,
when he asserted that the police
head had admitted to him that he
had full knowledge of illegal conditions, and that the police had still
remained inactive and apparently

"Inactive and Helpless'

"In other words, with full knowledge
:I' the situation, the police department
-emalned inactive and apparently helpess, and it was to this inactivity and
telplessness that I directed the uttenion of the police commissioner.
"It -is evident that the publicity
mreau of the police department, anticimating the need for action with refer!nee to certain places, where the law is
taunted, Is now seeking to establish an
tlibl for the failure to act prior to this
ime.

Police Authority Limited

"It was the contention of the police
,onimissioner at the conference held at
helpless.
he office of the Mayor that there was
in law which permitted the police to
enter night club,' or private clubs of
NO REPLY BY HULTMAN
any character, either for the purpose of
To the broadside delivered by Mayor prohibiting violation of the narcotic
Hultman
Curley, Police Commissioner
laws, the prohibition act, or to preniade no reply. He is confined to his vent the so-called stripping acts or exhome with a cold, and earlier in the hibitions of nude women.
clay, by telephone, had ordered Superin- , "I informed the commissioner that a
tendent of Police Michael H. Crowley, bill had been drafted and submitted to
Captain John M. Anderson and other 'ithe Legislature which would give the
officials to bend all their resources to loolice that authority, provided the law
apprehending. the slayers of Char* was approved by the General Court.
Solomon, Boston racketeer, who Was So far as I am aware this is the first
slain. The probe of charges against time an attempt has been made to perpolice, of anohyntotim letters accusint mit of police supervision of these repollee of grafting and other allegation: sorts, notwithstanding the fact that
of laxity to policing the city is mean they have been operating in the city
while to be held in abeyance.
for a period of years.
"The apprehension of law violators Is
the business of the pollee commissioner
and the pollee department and not the

business of the Mayor."

DEDICATE FOUR
CITY BUILDINGS
Mayor Lays Cornerstone of
New Station One in
South End
SAYS REPEAL WILL
CUT POLICE COSTS
Pour new municipal buildings were
dedicated by Mayor Curley yesterday.
They are the police station at Berkeley
street and Warren avenue, to which
the LaGrange and East Dedham street
divisions will be transferred and the
, group of buildings about the North end
portal of the East Boston traffic tunnel. They are the tunnel administra'lion, police, and printing plant buildings.
At noon the mayor, speaking to 1000
at the South end police building, declared that repeal of the 18th amendmen,, will result in decreased expendiftures for the maintenance of the poilice department and the courts. He
contrasted a cost of 84,000,000 in 1917
, with the expenditure of more than $10,000,000 last year and cited 'his increase of 150 per cent, as conclusive
proof of the failure of prohibition.
At the North end police station guar('
I room, the mayor devoted his talk
chiefly to the developmen` of printl,and featured the fact that, Boston
boasts of a municipal printing plant.
of sufficient size to produe^ all print •
mg for city and county departments.
He referred to the approach of the
opening of the $16,000,000 tunnel as an
.,Ing benefit to the
achievement o'
city.
SUPT. CROWLEY SPEAKS
I Other speakers at the South end were
Superintendent of Police Michael H.
Crowley, Capt. William W. Livingston,
who was called the commander of the
new station; Charles Gillette. 83-yearold retired policeman who "broke in"
Supt. Crowley: Registrar of Motor VeI nwles Morgan T. Ryan and Traffic
'Commissioner Joseph A. Conry.
I Speakers at the North end included
Senator Joseph A. Langone, who called
Police Commissioner Hultman a "Dux.
bury clam" whom he blamed, with John
C. L. Dowling of the Watch and Ward
society, for the closing of the Old How
ard Theatre and who threatened to become a mayoralty candidate if Dowling is an aspirant.
Others were Supt. Crowley, Copt.
John J. Mullen, Col. Thomas F. Sullivan, chairman o: the transit commission and Maj. William J. Casey, superintendent of the printing plant. Supeiintendent of Public Buildings John P.
Englert presided at both dedications.
and at Berkeley street, the mayor laid
the corner stone of the building.

firusLti,p,
Hit Curley Bill
to Cut Salaries
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Speakers Charge Proposal
Would Give Mayor Too
Much Authority

„
jL„,,

)/1)-1-aviPROTEST MAYOR BACKBAYVICE
CURLEY BILL DRIVE GOES ON
Would Give Him Right to
Out City Salaries

Vigorous opposition to the petition incoduced by Mayor Curley which would
sive the mayor of Boston the authority
to change the salaries and positions
The bill to give to Mayor Curley ati:.ity officials and employees, was recordst
lt a hearing today before the legislatiyH thority to reduce, reestablish and readjust
salaries of officers and employes
:Somrnittee on Civil Service,
The only speaker in favor of the messs of the City of Boston and authority to
sre was Abraham B. Casson, legislative remove, suspend, transfer or lower in
xpunsel for the city of Boston. His state- rating such employes brought forth a
-tient that the bill was submitted at the storm of protest before the Legislative
.`equest of the Boston Chamber of Com- Committee on Civil Service today. The
merce, the Boston Real Estate Exchange only proponent of the measure was
Ind the Boston Municipal Research Bu- Abraham B. Casson, legislative agent
'eau brought forth quick denials from for the city of Boston, who explained
•epresentatives of the organizations, the provisions of it.
The statement of Mr Casson that the
rhey objected on the ground that the
sill was too broad, but admitted that the bill was submitted at the request of
-nayor needed authority to make reduc- the Chamber of Commerce, Massachu.ions under the present situation. They setts Tax Association, Boston Real Esfelt, however, that the bill before the tate Exchange, Municipal, Research
.:ommittee would give the mayor toot Bureau and other organizations brought
forth denials from representatives of
much authority.
In speaking for the measure, Mr. Cas- several of these organizations.
Mr Casson told the committee that
son told the committee that several weeks
Igo representatives of various organiza- several weeks ago those organizations
tions in the city called upon the mayor waited upon the Mayor and called for
and demanded a $7,000,000 slash in the a cut of $7,000,000 in the city budget.
budget. He said the organizations sug- They first suggested, he said, a cut in
gested that salaries of city employees be all municipal and county salaries and
cut and that departments be cut and that consolidation of departments with the
departments be consolidated and employ) discharge of transfer of employes. He
' attention
ees discharged. lie said the measure wits then called the committees
an emergency one and warned that RI Ito the fact that the Civil Service laws
was putting a "dangerous power" in the prevent the Mayor from taking such
hands of one man. "But," he added, "1ft action.
The bill before the committee was
the committee feels that the city of Boston must do as these organizations ask, therefore drawn to give the Mayor
then we must have the legislation." Mr. authority to act as the associations
Casson called attention to the voluntary requested, Mr Casson declared.
"It is an emergency measure only,"
contributions of city employees for publie welfare as taking the place of salary according to Mr Casson, "and it is
putting a dangerous power in the
reductions,
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boa- hands of any one man. But, if the
commission
feels that the city of Boston, opposing the measure, declared it
would upset the entire structure of the ton must do as these organizations ,
must have the legislathen
ask,
we
city in regard to employment. He said
the hill gave the mayor too much power tion."
Senator Henry Parkman of Boston.
and was a dangerous proceeding. Senator Parkman quoted from the mayor's In opposition to the measure, declared
it
would upset the whole structure of
Inaugural address of that year that hot
was reluctant to seek the authority. Hs the city in regard to municipal emtold the committee that he has introduceill ployment. He declared further that it
a. bill calling for salary reductions for gave too broad authority to the Mayor
employees of the city awl suggested that and was a dangerous precedent. He
' inaugural of
the matter before the committee be post. quoted from the Mayors
poned until a later date en that both this year, in which he stated that he
measures could be heard at the same was reluctant to seek the authority.
R. Ammi Cutter, representing the
time.
Tax Association and the
R. Amml Cutter, representing the Boa- M
Boston
Municipal Research Bureau,
:on Real Estate Exchange and Municipal'
Research Bureau, told the committee that declared that it was not at their urging
ihe bill was not introduced by the mayor that the Mayor had the bill drafted. He
it their request. He explained the posi- explained that the organizations were
lion of the two organizations as willing to willing to allow the Mayor reasonable
authority and added that they favored
ive the mayor reasonable
s
authority an
d
added that they favored the bill filed by the bill of Senator Parkman for
Senator Parkman. He contended that uniform salary reductions.
Arthur H. Brooks, without taking a
.he Curley bill would allow tile removal
If judges, school committee employees definite stand on the Curley bill, mugInd many others. Arthur H. Brooks gestEd that a measure proposed by the
irged the committee to study the bill Tax Association be studied before
lied by the Massachusetts Tax Aseocia- action tr taken on the proposal of
:ion before taking action on the Curley Mayor Curley.
Chairman William A. Reilly ofhe
Chairman 'William Reilly of the Bostos Boston School Committee, told the'
committee
he had been instructed by
gehool committee said he had been in.
itructed by unanimous vote to appear unanimous vote of the committee to
iefore the committee to oppotui the bill. appear at the hearing and oppose the
Fle said the committee had sufficient pow bill.
niel J. Lucey of
IT to make any of the charges which time
e setts
i" State Firemen's the MassachuAssociation and
tall would empower the mayor to do.
others also were recorded in opposition.

Police Goaded by Mayor
Curley's Charges of
Inactivity
With the police force split betWeell
the investigation of vice conditions and
the widespread manhunt for the murderers of Charles "King" Solomon, the
drive to clean up the Back Bay and
other sections of the city continued today.
Goaded into action by a statemetJ
of Mayor Curley, throwing full responsibility for vice dens and speakeasies upon the shoulders of poilce4
officers worked silently, and without
open comment on the mayor's statement.
Commissioner Hultman was confined
to his home with a heavy cold. From
sources close to him, hqwever, came
knowledge that the commissioner believed the double investigation of th
Solomon murder and vice conditions
entrusted to Supt. Crowley, to be in
competent hands.
"With full knowledge of the situaion," the mayor charged, "the police department remained inactive and, apparently, helpless."
In the face`of this accusation, polic
of the Back Bay division moved against
alleged "hot spots" in their district,.
They closed the Ten o`Clock Club on a
charge of operating without a charter.
Descending on the club just before 10
P. M. yesterday, a squad of officers ordered the gas supply for cooking turned
off. Patrons who had arrived early,
were permitted to leave the Newbury'
street club without questioning.
After the doors were closed, a sign
was placed on the door reading "Closed,
heating apparatus out of order." Police
said the club was operated by lecke
Alpert, Boston orchestra leader, for
month without a charter.
Another development was the sendin
of a general order to all division cap
tains by Supt. Michael H. Crowley. The
order called attention to the general
order of Oct. 15, 1930, reading:
"The practice of assigning a sergeant
.for a specific time for vice duty only in
each division must cease."
The vice squad of station 16, in the
Bask Bay district, has for some time
been headed by Sergt. Prank E. Gilman
at the order of Capt. Perley S. Skillings.

V
iMore Than 100 Boston and
Metropolitan Police
in Escort

•

•

Final tribute was paid today to Deputy
Superintendent Thomas F. Goode of the
Boston police department at a solemn
high mass in St. Thomas's Church,
Jamaica Plain, at 10 o'clock. at which
dignitaries of the state and city and
men and women from all walks of life
paid their last respects.
LARGE POLICE ESCORT
The cortege left the home of the late
police official on Prince street at 9:30,
preceded by an escort of more than 100
police officers from the Boston department and a delegation of 30 metropolitan police officers, and wended its way
through crowded streets to the church.
The church was not big enough to
accommodate every one, and more than
200 persons waited outside during the
services.
The scene outside the church was
iimpressive as the detail of police came
'to attention and saluted, as the body
was being borne into and out of the
church by six police sergeants who
'acted as body bearers.
The mass was celebrated by the Rev.
Lawrence M. Ryan. He was assisted by
the Rev. Edward J. Riley, deacon, and
the Rev. John L. Parsons, sub-deacon.
Seated within the chancel railing were
a number of visiting priests.
The honorary bearers were Mayor
James M. Curley, Superintendent of
Police Michael H. Crowley, Deputy Superintendent James McDevitt, Col.
Thomas F. Sullivan of the transit commission, Thomas F. O'Connor, Joseph
A. Tomasello, William Dooley, Thomas
McCourt, Williarn Ellis, William Elcock,
Dennis Dooley. Charles Young, Dr. Fred
Good, Emile Coulon and Daniel Gurnett.
EX-MAYORS PRESENT
Among those present were Postmaster William E. Hurley, ex-Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols, ex-Mayor John F. F.tzgerald, Dist.-Atty. William J. Foley, Fire
Commissioner Edward A. McLaughlin,
Chief Henry A. Fox, former Chief
Daniel A. Sennott, Traffic Engineer
John J. Hurley, William T. Fitzgerald,
register of deeds; Joseph P. Manning,
! president of the board of trustees of th
Boston City Hospital; Dr. Martin English, Henry J. Stevens of the public
safety commissioin.
Jutlge Joseph A. McDonald of the
Charlestown court, Judge Michael Murray of the municipal court, Judge William J. Day, Judge Frank A. Leveronl,
Judge Francis J. Good. Judge James
Devlin, Chief Justice Wilfred BoLster,
Asst, Dist. Atty, Fred Doyle and Asst.
Dist. Atty. Daniel Gillen.
The ushers at the church were
Thomas P. Glynn, Daniel O'Connor,
Austin O'Connor, James Gormley, Edward O'Shea, Thomas Elcock and
• Theodore Logan.
1 The music of the mass was furnished
by Ida McCarthy O'Shea, organist,
Lillian Gorman, contralto. Mrs. Anna
Lewis soprano, John tihaughnessey,
tenor, and Joseph Ecker, bass. Terry's
mass was sung.
Seated within the chancel railing
were a number of visiting priests including the Rev. Thomas McCarthy of
St. Clement's Church, Somerville; the
Rev. John J. Twiss of St. Catheriee'q
Church; the Rev. Charles A. Finn, rector of St. John's Seminary, Brighton,
and pastor of St. Anne's Church, Hingham; the Rev. E. F. McKenzie of St.
John's Seminary; the Rev. John J.
Lynch, professor at Emmanuel College;
I the.Rav. T. J,'44cCarthY.
and the
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Rev. Daniel Sullivan, S. J., both 0; St.
Rev.
, Mary's Church, North End, and the
John S. Reath.
THOSE IN POLICE DETAIL
The police escort included Capt. Louis
Cant.
1E. Lutz, superintendent's office;
Thomas E. ,J. Kavanaugh, Lt. Bernard
J. Graham, Sergt. Thomas F. Harvey,
Sergt. Thomas J. Shaw, Sergt. Edward
P. O'Neil and Sergt. Andrew Markhard.
The body bearers were Sergts. John
J. Crimmins of division 1, Joseph F.
Condon of division 2, Henry J. Bailey
of division 5, John J. Devine of division
12, and Edward J. Kelley and William
M. Donahue of the bureau of traffic.
The police department's honorary
bearers were Capts. John J. Mullen of
division 1, Archibald F. Campbell of
division 7, Joseph McKinnon of division 9, Stephen J. Flaherty of division
10, Harry N. Dickinson of division 11,
and Perley S. Skillings of division 16.
The detail of officers of the metropolitan police department was headed
by Capt. Albert Chapman.
Upon leaving the house the cortege
proceeded along Prince street to Pond
street, to Dunster road, to Centre street
to South street, to St. Thomas's Church
Two motorcycle officers preceded th<
escort from the home to the church
and from the church to Holy Cross
cemetery, where interment took place.
LINE AT HEADQUARTERS
The cortege, instead of taking a direct
route to the cemetery, turned back into
the city and passed before a detail of
more than 200 officers and civilian heir
of the police department which were
lined up on the sidewalk outside 01
police headquarters on Berkeley street t<
pay a final tribute to their superior of.
ficer.
Traffic was handled smoothly al
along the line. -..-ith Capt. James Fallor
of police headquarters in charge of r
large detail to keep traffic movirq
without a halt.
Also among those present were For
mer Fire Commissioner Theodore A
Glynn, Capt. James A. Claflin of tin
Joy street police station, Capt. Jere
miah A. Gallivan, City Councilmer
Peter A. Murray and Clement A. Nor
ton, a delegation of officers from th,
state police, Inspector James Dennese•
of the homicide squad, retired; Denni.
Lorden of the local federal prohibitioi
department, Neal Holland, ex-Captain
Forest F. Hall, former Deputy Supt
Richard Fitzgerald, Bradley C. Mason
James P. Smith, A. E. O'Connell, Phil.
lip O'Neil, Timothy Ferris; two olc
time police officers, Patrick Melvr anc
Joseph Glancey; Louis Pugni of the
Copley Plaza, and Parker Shannon, s
Boston restaurateur,

'
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ELY AND CURLEY!
GREET IV-G-1
BEAUTY TRAIN

As throngs pressed about, and
!traffic snarled, Gov. Ely and Mayor Curley today officially welcomed
the arrival in Boston of the elaborate $150,000 Metr-Goldwyn-Mayer
'Traveling Motion Picture Studio.
Stopping in Boston on its world;
tour search for new screen personalities, the traveling studio first
ivisited the State House, where Gov.
'Ely and members of his staff inspected it. The Governor spoke
briefly into the microphone conwith the studio's amplifier
system,
From the State House the studio
caravan proceeded to City Hall
where Mayor Curley added his
greetings.
Commending the ingenuity of the
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization In the construction of the
traveling studio so that film fans
might see the equipment used in
the projection and recording of
talking pictures, Mayor
Curley
said he hoped the organization
would find a Boston girl worthy of
elevating to stardom in the movies.
A parade through the downtown area followed the reception
and the studio visited Loew's Orpheum Theater, home in Boston of
Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer
pictures.
From there the Boston Evening
American building, 5 Winthrop sq.,
was visited, and a brief call was
made at Hotel Bradford, headquarters of out of town girls in Bos(ton to receive voice and screen
tests aboard the studio,
The studio was on display at both
the State and Orpheum theaters
later and the general public was
Itb be permitted to inspect the
equipment.
Meanwhile, tomorrow
will see
the end of.the campaign which has
been conducted in Greater Boston
by the Boston Evening American,
the Boston Sunday Advertiser, and
Loew's State and Orpheum theaters, to discover a girl with a perfect screen personality.
At midnight tomorrow, the curtain will ring down on the greatest
oportunity ever offered to girls of
Greater Boston,
More than 50 Greater Boston girls
will be selected to receive screen
and voice tests on the stages of the
state and Orpheum theaters.
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Curley Says Hultman to Blame
For 'Helplessness' of Police
Admitted Full Knowledge
Of Vice Conditions,
Mayor Declares
CHARGES ATTEMPT
TO PRESENT ALIBI
Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman was held responsible for the "inactivity and helplessness" of the police
to drive vice dens and speakeasies from
the Back Bay and other sections of
the city, by Mayor Curley in a statement issued from his office yesterday.
The mayor charged that Hultman
admitted "full knowledge of the situation" at a recent conference in the
mayor's office when Back Bay vice
conditions were discussed, although at
the tim,-. the discussion took place police we:e inactive in regard to the
conditions cited.
Mayor Curley planned to tell the
commissioner at the dedicatory exercises of one of two new police stations
yesterday the charges which were later
made public in the statement form.
The mayor abandoned his plan to incorporate the discussion of vice con-,
ditions in either his address at the nay,
Berkeley street. station or his speech
at the North street building, when
Hul..man failed to appear at eith-r
place.
The commissioner was confined tc
his home all day with a heav, cold.
Meanwhile investigation of he murder of Jharies Solomon, whom: racketeering enterprises included some of the
very planes which are concerned in the
vice situation, served to distract activity from the probe of charges of police
protection which Hultman ordered
Monday.
Capt. John M. Anderson and Lt.
Stephen Gillis of the bureau of criminal investigation, who started Monday
to probe the accusations against police,
were active in the Solomon investigation yesterday.
Another development construed as
Police of the Back Bay division
moved against alleged "hot spots" in
their district by closing, on a charge of
operating without a charter, the "Ten
O'Clock Club," night club operated by
Mickey Alpert, well known as an orchestra leader, at 336 Newbury street.
A few minutes before 10 o'clock,
Sergt. Manuel Susan and Patrolmen
James A. Sweeney and Henry Demers
entered the club and ordered the gas
supply for cooking turned off. A few
men and women who hat; arrived early
were permitted to leave without questioning.

Alter the doors were closed, a sign
was placed at the entrance, reading,
"Closed, Heating Apparatus Out of Order." Police said the place had operated
as a club for a month without a charter.
being in relation to the investigation
of vice conditions was a general order
sent by Supt. Michael H. Crowley to
division captains last night. The order
directed division commanders to a general order of Oct. 15. 1930. and "especially that part which states: The practice of assigning a sergeant for a specified time for vice duty only in each
division must cease."
Sergt. Frank E. Gilman has headed
the vice squad at station 16, by order
of Capt. Perlev S. Skillings, for some
time. This station has charge of the
Back Bay district.
MAYOR'S STATEMENT
The mayor's statement criticising the
Police department follows:
The statements which have appeared in the press, emanating
from police headquarters relating
to the source of information upon
which the department is now acting, with reference to location of
speakeasies and vice resorts are erroneous and misleading.
The police department has issued statements that action is being taken upon information received from the mayor's office,
thereby conveying the impression
that the department had no knowledge whatsoever of existing conditions. The fact is that the information imparted to the police
commissioner at a conference held
in the mayor's office recently and
called for another purpose and at
which the corporation counsel and
others were present, was already
known to the police commissioner
who stated that he had learned of
the various things discussed in the
mayor's office some time previously.
The discussion at this conference
related to the inactivity on the
part of the police, who, upon the
commissioner's own statement, were
fully aware of what was transpiring in the city with reference to
speakeasies and vice resorts. In
other words, with full knowledge of
the situation, the police department remained inactive and, apparently, helpless, and it was to
this inactivity and helplessness
that I directed the attention of
the police commissioner.
It is evident to me that the publicity bureau of the police department, anticipating the need for action with reference to certain
places where the law is flaunted,
is now seeking to establish an alibi
for the failure to act prior to this
time.
The police department is not
subject to either control or dictation by the mayor of Boston. the
commissioner receiving his appointment from the Governor of
the commonwealth. Under the
statutes, holm'er, it is the duty
of the municipality to provide the
recessary funds for the conduct
01 the police department and for
tnis purpose the sum of approximately $6.000,000 annually is available. It would appear that this

amount is sufficiently large to per- ;
mit a complete and accurate
knowledge of persistent and long
continned violations of law in the
city.
It is neither my desire nor purpose to interfere or dictate what
shall or shall not be done in the
police department. The department
receives ample funds with which to
conduct its activities in conformity
with law and to provide the requisite protection for life and propst
erty.
was the contehtion of the POlice commissioner at the conference
held itt the office of the mayor
that there was no law which permitted the police to enter night
clubs or private clubs of any character, either for the purpose of
prohibiting violation of the narcotic laws, the prohibition act, or
to prevent the so-called stripping
acts or exhibition of nude women.
I informed the commissioner that
a bill had been drafted and sub- I
mitted to the Legislature which
would give the police that authority, provided the law was approved
by the General Court. So far as I
am aware this is the first time an
attempt has been made to permit
of police supervision of these resorts, notwithstanding the fact that
they have been operating in the
city for a period of years. The apprehension of law violators is the
business of the police commissioner
and the police department and not
the business of the mayor.

\
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COIflRAOES BEAR
ERE TO HUE
Their final tribute to Deputy Police Supt. Thomas F. Goode was
paid today by veteran members of
the police department at funeral
Services in St. Thomas' Church,
Jamaica Plain.
With a detail of 96 policemen forming a guard of honor, a solemn'
high mass of requiem was celeheat-'
ed at 10 a. m., after brief services
in the late deputy's home, 951
Prince at., Jamaica Plain.
Mayor Curley was present at the
church services as well as Police
Superintendent Crowley, former
Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols, a delegation from the Cambridge police
and one from the Metropolitan
District Police.
As the cortege passed police headquarters on the way to the cemetery, Supt. Crowley stood at the
head of a line of 100 policemen
drawn up at attention.
pallbrears Included
Honorary
Capts. Stephen J. Flaherty of RoxCrossing
bury
station, Pe/ley Skillings of Back Bay station, Archibald Campbell of East Boston station, John J. Mullen of Hanover et.,
Joseph McKinnon of Dudley at.
station, and Harry N. Dickinson of
Fields Corner station.
The active bearers were Sergts.
John .1. Crimmins, Joseph F. Condon, Henry J. Bailey, John Devi .e,
Edward J. Kelley, Jr., and yitrilltid&
M. Donahue.
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MAYOR SAYS
POLICE KNEW

"Remained Inactive and
Apparently Helpless"

Curley Assails Failure to Act
Against Vice Conditions

Contest Bill
Giving Curley
Added Power

Salary Control Measure
Fought at State
House
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Watch and Ward
Society Is Scored
by

Charges Organization "Does
Not Dare to Come Into
the North End"

"Stoporder on Legislation."
"We have too many statutes now
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tectar of public morals. the New England framed by fanatics and themoral degenget away from theidea that
V.- Ach and Ward Society, was made to- erates
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ton, who declared that the society "'did legislation like this, because some halt'
not dare to come down to the North End wit or nit-wit comes in and says a show is
Mayor Curley today approved the r.
and snoop around." Senator Langone below standard."
appeared before the committee to oppose , Judge Edwaed L. Logan of South Bos- tirement on pension of District Chit'
of
Theaters
Allied
Michael D Sullivan of the fire depart
the petition introduced by the society ton, representing the
ne
Ithat places where lewd and obscene shows Massachusetts, characterized the bill as ment, with a yearly pension all
organized
an
for
foundation
the
$2000. Mr. Sullivan, who was a
be
shall
of
"laying
held
are
or entertainments
blackmail," in that it would place in the pointed to the fire department on June it
deemed a common nuisance,
The legislator opened his remarks by hands of every citizen of the State nor- 1905, and became district chief on Aug
" the 10, 1928, has been in poor health fo
vigorously attacking the organization and mal and abnormal, sane or insane,
while he was talking Representative John right to secure an injunction against any some time. He Byes at 1068 River street,
T. Comerford of Brookline, a member of theater. "We are all opposed to lewd , Hyde Park.
the committee, interrupted him to in. 1'shows. There is no argument about that.
quire of Senator Harry B. Putnam of But this ciuestion is far and above the .
Westfield, chairman of the committee, as need of any further legislation,
to whether the speakers were limited to
The speaker paid high tribute to 130sdiscuss the provisions of the measure ' ton's present.method of contrilling shows,
'under consideration.
as orlginatecliby former City Censor John
"I am a constitutional officer," Sena- M. Casey. He said Casey's method wa.,
tor Langone declared, "and you will tit known and respected throughout the en
here and listen to what I have to may tire country. He said the bill would enand like it." Senator Putnam and Sen- able anyone to prosecute any theater
ator Donald Mackay of Quincy, a mem- manager or theater owner by simply
ber of the committee, attempted to quiet claiming that some part of a produainn
Senator Lengone, but the letter would not tended to corrupt the morals of youth or
'be silenced and declared, "He can atop was obscene.
out of the room if he doesn't like what I
Joseph G. Crane, representing the
have to say. Sometimes I am obliged to society, supported the measure and de.
leave 'my committee room and if he clared that the owners of places where
Park Commissioner William P. Long
doesn't want to listen to me he can do !moral shows are held should be responsitoday notified Crocker Snow. general
the same.
ble and required to close their buildings
"The members of this organization to any occupancy through the padlock manager of Ames-Skyways at Boston
probably live around Newton or Chest- system such as in the case of other Municipal Airport, that he would no
nut Hill," Senator Langone said, in op- structures derned a common nuisance. sign the leases necessary to complete th
Skywaya an
posing the measure, "and yet they come "The only way in 'which we can reach merger of Ames Aircr•
Into Boston and tell us what we are tO these property owners who make a profit Curtiss-Wright, as proposed by the corn
panics.
Ames-Skyways
to
came
They
officials
do.
to
•formanc
are not
do and what not
out u obscene shows and
the Old Howard Theater recently and is to hit them in their vitals—their satisfied with this decision and hay
taken the matter up with Mayor
closed the show and many of the girls pockets," he said.
Curley.
In reaching his decision
The speaker held that under the
who were in the show are now walking
Commissioner
long
a
made
careful
They
and
work.
get
to
the
be
possible for
detailed invespresent law it would
the streets trying
tried to close the show for sixty Jays Old Howard building to be used tomor- tigation and gathered testimony from
because the Duxbury Clam, the police row for a theatrica' entertainment. "The many interested persons and competent
commissioner of Boston, and Judge Bol- law," he said, "is weak and a. clever outsiders.
ster, who has a good job, wanted it SO, lawyer, by a change in ownership of incorporation or similar procedure, could
j but Mayor Curley insisted that thirty
produce a clean bill of health for the
Idays was enOugh.
"I don't see any of the members of the structure, and in the case of Boston put
.,. 11 i
society prowling around my district the mayor in a position where he wou'd
about three or four o'clock in the morn- be required to issue a license."
to
down
come
to
dare
don't
They
ing.
the North End, Where were they in 1919 Operate Signal System
di.rleg the police strike? I didn't see any
Charles S. Bodwell, secretary of tin
Mayor Curley is heartily in favor
of them dawn in my district. Their pur- Watch and Ward Society, charged that
of equipping the 70 Boston pollee
for
candidate
reform
a
us
give
pose is to
some theaters operate a signal system. cruising ears
with radio sets, Repremayor of Boston. Well, let them. I am a whereby an employee, standing at the
sentati re William C. Dolan of
Bestore
candidate for mayor and I hope they do entrance to the theater, presses a button
told the Legislative Committee on
Pubpresent a candidate."
if he observes anyone entering whom he lic Safety
yesterday
in
advocating
mused
was
agent
at
an
his
of
being
the
sensation
of
silepects
Another
some HO bill
for
police radio. He said he dim.
1,', Nei- ciety. When the button is pushed a light
hearing when Representative C.
cussed
the
matter
with the Mayor and;,
son Pratt of Saugus, opposing the meal- ifs flasred in the footlights on the able,
the latter r...tilnatr,(1. the coat would net'
lire, also began an attack on the society, arid warns the actors to "tone down"
exceed
$25,000.
the
as
'self-dolecharacterized
performances,
their
which he
Representative Dolan said the po1le0
"Under this bill, then, you would have
gated protectors of Public morals in the
signal "blinker" system is a fad whiclii
State." Ile had just started to speak the landlord of a building where a the- has
"Commissioner Hultman icidded,'!,
when Senator Mackay sought to inter- ater is located, act an a ccnsor, wouldn t
He said the police head has been hes$01
you?" Representative ,T,thrt S. Derham
rupt him.
feting
al],,ot the radio &nee Teselikl
'You or no other comrnitte in the Legis of Uxbridge, a member of the committee
: in reply Mr....Badynall esid that nology engineers told him there art)
lattice is golne to put the gag rule on me. inquired
two "dead apaeL'
aoir
otazi
wtten I •AsSifP,isisksak tog ..ofi a rnentittri..
oaf?'

Dist. Chief Sullivan
Retired on Pensio

Will Not Approve
Airport Merge

I
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SAYS MAYOR WOULD PUT
RADIO ON 70 POLICE CARS

L
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MAYOR APPROVES SALE
OF 13 ANIMALS FROM ZOO

S

A. Rourke is on his way to Miariii
Beach for a short vacation. He left
last night with the well wishes of
The eale of 13 animals from Frank- members of his department. Mayor
conveyed to him "bon voyage
lin Park Zoo was approved yesterday Curley
from the contractors.
by Mayor Curley. Hans Ehmier ot
Hamrick Falls, N Y, paid $475. A male
Sika deer brought $35; two females.
$60; one male white fallow deer, $30;
one male European red deer, $35; three
femtiles, $105; four female elk, $140,
and no male yak, $75.
COMMISSIONER ROURKE
LEAVES FOR MIAMI BEACH
Public Works Commissioner Joseph

CURLEY PLAN AVERTS
THREATENED STRIKE
Mayor Curley, in a conference at
City Hall yesterday afternoon with
ibuilding trades represeetatives and the
lAberthaw
Construction
Company.
averted a threatened strike of union
bricklayers on the Christian Science
Publishing Society's new building in
the Back Bay. , Representatives of
Bricklayers' Union 3 and Iron Work..
erg' Union 7, parties to the jurisdictional dispute, accepted his /appose! that
William Green, president of the American Federation of Labor, and theit
own respective international presi.
dents, mediate in the controversy.
The caulking of window frames in
the new structure was the direct cause
of the threatened walkout on the part
of the bricklayers.
Originally this
work was assigned to the bricklayer
by the subcontractor, but more re.
cently was given to the iron worker,
The National Board of Trades Claim.
of the building industry come time agc
handed down a decision that this work
bonged to the craft which set the
windows.
According to E. A. Johnson, secretary of the Building Trades' Council
and E. E. Graves, general agent, the
iron workers set the windows in clues.
Lion and are entitled to the work.

1,7, ,

CURLEY TO VISIT
SON AT CAPITAL

•

Mayor Curley was on his way to
Washington today to spend the weekend With his son, Leo, who is a student
at Georgetown University. Although
he is expected back Monday by his
office staff, there is a possibility that
the mayor may go to Warm Springs,
Va., to confer with President-elect
Roosevelt. The mayor has been invited
to go there, but has made no statement concerning it.

JAMES M. CURLEY JR
COURT SUPPER MONDAY
The annual supper dance
the
James M. Curley Jr Court, M. C. 0. F.,
will be held next Monday evening at
the Egyptian room of the Hotel Brunswick.
Supper will be served at 11 o'clock.

4--

Curley Plan kverts Strike
on PubliEhing Building
strike of union brickAYer.--t et the Christian Science Publishing Society's new building in the Back
Bay has been aVerted by Mayor Curley.
Representatives of Bricklayers' Union
No. 3 and Iron Workers' Union No.
have accepted the mayor's proposal that
William Green, president of the Amer
lean Federation of Labor, and their own
respective international presidents meet+
ete in the controversy.
The caulking of window frames in the
'new structure was the direct cat''p of the
threatened walk-out. This work originally
was assigned to the bricklayers by the
subcontractor, but recently was given to
the Iron workers. The National Board
of Trades Claims of the buttding industry
Nome time ago made a decision that the
work belonged to the craft which set
'he windows. According to E. A. John.
sem secretary of the Building Trades'
• eincil, and El.. E, Graves, general agent,
iron workers set the windows in question and are entitled to the caulking
work.

St. Joseph Players Invite
Mayor to Attend "Going Up'

SYLVIA 31. DAILEY
Dancing will be enjoyed from 9 until
2. George G. Hyland is chairman ef
'he committee, assisted by Anne
tern, Sylvia M. Dailey, Eileen Fee•y, Agnes Fitzgerald, Catherine Kelly,
rothea Leary, Anne Quinn, Grace
Ruddy. Margaret Sullivan, Joseph
Donovan, Robert Donigan, John Foley,
John Gallagher, Willmore Holbrow,
McGillivray, John
John
Moriarty,
James, O'Connor and James Tobin.

lir

CUKLEY LOW(I

DANCE MONDAY
M. C. 0. F. Members to Gather
at the Brunswick
The annual supper dance of the
James M. Cur:ey, Jr., Court, M. C. 0.
F., will be held Monday evening at the
Egyptian room, Hotel Brunswick. There
will be dancing from 9 until 2, with
supper at 11.. George G. Hyland is
chairman of the committee.
I Serving with him are Anne Quinn.
'Sylvia Daitey, Eileen Feeney, Agile.:
Fitzgerald, Catherine Kelly, Dorothea
Leary, Anne Ahearn, Grace_ Ruddy.
Margaret Sullivan, Joseph Donovan,
Robert Dontgan, John Foley, John Gallagher. Willmore Holbrow. John MeGillivnay, Jphn Moriarty, Jantea O'Connor and.,joun*8

A group representing the Mt. Saint
Joseph Academy Players who are to present "Going Up,' at the Boston Opera
House, called on Mayor Curley at City
Hall yesterday and extended him an ine
%Ration to attend the opening night pt:r.'
tformance on Jan. 30. The mayor also
was presented a copy of "The Benediction."
In the visiting group were Rita
O'Donoghue, Albert Forbes. Mrs. Vincent
Graham and Frank Rafferty who are
taking leading parts in the performance.

SELL SURPLUS
ZOO ANIMALS
City Realizes $475—Young
YaK Brings $75
Mayor Curley yeeterday Ruthenia*
- epartment sale of 17
the Park D
part of the surplus stock bred in cap.
tivity at the Franklin Park .7ettio, for e
total of $475.
Hans Ehmler, a dealer,
.of HooFick Falls, N. 'Y., bought them.
The deer and elk brought prices eif

sn

.tnri
apiece, umisiderpd
A young yak brought $75.

The list of
the animals, which the city has found
it expeneive in a period of curtailed
tax receipts, to feed, includes the foU.
1
:1
1
I.
1.

rate Sika derr
female Sika deer
rate white fallow doer
yowl:: male yak
,
r,,
lro
ak,11.
E t.
ep
.t..
7
deer
n
fenge

.S female •14

$30
ad
30
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'NO ROW LIKELY
ON PATRONAGE
•

Walsh and Coolidge to
See Roosevelt Soon
Expect Him to Follow Custom
of Consulting Them on Jobs
By CHARLES S. GROVES
WASHINGTON, Jan 26—Senators
Walsh and Coolidge of Massachusetts
are scheduled for a conference with

President-Elect Roosevelt when he
passes through Washington on his way
to New York from the South. It is
understood that the two Massachusetts Senators will then discuss
with
the President-elect the general
sub- 1
ject of Federal patronage in the
State.
Today Tames Roosevelt, son of
the
President-elect, and State TreasChar
les
F. Hurley were visitors at the
Capitol
and were entertained at luncheon
by
the Massachusetts Senators.
Mr Hurley is being mentioned in connectio
n
with the Treasury Department
as
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.

happened to be engaged are quite wi
ing to accept the certainty of a plac,
on the Federal payroll as a substitute.
The higher places where Republican
officeholders will be replaced as soon
after March 4 as possible to bring the
changes about include the collector of
the Port of Boston, the Internal Revenue Collector, the United States District Attorney, the United Stated

marshal, the Immigration Commissioner, two important places in the
Prohibition Bureau and the head of
the Federal Employment Bureau.
Added to these are a great number of
assistants and even lesser employes
who are not protected by Civil

;'1

CANTERBURY STREET
ACCEPTED BY CITY
The new Canterbury street highway
aecame a city thoroughfare yesterday,
when Mayor Ourley approved the formal acceptance of the road by the
street commission. This connecting link
between Blue Hill avenue and Cummins
highway Was constructed by the state
Boston
department of public works.
contributed to the cost and It was the
departmen
t that
decision of the state
the pity should take over the thoroughfare.

Srvice.

Curiet

binet1 t-.J'es Jobs for
Conry in Visit

An extraordinary session of Maymen, notably State Treasurer
ot Curley's corridor cabinet met at Charles F. Hurley. The cabinet
City Hall today to discuss his de- confidently expects that Hurley
parture last night for Washingtor' wil be appoint d as assistant
of the Treasury.
The cabient, whose only yisibI Secretary
"The cabinet believes that
means of support are the floors of
Mayor
Curley
will also seek to
City Hall, issued the following
assure Joseph A. Conry of a post
statement:
In the diplomatic service.
"Mayor Curley announced that
It
would not surprise the cabinet if
he was going to Washington to
Mayor ,Curley also talked vvith
spend the week-end with his son
James A. Farley regarding a new
Leo, a freshman at Georgetown
University.
postmaster for Boston. This is
''This means, according to the
all the cabinet can think of at
interpretation of the cabinet,that
the moment."
Mayor Curley has gone to WashIt might be noted that the cor-t
ington to pave the way for fed- ridor cabinet is composed
of shrewd'
end SIV01.0411.eista ot POWalgita4744 taiiiiMig
h .._.

Expect Custom to Stand

•

Insofar as Federal yatronage
Massachusetts
is
concerned,
the,
Massachusetts Senators expect that)
the custom of consulting Senators will
be followed. In effect the Senators
from a State representing the same
party as the President usually select
or recommend candidates for important Federal offices, subject to the
approval of the appointing power.
In political circles there has been
more or less speculation as to what
influence Mayor James M. Curley
might be disposed to exert in the diepositior. of Federal jobs, as the original Roosevelt man in Massachusetts.1
Mrs Nellie Sullivan of tall River,
formerly national committeewoman
from the State, was also a Roosevelt
supporter and it has been stated that
she would be consulted in certain
cases.
While neither of the Massachusetts
Senators is quoted it is evident that
they believe the patronage question
will not raise a serious problem as
between local factions and that their
wishes will be taken into consideration in the matter of appointments
within the State.

Mail of Both Is Heavy
The mail of both Senators Walsh
and Coolidge la loaded daily with
ap1 ,11,,itionq for places on the
Federal
payroll. It is stated that the characte,.
of the applicants who are seeking
even,
places of lesser Importance indicates

that many men..witi have .been hereto-,
fore satisfied inothir-peactiCe of
the lad,
or
WIOSizattaklOPMfilkiiiiii1111111Elitvi.AhfiY ,

Cits, s Buildings to Be Opene,d,
for Jobless Entertainment
A movement that will do much to
give recreation to thousands of unemployed throughout Boston will
be inaugurated Monday.
A committee, • headed by Mayor
Curley. Cardinal O'Connell, Louis
Kirstein, William Long, William
Phillips, Supt. of Schools Campbell
and others, has completed arrangements to make capacity use of
Boston's fifteen to twenty municipal buildings.
Seven sub-committees have been
,boaen to take charge of departments such as athletics, education,
drama, recreation, art-crafts, reading rooms. and music.
The managing committee has put

into the hands of its secretary, W.
B. Russell, head of Community
Service, blueprints of each building,
showing every room that is available for use.
In addition to the above comml'-'
tees, there are being organized
neighborhood groupe for supplementary oversight.
The local groups will he en-1
couraged to suggest and carry out
programs with local talent. Such
a committee met Tuesday evening
at. South End House, 20 Union
Park, with representative South
Enders present, including two policemen from Station 5.

"1
.34,
/ udi,
REILLY URGES REILLY URGES BACK BAY
STADIUM CLUB RAID
STIR' FOR WouldCITY
Charge Admission,
I

OL
HO
SC
s Mayor's Ap-

Seek
proval to Place Sports
on Paying Basis

The construction of an enclosed
municipal stadium was urged on
Mayor Curley by Chairman William A. Reilly, of the school committee as a means in helping to put
schoolboy sports on a paying basis.
In a letter to the mayor, Chairman Reilly asked that a conference
of department heads be called to
devise means of establishing such
a stadium. A similar stadium was
advocated by Chairman Reilly a
year ago.
Chairman Reilly's letter pointed
out that immediate action , would
make such a stadium available by
next September. He declared that
once constructed it would soon become self-supporting.
Many amateur clubs would be
able to have the benefit of such a
playing field, he said, and the city
Could uses it for outdoor symphony
iconeerts and various civic affairs.
Chairman Reilly also pointed to
adethe fact that there was an for
quate illustration of the desire
men
such a staidum in the recent ble
responsi
tion that a financially
an
group was alout to start such
investenterprise as a commercial
ment and civic contribution. Reilly
In the letter Chairman would
ointed out that the schools
contests in such a staiiold their
admisdium and the proceeds of
the pursions could be used in nt, now
chase of athle.lc equipme schools.
bought by the individual
said, are
Many of the schools, he adequate
buy
at present unable to
equipment.

He Writes Mayor

BY POLICE

Aims to Put Saul Sports on Force Entrance Not
ar Distant From
Paying Basis—Asks Parley
Headquarters
I Urging immediate steps be taken to

arrange for the construction of an enclosed municipal stadium to help put
Boston schoolboy sports on a paying
The Back Bay section, shaken by
basis, William Arthur Reilly, chair- !charges of , Mayor Curley that vice
plan of the Boston School Committee,
ivas flourishing and that a high official
'sent a letter to Mayor Curley- last
connected with the police department
(night asking that he call a conference
banked $60,000
'of department heads to devise means at headquarters had
found no
)
,
years,
tvi
last
the
.
within
stadium
the
hing
ofr establis
I Chairman Reilly expressed the hope lull yesterday in the liquor-vice war,
that such a stadium could be made while Commissioner Hultman was an.
available for use in September, and Inouncing promotions of far-reaching
declared that it would soon become significance.
self-supporting.
Mr Reilly advocated such a stadium
NEAR HEADQUARTEE4S
a year ago and suggested that the
Columbus Park athletic field In the „ Sergeants Maurice W. Sullivan and
Patrolmen
Strandway be made an enclosed field 'Frank E. Gilman, with
J.
at very little expense. He said last Lawrence J. McNamara, .T.George
Delaney
Leonard
I night that the Park Commissioner ob- (Hamden and on
Club,
the Monarch
jected on the grounds that It would swooped down
less than four blocks
spoil the landscape effect at this point 465 Stuart street,
ters and claimed
headquar
pont_
from
on
of South Boston and that admissi
of a gill of alleged liquor, a
'fee could not be charged on municipal seizure of broken bottles and battered
quantity
pia ygrounds.
Mr Reilly said, in his lette to the tin cans.
In bury Stuart str:et
Mayor, that he is desirous of having ( While trafficto a standstill as drivcrs
the schools hold their contests in a was brought
passengers watched, the pollze
stadium where admission could be and
about trying to force an
charged so that the proceeds of the scurried
into the building which was
entrance
gate receipts might be used for the equipped wit- barred doors and winpurchase of athletic uniforms, the cost '
dows. They hammered on (he doors and
of which is now met by the indiviti“41 windows, but hen they finally got in
,schools.
they found o; ly broken bottles and
"It is a great burden upon the empty cans as evidence—besides the
schools to be obliged to outfit and gill of liquor, they claim.
equip their own athlt tic teams withOperating on Old Charter
out assistance from he School Committee," h. wrote the Mayor. "There
claim that t1411Monarca Club,
Police
pupils
to
injury
of
danger
is great
recent addition to the growing nunsparticipating in these games, who, a
her of Back Bay places against which
carried away by their enthosiasm, they are moving, was operated on an
may neglect to use proper equip- old charter. Arthur W. Doyle, of 11
ment."
Itobinhood street, Dorchester, according
I He added that many amateur clubs to the police, was In charge when they
might also have the benefit of such ,entered and Matthew J. Fitzgerald, of
a field, and the city could use it fox 'Woodfield street., Dorchester, was
outdoor symphony concerts and fin behind the bar wearing a white coat,
various civic affairs.
they added. A man and a woman were
He said that it has been mentioned also in the place. No arrests were
that a gro, financially responsible made.
was about t, assume such an enterWhen the police succeeded in getting
prise as -a.commercial investment and in after having the barred door opened
"adthis
that
and
civic contribution
from within to admit them, they say
equately demonstrates the desire of they found Fitzgerald with a cut finger.
the people in this community for such
a stadium."
"It need not he large or extravagant,' he added.

I
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COUNCIL PRESIDENT ORDERS

BANQUET FUND FOR NEEDY

CURLEY ON
WAY TO SEE
ROOSEVELT
Expected to Decide
on Federal Post
He'll Occupy
On special invitation from, President-elect Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Mayor Curley was en route last
night to Warm Springs, Ga., ostensibly for the purpose of determining
what post he will occupy in the incoming administration at Washington.
POSSIBLE CABINET POST

WIFE AND SON OF JOSKPIT MeGRATII, PRESIDENT OF CITY COUNCIL AND
ACTING MAYOR OF BOSTON
Urging that any funds which have
been raised for a banquet in his honor
, be turned over to the fund of the
; Boston Emergency Relief Campaign,
!Pres Joseph McGrath of the City
Council, Acting Mayor of the city in
the absence of Mayor Curley, hist
night spiked the plans of enthusiastic
friends to tender him a dinner :n
token of his recent election to head
the City Council.
,

I

If you do hold the banquet," he
told his friends, "I won't be there. I
appreciate the sentiment behind the
pla-ns for a banquet, but with so
much distress in the city, I don't think
that it would be fitting at this time."
Mr McGrath carried on the business
of the city yesterday, with Mayor
Curley absent in Washington to 'see
his son, George, a student at Georgetown University.

Attaches at the Mayor's office explained late yesterday at City Hall
that the Mayor had left the city Thursday night by train for Washington lo
see his son, Leo Curley, who is a
freshman at Georgetown University.
But those close to the Mayor asserted
that he had received a messige to ,
. spend the week-end at Warin .
i3pring5
as the personal guest of Governor
Roosevelt. And they expressed conScience that when the Mayor returns
I home next week, he will hriag hank a!
'federal portfolio for himgelf as well as
rewards in the form of appointments
for his loyal followers in tile presidential campaign last year.
Expected to

Resign in March

While the Mayor's closest. friends are
still in the dark an to the possible post
that may be offered to him by Governor
Roosevelt. the general belief at City
Hall is that a decision will be reached
over the week-end and that about the
middle of March the Mayor will take
a federal oath of offlee and turn the
city reins over to President JoseM
McGrath of the City Council, ram is
now serving as acting Mayor, and %mild
then become Mayor In fact, for nine

months.
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FREE RECREATION FOR BOSTON'S JOBLESS
IN 13 PUBLIC CENTERS BEGINNING TUESDAY

PLANNING FREE RECREATION PROGRAM
Left to Right—Park Commissioner William P. Long*, chairm an; Mayor James J,r.
can't and Recreation.
Milne. vice chairman of city•wIde Emergence Committee on It
director of health
Wilinaky,
F.
Charles
The thousands of men and women
units; educatioe, A. F. Whittem, asin the city now having many hours of sociate professor of romance languages
enforced leisure will be offered, be- at Harvard.
The activities of the education deginning next Tuesday, a day and evepartment began last Monday with the
ning free program of physical and
opening of the Cooperative University
mental activities in 13 public centers. courses. About 2500 persons attended
the
from
comes
ment
the first series of rifle lectures at the
The announce
.office of Commissioner William P. Old South Meeting House.
Commenting upon the new program,
1Long of the Park Department, who
Commissioner Long said last night:
EmerWide
Citythe
organized
has
"Thousands of our citizens with an
gency committee on health and tecre- excess of time on their'hands are in
-sustaining
ation to make possible the more exten- need of wholesome, morale
This situation has deactivities.
sive use of municipal buildings.
manded concerted action on the part
The project, which in its scope and of city officials and leading private
the
in
unique
breadth of appeal Is
citizens in making it possible for these
to better utilize this
United States, has engaged the in- people not only
time, but also to build for the future.
and
arts
music,
in
leaders
of
terest
end this emergency program
health To this
crafts, athletics, education and
committee has been formed, and I am
advisory
both
pleased to announce that we have not
who are volunteering
program, as yet been refused assistance on the
and active services for the
the fields of
early part of leaders in any of
which will continue through
activity proposed."
Spring.
Responsibility for administering and
this
In order to effectively undertake
organ- financing the undertaking is being aswork, committees have been
chairmen: sumed by the central committee, as
ized under the following
Mayor
J. Bing- follows: Honorary chairman,
William
,
committee
Physical
ner
education Curley; chairman, Park Commissio
ham, director of physicalUniversity; Long; vice chairman, William Phillips;
Patrick
and athletics at Harvard
Russell;
Duncan
sym- secretary, W.
music, Arthur Fiedler, Boston crafts, T.Campbell, Superintendent of Schools;
phony Orchestra; arts and Bennett- John P. Engiert, Superintendent te
George C. Greener, North and quiet Public Buildings; George P. Hamlin
at Industrial School; reading director Jr; Louis Kirstein, president, Associgame rooms, Milton F. Lord,
Philanthropies; Joseph
medical, Dr ated Jewish
,of Boston Publie Library;

Curley, honorary chairman, and William
, National Recreation
Lee, president*
Association; Milton E. Lord, director,
Public
Library; Cardinal O'ConBoston
nell; Rev Thomas R. Reynolds. direcCatholic
tor,
Charitable
Bureau;
Maurice J. Tobin, Boston School Committee, and Mrs Eva Whiting White,
president, Women's Educational and
Industrial Union.
The activities new being .3..nveloped •
by seven subcommittees have been ;
especially designed to attract the
diversified interests of men and women.
They include those of the physical.
music, arts and crafts, dramatic, medical, reading and quiet games departments and the Cooperative University
courses.
An extended program of the present
gymnasium schedule will be ready in
the buildings Tuesday, and reading
rooms, equipped with periodicals and
quiet games, will be opened a few days
later. These will be followed by op..
portunities to participate in arts and
crafts, choral singing, orchestras and
dramatics.
Following is the list of municipal
buildings:
Charlestown—Bunker Hill and Lexinston
Embg,t:tro-175Logiiibiat road and Wrcl at.
Ai•%r st.
Hyde
Jamaica Plain—Curtis Hall. Ct. n t er at.
North End—North Her etc
u at, near
st Ashland at.
--Washingto
Roslinclale
Roxbury—Cabot at, and at Vine and Dudley sta.
South Boston—Broadway. between G and
H sta.
South End—Tyler at. and at weat Droolsline si. cot' ithawnnit ay.
West End—Old He4lth liutt. tUu
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Democrats Elect

Chairman Today
Members of the new Democratic State
Committee assembled In the Parket
House this afternoon for organization
for the next two years, with the re-elec
don of Joseph A. Maynard as chairman
a foregone conclusion. Despite the lack
of a contest over the chairmanship, to
which Maynard was elected last summer
to succeed Judge Frank J. Donahue,
who resigned upon his appointment to
the Superior Court bench by Governor
Joseph B. Ely, the meeting attracted
much interest as bearing on motto,.
plans for the 1934 election, which 'sill
be featured by contests for the governor- y
ship and.the United States Senate, with !
Senator David I. Walsh seeking aneolier
term.
Besides the formality of re-electing
Chairman Maynard, the committee members will also choose a secretary, to succeed the late Mrs. Jessie Woodrow Sayre,
and four vice presidents.
It was expected that Senator Walsh,
according to his usual custom, would attend the organization meeting of the committee, but advices at his Boston office
wero that the pressure of business in
Washington had prevented his coming tce
Massachusetts at this jme. Governoto
Ely, national committeeman, also Was
among the absent leaders, having started
today on a brief vacation. En route to
Warm Springs, Ga., to visit Presidentelect Roosevelt, Mayor James M. Curley
also was an absentee.
I C. 1--1- k•f

iiun To VISIT
ROOSEVELT

Curley,
Orlin Mayor Jo ttics M.
Springs, Ga., to
enroute to
Frankconfer with President-elect
prefreely
was
it
t
Roosevel
lin D.
he
dicted today that 0:1 his return
for
will bring a federal portfolio
.
himself and jobs for followers
that
Officials at city hall declared
Thursday to I
he left Boston late
student at
visit his son, Leo, a
WashingGeorgetown University,
however.
ton, D. C. Close friends,
message to
said he had received a
's week-end
be the new President
guest.
as to
While all are in the dark
it is felt
the post Curley will get,
ed over
that it will he determin
the midthe week-end and that in
a feddle of March he will take
eral oath of office.

Warm

ATHLETICS

FOR BOSTON
OUT OF JOBS
Physical Exercises in
13 Municipal
Buildings
Athletic activities to provide physical exercise for the jobless will be
inaugurated next Tuesday when Boston's 1:1 municipal buildings and
gymnasia in the residential sections
of ,the city will be opened day and
night under the auspices of the citywide emergency committee on health
and .recreation.
CLASSES FOR ALL
Opportunities for playing basketball,
volley ball and all the other indoor
sports, as well as the usual gymnasium
classes, will be provided for thousands
of men and women who desire to take'
advantage of their spare time in this
manner.
For the older men and women, milder
games will be Offered by the committee, which includes the leaders of Boston's recreation, education and health
.activities, with Mayor Curley serving
and Park Commissionei
AS chairman
William P. Long, vice-chairman.
The municipal buildings, where the
new programme of activities will be
started Tuesday, include those at Bunker Hill and Lexington streets, Charlestown; Columbia road and Bird street,'
Dorchester; the Paris street gymnasium at East Boston; the Hyde Park
noinicipal building at 1177 River street;
cards Hall at Centre street, Jamaica
Plain; North Bennett street, North
End; Washington and Ashland streets,
Vine
Roslindale; Cabot street and
street municipal buildings at Roxbury;
street
Tyler
Roston;
South
,
Broadway
buildas well as West Brookline street
ings in the South End, and Blossom
End.
street, West
4-.77;
sj
CURLEY ON WAY
TO WARM SPRINGS
f in, neralli Oastn,,iiI,irr Ithrean

WASHINGTON, Jan. 27 — Mayor
lty Treasurer Dolan of
Curley and
Boston visited Senators Walsh and
Coolidge here today and tonight. Nm.e
reported to be an their way to Warm
Springs, Ga., for a conference with
President-elect Roosevelt. They made
no announcement of their plans but
members of the Massachusetts delegation understood they planned to see
Mr. Roosevelt before returning to
Balton.

MEANS BOOM IN
PORT OF BOSTON
Report to I. C. C. to Mark
Return of Trade
Revival of Boston's sea-going trade
and activity along the waterfront was
pictured last night by Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman in yesterday's report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission's examiners recommending
that the free lighterage service
provided by rsilroads at the port of
New York be abolished.
He declared that the decision of the
examiners, who have been holding bearings for the past year and a half on
Mayor Curley's protest against New
York's practices, marked the first victory in the battle to restore Boston's
port to the commanding position which
it once held.
It the Interstate Commerce Commission approves the findings of its examiners, he said, New England shippers, as well as those of the Middle
West will once more ship through Boston instead of New York. Boston's advantage of being a day nearer European ports, he said, would draw the
trade now passing through the port
of New York, when the Interstate Commerce Commission prevents the railroads from giving the shippers free
storage, trucking and lighterage Service at New York.

now

L_4)
CURLEY CALLS
ON ROOSEVELT
Ii f

iSnerlal Dispatch to The Herald]
WARM SPRINGS, Ga., Jan. 28—
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston arrived in Warm Springs this afternoon,
made a call on President-elect Roosevelt and left immediately afterward for
Washington. Mayor Curley, who was
accompanied by his son, Leo, said he
merely ',ailed to pay his respects to the
President-elect.
It was believed, however, that Mayor
Curley wished to cliscus3 the question of
,,sachusetts patthe distribution of Ma.
ronne with Mr. Roosevelt.

PAUL CURLEY IN "DICK WHITTINGTON"

Paul Curley of Boston College, son of Mayor Curley, and Miss
Virginia Grimes of Wellesley College, who are playing the leading
parts in "Dick Whittington," which will he produeed at the Boston
Opera House, Feb 13 and 14. This musical extravaganza was written
by Mrs Larz Anderson and will be presented by a cast composed of
Junior Philomatheia girls and Boston College boys.

•
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FREE NEW YORK LIGHTERAGE
IS HIT IN REPORT TO I. C. C.
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New Jersey and Port of Boston Win One Point
In Fight For Its Abolition—Service Is Held
To Take Business From This Harbor
WASHINGTON, Jan 25 (A. P.)—
The abolishment of free lighterage in
the port of New York, sought by New
Jersey as a boon to industry on the
west bank of the Hudson River and
Newark areas, was recommended to
the Interstate Commerce Commission
today by examiner Earl M. Steer.
The ruling was a partial victory for
more than a score of industries on
the New Jersey shore which held
they had been penalized by the high
cost of lighterage in New York Harbor while receiving none of the benefits.
The recommendation agreed alsc
with a plea by the port of Boston,
where it was contended free lighterage
at New York took business from Boston shipping concerns.

Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman and Richard Parkhurst, vice
chairman of the Boston Port Authority,were notified yesterdaythat the city
of Boston had received a favorable
decision in the lighterage eases from
Examiner Steer of the Interstate Cornmerce Commission.
These cases were commenced in 1930
and were tried for a period of over a
year and a half, with hearings in Boston, New York and New Jersey. The
city of Boston and the Boston Port
Authority complained that railroads
serving the port of New York were
discriminating against the port of Boston in that they were performing lighterage service, car floatage and trucking service at that port without cost
and included this service as part of
the line haul rate. No such service
was rendered at the port of Boston
by the railroads. This free lighterage,
etc, service at the port of New York
results in a gratuity to shippers using
that port, the complaint alleges, The
attitude of the railroads serving the
port of New York results in a preference. an advantage to the port of New
York over the port of Boston, and resulted in diverting export traffic to the
port of New York that might come to
the port of Boston, it was claimed.
The examiner's findings, if sustained
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, undoubtedly will mean that a
large amount of export traffic will
come to the port of Boston which now
goes to New York.

''Of course," the report said, "some
revenue losses would result from other
findings ... but it is believed that the
net result would be quite a substantial
increase in the carriers' revenues."
The defending railroads in the suit
held that the abolishment of free lighterage would cut revenues by an amount
sufficient to threaten their operation in
New York Harbor.
The suit, brought by the State of
New Jersey and the New Jersey Traffic Advisory Committee, held that poor
business conditions along the New
Jersey harbor front were caused partially by free lighterage. The examiner
agreed. New Jersey industries said
their plea would give the State the Finding
Is Hailed Here
natural advantages of its geographical
i Boston men said last night that
location.
With regard to Boston, the examiner , without the gratuities, shippers from
found that increase of tonnage in that the central part of the country "will
port has not kept pace with that of be glad to send their export traffic
through the port of Boston, which is
New York.
"There can be no doubt," he sald, one day nearer to the European ports
Impossible to Fix Charge
"that free lighterage gives New York a 1 thatt kie W. ,:i:tli, and because of of
Although declaring it was impossible material advantage over Boston, and it 'splendid
facilities for
to fix the lighterage charge which the has been one of the principal reasons and lack of confusion, direct handling
which now prerailroads should be compelled to levy, for New York's drawing commerce vails at
the port of Boston. If this
Steer said he believed a charge of three from Boston. This is proved by New export traffic
is shipped through Bos'cents per 100 pounds or 80 cents a ton York's own evidence that a lighterage ton
there will be no need of extra
would be reasonable on all ehipments charge would tend to divert commerce ! handling
by
car
floatage or lighterage
xcept bulk grain. If his recommends- to other ports. While this evidence re. service
as the port facilities of 'Boston
;Ana are accepted by the commission, fers to Philadelphia and Baltimore are
such that the merchandise can be
seven trunk line railroads operating to particularly, it is apparent that Bos- taken
from the train and placed on
tidewater in New jersey would be ob- ton would receive the benefit as to New the
boat which comes alongside the
liged to fix additional charges for England traffic. Of course, New York railroad
pier. In other words, with
lighterage and cur float service to out- has many natural and other advanthe
bound vessels in New York harbor as tages which also help it, but that is no will handicap removed the shippers
use the port of Boston rather than
reason for adding the further advanwell as to remote terminal points.
0 the port of New York. So, too, shipThe examiner held, however, that tage of free lighterage."
pers with factories in Massachusetts
aside from the lighterage, car float and
and New England IA ill use the
trucking charges, the port of New
of Boston rather than the port of port
Contrary to .1917 Report
Newt
York should be maintained as a unit
York as is now the Case.
The
examiner's recommendations
for rate-making purposes.
"It will be remembered
that many
The recommendation, if adopted by are contrary to a Commission
decision of the members of Associated Industhe commission, would place Port New- in 1917
tries in Maesachusetts were opposed
which
held
that
the
port
of
ark and other New Jersey points on
to the Boston petition because
an equal footing with the rest of the New York should be maintained as a
home offices in New York desiredtheir
the
port of New York.
unit with no differential in rates to
branch offices in Massachusetts to ship
Boston sought the end of free light- any of its sections.
through
New
York
rather
erage on the ground that the practice
than
The Port of New York Authority en- through
Boston. With the gratuities
enabled shippers to scud goods through tered the case to p•ead for
the 1.,,n;
eliminated it will be inativiaable for
New York at too low a' rate, thus roads, holding that the abolishment
of such shipments to 134 made
diminishing the volume of traffic tree lighterage would tend
through
to disrupt the port of New York and
local Mamathrough the New England harbor. The the orderly development of
the port.
chusetts industries will ship through
examiner agreed that Boston had lost
The cost of free lighterage in the the
port of Boston, their home port.
business bcoause et Ne,.v York's free port of New York was
estimated at
"During the progress of the hearings
Lighterage and said he thought the lm- I sn,000,000 annually. Many
lighterage many of the mayors of Massachuset
position of a lighterage charge would points, it was found, received
ts
the ben- cities and many Boston trade
aid that port.
brokers
efits of this cost without charge whil
and shippers t.ok the witness
stand
other points, which did not use lighter- and
testified in be alf of the
Boston
age, were penalized.
$12,000,000 New Revenue
petition. Mayor James M. Curley
not
The case has yet to be 'passed on only testified,
Steer raid he thought the lighterage by the
but took s. leading part
coLunission, which will conduct in this fight."
levy would increase re ilroad revenues ma I
arguments
before rendering a
The Boston ease was tried by Coras much as $12;000,000 a year, if the decision.
Already pending nearly three poration Counsel Silverman,
charges war*
who blui
nente I tpae
7.1.141:NI
ti•PRe.!LF. /14114:p 11.9..s.4110 associated with him Johnetoes'
-,;...
' Cam ... i ot :r. 1,1 ust .4, , ; ' , • •
.. - , .. '.
'' N.'. ,14- •• ".,
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several motitha awaiting a commission ruling and possible contention
through the courts.

places are concerned,' be 'W;i11 probably be content to abide by Senator
Walsh's wishes.
It is stated that Mayor Curley is
now on his way to Warm Springs, Ga,
where he will call on President-Elect
Roosevelt. If the two men meet, they
will doubtless talk about the situation
By JOHN D. 'MERRILL
In Massachusetts and probably agree
on what is to be done for Mayor Cursays
good vote-getter. ley. One of the latter's friends
Lieut Gov Gaspar G. Bacon Is acting year that he is a
plainly that
Sometimes he has received more votes the Mayor has indicated in the CabihapIt
seldom
State.
place
the
a
of
Governor
than any other Republican candidate unless he can have
from
pens that a Lieutenant Governor be- on the State ticket, with the excep- net he will accept no appointment
statement, howa
than
tion of the nominee for Governor. The Mr Roosevelt. That
comes acting Governor in less
probably exaggerated. Althe Taunton man is well known and ever, is
month after his inauguration to
but it is doubtful though Mr Curley has claims on the
popular,
highly
former office, but Mr Bacon has that whether he will run against Mr Bacon, President-elect, the former cannot dicGov or, if he did, could win the nomina- tate, and he knows that fact as well ,
distinction during the absence of
as atiybody. It is a good guess that
West tion for Governor.
Ely, who is taking a trip to the
the Mayor will be well taken care of.
tryIndies and probably has run into
ats
Among the Democr
ing weather.
es
more
The meeting of t .e Democratic State The State Financ
The Governor probably had
when he
peace of mind than was his
committee yesterday afternoon was a
It is a difficult assignment in these
the
of
real "love feast." The members of days to prepare a budget for the Comwent outside the boundaries
Wilthat party think, and have reason to monwealth of Massachusetts, which
State last year and left Lieut Gov
afthe
of
charge
in
n
liam S. Youngma
think, they are in stronger position in will spend something like 137,000.000
a
caused
latter
The
State.
have been since during the coming year. Unlike prosthe
of
fairs
Statethan h
of the
real sensation when he made use
the Civil War and that the outlook is perous private corporations, the State
to
sent
and
the Governor's absence
most promising. They must, how- has no accumulate i surplus on which
the Legislature a message on a con- ever, look about for a candidate for to draw, but must in sonic way make
and
he
which
about
subject
l
troversia
Governor w m will be anywhere near- Its receipts equal as expenditures unGov Ely did not agree.
as strong at the polls as Gov Ely less the pay-as-you-go policy is to be
Bacon
If it becomes necessary for Mr
has been. Unless the Governor de- Wholly abandoned. The sums which the
Genthe
to
ation
,to send a communic
take a third term the Demo- State will receive this year from althe cides to
eral Court, the messenger from
crats ciii have to run a new man, most all of the ordinary sources of
executive department, whoever he may and he will have a hard tight against
revenue will be materially less than
be, will go to the Senate or lifouse, and a well-liked Republican.
they have been in recent years, and
having been announced from the door
of the State committee
members
The
in some cases the outgo can be reduced
in
groups, about the disIn the rear of the chamber, will say
small
in
talked,
at all. That situatraditional words: "Mr President (or posal of the Federal offices which will only a little or not
his
tion is embarrassing.
Mr Speaker). I am instructed by
soon be filled here. It seemed to be
the Governor has
step
acting
boldest
,
The
honor, the Lieutenant Governor
commonly accepted that Joseph A.
nd that
Governor, to transmit to the Senate Maynard, the chairman of the State taken this year is to recomme
the highway
(or House of Representatives) a mes- committee, will be collector of the port $8,000,000 be taken from
page in writing." Thereupon the sub- unless his oya ty to the parify makes fund and put into the State Treasury
behis fot expenditure for the general purject matter in the message will be
him feel that he ought to retain
fore the Legislature for consideration. present post. Perhaps he can hold poses of the State. The highway fund
is no law which comes from the taxes on automobiles
both offices; toe
and has hitherto been
Expected to Run for Post
forbids him to do so, but such a course and gasoline
improper. It used exclusively for the highways and
Most of the people interested in poli- might be regarded as
be appeared at the meeting yesterday activities connected therewith. The
tics believe that Mr Bacon will
Charles H. Mc- use of the. fund for other purposes
nominated in 1934 as the Republican that the nomination of
attorney will create a precedent which
candidate for Governor, and that Glue for United States district
mos of the people think will be dangerous; that
reto
wol.:2 be satisfactcry
Speaker Leverett Saltnnstall will
Walsh Is, if this fund can be used this year,
ceive the nomination for Lieutenant Democratic politicians; Senator
about it may be resorted to in ether year.
Governor. Both of those expectations, will doubtless have much to say
however, may be subjeet to revision that appointment, but it is said that also, and before long automobile ownvari- ers will see a large tortion of whet
Mr MoGlue is acceptable to the
as events happen.
they have paid into the State Treasuf y
There is just now a lot of talk to ous factions in the party.
— —
applied to purposes quite foreign from
he effect that Atty Gen Joseph E.
the
for
e
candidat
a
be
may
the original intention of the framers
age
Warner
Patron
Off
Hands
Ely's
of the tax.
Republican nomination for Governor,
Ely,
Gov
that
is
nding
understa
The
The automobile organizations and
and that Speaker Saltonstall will be although ho is the Massachusetts memNo
Warner.
have thus far made no pro'content to succeed Mr
Democratic National Com- owners
the
of
ber
of
minds
the
in
is
one knows what
test against what the Governor has
mittee, will have little to do with the
those
but
ans,
Republic
leading
The flamers of the budget
these
ons for the Federal offices. He suggested.
who are familiar with conditions will nominati
enough of his own realize that unless this money can be
be greatly surprised if the Speaker of will have troubles
the highway fund, the
from
taken
eemes to till the many State
the House is content with the arrange- when he
posts which will be vacant during the State tax for the current year will ae
outlined.
just
ment
two years. So far as Federal doubled and a large additional burden,
Mr Warner has shown year after next
put on real estate, already loaded almost beyond bearing. The opinions of
the owners of cars will have weight.
The future ciii show whether they are
willing to assent to this unusual step
In a time of emergency like the present. There are some reasons for believing they will.
The rifles and towns wit! lose something like $5,000,000 which they,,w
calved last yeer from the IllghlW
fund, but will be in part con3pensatlid
by a decrease of $1,000,000 in the Stat.
tax. As for the remainder, the eltlea
and towns must practice economy. It
Is not believed they will add to real
estate taxes in order to make up the
loss of their portion of the highway
fund.
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Curley Visit With Roosevelt
"Informal Chat," He Says

Free lighterage, and ear-floatage or
truckage in lieu thereof, at the port of New
York, on export, import, coastwise and intercoastal traffic, from and to points in New
An quietly as he left last ThursEngland found unduly preferential to New
day, Mayor Curley reutrned to BosBoston.
to
prejudicial
York and unduly
ton today after a 2600-mile trip
Separate charges required for lighterage
! which included a visit with Presiand its substitutes on such traffic.
ir
Roozievelt
Warm
This is the verbatim summary of the deci- dent-elect
San
Francisco, Jan. SO-Sp_rinegr.
m(
al?' sa id co
sion of Examiner Earl M. Steer for the inter(INS)—Red hot horsehoes to
,e
R
The
e1i nrdn trn ofinaeeyw.
lookingyor
drive out devils, and red flanstate commerce commission in the group of reit %YAP
nel crosses to he hung over
lighterage cases in which several New Jersey ,,njoyed ti..4 hour's "nice informal
the door to ward off evil spircities and the city and the port of Boston are !hat." HE. said they di not din.
its.
equally interested. The petitioners get what :uss patronage,
were among the
These
"1-10 was too busy workinx on
"charms" Mrs. Anna Ceritta
they asked for.
hi
s
own
program,"
said
the
sow to patients, according to
The fact that several of them are on the mayor. "We did discuss einemcharges today hefo,e the State
Jersey side of the harbor, within the bounds or ployment, Altogether we had a
medical hoard, following her
the Port Authority of New York, made the dia- very interesting hour."
arrest for practicing medicine
exThe
conspicuous.
anL.
Treasurer
Edmund
Dolan
more
the
all
critninatIon
without a. license.
the
son,
mayor,
whose
conlompanied
the
all
aminer has sustained practically
a
Leo,
University
Georgetown
tentions of Newark, Jersey City, and several
freshman, ;awned to Boston with Hall, the mayor wired Governcr others in the group across the Hudson from them. In Warm Springs they also Roosevelt congratulationh4 on his
Boston.
Manhattan, and of
met former Mayor Andrew J. 51st birthday, which is tod iv
"May the second 50 years he
He has determined that separate charges for Peters and Mrs. Peters
the removal of this preference and prejudice Soon after his arrival at City the happiest," wished Curley.
shall be three cents a hundred pounds on
traffic except bulk grain and one and one-half
cents on grain. He holds that this lighterage,
involving as it does in some instances the movement of freight in tug-pulled boats a distance
of seventeen miles in New York harbor, is
distinct service which ought not to be included
In the railroad line-haul rates.
All such charges in Boston are paid by the
shipper. In New York the railroad meets them.
Shippers through New York never know anything about the cost of hauling freight from
little,
railhead to shipside. In Boston, there is
lighterage, but a good deal of truckage, and the
shipper always hears of these costs, Our Port
Authority contends that these two services ought
that,
to be separated. The exam ner sustains
Mayor James M. Curley was back al
view.
.
his desk in City Hall today after tray,
vie-.
final
The
won.
been
The first battle has
he left,
since
by
rail
2600
miles
&lag
a
is
tory may be some distar.ce away. This
Boston last Thursday. Late Saturday'
campaign. The I. C. C. now must hear the
the Mayor had an hour's conferenel
Intention
th..
annolinces
York
case argued. New
with President-Elect Franklin D.
commission
Roosevelt. Mayor Curley said that
to go to the supreme court if the
patronage was not discussed, but that
sustains the examiner.
ways and means of relieving unerni
courage
take
to
however,
right,
a
We have
ployment was the topic. The Mayor
was accompanied to Warm Serino
from this preliminary finding. The case ha
by City Trees Edmund L. Dolan anti
been pending nearly three years. New Jersey
Leo
Curley.
brought a case, our Port Authority, of which the
According to the Mayor, Preaidsnlai
man,
able
extraordinarily
an
Elect Roosevelt was signing 'invitas
late Guy Currier,
tions to his inaugural when the Mayo0
was chairman, intervened, and finally the city
arrived. While Mayor Curley was tta
and the port bt aght a separate case. The exWarm Springs, Sir Ronald Lindsay,:
all these cases and considered
aminer group
Mr
British Ambassador, arrived.
Authority,
Port
present
Roosevelt, according to the Mayor, is
them together. The
en.
greatly
to
expects
and
fit
looking
especially its secretary, Richard Parkhurst,
joy his 10-day trip aboard the Astor
Mayor Curley, Corporation Counsel Silverman
yacht, starting Feb 1.
are
all
Campbell
B.
entitled
Johnston
Atty.
and
Today the Mayor sent the following
of congratulation to Mr
telegram
.
to warm congratulations
Roosevelt: "Congrotuletions upon your
first after ihe 11;W -century birthdays
May the second 50 years be the haps
pleat."

Hot Horseshoes
to Expel Devils

CURLEY AT HIS DESK
IN CITY HALL AGAIN

Back From Trip on Whieli
He Visited Roosevelt
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William Phillips Applauds
Recreation for Jobless

"JOE'
Com ier
To BE A

•

ROOStVELT
DIPLOMAT?

High praise of .13(olott's city officials
for organizing activities to maintain the
mental and physical strength of the
unemployed at a healthy standard was
recorded last night by William Phillips
of this city, former 'United States ambassador to Belgium and minister to
Canada, who Is now serving as vicechairman of the city-wide emergency
committee on health and recreation.
He applauded the decision of Mayoir
'Curley and Chairman William P. Long
of the Park COMIllii1S1011 to put 'he 13
municipal buildings and gymnasia in
the residential districts of the city to
more extensive use, beginning Tuesday,
when proxrammes ofvalues. sports sa4
athletic activities will be insugarliTe4
for the iohle,
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Mayor Says Patronage Not Discussed in Hour's Chat Involving 2600-Mile Journey
By William F. Forbush
Any ludking hope wistful aspirants
for Federal jobs hereabouts may have
nursed that Mayor James M. Curdey
would advance their cause before President-elect Roosevelt in his speedy call
at Warm Springs, Ga., vanished like
iniat today when the mayor casually annottnced that patronage was not discuased in his tadk on Saturday with Mr.
Roosevelt. Incidentally, the .aayor replied in the negative to a question
Whether he had hy any chance brought
back a cabinet portfolio for himself. "It
was just a little pleasant chat—a social
visit," said the mayor.
Indicative of the cordiality between the ,
incoming Chief Executive of the Nation
and the man who, single-handed among
the prominent Democratic leaders of the
Bay State blazed the Roosevelt pre-convention trail here, the mayor sent the following telegram of felicitations to the
President-elect who is observing his 51st
birthday today:
Congratulations upon your first
after the half-century birthday. May
the second fifty years be the happiest.
In apparent enjoyment of his usual
rigorous health, but tired, as he admited
In his comment that "you can sleep but!
not rest" on a train, the mayor reviewed'
his hasty trip which meant his presence
on a train every night since he started
from Boston to distant Georgia. There
was a stopover in Washington wherMr. Curley was joined by his son, Leo
Curley, who journeyed with him to Warm
Springs and rteurned to Boston with hint
this morning, along with City Treasurer
Edmund L. Dolan, who also made the
round trip.

•

PATRIINAGE
CURLEY DENIES SAYS
WAS NOT DISCUSSED
SEEKING FAVORS

Curley's Visit
with Roosevelt
Only "Social

Declares His Talti with
Roosevelt Was on
UPemployment
Mayor Curley and President-elect
Roosevelt talked about, methods of relieving unemployment dung their meeting Saturday at Warm Springs, Ga.,
, Boston's head declared today? when he,
,
returned to his desk at City Hall.
The mayor, who made the 2000-mile!
trip with City Treasurer Edmund L.
Dolan, prominently mentioned for the
position of collector of internal revenue, denied that he had discussed patronage with Rooevelt. Curley said that
he talked with the President-elect for
about an hour.
Today, the 51st birday of Roosevelt,
Mayor Curley sent the following telegram: "Congratulations upon your first
after-the-half-century birthday. May
the second 50 years be the happiest."

Went Via Atlanta
The journey from Washington to Warm
Springs was made by train to Atlanta
and from that city the mayor traveled
about seventy miles by motor for his
brief call upon Mr. Roosevelt, lasting
from four until five o'clock Saturday
afternoon.
The mayor said that he was "just
ahead" of Sir Robert Lindsay, British
ambassador, who held historic conference
with the President-elect, and that he also
saw former Mayor Andrew J. Peters.
"We had a very nice informal chat,"
said the -mayor, in recalling his conference with Mr. Roosevelt. "Strange to
say," he odded, "Mr. Roosevelt was not
bothered by taany callers. Mr. Morgenthou was there"
"No," he continued, when asked if
there had been and discussion with relation to appointments to Federal positions here. "No," we didn't discuss
patronage with him at all. It was just!
a little pleasant chat--a social visit, just
a social, call. We did discuss ways and
means of employment in volume. When
I Haw Mr. Roosevelt last in New York
he Invited me to visit him at Warm
Springs to discuss ways and means to
attain employment for the millions who
are..out of work."
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FITZGERALD IS
DROPPED FROM
COMMITTEE
Pity Councillor John I. Fitzgerald, right hand man in the Boston city council of Martin M. Lomasney, was ignored by President
Joseph McGrath yesterday in orhe
when
ganizing that body
dropped him from the county accounts committee on which he has
served for seven ears.
McGrath rewarded his opponents
in the battle for president by giving them committee chairmanships,
was
but the Mahatma's man
dumped from the important committee which deals with county
affairs, in which Lomasney has
been interested for years,
Thisapparently means that Lomasiatey can look for little from
McGrath if the latter becomes
mayor later on. There is that possibility if Mayor Curley accepts a
federal berth under Roosevelt as
his friends expect he will.
Councillor Francis E. Kelly of
Dorchester, who opposed McGrath
for president, was made chairman,
of the committee on lands and of
the committee on hospitals. Councilor John F. Dowd, another opponent heads the important committee on finance,
Two other candidates for the
good
also received
presidency
berths. Councillor Israel Ruby of
Dorchester was made chairman of
the committee on claims and Councillor Joseph P. Cox of West Roxbury. was given the chairmanship
Of the committee on printing.

Mayor Curley Returns from,
Visit with Roosevelt

Presidential patronage with Which
!Mayor Curley is directly concerned was
not discussed at his conference with!
President-elect Roosevelt at Warns
Springs Saturday, according to a statetent following the mayor's return to
City Hall yesterday which limited the
interview to a consideration of ways
and means of relieving unemployment.
The mayor said definitely tliat the
question of patronage did not figure in
the interview but observers attached
significance to the fact that he was
accompanied to Georgia by City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, who is strongly'
mentioned as the mayor's selection for
either collector of the port or collector!
of internal revenue.
Democrats believe that Dolan Ii
scheduled to receive the appointment
to one of the two berths and they likewise express satisfaction that the position which the mayor will fill in the
Roosevelt administration has been determined.
Reports from New York Democrats
who claim to be aware of what is going
on in the distribution of patronage disclose that aids of President-elect
'Roosevelt have heen investigating and
weighing the atty.:its which have been
made on Mayor Curley by Democratic
foes anti that the conclusion was
reached three weeks ago that no widespread resentment would be aroused by
'he recognizing of Curley as an imsrtant factor in the administration
organization.

HIGH CHARGES DENIED
Ely and Curley Sent Annual Report
Of Port Authority
The annual report of the Boston
Port Authority, for the year ending
Dec. 31, 1932, was issued yesterday
with the first copies sant ta Gov. Ely
and Mayor Curlay. Accompanying :he
raison went letters to the Governor and
mayor from Richard Prrkhurst. vicechairman of the board, in which Mr.
Parkhurst refuted the generals impression that port charges at Boston are
higher than those at other ports.
Tho port covers the board's activitaos during the year and details the
program relating to rates, congressional and icgislativo hearings, investigations. meetings, conferences and marine
supervision.

CURLEY WILL ACT
,Mayor Seeks to Eliminate Discrimitaatiow Against Port
pledged
yesterday
Curley
Mayor
,every available resource at the command of the city to the successful
pressing of the final phase of the long
campaign for the elimination of discriminatory gratuities such as free
lighterage, car floatage and trucking
which grant the pors or New York a
decided preference over the port of
Boston
The mayor will +,.-- the 1eadersIdp.1
in the arive to secure approval by the
interstate commerce commissior of tIt
decision of an examiner, Earl N. steer
who reported Saturaay that the grattl.
isles enjoyed by shippers through Neai
York are discriminatory a
411'w Jervq
tan?, ;
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slightly under NewNYeow
be lower than that existing at New Most of these charges in point of fact
York and the port of Boston will then are fixed by law and effective in all
be allowed to enjoy the advantages ports alike.
and benefits which accrue to her from
modern up-to-date accommodations on "Cargo Charges" Lighter
the waterfront.
"'Cargo charges,' as distinguished
"In Boston we have no lighterage
lservice and practically no car floatage, from, but of equal importance with.
as the facilities at this port permit the port charges,' comprise wharfage,
ship to come alongside the railroad dockage, watching cargo, tallying and
pier. The gratuities granted at the stevedoring. Taking a 10,000-ton yesport of New York, the expense of se: and assuming discharge of '5300
1 which is absorbed by the railroads, tons of general cargo at Boston, New
have resulted in diverting to the port York and Philadelphia, the advantage,
of New York traffic that would nor- from the point of view of the steamship company, is with Boston. From
mally come to the port of Boston.
"While this decision rendered bY the point of view of the consignee
the examiner is but the first step to- this is not always so. largely because
ward ultimate victory, I propose to . af certain situations outside the direct
leave no stone unturned to press our scope of 'cargo charges,' and with
contention before the Interstate Com- which the Port Authority 13 dealing
merce Commission in order that the ir. their investigations and proceedA revival of business through the discrimination against the port of Bos- ings before the Interstate Commerce
ton may be eliminated and Boston Commission
and the United Sts.teil
Port of Boston will result if the Interonce more restored to her position of Shipping Board.
state Commerce Commission sustains commercial
"The fact that Boston is noet
advantage, which she
the decision of Examiner Earl N. formerly enjoyed.
largely a port of call, rather than a
port for most overseas vesterminal
Steer, according to Mayor James M.
sels, frequently necessitates overtime
Curley in a statement yesterday. Mr Thanks Port Authority
and Sunday work, with resultant
"I am indeed
Steer ruled against "discriminatory
grateful to all the higher costs on these ships, but under
Mayors
who
testified
at
the
vs-lous
like circumstances cost would be aa
gratuities" favoring the Port of New
hearings when they were held in Bos- high at other ports. In other words,
York.
ton and who contributed so materially when a vessel loads or unloads at the
Boston has already spent $60,000 in in Boston's fight to eliminate the unport of Boston on regular schedule, ,
a fight to eliminate the preference at fair situation which has now been and under the ordinary operation of'
the Port of New York.
fight was recognized by the Interstate Commerce the port facilities and labor arrange—
instigated
the Boar
If Port Commission. To the Boston Port Au- ments, the costs not only are not;
Authority and the city of P.
with thority, who joined with the city of higher than at other United States
the approval of the Mayor almost two Poston in this fight, I extend my sin- ports, but in many instances are
years ago. The Mayor yesterday de- cere appreciation and gratitude for the lower."
clared tha' Boston's contention will ,splendid service rendered to this city.
"The tremendous advantage which
be pressed before the Interstate Commerce Commission in order that dis- will accrue to the port of Boston may
S
crimination against Boston may be be seen sehen we appreciate that the
eliminated.
evidence in the case indicated that
A communication from
Richard more than 60 percent of the traffic in
Parkhurst, vice chairman of the Bos- New England- was shipped through
ton Port Au.hority, to the Mayor yes- the port of New York rather than
terday went into "port charges" in through the port of Boston, due to the
detail,
gratuities given at the port of New
York. With the discrimination removed
this traffic will move through the port
The Curley Statement
of Boston with the consequent result
Regarding the decision of Examiner that an increase in the number of
Steer favoring Boston, Mayor Curley sailings will be made from the port
I last night gave out the following of Boston and the large amount o'S
i statement:
rommoditles purchased here by these
"The decision of the examiner, Earl ships which call will result in more
N. Steer, of the Interstate Commerce 1 business for co'e merchants.
Commission in the lighterage Case in 4
'Victory in this cause means that
which he found in favor of the Port the, p
of Boston will no lorigcr be
At interest of but 214 per m.o. the,
of Boston, is indeed gratifying for, a port of call, but will once more ik
;its of Boston will borrow $2,09(086
in my opinion, if the findings et the 1-"er former position as one of the leadtomorrow from the First National
examiner are sustained by the full ing ports of the country."
Rank of Boston soil the National
commission it will mean a revival of
,tihnw,not Bank on its first issue of 193$
business through the Port of Boston.
Parkhurst
The
Statement
'tax anticipation notes, redeemable Oct.
"The fight to eliminate the prefer2, when the tax receipts conic in.
On the subject of "Port Charges"
ence at the Port of New York and
In announcing that the joint bid or
the discrimination against the Port of Mr Parkhurst said:
the two banks haa been accepted
"As to Boston 'port charges' there
Boston by gratuities in the form of
the city. Mayor Curley and City Trestle.
,"ee lighterage, free car floatage and has existed in uninformed quarters a
user Edmund L. Dolan asserted that
trucking, which the Boston Port Au- feeling that these charges are higher
she strong financial condition of thlk
thority and the city of Boston testi- than in other United States ports. As
city was responsible for the compere.
i gated with my approval almost two a matter of fact—and comparatively
tively low interest charge. New Yor14
years ago and at a cost of arproxi- recently—officials of two passenger
Philadelphia and other large • (Thee, se..1
mately $60,0a0, haa justified this ex- lines (whose ships do not use Boston)
1
2 per cent
the Mayor, bad to pay 5/
penditure and I know will be hailed have publicly so stated. The Boston
forest on their loans.
investiPort
Authority,
after
careful
by all those who have the Port of
Boston at heart and who look forward gation, wishes to inform you that the
to a renewal of the port's former contention that it costs more to handle
and work ships. here than at other
activities.
"It will be remembered that when ports is not borne out by the facts.
"In
employing
the
term
the case was first heard in Boston in
'port
1930, I testified that unless the discrim- charges,' it all depends just what is
inatory grrtuities are abandoned at meant and whether or not ships are
the Port c' New York, the Port of handled, because of schedule requireBoston could not hope to compete ments, at overtime and Sunday rates,
for either export, import or coastal as Incidentally has often been the case
business, It is apparent that the ex- where critics' vessels are concerned.
aminer, after a complete review of "'Part charges' as such include
evidence submitted, is of the same pilotage, tug hire, tonnage tax, customs fees, .rnstoms brokerage, watchopinion,
, log vessel and quarantine (health in"action).
A companion of tbelle

AT PORT VICTORY

Hails I. C. C. Examiner's
Report on Lighterage

He Thinks $60,000 Well Spent
—Parkhurst Explains Charges

CITY BORROWS
AT 21 PER CENT

$2,000,000 Tax AnticIpa.
tion Notes Issued
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RECREATION'PLAN'FOR
JOBLESS SUCCESSFUL
0

Large Groups on Hand For Gymnasium Activities
—Many Attending University Courses

PA4
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DOVE OF PEACE
NM RESTS ON
NEgoaugH
TERS
„
Legislators Hear News i
at Hearing on Bill '
to Curb Parking
The joint legisl.itive cornmitce on
judiciary was told today that the
'dove of peace” now rests on top
of Boston police headquarters, the
"war" between Commissioner Hultman and Traffic Commissioner

EXF.RCISING WITH INDIAN ct.TTBS AT CABOT-ST GYMNASIUM
Left to Ristt—Albert Tibbetts. Leu lawton, George Johnson and Frank‘Caloritif.
Indications are that the new plan to 'then until 10 at night the facilities of
fake the unemployed off the streets the buildings will be at the disposal of
by giving them an opportunity to im- the unemployed again.
prove minds and bodies in the city's The plan is attracting wide attention.
Municipal buildings and gymnasiums William Phillips, former Ambassadoi
has met with prompt and immediate Ito Belgium and minister to Canada, is
success. When the city's 13 municipal ,rice chairman of the Emergdney Combuildings were opened this morning, 'tnittee on Health and Recreation. He
large groups were on hand to take ad- regards the plan as one of the best
vantage of Park Commissioner Wil- methods put forward so far to relieve
, .he mental strain of enforced inactivity
liam P. Long's arrangement.
_ Commissioner Long is chairman of lo.• the unemployed.
Committee
Emergency
the City-Wide
inn Health and Recreation. He has put Local Group In Charge
all of the buildings under his charge
at the disposal of the unemployed, and The plan has the approval of Mayor
Is, addition has arranged for some of 7.1urley. The program in each
municthe best specialists in various fields pal building
will be peculiar to that
of athletics to coach the unemployed.. 'articular
building,
since
it
will
be in
He has Shevlin and McGrath teaching Marge
of local committees and
them how to box; Kilroy and Sharma- ;tanned to
meet local conditions. Thus
ban giving them the fine points of me program
basket ball, and Mullen teaching them ;outh End may be conducted at the
Municipal Building; anhandball. These are but a few. The 'tiler at
the South
Park Commissioner's plan to keep the 5tfilding. and still Boston Municipal
another at the Cor
'unemployed occupied in improving !umbia,
Road Gymnasium, the idea beithemselvss is extensive.
ng to provide the hest program to
nest the conditions of each district.
In addition to the gymnasiums, alt
'Regular Gym Classes
pf the city swimming pools are now
From today on every municipal available to the
unemployed for longer
building in the city will open at 10
,
o'clock in the morning, and proles- oPnel'ioadnsd•
h
irig
them.
instructors willhe
towim
stone' instructors will be on hand to
teach
m
Charlestown,
assist all comers. They will remain on Dorchester, East Boston, Hyde Park,
di...ty until 2 p m, when the regular •Jamaica Plain, North and Smith Ends,
city gymnasium classes will he held as oslindale and Roxbury will all benefit
Although these are alwaye by the arrangement.
uual.
Dean Henry W. Holmes of the Harcrowded, and are crowded as usual this
year, the unemployed will be welcome vard Graduate School of Education
asserts
nit
if the 5' in no room for
that the plan will have great
1 o Join. a
them arrangements will be made tot \ ;Otte .i ncI Ilia , a n root mom, amount
of good will come of 't. One
Pere for them ii. additional classes.
of
Its„. in 2 uatil 4 the regular gyiuna.; uses of adversity, he says, is the the
ds.
from Velqurtent of programs
atosIagswiii continua.
that are useful

Conry having ended.
This information was given by
Atty. A. B. Casson, legislative counsel for the city of Boston during a
hearing on a bill by Mayor Curley
proposing that persons In whose
names automobiles are registered
be made liable if such vehicles are
parked in violation of rules and
;regulations.
"How about the war between Police Commissioner Hultman and
Traffic Commissioner Conry— is
that still going on?" asked Senator
James G. Moran, of the committee.
'UNSOUND AND 'UNFAIR
"No," replied Atty. Casson.
"That war Is over and the dove
of peace now rests over police
headquarters.
That war had
nothing to do with this matter,
however.
"This bill is filed in order that
we can enforce our rules and
regulations reletive to parking.
This illegal p .Ing is economically unsound and unbar to the
city as a whole. There is room
to park between 700 and 800
automobiles in the husiness center of Boston although 130,000
aui,os travel through that area
daily."
Claude Allen, representing the
Boston Chamber of Commerce
said:
"This is a vital, seriops matter,
dealing with the safety and
health of the community. What
would happen if a serious fire
occurred in one of the narrow
streets of the down town section
with cars parked on both sides
and only a narow lane for fire
apparatus to go through? The
wise and old parking offender
merely tears up the tag placed
on his car knowing we can't enforce the rules and regulations.
TERRIBLE SITUATION
"The traffic situation in Boston
Is terrible. If the bill before this
committee is combined with a
non-criminal provision bill which
would permit a person to pay a
/Ins to a omit clerk It would go
'a long way teva.rd. cleer4ur up
"
c
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MUST PAY PREVAILING
WAGE ON CITY WORK
mayor Tells Contractors

friction among department heads on
the island and that conflict of authority caused a rift between the almshouse and hospital forces. Henry A.
Higgins is superintendent at Long
Island and Dr Harvey M. Williams is
resident physician. Both live on the
island. The offices of Institution Commissioner James E. Maguire are in
City Hall Annex.

of Counsel's Ruling

LACK OF HARMONY
FOUND AT HOSPITAL
Fin Corn Probe at Long Island
Uncovers Friction

TWO IN FIRE DEPARTMENT
ON CITY'S RETIRING LIST

Investigation of management and
porking methods at Long Island HospiContractors doing business with the
tal and the city infirmary, in progress
Walter J. Burke, 70, superintendent
ity of Boston will be informed that
by the Boston finance commission in
in the wire division' of the Fire Dehe past two weeks, has uncovered evihe prevailing wage cannot be cut, partment, headed the list of retirelence indicating a glaring lack of harrrespective of the contractors' inter- ments, effective yesterday. Mr Burke
nony and co-operation among the perrretation of the ruling of the' Supreme entered the ernploy of the city. May 23,
ionnel of the hospital.
Judicial Court, that the statute mak- 4891, and became superintendent Jan 2,
I Critics of the hospital, which comes
ing it a criminal offense to pay less IC20. He resides at 41 Hillsdale at, Dorinder the control of James E. Maguire,
than the prevailing wage is uncon- chester. Patrick F. McMahon, inspecnstitutions commissio- er, declare that
stitutional. There remains the civil tor in the same department, who WAS
nstead of being under the immediate
Oct
relation
between con- retired, entered the department
21,
2ontractual
tupervision of any official at the hospitractor and city which is not affected, 1897.
al, its management is remotely handled
Others retired were William F. Merccording to Mayor Curley, and failure
)3, Commissioner Maguire at City Hall.
o pay the prevailing wage is a breach rigan, Courthouse electriel!:i,• ElizaSupt. Henry A. Higgins of the hospif contract.
beth C. Fairbark, matron, City Hosis declared to have been shorn of
al
of
employes
Zollowine.
the
and
office
the
pital;
conference
at
Yesterday a
us authority. A letter received by him
Of Mayor Curley was attended by cer- the Public Works Department: Michael
from Maguire is said to have virtually
tain contractors, members of the Campbell, Hugh Clark, John F. Gorrelieved him of supervision of the
Pavers' Union and Corporation Coun- man, Cornelius Hagerty, James M. Mchospital and to have designated Dr.
sel Samuel Silverman. Mr Silverman Grath and Mathew C. Regan.
Harvey M. Williams, resident physi!made his ruling and Mayor Curley
cian, as supervisor.
'gave out the following statement:
Investigators of the finance commis"It appears that a misunderstanding
sion are reported to have found there
exists amongst contractors vvitri reis no longer any centralization of
ference to a recent decision of the
Bids on city contracts received re- Authority in Supt. Higgins, also that a
Supreme Judicial Court declaring a cently, according to Mayor James M. 'pharmacist issues orders to nurses and
certain provision of the General Laws, Curley, show a distinct stiffening and
that an employe with no supervisory
with reference to prevailing rate of , in some cases a noticeable increase
rating, but said to be a friend of Comsages, unconstitutional. This decision over prices of a year ago. Notable were
missioner Maguire, exercises unusual
making
statute
merely held that the
prcea for cast iron pipe and cement.
authority.
It a criminal offense to refrain from
Yesterday the Mayor approved a conHiggins's status, it is said, leaves him
paying the prevailing rate of wages tract for X-ray film, photographic and
In charge of the management only of
Ion public works by contractors was dental supplies, for the Boston City
the infirmary.
unconstitutional because of the terms Hospital for this year, The contract
Commissioner Maguire denied yesterof the statute with reference to pre- went to the lowest bidder, Kenmore
day that there had been any friction at
vailing rate of wages was uncertain. Hospital Supply Co, at $57,404.
the bland and he characterized the
"The provision in the city contract
Investigation by the finance commies'=
relating to the requirement of conas a routine and periodic affair.
tractors that they pay the prevailing
At the finance commission office
not
within
does
come
wages
rate of
yesterday no statement was made other
, the purview of this decision, for this
than an admission that investigators
provision is a part of the contract
have been making an inquiry at the
agreed to by the contractor and the
pital and infirmary. Their reports
city and is independent of any statute
has
the commisison will form the basis
Boston
of
gone
The City
the
in
criminal
offense
a
creating
the official report, which is expected
in for barter ... of zoological
event of a violation of Its terms. In
to be sent to Mayor Curley within a
products. Yesterday Mayor Curother words, the city can inelet that
Week.
ley traded one American buffalo
the contractor pay the prevailing rate
The mayor revealed keen interest In
of I"ages as a part of the agreement
and two elk, valued at $220, for
the situation. He was anxious to learr
contractor
the
between
into
entered
one adult Chacuna baboon and
the reason for the finance commission
and the city.
T,,e rn.ayor has freinvestigation.
one adult Hamadryas baboon.
"Corporation Counsel Ailverelien to'erection with tile
quently expre^ete
',rendre Charboneau of Manday advised me that in the event that.,
the •stitution and has
.1
management
baboons
on
long
was
chester
'
contractor
a
Complaint is made tpat
the
,3ressed by
been favorably
and short on buffalo and elk.
is not paying the prevailing rate of
changes which have been made during
wages that such a contractor renders
his administration
himself liable for breach of contract I
regardless of the statute pertaining to
the payment of the prevailing rate of
public
wages by contractors on
The contract for drive-yourself cars,
v,arkm."
for use of city emp/oyes for 1933. was
signed yesterday by Mayor Curley.
The rate will be nine cents a mile
HEALTH UNIT DENTISTS
for small cars and 12 cents a mile for
GIVE $1500 TO NEEDY
inthe
Mayor
Curley
says
cars.
large
troduction of the system saved the
Dentists attached to the White health
An investigation of affairs at Long
$125,000 during 1932.
units and other services directed by Dr.
Island by the Finance Commission is city about
William H. Griffin of the health dein progress and though no statement
GIVE
partment, yesterday contributed $1500
was forthcoming from members of the DENTAL SERVICES
to the public welfare department to be
commission last night it is said to
$1500 TO WELFARE BOARD
expended
for shoes and stockings for
he principally focused on an alleged
A contribution of $1500 from the
children of needy families. Mayor Curusurpation or delegation of authority dental services under Dr William H.
ley praised the contributors who are not
on the Island.
Griffin in the City of Boston Health
directly employed by the city and sugInstitutions Commissioner James E. Department, Was received yesterday
gested that their example could be folthe
Maguire when asked regardin
Welfare
Department.
lowed by "other beneficiaries of the
for the Public
presence on the island of investieators The voluntary contribution Was from
city, either engaged in contracting worK
of the Finance , Commission, admit- men not employed directly by the city.
or otherwise or In the sale of eleSIPhet
ted the fact, but said that their visit
•
to the city."
In conformity with the expressed
Was part of the usual annual checkup wish of the resn In the dental service,
,t5te29,124. ....... ...
ep
...41,
.
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'MAYOR SAYS CITY CONTRACT
BIDS SHOW HIGHER TREND

CITY BARTERS TWO
ELK, ONE BUFFALO
FOR TWO BABOONS

MAYOR SIGNS CONTRACT
FOR DRIVE-YOURSELF CARS

•

. FIN COM AT LONG ISLAND,
I REPORTED STUDYING ROW
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PROBE LAXITY
IN HOSPITAL AT
LONG ISLAND

•

Long Island Hospital was flung
into the spotlight yesterday when
City Councillor John F. Dowd made
open charges of laxity on the part
of physicians there, and the finance commission was reported to
be conducting an investigation, following reports that friction exists
between hospital officials.
Head of the finance commission
denied that the investigation was
more than a..routine v'-'t to the
, island, bit Institutions Commr.
'James E. Maguire admitted he was
conducting his own probe of alleged conditions in the hospital.
Dowd charged that doctors allowed inmates and employes to do
duties they ought to perform themselves and declares that in some
cases patients have been operated
upon with instruments that have
not been sterilized.
He also declares that medical
men are inclined to treat the
patients as "paupers and are not
very considerate as to whether they
exist or not."
In City Hall circles, it was reported that friction exists between
the two governing heads on the
island, Supt. Henry A. Higgins and
Dr. Harvey M. Williams, resident
physician.

PORT CHARGES
IN HUB LOWER

snowing aliegen inernmemy in trio present administration of the department
will be relevant. Moreover, it was said
that other testimony would concentrate
on the actions of Schwartz and attempt
to show the extent of his influence.

CITES SOLOMON CASE
''The Solomon case and all other
crimes that the police have bungled
will be spread upon the legislative record," said Senator Finnegan last night.
"We shall do this to prove that under
the present administration 'the pollee
ly
unfriend
Spiking the statements of
Port
department is inefficient. In addition
Boston
the
,steamship officials,
we will show that vice is rampant, that
!Authority Board announced last night
after an investigation that work-day street walkers throng the streets unand
entering
'port charges tor a vessel
molested by police, and that Boston is
'leaving Boston are actually lower than
ports.
other
the mecca of the American crimand
!now
York
New
In a report to Mayor Curley, Vice
inal. Boston has displaced Chicago as
the
of
t
ohairman Richard ParkilUa
the capital of American crime. I will
fort Authority Board denied the conwhose
°thews,
p
make an attempt to have the hearing
steamshi
of
tentions
vessels do not make Boston a cargo set for next week.
port
tne
port. They had alleged that
"The trouble with the present system
rates were higher.
,of appointment is that Hultman le atH
responsible to anyone. He was a0.,
pointed..br4ftlfiter 'Cloy. Frank Arlen
and Gov. Ely can't remove him because
V C L Jof the governor's council. As a restal'
Hultman isn't responsible to the ct
of Boston or to the state of Massachusetts. And conditions are br.d, very
bad, and it's time a change was made."
It was learned that prospective w t-;
nesses have all eady been examir.ee. .ind
that Senator Finnegan had been in conference with Mayor Curley as well as
with Samuel Silverman, corporation
counsel, who was Schwartz's superior
ILING
PREVA
PAY
MUST
until the latter resigned from the city
WAGE, CURLEY STATES
4=
law department to accent the positas Hultman's legal ti.l‘isor.
Will
Mayor Warns Contractors City
Senator Finnegan declared t is at
Insist on It
z unduly influenced his superior
Schwart
works
public
in
Contractors engaged
and alleged that many held the ':telief
Curfor the city were told by Mayor
that Schwartz was the real head of the
Silverman
ley and Corporation Counsel
'department. Schwartz's position will be
supreme
recent
a
despite
yesterday that
tulater attacked on the petition of George
court decision declaring unconsti
Killgoar, which will also he heard
tional a provision of the general laws,
wages,'
of
rate
g
prevailin
referring to the
by the legislative committee on cities.
conthat
insist
will
and
can
city
the
wages.
Killgor.r's petition asks that "legal astractors pay prevailing rates of
sistance required by the police commisSuch a stipulation will be incorporated
sioner for the city of Boston be renin all contracts.
The queition of the prevailing rate
dered by the corporation counsel for
l
municipa
spid city."
may be determined by the
as
such
work,
the
officer in charge of
of
the chief engineer, the commissioner
desa department or any other person
referee.
a
as
ignated by the contractor
Silverman told the contractors that
By RICHARD 0. BOYER
of failIn the event complaint is maderates,
ft
e otiicial and unofficial acts of
,
ure to pay prevailing wage
ed
breach of contract can be establish
'Police Commissioner Hultman and his
by the city.
legal adviser, Leo Schwartz, as well as
the administration of the police department under them, will be the subject
of inquiry before Ft legislative commitMary Curley, daughter of the mayoi,
Itee meeting in the near future, perhaps
and her friends, Josephine and Loretta
next week, it was announced yesterday
Bremner of Chicago, will sail from New
by the city law department.
'York tomorrow on the Italian liner
The hearing will be before the legisVulcania for a. 15-day cruise in the
lative committee on cities and will be
West Indies. The mayor had planned
'in connection with the petition of Sento make thQ trip, but changed his plant
ator Josepn Finnegan, who asks that
because of pressure 0; business. He
the police commissioner be appointed
planned to leave for New York this
than
rather
n '-ith his daughter and Will
Boston
afternoo
of
ma,for
by the
return to City Hall Saturday.
by the Governor, as is now the cav.
In an effort to show that the present
arrangement is a bad one, which works
to the detriment of the city, testimony

Below New York and
, Others, Inquiry Shows

BOSTON POLICE
PROBE PLANNED
IN LEGISLATURE
Schwartz to Be Chief Target—Vice Conditions
To Be Aired

CURLEY SILVERMAN
, MEET WITH SENATOR

Finnegan Says Legal Adviser Regarded as
Real Head

MAYOR'S DAUGHTERj
GOING ON CRUNE1

quiry are argerous as reported.
Supt. Crowley assigned Capt. John
M. Anderson and Lieut. Stephen J. Gillis
of headquarters to investigate the graft
and "bagman" charges.
It was said that any police official
...gi
g
accused of accepting graft would be asked
t
to allow Anderson and Gillis to scan his
bank account and go over his financial
affairs gcoerally.
So far' as known there ha been no
San,Finnegan
move to obtain the consent of police department officials to have their bank accounts investigated.
Certainly no departmental official could refuse, under
the circumsfances, to open his bank account to the appointed
investigators. By such refusal he would place himself under positive suspicion.
Investigation is being made at headquarters into the
failure to teletype the Solomon murder until four hours and
twenty minutes after the killing, a delay which gave the
killers ample time to get safely away.
•
This certainly is no evidence of a modern, efficient way
of combating organized crime. A radio call would have
caught these killers and saved much of its own cost in the.
expense of the search alone.
No inside investigation of the graft and other charges
will satisfy the public or meet the present needs.
Let us have an inquiry by an outside body and establish
the truth or falsity of the charves.

LIGHT OPERA STARS

Here arc the leading ladies of the Copley Light Opera Company who called
on Mayor Curley yesterday to invite him to attend the opening performance
of the "Prince of Pilsen," to inaugurate the new policy at the theatre next
litoiSmtight. The girls are, left to right : Alice \Veltman, Betty M orri.

POLICE PROBE SHOULD BE
OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT
Charges of graft and other faults involving the Boston
Police Department point more and more to the need of an
outside and independent investigation instead of inquiries
inside the department by members of
the police body.
Accusations have been made to
Complaints Mayor
Curley, who is not in control of
the Boston police, that a certain high
Are Too
police official is a "ilvintan" and that
Grave for
this official has colleceed $60.000 in
bribe money during the past three
Inside
years.
Anonymous letters sent to the
Inquiries
police have made the same charge.
Police Commissioner E. C. Hultman, through Supt. Michael H. Crowley, has assigned two
headquarters officers to look into this charge.
Open accusations are heard that vice is rampant in the
city, that certain resorts have flourished, police or no police.
Complaints of departmental inefficiency have been
heard repeatedly. These complaints mounted to an uproar
of criticism this week in connection with mishandling by
police headquarters of the investigation of the murder of
Charles Solomon of underworld notoriety.
Between the graft and vice charges and the complaints
• Irpartmental inefficiency the time has arrived for a general inquiry into the police department by an independent,
outside agency.
'Why not have an investigation by the State Legislature,
or a legislative committee, or by the Boston t. ItV
The police department is already
headed toward a legislative committee examination. State Senator Joseph Finnegan will have a hearing soon before the
legis. tive Committee on Cities ch. his
,;eLition to take the power of appointing
the Boston police commissioner away
from "• Governor and give it to the
Mayor us "oston.
tisio
Effort . will be made at this hearing
Co mnilssioner
to squire into administrative affairs of
Hultman
the police department. Senator Finnegan
holds that :he present police administration is inefficient,
that the Solomon murder case and other murder Cases have
been brngled and that Boston is getting a reputation as a
crime Mr cca.
Ths tact that the Cotton Club shooting of Charles Solomon was not put on the pclice teletype for more than four
hoars after the crime war known at police headquarters is a
severe indictment of headquarters and its method of getting.
after criminals.
The Daily Record insists that, when charges are made
and repeated that there is a "bagman" in the police department and that this individual has collected $60,000 in graft
in three years, it is a matter for more than an inside departmental investigation.
The public is having one sample already of these inside
departmental inquiries in the State Police investigation.
The same criticism which is being heard about the probe
into State Police faults will apply to a Boston Police Department's investigation of itself when the cause :or in-
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RESTS WITH ELY,
WALSH AND ELY SHARE
PATRONAGE WITH CURLEY WALSH,CURLEY

•

Roosevelt to Treat New England Smith Faction
Generously in Distributing Political Jobs
WASHINGTON, Feb 3 (A. P.)--Advisers of President-Elect Franklin D.
Roosevelt are keeping a watchful eye
on the scramble for patronage now
under way in the six New England
Slates, determined to avert any internal dissension in Democratic ranks.
Each of the six New England States
has its own distinct problem as to•patronage; as to who will have the say
in the distribution of the political jobs
that will be filled by Democrats after
the new President takes office on
March 4.
And because there was no Democratic sweep in all the New England
States there remain still many compromises, and smoothing of ruffled
reathers before the problem will be
solved. However, Democratic leaders
.:lose
to the new administration al'eady are announcing the answer, It's
simply this, that each faction in each
state will receive consideration and a
share in the distribution of patronage.
From a. source close to the Pr eellent-elect, it was learned today that
Senator David I. Walsh and Gov Joseph D. Ely (the national committeeman) will divide the spoils in Massachusetts with Mayo,
'James M. Curley. It was also leas fled that SenatorElect Augustine Lonergan and National Committeeman Archibald McNeil will probably split up the major
patronage In Connecticut.

erously treated, with efforts aimed al
effecting a compromise satisfactor3
to both the original Smith and Roosevelt forces.
An unusual situation is presented is
Vermont, where not a Democrat wil
represent the State in Congress. Ai
a result, the patronage distributior
will fall to the national committeeman
Frank H. Duffy, and Park H. Pollard
chairman of the Democratic Stet
committee.
Over in New Hampshire the Fed
eral jobs will be parceled out by Sen
ator-Elect Fred H. Brown, Represent
ative William N. Rogers and Rober
Jackson, secretary of the Democratii
national committee. Brown and Roger
already have discussed the subjec
and another conference is In prospec

soon.
Four-Way Split in Maine

Maine, which is undergoing the novel
experience of having a Democratic

Governor and two Democratic Representatives in the next Congress, wil
see the patronage split among Gm
Britian, Representatives-Elect Mores
and Utterback, and National Commit
teeman F. Harold Dubord, with Johi
H. Dooley, chairman of the State corn
mittce, also expected to have sorm
little say-so.
In Rhode Island, Ex-Senator Petei
G. Gerry, national committeeman anc
a Cabinet possibility, will talk it ovel
with the Democratic Representatives
Condon and O'Connell, and with Stall
Chairman J. Howard McGrath..
Situation in V.,rniont
There are squabbles now, but R.00sei
Those who profess to be "in the velt "Insiders" assert, there'll be noth•
Smith
ing
but harmony when the patronag.
believe
the
know down here"
factiok. An -New England will be gen- nis is cut a month from now.

CURLEY GIVES UP TRIP
BECAUSE DUTIES PRESS
In order to supervise pressing legislation Mayor James M. Curley yesterday decided to sacrifice a vacation trip
he had planned to take to the West
Indies and the Canal Zone, Instead,
he merely left for New York, to accompany his daughter Mary as far as

that port.
In her party are Loretta and Josephine Bremmer of Chicago, friends of the
family.

Trio Expected to -Wei&
Federal Patronage in
Bay State
WASHINGTON, Feb. 3 (AP)—Advisors of President-elect Franklin D.
Roosevelt are keeping a watchful eye
on the scramble for patronage now
under way in the six New England
states, determined to avert any internal
dissention in Democratic ranks, each
faction in each state will receive consideration and a share n the distribution of patronage. From a source close
to the President-elect, it was learned
today that both Senator-elect Augustine
Lonnergan and National Committeeman
Archibald McNeil, will probably split
up the major patronage in Connecticut;
that Senator David I. Walsh and Gov.
Joseph B. Ely (the national committeeman) wil divide the spoils in Massachusetts with Mayor James M. Curley.
In Vermont, the patronage distribution will fall to the national committeeman, Frank H. Duffy, and Park H.
Pollard, chairman of the Democratic
state committee.
In New Hampshire, the federal jobs,
will be parcelled out by SEenator-elect•
Fred H. Brown, Representative William
N. Rogers, and Robert Jackson, secretaray of the Democratic national committee.
Maine will see the patronage split
among Gov. Brann, Representativeselect Utterback and Moran, and National Committeeman F. Harold Dubor.
with John H. Dooley, chairman of the
state committee, also having some say.
In Rhode Island, former Senator Peter
G. Gerry, national committeeman and
a cabinet possibility, will talk it over
with the Democratic representatives,
Condon and Oronnell, and with State
Chairman 4. Howard McGrath.

SI 1-}
CURLEY GIVES UP HIS
WEST INDIES CRUISE
Mayor Curley yesterday abandoned
his plans to take a 15-day cruise to the
West Indies and suddenly decided to
limit his absence from the city until tomorrow morning. He went to New York
In the afternoon with his daughter, Mica
Mary Curley, and the Misses Loretta
and Josephine Bremner of Chicago, and
after seeing them off this morning on
the Vulcania, will return home. He
made no explanation of the change in ,
his plans,

CURLEY BEST 'GED
BY JOB SEEKERS

S

1 Hunflreds Ask His Influence
To Obtain Federal
Appointments

ROOMS OPENED TODAY
City-Wide Program for the
Benefit of Unemployed

Hundreds of persons who believe
themselves deserving Democrats have
sent letters or telegrams to Mayor CurFor the benefit of unemployed men
ley asking him to use his influence to
obtain appointments to federal posi- and women in the various sections of
tions for them from President-elect Boston 11 free reading rooms in muRoosevelt.
nicipal buildings and libraries were
The mayor's office in the past week
opened at 10 o'clock this morning.
s been steadily bombarded with such
uests from all parts of the country. 'These places are in charge of the City.yor Curley has never heard of the
Jority of the applicants who hope
i.e will provids them with entrance to
the inner council of the patronage
'distributors, although Is, remembers
having met a few of Me job-seekers
during his tour in the Roosevelt campaign.
Semi-comic relief from the steady
stream of messages asking the mayor's
aid with Roosevelt has been provided
by one Pennsylvania Democrat, who
made the request that Mayor Curley
give him a letter of introduction to
Gov. James A. Rolph of California,
from whom he hopes to get a job.

CURLEY AGAIN VETOES
CITY LIGHTING PLANT
Mayor Curley yesterday vetoed for
the second time an order of the city
council for the establishment of a
municipal electric lighting plant. As
in December, when he refused to approve the first order, the mayor ascribed his decision to the belief that
under existing laws, which require
municipalities to perchase privately
owned lighting plants, the cost to the
'city could not be Justified.
I

CITY LIGHT PLANT
VETOED BY MAYOR
Explaining that the cost of the KOset was excessive at this time of financial stringency, Mayor Curley yesterday
vetoed the City Council's order for a
city-owned lighting plant, to supply'
electricity to municipal Institutions and
the general public.
' Under existing laws, it was pointed
out, the city would he required to purchase the Edison Company, with its exclusive rights, before It could go into
the business of supplying the demands
of Boston consumers at cost price.

•

C-7e1 N'or
READING AND GAME

MILTON '"1 LORD
Wide Emere ency Committee on Health
and Recreation of which Park Cornimissioner William P. Long is chair`rna n.
"..cre are also in some of the buildings rooms where a variety of games
may be enjoyed or where petsons may
lece together jig-saw puzzles. Newspapers, magazines and other reading
istiatter have been contributed.
There are two municipal buildings in 1
the South End and others in the West
End, South Boston, East Boston, Dorchester, Charlestown, Roxbury, JaJnaaica Plain, Hyde Park and Roslin(dale.
Milton E. Lord, director of the Boston Public Library, and chairman of
the reading and quiet-game room committee, said "The Public Lit ary of the
city of Boston and other neighboring
libraries arc cooperating in this comprehensive program of activities, especially in the provision of reading material and games for the municipal
rooms and in the registration of those
attending the afternoon educational
courses at the Old South Me ting
House." Mr Lord is assisted by Richard G. Hensley, assistant to the director of the Boston Public Library, and
Pierce E. Buckley of Bates Hall, Public Library. The branch directors include M. Florence Cufflin, South Boston; Mary F. Curley. North End; Fanny Goldstein, West End; Clara L. Max.
well, South End; Edith Guerrier, supervisor of branches; Charles Knowles
Bolton, librarian Boston Athenaeum:
.' 'freri Claghorn Potter, librarian at
Harvard College; Edward H Redstone,
librarian of the State T,ibrary; Howard
L. Stebbinss, librarian of the Social
Law Library, and Rev William .T. St son, S. J., librarian of Boston Coll( ,te.
Activities started Tuesday at he
s.
gymnasiums in the municipal Land
and at the swimming pools at Cab, t,
a
Ilny0-0 .y, and in Curtis Hall, .Tae
The schedulcz "lave he, .
l'i .,n
tended to 19 to 2 p m daily except Sum
day. Mondays and Thursdays the gymnasiums and pools are. reserved for
women, and the other da3iSt4t the weak
.....e., ' ..
for.iihettateel. - , .,...,,Isaia'e.t

orrumiRrt
no Li I minimal-

TO PE DIVIDED
BY FACTIONS

Wciki,h and Ely to Split
With Curley in Giving Out Jobs Here
Washington, Feb 3 (AP)—Advisers of President-elect Roosevelt
are keepin g; a watchful eye on the
scramble for patronage now under
lway in the New England states,
'determined to avert any internal
dissension in Democratic ranks.
Each of the six states has its
own distinct problem as to who
I will have the say in the distribution of the political jobs to be
filled by Democrats
And because there was no Democratic sweep in all the New Eng:and states, there remains still
many compromises, and smoothing
of ruffled feathers before the
I eroblem will be solved. But Democratic leaders close to the new
administration say each :action in
each state will receive consideration and a share in the distribution
WALSH-ELY VS. CURLEY
Front a source close to the President-elect, it was learned today
that both Senator-elect Augustine
Lonnergan and National Committeeman Archibald McNeil, who now
are squabbling over the Connecticut patronage, will divide it between
them; that Sen. Walsh and Gov.
Ely (the national committeemen)
will divide the spoils in Massachusetts with Mayor Curley of Boston.
Those who profess to be "in
the know" here believe the Smith
faction in New England will be
generously treated,
An unusual situation Is presented
in Vermont, where not a Democrat
will represent the state in Congress. As a result, the patronage
distribution will fall to National
Committeman Frank H. Duffy and
Park H. Pollard, chairman of the
Democratic state committee. •
SPLIT IN MAINE.
In New Hampshire the federal
jobs will be parcelled out by Senator-elect Fred II. Brown, Rep.
William N. Rogers and Robert
Jackson,
Maine, which is undergoing the
novel experience of having a Demo,cratio governor and two Demo'cratic• representatives in the ,next.
Congress, will see the patronage
split among Gov. B1 ann, Representatives-elect Utterback and Moran, and Nationr1 Committeeman
F. Harold Dubord. with John H.
'Dooley, chairman of the state committee, also extescted to have some
say.
Tn Rhode Island, former Senator
cliity, A.,;iotoo (.:-uurriltPete. (
teeman.. a Cabl

talk it twesayr5
i‘ilaa
•
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THREE LEADING LADIES
PAY CALL UPON MAYOR

C5C

Urges Cheaper Meat
in Lil
• y Insti▪tutions
The Boston Finance Commission,
in
its annual report submitted
to the Legislature as a summary of the forty-eight
separate reports made to the mayor and
city council in 1932, suggests the purchase of cheaper grades of meats
the city's hospitals and institutions for
, for
,which prime quality is now purchased
qn
the responsibility of Mayor Curley
.
report sets forth that expenditures The
for
meats, fruits and vegetables for
institutions were reduced $200,000 city
last
year as the result of the practice, urged
by the commission, of employing Federa
l
inspectors to do the grading supervision.
"The present saving," the report states
"might be increased, without injustice,
to anybody, by a modification of the
specified qualities of meat, fruit and vegetables. The supply department continues
to require a grade of meat that few,'
particularly in these times, can afford
when a wholesome and proper grade can,
be obtained for a less price.
The commission repented its criticism
of the city's methods of land takings for
public improvements, the awarding of
many contracts without advertising and
the granting of "extras" after contracts
have been awarded .ts well as the alleged
waste and inefficiency on the part of
architects and inspectors on the construction of school buildings.
The report states that of the appropriation of $50,000 for the conunissiun
for
1932, there was an expenditure of $45,944.82.
The principal items of expenditure were $34,650 for salaries or
permanent staff; $5100 for rent the ,
and!
$6607.82 for hire of experts in specia
l
investigations.
The report is signed by Chair
Frank A. Goodwin, Judge Joseph man
A.
Sheehan, Joseph Joyce Donohue, Charles
Moorfleld Storey and Secretary Robert
B. Cuniff.

A.1 F. j.?
A QUARTET IN MR CURLEY'S OFFICE
-Tiesido Mr Curley are i'left
rishil Alice Wellman, Betty Morrison and Evelyn
Dorn of the Cooley Light Opera to
y, which wili inaugu
vontay.Thentre Monday with theCompan
"The prince of Pilsen." rate a new policy at the

1 /X

FIN, COV, FOOD
PLEA SCORNED

Mayor Curley today ignored the
annual
report .of the Boston
Finance Commission to the Legislature in which its members urged,
that cheaper meats be purchased byi
the city's hospitals.
As an indication of the cheapness
of the meals served in Long Island
Hospital, it was announced that
the
menu for adults tomorrow is
as,
follows:
Breakfast, cereal, bread. butter
,'
I coffee, milk; dinner, pot
roast,
gravy, boiled potatoes, mashe
d turnip, bread, butter, et ,
t ain pudding,
coffee: supper, tomato soup,
head,
butter, applesauce, ten, milk.
Aged inmates will have the same
food except. that they will he
given
fresh pork shoulder for dinner
inlltead of pot roast.
The children In the instit
ution
will get the for,owing food
tomortow:
Flreak fact: Caren I. scrambled
bacon, toast, milk, cocoa.
limper: Chicken wings mashe
d,
potatoes, peas. bread, butter 104.1,
cream', milk *8 u p

p cg:A.

r.

S

atTarvataarierailtrterotrilridloteadhusetts Emergency Committee on Unemployment, is vice chairman. Others in the
central comittee are W. Duncan Russell,
secretary; William Cardinal O'Connell,
irr. Thomas It. Reynolds, Mrs. Eva
Whiting White, Patrick Campbell, John
E. Englert, George Hamlin, Jr., Louis Kit'.
stein, Joseph Lee, Milton E. Lord and
Maurice Tobin.
A special service will be performed by
the Medical Department. Its work will
be (a) to prevent persons appearing unfit
from participating in any phases of the
program which might be harmfnl, and
to recommend to these, and to any others
who seek advice, the available and convenient courses of free diagnosis and
treatment;(b) to provide professional medical services in buildings in case of emergency, and (c) to assist the education department in arranging health talks on
such subjects as nutrition, food buying,
etc. Dr. W. G. Smillie will be in charge
of the nutrition work.
Responsibility for administering and
financing this project is assumed by tile
central committee. Responsibility for
planning and developing each department
of activity will be in the hands of lay
committees, When necessary a direstor
may be appointed to conduct the program of ally department. Local committees will be organized in each section
of the city to assist in advertising and
developing the program. Department
programs, with the exception of the education classes, will be conducted in tile
municipal buildings; the education classes
are being offered in the Old South Meeting House.
The (.7eiArtment committees are: Reading and quiet games, physical, music, at't8
and crafts, drama, education and medical.

SAYS FOOD
TOO GOOD IN
HOSPITALS
Fin. Corn, Hits Mayor
for Providing Only
Best Grades
Criticism of Mayor Curley for
ordering the best grades of meats,
fruits and vegetables for the sick
and elderly inmates of Boston hospitals and institutions was contained
in the annual report of the Finance
Commission, submitted yesterday to
the Legislature.

—The supply department continues to I
require a grade of meat that few, parOcularly in these times, can afford,1
when ,a wholesome and proper grade
can be obtained for a lower price,"
stated the commission.
Hits at Land Takings
The report ea. signed by Chairman
Frank A. Goodwin, Judge Joseph A.
Donahue,
Joyce
Joseph
Sheehan,
Charles Moorfie:d Storey and Secretary'
Robert E. Cunniff.
It comprised a short resume of the
work of the commission during the past
year, noting that it had conducted investigations and made 4$ reports to
Governor Ely, the General Court,
Mayor Curley, the City Council and
others.
The commission recalled its sharp
criticism during the past year against
the city's methods of land takings for
public improvements, the awarding of
contracts without advertising, and the.
granting of "extras" after the contracts
have been awarded, as well as the alleged waste and Inefficiency on the part
of architects and inspectors on the construction of school build:.,gs.

Architects Paid for Blunders

Referring to the, reduction in the
amount of money available last year
for new schools, the report characterized as fortunate the fact that the department did not have more money to
spend, for "the subordinate employees
and agents of this department, through
inefficiency, waste, extravagance, and
occasionally worse, are still costing the
taxpayers many thousands of dollars
for which there is neither adequate nor'
It's Their "Stunt"
necessary return.
MUST BE PRIME BEEF
Much interest in developing a program
"It was found," protested the Financest
of free activities which could scarcely bs
The Commission suggested that city
Commission, "that architects were beimproved at any cost has been shown might save money by purchasing fooding paid for their own blunders to each'
by experts in the various fields of activity
stuffs of a somewhat lower grade, but an extent that it must he obvious to
proposed as is indicated by those who sr
hos- all architects employed that it is to
heading committees, as follows: Reading yet wholesome, contending that the
their financial advantage to draw plans
and quiet games. Milton E. Lord, direc- pital inmates were getting better food
will require extras to carry them.
tor, Boston Public Library: physical. st'll• than people is, nerally could afford out- that
ham J. Bingham,director of physical educa• side the institutions.
lion and athletics at Harvard University;
Officials of the Finance Commission
music, Arthur F:edler, of the Boston Byrn. explained, last night, that the city puriphony Orchestra; education (coo ,er iv m' chasing agent, in advertising for bids,
university courses) Professor A. F. Whit.i specifies that -prime beef" must be suptern of Harvard University; arts and 1 plied, and that the federal meat inspec,crafts, George C. Greener, North Bennet ' tors on duty at the hospital receiving
'Street Industrial School, and medical, Dr. room consequently refuse to pass anyCharles F. Willinsky, director of health thing but the best. Yet, according to
the Finance Commission attaches, few
The sponsors point out that their diffi: buyers, with the exception of the city,
NEW YORK, Feb. 3--The ;Oalatial
rutty does not lie in securing the help of purchase "prime beef," as the majority motorship Vulcania of the Italian Line
outstanding educators and counsellors, of people are content with a "good sailed today on a two-weeks' cruise to
nor In hnd:ng places for the activities, grade of choice beef," which is much Laguayra, Curacaci, Colon, Havana and
s,.
but in reaching the people. Anything cheaper.
Nassau, with a list of 107 passenger
defeats
New;
that smacks of institutionality
Saving by Inspectors
Including a large contingent from
sec
*itself. And the mere availability of
Respe vling to the criticism of the England.
reatIon does not guarantee participation
Miss Mary Curley, daughter of Mayor,
initi
Finance Commission, hospital officials
her chum, Mike
The committee wants to develop the
supply .Curley of Boston, with Chicago, were
city
the
ressond
of
atives
who
represent
those
and
of
y
ingenuit
ative and
Mayor Cur- Loretta Bremner of the liner. Bosthat
,is
theil
explained
nt
this
that
departme
aware
them
make
to
among those boarding
ley had insisted upon providing the best
"stunt" and not something that is being
chief executive was on hand to,
meats exclusively for the patients at ton's
superimposed upon athem. As one of the
•
bid them bon voyage.
HosIsland
Long
the
numbers
Hospital,
day
City
the
,
"Every
opt:
workers points
Sanatorium at
Boston
from
Boston
the
to
and
come
pital
wonAn
and
of men
their
the suburbs with little more than weary ( Mattapan.
The Finance Commission praised the
return carfare, complete their
un- 'adoption of the practice of stationing
have
then
and
round of job-seeking
hospital, I,
occupied hours on their hands in which (federal food inspectors at the
g independasserting that it has resulted in saving
Ito brood over their vanishin
A numoften
year.
a
nce
$200,000
s
indiffere
the taxpayer
lence. Blank despair and
time are
employees have shownl
follow. Others who for the first humilia• ber of hospital
an unwillingness to accept the new inon the charity list often suffer
dows the men- specting system, but the savings already
Usti so keen that it oversha
being
from
made Justifl-id its retention, the Finance
tal relief they might enjoy
Commission reports.
saved from dire esint.
to rec"The administration officers," warned
"It does not take a psychologist
ognize—although many are adding their the Finance Commission, "should put an
way
best
the
l end to the efforts, even if it requires
strength to the belief—that
'slough of des- discharge from service, of those emto rouse people from the
to fine
ployees who, by false report and unpond' is to make it easy for them
which keep
practices, are seeking the renew and stitifulnting interestspart of each derhand the old order.
least
tarn of
them occupied for at
manual work
"The present savings might be inday. Spirited physical play,
participation in
creased, without injustice to anybody,
of a creative type,
g
absorbin
and
by a rnodificatios of' .`se specified qualchoruses and orchestras mental
tensiara
KIN! of meat, fruit, and vegetables," •
lectures—help to break
rest. and re- the Finance Commission stated, in dial
and leave the mind free to
cusaissa.sthe purchase of, top trade?,
create itself."

I

MAYOR'S DAUGHTER
SAILS TO NASSAU

•
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Place and Subject
Where "Time on One's Hands" May Be Spent for Pleasure and Profit Under a New
City-Wide Program
Vi'est End
Health
Unit
Reading
Room
Arts and
Crafts

Tyler
Street

West
Brookline

Reading
Room
Arts and
Crafts
Gym.

Roai. ng
toom
Arts and
Crafts

Cabot
Street

Vine
Street

Rosatidale

South
Boston

Heading
Room
Arts and
Crafts

Reading
Room
Arts and
Crafts

Reading
Room
Arts and
Crafts

MUSIC

Gym,
111(1§,p

Dramatics

Dramatics

Gym,

GM.

Gym.

Pool

Curtis
Hall

Paris
Street

Hyde
Park

Chartisttown

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Room
Room
Room
Room
Arts and Arts and Arts and Arts and
Crafts
Crafts
Crafts
Crafts
Gym.
Gym.
Gym.
GYM,
Music
Music
Dramatics
Dramatics
Pool

-3
North

Columbia

Bonnet

Road

GYM,

Reading
Room
Arts and
Crafts
Gym.

E

Note: MIMIC. Arts and Crafts. Dramatics will be started after Reading Rooms have been established.
F11111111111111181111 ttttttttt1111111111 ttttttt ttttttIllllll111010111114

it,inergency Committee of/ Health and
On Jan. 23, the first of the committee
Recreation. The name and the program program activities opened with the coare euphemistic to a degree, but the operative university courses.
These
euphemisms serve good purpose.
were organized for the first time last
Members of this emergency committee. year under the State Unemployment
discussing the philosophy which under- Committee, of which William Phillips
lies this new movement agree that people was chairman, and were carried on
are sick of being called "the unemployed," through the volunteer assistance of pro"welfare cases" and "unfortunates," and fessors and lecturers from schools, colthey are undoubtedly sick of having leges and universities. These lecture
things done for them and to them. Sick courses met with such success that there
By C. B. Palmer
is exactly the word for it: they are heart- was a local demand for their repetition;
sick and soul-sick and most of them are national recognition given them by a ,
:
MOST cities are content—if that 19 in the mood wherein they desire only to special bulletin sent out by the Presiuse--to
to
word
a reasonable
be let alone. In such an attitude they dent's
Committee on Unemployment
worry about feeding, housing are going to steer clear of anything that doubtless prompted several other clies
hav
and clothing those who 'e,
bears the stigma "unemployed" or "char- to adopt the idea. This year the responsuff, i , ul severe economic setbacks. But ity-, or even "educational." They have sibility for these courses has been underel
that they mistake the nature of mant‘ given up hope; their ambition has been taken by this municipal emergency com-'1
aman y
when they do so was ca e
starved for lack of nourishment. They mittee, of which air. Phillips is vice chair- I
Newton 1),
by
their attention
to
that descend to the level of food consumers, man.
"If
Baker, who said in effect:
Nine cotirses, to be given for a period I
living
from one day to the next, and
indiof twelve weeks, have been arrenged
'8 all, why feed them?" He and they don't care who knows it.
feed
house,
to
simply
cated that
At this point their need of release is in this year's schedule. Two courses are
clothe those in need was to support so greatest, and few there are who find it. given every afternoon, except
Saturday,
many eating machines. The spirit of Few have resource and spontaneity and at the Old South Meeting House.
No
mankind always suffers much more than self-direction enough to find an °cell- registration fee is charged and they are
the flesh, and perishes more quickly. Yet potion for their enforced idleness. If open to all adults who have had a high
there is less provision for it in our so.' by any chance they are moved to indulge schoei education or its equivalent. Regiscial scheme. We say, "Nobody Starves," a special interest, they haven't the faint- tration and course tickets are the only
ur "Not a single person is in want in est notion of how it may be possible. The requirement for admittance to the
Blankville," and think of the job as well city-wide emergency committee on health claeses. Registration is carried on at all
dorte.
and recreation has been at work some branches of the Boston Public Library,
But psychologists know and are study
months considering ways and means of Wadsworth House, Cambridge, and Compsyche
the
into
eats
that
canker
the
ins'
making available things which would munity Service of Boston. To date more
of people deprived of their normal daily interest, entertain, perhaps instruct vein- than 1800 persons have registered, many
income,
occupation and, through lack of
ple who find they have more spare time of them signing up for several or all of
deprived of their usual recreation. Bos- than they know what to do with. They the courses.
way
the
led
have
Massachusetts
For years there have been free courses
ton and
may be unemployed or partly employed
to a national consideration of this special or fully employed; they may or may not of instruction and free athletic facilities
problem.
be residents of Boston. But this winter ni Boston, perhaps more so than in any
It is largely a problem of morale, a, they have available divers activities other city. But it is the aim of this • ‘,
humanitarian effort to let those who are which they may take up for entertain- new committee to provide for those '
salvation
personal
a
find
afiiicttd
ment—a means of passing the honrs; or whose need for these things im new, peepie who three years ago could buy their
through active interests of s,:nae kind.
profit.
immediate
for instruction—a preparation for work recreation and who as yet have not found
even if they return no
spirit.
of
national
problem
their
way into established means of free
also
a
But it is
In the future.
It is a tragically brief transition from
The important thing is that those who play and study. Private welfare and sothe "unemployed to the unemployable," have been working for this program— cial organizations have carried on many
and the transition is strictly spiritual., and they include some of the most for- sorts of activity, hut a spokesman for the
A man or woman may retain all manuai! ward looking people in Boston—do not committe says they have not reaelied oneand mental skills but lose within a mat-, approach the matter as "something to be, , tenth of the peop e who need tliem, and if
er of weeks the ability to step into a! done for the poor people." They have ; they did, could not take care ort hon.
Boston is unique in its wealth of re.
job and earning a Vying at it. They lose simply set themselves up as secretaries,!
the morale which is a compote of self-' clerks, arrangers—the "mechanics" of source for such a plan. It has fourteen
confidence, originality and ambition. the thing, and they promise somehow to municipal buildings which have never
These are the very elements of an in- execute any reasonable order which em- uu en used to anything like their capacity,
dividual which suffer earliest in adver- ployable people submit in the line of ( ,nplex 'regulation!
, hnve di, t ti tt-,:,„0
sity, and whose effects last longest.
formal instruction or informal counsel.
the average citizen from attemptin
use his own initiative, and there NA
From the Inside Out
Inemployed to Unemployable
no attempt at a programmed. calendar.
The activities divide themselves rough- attract .a wider variety of groups. The
A striking fact which survives from
physical
recrecategories:
Into
three
ly
re1921-22,
depression,
committee has been able to integrate and
the last great
veals that of those who went onto the ation, education and handitg-afts which make use of these admirable facilities .1)
4
1
relief lists in the latter part of the dif- more or less combine the first' two. They ! adapting some of the work of Commuri
ficult times, four-fifths remained on the are all recreational, in the highest mensei Service, Inc., which has been acttve getting boys to use the playgroundfkili,i
lists. This should not be used as a of the term.
None of them is to be imposed from gymnasiums instead of vacant ketlii:s
bludgeon in a campaign of fear, to drive
to
be
hobbies,
the
are
the
They
alleys, and by securing the inteik/
people into program of home study anti without.
1
40i.
self-improvement. But. it is legitimately interests, the activities of the people so-operation of city officials. Park COrs...
ueeful to those who are enlisting eupporl themselves, moving in whatever direction missioner 'William P. Long Is- eital
for their efforts toward alleviation of ills they desire and at whatever speed. The of the committee, Mayor
ti
committee provides only the facilities 1(3y is rionorant
not tyf the esh.
hanas eloslits Witt adttrity and the instritettou, wttether,..it be In. ,10.1PWNei)rallitilit'
-Wrestling or theAsteareelatbeialtilli0
4/~111gWatillifiAttr

Food and Clothing Are Not
Enough, So a Program of
Sustenance for the Spirit
Is Under Way

•
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DOG, STAR IN MOVIES, INVITES
MAYOR TO GREETERS' PARTY

FIN COM SAYS CITY
CAN SAVE ON FOOD
Would Buy Cheaper But
Wholesome Grades

•

The annual report of the Boston
Finance Commission tor 1932 was
made public yesterday. There was

MAYOR RECEIVES A DOGGIE INVITATION
Hotel Greeters
•'Bodtly, the Lone Eagle," 'anions dog of Minimal, carried invitation of
to Mayor Curley,
well known in the
"Buddy the Lone Eagle," canine ruler of the Elks,
entertainment field in New England,
enfeatured
movieietar, and one of the
will be master of ceremonies.
tertainers on the program to be preThe array of entertainers,
Ronage and radio, includedrawn
d Nn
matnhe
sented this evening at the show and I from
roeuts
n u m eP
Robbins,
Dorothya na
dance of Colonial Charter, Hotel Greet- ;
Bowles
and
itni
t
o
room
ball
grand
the
in
America,
of
ers
l
n,
aa
rirsstoin
ts for acipie
enB
iss
em
afnsm
rro
apipearance
others.
of the Hotel Bradford, visited City Hall
yesterday and presented Mayor Curley
of
Television
recently chosen as Miss
a pair of tickets for the affair.
1933, have also been made. Music for
The Mayor, who is an honorary memthe show and dancing will be furto
expects
Greeters,
Hotel
the
of
ber
nished by Elliot Jaffee's radio broadattend the show, which is open to the casting orchestra.
public. Buddy Shepard, past exalted

In

COUNCIL CONSIDERS
WORK ON STREETS
$500,000 Loan Order for Definite Program May
Be Approved

,

WIaI. the aggregate cost would be $1,500,000 the committee refused to even
consider the list as a program.
It is probable that the commit'ee will
reject the loan order without /
It is also probable that the c,nrunittee will advise the council to insist on
the expenditure of whatever money is
ultimately authorized in accordance
with the program.
No action was taken on loan orders
of $1,000,000 for sewer construction and
$500,000 for laying out of new streets,
but it was the consensus of the committee of which Councilman John F.
Dowd is chairman that it might, be advisable to substantially reduce the
asked for amounts with the understanding that if economic conditions
improve, the full allowances will be
recommended before the initial grants
are exhausted.

The city council committee on
finance yesterday indicated a determination to make a definite program
of street reconstruction the precedent
to approval of a $500,000 loan order for
such projects.
A program of streets in need of reconstruction was submitted to the committee by subordinates of Public W011.1
Commissioner Rourke, who is absent on
vacation, but when it was discovered:

only one change in the personnel,
Charles Moorfield Storey succeeding
Mr Courtenay Guild, who requested
that he be not reappointed.
Of the appropriation of $50,000 for
'the commission during 1932, the reports shows an expenditure of $48,944.82, leaving an unexpended balance
of $1155.18. The principal items ars
$34,650 for salaries of permanent. employes, $5100 for rent and $6607.82 for
hire of experts in special investiga.
tiona.
Concerning the Public Welfare Department, the commission said a plan
of reorganization, without change in
ithe statutory requirements, has been
!evolved by the Budget Commissioner,
and will be ready to function in the
, event the Legislature again rejects
1 Mayor Curley's bill, indorsed by the;
Finance Commission for a paid cornmissioner of public welfare and two
paid deputies, all giving full time.'
On the purchase of supplies for the
city the practice of grading by Federal inspectors of meat, fruit and
Ivegetables has resulted in ii saving
of $200,000. Continuing, the report said
that an increase in savings could be
effected by buying cheaper thourtt
wholesome grade.!.
mrAilicatIon of
the specified qualities of meat, fruit
and vegetables is recommended. The
Supply Department is charged with.
"continuing to require a grade of meat
that few, particularly in these times.
can afford, when a wholesome and
proper grade can he obtained for a
low price."
Mayor Curley ordered
top grade supplies for the City and
Long Island Hospitals, and the sana-

torium.
Criticism is made of land takings
In connection with the traffic tunnel,
fire station on Huntington RV,on L at,
South Boston, And in Dorchester. Two.,
thirds of the city's purchases are made
after advertised bids, but it is corn.
plained that there remains approxi#
mately $1,000,000 worth of unadvertised
an

•
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
By JOHN D. MERRILL

was called to Mr Frankfurter's at.—
tention he said that was the first he
had heard of it. In this instance,
however, the matter has not gone
quite so far as Mr Frankfurter's
nomination for the Supreme Judicial
Court of the State last Spring. In
that case the newspapers gave him
his first knowledge of his apptihtment. Apparently t does not follow,
therefore,
that
Mr
Frankfurter's
ignorance of what may be going on
precludes the possibility of his appointment to the important Federal offlee mentioned above.
There is another factor in the sit uation, however. Prof Frankfurter has
accepted the appointment as Eastman
professor at Oxford University and
his term of service there will begin
soon. This is a visiting professorship
which is given to notable scholars
from the United States and carries
high distinction; it may be doubted
whether Prof Frankfurter, having accepted the appointment to Oxford, will
give it up in order to become Solicitor
General under the next Attorney
General of the United States, whoever
It may be.

Before many months elapse the rho only ones whose names are con/Voters of Boston must set to work sidered among the politicians. Most of
!and elect a Mayor of this city. Under tne latter will be surprised if Dist Atty
the provisions of the charter, the William J. Foley does not try to succeed Mayor Curley. Mr Foley has
Mayor cannot be a candidate for re- 1 been in the public eye a long time.
'election at the end of a term; conse-[He served in each branch of the Legisquently Mr Curley will not run this lature and in the Governor's Council
year, and he has indicated that he and is now filling his second term as
attorney. In spite of the fact
will probably never seek the office Cstrict
again. He has filled it longer than that he has had what may be termed
any other Mayor, at least in the mod- en executive office for the past few
years, where it is easy to give offense,
ern life of the city.
It is generally accepted that Ex- he has retained an unusual degree of
populari
ty.
Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols, who reJoseph McGrath, recently elected for
tired when Mr Curley began his latest
rerm, will run again; there are many a second term as president of the Bosindications that the former Mayor and ton City Council, may be a candidate
his friends have been at work for some for Mayor. Thb office he now holds
time, making ready for the coming gives him prominence in the comCampaign. Mr Nichols is a Republican; munity and if It happens that Mayor
his election in this strong Democratic Curley resigns after March 1, but be- La
Rue Brown is Talked Of
city was due to what might be cor- fore the end of his current term, and
In these circumstances, many of the
rectly called a multiplicity of Demo- Mr McGrath becomes acting Mayor,
cratic candidates who split the vote the latter will be even more conspicu- politicians are inclined to think that,
ous
No one knows whether or not slif the Solicitor General is to be chosen
pf their party.
Theoretically the municipal election Mr Curley intends to retire, but com- from Massachusetts, LaRue Brown
In Boston is nonpartilian; that is, mon gossip is that he is likely to do may be the man. The general undercandidates for Mayor cannot have the so in order to accept an important standing was that Mr Brown could
word "Democrat" or "Republican" office, the accurate description of be United States District Attorney
printed after their names on the bal- which is now lacking, In the Federal here, but he said a few weeks ago
that he was not a candidate for
lot, but as a practical matter only ex- service.
that
place; perhaps he would accept
ceptional circumstances make it pqsthe i
appoffit
ment
foible to elect a Republican.
as
Solicitor
General. Mr;
Curley and Federal Office
.Brown is one in that large company
of'
At this point the statement may be 'men who graduated from
Harvard Col- i
city Employes Like Him
Interpolated that the gossip about Air lege in the same class
with President- j
Docbtless the supporters of Mr Curley's immedia
te future continues Elect Roosevelt. Also, each completed'
Nichols will do what they can to have unabate
d. A recent newspaper dis- his college 'work In three years;
two or three Democrats in the field in patch
Mr
from Washington contained the Roosevelt then went to the Columbia
the coming election. Moreover, he can
.
statement, which may have seemed Law School, while Mr Brown took
himself count on a considerable ;
his
amount of Democratic support. It iftsi Important to the man who wrote it, law work at Harvard. There is no
doubt the two men are rather
true now, as it was when he ran be- that Mayor Curley as well as Gov
close
Mends, and if Mr Brown cares to
acfore, that most of the city employes, Joseph B. Ely and Senator David I
cept an office he can probably
Walsh
will
consulte
he
d
in
whatever their party allegiance may
have it.
regard to
be, will be glad to vote for him; they Federal appointments in this State. It The Solicitor General of the United
agree that he treated them well when le inevitable that all of these leader% States Is actively in chn:7ps of litigation in which the Nation is concern
ed,
be held the office, and most of them as well as others not so well known,
will he glad to have him in City Hall will have something to say in regard The Attorney General sits at his desk
and
gives
opinions
.
The
to
the
offices here. Most of the polifor another term.
Solicitor GenAccording to report, Frederick W. ticians have no doubt Mr Curley will eral either in person or through his
Mansfield, who ran against Mr Curley bo well treated by the incoming na- assistants, appears in court and tries
tour years ago and made a surprising- tional Administration, but there is cases.
ly good run, will be a candidate at the some question whether he will resign
osext election. It was commonly said the post he now fills.
after the latest election that several
To return to the approaching Mayor.,
Democratic leaders who supported Mr alty contest, Edward
F. McLaughlin,
Curley because they believed he could now Fire Commiss
ioner of the city,
not be defeated would have hacked Mr has been suggested
as a successor to
Mansfield if they had supposed he had Mayor Curley,
but the common belief is
ft chance of winning. The result that
Mr McLaughlin and Mr McGrath
Showed that the change of a few votes
will not oppose each other. They are
would have elected Ms Mansfield, and
some of those who opposed him were said to be excellent friends.
One of the latest stories is that Morafterwards sorry they had done so.
Four years ago Mr Mansfield had the gan T. Ryan, now State registrar of
njotor
vehicles, will be urged to run
indersement of the Good Government
Association, and eight years ago that fcir Mayor this year, and that the comorganization supported Mr Nichois. plimentary dinner to be tendered him
The Good Government people will later this month will be tho occasion
probably have to choose this year be- ftr launching his campaign. Mr
Ryan
tween these two candidates whom they Is a very popslar young man, an -xhave previously indorsed. It is the cellent public speaker, and he
seems
fashion to make fun of the Good Gov- to be doing well in the office
he now'
ernment Association, but the fact is holds. if he has a dra
v hack, it ,
1
that its support brings many votes to that he is not so
well known as the
the candidate who has it. Mr Nichols other candidates already
mentioned.
could not have been elected without
the aid of the association, and it was
Frankf
urter
responsible in large measure for
Mentioned
the
large support Mr Mansfield had.
The newspapers have recently
carried the news—stated almost
with positive
assurance—that
Foley Possible Candidate
Prof
Felix
The two Mayoralty candidates al. Frankfurter of Harvard Law School
SiMiti44010014400111.44;lkifet by no mean* t will be the next Solicitor General of
tthe United 8%1400'When the leieWtt
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V.F. W.Carniva Drive MAYOR BACKS
Opened by the Mayor HOSPITAL FARE

PURCHASES TICKETS FROM VETS
Photo shows Mayor James M. Curley, On the left, as he was buyi
ng first
book of tickets at the carnival ticket office of the Veterans of Fore
ign Wars.
Peter W. Pate, State commander, is at right.
Mayor Curley was officially opening
the carnival ticket office of the Massachusetts State Department, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, late yesterday, at 6
School street, in the downtown business district.
He had been serenaded on the City
Hall In wn by the Milford Post, V. F. W.
boys' band, in their colorful caned uniforms, wit' escorted to the downtown
headquarters by the State officers, in-lulling Commander neter W. Pate,i
Chief at Staff James P. Weir, Adjutant
Henry V. O'Day and Senior Vice-Commander Walter 0. Howard.
As the Mayor formally pronounced
the new quarters opened, in the presence of a large throng that assembled
in the street and temporarily tied up
traffic, the band Inadvertently struck
up the popular tune, "Brother, Can You
Spare a Dime.'' As Is his custom, the

Mayor dug down Into his trouser pockets and e-tdingly purchased the first
block of tickets. The tickets are good
for the wrestling show which - th. ex service men are running at Boston Gorden, Feb. 10.

Mayor Curley last night declared that the city would continue to supply good food to patients of city institutions despite
the recommendation by the Boston Finance Commission calling
for the purchase of cheaper meat.
"Good food is necessary for the
restoration of the health Of the
sick. We shall continue to proVilu,
it," the Mayor told the Boston AOvertiser from his home.
A storm of protests broke out,
yesterday when the Finance Cornmisison made its annual report to
the Legislature calling for cheaper
meat for municipal hospitals as an
economy measure.
The Mayor considered the g4iture of the commission a higal
y
complimentary one since it naturally presupposed an approval
of
the excellent food now included
in
the daily menus served to ci'y
patients.
Councillor Francis E.
Kelly
chairman of the hospital comm ,
ittee of the City Council, a tried
his
opposition to the Finance
Comm
ission's recommendation.
He was
reached at Jaffrey. N. H.,
where
he is spending the
week-end.
Over the teleph(
he said:
"With
what Mfeyor
says on this I agreo Curley
whole
heartedly. I firmly belie
ve, as
chairman of the hospital
committee of the Boston
cil, that people sick City Counon the flat
of their backs at the
pital, or the aged and City HosLong island Hospital Infirm at
titled to the beat of food are enthe city
ean give them.
"I shall always
advoc
kind of foet for thew ate this
Everyone knows that when
a member
of his fanill is
ill he is given
the hest of food,
care and attention when treat
ed at home—he is
nursed back to healt
h as quickly
as possible and
with the heat
possible remedies.
"Thp sick of Boston
who
must
seek recuperation
and
health in city luslitilluit renewed
ot ails en..
titled to the best
of
,
neve the public will food. I be
me when I say that agree with
the bent of
food is none too
sick patients whogood for the
municipal Institution." enter our

EDUCATIONAL AND RECREATIONAL
UNEMPLOYED
FOR
OPPORTUNITIES
•
An ambitious new project, which, if
successful, will become an institution,
is gradually taking shape In Boston,
already known as far and wide for its
many opportunities.
It is the plan of a group of prominent Boston citizens to extend to
those having free or enforced leisure
time an opportunity to use that time
profitably and happily, in play or
study, with or without leadership,
entirely free of charge.
The city of Boston, through its
municipal buildings, is cooperating by
,providing extended facilitiee in various
i Parts of the city, and the City Wide
Emergency Committee on Health and
Recreation is providing the leadership. This leadership supplies, through
cooperation of the local colleges, some
of the highest types of men.

Nine University Courses
One phase of the committee's work
is in full swing.
Free university
courses, nine in number, have been in
session for two weeks, gaining momenturn each day.
According to the latest available
figures, 1957 persons enrolled for
courses In advertising, appreciation of
art, business law, current events, history of the United States, mental hygiene, modern literature, psychology
, and science and civilization.
i Whether because of the subjects or
the instructors, nearly all college professors of recognized standing, the
courses at the Old South Meetinghouse have attracted all types of persons, mostly of the white-collar class,
but including people of various other
occupations, employed as well as unemployed.
Members of those classes, some of
them, haven't been working for many
years. A large group of the unemployed registered lost positions during
1932. The most popular course is psychology, for which 599 have registered.

I

movement to sustain the Morale of
those having either free or more
especially enforced leisure time has
been launched, with a different set of
opportunities awaiting those who might
wish to take advantage of them.
Fourteen of the city's municipal
buildings have been organized to give
reading and quiet games' opportunities
to the countless many who might be
Gymnasiums, swimming
interested.
pools, and special rooms have been
thrown open, free to all corners.
"Come to these buildings and gain
mental or physical recreation or relaxation. Do what you like. Piece together jig-saw puzzzles, or read magazines, which we will supply. Or, if
you prefer, take part in the gymnasium
activities. We will supply the leaders,
all high-class men, if you want them.
It doesn't make any difference what
you want. If you want it, we will provide it for you," the people sponsoring
the movement say, in effect.
And it is literally true, as some of
those most concerned with keeping up
the morale of those "enjoying" free
leisure time will tell you. The sky is
the limit. It is up to the persons
themselves. We will do what we can,
they say.
It Is a full program these people
have planned and one of al! sorts of
possibilities. Music, arts and crafts.
drama, education, and even medical
departments, have bees established, to
be set in motion in the near future.

Neighborhood Committees

Neighborhood committees to cooperate in the municipal buildings' program have been encouraged so that it
may be truly a democratic proposition
in all ways and may be fitted as far
as possible to the needs of the people.
Those people who have no money to
spend on carfares need not go in to
town. They may go to the municipal
building that is nearest their homes,
and enjoy whatever activity they wish
to participate in.
In each gymnasium in the city, there
will be a permanent man on duty.
,Municipol Buildings Opened
by instructors from
The second big "offensive" of the supplemented

various college faculties, who will leas
special groups in boxing, wrestling,
basket ball, volley ball, track, ellicienC7
tests, and so on.
Every day, between 10 in the morning and 10 in the evening 11 gymnaslums will be open free of charge.
Monday and Thursday will be reserved
for women. The other days will be
for men. From 10 to 2 in the afternoon, the special activities will be conducted, and the instruction to be
supplied by athletic supervisors and
coaches.
The swimming pools will be open
from 10 to 10 at Cabot at, Roxbury,
and at Curtis Hall, Center st, Jamaica
Plain. The morning activities will be
supplemented with Red Cross Instruction.
The reading and game rooms will be
open from 10 in the morning until 10
in the evening, and magazines, newspapers and games will be furnished.

Buildings Opened
The gymnasiums are in the following municipal buildings: Tyler at,
Cabot at, Columbia road, Vino at, Williams Municipal Building, Paris. at.
Charlestown Municipal Building, Roslindale Municipal Building, North Bennet-st Municipal Building, Hyde Park
Municipal Building, Curtis Hall.
The reading and games rooms are
in the Blossom-st Municipal Building,
Charlestown, Tyler at, Willis me Municipal Building, Columbia road, Paris
at, South Boston Municipal
Reslindaie, Curtis Hall, Hyde -Park,
Vine-st Municipal Building.
This is all being done with the assistance of committees for each of five
major activities comprised of author..
thee under the direction of a central
committee, of which Mayor Curley hi
honorary chairman; William P. Istmg.
chairman; William Phillips, vice chair.
man: W. Duncan Russell, sectetarys
The other members of the committee
are Cardinal O'Connell, Louis Kirsteins
Rev Thomas R. Reynolds, Maurice J.
Tobin, John Englert, Mrs Eva Whiting
White, Joseph Lee, Patrick Campbeils
George P. Hamlin Jr and Milton 31:.
T.rwrei.
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TO HONOR STEDMAN
AT LUNCHEON HERE
Arrangements bars been completed
for a testimonial luncheon to Capt
Giles C. Stedman, commander of the
steamship American Merchant, under
the auapiers of the Maritime Ansociation of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, in the main dining room of the
Chamber of Commerce building on
Feb 27 in recognition of his conspicuous bravery and skillful navigation in
rescuing, during the recent hurricane
weather In mid-Atlantic, the 22 surviving members of the crew of the British steamer Exeter City.
Gov BigwlU be prSaseat ,to extend

the greetings of the Commonwealth;
Mayor Curl'?,Y, the city of Boston, and
Mayor Ross. the city of Quincy, the
home city of Cant Stedman.
The Amerieso Merchant Is now on
the way irom NtNV York to London,
and on her next westbound trip will
call at Boston.
Frank S. Davis, manager of the
Maritime Association, has received assurances that a number of prominent
shipping officials from New York and
elsewhere vill he present.
The luncheon will give the business
meet
men of Boston an opportunily to
this eon.ageons young navigator.

r

Mayor Curley's Chief
C1Prli Father of Boy
Former Representative John P. Ma.
honey of Char3obtown, Mayor OurleY'e
chief clerk at City Hall, yesterday became the fa .ner of an eight-peutid
'baby boy. Both Mrs. Me.honey and the
new-conier were doing nicely last night
at the Richardson House of the Roston lying-in Hospital. This makes
their fifth child.
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City Peanters Put
on Stagger System

Legislature fr demand an Investigation.
Most. of .b:elley's charges, it, 1.s beilev'ed, will relate to the. exiting contracts for the collection of garbage. He
Economies Force Municipal
will charge that specifications have
been simplified for one favored con- Plant to Curtail—Committee
tractor, who WM allowed to increase
his bid over last year's figures, In conPlans Protest to Council
trast with the other bids in which former specifications were maintained and
Sharp criticism of county officials for
reductions in the cost forced.
Mrs. Connors has directed the distri- placing printing contracts with outside
bution of thousands of flyers announc- concerns instead of the Municipal Printing the hearing before the rules com- ing Plant on North street was slated to
this
mittee, while 6000 postcards carrying the be registered before the City Council
same information were placed in the afternoon as a direct sequel to the placing of the 120 employees of the plant
,,,,.11,,' J. Stores in the Dorches- ,on the stagger system of employment tots
Mayor Curley's current administra- ter and Roxbury districts have been day. Loss of revenue es:'mated at I
posted with
tion at City Hall and the Boston finance to attend theplacards urging taxpayers $100,000 per year, attributed in great!
hearing. Sound wagons,
the
targets
for
commission will be made
she said, have been engaged' to roam measure to economies put in effect by the
various city departments, le the cause,
criticism Tuesday afternoon before the through the streets of Boston tomorrow of the
adoption of the stagger sys enid
legislative committee on rules at a pub- calling attention to the protest.
according
to Major William J. Casey;
Alexander Whiteside,
lic hearing on a petition seeking an in- of the Massachusetts Taxrepresentative superintendent of the plant. He put the
Association, system in effect on approval of Mayor
vestigation of practically all municipal will attend the hearing, but only in his
practicfs involving the expenditure of capacity as a private citizen. He ex- Curley, who subsequently explained that
suspension or
Money.
pressed the opinion yesterday that his he alternative was the
The hearing originally was scheduled association should not appear in a local discharge of some of the employees until
for two weeks ago but was postponed situation in view of its state-wide economic conditions are improved.
While Major Casey explained that the
at the request of the petitioners who standing.
the
wanted additional time to marshal their
The petition seeks the appointment employees generally recognized that
stagger
system order, which will reFrot
alleged facts. Samuel Silverman, head of a special commission, with authorof the Boston law department, will at- ity to engage counsel, to make the in- in half of the personnel working uric
tend the hearing as an observer. He has vestigation. It would be equipped with week and loafing the next, was .ireferabte
no plans for defending the administra- authority to carry its investigation into to the enforced suspensisn of some of
tion because of a complete lack of in- every phase of municipal activities, even them, a committee of live planned to call
formation regarding the basis of the at- to the expenditures of the school com- at City Hall this afternoon to coninit
with the committee on printing, under
tack.
mittee.
Councilor Joser.i P.
Considerable ground work already has
Silverman is prepared to protest vig- the chairmanship of
been laid for a tremendous turnout of orously against the section of the pe- Cox. One of the primary purposes of thiS
protest
taxpayers. Various groups throughout tition calling for an appropriation of conference will be to ceotster a
of
the city have been urged by Council- $100,000, to be assessed on the city of against the placing by comes. offleinis
outside
Nit')
man Francis E. Kelley, Henry J. Dixon Boston, to underwrite the investigation. contracts for printing
secli
also
will
and Mrs. Hannah Connors, executives This expensive section of the petition Winters. The committee
,‘tonfer with Mayor Curley, and. If
of the Massachusetts Real Estate apparently has aroused his ire.
granted an audience, is nreparesi to deOwners Association, to attend the heargland that the plant's employees ye no
ing in protest against waste, extravaflonger required to make contributions to
gance and more serious charges they
the public welfare department on the
propose to lay against the administraground that they are now required to •
tion.
pay 7 per cent of their earaings to theA'
Dixon said yesterday that his assounions for the benefit of the Unemployed
ciation will produce proof of specific
their group.
in
Instances of waste and extravagance
Major Casey. In expressing regret over
"which tesd to show that graft is
conditions requiring the order for the
there." Prank A. Goodwin, chairman
stagger system, declared that the plight'
of the finance commission, has lived
of the plant, which operates solely on the
up too well to his promise to co-operate
revenue obtained for work done for the
with Mayor Curley, according to Dixon,
eity and county departments is attributawho predicts that Goodwin likewise will
ble in part to the fact that certain counbe called on to defend his official acts.
ty officials do not give their printing
Councilman Kelley recently conducted
a protest meeting in Dorchester high
Employes of the city printing plant work to the plant. This in face of the
school as which a capacity attendance today went on a "week-on-week-off"1 fact, he said that the greater part of
turned out. He urged his audience to basis. There are 140 employes in the expenses of the county departments
join with him in converging on the the plant, and 70 will work each week. Is borne entirely by the city. In seine
instances, according to Major Casey's obThe saving will be $2250 a week to She, servations, some of the county printing city. Economy in printing of city doc-I is given to stationers who have no print-)
uments, coupled with allyged failure of, ing plants.
•
county officials to have their work clonal
by the city, though the city pays roel Like Private Enterprise
It, is blamed for the situation.
There is no appropriation trim) ta7,zavien 7
A committee of live from the print.'
ing plant appealed today to the Print- as such for the maintenance or tile mire
Mg plant, which, as Major Casey explains, •
ing Comihittee of the Boston City makes
its operation in effect the same Council to find some means of compel- as that of a private enterprise.
"Obviling county officials to cease giving ously," he said, "we are obliged to up.s- • their printing contracts to commer-I ate in keeping with the revenue we redal establishments. According to Supti ceive." He went on to explain that this
William J. Casey of the municipal revenue has been tremendously reduced
plant, the money paid by the tity to by the cutting down of city document
commercial plants for county print- work, especially a curtailment of school
ing would mean that many employes printing amo, •ting to about $60,000.
I'n(Icr the stagg-er
tihot.
of the plant could be kept at work. Flu
expressed the hope that the county of te plant's employees will 'work every
othsr
week.,
thus
establishing
an average
officials would see their war clear to, ot 'lire° days of work
per week thrutesh .
send the business to the city :ant.
out the year and clipping the payroll
Mayor Curley will be asked by the one-half frcm the total
of $1615 \yhich
committee of employes to approve the was paid last week, according to the
retis
request that employes be excused from ords at the oface of the city
auditor.
making any further voluntary contriIn explaining that the stagger system
butions to the Welfare Department. In was put in effect with reluctance, Mayor
addition to every other week off, they) Curley state° that every effort would be.
'irt,„ percent of their 'math, to obtain passage of a hilt befo
n.
wages to aid unemployed union pi int1,,,,o51a tare, requiring that ulv.p11
,
ers. It is problematical how long the lug\vorli tor both the city
•
•
sl.asser.sestets= was. ha..in Attire*.
aball he dons by the manic -

Large Turnout of Taxpayers Expected at Legislative Hearing

CITY PRINTING PLANT
ON STAGGER SYSTEM

Employes Blame County
Officials for Curtailment

moseect friends last slight," Was that he
was assured of the only position that
he told Roosevelt he was interested in."
For the last three weeks the mayor
has been studiously pursuing a course
which would eliminate him from controversies. He has been marking time.,
His sudden abandonment of his plan to
accompany his daughter on a West
Indies cruise of 15 days has been attributed to his decision to be available
to meet any aituation Which might
arise. In view of the fact that a legislative committee is scheduled to hear
toy, proponents. ALA, bill jor„„a
re Wire invesflaniiii-W -the ark"
A ministration, patterned on the Seabury probe of former Mayor Walker
in New York, his decision to forego the
sea trip is believed to be due to his determination to give battle to his critics
if it is felt that such action is advisable.
Senator David I. Walsh, according
to the mayor's friends, has expressed
himself as agreeable to the selection
of Curley for any federal position and
it Is claimed that Walsh did not change
his attitude when the position of secretary of navy was linked with Curley.
But Walsh has stepped into the
The opening drixe in the campatronage situation with a firmness
which has indicated that he intends paign for an investigation of the adto assert himself in the filling of major
ministration of James M. Curley as
Massachusetts posts.
The senator has made It clear that
Mayor of Boston and of the ache does not intend to suggest to Roosetivities of the Boston Finance Cootvelt the selection of City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan as collector of internal mission is scheduled to start before ;
f revenue. Dolan was the mayor's corn- the legislative committee on rules at
PHILIP .1. CHAPMAN
1 panion on his recent trip to Warm
ithc State House tomorrow.
'Springs to confer with Roosevelt.
Walsh has not given any intimation
to seekers of the revenue collectorship
CURLEY'S FOES ACTIVE
of the identity of his choice for the
job but he has said in an off-hand way
The petition for the invcs Ligation is
that it is not Dolan. whom he has in
that of the Massachusetts Real Estate
Owners' Association, an organisation
rn
ICur.l
eylus not aparedtobe
erdtianyot
r
eraspirant in which Mrs. Hannah M. Connors,
riorchester real estate operator, has
1 than Dolan for an
important federal /been a moving spirit for many years.
job. The mayor, despite denials. is prehe petition was filed by Senator Henry
rarkman, Jr., of Boston, who, at the
paring to transfer his activities to
Washington and the first step is said ,time of his presentation, said that he
to have been the selection of Superin- 'was filing It "by request."
,Lendent of Supplies Philip A. Chapman
; Nevertheless, it Is anticipated that a
as his private secretary. The report has
large number of those who have been
not been dignified by any official denial
critics of the Curley political activi1 but politicians at City Hall, who have
ties, in and out of City Hall, over a
1 the faculty of making accurate prediclong period of years, will be in on the
I dons, assert that Chapman has already
hearings and will make every effort to
been picked and that his successor as
persuade the legislative leaders on the
the head of the purchasing department
rules committee to recommend the in' soon will be named by Curley.
vestigation. The scope of the order
calling for the inquiry is broad enough
to allow the investigation in be as comMayor Curley has been definitely asprehensive and far-reaching as that
sured, according to political associates,
which the New York Legislature auof appointment to the only federal
I horized into the administration of ferposition for which he has expressed a
nier Mayor James J. Walker.
liking to President-elect Roosevelt.
Back of the move also, although
Predictions that he will be named
perhaps making no open appearance at
The ci
of Boston today was en- ; committee hearings, will be many of the
an assistant secretary of the treasury
In charge of construction are held both joined by Judge Stanley E. Qua of Sufcivic and au -called reform organizeby his associates and by Democratic olk superior court from shutting off the ., lions, members of which have taken
water supply at 112 Brook avenue and
observers.
issue with Mayor Curley on tax quesAn official announcement which will 1151 Milton street because the former
tions and other phases of munleipa•
dispel all doubt of the post which the , owners failed to pay water taxes of $11
finance.
I
and
$10.25
to
prior
respectively
not
fill
expected
is
will
imayor
for 1931.
The bill was brought by the Codman
March 1 and may be delayed until sub'quent to the inauguration. Ac- Co-operative Bank through Harold R.
ptanee of the appointment will com- Donaghue as counsel, in consequence of
.,..1 the transf..:r of the mayor's activities an exchange of correspondence between
to Washington not later than March 15. Donaghue and Edward A. Collins, asHis reticence sinoe his return from a sistant cerpc.ration counsel.
conference with Roosevelt in New York
in January has accentuated the widespread speculation about the reward
which would be given him for his supI was approved by the mayor. The mayor
port of the Roosevelt candidacy, and
I
stated that this action was necessary in
his failure to confide in associates al,tith
! order to keep the plant,
A /IN ITIA Ty (7”7". 4.
whom he frankly discussed the national
VI Unit 3I iiiiiitithVI ing branch or the city's
situation prior to the January conmunicipal
ference has indicated to them that all
plants, operating.
The 'ty printing plant on North
doubt of a satisfactory appointment was
As
a
result
of
such
action
the emstreet employing 150, started work to- ployes have
dispelled at that time.
appointed a committee of
His intimates ;rankly confess that day on a stagger system. The action live to call on the mayor and city cotuithey are not aware of the specific post was taken by Supt. William Casey and nil hvtav a"ri emaress their resentmer4,
which will he tendered the mayor, All
1014ste—baa.gol4 Ana," said one of his

1Viely Re Curley's Aid

WILL FIGHT
FOR PROBE
OF CURLEY

Hearing Tomorrow
Before Legislative
Committee

CuRLEy ASSURED
' OF DESIRED POST kenl
niida.
!Believed to Have Expressed PrefePence for Assistant Treasury Berth
CHAPMAN SLATED
AS HIS SECRETARY

v )3:
/i
FORBIDS CITY TO
SHUT OFF WATER

CITY'S PRINTING

poripdrlproararnapj
on Anybody &Ito:"
I,, re,ponsihit, for the failure Oil
i'qlIlIl fun ca 1,1 will. radio,'•
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VIEN OFF EVERY IN CONTEST
OTHER WEEIc
Mayor Explains That
County Work Sent
Private Firms

•

The "stagger" system of employment effected today at the city
printing plant In Congress e.
precipitated a storm of protest
which this afternoon was carried
before the City Council.
Of the 140 employed at the plant,
70 are to be laid off every other
week in a system of alternated
weekly employment, carried out by
Maj. William J. Casey, plant superintendent. under orders #om
Mayor Curley.
A committee of five, appointed by
the plant personnel, took their protest before the council and the
mayor this afternoon, demanding a
three-day week for all-city printing I
help in preference to a week's layoff every second week.
COUNTY IS BLAMED
They charge that certain Suffolk
county officials do not turn over
their work to the city printing
plant.
The committee will demand of
the mayor, they said, that the present plan of contributing to the welfare department be abandoned insofar ar city printers are concerned, pointing out that they already donate 7 per cent of their income to unemployed printers of
their union.
Mayor Curley today explained:
"The policy of certain county
officials of sending their work to
outside printing plants, coupled
with a general program of economy with reference to printing
municipal document's, has curtailed the work of the plant to
such an extent that we have had
to make one of two choices—
either suspend operations and
discharge employes or adopt the
shorter working system. We
have adopted the latter."
CITES $100,000 LOSS
City printers were first notified
of the change Saturday when bulle-1
tins were posted at the plant.
"The action of laying off the
men each week is necessitated
by a loss of approximately $100,000 in annual revenue by the (IPpartrnent," Maj. Casey said.
"The printing plant pays its
own cost and no provision Is
made for it in the city budget.
The weekly payroll is $4500 and
this action will result In a saying
of ;$2260 weekly. The loss on the
reduction of printing city documents is $60,090 alone.
"Let county officials 'snap out
of it' and turn their printing
business over to the City plant."

When Mayor Curley and his young
son; Fronds, line up with Bill Edson, the fly-casting expert, for a
little contest at the Sportsmen's
Show tonight, the odds will be on
Francis, who holds the Jamaica
Pond Chinook salmon record.
Crowds at the show today witnessed the award of first prizes for
the toy fish and aquariums in the
Boston Aquarium Society's MO
tank • exhibit. Winners of firsts
were:
H. B. Hulse, Edwin J. Henriksen, G. A. Whitney, G. H. Meserve,
Frederick Tudor, Melvin J. MaheY,
Augustus B. Harrington, Mrs. H. B.
Neill, J. B. Corbett, H. C. Harris,
Katherine Bartlett, T. F. Tucker,
I. P. Gammon, Jr., J. A. McDonald, Dr. Eveline B. Lyle, M. C.
Hobbs, R. W. Kent, U. C. Whipple,
R. C. Stone, Mrs. Violette Huntress. L. T. Kinsman.
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Others Join in Attack
•“ititelllor Israel unity of Dot cit este'
te., tired the passage of an order retittesting., the police commissioner to inform tire Council th, cost tip to date
Vin the attempt to a pprene.nd the Fin
club
r.harlie Solomon, the night
toC
at
erp
ps
or
e
Councillor Clement A. Norton of
Hyde Park declared that Commissioner
that
Hultman personally informed him
equipment
he did not want the radio
for 'the police. "It only costs between
Norton.
,830,000 and $50,000," asserted
"We spend that much on puttees."

A ,3

LET EVERY
HUB CITIZEN
CARRY GUN

•

Hot Debate on Loan Order

The Council staged a bitter debate
before granting leave to withdraw to
Mayor Curley's request for the passage,
reconof a $500,000 loan order for the
struction of streets.
the
of
Councillor Dowd, chairmen
finance committee, protested that Public
Works Commissioner Joseph A. Rourke,
who is vacationing at Florida until
Feb. 22, did not spend ;317,000 of the
Connell
1912 loan order which the
authorized for the repair of streets

last year.
Direct Slap at Fin. Corn.
inCouncillor Norton protested that the
stead of hiring citizens to perform

out to
work, the city let the contracts insteadl
contractors who used machines
out the!
of day laborers. "Let us push
well
Singarellas and the Tomasellos as
with their
as the other contractors
Norurged
road-building equipment,"
spent on
ton. "This money should be
day laborers."
Councillor
adopted
Council
The
Dowd's order, requesting Purchasing
to buy only
Chapman
Agent Philip A.
of city
the best of food for the Inmates
This
hospitals and other institutions.
ComFinance
was a direct slap at the
recommission which a few days ago grades
mended that the city buy lower
fruits in order
of meats, vegetables and
to save the taxpayers' money.

Proposal in Council
During Attack on
Hultman
Lord Marley Visits
--a -I

Mayor at City Hall
"Give every citizen in Boston a
Lord Marley, former undersecretary of
gun to protect himself," demanded State for war of Great Britain and presdeputy speaker of the House of Lords,
ent
City Councillor Leo F. Power, of the
was a caller at City
Roxbury Crossing ward, yesterday was given an official Hall today where he
welcome to the city
before the City Council in blIming by Mayor Curley. He was accompanied
Police Commissioner Hultman for by Murray Levine, vice chairman of the
National Ort Federation of
the failure to equip police cars with and Simon Cohen and JosephNew York,
Bearak of
this city.
short-wave radio sets.
As the result of his interest In edtiontional subjects Lord Marley became chairSLAP AT HULTMAN
man of the parliamentary Council of Ort,
"Every store In my district has been which comprises members of the House
Lords and is engaged in assisting the
held tip, some of them more than once, of
Jewish population in Eastern Europe.
and nothing has been done about it. He will be the guest rpcalmr
Nobody has been caught," protested a banquet at Hotel Manger, where he
Councillor Power, who recalled that will describe the work being (Irmo by the
Council of Ort.
the slayers of an aged storekeeper In
his district over rt year ago had never
been apprehended.
"I believe that If the police had radio
equipment," he said, "not only $t oilid
th at murder have :teen solved, hut, the
present expensive man hunt for the
killers of a night club operator would
have. htten unnecessary, .W.4,kliente.J.t

Kin of Sitting Bull
at Sportsmen s Show"/

General Custer did not commit suldde but died fighting at the "battle"
—not the massacre—at Little Mg Horn,
Montana, in 1878. This was the asserI
yesterday at the Sportsmen's Show
the Mechanics Building of Chief
azy Bull," a grand nephew of Sit.Int,14.
) Bull, who headed the Sioux
d, es on the fateful day when Cugter's
.nmand was wiped out. Bad Custer
rion captured he would not have been
ilied, but would have been made a
brother" because of his bravery,
he said.
"It is my Intention to show in a book
that I am now writing,'' said Chief
Crazy Pull, "that what has long been
,known as a massacre was not a massIsere at all, but a battle for the defense
of the rights of the Sioux nation. These
,ghts, secured through a treaty with
the United States Government in 186S,
iwere infringed upon constantly from
,1872 on, finally resulting in the battle
ithat became a combat of world wide
Interest."
Chief Crazy Bull, who is a graduate
of Haskell Institute, plans to go to
1Vashingten following his Boston engagement and secure data from official government records of the "battle."
He already has secured the Indian side
of the story.
l The crowd at the show last night
Was entertained by a demonstration of ,
the skill of Mayor Curley and his son,
rrancis, with rod and reel. There are
ome real lively trout in a small tank
y the side of the large tank where ,
the canoe tilting and other events
occur. It was in this smaller pool that
the mayor and his son fished, both receiving some tips on the proper way to
cast flies with a four ountie split bamboo rod from William It. Edson of
lEturbridge, fly fishing expert.

t

Two new fish were seen at the show
yesterday, one as thin as a wafer with
the ability of changing color to match
almost any kind of a fresh water background, the other very short and
"stubby," preseniAng ar ,amusing appearance in the tank of the Boston
Aquariuin Society.
The show continues today at 10 a, ra
and will conclude Saturday night.

THE MAYOR'S SON LEARNS AN ART
William Edson, New England fly casting champion, shown teaching Francis
one of Izaak Walton's most difficult feats—fly casting. The
Mayor is with the boy at the Sportsmen's Show.

Furley

cent irom 1930 to 1992 by pay cuts; boa
Angeles, payroll cut 22 per cent In 1912
by pay cuts and dismissals; Philadelphia,
pay cuts in excess of 10 per cent in 1932
with more said to be impending for 1933;
St. LOUIS, payroll reduced 11 per cent in
1932 by pay cuts, shorter working periods
and some payless vacations.
"Boston's debt continues to go up,"
The Boston Municipal Research Bu- says the bureau,
"but city officials are
reau, in an article entitled "The Favored disturbed only at
the restrictions which
Few," quotes statistics to show that the prevent them from
adding more. At the
city employees of Boston "are in a fa- end of 1932, the
net debt exceeded $126,vored position in comparison with public 000,000, which was
$24,000,000 more than
employees elsewhere." According to the the prosperous year
1929. The anenal infigures quoted, the Boston payroll was re- terest and retirement
charge on this debt
duced 5.8 per cent, in 1932 "by means of exacts a large and
increasing amount
not filling vacancies and by requiring con-,from the public. As to
1933, the mayor
tributions which averaged slightly less!proposes to use
available borrowing
than 5 per cent. Contributions to be re-(Power inside the debt
limit for such anquired in 1933 will average 61
/
2 per cent ivally recurring purposes as
street re—no dismissals, straight pay cuts, pay- Jonstruction. and
highway and sewer
less
vacations,
or
shortened
work (construction. Then he seeks to
obtain
periods."
legislative permission to borrow outside
Other cities mentioned include Balti- the debt limit to the
extent of 911,200,000.
more, which had graduated contributions No other city or town
in the State has
of from 4 per cent to 10 per cent in 1932, presented a borrowing
petition to the
some dismissals and shorter working Legislature.
periods and 10 per cent cut said to be im- "In 1933, of all years,
the debt limit
pending for 1933; Chicago, payroll re- should be respected and
in fact any bor.
duced 16 per cent in 1932, salaries and!rowing evori within the
debt limit is n
wages cut 10 per cent to 20 per cent; wise. The fact that the
cost of
Cleveland, payroll reduced 23 per cent in,incurred this year will not start the.d
to
1082 by pay cuts, shorter working pert.'posed on the public
vcationa and dismissals; De- be a 4004
af

1City Workers Here in
"Favored" Pay List
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THELORD KNOWS ALL ABOUT BOSTON NOW

LORD MARLEY

Lord Marley of England and Mayor Curley
turned over a few leaves today—none of them
new—during the titled visitor's call at City

MAYOR CURLEY

Hall. He and the mayor perused a volume
on historic Boston. .(Boston American,
photo.)

500 Jam Hearing for
Curley Probe Fight
State House today for a committee
hearing on the bill seeking a $100,State police were called out to 000 legislative investigation of May.
handle the crowd at the Curley in- I or Curley's administration rred to
was transfe
hearing
The
I
afterthis
g
hearin
vestigation bill
the auditorium when the early
noon after more than 100 men and crowd overflowed a smaller comwomen had aminjed into the audi- mittee room. It was reported that
bill had distribtorium and several hundred still proponents of the advertising the
uted 10,000 circulars
rs.
corrido
House
State
the
in
milled
hearing.
Mrs. Hannah M. Connors of MilApproximately 500 persons
s
ton, secretary of the Massachusett
jammed Gardner Auditorium at the Real Estate Owners' Association,
is the sponsor of the bill which
provides for an investigating committee composed of the AttorneyGeneral, or an assistant, one member of the Senate and three members of the House.
'lie committee would be invested
with extraordinary powers to summon witnesses, compel testimony
under oath and grant immunity.
The cost of the probe would be
borne by the city.
T14- committees on rules, sitting
were to hear arguments
14. f.0J against the measure
ULLETIN
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SAYS HUB- LOSING ON
LOAN RATE
Kelly Charges Conspiracy to Favor First
National Bank

/

of the commission would probabiy be
given out shortly.
Kelly charged that the 3 per cent rate
was secretly agreed upon by the Mayor,
the City Treasurer and President Stockton and that no bids were asked from
other banks although the city some
weeks previously had floated short-term
loans at only 91-100 of 1 per cent.
The Dorchester Councillor further
charged that the First National Bank
stopped the other banks from making
bids when the city advertised an Issue
of $2,000,000 in short term notes, Feb. 1,
so that the First National could charge
the city 2% per cent interest.
President Stockton at his Back Bay
home last night, when informed of
Kelly's charges replied, "He is a great
fellow, Isn't he. It looks as though he
thinks that Franklin D. Ttoosevelt and
I are going to run the country next
year."

Curley Declines Comment

Mayor Curley declined to comment on
Councillor Kelly's Council speech, but
City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan took
occasion to point out that the law
authorized the city treasurer, without
Charging that Boston's taxpayers consulting the Mayor, to float loans
either through private or public sales.
were losing $127,000 through al"The city," he said, "obtained the
loans at rates lower than these secured
leged exorbitant interest rates levied
by New York, Chicago, Philadelphia
upon the city by the First National or any metropolitan city. While other
municipalities were having difficulty
Bank, Councillor Francis E. Kelly of obtaining loans at all, we got the
money for the city. That's the imDorchester, at the meeting of the, portant thing."
Kelly announced that he will break
City
Council
yesterday, accused his attack
upon the administration
Philip Stockton, the bank's president, "wide open" at today's legislative
hearing. Although he Invited all the:
of conspiring secretly with Mayori Councillors to join hint at the State
House hearing, the only other memCurley and City Treasurer Edmund
bers who announced their intention to
L,. Dolan for the alleged purpose of testify were Councillors John F. Dowd,
of Roxbury, and Clement A. Norton, of
guaranteeing the bank high rates on
Hyde Park, who with Councillor Kelly
tax loans at the city's expense.
were labelled as the "Three Musketeers"
in their battle against the Mayor in the
last city election.

PROMISES PROOF

•

He promised to prove his charges this:
afternoon 'at 2:30 o'clock before the
legislative committee on rules at the
State House which is hearing a petition
to' investigate the city administ
ration.
Claiming that he had been denied
the
right to examine the city's list
of bank
deposits and withdrawals for
the last
two years, the Dorchester Councill
or
left City Hall at the conclusion
of his
attack and went directly to the courthouse where he flied a petition
with the
Supreme Judicial Court, seeking
a writ
of mandamus to force the
urer to produce the books City Treasfor
his
inspection.
While he was at the
courtho
use
the
Council wafted an hour for
his return
and finally withheld action
on his order,
requesting the Xinance
Commission to
investigate theNlleged
tax anticipation loans to award of two
the First National Bank, which he
charged were
granted at "exorbitant rates
of interest
and without competition."

Fin. Corn. Probing Loan
Although no action was taken
by the
Council on Kelly's order, it
that the Finance Commiss was learned
ion
investigating for about three has been
weeks the
$5,000,000 issue of tax
anticipation notes
which was atvard,d.h? the
city to the
First National Bank at 3 per
cent, Dec.
30, last.
Chairman Goodwin admitte
d that
President Stockton had appeared
before
the commission in this
Investigation,
bat he declined to
tilVOUBH the details
of the probe, explaining
that the repo -t.

BOSTON KEEPS
PAY UP BEST
ether Cities Cut Workers
More Than Hub
lit an article captioned: "The Favored
Few," the Boston Municipal Research
Bureau yesterday quoted statistics
to
show that the city employees of Boston
are better off In the matter of pay than
those in any other large American city.
The local city employees, according to
the figures quoted, found their payroll
reduced 5.0 per cent in 1032 by means of
not tilling vacancies and by required
contributions which averaged slightly
less than 5 per cent.
Other cities mentioned were Pattimore, which had contributions of from
4 to 10 per cent, some dismissals and
shorter working periods; Chicago, payroll reduced 15 per cent, salaries cut
from 10 to 20 per cent; Cleveland, payroll reduced 23 per cent; Detroit, payroll reduced more than 30 per cent in
two years; Los Angeles, payroll cut X
per ,ent; Philadelphia, payroll ellt More
it'; ii 10 per cent, am! Si. Louis, payroll
reduced 1.1s,eetg .atent,
....essergaffiggerae.--'

BUDGET TO
COST HUB
$1,234,000
Lo3s of Highway Fund
Would Boost the
City Tax
Adoption qf governor Ely's State
budget by the Legislature would rep.
iresent an increase of 60 cents
'Boston's tax rate this year, the Boa.
ton Municipal Research Bureau con.
tended last night in a public state.
meta.

$1,484,000

TO LOSE
"The 'Slate tax' attmessment on Boston
would be about V,IXin lower than lit
0982, but the :elly would lose 31.484,00ej
itablah it .received in 1933 from the
,higbwity loud," the bureau asserted.,
"That woniti be 1110 settle its an In.
crease or $1,44,000 which.lloaton would
have to stand to pay the cost of the
State budget. and It would • add over 60
veids to Ili, itix rate.
"The into.. Lint facts on the State)
budget a Will yl/II should know are:
'Cite 'general fund' budget amounts to
842,250,00o, an increase of ;IA000 over
1932. The tilovertior expIttins the
,rease by the larger public welfare.
is im bursententa to cities and towns
Niel larger debt charges which have
outweighed the economies in other
parts of the budget that he has been
,ide to discover. But in the economies,.
lary reductions amount to less than
.Ssoil,(100 or approximately 5 per cent of
this total payroll In this budget.

Raises State Tax $4,500,000
"The normal Slate reVettue is neverl
sitfh.-ient. to cover the 1.0a or the State
budget, and the deficielicy Is assessed
on cities anti towns as a 'State tax.'
In 1932, this State tax was $9,75u,ouo.:
But the revenue will decline so
sharply'
in 1933 that the deficiency Is expected toi
he $16,730,00e, Rather than to stases*
this larger amount. Ile the State tax
,Oovernor Ely recommend," tivit 18,000,0011
be transferred from lite highway
,to the 'general fund,' and then fund
only
the balance of 99,7511,000 would be Ile.
eitesed upon the cltica and towns,—
an
apparent decrease of $1,000,000 front
"Hut the tiovernor proposes to obis
in
that $0,uo0,000 from the highway
fund
is discontinuing the 1932
distribution of
1.,:utt.e00 of highway fund money
to
jolg and to lie,
acid also by cultir.l;
highwav ,onstruction
anaraPr
ia.i,a04 by s2o4i,eeo.
"The net I •:4 11it to cities
and towns
the
it the State lax wecie
COol n:.1 . ..10.1dmi.
for I Ih•v 'is old lose
;...eactre
:1114 their S1a0 tax
n.”10, b5 ooty st,00e,etie lears,P •
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MAYOR'S SON LANDS
TWO TROUT ATSHOW

British Parliamentarian Mayor'3 Guest

'Father Hits Bullseye with
Arrow,, Then Stops
Apparently undisturbed by the fact
that he was performing before several
thousand persons at the New England
sportsmen's show in Mechanics building last night, Mayor Curley's nineyear-old son, Francis, calmly whipped
the stock pool in the auditorium and
landed two trout in a few minutes.
The mayor himself was an interested
6peetator at the edge of the pool, although he did not do any actual fishing or exhibition casting. At the archery range, however, he made a bull's
eye with a bow and arrow on the first
Lord Dudley Marley, left, deputy speaker of the House of Lords, of
ishot, then laid aside the bow and deEngland, chairman of the parliamentary council of Ort, and ex-under'dared, "The time to quit is when you
Secretary of state for war, as he visited with Mayor James M. Curley
attain perfection."
,Yestert'ty at City natl. He is here in the interests of the council, which
Ls helping the Jewish population of Eastern Europe.
Young Francis Curley reported that
the fishing at the sportsmen's show
was good, but not nearly so good as
when he caught an eight-pound salmon
(A I
from a boat in Jamaica pond in July,
1931. The fish was one of several
!salmon released in the pond after the
sportsmen's show of the previous spring.
In the tandem canoe tug-of-war last
night, Samoset Canoe Club team won
the right to enter the semi-finals
Thursday night by thoroughly outclassing the Winchester Canoe Club entrants. The Crescent Canoe Club team
scored a two-fall victory over the Winchester Canoe Club in the tilting conteat, thug assuring itself it place in
the semi-finals.
An added feature of the show is
Chief Needahbeh (Great Friend), who '
has been appointed master of cere—
monies. The chief is hemd of the faAttempts by Boston Senators yestec.
With Gardner Auditorium in the
mous Penobscot tribe and comes from
State House filled to its capacity of day to get a measure sponsored
Old Town, Me.
1000, and with 500 more persons Mayor Curley through the upper branch
crowded in the corridors, the Joint of the Legislature for equitable appor-

CURLEY'S BILL
HOUSE CORRIDORS FAILS TO PASS
I MN STATE

Bills to Investigate Hub Sought Division of Ex.•
penses in Suffolk County
Administration Up

Rules Committee of the Legislatute began at 2:50 this afternoon a hearing
on the resolve providing for an investigation by a special commission of
the administration of the city of Boa•
t ton, includin gthe Boston Financi
Commission.
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
House presided and he limited the
speakers to fixe minutes each.
Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the

Finance Commission was among those
inthe audience, also City Councilors
Dowd and Kelly. Many other men
prominent in the official life of the city
were present.
Mayor Curley was not present, but
was represented oy tiie Doston letrislative counsel headed by 'Corporation
Counsel Silverman.
The first upeaker was Frederick W.
Connors, president of the Massachusetts Real Estate, Owners' Association.

tionment of expenses for Suffolk counts
failed on a roll call vote.
Senator Joseph Finnegan of Dorchester, who led the fight, said the time has
come when Chelsea, Winthrop and Re.
"era should pay their share, instead of
Boston paying all, as now. Finnega*
said he did not think it fair to mahe
Boston pay the bills of other commuulZ.
ties.
The roll call vote was 14 to 25 against
substitution of the bill for an adverse
committee report.

Uproar at Hearing on the
Proposed Probe of Boston Affairs

AUDITORIUM JAMMED FOR HEARING
this tremendous crowd packed the
Every seat was taken and only a few inches of standing room was left bill which would provide for probing
hearing on the
Gardner:•Auditorium ,at the State House for the opening
the or/scent city adminictratirm
Squandered
pans, have even been consumed at toe. when 'plenty of architects can be se- Says Taxpayers' Money
hospital before a price was put on them. cured who are wining to work on a ' In urging the proposed Investigation,
three per cent basis."
for which $100,000 would be allowed,
Curley-Dolan "Combine" Charged
considerable
of the hearing Coun-

Toward the close
Mrs Connors, who owns
Councillor Dowd then went on to enu- cillor Kelly, who made further remarks,' real. estate in Dorchester, although a
1932.
for
connection
paving
in
referred to street
merate several instances
resident of Milton, Insisted that the
"There were 19 bids for this kind of taxpayers' money has been "squanwith his charges, such as that 500 bags
of potatoes were bought by the hospital work," Councillor Kelly said, "but only dered" by the present administration.
department at a price of $3.10 a hun- three contractors received them. More She palled for the "right to find out
dred-pound bag, when the market price than $300,000 was let out in contracts for , who stole our money." Mrs. Connors
per bag was around $1. He further this type of work without advertising. said "honest government is wanted."I
charged there was "collusion" between They didn't want to advertise them beWilliam 3, Prescott of 155 Sevin Hill
a packing company and the 'firm of cause they wouldn't he able to make avenue, Dorchester, suggested that the
a
themselves."
charged
$1710
He
$150,000 for
Dolan and Curley."
committee find out who the instigators
Continuing, Councillor Kelly also re- of the proposed investigation are and
motor car one year old was "turned in
marked, "On Aug. 17, 1939, the city of what their motives are.
by the city for $150."
The speaker declared that beef bought Boston wanted a new fire station and
Peter G. Adell of 43 .Milwood street)
at
30
they took a piece of property at Ruggles Dorchester, one of the petitioners for
for the City Hospital was taken
'This
avenue.
Huntington
and
bed
better
when
was
pound
street
a
cents
the proposed investigation, told the
secured by the Phillips House of the land was assessed for $36,300. Real es- committee that he feeis real estate is
Massachusetts General Hospital fog 21 tate experts claim it is a worthless over-assessed. lie made reference to
cents, while the going price of the day piece of property, yet the city paid "extra Payments made to contractors
in question was 17 cents. Dowd like- $61,570 for it and it as assessed for above the contract price in
Stchheoocilon
ia.
And has aril-body the nerve struction of the Girls'
wise charged that the city paid $46,500 $36,100.
for the land taken In the widening of to say that Boston is being adminis- Roxbury." Mr. Adell said that when he
to
complain
.
honestly?"
Hall
about
tered
L street in South. Boston. He said the
went to City
Regarding Matthew Cummings, the what he declares to be over-assessment
assessed value was $16,000.
contractor, Councillor Kelly pointed out he received "no satisfaction."
•
Controls Referred To
that his company has received contracts
the city in three years amounting
Councillor Dowd went on to charge 1 from
to $1,670,645 of which $324,09 represented
that Coleman Brothers was given con- contracts that were awarded him withtracts at prices considerably higher than out competitive bidding.
that of the lowest bidder and that the
MentiOn was also made during the
garbage disposal contract given that hearing regarding Mr. Cummings that
company was a "particularly flagrant on 'several occasions he was given city
The
misuse of the people's money."
contracts at prices above those subspelker claimed that architect fees milted by the lowest bidders and that
aftinftiltrft to six net. cent were allowed In addition lie was allowed ...extras"
running into thousands of doll.11'14, on
which no b!cis whatever vete called for,
. .'.

uNA- of itt

r<

rive plugs for $1700, when you
get good horses now for $100 apiece.
"On Dec. 19, 1930, he approved a contract for $31,985 for lights in the traffic system. Does any one wonder why
taxes are higher? The record for 1931
contains 115 instances where contracts
for $1000 or more, amounting to close
to a million, were awarded without
competitive bidding. Just to show you
that the mayor has not reformed, on
May 4, 1932, he awarded a contract for
a field house for $23,400 when the low
bid was $22,000."
John F. Dowd, city councilman from
Roxbury, alleged that the city treasury
had been grossly overcharged for two
years for meats purchased from the
Mohawk Packing Company, of which
Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer, was
one of the incorporators. He further
alleged that the city was overcharged
to the extent of $125,000 on its purchases of meat; that there was collusion
between a packing company and the
Arm of "Dolan and Curry"; that the
Mohawk Packing Company was given
"the lion's share of the city's meat business" and that the meat received was
old and frozen.
PRICE OF POTATOES
He further alleged to the committee
that 500 pounds of potatoes were bought
by the city hospital department at a
price of $3.10 a bag when the market
price was $1; that a $1710 city owned
motor car was turned in after a year
for $150; that beef was bought for the
city hospital at 30 cents a pound, when
better beef was purchased by the Massachusetts General Hospital for 21 cent:
and the prevailing price was 17 cents;
that $30,000 worth of automobile tirei
were bought at a price 27 per cent
higher than the list rate; that 380(
pounds of turkey was bought at 41 cent(
when the market price was 36 cents
pound; that coal was delivered by tin
city to steam-heated apartments; tha
the expenditure of $14,000,000 by th•
city welfare department had no super
vision by auditors or accountants; tha
n official at Deer island had food
stuffs sent from the island to his home
and that conditions in city institution
on Long island are so bad that in th.
last two weeks there have been tw
suicides.
Other speakers were Frederick Con
nolly, president of the Massachusett
Real Estate Owners' Association; Wit
liam J. Prescott, of Dorchester, wh
briefly and loudly demanded who wa
back of the demand for investigatio
and why, and Peter G. Adell, in whoa
name the petition was introduced
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Probe of Boston to
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Tomorrow

Record Crowd at Hearing
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I The hearing is being conducted
Legis'the joint rules committee of the
lature. It easily attracted the largest',
crowd ever to attend a hearing in the!
iState House. A special detail of State
'police officers had' to be assigeed with
extra State House guard to help keep
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Speakers Urging City Probe
Cheered at State House Hearing
.ggressive young councilman, his black
lair slicked back and his chunky phydque arrayed in trimly tailored gray,
illeged that the city had let contracts
close to $1,000.000 in 1931" violating
that portion of the city charter which
stipulates that contracts of $1000 or
sver be subject to open bidding and be
publically advertised before bids are
received.
Declaring that the city "reeked of
graft and corruption," Kelly read a
long series of cases which purported to
se instances when the low bidder was
lot awarded city contracts which were
By RICHARD 0. BDYER
received, he alleged, "by favored high
Before an emotional crowd of 1000 Adders." As he neared the end of his
which packed every available inch of aour's address, Kelly attempted to toss
petition, upon which were 7200 names
the Gardner auditorium in the Staze whose
owners demand an investigation,
.House and overflowed into the aisles, upon the dies before which sat the
and corridors, the legislative rules com- 'legislative committee. He missed aim,
mittee was yesterday asked to author- however, and the lengthy roll landed
in the audience.
ize an investigation into the financial
As Kelly read his list of cases which
administration of Boston.
he alleged were proof of graft, he
At times reaching the emotional pitch would pause. after each instance and
crouching position
of a revival meeting, the prevailing sometimes from a
would thunder, "What do you say to
note was sounded as the performance that, gentlemen?" Sometimes he would
moved into its crescendo finale %NIG/ vary this interrogation with these questhe shrill defiance of Mrs. Hannah tions to the committee, "Is that graft?
that corruption? Or what is it?"
'Connors of Milton, secretary of the Is
When citing the difference between the
Massachusetts Real Estate Owners amount asked by the low bidder and
the amount received by the successful
Association.
"Have pity," she cried, addressing the bidder, he would turn to the audience
and remark, "It was your hard-earned
committee, "on these poor taxpayers money that went to the favored bidder."
Kelly's appearance virtually made up
It is blood money, earned by the sweat
The gist of his
of our brow, that the city has taken the performance.
Icharges was the allegation that tl.,ire
from us. Don't stand between us and was little open, competitive bidding in
honest government."
the awarding of city contracts, that in
many instances contracts went to "faTHREAT NOT TO ?AY
vored bidders" regardless of the bids
"If you don't authorize this investi- offering lower prices. Moreover, he degation," she concluded amid a burst clared that in some instances specifiof cheers and the thumping of the catistis were so framed that only one
firm could successfully meet the specifichairman's gavel, "we will not pay a cations.
cent of interest on taxes or mortgages!"
The crowd, said to have been the
As the swell of applauding humant largest which ever squeeed into the
voices drowned out the gavel's protest, a,.ditorinm, was largely composed of
elderly persons, most of whom were
the hearing was adjourned until next • small proecrty owners, and many of
• Thursday at 3 P. /4.
whom were members of the MassachuSawing the air with tireless gestures, setts Real Estate Owners Association
Fully half of the crowd were women
thick-necked, stocky Francis Kelly, city and
here and there were Curley particouncilman from Dorchester, roared sans who now and then raised the cry
oft repeated charges against Mayor of "Throw him out!"
So vigorous were the ot.tbursts that
Curley and declared, "When you investwice Speaker Leverett Saltonstall
tigate the affairs of the chief executive threatened to adjourn the hearing and
of this city, he will make Mayor Walker clear the auditorium unless th% vocifof New York look like an innoeent babe erous remained quiet. The crowd, while
aggressive in attitude, was cynical in
in his mother's arms."
mood,
of its m(mbers openly deIn an effort to prove this thesis, the claringmany
that the legislative committee
would not vote an investigation.
Although
Kelly
dominated
the
session, it was Mrs. Connors who struck

Kelly Charges Many Contracts Let Without Advertising for Bids

MRS. CONNORS MAKES
PLEA FOR TAXPAYERS

i

•

the most responsive note when she addi essed the legislators near the herring's end. A large woman, dressed in
brown, wearing spectacles, and terribly
earnest in manner, her voice trembled
and shot shrilly upward as she spoke.
"Is it any wonder that our boys become criminals and admire crime when
politicians they admire, set them such
examples? Don't"—and she pointed a
finger at the committee—"stand between us and honest government. Perhaps our demand is a bitter pill for
some of you to swallow. But remember
that Franklin Roosevelt swallowed a
bitter pill and now he is President of
the United States.
"If you don't give us an investigation, the next 'mayor will say the taxpayers, the home owners, can get no
redress from the Legislature and he
will be five times worse than the present mayor."
allegations
included
The
Kelly
charges that Matthew Cummings, contractor, was given many contracts at
prices well above those submitted by
lowest bidders and that in addition he
was allowed "extras" running into
thousands of dollars; that the Coleman
Brothers, contractors, were also given
contracts at prices considerably higher I
than those of the lowest bidder and
that the garbage disposal contract
awarded that company was a particularly flagrant misuse of the people's
money; that architects fees of 6 per
cent, are allowed when numerous architects can be secured on a 3 per
Cent, basis.
L STREET WIDENING
Kelly further alleged that the city
paid $46,000 for land condemned in thei
widening of L street, South Boston,
although the assessed value was but
$16,000; that although there were 19
bids for paving contracts in 1932, only
three contractors received the work;
that more than $300,000 in contracts
of this type were let in 1932 without
public bidding; that on Aug. 17, 1932,
the city paid eg1,000 for land at Ruggles
street and Huntington avenue which
was assessed for $36,300.
He further declared that on Dec. 29,
1930, the mayor, without advertising
as stipulated by the city charter, approved a contract for $3200 for cuttingi
granite; that he approved another contract for removing hard coal and ashes
from East Boston ferries at a price of
$2800 ano did not advertise for bids;
that he acted similarly in awarding
contracts of $39,000 and $5700.
On Dee. 30, 1930, he continued, "with
the force of clerks the city has in its
employ the mayor approved a contract
employing the W A. Dewell Company
to do checking work for $15,000." Declaring thr..t On Dec. 29. 1930, the mayor
purchased two new automobiles for the
city, turning in old ones at prices "outrageously low."
"You wouldn't mind," Felly thundered "if he stopped v./Rh automobiles
but he went out and bought five horses,
five old plugs, for $1700 without advertising as required by the charter. Think

17-_(.7f 0
Utter that he riau in his pocket all eta
contracts; that every one was in perfect legal form; awarded to him as the
lowest bidder, in keen compeiltion, and
that he would demand a hearing.
Garbage contracts for 1930, 1931, 1932,
and the present year for Dorchester,
East Boston, West Roxbury and Hyde
Park were discussed by Mr Kelly, who
insisted that they had not been given
to the lowest bidder, and charged favoritism as well as granting too high
a price in some section..
Mr Kelly noticed Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman making some
notes and the Dorchester Councilor
remarked: "Sorry your boss is not
here."
After calling attention to
bridge construction and office equipment contracts, the latter without bidding. he turned his attention to contracts for fire apparatus, and said that
apparatus was being purchased last
Summer at a time it was not needed,
land when eeonomy was needed.
I Mr Kelly also criticized purchase of
land opposite the City Hospital at what
he termed an exorbitant price, and
declared the city paid a high price on
Huntington ay for what he termed
"worthless land" for a lire station.
.
--...—.
.

(Petition Signed by 71D,
There was a ripple of excitement
when there was tossed into the air a
petition. It unrolled and Mr Kelly
said it contained the signatures of 7100
persons who seek an investigation. The
gavel stopped cheering and after considerable trouble the petition was rerolled and handed to Speaker Salton'stall.
Clerical hire, purchase of five horses
and other itea.s were enumerated by
Mr Kelly, who cited prices to indicate
'extravagance. Mr Kelly also criticized
Irecent loans made by the city in anticipation of taxes.
In closing Councilor Kelly told the
committee members they had a chance
to make themselves great men by not
letting one or two groups of rich men
control them.
Mrs Connors then spoke until the
lhour of adjournment.
i

1

HEARING ON INSPECTION
OF CITY RECORDS FRIDAY

•

City Councilor Francis .H. Kelly
appeared before Judge Fred T. Field
In Supreme Court yesterday morning
and obtained an order of notice directing Edmund L. Dolan, Treasurer of
,the city of Boston, and his assistant,
'Horton G. Ide, to come into court
next Friday and show cause why they
should not be compelled to make available for inspection by City Councilor
Kelly certain books and records of
the office of the city treasurer.
Councilor Kelly asked that the order
of notice be made returnable yesterday
afternoon and informed the court that
the reason he asked for such immediate action was that he wished
to look at the records of the trcaz,urer's office before speaking at the
hearing before the Joint Legislative
Committee on Rules.
Judge Field said that only in the
case of great emergency would ho
order notice returnable the same day,
and tot the date for next Friday.

\ RIOT QUELLED AT
CURLEY HEARING
State police quelled a near-riot at the State House late yesterday, as more than 1000 men and women jammed the Gardner
Auditorium for the first hearing on the petition for an investigation of Mayor Curley's administration, and charges of alleged
,
graft and corruption were hurled by proponents and booed
by I
the onnosition.
Alternate cheers and catcalls
greeted speakers for and against
the petition and several times
Speaker Saltonstall, presiding as
chairman of the joint committee,
threatened to have the auditorium
cleared. Hundreds unable to gain
admission milled about the corridors outside.
The state police were sent to
,keep order when the noisy, unruly
!crowd threatened to get beyon1
control. The threat to clear tho
lauditorius had a quieting effect.
ASK $100,000 FOR PROBE
The petition, sponsored by Mrs.
Hannah M. Connors, executive secretary of the Massachusetts Real
Estate Owners' Association; Peter
G. Ade11 and other Boston residents, provides for the appointment of an inquiry committee composed of the attorney-general, one
member of the Senate and one
member of the House
The committee would be invested with extraordinary powers
to summon witnesses, compel testimony under oath and grant immunity. The sum of $100,000 is
sked for expenses of the investiation.
Among charges voiced by various speakers were allegations that
contracts had been let without advertising and were not awarded to
lowest bidders, and that the city
had paid $46,500 for land taken in
the widening of L at., South Boston, that was assessed for only
/16,000.
City Councillor John F. Dowd
Icharged the city was "under the
thumb of a one-man government"
and declared the city treasury had
been looted by exorbitant prices
charged for meats purchased for
city institutions.
1"JrMMY WALKER A BABY"
The assemblage was thrown into
a turmoil when City Councillor
Francis E. Kelley, speaking in favor of the probe, said:
"We intend to prove conclusively that the city of Boston
reeks with graft and corruption
and that this Is responsible for
the increase in taxes.
"When you investigate the affairs of the chief execeitive of
this city, Kelley shouted, he will
make former Mayor Walker of
New York look like an innocent
babe in his mother's arms. We
are going to show you concrete
Instances of graft and corruption
that warrants this investigation."

p

The uproar that followed was '
the noisiest of the session. Speaker
Saltonstall rapped repeatedly with
his gavel and when some semblance of order had been restored
he gave Councillor Kelley only 30
more seconds to speak.
DEMAND PROBE 'MOTIVE
Frederick W. Connally of Dorchester, chairman of the real estate owners' association, provoked
the first demonstration when, favoring the petition, he said:
"When we consider that $150.000 was paid a builder on one
contract price, our appeal for
$100,000 for this investigation
seems too insignificant to mention."
He did not name the contract
job.
"Opposition to this bill wUl be
confession of guilt by someone,"
Connolly declared.
William J. Prescott of Dorchester
demanded to know whether the
Massachusetts Real Estate Owner:3'
Association held a charter and
what its motives were in pressing,
such an investigation. Cheers and
catcalls greeted Lis demand.
Peter G. Adell sa.d the recent
Girls' High School job in Roxbury.
where the contractor was relieved
of liability because of soil conditions not determined before th:3
work started, indicated "something
very wrong."
The hearing adjourned until
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock_

,
announeed a flve-mlnute p rioth,
ifeneeforth, emotions were held M
each speaker. Mr Kelly al:Pealed to
:heck, to find expression in yells and
forfrf
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tilornestsapl ictie
ip
itt
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tli t ib
t
ou
n.
t
'h eel's when the gavel banged
Connors
Mrs
at 5 p m
saltoust:111 Inquired who was golug to speak in favor, and five men
her fervid appeal for an investi;ation. Unless it is forthcoming. she and Mrs Connors arose, not including
Mr Adell, the sponsor. The presiding
old the committee, she and others
would refuse to pay 1 dollar of real officer then announced that 20 minutes
estate taxes to the City of Boston for to a speaker would be permitted,
thus keeping within the announced
9. dime of mortgage interest.
ers
closing hour of 5 p m.
Connors and two others waived
;Nrs Connors Asks Square Deal i allMrs
•
but five minutes of their time in
, Adjournment of the hearing Was 'favor of Mr Kelly.
Resuming, Mr Kelly said the City
taken until 3 p m tomorrow, after the
committee had heard the five pro- Council had no power over department heads; that tha Mayor can (lire
.. ponents of the Investigation, most of and fire
without consulting the City
e the time being allotted to Councilors Council and the latter must
stand by.
Kelly and Dowd.
He
said
graft
and corruption wouldl
Mrs Connors said she asked for no be proved
beyond doubt or the
committee need not grant an investiga-'
olk Asks "Square Deal" !i,z(nvolels)tuitg'att72' f
s'
lire :aisdquZUulgelltal
i a bitter pill to swallow, but that
_
Franklin Roosevelt did it and became
President. She said that if an in- Dowd Criticizes Purchases
vestigation was not held the next adCouncilor Dowd said he
ot
ministration would be five times worse represent any individual or oia.cnisadidn
. than the present one.
. tion; had no selfish interest and was
The first speaker was Fred W. Con- there only as a representative
of the .
nors, 7 Fenno pl. Be said he was city government.
Real
president of the Massachusetts
,
If
an
investigation
was
held, said Mr
An audience of 1,50O, said to be a Estate Home Owners Arsociation that
Dowd, and did no more than ehange
record for such affairs on Beacon recently at a meeting attended by the city
charter and abolish the
Hill, assembled at the State House 2000 persons demanded that Boston at- present body of the City Council, it
fairs should be run in an economical
yesterday afternoon when the Joint manner and for that reason the in- would have accomplished something
worthwhile. Under the present city
Committee on Rules opened the hear- vestigation was asked for,
charter, said Mr Dowd, the Council is
amount
The
asked
an
appropriaas
powerless. He advocated the change
ing on the mucl,advertised petition
tion for the conduct of the Investiga- even
though "It meant the end of
for an investigation of the Boston tion, $100,000, Mr Connors
admitted Dowd:,
was a large one, but amounts he
City Government.
He summed up the present powers
claimed vk 'e paid the builder of one
SpDnsored by Peter G. Adell and school would make the appropriation of the City Council in the words of '
former Councilor, now Senator, Parkothers, the petition's most conspicu• insignificant. He invited the committee to investigate beyond the present man, "that after the Council passed
ous advocates at yesterday's session,
agsclialtiat,tion,And Jf.the_records were the budget it might just as well go
home."
over
which
Leverett Saltonstall, help the city anyway.
Mr Dowd criticized the purchasing
Speaker of the House, presided, were
department of the city, and recited his
City Councilors krancis Kelly of Dot. Adell's Grievances
efforts which culminated in competitive
, bidding on supplies. He quoted from
cheater and John F. Dowd of RoxThere was a break In the proponents
published reports of investigations by
bury, ardent foes of Mayor Curley, presentation at that point when a man the Finance
Commission. Chairmen
giving his name as William J. Presand Mrs Hannah M. Cmnors, a resiFrank A. Goodwin of the Commission
eott, 175 Sevin Hill av, Dorchester, got
dent of Milton ..ut an extensive real the floor and suggested that the com-! was seated a few feet from Mt Dowd.
--estate owner in Dorchester, appear. mitfee ascertain the identity of the
instigators of the pro.)osed investiga- Sought Hearing on Contracts
ing for the Massachusetts Real Et tion and their motives before proceedMr Dowd said he asked for a public
ing further with the hearing.
hearing on meat, tire and other contate Home Owners' Association.
Peter Adel!, sponsor of the petition, tracts but did not get it.
said that he had read newspaper reHe charged there Was evasion of the
Bursts of Applause
ports about a high school in DorchesIn response to a question by Speak- ter; soil tests, extra payments, etri charter concerning contracts of WOO
or more. Mr Dowd said it was after
er Saltonstall, Pres Fred W. Conners that his real estate was over-assessed, six months of effort
On his part that
end Secretary Henry Dixon of the Mas- that he WAR unable to get any relief the Finance Commission finally inand thought it would be a good thing
vestigated the Public Welfare Departsachusetts Real Estate Owners' Asso- to ha.° thc City Government
investi- inlent, which
cost $12,009.000 to support
ciation and Ex-Representative Thomas gated.
1 st year. He declared the
Fioan
Niland of East Boston were recorded
C2W.P.410.1142Ltd,111M- th**,.11110,
in favor of a Legislative investigation Kelly Cites Mayor's Power
trained bookkeeper or auditor to
of Boston municipal affairs, to include
Councilor Kelly appeared with al
of the cash.
the Finance Commission as well as heap of papers and bound volumes keep track
of the City Record for the year 1930, An unnamed official at Deer Island
the city administration.
1931 and 1932. He referred to the City was accused by Mr Dowd of having
The crowd, which threrflowed the Record from time to time,
which con- prisoners "cobble" the official's shoes.
Auditorium, largest available room for tained charges and allegations made He said prison farm products are
the hearing, was in a demonstraLive by. Mr Kelly during those years in, shipped to the official's home. Conditions at Long Island, according to Mr1
mood. Bursts of applause caused the City Council.
He called attention to the fact that Dowd, are deplorable. He Attacked'
Speaker Saltonstall to bang his ga,/el
on several occasions, and to give notice the Mayor Was paid $20.000, twice the road building at Castle Island and
that he would end the deliberations if Governor's salary; that his term ii working of welfare men on the new
foUr years, twice that of the Gover- golf course.there were reneated interruptions.
"The charter Is such," said Mr
nor; that the term of the City CounDowd, "that we should have relief.
cilor Is but two years.
Mr Kelly complained that under the At least give um a commission at some
I charter the Mayor has more power future date to study and remedy it.'
than the President or tile Governor,
whose veto can be overridden, while Kelly Alleges Favoritism
the Council cannot override the veto ' Mr Kelly then enumerated _:ontracts
of , the Mayor.
awarded to Mathew Cummings, who,
lie said, received in three years con--- —
tracts amounting to $4,670.000, as well
Charges Corruption
previourtly speaker Baltotuttall had as large amounts for additions and
extra.
Mc- (ccjnmtflgsVVIIA present and
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past six years in Boston.
appear at the State House and
Millions of our dollars have gone
give the legislative committee furto crooked politicians. Why let
your
ther evidence concerning
them sun themselves down South
many transactions with the city of
while we shiver in Boston? Now is
Boston.
the time for lower taxes. Demand
Describing the movement for an inthat the Legislature investigate
quiry RS "one of the most important
Boston. Show your spunk. Pay no
that has taken place in Boston durins
interest to any bank until we learn
my business lifetime, a period of well
what has been done with our
over 30 years," Mr. Whiteside said thai
money.
the driving fore(
At the same time a police guard was Mrs. Connors wa.s
Francis E. Kelly, city council- behind the movement.
'man and a leader in the demand for
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an inquiry, who said that he had heard
said:
He
aut
were
gunmen
that "gangsters and
For over a year now I have
to get'' him.
—
known Mrs, Connors and have fol$100,000 ASKED
By RICHARD 0. BOYER
lowed the work of her organization.
Speaking of the demand for an inHer methods are not in all respects
A sequence of swiftly moving events quiry, Mr. Whiteside asked, "What is to
the methods I should adopt. She
characterized the demand for a legis- be the result? I believe it will be imIs frank and blunt, not always tactlative inquiry into the administration, portant. This is not a gang of 'reds'
ful or diplomatic, but she is honest,
government, but
of the city of Boston yesterday, when out to overthrow our
reintelligent, fearless, and she has
a large group of substantial and,
a taxpayers' strike was threatened for spectable people who hate to see their
the vitality of a dozen men rolled
into one.
the purpose of refusing to pay taxes money squandered by extravagance, and
For years I have taken part in
or interest on mortgages until an in- perhaps worse. They demand an inmovements relating to taxes in the
of Boston. In my opinion
quiry wan authorized, and Alexander vestigation
who
lth or its municipaliEverybody
commonwea
they ought to have it.
Whiteside, prominent attorney, said knows anything about the city of Bosties, and for about three years now
I have been engaged in a strenuous
there should be and probably would be ton knows that it ought to be investieffort toward economy in public
• gated. If we could have a Boston Hofan investigation.
Judge
expenditures and a reduction in
stadter commission and a Boston
Mr. Whiteside, vice-president and Seabury we could make a fresh start.
taxes. I have worked closely with
counsel for the Massachusetts Tax One hundred thousand dollars which
many organizations, such as chambers of commerce, tax associations
Association, described the demand rot the petitioners ask to have appropriated
and
and other bodies who conduct their
is none too much
an inquiry as a "great popular move- for the purpose
programs in perhaps a somewhat
will, as a result, be saved to Boston
ant
ment which should not be denied,"
high-brow and dignified aiay. Mrs.
many times over."
Connors's organization is of a difdeclared that he would argue for sucl
With the Curley forces prepared to
ferent sort and its methods are
an inquiry at 3 P. M. today before thi take the offensive at today's hearing at
perhaps less high-brow. I have,
in refuting the charges
legislative committee on rules. Thi. the State House
however, seen nothing that it has
made against the mayor, today's session
peti
hearing will be the second on the
done or sponsored that wa.s in the
is expected to be noisy, unruly and difslightest degree unethical or in the
tion for an inquiry and 2000 persons ficult to control. Samuel Silverman,
degree ultra radical. It is
spokesthe
slightest
be
It was said yesterday, will fight to ob corporation counsel, will
a fact that this woman has worked
man for the administration and cona
auditorium
Gardner
in
the
tam n seats
up an organization of probably
tend among other things that all city
nearly 10,000 members. She has a
the State House, which seats but 900.
contracts have been let in strict accordforce that I have never
driving
ance with the law.
TAXPAYERS' STRIKE
seen before. The members are peoMatthew Cummings. contractor whom
ple of small means, owners of small
As Mr. 'Whiteside made his statei Kelly alleged was "favored" by Curley,
parcels of real estate, Just the sort
ment, the Massachusetts Real Estati said yesterday that be expected to file
of
people for whom Mayor Curley
that
and
Owners' Association, with a membershil libel proceedings against Kelly
hearpretends so much concern. They
today's
at
appear
would
too,
he,
20:
at
s
headquarter
and
of 10,000
are terribly up against it. Their
ing and demand the floor. In a letter
tenants are largely taken care of
Adams street, Dorch.uter, was havini to Cummings yesterday, Kelly said, in
by the public welfare, and can pay
2,000,000 circulars printed which de• part:
no rent. Taxes have increased,
I notice from published reports
mand a taxpayers' strike. According is
and mortgage interest has to be
in the papers that you are going to
Mrs. Hannah M. Connors, secretary o.
naid. They are crushed by a load
prosecuta rne through the. district
the organization, the circulars, some col
which will be mailed today, read 8.1
follows:
New deal, Taxpayers! Here's your
CITY PRINTING PLANT
chance to get a new deal promised

DEMAND GROWS
FOR CITY PROBE

•

Whiteside Says Move Cannot Be Denied—Taxpayers
Strike Threatened
_
given
CURLEY FORCES TAKFI
OFFENSIVE

To DAY

PLACED ON 5-DAY WEEK

•

The municipal printing plant will be
placed on a five day week and six hour
daily schedule, beginning Monday, in
order to make possible an equitable
distribution of work among 140 employes.
This plan was adopted yesterday by
Maj. William J. Casey, plant superintendent, with the approval of Mayor'
Curley, and ended the dissatisfaction
resulting from the inauguration Monday,
of the practice of employing one-halfl
the force every other week.
In explaining the reasons for the
curtailment of work at the plant Mai.
Casey laid much of the trouble to
county department heads and named
William M. Prendible, clerk of the
superior criminal court, RS one official
a-ho pla.-em printing orders v it h st a %loners who in turn patronize privately
tivrhed Plante. Case',said that the muniaidassuai
the. needs of
hse=
thaiii
ago
Sr

CURLEY APPROVES
CONTRACT BOOST

Mayor James M. Curley yesterday approved the recommendation
of the school committee for an
additional $29,703.40 in the construction of the new Jeremiah J.
Burke School in Dorchester. Matthew Cummins, contractor, found
soil conditions where the school is
being constructed different from
that named in the specifications
and requested the extra money be
added to the contract.

•
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$14,000,000 RELIEF

prevalent
One mistaken idea continues
campaign.
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nt
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suppose that the
Thousands of people
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the
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proce
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and
the truth is certain
ReWhiteside last night told the
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the
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proceeds
the
he would appear before the
that
to
y
Post
wholl
go
lief Campaign are to
private' legislative committee on rules this
lished
-estab
old
n's
Bosto
of
work
and not in
afternoon at the State House and ask
institutions for social welfare,
for an investigation of Boston.
city.
the
to
part
any
notice,
This fact deserves very definite
persons
all
of
part
the
AS A CITIZEN
on
seem,
would
It
to with"I will appeal to the committee SS &
who have thus far been inclined
current
citizen, not representing any associahold full co-operation from the
the
that
belief
tion," said the former head of the city
a
of
campaign because
the pro- !law department, who is now the vicecity treasury would share in
chairman of the Massachusetts Tax AsBoston
in
stand
now
rs
ceeds. As matte
sociation. He made it clear that he was
tdepar
not representing -the association at toany idea that the public welfare
day's hearing.
as
te
opera
to
bound
is
ved
ment is invol
i "There ought to be an investigation.
siasm 'Anybody knows that there ought to be
a heavy handicap upon the enthu
ng an investigation," he said. "And I think
of givers, for there is no use denyi
that the rules committee will give it,
the
the fact that public confidence in
because the members are fair and inn. telligent men."
city work has been very seriously shake
a
That loss of faith has resulted from
place,
first
the
In
s.
cause
of
n
combinatio
by
it is, to a degree, definitely justified
tdepar
re
welfa
city's
the
the fact that
cerment does require reorganization of
tive
tain importAnt features of its execu
due
plan, if it is to administer with
iny
the
greatl
omy
econ
and
efficiency
Councillor Claims Life
creased work and the much enlarged
of
fall
The
it.
to
ned
assig
budget now
Was Threatened
popular faith results also, however, from
the flood of sensational publicity given
Claiming that his life was endangered
the subject some months ago, when the
!because of his demand for an investigat
who
rgean
desk-se
police
any
word of
tion of the Boston city government.
wel- City Councillor Francis E. Kelly of
ichose to speak charges against the
Ward 15, Dorchester, last night anfare department was immediately printed nounced that he was forced to have an
reant
armed bodyguard.
in Boston, even though the serge
With a denial by police of reports that
mained anonymous and the high execu
an °dicer was assigned to protect him,
tive officers of the police department he promised that he would appear
afternoon at 3 o'clock
constantly affirmed that the information again this
before the legislative committee on
issued at the station houses was "not rules, headed by Speaker Leverett Sal.
tonslall, at the State House, to resume
within their control."
the arguments urging the probe.
Today that. water has gone over the
back.
be
called
can
it
of
none
dam, and
'Me significant truth is that the deficiencies of the public welfare department do not relate in any manner to the
work of Boston's great private philana lid
thropies—itospitu is, relief sem ice
are
They
ies.
agenc
ding
-buil
character
and supsa richly deserving of full faith
the present
port as thlr, ever %tem,end

TO DEMAND
CITY PROBE

Will Appear Before
Solons Today as a
Private Citizen

KELLY ASKS
POLICE GUARD

•

Increase

of

$2,000,000

Last Year Foreseen

Over
•

anSpeaking last night at the ninth
Womnual banquet of the Brighton, Mayor
en's Club, at the Hotel Lenox
some helpCurley predicted that unless
to reful factor speedily intervenes city of
lieve economic stringency, thethis yew
Boston will spend $14,000,000
for public welfare work.
an inThis, he said, will represent
year, and
crease of $2.000,000 over last expendicontrasts sharply with the
$7.500,tures of the two previous years,
in 1930.
000 in 1931, and $3,500,000for the deThe only sound remedy
wages."
pression, he said, "is work andfor courThe times, he asserted, "call
leadage and intelligence and sound
elected as
ership, and the man you have all these
ses
our next President posses he has the
qualities, and what is more
lead
love of his fellow man which will
equality
him to restore once again the so long
of economic opportunity which
earncharacterized the life of the wage necis so
er in this country and whichprogr
am of
essary a part of any sound
recovery."
Bright
The mayor warmly lauded the
throon Women's Club for its philan
of her
(pie activities, and in recognitionhe preleadership in the club's work
sented a key to the city to the president, Mrs. Edward M. Gallagher. than
The banquet, attended by more
225 persons, was the most successful
lit the club's history. A feature was the
presentation of a check for $220 to the
Rev. James M. Murphy, pastor of the,
'Church of Our Lady of ..eresentation
ing
Brighton, completing donations totall
g the last
1$1000 given by the club durinoom
the
in
ifour years to finance a classr
parochial school connected with the
by
ted
presen
was
check
church. The
Mrs. Edward Drugan, chairman of the
bridge and whist committee which
raised this year's fund.
Mrs. Gallagher presided, and the
iwakers, in addition to Mayor Curley,
included the Rev. Fr. Murphy, the Rev.
Daniel J. Donovan, curate at the
Church of Our Lady of Presentation;
State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley,
Representative Leo M. Birmingham. Joe
Toye of the Boston Traveler, former
Dist.-Atty. Thomas C. O'Brien and City
Councilman Edward M. Gallagher.

FIREMEN'S BAND
MAY GO TO CAPITAL
The Boston fire department band
which will be one of the features of the
firemen's ball at the Boston Garden
Feb. 27, may be present in Washington
at the inauguration of President-elect
Roosevelt if plans of Mayor Curley and
Fire Commissioner Edward I". MeLaughlin are accepted. Heads of other
fire departments in Greater Boston are
said to also favor the plan.
Ckw. Ely, Mayor Curley tkrld °chef;
prominent men of the city and statei
are cvnected to attend this year's bail..i
the ,. eecis of which are devotel
the fund for injured firemen and .theik,
farn lies. The grand march will lacMlyor Curley uid lilt daughter, Itt

1-0

11 -s-23

'CUMMINGS INDIGNANT '

Anti-Curley Forces Marshal for Probe

Threatens Suit for Libel and Slander
Against Councillor Kelly
Prosecution of City councillor Fran;
cis E. Kelly of Dorchester on charges
of slander and libel as a result of his
testimony yesterday at the State House
was promised last night by Matthew
Cummings, Sr., head of the Cummings
Construction Company.
Contractor Cummings sought to question the Dorchester councillor at the
hearing, but Speaker Saltonstall did not
observe his efforts to obtain the floor
and recognized another speaker. But
the contractor promised to attend the
next meeting of the committee on rules)
to present his case.
"Kelly's statements In reference to my
company's work for the city of Boston
were slanderous, libellous and untrue,"
Cummings stated last night. "My company has done $15,000,000 worth of work
not alone for the city of Boston, but also for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the county of Middlesex and municipalities far and wide. To obtain
these contracts I have had to submit
the lowest bids under the stiffest kind
of competition.
Bostqn..1
"Forty-five years a resident
6a.v. notL (ily reptI(ELLIOTI tor,
lily wulu
honesty and integrity is respected, by,
every business man in the State With
whom I have come in contact.
"I propose to protect this reputation
in this city from Irresponsible men who
have been running wild.
"I went to the, hearing today with
public stenographers who took dowli
what he said. I was there with all
my contracts in my pocket to show
the rules committee and those people
there that what Councillor Kelly said
was not alone misleading, but mall.
ciously false.
"Forced to protect my reputatior
against such a man I will place tht
evidence before my counsel and ther
go to the district attorney to presetv
the matter to the grand jury for Hu
purpose of securing an indictment to]
criminal libel, if it can he done."

a

Curley Declines Comment
on State House Hearing
Mayor Curley declined last night to
comment publicly on the testimony offered yesterday at the State House by
City Councillors Francis B. Kelly of
Dorchester and John F. Dowd of Roxbury, although he remained at his City
Hall office until the hearing had been
adjourned shortly before 5 o'clock.
The Mayor himself did not attend the
hearing, but two of his stenographers
were there taking down a verbatim account of the testimony presented by the
four speakers who supported the petition for a mitnicinal investigation.

•

Henry Dixon, left, author of the bill which asks for a $100,000
appropriation for a probe of Mayor Curley's administration, confers with Mrs. Hannah M. Connor, executive secretary, Mass. Real
Estate Owners' Association, and Councillors John F. Dowd, right.
and Frencis E. Kelley, second left. Public hear:ng on the measure
at State House ended in a near riot.

I R H F7 L--4)
HUB FIRE BAND MAY
GO TO INAUGURAL
A movement to have the Boston
Fire Department band repre.sent
the city at the inauguration of President-elect Roosevelt was revealed
yesterday. Fire Commissioner McLaughlin has been urged to take
the matter up with Mayor Curley.
The band, largest of its kindln the
country, will appear at the Firemen's Ball in the Boston Garden,
Feb. 27

FIREMEN'S BAND
MAY GO TO CAPITAL
The Boston fire department band
which will be one of the features of the
firemen's ball at the Boston Garden
Feb. 27, may be present in Washington
at the inauguration of President-elect
Roosevelt if plans of Mayor Curley and
Fire Commissioner Edward F. McLaughlin are accepted. Heads of other
fire departments In Greater Boston are
said to also favor the plan.
Gov. Ely, Mayor Curley and other
prominent men of the city and state
are expected to attend thLs year's ball,
the proceeds of which are devoted to
the fund for injured firemen and their
families. The grand march will be led
by Mayor Curley and his daughter, Miss
Mary Curley. and Fire Commissioner
and Mrs. McLaughlin.

CLAIM CITY COULD
SAVE $3,850,000
Claims that Boston could save $3,850,000 for the treasury over a period of
15 years by establishing municipallyowned lighting plants for its public
buildings, were made last night by the
City Council investigating committee in
a report :ssued by Chairman John F.
Dowd.
At yesterday's ,neeling the committee
discussed with °Metals of the Boston
'City I-Iosntial a propoPrd o tns(,,il air
.“ the
o.v.A,cd
diffilall40/41!"0"3,44, 5,AULLkikasta•-

MAYajAilliESSES
KWH i ON MEN
Praises

Work of Chit
for Charity

Public welfare work, with one out of
every seven of the population in the
city receiving help, will cost Boston
$14,000,000 before the year is over, an

increase of $2,000,000 over last year.
Mayor Curley told the merntArs of the

Brighton Women's Club last night at
their ninth annual banquet in the
Hotel Lenox.
He praised the club for its benevolent work and said the members are
offering a worthy contribution to the
welfare work of the city.
"The hour calls for courage, intelligence and leadership." he said. "Our
President-elect, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
has the requisita qualities and the
necessary love of his fellow men to
prompt him to restore once more to
this country the equality of Opportunity."

Other speakers were State Treasurer
Charles F. Hurley, Representative Leo
M. Birmingham, Joseph Toye, ExDist Atty Thomas C. O'Brien and City
Councilor Edward M. Gallagher.
The fourth and final contribution of
the club to the Church of Our Lady
of Presentation for a parochial school.
room was given. Rev James M. Murphy, pastor of the church, last night.
For four years the club has been holding bridge and whist parties to raise
$1000 for this purpose.
Mrs Edward M. Gallagher, the president, was the toastmaster. The henquet committee comprised Mrs Patrick H. Cannon, chairman; Mrs Frank
Garvin, Mrs John Pettat, Miss Mary
Twigg, Mrs Thomas Woods, Mrs Ed.
ward Ryan, Mrs James Regan, Mr*
Thomas Tuohey, Mrs J. H. Thornton,
Mrs Joseph Taytasac, Mrs William
Manley, Mrs Fred Robinson, Mrs J. Hot

tduldoon and Mrs J. J. Broderick,

J

Curley Approves deriffig"`
Extra for Burke School
The order of the School Committee
granting Matthew Cummings, Inc., an
extra of $29,703.40 in the contract for the
erection of the Jeremiah E. Burke School
for Girls in Grove Hall, has been approved by Mayor Curley. The allowance
was "reluctantly" voted by the School
Committee because it was necessitated
by soil conditions which were not noted
in the specifications given contractors.

CURLEY MAY GU
TO U. S. SENATE

r

"DOLE" IN HUB,
SAYS CURLEY
One Out of Every Seven
Receiving Aid
Stating that Boston is actually "on
the dole" despite the use of the sugarcoated term "welfare aid," and that
one out of every seven of her citizens is
receiving the dole, "and nothing but,"
Mayor Curley in an address last night
at the ninth annual Brighton Women's
rlub banquet at the Hotel Lenox, reaffirmed his confidence in the ability of
President-elect Roosevelt to lead the
nation out of her present predicament.
One of the high lights of the evening
was the gift of a $1000 check to the Rev.
!James M. Murphy, rector of the Church
of the Presentation in Brighton for use
in the work at the School of the Presentation. Mrs. Edward Drugan, chairman of the committee in charge of
raising the money this year, presented
.
the check.

PRAISE FOR CURLEY
To the Editor of the Post:
this
Sir—One of the great troubles of
man in
city is that the citizens put a
and then pile on
the office of Mayer
than
him more trials and tribulations
When
any one human being can stand.
strain
the
under
i he tried to do his best,
tof depression, they proceed to criticise
him at every angle. has any man in
Public office done as much for charity
in a. personal way as his Honor Mayor
James M. Curley?
as our Mayor
De has held riffle
longer than any otheT citizen and who
, has the ability to keep us out of the
"red" as well as he has done? After
all these years of faithful service I
believe him beyond reproach.
Let the people who are so eager to
unjustly accuse him have their connections with the city looked into also.
In closing, I would like to add, why
not publish some of the wonderful
thingr. cur Mayor has done; you would
do this if he passed on out of this life!
Why not say them so he may hear
them a.nd enjoy them while he is with
ALICE S. KNOX.
us?
35 Revere street, Roston.

Would Take Place of Marcus Coolidge, Said to Be Slated for Ambassador to Paris or Rome
aatidge is practically letired from
active business and is a matt of coneiderable fortune. His business experience has made him restless and
dissatisfied with the methods of conducting business in the United States
Senate, so it is stated.

BY ROBERT I. NORTON
Fresident-elect Roosevelt is giving
prong consideration to a proposal
Wing for the resignation of Senator
Curley Useful in Senate
!Marcus A. Coolidge and the appointOnent in his place of Mayor Curley. The appointment of Mayor Curley to
the United States Senate would pla-e
It is expected that he will discuss an active vigorous man in that place.
pie matter of appointing Curley with l If Mr. Roosevelt succeeds in bringing
the resignation of Coolidge the
kovernor Ely when the latter is at about
naming of Curley would not only cone White House to attend the Gov- stitute a recognition of his services its
conference the day following the past campaign but it would give
the President-elect a forceful and skilled
Ohe inauguration.
advocate in the Senate,
t COOLIDGE AN AMBASSADOR

The appointment of Mayor Curley
would also serve to weld together the
Democratic party in the State and
make it easier to elect a Democratic
Governor two years hence. It would
mean that both Curley and Senate',
Walsh would run for the Senate in
19,34, since under the law it would be
necessary to hold an election at that
time for the Coolidge scat.

'Ceder the proposed plan, Senator
enolidge would be rewarded with an
important diplomatic post, probably As
/ambassador In either France or RalY.
la Is said that Senator Coolidge would
)11ce. in represent the United State.'
*broad. Those who have talked with. Would Resign Before Special Sessitin
the junior Senator about his experiences
If the plan ia carried through, Senatni
In Washington say that he is not ICoolidge would resign previous to the
grnamoured of life in the Senate.
'calling of the special session. Under
the law, Governor Ely would. be called
upon to fill the vacancy by appointing
a successor to Coolidge whether or not
the Legislature is in session.
It would not be necessary for Curley
to resign from the Mayoralty since the
special session is not expected to last
more than two months and the regular
session of Congress is not held until
December. The city election will be
held in November.

!

MILEY AND CUMMINGS
DECLINE TO COMMENT
Mayor Curley, at his home last
night, declared that he had nothing to say about the Cummings
contracts or any of the. charges
at
made at the Legislative hearing
Cummings, at
this time. Matthew
had
he
that
his home, declared also
charges
nothing to say about the
made, and would wait until later
Kelly.
an:swer City Councilor

rr)
i

)i o J33
loole'tatelsomeone in the crowded auditortuter
negan, "was voted by the Boston City Mese men $250 More' a year a nd
shouted "Three cheers for Kelly!"
Council, a body of which you are a what he gives to Cummings.
when the Councilor completed his
with
here
"They will come in
member."
argument. The hearing was in an upKelly: "I disagree with you. I am feeble excuses for what Santa Claus, roar, with some
jninaig in the cheera member of the Council, but the Mayor Curley, has done with the tax- ing, others
whistling and a smaller
Council does not pass upon contracts, payers' money.
group
engaged
in
booing.
had
city
Kelley complained that the
nor vote upon contracts for school
While the
placed :5120,000 in the Industrial Bank House guardsState patrolmen, State
buildings."
and court officers atFinnegan: "Do you mean to say that
and Trust Company, a bank with only tempted to quiet the assembly,
a short
the Mayor can spend money without
StOCK, anti seu wrier' white-haired man was pounding on hit
$200,000
capital
your consent?"
bank closed there. was S116,000 of chair, demanding recognition. As a
the
Kelly: "The Council has nothing to
court officer walked toward him it
the city's money in it.
say about appropriations for school
"While people are starving and direct him to be quiet the man ider,.
buildings."
for existence what tilled himself as Cummings.
others
fighting
are
Finnegan: "Didn't you vote on the
Pres Fish of the Senate,'presiding
does Mayor Curley do? said Kelley"
last high school erected?"
and informed Cummings that, although hs
Kelly: "No, sir, you're very much He goes out to Franklin Park
sympathized
with him, he could not bo
spends $50,000 to build a new antelope
mistaken."
heard at this time because the prg,
Finnegan: "You certainly did. I Wald house. He spends $50,000 of the peo- ponents were presenting
their case.
that they earned
money
money,
ple's
present in the Council Chamber on the!,
"You haven't manifested that symwith the sweat of their brow.
day you voted for it"
pathy
these last two hearings," Cumt
"The Finance Commission should reKelly: "No sir."
commend an investigation of the city, mings replied.
Finnegan: "Sure about that?"
"I am sorry," Free Fish declared,
present
the
that
in
mind
have
but
I
Kelly: "Positive about it."
Kelly went on to declare that, the chairman, Mr Goodwin, was at one
Commissioner
Eaton-st side of the building was not time appointed Street
Boston. I
properly faced; that a cheap grade by the present Mayor of
Mayor
the
was inmind
have
also
in
of material was used; that the playformer
having
strumental
in
the
ground was full of hollows when it
Governor, Frank G. Allen, appoint Mr
should have been level.
Finance
chairman of the
"Ask Mr Cummings how many Goodwin as
health units of the White Fund were Commission. For these reasons I think
what he says about
careful
will
be
he
erected under Curley's Administration," Kelly said, and answered: "He the Mayor of Boston."
will tell you two. Ask him who got
the contracts. Hc will tell you he got 11 Turns to Coleman Brothers
both of them. Then ask him if he
Kelly asserted thatColeman Brothers
was the lowest bidder and he will tell
got $2,000,000 in contracts, including
you he was the third bidder."
Cummings, he declared, got the Rox- .the contract for collection of garbage
bury health unit $295,000 contract, and in Dorchester, though it was not the
received $53,000 in extras; that he got lowest bidder.
"Have in mind." said the Councilor,
a contract for a second unit in 1932
"that although the city charter profor $300,000 and $9500 in extras.
"Ask Mr Cummings about the East vides that all contracts of $1000 and up
Boston courthouse he constructed in shall be open to bids, 115 contracts,
1930. On April 22, 3.930, a group of totaling more than $1,000,000 were let
without advertising in 1931 and the
contractors, who had filed certified same took place in 1932.
checks of $5000 with their bids, subHe charged that the Mohawk Packmitted offers. The lowest bid was
ing Company, which he referred to as
$207,000. But Cummings came in too "the pet concern of City Trees Dolan"
la te.to bid, and what did the Mayor
was paid $606,934.10 for supplies in a.
of Boston do?—he ordered a readverperiod of years, and declared the prices
' Using of bids and Cummings was
were "ootrageous."
awarded the contract for $216,000. Do
He insisted that Mayor Curley
you call that honest government? And should
come before the committee and
then he got 954,410.55 in extras. Is
explain why the city paid $125,000 for
that honest government? We demand
a piece of land for hospital purposea.
honest government. The construction
which, according to Kelly, could have
A swanky speakeasy in Coplcy
was not up to apecificatiors and the
been obtained by eminent domain for
extras were for blastings and excavasquare, Back Bay, which has refused
$50,000.
tions that you would have to remove
He asserted that the city had paid
to close in the liquor and vice drive
the building to find.
$110,000 for a poor grade of tire, and
being staged in that section, is being
called this "the tire racket."
Recalls Hospital Contracts
patronized each day by hundreds of
He charged that the American LaFrance Company received ll the con"Ask Mr Cummings about a conthe most prominent men in world aftracts for fire apparatus "because the
tract, May 12, 1930, for construction at
the City Hospital. The lowest bidder
Mayor fixed the specifications so that fairs, if police are to believe the
was Ruggo Brothers, reputable cmno other contractor could live up to flames that are given by the thirsty
tractor with a bid of $224,330. Ask
the contract."
customers as they hurry by the bluehim who got the bid and he will tell
"We need you to come in," said
you he did for $231,000 and then WO
Kelly to the committee. "See what Is
coated guardians of the law on the
was handed him for extras. Why
going on in the Supply Department
way to the barricaded door with its
was the first bidder skipped?
that spends $5,000,000, with the re"On Jan 3, 1933, 'Md.:, were subm:tmoval of the head of the department shiefecd peep-hole.
ted for the extension of the tunnel
in the hands of the Mayor. We are
mystem at the City Hospital. Who got
crying for relief."
EVEN ANDY VOLSTEAD
the contract? Cummings, of course,
Other Kelly charges were that $107,Each night as they return to Back
and he was the fourth bidder. In
000 was paid for land worth only
Bay station with the list of nit!nes smilthree years he got $250,000 of the
$26,000 in the development of the Bosingly supplied them by customers,
poople'm money without bidding. He
ton Airport and that only three low
has buil t Sc', fl new s, hoot bit lit ;II s
which are not always the same coming
bidders were given contracts for street
out as when they enter, the officers
and got $222.000 in extras. And he
paving 5%
shake their heads and with a rtiin 13PS
Isn't done yet. He Is out at Grove
"Give us what they gave the people
them over for the edification or att111130••
Hall working on a new school hurtlin New York city—a real investigawent of their euperiors.
ing and he now wants some extra
tion," shouted
Kelly. "Remember
money for supposed ground defects.
Shish names adorn the lists as Henry
what happened in New York city;
Ford of Detroit, Andrew Crrnegle, Al
"And then we have the situation of
Walker was ousted. They cut the
Smith,
Andy Voislead, Eugene C. Milt.
the Mayor isf Boston, for publicity
budget. materially. If you conic In
man, Joe Ely, Jim Curley and even
purposes entirely, refusing to grant 10
here and the Mayor is ousted, as he
Herbert Hoover sod Franklin D. Rooaesi,
policemen who had risked their lives to
will be, WP can save :5 percent this
veil.
protect the public K. $25 increase in
veer and do it without having to cut
For the past three weeks this comedy:
salary recommended by Commissioner
the salaries of employes. Only give
has been going on with the places Ins
Hultman. In the interest of economy
us what, we most numbly ask for.
the Mayor of Boston refused to grent
hope that yott will remember the over.. stead of ilosLng down undav
sure, seemingly siddint
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every day,
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VICE'DRIVIth
HITS SNAG
AT SPEAKIE

Patrons Give Names,
But Oh,Such
Names

tlerveettgarion.
it isn't the expense',"- tirged NIlend.
"It's the exposure."
Mr Whiteside first addressed himself to Finance Commission Chairman Goodwin, saying:
"Concerning Frank Goodwin, I have
little to say. His digs jute roll off my
hack like water from a duck's. •A good
deal of what he says is untrue And
most of the rest is wrong. I have
great respect for hie energy and no
regard for his judgment. His theories
are ridiculous and anybody with any
sense would not take him seriously at.
all."
Whiteside disclaimed Any desire to
enact the role of a prosecutor, adding,
however, that there were several cornpetent lawyers in Boston who could
do a satisfactory job And at the same
time not put the public to the expense
which developed in the New York city
administration inquiry.
In this connection Whiteside again
cautioned the committee that if any
Investigation were started, a sufficient
appropriation should be allowed. "It
costs money," he went on, "to employ
council, investigators, detectives, etc."

1
'KELLY IVIAKES CHARGES "
TO STATE HOUSE GROUP'

Denies Court Move Possible
Crossing swords with Whiteside,
Senator Finnigan asked him if the end
Fought by the petitioners could not be
achieved through taking advanlege of
the provisions of Chapter 44 of the
General Laws, which recites the
things which a municipality Can or
cannot do, and the means to do them.
The Senator read a section of the
chapter relating to the right of persons interested in the operation of
Government to apeal to the Supreme
Court and I e asked Whiteside If he
had contemplated such a step.
"No," replied Whiteside.
"Well, why haven't you " caked
Finnigan.
00m.ion.• 0
•
"Have you read the court opinions
on the subject?"
IUM
THE
GARDNER
AUDITOR
IN
G
THE BOSTON CITY COUNCILOR SPEARIN
"Yes, most of them," replied SenYESTERDAY
ator Finnigan.
"Well if you had read them all you duly appointed committee, and will he Lists Things He "Spotted"
woUld. have found that the chapter is glad to."
"I looked at several items at random
not applicable," remarked Whiteside.
simply
,
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Whiteside then referred to the gosth-±
Enough
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Near Whiteside sat Goodwin who Boston -could be reduced by ;450,- certain materials did not come
nodded his head apparently in ap- 000,000 and there could be s. tax rate measurements or standards; that the
proval.
colors were wrong because the colors
if not over $31," he said.
e. Arches.
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this connection the speaker said he 1 day And got the specifications of
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"After every attack on me by Mayor posed to live up to them in
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the School Depart- Mayor ought to be inveatigated„'
Curley or Goodwin people have either with the wishes of
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written me or told me of things which ment.
specifications. I am a layman, not a Denies Voting Sc
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pose of Haute Bill 30 to proVide for
an investigation of the City of Boston and the Boston Finance Commtsscion, by a special Legislative Committee empowered to get all of the facts
at a cost not to exceed $100,000. Thel
committee would investigate all the
acts of Mayor Curley during his present administration; of Mayor Malcolm
E. Nichols during his t!dministration,
and the activities of the Finance Commission, of which Frank A. Goodwin
Is chairman.
Mr Dixon explained that what he
wanted was an investigation similar
to the Hofstadter investigation of the
affairs of New York city—an inquiry
Into city goveimment, its expenses; a
study of the city charter, and legislation to compel an honest and efficient
administration to reduce the tax tate.
He said that he and his organization believed that there had been
waste, corruption and graft during the
administrations of Curley and Nifikl91114 1.48,4 .41.4 AUlai9Z WO. velum& to
; cooperate or listen in citizens who
I cried for relief from taxation and that
j he abused and insulted those who dil1 fered with hint.

Welfare Inquiry "Choked Off"
Curley, he said, choked off the investigation into those who received
aid from the Welfare Department,
leaving the taxpayers in doubt as to
1 what had become of the money. He
asked that Curley's administration Os
subjected to a. clinic because charges
have been made for yeara by responsible men that there has been graft
throughout the administrations of both
Curley and Nichols.
He declared that a committee should
Inquire into lavish expenditure of
money in the present administration
and the widening of Exchange at in
the previous one.
At the conclusion of his address,
State Senator Joseph Finnegan of Boston asked Dixon what his organization
had done about graft and corruption
in city administration before coming
to the Legislature.
Dixon answered that his organization had appeared before the Finance
Commission; before Dist Atty William
"WHERE THERE IS SMOKE 'THERE MAT BE FIRE."
J. Foley and Gov Joseph B. Ely and
had received no encouragement anywhere.
"No," Dixon
Hofstadter committee in New York."
"Have you gone to the Supreme I "That bill was defeated,"
said
Dixon presented Councilor Kelly.
Court?" asked Finnegan.
i Finnegan.
"Three cheers for the next Mayor of
"We have not," Dixon ahswered.
"Did you, or any of your members, Boston," an enthusiast called.
--appear before the Legislature on the
The call was greeted with mixed
Action at Law Provided For
bill paying out $2.50,000 a year to the cheers, boos and hisses.
Pres FiSh
"Then it seems to me that you should etockhclderz of the Teetne Elevated, rapped for order and, when it was
have gone to the Supreme Court before Railway?"
restored, declared! "I'll dear those
Dixon said that he had not. Fin- galleries if this hearing Is not conyou earns to the Legislature. You
already have an adequate remedy ad negan continued questioning him about ducted in an orderly manner."
law, and it would not cost $100.000 of bills that had come before House and
Kelly
aved his hands toward the
the people's money to invoke it." Senate committees, discovering that audience foi silence.
Mrs Hannah
Finnegan quoted the law from a hook Dixon had done nothing about each, Connors, secretary of the smaller
taxand adding after each question. "That payers' association, joined
before him. wiling a provision
him in a
Wheelie I bill
killed."
was
mute
appeal
to the audience for older.
by 10 taxpayers could bring such a'
"Is there anything in this bill," con- State troopers went through
case to the Supreme Court.
the hall
Dixon declared that he did not be- tinued Finnegan, "that will directly to quiet the crowd. People outside. at
lieve the Supreme Court provided an correct the present situation? Is there the glass doors joined in hammering
anything specific in the resolve ex- the doors and police went
adequate remedy.
out and escept a provision for the payment of corted them to the
street.
"In other words," said Finnegan:
1100,000
tolnvestigate
will
Just
?
what
Kelly
began
by
saying
want
"you
that he underto come before the Legisaccomplish?"
stood that hecklers had been planted
lature to present facts which the court It
"It will find out all about graft," in the Audience and
that
would not sustain in the hope that the
the hecklers
Dixon qnswered.
might cheer
well As jeer, so he
:L.egislature would find upon them."
thought you eilreerly told would regard
"Rut
I
any Interruption as
Momentarily Finnegan himself took
charge of the hearing by cross- this committee yeti knew all about heckling and lsked the "hair to so reBt
e
aap4 CIA00P to gard it. He asked the audience to reexamining Dixon.
frain from handclappIng and cheer"Do you realize," he said, "that BOr- find out what we aireaily
toll is paying part of the expense of audience laughed. "Why don't you go ing and asked the chair to remove
anybody
who did so from the hall.
to
the
Supreme.
Court
with your eviChelsea, Revere and Winthrop.''
"Yes," Dixon anewered.
uene if you \
it': '
a Aed.
.
,
"Did you, or your association, apWhiteside Dix,oisses Goodwin
tpear before the Legislative committee Cheers and Boos Greet Kelly
Alexander Whiteride was intss
.considering a bill which would tannin"W• want to provide specific In- after Ex-Represents-tit
ate. Ulla and thus save Boston tax- stances of graft," Dixon explained.
.1Blyit
tiilsi;alwr ,,Itioo,:;,,,,Lk.,•.;;.4,4,...„.. . ."We want, to bring to
ht
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HUNDREDS CHEER, BOO
• CITY GRAFT CHARGES
Wild Excitement Marks Hearing on Demand
For Inquiry—CummingsTakes Floor to Deny
Kelly's Accusations—Latter Brings Guard
Whiteside Hits
Living Scale
of Officials
Charges and countercharges of
graft and corruption in the administration of the city of Boston, with
ng
glaring and shouting, finger-pointi
men
hisses,
and
cheers
. TO ANSWER TEES}, SLANDEROUS
accusers,
"I DEMAND . . . TilS RIGHT . . ENTs"
STA TEM
ejected from the gallery and threats
a Dramatic Appeal For a Rearing to
Matthew Cummings, the Contractor. Bakes State Boum
to clear the Gardner Auditorium
the Committee at the
on
afterno
of spectators yesterday
marked one of the most exciting compamea mm tor protection, tie re- Cummings Demands Floor
hearings ever held ii\t the State
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s
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trol the unruly came at the close of his
money freely to Item, and "built ante- remarks when a silver-haired gentle.
lope houses with the people's money man, his eyes blazing, arose and newhile
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people dressed the committee saying: -Mr
Starved."
Chairman, I am Matthew Cummings
Curley
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of
In his indictment
1 and I demand right here and now the
regime he specified numerous con- 1 right to be heard and to answer these
cerns and people whom he charged Islanderous statements."
The declaration so surprised the
were beneficiaries of the city's .iunty.
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'
gation move, said: "t just want to show
you how far Into the gutter some people 1"1. Big Bluffer"
Presidentmay go. This woman sent
'You've got your remedy if what you
11 that say is true, lint no, you won't do that
elect Roosevelt it letter and tt.il
his son James was getting business from
because you know it isn't true. You're
1
t he mayor of Boston and that she just a big Nutter!"
thought his dad ought to look Into it. ' A roar of laugh'er burst forth as the
od God, isn't there a limit on how
corporation counsel pointed an :accusing
far we can drag people in the mud?"
finger at Kelly. Then booes and hissos.
Discussing the charge that the city lot "Born of Poisoned Mind"
I a large number of contracts without
vertising for bids, Silverman said this
Silverman declared, with reference to
was done because in many cases th?re
the proposed investigation, t: At "the
was no sense in seeking bids. He was
whole proposal was'born of a poisoned
mind In order to injure the mayor of Bos- asked by Sena.'or Arthur W. Hollis of ,
Newton to read the statute under which
ton... He said he sympathized "Rh the
the city was given power to do this.
poor home owners, but that one of the
Silverman asked if it was desired to hav,.3
reasons that the home owner had to pay
him read the whole section or just that t
more than his share of the cost of gov- te,lowm". part relating to the letting of contraets
ernment was be ause tic,
without advertising.
were going to the State hoard of tax ap"Read the whole of IL" said Kelley.
peals and getting big abatements, there.
on
burden
hr throwing that part of the
"I'll read the whole mecion if the comto
go
not
do
who
owners,
home
wants me to, not because Counsmall
mittee
the
the hoard, He urged the Legis'ature to cilor Kelly wants it," said the corpoeaget behind the mayor's proposal to tax Hon counsel.
Asked by Ijollis if he knew of any
intangibles, which, he said, represent
live-sixths of the wea'th Of 111tu-sarbu- other city which had such a provision
,etts and do not pay anything at piesent. in its charter, Silverman said he did not
Another speaker at the hearing had know.
alleged that Mayor Curley had forved the
"But I'm grateful for this provision
o police to stop their investigation of law and grateful for the provision
ilestn
a welfare eases. "I'll tell you why the that allows us to give a contract to other
edcpartment was asked to cease its than the low bidder." be continued. as
;nvestigation," said Silverman. "It was the crowd laughed. Mr. Silverman cited
ti order to save the fair name of the re- I the failure of a garbage collecting ('tin'
-iplents of public welfare from being
tractor in Dorchester, whieh he said
tossed around like a political football by ,! had cost the city money because there
By Richard D. Grant
ambi•
political
police (officers to help the
were 4000 complaints from people whose
Lions of a public official. If the police garbage had to be collected after the
His voice trembling with rage and had continued these people might have contractor had blown up.
with clenched flats frequently upraised as 'teen incited into riot. They had irrespon•
Representative Leo M. Birmingham of
on. the Brighton broke in to ask Silverman
though to smite down the enemies of slide counselors inciting them
a halo. whether the city lost any money vshen
with
here
who
up
come
men
same
Mayor Curley, Corporation Counsel Sam- I'm not so sure that the irresponsible men a contractor, who was bonded by an
uel Silverman today made answer to who make these charges of crime and insurance company, failed on the job.
critics of the city administration who !•onspiracy ought not to be brought be- Silverman attempted to show that the
fore the bar of justice and made to city lost in such cases as the Dorchester
'seek to bring about an investigation by prove it."
, garbage collection case and Birmingham
transacfinancial
its
of
the Legislature
"Well, why don't you?" asked Coun• kept telling him tha the was not giving
rilor Kelly who was sitting a few feet him a direct answer to his question. The
tions.
the sally, corporation counsel finally said:
Mr. Silverman Was deeply stirred and away. Mr. Silverman ignored
"No the edy does not lose money on
at times became very excited. He cate- Easy to Condemn
a contract In which the contractor is
gorically branded all of those respons:ble
"In any depression you will find an protected by a bonding company."
for the move to investigate the city
government as "slanderers, character as- aroused people. It is easy to arouse them
Sassins, vilifyers and the meanest type in times of economic distress and depres- Warns of Taxpayers* Strike
sion. In such times public office holders
o' erson "
Stern warning that Boston may wit"No matter what the committee does." must have the guts, courage and forti- ness a taxpayers' strike in the near futo stand the strain of criticism and
said Silverman," still have faith in Mas- tude
,ondemnation. I'm tired of holding pub- ture unless something is done to curb the
sachusetts and its legislators."
spending proclivities of the city's officials .
This statement the large crowd In e- lic office. It is easy, in times of stress, to was given the committee by Russell S.
ta-ondenon all public officials. It is emu.1
catand
hisses
jeers,
with
met
endance
daily
with the mob psychology for ('oilman. Boston property owner.
balls with a strong undercurrent of boo- this City Councilor (Kelley), to abuse I
There was a large crowd in attendance
ng. The same treatment was accorded
'at Ole Gardner auditorium at the State
the speaker on numerous other occasions everyone in the city service. Ile has con- I House. although the spectators were not
and brought frequent calls to order from demned everyone with his scurrilous and NO numerous as they had been at the
two
'President Erland F. Fish of the Senate, filthy remarks. These could only come previous hearings. Some of them, howpresiding. in the Gardner Auditorium at i ITTlriananni.rremponsible Person," said Mr. ever. arrived as early as eight O'clock in
1 SIe
the State House.
-Every large city in the country has order to get so sits and sat around reading
"Despite everything that has been said
newspapers until President Erland S.
'
here about graft and corruption," Silver- written to Boston, asking for Information Fish of the Senate opened the
proceedman continued, "there isn't a single bit 1 about our public welfare system. They ings at tel. o clock.
of direct evidence of graft anywhere. all want to know how we have been able
"There
no
is
question
but
that
These irresponsible councilors get up to take care of these thousands of pet- ton's revenue source is drying up.BosIt.
and say:'We find the city is spending pie who might be easily incited to riot. simply isr'; there." said Mr.
Codnain.
so much for extras on its contracta This is what we have done but this irre"rhere
will
not be nearly enough
How's that for graft?' Well, gentlemen, sponsible councilor goes down to Haw- money," he continued. "received in
taXesi
did any of you ever build a home, and kins street and to the long line of those to meet the operating
of tiie
It you did you know you had to pay waiting for aid incites them to demand city next year. Don't expenses
he
surprised
it
which
rnote
of
money and quicker payments. He
for certain things the expense
you wake up some morning and find that
iwas not foreseen in the beginning? But is a man who has done more diabolical the city of Boston is in
default."
did you accuse yourself of being corrupt 'doings to injure his city than anyone else."
Mr. Codman said that he and his assor:
or a crook becaue you paid the con- I Somebody in the crowd said something ciates had been called
tax
dodgers, for
exthe
about Mr. Silverman's salary.
tractor who built the house for
dating to protest against unequal treatl
"Yes," he said, looking around, "it'A
tras? Really, it's laughable, If It wasn't
true that I get $10,000 a year, but. . • ." ment and regardless of the fact tl.at
so serious.
they had been paying the bills of tilt
"No . wonder you love the city,"
"It's easy enough to start yelli
I
years.
lered Vounollor Kelly with a big grin on
'graft' and 'oorrtiptitn.' No man
e ask for co-operation of titO
ipublic office is safe nom that accusation,'his face, as the crowd roared, hooted, city autherities all
we get is abuse," hate
You men on the committee know how it jeered and a pola tided.
said.
"This
condition cannot go on le0
H
want this ti
is. You know there are many decent "Mr.
If
it
does
there may be Ala,
men who are afraid to go into politier get onto 'the level of gutter politics." said
ef eceo,
4;`.
which
for fear they would be accused of being M r.Silverman. "If Mr, Kelly releves taxisocts.
that thre is graft and correptim In the
crooked."
thdC!'
told
Codman
Mr. Silverman, referring to Mrs. en y government. why doesn't he go, be.
Hannah Connors, secretary of the Massa- core the proper tribunal and get his in- *ep
!utplfuni
i
411"
t.
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Curley Foes

Corporation Counsel Fights
Back at Accusers of City
Administration
,

Cheers and Jeers "
Greet Declarations
Large Crowd Again Attends
Proceedings Seeking Investigation of City

•

'11,!Ittlg

FINNEGAN 011eti-AN‘E
want this
graft in bu.slness and government, bu
far back would you
"How
now.
; we cannot
go?" Finnegan asked.
When the cost of the city govern ' probe tosatisfied to have it go back to
"I'm
reply.
ment is attacked, the representatives e
tt Adam if necessary," was Paul's
who
the administration give us analyses
ever hear of the manhorse
yc,u
"Did
.).5
such
costs,
the
of
some
the
show that
an closed the stable doors after
asked.
the school and police departments,
was stolen?" Finnegan
out of control of the city.
I think they
"I've heard of him, but
Paul reON
STRATI
ADMINI
HITS AT
keep on closing those doors," from the
gales of laughter
"It makes no Oiffeccnce to the tax- plied amid
crowd.
d propayer which department is extravagant,
The final speaker for organize
0ouncilman
we
What
money.
the
, or who spends
ponents of the bill was City
repeated his forme'
would like to know is why, in a falling Francis Kelly, who
rati..t "the present administwitt
commodity market, and with income-s charges
top to bottom
front
reeks
tion
s tOI
expease ol
cut, the city government continue
graft and corruption at the
exixind its budget.
taxpayer.
the
rapresent ir
''Why did the present administ
A.sa final move, all those
tion have the police investigation of the favor of a legislative investigation were
welfare department stopped? It was be-- asked to rise. About three -fifths of the
cause things were getting a little too1 estimated crowd of 800 rose.
close to the administration.
"Favoritism, graft, end gross inequalities have been allowed to exist i
The taxthe payment of the dole.
payer expects to care for the needy, but
the
he has a right to demand that
$12,000,000 be not scattered broadcast.
"It should have an equitable distribution.
I ''Did the administration consider the
\taxpayer when it awarded the contract
bidI for traffic signals to the highest
der?
"And how about the land purchase
I for the approach to the East Boston
tunnel? We are told by the finance
commission that it was obtained by a
confidential representative of the transit department.
"If the transit department needs an
investigation, let's have it. Let's have
will
the whole thing, so the taxpayer burknow why he is being crushed by
dens of taxes.
"The backers of this investigation are
not irresponsible people. It is not a
group of mattress voters which is asking
this probe. It is the backbone of the
community, the responsible small taxpayer."
The second speaker in favor of the
petition was Russell S. Codman, promiMayor Curley called on Governor
nent Boston real estate dealer. Declartoward
today and urged that someEly
city
the
of
attitude
the
ing that
those seeking' relief had been hostile thing be done to save Massachu:
declared
rather than sympathetic, he
setts cities and towns from another
"It is very likely that there will be a
taxpayers strike in the city of Boston, ta xrate increase this year. The
and that the Boston taxpayers will nayor waz accompanied by Budget
wake up some fine morning to find the Thrtim15taioner Fox end City Audi
slit; in default."
or Carven.
"In common with mayors and
SENATOR PARKMAN SPEAKS
ration
acmintst
city
chairmen of the boards of selectHe charged the
men throughout the State, I am
with attempting to abolish the state
fearful of an increase in municiboard of appeals, "the only tribunal to
pal taxes this year," said Mayor
which taxpayers may bring their
Curley to newspapermen.
troubles."
"Practically every economy that
State Senator Henry Parkman of can be made has ben put into efthe
filed
had
Back Bay said that he
fect. It is now a question of getpetition by request, and that he beting some kind of relief or abanlieved the taxpayers had a right to
doning. necessary projects and
present their case.
services.
Stating his belief that the investiga"I have asked the Governor to
tion would be a necessary step toward
call a conference of mayors and
improvement of city government, he
chairmen of the boards of select.
said that the $100,000 which it would
men to formulate some kind of
require would be made up many times
over in savings that would be insti- program for relief, somewhat simtuted.
ilar to the conference of Gov"We hope to do something which we ernors that Franklin I). Roosevelt
declared
should have done years ago,"
Is calling.
William A. Davidson, member of the
"The tax rates are advancing
'
Real Estate Owners Association,
all over the State by from $3 to $8
"If we don't get relief this way, we or $9. In
Fall River they have
will get it another way. Taxation in
this city is robbery of the lowest type: cut out all sorts of services former13 .opplied ti
the (•ity, yet
l'axpayera arri robbed with thtiir eye
the ta xrate advanced $3.70."
wide open."
iodhimWilliam J. Paul, who anneUnt
self as a taxpayer, was the MiXt
sPoklei
In favor the 'aiU It was durIng
nig
/10)MatOr
Ites
Ik4drafeA
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CUR LEY TALKS
i'.1111 ELY ON
TAXATION

Mayor Seeks to Prevent New Boost in
Rates in '33

COOLIDGE SAYS
HE'LL STAY PUT

Washington, Feb. 10—Senator
Marcus A. Coolidge today denial
with emphasis the published re-.!
ports in Boston that he intends to
resign from the Senate and accept
an ambassadorship abroad
"I am not interested In any
ambassadorship," he said. "The
senate is entirely satisfactory to
me. This is just another of those
st0ries."

"Nothing to Say About
It," Curley's Answer
Mayer Curley declined to comment today upon published reports
that he would become a United
States senator by appointment after
President-elect Roosevelt takes offlee.
"The matter never having been
presented to me officially, I have
nothing to say about it," he said.
He admitted having read a speculative ctory predicting the resigns.
Dor! of Senator Marcus A. Coolidge
to accept an ambassadorship to
Paris or Rome and his own appointment to complete Senator
Coolidge's unfinished term.

, ,

Asks Ely to Cali

Relief Conference
Curley Urges Meeting as Means
of Preventing Increase in
Taxes
Governor Joseph B. Ely today was requested by Mayor Curley of Boston to
n
call a conferenceof mayors and chairmeof
of boards of selectmen for the purpose
formulating a program of relief for cities
and towns which are faced with local tax
increases. The mayor was accompanied
to the executive -offices by Rupert S.
Carven, city auditor, and Budget Com.'
missioner Charles J. Fox.
Following the conference with the governor, which lasted for nearly an hour,
the mayor told newspapermen that the
mayors and selectmen are fearful of increases in local tax rates and although
various esonomies have been practised by
the municipalities, it is the belief that the
State will have to provide relief to prevent such increases. "It's everybody's
problem today," the mayor said. The
term of taxation relief desired, whether a
$20,000,000 bond issue or something else,
the mayor was linable to state.
The governor, in considering, the pro'
Posal, expressed the opinion that such a,
meeting might be deferred until relletI
measures which are pending before
Presnt sesion if th. 14004410r0 404
obeivl nf
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ROOSEVELT IS

BROUGHT INTO
I

,ahred of direct evidence of any suen
graft or corruption."
Frequently levelling his finger at
Councilman Francis Kelly of DorchCity
ester, Silverman was bitter in his denunciation of Kelly's part in urging
an
investigation.
•
SCORES KELLY
"It is easy with mob psychology for
i
this city councilman," Silverman
declared, pointing at Kelly, "to abuse
every one in the city service. He
has
condemned every one with his scurri
lous and filthy remarks. These
only, come from an irresponsibl could
e per-

ececah
cuiatsryegeviste 1,h
.fc.i.as
aret tdgheeetin
n:reset
g
wal
aS
tsil)oelaaiinto
ln
ted
too
close to city
Silverman
reared: —they say this becau
se the'
don't know the facts."
"I know the facts, and he doesn't,"
Silverman cried, again
pointing out
Kelly.
"The investigation was stopped
protect the fair name of recipients to
that
would be tossed about like a politi
football by a head of the police deparcal
tment who was seeking higher
political
office."
Siverman charged Kelly with inciting recipients of aid from the welfar
department to demand more money ande
quicker payment.
QUIZZED ON CONTRACTS
"This is the man," he cried, "who
comes here with a halo over his head
find pleads for his fair city,
the man
In a session marked by
lwho has done more diabolical thing
heckling and hisses, forc
s to
es
of
Mayor injure his city than anyone
Curley took the floor toda
else."
y before the legislativ
Two members of the committee,
e committee on
Rep.
rules, to lead a sensa
tional counter-attack
against the petition Leo M. Birmingham and Senator Finfor an investigation
negan. interrupted Silverman to quesinto the administration of
the city of Boston. tion him concerning
the awards of
With the mayor himself
certain contracts.
close at hand, in
,conference with
"If there was graft or collusion or
Gov. Ely, Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverma
n, spokesman corruption in giving these contracts out,
for the opposition, flaye
then Kelly should Have gone to
d proponents of the bill
for the methods prener tribunal indictments those the
imthey have pursued.
pike ted.
. "But there was nothing unlawful, It
CITES ROOSEVELT NOTE
rity of one of its members as tney usa having been
given by the legislature
Before more than 800 persons,
to the mayor in the city charter, the
who but a few momenta ago."
Here Silverman referred to attempts authority to give
'thronged the Gardner auditorium at the
out contracts"
to heckle Senator Joseph Finnegan of
Silverman
state House for the morning
session, Dorchester. member of the. committee. /he morning /still held the floor when
session adjorned at 12:30
Silverman brought the name
of Presi- At one time a woman rose from the P. M.
ident-elect Roosevelt into the
When the hearing was resumed at
discussion. audience to declare that she doubted
Silverman produced ft letter which
the hones
2 P. M., Silverman plunged immediatehe "Any ty of Finnegan.
man who challe
„declared an .official 'of the
the hon- br into the question of awards of school
Massachu- esty of any member ofnges legisl
a
ative building contracts, with special refersetts Real Estate Owners'
Association committee," Silverman declared,"should ence to Matthew Cummings,
prominent
had sent to newspapers and
Boston contractor.
to Presi- be denied the right of free speech.
dent-elect Roosevelt, and,
Silverman said that figures compiled
in which, ac- 1 "The question under consideration
should be approached in a dispassioned by the city auditor revealed that schoo
cording to Silverman, ft son
velt was said to be connected of Roose- manner, and a conclusion reached after - ontracts awarded Cummings duringl
with Boston's administration.
a logical review of the facts, unswayed ;he last three years totalled $2781,162.10.
This letter, Silverman declar
by emotion or by mob psychology.
Of this amount over the three-year
ed,
asked
Roosevelt as a father to look
period, Silverman said, extra charges
into
the
AGAI
NST
MOB
PSYC
HOLO
activities of his son. "Good
GY
:otalled $153,686. or less than 6 per
verman cried, "isn't there God," Sil- "Yet here we have a packed hall— cent. of the combined total of
a limit to
costs Or
which people may be dragged
into the Mob psychology. I could easily bring work done.
mud?"
Befor
the
e
opposition to the petition
a crowd of my friends to this audiwas reached, proponents concluded
CHARGES SLANDER
their
torium, but I do not believe this is the icaec. Charg
es were directed against
In opening his address,
said that he was appearing Silverman way to consider the question at issue. I the administration by Edward L.
as a citizen want no mob
and as a taxpayer, as well
psychology. I want a Schoenberg, who represented the MU.
sachusetts Rea) Estate Owners'
tion counsel, to defend the as corpora- logical presentation of the case."
Associagood name
of the city of Boston.
At this point, Silverman turned to tion.
As the first. speaker, ..S<thoetCY'rg
Railing Realest condee ' thee
'addre
ss the audience. He produ
said •
the that the organize/tem:A of
oring a legislative investigatio far. letter which he said was sent ced
to Presin, he
.vp.eseneative Is not a politi
shouted, "It has been slander,
dent-e
lect
cal,
Roosev
out
elt,
and was loud in He said'
character
assassination, vilification
and abuse of his denunedation of such tactics.
"Our purpose is economic
the meanest type.
I Silverman declared that he Was possible. The
salvat
rising coat of city ion:*
"And the meanest thing
We'
could 'ready to prove that all charges against errunent Is sufficient reaso
do," he conthitied, "they did they
n
for
admini
,the
strati
on
were
w
basele
en they
ss.
vestlgation and
fita=
•
s2tir
.it
ev
log that
having
•

Silverman, Condemning Proponents of
Investigation, Reads Letter Sent Piesiden
t-elect, in
Which He Is Informed His Son Is "Linke
d with
Boston Administration"--Denies Any Graf
t Evidence Has Been Introduced

Pit

. 1.111N , OT'pbolso'ner
H
CLASH WITH
SILVERMAN,
FINNEGAN
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Kil"

•

collected hae decteased
millind
*
"
s ho
tr
hn
e ofoci
'lltf
gutter
year for three years. Unlesseach
politics."
we
take immediate steps to
Resenting the charges that City
a flagrant situation, we remedy
Hall stopped the police probe of
must lie
welfare donations, last year, beprepared for financial chaos in
cause "It Was getting too close to ' city affairs."
the administration," he said the inWOULD BARE ALL COSTS
vestigation ended abruptly to proSchr-mberg said that even if it
tect unfortunates from the pubwere admitted
thr increasing
licity sought for his own aims by
the "head of the police departments amounts paid for public welfare
are
entirely
reasonable, that was
who had political ambitions."
Ionly a greater reason for scrutiny
"I have never heard of such
,of
all
other
expenditures.
character assassination, abuse,
The bill seeks not only to lay:
vilification and slander as has
bare the administration's financial
been indulged in by Councillors
record but also the re.;ords of deDowd, Kelly and others," said
partments over which the mayot
the city law department head.
has
no control, he Isolate.' out.
"They have excited mob psychol"Even if . in the unlikely event'
ogy In an abnormal period when
that no corruption should he disIt was easy to do so."
closed," he declared, "the investiI His statement that he could fill gation would still be of immeasurMuch larger hall with opponents able value to taxpayers if the study
resulted in reorganization which
tot the bill WRS greeted by a chorus would
prevent the abuses which
groans.
have here been specifically enum"Among all the loose charges
erated
as
being rampant in affairs
there has not been a scintilla of
of the pity.
evidence," he claimed.
"If cost is the chief objection let
WELLY DEFIES HIM
Disregarding the .presence Jeers and applause greeted Sen. It be remembered that the real
estate owners would bear 80 per
and warnings of 12 State polieeFinnegan's announcement that al- cent of the cost, through taxation,
yesterday
he
said
had
though he
and that they are the petitioners."
and several State House eusto- would vote against the bill he CODMAN BACKS
BILL
mind if
change
his
to
ready
y
dians, a capacity crowd jammed
The
investigation,
he
said
any evidence were produced.
show why the police probe
Gardner Auditorium again to, Silverman again took up his "might
or
the
public
welfare
department
theme and said that those who
.
day, cheering and jeering aP'made charges against the adminis- suddenly stopped when it apparently
got
too
close
to
the
adminisbefore
"brought
tration should be
tration."
the bar of justice."
The like matter of property rebill seeking a $100,000 investi. "Why don't you do it?" chat- valuations
and "how representa• ienged Councillor Kelly.
tives
of the Transit Commission
gation of Mayor Curley's admin. Silverman said the conspiracy
can
buy
land
at lower prices than
charge against the city and the
istration.
It is sold
. ,liret National Bank was unwar- be inquiredto the city" should also
into, he stated.
For the third time in as manylranted; that in reality the city
Russell S. Codman, one of Boshearing days, the demonstration lowed the bank a debt of gratitude ton's largest real
estate operators,
it
reached the near riot stage anclifeouru..a $5,000,000 loan, which
supported the bill and resented the
in get nowhere else, to keep
was quelled only by a "last warn-1schools open, and provide food and
Ing" that the hall would be cleared shelter for unfortunate.
of all but witnesses if it persisted. Pointing at Mrs. Hannah Connors of Milton, petitioner for the
probe, he accused her of sending a
Loud-voiced clashes indicating letter to President-elect Roosevelt
personal animosity were engaged In stating that Roosevelt's son was
by Corporation Counsel Samuel receiving business favors from
Police commissioner 11111f
Silverman, Sen. Joseph Finnegan Mayor Curley.
man's "political ambitions"
and City Councillor Francis Kelly. Curley, he said, is anxious to
were one reason why the city
Although from the noise and reach the tax-dodgers who have
stopped the police investigageneral hub-bub it appeared as if large, intangible incomes and are
tion of the welfare departthe partisans were again about permitted to place most of the
ment last !year, Corp. Counsel
equally divided for and against burden on the small property-ownSamuel Silverman
charged
the bill, when Senator Erland Fish ere.
t..day at the Curley probe bill
those in favor COSTS JUMP 50 PER CENT
requested that
hearing. He said:
stand more than half of the 1000 Apparently the disorders
"The administration can reattendmen and women got to their feet, jag both previous hearings
ply t 114, innuendo with rewere
Many persons who failed to geti not to
gard to the welfare probe by
the liking of the proponents.
seats yesterday were on hand to- Mrs. Connors, secretary
announcing that the eitv
of the
day two hours before the hearing Massachusetts
wished to protect the rights
Real Estate Owners'
resumed, and later crowds again Association, and petitioner
and reputations of lots of unfor the
were turned away,
probe, was heard to remark to a
fortunates who, for the first
The proponents of the bill, after colleague:
tiny, were compelled to seek
two more hours of charges that
"We've got to get a bit of highpub
aid, when the head of
city financial affairs are "rotten," brow stuff
thi police department, who
injected into this."
concluded their case with an ari. Edward L.
had political ambitions, sought
Schoenberg, of counnouncement by Coucillor Kelly that sel for the
put*I'e;., ;or hie own aims."
association, the first
If the $100,000 appropriatio is
standing in the way of winning speaker, said the investigation was
the favor of the rules committee being sought
on economic, not attitu
of city officials who, he .
(which will report the bill) he will political, grounds, stressing the said,
the masters, not the serraise that amount among home- Point that within the past 12 years vant*
t the public, and were tryowners in two weeks, and deposit the cost of city government has
increased 50 per cent as against a ing tt; prevent the facts from beit in. a bank.
population increase of only four comin, CT C 1.
SILVERMAN FLAYS BILL
, per rent.
TAXATION "ROBBERY"
"But not in the First National,"
"No private enterprise could
he %Mid to an accompaniment of
Codman
warned that unless
stand
such
a condition without k.ometh ing
boolis and shouts of approval.
is done Boston will find
going
Into
bankruptcy,"
he said. itself in default. of its obligations.
Corporal ion Counsel Silverman, Itt
..ruatathi.
warrants
ualsp4m
ha
o
ve t.11
Increased
0
1.;
appearing . for ,. the city, charged.
Senator Henry Paramar., Jr., of

State House Uproara
Comes at Charges kif loud,
!!
of "Grafting

This Is Reason
Welfare Probe
Was Halted

•

I

I

DEMAND 2
MAYORS'
PROBE
Demand for a "Hofstadter"
investigation of Mayor Curley's
administration, to cost $100,000,
was made yesterday before a
Ipacked hall at the State House,
las state troopers battled more
than 1000 who could not gain
admittance to the second day's
nearing on the petition.

iti the Nichols administration was
not centralized by him, but there
iN no (WOO that there was plenty
if it.
"There hos been as much
shown at this hearing AN was
shown in New l'crk before the
Hofstadter cttttt mission was appointed. The only grounds for
refusing this investigation is that
a commission could not accomplish results and justify the expense.
HITS AT EXTRAVAGANCE
"If the New York Assembly
had taken this ground before,
appointing the Hofstadter Commission, nothing would have been would
Judge Seahury
done.
have no opportunity to expose
the facts and New York would
still have In office that play-boy
.mayor, the darling of the gods,
Jimmy Walker."
Sen. Finnegan of the committee •
told Dixon the petitioners wopid
have been of more assistance to
the taxpayers if they had fought
for specific legislation to check extravagance, rather than asking for
$100,000 for investigation.
City Councillor Kelly launched
an attack upon contracts awarded
Cummings, contractor,
!Matthew
I who, he said, had received $5,000,000 of the taxpayers' money, despite
being often underbid. He read
many specific charges concerning
various building projects.
Atty. Whiteside announced he appeared as a citizen. He called for
a sweeping investigation of Boston's government, past and present.
He characterized the criticism of
expenditure of $100,000 as a srook,escreen, directing his remarks in
this respect at Sen. Finnegan.

Charges of widespread corruption
during the last two or three administrations were made.
Alexander Whiteside, attorney,
and leader of
the Mass. Real
Estate Owners'
Assn., Inc., chief
fo r
agitators
the probe, was
accused of having an ambition
to be "the Judge
Seabury of Boston."
It was specifically charged
that there was
graft in the
Nichols adminAtty Silverman
City
istration.
Councillor Francis Kelly continued
his expose of alleged graft in construction contracts and land takACCUSED AS "SEABURY"
ings.
Accused of wishing to be the Sea
The hearing vas conducted with
difficulty, there being frequent in- bury of Boston, Whiteside said
terruptions while troopers, state there were several competent lawhouse attaches and officials at- yers in Boston who could "do I
satisfactory job."
tempted to quiet the crowd which
"An investigation. would clear
Gardner
filled every corner of
the atmosphere," he said, "and I
Auditorium and overflowed about
should think both Mr. Curley and
the corridors.
Mr. Goodwin would he willing to
Request of Corp. Counsel Samuel
put it through.
iv.
officials
city
that
Silverman
"You gentlemen have noticed
an
to
opportunity
early
an
given
the scale of living Indulged in by
was
allegations
slanderous
swer
City officials and you know the
Fish
turned down by Pres. Erland
compensation they reeelve. And
the
In speaking about the affairs of
of the Senate at the outset of
hearing. Fish rried there was no
city officials, it might he well to
quote from Martin Lornasney
time limit for the proponents of
when he said, 'Where did they
the measure.
the
for
counsel
get. tt ?'"
Henry J. Dixon,
speaker
first
The hearing will resume at 10
Real Estate Owners,
denied the members held any per a. m today, and last through the
CurMayor
against
dav
sonal animus
ley.
present
the
of
aim
He said the
city charter to achieve honest an i
; efficient government in Boston has
He urged that the administration
of Mayor Nichols be probed and
the allegations of graft of that period be delved into. He said: '
NICHOLS PROBE URGED
"For ninny years charges hal e
heen made by responsible men
that there was graft in the Nichols :id ' 1st rat ion, and In the
present administration. These accusations were made on the
stump, radio and in the council
chamber of HOSIM111,
"Yon Ortill7itt
ioi in and explain *bout the

vxmbonzeids, 4641,L.hoi, rto PAO

Curley Wants
Radio for
Police
Mayor Curley today placed himself on record, as favoring instalPai tion of short-wave radio in the Boston police department and put it
squarely up to Commissioner Hultman to act.
Hultman yesterday said he fa1
vored adoption of the recommendsthins made by Technology experts,
Including radio as an auxiliary to
the eommUnications system.
As far as could be learned to.
day, however, he has taken no steps
to adopt radio since the escape of
the killers of Charles (King) Solomon showed how serious was the
need of it.
Mayor Curley's stand, expressed
in a letter to City Councillor Israel
Ruby of Dorchester. was hailed by
Ruby as a victory for the city council and the Boston Evening American.
The mayor wrote to Ruby in reply to a letter frqm the councilman
in which Ruby enclosed a demand
he had made on the polio. commissioner for installation of radio
Mayor Curley wrote to Ruby:
"I have read your letter actdressed to Police Colmar. Halt.
man and, having had an opportunity to familiarize myself with
the operation of the police broadcasting system in other cities, I
MAI in agreement with you that
1 the installation of this system in
1 Boston would be of real value.
"I shall await the recommendations of the police commissioner,
and shall inform you as to his
position whrn I am in receipt of
the same."
Cooncillor Ruby said in cony
inenting on this letter:
"This stand of the mayor is.
an indication of victory for the ??
members of the city council and
the editors of the Boston Evening
American in their fight for histallation of such equipment in
the Boston POliCP Denartment."

1

this W11, MO'hater hag tEP.'
're'
tire from business arid Stop soliciting funds from harassed taxpayers.
Mr. Whiteside, who said he had quite
a number of leads as to corruption
which he would hand over to a duly
authorized investigative body, said he
had no desire to be a "Boston Seabury " He added, hr vt,er. that. there
were several competent Boston lawyers
who could do a satisfactory Job and at
the same time do it more cheaply than
l it was done in New York.
I He declared that if an investigation
were started a sufficient appropriation
. should be allowed, adding "it costs
money to employ counsel, investigators
and detectives."

"FRTY`BOSTON CITY PROBE HEARING

r

QUOTES LOMASNEY
"An investigation," he continued,
"would clear the atmosphere and I
should think that both Mayor Curley
and Finance Commissioner Goodwin
would be willing to have it put through.
You gentlemen have probably noticed 1
the scale of living indulged in by city'
officials and you know the compensaCOuNtIt MAN
tion they receive.
You have heard
these charges. Where there is smoke,
KELL'y
there may be fire. And in speaking
about the affairs of the city officials it
might be well to quote from Martin
Lomasney, an honored citizen, who
said, 'Where did they get it?'.
, Continuing, Mr. Whiteside said' that
, it was impossible for a group of private
' citizens to make an investigation and
:that the only body which can obtain
::0.1:
DA14,N(
F IN4
14,T)O
*
genuine evidence of worth is a public
one.
"After every attack on me by Mayor
BP:IWC'
t<tRLRYeA-1)
Curley and Mr. Goodwin," he said,
'AILAT WILL
"people have either written me or told
HT HAVE
!me of things which they believe to be
Tr' t OSAY.•
I wrong. I've got all of these leads. In
fact, I've saved them up. I will turn
these over to a duly appointed committee and be glad to.
HENRY DI1LON
"I believe this investigation should
COUITAL FOR.
be authorized. If it is not authorized.
TEE ASSOC•Al tOtH
I very much fear that conditions in
I "PcH-I T
Boston will be come far worse than
Qusil
.44
pPei
•
anything yet seen."
DC.f
As Councilman Kelly advanced toward the committee to continue his arguments of Tuesday, his appearance elicited a burst of cheering.
"Three cheers for the next mayor of
'Boston," a voice screamed from the
so CH The ONLy 0002
A eTAMPEOr
ga 11cries.
' He opened with an attack on Cummings, reviewed alleged evidence of
, fraud in the granting of city contracts,
and closed with an impassioned
appeal
for an investigation.
URGES REAL PROBE
"Give us what they gave the people
of New York city," he pleaded. "Give
us a real inv,tigation. Remember what
happened when Walker was ousted in
New York. They cut the budget materially. If you authorise the investigation and the mayor is ousted, we can
save 15 per cent, this year and do it
without cutting the salaries of employes.
"Only give us what we most, humbly
ask for. Remember Boston's overburdened taxpayers. Why is it that
other cities and towns around Boston
have been able to decrease their taxes
while Boston's taxes are raised? I tell
you the answer is this, graft and corruption. Come in here with a real investigation and oust the mayor of Boston forever."
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Another voice cried:
"What are you getting out of this,
Whiteside?"
Still standing, Senator Finnegan
asked Whiteside if he was familiar with
the part of the statute which provide:
for recourse to the courts In the event
of maladministration of a municipality.
"That law is not applicable to this
mings!"
situation," Whiteside answered.
While the audience roared applause
Senator Finnegan then read the law
and derision, Cummings's son gestured and Whiteside asked him if he was
familiar,
with the decisions of the courts
councilman
the
pugnaciously toward
relative to it.
and shouted, "Oh, no you won't,
"If you had read the decisions," he
said, "you would know that the law is
Kelly!"
' Rapping for order, Senator Fish, pre- not applicable."
"If you had read the decisions," Finsiding, told Cummings that he would negan retorted, "you would know that
later be given opportunity to answer the ihe law is applicable."
,charges. Scarcely had the tumult subCROWD REAL FEATURE,
sided when Senator Finnegan asked
The real feature of the session was
Kelly if he had sought to correct con- not the speaker, nor the committee, nor
ditions through appeal to the courts as the declarations made. It was in this
provided by statute and added that he instance, as it was last Tuesday, the
crowd. The auditorium was tightly
had always fought for the welfare of and uncomfortably packed with
a mass
of humanity an hour before the hearthe city.
do
ing
to
opened. Two thousand stormed the
"Then here's your chance
doors. There was room for but 1000.
something now," Kelly shouted.
During the hearing an angry mass of
"Well, I'll tell you this," Finnegan those excluded beat on the locked doom
iflashed, half rising from his chair. clamoring vainly for admission. Among
those excluded
"No one has sought to influence me. ly, one of the was Frederick Connolprincipal speakers at the
You people are too busy fighting among first hearing and president of the Massthe
From
achusetts
anywhere.
Real Estate Owners' Assoyourselves to get
By RICHARD 0. BOYER
which is sponsoring the demand
evidence I have heard so far, I intend ciation
for an investigation. Scheduled to
Amid catcalls and cheers, hisses and
to vote against an investigation and Speak at yesterday's hearing. Connolly
jeers, a noisy, belligerent crowd of 1000 save the city $100,000!"
pleaded with state troopers, State House
packed Gardiner auditorium in the
With Curley proponents whooping in guards, the Senate sergeant-at-arms
and others in a vain effort to gain
State House and for the second time approval, and Curley opponents yelling entry.
Representative
former
The crowd was an mill:alai one, comderision,
demanded a legislative investigation of in
. Thomas Niland of East Boston, arose posed as it wa.1 of Curley admirers, and
Boston at a hearing yesterday marked ,and addressing Senator Finnegan said, indignant taxpayer:3. As vocal as were
the former, the taxpayers
I
by frequent clashes between Senator "You say you object to this investiga- more so, making indignant were even
asides all
tion because it will cost $100,000. If I through
the meeting, and at its end a
the
advocates
of
Joseph Finnegan and
didnt think it would save $10,000,000, group of
them
charged
Senator
FinneI'd be willing to drop dead now."
city inquiry.
gan and
reproved him for an"I warn this committee," said Niland nounclug angrily
his
stand before the evidence'
Senator Finnegan, member of the In concluding after wholesale charges
was completed before the legislative
legislative rules committee hearing the of graft, "that we (the Massachusetts committee. Different from crowds of
Real Estate Owners Association) will two years
petition for inquiry, flatly announced, save 100,000 members in three months dercurrentago, this one posses.sed an unof bitterness, a result, peramid a vocal storm of protest and ap- If this investigation is refused. Don't haps, of the depression.
chorus
contractor's
by
a
sad
fooled
DIXON SPEAKS
proval, that he would vote against r any cleverly conceived propaganda.
Henry J. Dixon. counsel for the
want no revolt. We want no
'We
authorization of an inquiry. He Inkevolution. Defeat of this petition will Massachusetts Real Estate Owners'
A 'Association. opened the hearing and
dulged in a flurry of verbal pyrotechnics De a blow to the public welfare.
said in part:
with Alexander Whiteside, prominent ormer Governor has said, I have faith
Massachusetts.'
If
you
really
The scientific n ethod of apwant
,n
proach to tbeprobh m of municipal
attorney, one of a series of speakers who ,he people to have faith in Massachuwaste, extravagance
if you want law and order, vote
and
graft
declared that seaious consequences otts,
would seem to hold a clinic on the
or this investigation. It will be oplast
two or three administrations,
would result to Boston unless an in- : osed, if it is opposed, only by guilty
not for the purpose of attacking
'ionscienees."
quiry were voted. Others will advocate
individuals but to seei.cii out the
WHITESIDE CIIALLENGED
methods sairsued by those who
a city investigation at a third hearing
Whiteside, Who explained that he
prey upon the taxpayers in
to be held at 10 A. M. today when spoke as a citizen of Boston and not as ( that we may adopt methods order
of prevention in the future.
Mayor Curley's administration will be n official of the Massachusetts Tax
ssociation, had scarcely started speakFor many years charges have
defended and other opponents of the fig when he aroused the ire of Senbeen made by responsible men
ator Finnegan by saying that objection
that there was graft in the Nichols
proposal will speak.
to the $100,000 needed for the investiadministration and in the present
CUMMINGS APPEARS
gation was "merely a smoke screen."
a dministra tion.
These
accuSenator Finnegan',s face flushed and
lions were made on the stump, in
Perbalis the most dramatic moment
crying.
"Are
you
he
leaped
to
his
feet
the
newspapers,
on
the
radio
and
of a dramatic hearing occurred when insinuating that I am erecting a smoke
in the council chamber of Boston,
Cummings, wealthy con- .icreen?"
Matthew
Serious charges have been made Itt.
Whiteside, tall, bald-headed and imthis hearing by two councillors and •
tractor, a portly old man with sliver
dignified, contented
himself
at the very least it must be adhair and mustache, pushed through the posingly
with the answer, "I Rm."
mitted that they show evidence
noisy crowd and demanded the right
"For seven years I have worked for
of corruption.
It you do not want to tackle this
to defend himself against the charges the public welfare," Finnegan shouted,
problem when It is laid before you,
brought by Francis Kelly, city council- "and I'll match my record with yours,
to
I respectfully .say that you and the
any time. I'm unrier no obligation
:,
!illeges that (17;4I-timings I as anyone and 1 \‘oi,', let you get away
National Ecciiumy I.
other',tax reforM
with such insinuations."
been- alepolly favored trplOtrar Cug
better •
Through the roar of the crowd came
In Anspliend,ing of unraefono
and e
ihe shout of Samuel Silverman, co
;r!
. ,' '4
Won counsel, who will defend
Ott
.
Duper today.

UPROAR MAIRKS
HEATED C
OVER CITY PROBE

days I have listened to this man Keil%
charges and I demand a -right to clear
my name!''
Kelly's round, ruddy, young face
turned toward Cummings and he
shouted, "I'll put you in jail, Mr. Cum-

Finnegan Jeered as He
Refuses to Support
Inquiry Petition
CONTRACTOR FACES
KELLY AT HEARING

Cummings Demands to Be
Heard—Whiteside Has
Graft 'Leads'

L

rfl

i

got

-

that after the plunder he had row
$351,731.09.''

Court House and City Hospital •.

Kelly then said that on anoth
$300
health unit contract, amounting to
000, the Mayor of Boston ''gave Cu
e.
for
risings $9500 in spending money
trail." He cited the East Boston Con
House, where because, as he said, Cum.
minis came in too late in the first set
of bids, Curley had the bids readvere
tised. The low bid in the first batch was $307,000, Kelly said, and when the
readvertised bids were opened, Cummings got the contract for $216,000, and
then was allowed $54,410.55 for extras.
-"The extras in this case were said t
be for work underground," said: KelisS.
''and to find them you would have te
tear down the building."
Kelly went into a discussion of. sort.'
tracts given to Cummings for work
at the City Hospital, on a new school•
building at Grove Hell sad elsewhere,
saying that In the past three years, "th .:
pet. contractor" has received some .S.Vs',
000,000 from the taxpayers on contraot
on which he was not the low birlde
most of the time, and has been give
also hundreds of thousands of dolla
•
s..
so
trla
inneexa
criticized the handling of
city's bank deposits, saying that pra
tically the limit allowed by law w
deposited In the closed Industrial Ban
& Trust, with which John J. Curio
was connected, while at the same tim
the Mayor had only a small arsaunt o
his own money on deposit there.

Cites Goodwin Reports
•fi:

.
oto .shows a general view
ititing for and against the

Kelly cited various reports by Chart
map Frank A_ Goodwin of the Finan,
HEARING
HOUSE
STATE
AT
criticism 0f tha
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massed those COPPisOlgan:o°sntiv,leenrihooups
land
,e
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State House yesterday. Here were,
tf
administrl
the
of the scene at the hearing at the
during
stparet
the city's business
proposed investigation of the conduct of
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stb
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thb
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em
lti
end
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t
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suw en
tion of Mayor Curley.
..
.
In the matter of his proposed inveat
Cummings .Lo.httacts Cited
Hanin con- gation,
Whiteside paid .tribute to Mrs.
In his charges of favoritism
'
EsReal
the
Kelly also asked the committee t
Councillor
of
nah Connors, secretary
tracts given to Cummings,
think of hth e
iv
Iss7e4t -no.,wh
In tliV
and one of Kelly also said that in certain instances, iihin,li.
tate Owners' Associatien
had Atlanticreceived
50.t
for the Cummings has not lived up to the spec- he
move
the
in
active
most
the
instances, years without the bids being wive'
Mrs. Ifleations. In certain other
•een
ntlraw
of, tcho:
cthsengitsh
tisasndy; ,
has been paid m
proposed Investigation. Be amid
he said, additional Money
that
aggressive,
provided Bros. to the amount of Rome $2,000,0(
not
.
to Cummings in "extras'
Connors Is honest and
t
concern
N:
ei"
n of for eilnlythse
s
aid
she has built tip an organizatio
not the low bidder; of the Molia.w
eif whern
pthca(lciantiothneL construction of
about 10,000 members, most
in
Packing
Co.,
which
he described as "th
real estate, the Clarence R. Edwards School
are humble owners of
rttr
,,
at 'i
i•eaasg,,)isDolan
Treasure"
in Charlestown, cement plaster was used pet. concern of City
p et"
wheels savings have been invested
and vsbleb., be said, has been paid. Sees
pro,
!
specifically
was
it
places where
homes.
in
suppitaa
for
631.10
for re- hibited under the terms of the contract,
"This IN no high-brow move
of
the
„,,a
,
of
used.
Curds
taking
we and that cheap bricks were also
Pone land
form," said Whiteside. "Perhaps
,,
before you, ass the corner of MassasSusetta R.V‘111110 an
howIf Cummings con.:s
have had enough of them. This,
niytestpra
ac
m
e
hlb
A
t
d
l
e
t,
7
$
1
1
25
:
lch
,
established
earnan
units
of
health
effort
him how many
ever, Is a determined
find under the White fund were built by have been worth $50,000, but fnr whie
est, indignant group of citizens. to
that
ititelit;t1.11.4
ihnGt im
"
money
him," said Kelly, He will tell you
nut what. has been done with the
n
Ask him John .I. Curler, brother of the. Mayor
n- 4.! two were conatructed by him.
they paid In taxes. And every
,
he will
should support them in their demand if he was the low bidder and
He said that the City hat! paid som
He
have to tell you that he was not.
for this investigation."
health $110,000 In the tire racket, for automo
Henry .1. Dixon, counsel for the pm- was No. 3 bidder on the
e tilinett:cef8te
7""l
a4p
.
poor grade at e ltrage9
that
said
$20s,000.
unit and got the contract . for
tItioners for the investigation.
to
the first Prices. He eald that, in
Find out why they skipped Coficerns, ,$107,000 was paid for land East Boston,
he had three or four other speakers
Estate two low bidders, reituteible
in connectio
put on in behalf of the Real
a with the airport which could
have be
Owners' Association. He announced me of which is now constructing
bought
for
$26,000.
Davithe
arid
Mk,
William
(postoffice in Portland,
Russell M. Codman,
one
the
for
perhaps
work
of
and
lot
Paul,
a
other has done
Elevated Act Criticised
son, William J.
speak tn
Of Boston. Cummings will also Thomas A. Nilantl of Bast
or Me others would like to
Boston
investi- City
ll you that run that Roxburr I
WINO to tell
the committee in favor of the
.
I
that health unit he get $53,MO fro. extrac an avoring the insestlgation resolve, criti
, nation. President Fish announced
!soled the city administration for allow
10
at
morning
this
heard
they would be
tog the city to be assessed for deficit
o'clock. Others who may favor the
.which do not exist in connection wit'
proposal will also be given an °pp m,
the operation of the Boston
tunity to state their wishes.
Referring to that. "pernicious Els.vated
act„" Ni
land said that three leglalators it
14
put tin ough that. first -public ottntr
art—Malcolm E. Nichols, afters/a
Mayor and now a cenclid.i
a t6 for th
. .
name office again; Horbort Wilsovi
former poM•A commissioner, In adv.:1i
T. McKnight.
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ER GE PROBE
OF ALLEGED
HUB GRAFT

my record for the past seven years in
public: service ag.titist yours snit! be
perfectly satisfied in iet, judgment he
passed upon the two records by any
competent tribunal."
Then, from the counsel table, onrrimit
r
i,i
i n:
n
Counsel
Silverman
Inter-

cas-caus or dieapproval from other
qUarters. Every time any of the speakers made a point which seemed to apical especially in a perttrular group,
there would be shouts and cheers, which
Senator Erland F. Fish, president of the
Senate and chairman of the committee,
found it quite imposelble to suppress.
Even threats by the chairman that
he would have the galleries cleared,
while they helped to shut off the particular outburst then asserting itself,
were Ineffective in preventing new demonstrations of approval or disapproval.

": ben't let him get away with It
eitser, Senator."

Whiteside Cites
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New York

Case

Whiteside enntinued, apparently undisturbed by the Interruptions. He said .
Ate assumed the corporation counsel'
Cummings Demands Hearing
might attempt to show that he, WhiteWhen Councillor Kelly dnished his at- side, would like to renks, of himself
tack on the Curley administration,
"Boston Seabury."
ethdeenrineld
admia,
e u
,th enuinuaintobyoctil tua
h
fa
vais
;
snuems
ideatt;
:
l
having
Ing
ffae.=irtel
prosecutor
any
.mings in tha matter of contracts, Cum- , thratien, hut said that he could think
mings demanded from the committee an
Of a t: 'ozen men who would fill the bill.
opportunity to make immediate answer. He said thet if there Is doub, in any
white
His snowy
hair fairly bristling, one's mind as to the good that would
Cummings P t e prod forward from a come from such an in. estigatioe, let
seat in the centre of the crowd and that serson lock at what happened in
Outbursts
Tew Vork, where over $100,000,000 luelell
shnuted:
"I have at here for two days now
siesn c it from the city's budget followilatemlng to this vilification and these ing the departure of Mayor Walker
raise accusations, and I demand an . from the job.
epportunity to answer Mr. Kelley imWhiteside then took up the attacks
Mediately."
'which have been made upon him by
"Tithave you sent to jell. Cum- Mayor Curley and by "this Goodwin."
Mies. before I'm through," shouted
Ha said the Mayor had called him
rqly from his place at the witness "Public Enemy Number One," and had
able.
hurled other criticism at him because
Then from a box usually reserved he was angry over the fact that
fot• the press, Daniel Cummings, son
Whiteside had secured large abateof the contractor, Jumping to his feet ments for clients from exseseivis valueand waving his fist,• yelled several tions of property by the Boston asitsStumes:
you will, Kelly; the h— 11°Ts.
"The
"I have no apology tn make to :he
you will."
Mayor or to anyone else." he said. "I
There was general confusion, men firmly believe that the valuation In
and women from all parts of the Boston could be reduced by $450,000,000.
chamber joining in cheers and jeers.
and at the same time, with Proper adChairman Fish told Cummingn that ministration of the city's affairs, we
while he could sympathize with him need not have a tax rate in excess of
n his position, he felt that the com- $31. But, of course, every time he hears
mittee must proceed in its customary that a further abatement has been alfashion and hear all of the proponents lowed, the Mayor gets angry.
Charges of graft in the award 'of ,before taking up the opposition. He
Pays Respects to Goodwin
'contracts for the construction of assured Cummings that he will be
'given ample opportunity to present his
"As for the attacks by this Goodwin,"
buildings, anti other publie improve- aide of the case fully.
Mid Whiteside, turning slightly towards
ments, together with hitter verbal
the chairman of the Bootee Finance;
Whiteside Provokes Exchanges
Commission, who sat near, "I pay no
clashes hem ten representatives of
Hardly had Alexander Whiteside start- attention to them. They roll off my
different groups in Boston politics, ed his statement to the committee when back like water
off a ditek's back. I
threw the largest hearing room in he found himself in a verbal exchange, can admire his energy, but I have no
first with Senator Finnegan and then respect for his judgment. Much of what
the State House into an uproar yes- with Corporation Counsel Samuel Silver- he says is
untrue; most of the rest of
terday, as the legislative committee man. Finnegan had called to the at- ' it is wrong, No one with any :senses
tention of previous speakers that the would take him seriously at all."
t
on rules continued consideration of investigation
would cost the city UGCWhiteside continued that after every
the proposal ,for an investigation hf Poo, and had indicated his opposition to attack upon him either by the Mayor
Whiteside, in his or by Goodwin, he received many cane,
the administration of Mayor Curley, it on that acceent.
opening remarks, said that, even if it personal or telephonic, and people ate&
the Boston Finance Commission, and cost $100,000, it would undoubtedly result in a saving of millions annually to paid him pt. ' aal visits to cell
other municinal departments.
storiee of m _ors I ancerr'ng th
, the taxpayers
,
Not In years has there been such a
the e....y which ilia
He asked the committee not to be ministration
tense situation at a legislative hearing Influenced by such an argument as that 'larded as wrong. He said he hen'
t
the
time to check tip on all of therm
at the State House. City COuncillor , advanced by Senator Finnegan. Whitethat an investigati - eommittee
side said he anticipated that CorporaFrancis E. Kelly of Dorchester, bitter tion Counsel Silverman would offer
could
take these leads anti
ork them
the
foe of Mayor Curley for years, brought same objection, and added that the talk out to see if they sre true or untrue.
"Another thing that such a committee
about the most Niolent outburst of the about the $100,000 expense was "merely
could MS," Whiteside Went On, "le to
day by his accusations that Matthew a smoke screen.
examine
the scale of living et these
Cummings, Boston contractor, had been
"Do you intend to include me as
srlven special =Yore in the award of participating in the effort to throw up public officials. The committee would
construction jobs by the Mayor, but the a smoke screen?" interrupted Senator know what their salaries are and if
it was found that they were living on
forceful demand of Alexander White- ,Finnegan.
side, corporation counsel during the ad- ' "Yee. I think it's a smoke screen," a higher scale. than the ealaries seemed
ministration of Andrew J. Peters, for retorted Whiteside without any special to justify, they could•ask, in the words,
ef Martin Lcimasney, one of our dies
a thorough probe of municipal affairs display of emotion:
411150 developed sharp exchanges with
"Well," answered irtpliospn, "Fit put, tinguished citizen,: 'Where did they,
get it?'
Dorchester,
Finnegan
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Senator Joseph
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Defends Mayor Curley; Declares
Contracts Legally Awarded

•
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"IT'S TOO BAD THE OLD HOWARD
WAS CLOSED," REMARKS CURLEY
While Corporation Counsel Silverman was defending Mayor Curley and his administration, at the hearing
on the bill for an investigation of city affairs, Mayor
Curley himself was in the building and in conference
with Gov Ely. Questioned in the council chamber about
the investigation going on in the Gardner Auditorium in
the basement, the Mayor averred:
"It's too bad the Old Howard was closed, because
if the Old Howard were not closed the boys would be
down there getting their entertainment instead of getting
it in the Gardner Auditorium."
Denying that there had been any
graft or corruption in city administration, Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman Lame to the defense Of all
those charged by Councilor Kelly with
various offenses in the awarding of
City contracts. He characterized Kelly
as a "bluffer," asserting that he made
wild charges, and challenged him, if
he had the evideece, to go after indictments.
By noon the Gardner Auditorium
was as crowdets as yesterday. The
spectators were just as unruly. They
booed and hissed and applauded, and
twice Chairman Erlanci Fish of the
Joint Committee on Rules threatened
to clear the galleries and to conduct
'he hearing for the opponents in executive session. The committee is hearing a Senate bill which woull cause
I the Mayor of the city of Boston to La
I investigatea as completely as the Hofstadter committee investigated the affairs of New York.
The hearing was adjourned at 12:30
today, during the presentation of the
argument of Corporation Counsel Sit- I
verman. It will resume at 2 this afternoon, and during the afternoon session Frank Goodwks is expected to
speak to the committee.

•

—The Mayor, he said, was being AO
eused elf graft and corruption hecauae
he did not let out contracts according to Kelly's idea ef the way they
should be let out; And because they
were awarded legally, it followed in
Kelly's reasoning, that they must be
corrupt.

the charges concerning the acquisition of the Dunbar-Av Playground.
Silverman had been arguing up to ,
this time that all honest city, cm- •
ployes are targets for the accusations of graft made by irresponsible
politicians and memberk of the Council. So bad did this calumny become,
he said, that he feared to go home
and meet his children for fear that
they might have heard the charges and
believed them.
Asks for Fair Hearing

.141/33
9

CURLEY ASKS
POLICE RADIO
Mayor Curley declared yesterday
that police radio had "reel value"
and put it up to Police Commissioner Hultman to have that equip-.
merit installed in the Boston police
department.
The mayor was awaiting a cornCommissioner
which
munication
Hultman had forwarded to him
yesterday in reference to the radio
question.
rael Ruby, who
City Councillor
introduced the order unanimously
Monday
council
passed by the city
calling upon Hultman to include an
appropriation for radio in his police budget, sent Mayor Curley a
letter enclosing a demand he had
made upon Hultman for radio in
connection with the council's order.
Mayor Curley wrote to Ruby
yesterday in reply:
"I haw read your letter addressed to Police Coniniissioner
Hultman and, having had an opportunity to familiarize myself
the operation 01 the police
broadcasting system in other
cities, I am in agreement with
you that the installation of this
system in Boston would be of
real value.
"I shall await the recommendations of the police commissioner and shall inform you
as to his position when I am in
receipt of the same."

Silverman opened his - side of the
case this morning by plqading With
the chair and the spectators for a
fair hearing, and requested that he
be not disturbed by booes, hisses or
applause. He declared that the attacks upon city officials by Dowd and
Kelly were scurrilous and scandalous,
and turned his attention toward Hannah M. Connors, secretary of the Real
Estate Owners' Association, by declaring that there was no depth In
which critics would not sink to de-i
Gov Ely and Mayor Curley conferred
fame a name.
at the State House yesterday upon the
He spoke of a letter sent to Preslatter's request that the Selectmen and
ident-elect Rooeevelt concerning the
Mayors of the State be called together
activities of his' son, and asserted
to discuss a program of relief for cities
that he considered this was going too
and towns confronted with an infar altogether. His reference to this
creased local tax rate. The Governor
hisses;
but
Mr
Silwas
greeted
with
Cites Specific Charges
said he thought such a conference
verman went on to say that the letmight be deferred until after pending
Before adjournment, House Speaker ter to Franklin D. Roosevelt declared
Saltonstall told Silverman to be pre- that James Roosevelt was gettinga relief measures are acted upon in the
pared this afternoon to answer several $ considerable business directly from' ,Legislature.
,
The Mayor told newspapermen that
specific charges made by Kelly.
the Mayor of Boston.
Mayors and Selectmen arc fearfiii of
He specified the charges by Kelly
an increase in local tax rates and 'the
concerning the East Boston Courthouse
Defends Contract Awards
belief is held that. the State will have
runtract; the receipt by contractor
Matthew Cummings of more than
Any impartial jury who had listened' Ito come to their relief to prevent such
. $250,003 in "extras" over a period of to the accusations
of Dowd and Kelly, 'increases.
"It',- ,everybody's problem today,"
l three years; the extras which Kelly
Silverman, could not find in
; charged were give.a to Cummings on ,, declared
them a single scintilla of evidence. Mayor Curley said. He was not pre: Inc construction of three schools; the
pared to state what form the relief
They amounted, he said, to nothing
charge that the city of Boston had
should take, whether a $20000000 bond
;ult. accusations.
f116,000 on deposit in the Industrial ,
issue
by the State or something else.
All of the contracts let out by the
11:1111l
a ral
Trost Corn pa n V : that an
Slayer of Boston, he declared, were
outside clerical lure had
a ,s ded accoishng to the previsions
$41,000 for clerical work done in City i
Hall: that city employes had pur-1 of the law. He quoted the law from
abased land at a low price and sold' a statute book before him and got into
a discunsion with Senator Finnega
to the city at as., liolsh ,

1
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ELY AND CURLEY CONFER
ON MOUNTING TAX RATES
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ey or with the city. In hie
Mrs. Hannah M.
moving work was necessar rnoon when
said that it was Mayor Curl ident Fish, he said:
of the o:ganization,
letter to Pres
d be used
woul
it was not until late afte
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Tem
may %e
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work
mon
ted
star
likely Tre
"In order that the record
ss sufficient
the night force of 500 nen
made. The I for the mass meeting unle obtain the correct, may I state to you and through
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ittee that never
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men on the welfare lists
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considered owed to
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other business from eith
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He will allege that
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Never Got Commission for
Any Hub Business
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of city employes
during hard enticed into dealings
times, the mayor told
with them
the state by misleading information,
chairman of social welfare
of
the
Massachusetts State Federati
MRS. LIMBACH: Was the
on of
Women's Clubs.
interest high for the loans?
"Loan sharks," witri
MA
bitant rates of intereststheir exor- ible asYOR CURLEY: Incredit may seem, the interest
unfair advantage of taking an and pape
"tight" situations, are people in sult of r charges paid as the reloans thus negotiated
a
to the community, the menace amounted in som
e cases to nearmay
or
charged as he proudly poin
ted to ly 20 per cent a year.
the Credit Union.
The establishment of this
Licensed by State
he views as the one sing 'Union
le
act
of
MRS. LIMBACH: I suppose
his twelve mayoralty year
has brought him the grea s which you found that the lavo relating
test
perto these matters were inadequate.
sonal satisfaction.
The interview follows:
MAYOR CURLEY: We found
that to be the case; also that the
MRS. LIMBACH: Wha
laws of the Commonwealth were
achievement, Mayor Curley, t
being entirely disregarded by the
do
you consider your most
money lenders who were doing
serviceable contribution to the city
business under state licenses. The
?
MAYOR CURLEY:
situation was such among the city
re is,
perhaps, not a sirgle actThe
laborers that on an average of
of
min
e
during the nearly twelve
over a hundred men lost a half
year
s
in
which I have been mayor
day's pay each week in order to
look back upon with grea that I
make the necessary arrangements
ter
satisfaction than the establis
, with money lenders to withdraw
hmen
t
, of the City of Boston
Employes' I assignments of wages filed
Credit Union.
against them.
MRS. LIMBACH:
it formed and why do When was
you give it
such distinction?

Enslaved -by Debts
MAYOR CURLEY:
ganization itself was inco The orOctober 25, 1915. But rporated
e important are the conditiomor
precipitated its being. ns which
that it was notorious thatPrior to
was infeqted with the Boston
money lenders common class of
"loan sharks." City ly called
were not alone sharing employes
their incomes with these
usurer;, but practically exorbitant
themselves to debt for enslaving
School teachers. scrubw all time.
omen, day
laborers were turning over
their
earnings—mortgaging thei
r future
for the pittance of the
present.
MRS. LIM BACH . Why
did
they have to borrow
from such
money lenders?
MAYOR ZURLEY
son earning ordinary : The perwages and
without resources
fronted with sickness when conhis family or other or death in
requiring ready moneyemergencies
ternative but to bor had no althese "loan sharks." row from
They were

•

MRS. LIMBACH: You found.
of course, that radically changed
laws on this subject were necessary?
MAYOR CURLEY: It was
my good fortune at that time,
with the aid of a number of public spirited citizens and despite
be opposition of a powerful lob-

by. to secure legislation abonsn
the so-called paper charges mE
small loans and providing that on
an
assignment of future earnings
could only affect one-fourth of a
person's wages, at the same time
requiring the consent of his wife
to the assignment, if the applicant
was a married man.

Times Increase Loans—I
MRS. T IMBACH: Is money
lent readily?•
MAYOR CURLEY: Yes, to
all city employes on the strength
of his smployment by the city.
There is no need of endorsement.
If the man has a job he can get
the money. Up to the pres
ent
time more than 6000 separate
loans have been made, covering
the entire gamut of human indi
vidual existence. Many of theborrowers are chronic cases and
in certain instances furnish a fair
ly accurate record of family life.Money is borrowed to meet the
cost attendant upon the marriage
ceremony and the furnishing of
a
home, money is borrowed for the
necessary expenses of ushering
into the world each new addition
to the family; for the doctor's bill
and the dentist's bill, for clothing,
for school purposes and the final
demand, if even made for the undertaker's fee. Payment of taxes
on real estate is one of the popular reasons given.
MRS. LIMBACH: Depression
has probably caustu
a &uu ton Lug
Union?
MAYOR CURLEY:
Because
of the depression we
have been
obliged to make man
loans than customary. y more
They have
all been met. However,
had to reduce the max we have
from $300 to $250 to imum loan
satisfy all
demands. In these time
s when
people are frantic abou
t the present, let alone the future,
the Union has been a God
-send and a
blessing to that grea
t man of
humanity which goes
and op
in life, meeting exigencion
present themselves, andes as they
with extreme difficulty. at that,

No Peril to Thrift
MRS. LIMBACH:
it Union idea has a This Credtendency to
discourage saving, does
n't it?
MAYOR CURLEY: Not
at
all. By the rules laid
the rturn of the loan. Sidown for
a week
basis payment, them
a habit of thrift an6'a developed
consistent
savings. Fos when the
paid, the individual keep loan is
ting aside the customarys on putamount.
:111:s. LIMBACH:
Has
the
city incurred any loss
es?
MAYOR CURLEY: It
credit to the individual and is a
system as well that out to the
of tha
nearly $2,500,000 /to
t d
tize 17 years the 41tOs
iiS
lege thisidAeshafaltt

1701/, if7— cs

t?
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Saves City Eniployes Fioni
Curley
Loan Sharks,
..Says

MAYOR CURLEY being interviewed by Mrs. Ethel Rogers Limbach, Brookline clubwoman,
in second of the series of interviews the Boston Sunday Advertiser is publishing, obtained
from prominent persons by prominent persons. The Joan shark evil and how the credit
unions combat it was the topic.(Boston Sunday Advertiser Photo.)

Mayor, in Sunday Advertiser
Interview With Club Leader,
Tells of Fight Against Usury
In the second of series of discussions on vital subjects of local
interest, the Boston Sunday Advertiser today offers an interview
between Mayor James Michael
Curley of Boston and Mrs. tthel

Rogers Limbacn of Brookline.
state chairman of social welfare
of the Massachusetts State Federation of Women's Clubs, and
president of the Ladies' Unity
Club.
"Loan L'harks" is the topic of today's discussion.
As social welfare chairman of
Massachusetts, Mrs. Limbach's interest stretches into the homea of

the people of the Commonwealth,
to study family income and disbursemeht of family funds.
City employes of Boston are
protected from the usury of "loan
sharks" by the City of Boston
Employes' Credit 'Union, Mayor
Curley revealed in an interview
with Mrs. Ethel Rogers LimbEteb
prornInfrnt Pr1;r4-it> zmowoman.
W7tItoN4
tbeo Mai=

47/.5 J

CRIB PROBE
DOOLIO, AVER
FIGHT LEADERS
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Coarges by Silver
man, Goodwin and Others Expe
cted to
Sway Committee in
Hearing

By BERNAR
D J. DOHE
RTY
Rejection of
the bill filed
by
the Massachu
setts Real
Estate
Owners' Asso
ciation aski
ng for a
$100,000 prob
e of the pres
ent administration
at City Hall
appears
almost certai
n to be re
commended
by the Join
t Rules Co
mmittee of
the Legislat
ure.
Before the de
fence argume
nts, the
committee
had been
apparently
Impressed wi
th the case
set forth
by City Coun
cillors Fran
cis E. Kelly and John
F. Dowd, Mrs,
Hannah
M. Connor
s, Alexande
r Whiteside,
Russell Codm
an, Sr., and
speaking for
°the! e.
the petition.
Discussion ha
d even sta
to the prob
rte
d as
able choice
of a prose"alb-.

l

if the petitioners
were in earnest
and wanted a clo
ser check on the
city government th
ey should prepare bills for
a change in the
charter.
This suggestion
, it seems probable, will be ta
ken cognizance of
by the Rules Comm
ittee itself an
d
some action alon
g that line by the
committee woul
d not be surprisin
g.

; there was
no other storm
in sight on
!
the weather
mall.

"El" Hires 400 Me
n

Besides the 400
0 welfare men
and
regular city wo
rkers who lab
ored
against the stor
m yesterday, the
Doston Elevated adde
d 400 jobless me
n to
its normal main
tenance crew of
284,
while the three
railroads in Bo
hired about 100
st
jobless men ea on
Many more thou
sands of unemploych.
were engaged
ed
by pri
and private indivi vate corporations
duals yesterday
remove snow.
to
Division Engine
er
Ch
ri
st
op
her J.
Carven, who ha
d
snow removal wo charge of the city's
Works Commissi rk as Acting Public
on
mated the city wo er, last night estiuld spend more
425,000 in snow
then
Elevated's esti removal, while the
mate of the cos
clearing its lines
t of
was ;10.000.
If the weather do
es not become too
cold, or if anot
her storm does
break. Mr Corven sai
no
d, the city's for t
will have made
a big dent into ces
snow by tonight.
the
Yesterday wa
s devoted mostly tn
plowing the busine
;arteries, and re ss section and main
moving snowbank
s at
the curbs in th
e shopping and
atrical districts
. Today the plow theopen up the eu
s will
burban streets,
while
other gangs wo
rk
section north of Ma in the business
ssachusetts av
moving snowbank
res from all the
business streets.
Mr Carven said
that it WAS impo
sible to remove
ssnow banks in
business district
yesterday becaus the
e of
the thousands of
parked automobil
es.
Ie said that beca
use today is Sund
ay
And the business str
eets will be fre
-if parked cars is
e
a
hoee assigned to re "great break- for
move snowbanks.

STORM HEAVIEST
IN FOUR YEARS
Jundreds Given Jobs
Clearing Streets

Traffic Delayed by Snowfa
ll
Recorded at 101 Inches

Fair Weather Predic
ted foi
Boston Today
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something in behalf of John Dcfe tit
James Roe, who has been accused
perhaps of violating the eutombbile
laws or perhaps of some much more
serious offense. District attorneys, officers of the State or local police deBy JOHN H. MERRILL
partment. in fact, almost all who hold
public enforcement or administrtVive
01.1111.111•MMV
posts are the ones toward whom this
.
The hearing on the resolve for the , in the public mind during the months ,, influence is directed.
appointment of a special commission to come.
It will be interesting to observe the Hard to Stand Up Against
to look into the finances of Boston at.
attitude of the Good Government Astracted on the first day of the legisHe is indeed hardhearted who can
sociation, which will, apparently, be
"pull'
lative committee session last week the otliged either to pick out a candidate stand up against such alleged
Conscienunimportant matters.
largest crowd ever seen at the State who has not hitherto received its in- in
refuse
choose between Ex- tious officers find it difficult to
House for a committee hearing. The dorsement or to
friend or a man of alleged
Mayor etalcolm E. Nichols, who had to oblige a
a
that
merely
attendance fell off during the last two its indorsement eight years ago, and Influence when he asks
stifled before it
days, but the interest in the matter Frederick W. Mansfield. whom It minor law or rule be
courts, where. it may he
backed four years ago. Many people gets into the
continued.
Associa- assumed, justice sits blindfolded and
The backers of the Investigation may believe the Ccod Government
dilemma, deals out punishment and relief withbe separated into three classes; the tion, if faced with the latter
no', out knowledge of those who come hefirst group consists of high-minded will prefer Mr Mansfield, who has
consequently fore her.
citizens who believe large amounts of yet filled the office and
If such influence Is effective, the
his
the taxpayers' money are regularly lisa had no chance to offend any of
lies primarily not with the offimisspent or wasted at City Hall, the supporters. It is no. reflection on Mr fault
who is willing to do favors but
second group of political and personal Nichols' administration to say that he cer
the persons who ask for them.
enemies of Mayor James M. Curley, probably did some things which some with result of these things is that the
and the third group of those who of his friends did not like. And se, The
with a "pull" is treated better
think such an investigation at this mo- a anough he may have this year some man
the one who has no influereiel
ment will make it difficult and perhaps !supporters he did not have when he than
condition is intoiera elo
Impossible for Mr Curley to obtain an ran before, he also has some enemies friends. That
if the laws on the statute books are
Important appointment in the Federal he did not have at that time.
to have respect. It is suggested that
service after President-Elect Roose•
way to bring about reform is to
velt has been inaugurated.
DemocraticReactionImportant the
stop the trouble at the source and to
--Another interesting feature of the place the blame not on officers woo
coming election will be the state of perhaps fear they may lose their
Rejection Is Forecast
mind of the Democratic voters. Will positions if they are firm, but on those
The general impression at the State they be divided-, as they
were when , who ask for special favors. What
House is that. the joint Committee on Mr Nichols was elected, or
will they would happen if heads of department}
Rules, which has the matter in charge, substantially unite on one member
of were required to malts public at
will report against an investigation. It their party? If the latter
event hap- stated intervals the names of those
Is believed the committee will say that pens, a Democrat will be elected; but
who tried to dissuade them from doing
the courts, the District Attorney and if several Democrats run, Mr
Nichols
the Finance Commission already have or some other Republican may lead their duty?
authority in the matter and that it the list.
would be unwise under the circumIt is said Gat the first attempt at
stances to spend $200,000 for an investi- clearing the field has been seen
in
gation by a special commission. This, suggestions that Mr Mansfield may be
prediction about what will happen is, offered a Federal post which will
apof course, only a guess, but it is the peal to him. According to these refavorite one.
ports. Mr Mansfield is at present disThe hearings in regard to the Inves- posed to run again for Mayor; his
tigation have roused again speculation friends say he desires this office fot
about what, if anything, Mayor Cur- the honor and not for the salary eine
ley will receive at the hands of the that no Federal office which he iti
Incoming national administration. One likely to get will prove sufficiently at.
newspaper dispatch from Washington tra ctive.'
states, with apparent authority, that
Someone has suggested that John
neither Mr Curley nor any other New F. Fitzgerald might run again for
Englund man will have a place in the Mayor, hut that distinguished
citizen,
cabinet, and the next day another now In the sunny South, hes
stoppei
message from the capital makes it
hat rumor. In all of the discussion
clear that the Mayor will be Secretary about Federal appointments,
nothine
of the Navy. Clearly, both of the has been said about Mr
Fitzgerald, but
Writers just referred to cannot be it would not be at all
surprising if tie
right, and It Is possible that both are had the opportunity to accept
some
wrong.
Federal post. There are reasons foe
Perhaps the President-eject has not believing he has friends
who are close
made up his mind as to his course to Mr Roosevelt.
with regard to Mayor Curley, and the
silence of the latter may be due to his
Ignorance on the subject. If Mr Roose- "Pull" and "Fixing"
velt has decided what he will do, the
Frank A. Goodw,n, formerly State
chances are that half a dozen men, Registear of Motor Vehicles and now
notably James A. Farley, are in his chairman of the Boston Finance Comconfidence; all the rest are surmising. mission, is better adapted for service
The politicians agree, however, that as an advocate than as a judge, but
Mr Curley will have an important post ho not irfrequently hits the nail on
under the new administration.
the head. At the State House the
other day he nccused Capt Charles T.
Peaupre of the State Police of "fixing'
The Mayoralty Contest
cases of alleged violation of the auto,
It appears that the name of one of mobile
laws and regulations, with the
1 he most prominent candidates for result
that the matters never go to
Myra- of Boston has been omitted in the
courts.
Mr. Goodwin may, or may
romp of the recent gossip about the not, have
been right in what heraidi
approaching contest for that office— ahout
Capt lieaupre, hut people whet
Ex-Congresaapan Joseph :F. O'Connell, know
whet Is going on will be greatwho stated Several months ago that ly surprised if
the latter has not been
he intended to succeed Mayor Curley' hounded by parties In
Interest or their
In City Hall. So many things have friends.
happened mince that time that Ur
These are the days when
influence
O'Connell was temporarily forgotten, Is brought to
boar on almost everybelt Wit f,r1E14411,,..01,:40,..vili be
Clete
er/eavntnliewallarraMa4
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Organized Minorities Resist Econo-ai a
s
Though Supporters of the Doctrine of Savi
ng
' The suggestion for this
By W. E. MULLINS
compromise and carry his
provoked the thought
demand for an inquiry
The economy proposals adva
even addi- on to the
nced by tional savings might be that
made by cutting Democraticfloor of the House. Thus, the
the joint special committe
party is split wide Open in
the other appropriations by 10 per
e
on
pub.
cent., the two branches on
expenditures in its report
this
the Legis- if this is possible, and also aboli
e issue.
lature, many of which were to
The restoration of politsingl
subsequently the schools at North Adams and shing
ical harmony
Hyan- to the ranks of the Repub
advocated by Gov. Ely in
nis.
his budget
licans seems
message, were vigorously oppos
Another compromise advanced has to have been genuinely accomplished. if
ed last
week at legislative committe
one is to judge from the smoo
been
e
heari
the
ngs
consi
th manderat
ion of a system of
by numerous strongly organized
minor- furloughs for state employes instead of ner in which the Middlese:c Club conities.
ducte
d
its
annu
al
voting for outright payroll reductions
Lincoln night dinner
Undeniably their argument
.
last week. This
siderable influence on some s had con- onNow, this reporter is not an authority approval the nameassembly heard with
of Speaker Saltonof
these
the
vario
legis
us
issue
s at stake before stall proje
lators and the extent of
cted into the political
arena
will determine how muchthis influence the legislators. It is entirely possible as a prospectiv
e
government can be reduc the cost of that each of these organized minorities party's nomination candidate for hie
for Lieutenant-GovLast surruner the general ed this year. is right in protesting against the aboli- ernor.
in favor of drastic slashestenor was all tion of this or the suspension of that,
The next day the Demo
at all non- but the mere fact that the legislator
crats began
essentials, yet now that
s to raise the
the surgery is at hand the time for who recommended these methods of at the prosp cry of the "royal purple"
it
is
ects
savin
of a Bacon-Saltonsta:1
g money for the government have
possible that little if anything entirely
Mr. Saltonstall
will be not been entirely right in a single in- ticket.
accomplished.
dicated that he has any has not instanc
e,
accor
ding
to
the spokesme for respo
intention of
The highest minded and the
nding to the sugge
best in- the minorities, clearly indicates nthat
tentioned taxpayer in the comm
for his candidacy by stion advanced
Repre
are devout apostles of the onwealth something is wrong.
sentative
doctrine of
These objections and protests merely Horace T. Cahill of Braintree, the
saving the government's
speaker's floor leader.
penni
es
serve
and
to
demo
nstr
ate the futility of
cutting into local tax rates
It is
proposed economies threaten, until the eliminating a job or abolishing a single Bacon's no secret that some of Lt.-Gov,
to affect state function once ft has been
friends
them directly or to inter
estab
- tonstall will nothope that Speaker Salfere in the lished. They likewise demon
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.Tax
True Goal of Growing Army of Irate Citizens
which are utterly impossible of execuPART OF POLITICAL PLAY
tion. Such, however, does not seem the
By ROBERT CHOATE
howDowd,
and
Kelly
of
part that has been offered to Mr. SalThe antics
The thing to keep your eye on amid ' ever, are but part df political play go- tonstall and M. Fish and Senator
inve
legislati
. They can be impressed, as was
the moment. There is anthe hue and cry for a
a ing on at to it. That is the obvious Stevens dy, with the factual refutation
ivestigation of the city of Boston is
everybo
other scene
and
s
expense
distract
to
city's
camp
the
of the Curley
.reduction in
offered by Corporation Counsel Silvertax effortpublic's
attention from the hear- man of the charges made largely by
a marked lowering of the city's
the
rate.
ings on Beacon Hill to the activities of Kelly and Dowd. But the leaders of
At last a substantial number of in- the police department on Berkeley the House and Senate know far more
beginare
citizens
and particularly to Police Com- (of the political machinations behind
tensely interested
and street
missioner Hultman. The Curley smoke ilthe hearings than I should ever venture
ning to take the bit in their teeth
be o whisper to them. They can apply
intend to see that the cost of city gov- screen, if it can be erected, would
ernment is reduced. There is no mis- an investigation of the police depart- the proper rate of discount to that.
for
s
out
Senator
are
Is there any reason why Messrs. Saltaking their fervor. They
ment as has been urged by
blood and at the moment they are Finnegan and Langone, both of whom tonstall and Fish cannot take the mayor
of
t
enoccupan
Curley
present
the
of
the
part
ly
of
that
by the lapels of his coat and talk to
after
are definite
him something like this? "Until such
City Hall. I suspect they would be tourage.
in
be
it
time as the mayor can convinea the
after anybody who happened to
This, then, is about the picture as
my
to
follow
This
who
.
taxpayers of his earnestness in reducing
is constructed by the boys
City Hall at the moment
in
is
on
It
indicati
town.
the
of
real
first
the politics
the tax rate of the city there may almind, is the
closest
this state of the true frame of mind these politicial sidelights winch are ways exist the need for a legislative
They
very wide powers. You
of a large number of taxpayers.
likely to lead the real criers for lower Investigation of
the citizens of Bosat last mean business. Let the poliastray, tied to the shirt tails of go back and show be reduced and we
taxes
nt
moveme
the
if
for,
may
ticians beware,
smart politicians, scarcely interested in ton how taxes question
heads
l
politica
more
of investigation
grow,
to
the
Curley
es
hold
will
continu
taxation at all but only aligned
under advisement. You have had
will fall than ever , fell in the last and anti-Curley.
traelection.
There is much to be said for an in- broader experience in the adminis
ent than
Let us look at this movement imvestigation and probably as much to be tion of Boston's city governm
of
can,
we
if
it,
the
do
and
go
strip
moveNow
and
partially
any other man.
said against it, but the present
some of the political frippery that has
ment at least places in the hands of job. We give you two weeks." to talk
a way
so far encloaked it.
the Republican leaders of the House Is this too impertinent
it likely to be
First, there is the honest to God
and Senate a very definite club with to the mayor? If it is, it
Real
usetts
Massach
talk
the
when they
will
the
movement of
way the voters
the mayor of
the
n
threate
to
which
Estate Owners Association and the state's largest city.
next reach R, the ballot boxes.
Massachusetts Tax Association. The
DEMANDS FOR ECONOMY'
first is an organization largely inspired
by Mrs. Hannah M. Connors, whose
demands for stricter economy in
The
driving force and determination have
city operation have not been met, at
made it a real factor to be reckoned
least so far as the preliminary budget
with. The second is composed of some
figures Would show. In place of a
the
in
of the most substantial people
willingness to reduce the tax rate, to
Frank Kelly, Who raises his voice in
others,
and
owners
y
" city, large propert
relieve the burden of the already over- the city council loud and often as the
to
up
not
have
been
nt,
importa
has
there
while
, who,
loaded property owner,
people have picked him to do, has been
now been vocally effective. In general
exhibited a stubborn inclination to having a lot of fun in the State House
tcrins. these two organizations reprethings as they are and let the building hollering for an investigation
leave
sent the small home owners and shop- i city stagger along as best it may.
of how the government of the city is
keepers on the one hand, and the subThe question here is not really that
does not look as if much would
stantial business interests on the other. of hanging Mayor Curley politically, run. It it but there has been lots of
If they could combine their resources
h that is what Messrs. Kelly come ofs and a good time has been had
althoug
and work together they would be an
and Dowd are striving desperately to firework
even more effective force.
do. After all, Mayor Curley does not
fit into this picture for very much
CONSPICUOUS PART
longer. Indeed, he may be placed in
good
a
lasb
week
of
In the hearings
Washington before another month is
Counto
given
was
nce
promine
of
.eal
Even an investigation could hardly
out.
cilmen Kelly and Dowd, who played a
expect to produce much before his
ngs.
conspicuous part in the proceedi
term actually expires Jan. 1, 1934.
They are the most bitter and relentless
The club which Messrs. Saltonstall
and
city
the
in
mayor
enemies of the
Fish hold in their hands is the
and
their political rancor knows no bounds.
threat of a real investigation unless
There can be no question that Messrs.
the occupant of City Hall, whether
Kelly and Dowd are out to get Mr. CurMayor Curley or another, actually proin
to
tried
always
ley now as they have
duces something in the way of downthe past. The charges that they proward revision of budget estimates and
duced before the legislators were not
that sort of Administration which
new, but have been aired at almost
means an actual lifting of the load of
every meeting of the council since they
the taxpayer. That, to my mind, is
became part of it. They have found
the real objective of the Intensely serithe publicity of the hearings at th7
ous group of citizens who have been
State House a useful sounding board
storming the hearings on Beacon Hill.
to repeat their attacks on the mayor
Rightly or wrongly, they have been inthe
made
y
cited by Kelly and Dowd to centre
and they have naturall
'heir attacks on the person of the
most of it.
mayor. What they are actually after
It was ago inst th c two gentlemen
is not the mayor at all, but the fulfilparticularly that the mayor took the
the
and
ment of a desperate resolve to see in
stump in the last city election
City Hell a man 'who will not squander
whole force of the Curley contingent
the public's money and who will savwas th..own into the, breach in an unagely insist on administering the city's
successful eftort to dc:eat them. Messrs.
their
reaping
business in such a way as to reduce the
Dowd and Kelly are now
tax rate to a point where the family
reward in the opportunity which this
of today can live decently urnier it,
Public hearing offers them.
Divorce the hearings of their politiIMPOSSIBLE DUTIES
and
mayor
cal diatribes against the
It Is always efts to picture the Peri
you can begin to gauge the soundness' which riiwf.
stgons
proof the underlying basis feeling of
DIU 01434.,
test which exists among,,the fArik and
file of taxpayer&
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BOOM IN
NO. 3—THE BIRTH OF THE SMITH
MASSACHUSETTS.
optimum'llllllllll
By JAMES 0. 0U11.1olti,
(Telegram Political Reporter)
Instalments Mr'
In previous
Gullfoyle has recounted the story
of the presidential campaign in
Massachusetts to the point where
Mr.-1)onahue had criticized Mr.
Curley's refusal of speaking dates
In—The 1928 campaign and Mr.
Curley's reply regarding the fatal
Illness of his wife.
T was well known that Mrs. Curley
and the mayor eere a devoted
couple, and that more than a
wife she was a skillful political advisor to whom the mayor listened.
Whether his speech aroused sympathy and the whole incident reacted
advantage is of course not
known. Those who knew Mr. Donahue were loath to believe that he
to

his

had any intention of utilizing a sad
event for campaign purposes. But
regardless of what discussion might
be made on this point certainly the
occurrence that followed Mr. Donahue's address received the wider publicity.
Broadcasting

studios

are

so ar-

ranged that those who talk over the
air can be placed before microphones
In booths or rooms without meeting.
When the speaker concludes in one
booth, the particular microphone
which he was using is cut off the air
and the program continues from anStudio officials knew there
between Curley and Donlove
wall no
ahue, and, as the latter was to finish

other.

his talk a short time before Curley
went on the air It was planned to
place them before microphones in
rooms far removed.
Something must have gone astray
with the plan, however, for as Mr.
Donahue concluded and stepped back
to the reception room, Mayor Curley
surrounded by henchmen and resplendent In evening dress was sitting there. He had been listening to
what Mr. Donahue had to say. The
mayor's face was red with anger. His
eyes raised to the door as Mr. Donahue entered. In an Instant he was
on his feet. He lunged forward at
him muttering words that studio attaches did not catch.
Rough Stuff
Mr. Donahue in physical proportions Is alight. He wculd be no match
for the msyor's heavy iraine and

broad shoulders. He knew it, and as
Curley rushed toward him made for
the nearest door to escape. Studio
attendants and visitors sensing the
battle that might ensue between the
chairman of the Democratic state
committee and the mayor of Boston,
stepped in his path. In a twinklint
the studfo was thrown into pandemonium, as Curley sought to follow
the retreating Donahue, expressing
his opinion of him in words that
could not be mistaken.
In the excitement that followed
one man was most effective in blocking Curley. It was he who was principally credited with stopping his
charge. He had come to the studio
with Donahue and has listened to
his talk. He arose when the mayor
made for Donahue. He frustrated
any thought of battle.
When the mayor paused the man
was right in his path. He could not
help but recognize him. It was Gael
Coakley, son of the Curley archenemy.
For 24 hours after this Incident the
controversy raged. "Dan" Coakley
seized upon it as splendid material
to continue his verbal thrusts at the
mayor, asserting it revealed "his real
Coakley
elder
The
character."
claimed his son had been struck or
kicked and threatened to get a warrant for Curley's arrest. There were
counter claims that the mayor did
not touch Gael, let alone strike him.
The issue never came to a real test
through court proceedings. It probably never was intended that it
should, It was, however, the sort of
a happening that Mr. Coakley could
make the most of it and he did with
considerable pleasure.
But t'-- Curley spirit,, like it or
not, and his enemies will tell you
the Same story as his friends, typifies
the Salvation Army slogan—"A man
may be down but he's never out."
A Tease Moment
Eventually Governor Ely was nominated and as the time for the state
convention drew near Democrats were
steeped in speculation if Mayor Curley and Governor Ely would "make
up." An air of tension hung over
the convention hall as the nominee
for governor was accorded an ovation that afternoon. On the stage
the routine details of a political convention were being droned in monotonous tones by the officers but no
one was attentive. Necks were craned
and eyes focused on the main door.
A dozen stories were in circulation.
Some said Mayor Curley would come.
Others said .he had elected to fight
Ely to the end.
It
arose.
a shout
Suddenly
swelled to a roar. The delegave and

spectators rose cheering and handclapping. Down the aisle escorted
by some of the staunch party men,
Including those who had worked for
Ely, came Mayor Curley. He smiled
and bowed. His face was flushed with
excitement, but there was not. the
slightest trace of embarrasment as he
faced the man he had fought so
vigorously. Curley stuck out his
hand. Ely grasped it. The crowd
went into a wild cheer. The routine speeches were out of the way.
The gubernatorial nominee spoke
several Joking
made
briefly. He
references to coming "from the
sticks," a favorite phrase used by
Curley In his opposition, but above
all he bespoke harmony. Then Curley
was presented and again the rafters
shook.
Curley Comes Across
He spoke slowly at first and with
a chastened tone, He presented no
picture of the fighting Curley but
rather the contrite mayor. His words
escape the writer at the moment but
the import was that he had fought,
he was licked and he knew it. Despite It all he was a Democrat, had I
always been In the party and Intended to remain, He had had his
ups and downs but he had not gloated over his victims and did not expect anyone to gloat over him in defeat. He had simply fought for what
he,thought was for the best interests
of the party and now that it had decided he was wrong, the battle was
over and he was ready to go on the
line for Ely. Democrats, he said,
must have their primary flights but
they gn forward united in elections.
It was the character of speech that
only Curley could deliver. It won
completely the visitors and delegates I
who, believed his words. But those
who had fought with Curley put
their tongue in their cheek and
chalked it down as Just another
speech. The climax was a marvellous
gesture.
The mayor talked about the value
of registration. How much It had
helped Smith to carry Massachusetts.
He believed it was important for tile
party to press it.
"And to show my sincerity in the
effort to elect Mr. Ely I want to
present him this check for $1000 for
his campaign," said the mayor, passing the paper to the gubernatorial
nominee. It was a signal for a tremendous outburst. The Curley crowd
led the demonstration. It had all
tile elements for emotional respon.
Hundreds left the hall singing 4tt
praises of Curley. He inft right. He
cottill take • licking Lad come tip
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it was the effort of well-wishers of
the governor who were moving heaven and earth to fuse all elements in
behalf. The suggest,on was never
•uthorised by Governor Ely lie give
consideration to the value of the
plan but It never reached • point
where he sought to cor.sumrnate with
Mr. Curley.
Pormer Governor Smith cams to
in January
again
Measachusetta
1432. He was the guest speaker at
the dinner which marked the opening of the Victory drier foe funds for
the party In this state. There were
similar dinners in other stees. Al;
the "big guns" of the party were in
action but Mr. Smith choose Massaehuaette because of the warm Spot
In his heart for the state for the
tote of 192t.
The Famous Metier Dinner

Who

ainllir.g.

He war

/Lank
1.
a Mal felnw, a

real

But Mr. Ely's ernotiona as he read
a check made out to the chairman
of the Boeton city committee—an ardent Curley man, were not recorded
Neither were the emotions of a
man who sat in the center of the
was
gallery of visitors.; His seat
right In the front row. Occasionally
It was noted Curley glanced in that
direction. There were some who said
that when he did he showed nervous
tension, But others did not note
such reaction.
this' gallery
The man who had
seat end who after fixing his eyes on
was
Curley never shifted his gaze
Daniel H. Coakley. He thought it
would disturb him.
'Post Her 'Illation linnows
There was much talk after tile Elf.
Curley reconciliation meeting at the
state convention of an agreement
beingereached whereby the governor
would be satisfied With one term snd
would then support Curley for the
office. The rumors of this understanding were revived during the
presidential primary campaign: but
always with a lack of definiteness
that gave weight to the belief the:
were inspired to detract from the Ely
leadership.
The truth IS, from a very good authority. there never was such an
agreement. There were friends of
Governor Ely who feared he could
not be elected in the face of Curley
opposition. There was some talk on
their part of such an arrangement in
return for the mayor's eOpport. But

The dinner, held at the Stater in
11011tOil. attracted an enormous crowd
It had been rumored that A: might
definitely state his position with reaperd to the pres.deney There' were
tem* momenta at the dinner but Mr
Smith was not responisible. Inisteso
it wos Mayor Curley.
Leopold ),1 Gouiston, chairman of
the Victory drive In Mtassachusetta
and a promineht member of the bar
presided. On his left was Governor
Ely, on his right Smith, and just beyond him sae ihe Reston mayor. The
noinmonte had purchased radio time
over a Nes Edgland network but It
was restricted to certain hours.
The radio time allotted to Mayor
Curley aro! Governor Ely had been
carefully apportioned. It was Out.
Piled on play* cards placed before
the speakers to avoid encroachment
/deice Curley was the Brat of the
mit/eerie:ins guests so be called tag•
Peon: the ismer recesses of ha
on
dregs coat he extracted • bulky manuscript devaimg with "heavy" problems of government He read on arid
on, and like many other apeakers. ne
is at his worst when he Is reading
The faithful gave him occasional applause but for the most pert the audience seemed bored Mr Smith also
wore a bored expression.
par•
Chairman Gouleton became
ticularly nervous when the mayor
approached the end of Ms time and
displayed no recognition Ot the fact
As the mayor continued to unfold
page after page of manuscript GoutHe askeo
sten leancd toward Smith
the former governor to give Curley •
coat tail a twitch, a favorite method
of warning those who are talking too
long. Smith declined. althetigh
WWI RS angry at the apparent en
croachment on radio tint* a, GoUl'ton.

Curies Keeps On
"Shall I get up and rap him to order' Gou:ston asked in a whisper,
Smith advised sureinst it, pointing
out that such an interruption might
be misinterpreted oyes the radio, and
fright be harrnivillf to the Victory
campaign.
Then a note was passed to Curley
Informing him k; close his address
la two minutes Mayor Curley paused
for a moment, took a drink of water
able he read the note, and remarked
In an undertone audible for some
detance, "I sill have eight minutes
of radio time, and I propose to UUILrs It."
It was a tense moment but Ur.
Cloulatont posuaded by the guest of
honor, and the disarming simile of
Governor Ely, waited patiently uritil
the Breton mayor had read the last
word on the last page of the manuscript
Governor Ely took notice of the
mayor's attitude when he was introduced. remarking with a smile,
'Mayor Curley has so well hand:ed
the problems which he discuesed
that I am glad he was permitted no
complete h.* address even though
he ei.crosched 10 minutes On My
time '
Ii was Nat another of the incidente that base brought Governor
Ely and Mayor Curley Into conflict
happenings which have so harreased
the governor's friends and which
hart Dot reacted to the benefit Of
the Mayor.
Mr. Smith's address was disapHe failed to
pointing that night.
cord, his 1933 attitude Instead be
*netted his party to atop finding
Lail% with the Republieens and give
the AraltriCaU people a straight-for.
Card, honest declaration of principle and an outline of what 3 intended to do if entrusted with the government of the country. Beyond
Cabo:sung his idea for a Federal
bond issue for public works, which
he proposed in • speech In
ofWashingto
the previous week. Mr rmith
fered nothing new except his complete endorsement oi the Raskoo
Pain for the sOluLon of the probintLon question and the advocacy of
a new tariff.
The eigniticant trent came when
Smith had flrilehed and the gathering was on ita feet applauding. Daniel W. Gallagher. a former federal assistant district attorney, leaped to
the table to lead cheering for the
"rest President:
"The party is going to draft you,
It' shouted at ettilth while the crowd
"Don't throe
reseed Its approval
away your brown derby, you'l) need
II again and it Ca not Iona bid lit
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all when you hang it up in Washington."
Irreconcilable Gallagher
Even as Colonel House gave Impetus to a Roosevelt boom in June,
1931, at Magnolia, so Gallagher may
be credited with inspiring the Smith
boom six months later at Boston.
From that time on Massachusetts
Democrats found more interest In
Smith's future plans than In any
political subject. His every utterance was read with avid concern.
And no man was more enthusiastic
for Smith than Gallagher.
Six
months later at Chicago When Roosevelt was nominated Gallagher was so
disappointed he vowed he was off the
reservation and would not support
the nominee. He was one of the last
of the Smith irreconcilables in Masaahusetts to go over to Roosevelt,
and then only because of Smith's
urgings.
Massachusetts was not alone in Its
concern over Mr. Smith's position
when his antagonism to Roosevelt
became a general topic of conversation. Probably no question in modern politics was more absorbing to
the politically inclined than the reason for the break between these two
lifelong friends. The Bay State leaders claimed they had the correct answer. In the inner circles It was
widely whispered.
Smith, they declared was disturbed
at the patronizing attitude exhibited
toward him by Roosevelt after he became governor. Smith felt that he
was largely responsible for Roosevelt's occupancy of the Albany executive mansion. During his own term
as governor he had put into effect
many policies which had won wide
commendation from
governmental
students, Be had a natural interes
t
in their continuance and develo
pment, and yet Governor Roosevelt
had rarely, if ever, consulted him,
and had even carried a battle to him
on a referendum question concerning
reforestation.
Speculation On Reasons
There was subsequent elaborations
of this explanation to include an Intimation that Governor Roosev
elt
felt socially superior to Smith
and
his family, but it has been determined there was no basis for
such
speculation. The story was entirel
y
copcocted by irresponsil4le gossipers.
Added to the apparent authentic
explanation, however, were details of
a particular incident that, was
held
partly responsible for the break
between the two men. Smith it was related, was more proud of his accomplishments for the benefit of
kbor
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"Frank, you've been in Albany for
nearly four years and this is the first
time you have ever asked me to get
together with you on anything since
you went there. I have a lot Of people waiting to see me down to the
Empire State building so I guess
be on my way. Good day."
Smith Pressed in
Late in February, 1932, the Bay
State Democratic organization leaders virtually decided it was absolutely necessary for Smith to be a candidate for the presidential nomination
Honestly, they had not the slightest
encouragement he could attain the
nomination, for they were minr1ful
of the tremendous job Farley had
done for Roosevelt throughout the
West, South and even, in many of
the Eastern states. They knew in
their hearts Smith didn't have a
chance unless some miracle happened. They clung to the slight
hope that the magic of his name
might swing some of the states that
had already lined up behind Roosevelt.
Democratic leaders were inffuinced
by two factors. First, the acceptance
of Roosevelt's candidacy was to recognize leadership of Curley and his
henchman such as -Mayor John .1.
Murphy
Somerville.
of
Second,
while they knew Smith didn't have
a ghost of a show unless the unexpected hamened they shared with
' him the belief
that Roosevelt was
not the stronge
st man the party
could put forward,
They were in
sympathy with the
"Stop-Roosevelt"
movement. They believed
the Massachusetts idolatry of Smith
Offered
propitious opportunity
for giving
momentum to such a
plan. With
Smith they hoped that
from tria ,
Stop-Roosevelt tactics
there would
emerge In the conven
tion a Candidate more acceptable
to Al's faction
of the party of
which they were
a
' part.

than any other of his meritorious
acts while governor of the Empire
state. When the governors conference met in a middle western state
after Roosevelt has assumed
the
reins there came a meeting between
former Governor Cox and Roosevelt.
The two had run on the same presidential ticket in the disastrous 1920
campaign and their
conversation
turned to state problems. The story
has it that Mr. Cox spoke of Mr
Smith's labor legislation program.
This brought from Roosevelt a remark which was interpreted by the
gossipers, that during his short time
in office he had accomplished more
in that direction than Smith had
achieved during his several terms as
governor. Eventually it was said this
got- back to Smith who added It to
the score he had against his former
friend. Possibly the accuracy of this
explanation is subject to question
but it was quite widely related in
the inner circles.
The Luncheon
It will be recalled that during the
c..rly months of 1932 the venerable
rammany sachem, Voorhees. went to
his reward after 103 years of life. His
ft.neral brought a tremendous out-

pouring of political figures promiBent in New York democracy. Roosevelt and Smith were both present.
As Smith left the church he
leaned
over and whispered in Roosevelt's
ear. It developed the whisper
was
merely the acceptance of an invitation to have luncheon with Roosevelt.
a few days later. But few lunche
ons
have provoked such wide specula
tion
With respect to the conversation. For
a time it centered the attenti
on of
the nation's democracy, Al and Frank
denied it was political, asserting it
was just a social time. No one,
of
course, believed that two such
leading figures in a great political party.
and then standing in such peculia
r I
relation to each other, could
meet
without discussing the preside
ncy.
And If the Massachusetts friends
of
Smith can be depended upon
they
did finally get to it.
Massachusetts friends of Al, who
were in New York soon after
this
memorable luncheon, declared
they
talked with those who had asked
Al
point blank just what had
been said.
The version they brought home
was i
that for a time after the two
met
they talked of every conceiv
ible subject under the sun. And then
Roosevelt said to Smith, "Al
this talk of
our being enemies politica
lly is not
doing me any good, It isn't
doing you
any good and it Isn't doing
the party'
any good. We ought to get
together
Smith looked Roosevelt
squarely
in the eye and replied,
they said,

Enter James D.
While all this discuss
ion was in
pfogress and plans were
being formulated James D. Rooseve
lt, son of the
governor, a resident of
Cambridge,
came Into the picture
with vigorous
command. Naturally
he wanted his
Dad nominated for
the presidency.
Rebuffed by the
organization 'le
joined forces with Mayor
Curley and
stood with him
through the thick of
the battle, Jim
Roosevelt came to
have deep admiration for
the ability
and talent of Curley
and the Boston
mayor became his politica
l tutor. It
was an unfortunate
position for the
yeung man. His
open affiliation
with a foe of the
organization leades irked them and
their follower:3.
It Was responsible for
further alienation of Roosevelt suppor
t. The Ely
followers were determined
to have
noon of Charley. When,
they saw Jim
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Roosevelt on his bandwagon they
could not take kindly to his father's
candidacy.
Jim and Governor Ely were virtually neighbors in Cambridge in the
Winter months, the governor having
temporarily abdicated his Westfield
home to be near Beacon Hill during
the legislative session. There were
reports that Young Roosevelt made
Sr. effort to win Ely to his cause, but
there was never indication It was
more than rumor. At any rate
Young Roosevelt became second in
command of the Curley forces. To
his credit it can be said his loyalty
to the Boston mayor has persisted
to this day.
It was through young Jim that
Governor Roosevelt kept informed o:
the situation in Massachusetts. It
is safe to say the son did not minimize the effort Curley was making in
his behalf. His own enthusiasm for
the work of the Boston mayor was
unbounded and manifest on every
public occasion.
When .the Massachusetts organization got busy to get Smith into the
fight it was Dan Coakley who had as
much to do with the details as anyone. Coakley went to New York. He
is a long-standing friend Of Mayci
Hague of Jersey City, reputed one of
the three closest men to Al in the
country. When Coakley returned he
brOuRht assuawnce that amita would

NI
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be a candidate, but it was only hinted at in the stories given the press.
Few knew that Coakley had anything
to do with it. The Smith candidacy
did not become definite publIcfy unearly in March when Chairman
Donohue received the necessary signature of the former governor to
have delegates pledge themselves to
his nomination,
Even then there was much dispute
II Smith was a bona fide candidate.
Curley fired a broadside at Smith
and the former governor gave it back
two-fold. The technical explanation
s
from the New York headquarte,
was that Mr. Donahue had written
ham asserting many potential delegates in Massachusetts desired to
pledge themselves to his randfdaey
because their constituents wanted to
give him a complimentary vote. Under Bay State law no delegate can
pledge to a presidential candidate
without his written consent. Smith
contended he appreciated the loyalty
of- Massachusetts Democrats and he
could not very well deny them an
opportunity to vote for him. He
sent power of attorney, placing In
the hands of Mr. Donahue the authority to give consent to approved
delegates to pledge to him. Mr
Smith claimed, however, that it chi.;
not commit him to a definite effort
to seek the presidential nomination.
The power Of attorney Placed the

organization in a most powerful position since it could reject any delegate unfriendly to its leaders. The
discussion centered largely on whether Mayor Curley would be allowed a
place on the delegation and there
were Innumerable conferences.
Of course Curley never had a
Chance to gain a place. He could not
very well, as a Roosevelt leader,
Wedge himself to Smith. The organization, didn't want him anyway because he had challenged Its leadersnip. but more particularly because
•increase the
it had no desire to
prestige of the Boston
political
mayor. Here was an opportunity to
crush him, to put him in a most unfavorable light with the great rank
and file of Democrats. It was a
clever piece of strategy and the organization leaders used it to the very
best advantage.
It would not do to throw Curley
overboard without a gesture. He has
some hold on the Boston Democracy.
If he was rejected without apparent
consideration it might be disastrous
to the cause of Democracy. The conferences, it was announced, centered
around whether the Boston mayor
would be included in the delegation
as a recognition of his eminent place
in the party.
Colifoyle's relation of lo.lde
campaign Incidents will be continued
neat Sunder.)
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Hub Headlines Clash
On Future of Curley
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Mayor Flouts Talk of "Resigning in 1933,"
But Federal Office Rumors Persist;
Celebrators in Premature Fog
By JAMES IL GU1LFOYLE
Telegram State Rouse Reporter
BOSTON, Dec. 31—Boston had a tough time today endeavoring
to determine if Mayor James M. Curley would resign before tne end
of his four-year term next year. The final conclusion was that he
might and then again he might not, depending largely on what happens after Coy. Franklin D. Roosevelt becomes president.
-I see Curley is going to quit." said pressed the wish that the same cordial relations
one of the old landmarks around mutual service that had marked our
id 1932 would be exCity hall, looking over his evening tended to me or my successor in 1933.
"My term as mayor of Boston ends
paper.
"You're wrong," interjected nis in December. 1933, and since under
the law the president of the council
companion straightening out
ne is acting mayor it was my desire
crumpled sheet he'd rescued from *.l'e impress upon the membership of the
sidewalk. "Curley says he isn't going council the importance of selecting
to quit."
the most capable member of that
body as president for the year 1933.
Neither Edition Final
"Contrary to the statements which
Soon it became quite an argument
have
a"peareci in the press. I have at
and a crowd gathered. Both nun
no time ecnsidered resigning the ofhad the same newspaper, but diffei
ent editions. There was some ba. - fice which I now hold as mayor."
"Plausible . . . Except"
ter back and forth about ability to
read.
The mayor's statement was acceptAssociated Press Photo
"We'll settle it." said the Land- ed as very plausible except by those
' ,iMAYOR CURLEY
mark pointing
headline, who pointed out that his term does
to
the
"what's that say, 'Curley to resign.' not end until the last day of De- into the federal service, it will not,
be until 1934.
Plain enough isn't it?"
cember, 1933. and that the new mayor
Recall Jackson Dinner
"Yell," responded his bewilciveci takes office on the first Tuesday of
companion. "but looka here. My asa- 1934. which happens to fall on Jan. It was recalled - that Mayo- Curley
per says 'Curly not to quit.' That's 2, The City Hall will be closed on was an interested listener 11,, tue: ICplain enough too."
Jan. 1 because it is a legal holiday. ceut dinner to Robert Jackson, when
Both were right. Curley was quit- It was the opinion that the mayor, Governor Ely warned that no Demoting in one edition and not 'glut- if he does not intend to resign, has crat. can refuse to accept the call
ting in the next. It became quite gone to considerable trouble to im- of the President to serve in the ad-'
an exciting quest' n,
press the council to select a strong ministration.
Some
believe
the
man to be acting mayor on a legal mayor's remarks before the Council
Premature Fog
were made under the spell of that
holiday.
The throng of New Year's eve celePolitical circles still are buzzing as 6peech.
brators clogging the shopping dis- the New Year approaches
It was also recalled that at least
with the
trict were rather befuddled—that ts interpretations
of the mayor's speech one mayor had resigned for Governor
befuddled a few hours before they all of them different.
Roosevelt, so
that no precedent:,
had expected to be. !The police are
A considerable. group believes the would be established if Mayor Curr
not enforcing prohibition tonight I. mayor unintentionally
ley
"did a Jimmy Walker."
let the cat out
On the west side of Tremont street of the bag and that he is ready
1,0 re"Unfinished Business"
newsboys yelled with the gusto that sign if Governor Roosevelt
calls him
marks their sales talk: "Curley to to service. They interpret the mayor's
ppe
obstacle in the way of Curresign." On the east side the leather- statement as a frantic effort to back- ley's. resigning,
however, is the drive
lunged youngsters were Just as voc - water on the ground he was misun- being made upon
his refusal to slash
ferous in asserting. "Curley not to derstood so there will be no embar- the budget to
the extent desired by
quit." In some instances the news- rassment to Governor Roosevelt of certain civic
-organizations in Bosboys witn the rival statements gen.. himself in the implication that he is ton. The mayor
has been under
ered together to chorus their Mr., slated for federal office.
critical fire from these and has been
Meting statements.
Rumors Have Persisted
fighting back vigorously. The mayor
It all started very simply. Maycr
*Rumor:, have been persistent for a likes a political fight so much
thak
Curley had the city council as ols long time that Mayor Curley. whose he would be loath to
have the ims!,
guests at dinner at the Parker nousc., service for Governor Resoseve t is too presslon that he had
quit under fire.
During is address he said: "I invite well known to bear repetition, would Although the
budget propositions
for myself and my successor during resign to take an important place will be well out of
the
1933 such spirit of co-operation which in the new national administration time Governor Roosevelt way by the
takes office,
is so necessary to the proper conduce soon after Governor Roosevelt took there still will be
financial prob.
office. His name has been most fre- lems.
of government."
The immediate interpretation was quently mentioned in connection
Anyway, as the New Year rolled
that the mayor planned to resign in- with the post of first assistant sec- in. mayor Curley had
Intimated he
asmuch as that would be the °ivy retary of the treasury, in which posi- would yesign and he had said
that
way he could have a successor in tion he would have supervision over he wouldn't quit. So
take
your
the planning and construction
1933.
of choice. Those persons who buy the
When the mayor saw the headlines new federal buildings, principally newspapers solely for the
crossword
in the .evening papers. City Hall was, postoffices. He has also been men- puzzles will get double measure
for
an exciting place. The ihayor at once' tioned for the post of ambassador to their money this morning.
declaregl he had given no thought to numerous countries. including Italy,
resigning. He Indicated that his re- where he and ivlussolinl talked of
marks had been misinterpreted.
world problems last year. and for
governor general of Porto Rico with
or Lxplains
The
which
delegation he served at the
Later he amplified his position In
Democratic National convention.
the following statement:
Ott the other hand, there are oth"In directing the necessity for
operation during 1033 between the er groupo •nusly •assert ilf
executive and legislative branches of will not re:•;gi,
,o,t3nr under
the rnunIcipal. government. I ex- circumstances and that If he goe-
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Gaspar 0'Bacon, the newly-elected
lieutenant governor, is still taking a
much needed rest with his mother
on Long Island. He plans to be on
the job, however, beginning Tuesday.
There is much speculation as
to what prompted Sen. Charles A.
Stevens of I,owell to Me a bill to
prevent military officers from
being retired with a rank higher
than major general. When Edward L. Logan and Alfred F.
Foote, retired as commanders of
the 26th division, each was given
the rank of lieutenant general.
Senator Stevens is one of the
most prominent military men In
the state and there will be considerable interest when he explains.

Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
recetwernmore thafi—Seekt Christmas
:lads. some of them elaborate. More
than 100 came from abroad, the senders being largely men in public life
with the
Who became acquainted
mayor on his European trip last year.
An elaborate greeting came from the
Despite the talk that Miss Mary H.
Lord Mayor and Lard Mayoress of
Ward, Democratic national commitDublin. Governor Ely also sent the tee
woman, Is peeved at Governor
mayor a Christmas card.
Ely because he did not place her on
the
Industrial
Accident board to fill
The Associated Press corresponone of the recent vacancies, It has
Calvin
dent who reported how
been generally understood that the
governor told her he could nct conand Mrs. Coolidge spent Christ-,
sider
her for a place because she hes
MRS mast have been attempting
been for years an adjuster for an into emulate WInchell. After resurance company.
lating how Mrs. Coolidge enjoyed
the church music to an extent
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall
that she Joined in the singing,
of tlie House of Representatives,
he added the sentence: "The forwill be re-elected next sesWho
mer president does not sing."
sion, has been holding open
house this week to learn what
One of the men who was deprived
the
appointments
of his operating license by Registrar committee
Morgan T. Ryan this week is named, various members desired. Chief
interest Is In his choice for
aptly, "Walker."
chairman of the judiciary committee. The mall who gets that
Former Rep. Bernard Ginsburg
place automatically becomes floor
of Boston, who would like to be
leader for the Republicans. Just
the next chairman of the Renow it Is said to be close between
publican state committee, but
Rep. Martin Hays of Brighton, a
who won't be, has been helping
former leader and some others.
postal receipts by
swell the
writing former governors for sugThe Democrats of the House still
gestions with respect to the man
who should have the place. Cal- are tied up in their fight for minority
vin Coolidge sent word in reply leader. Rep. John A. Jones of Peabody
was way ahead of all of them until
(through his secretary), that he Daniel H. Coakley, who will be a
was not sufliciently conversant member of the council, got into It.
with the situation to offer any Now the race is said to be real close
advice. The assumption Is that between Jones and Rep, Leo P. BirGinsburg is a collector of auto- mingham, Brighton, the present migraphs. He mest have known nority director. The Worcester Demothat none of the former gov- crats will be for Jones.
Mr.
particularly
ernors, and
Coolidge would attempt to tell
Rep. William Casey of Spencer,
him what they thought about
who was defeated this year In a
the situation.
close fight, Is said to have strong
backing for the past of commisThomas J. Boynton, former United
sioner of agriculture which Dr.
States district attorney, attorney genArthur W. Gilbert is due to
eral and mayor of Everett, observed
vacate shortly. Casey has wide
with Mrs. Boynton the past week thel
knowledge of agricultural condi53d anniversary of their wedding.
in the state through his
tions
Greetings came from all over New
personal experience as a farmer
England.
and has been prominent in milkregulation legislation for tile
Although John K. Murphy had
benefit of the farmer.
been one of his bitterest political
opponents, Mayor Curley promptly Issued an eulogy praising his
Rep. Jeremiah Healey of Natick,
"colorful career," 'When Mr. Murwho also was defeated at the recent
phy tiled this week.
election, is certain to be taken care
Senator Donald W. Nicholson of of by the administration because of
Wareham always wears a vivid neck- his past services to the party and his
tie, whether through choice or be- splendid military record.
muse of an election bet has not been
revealed. On the other hand, Big Jim
Although It had been generally
Parley, chairman of the Democratic
assumed that Commissioner WilNational committee, Is always buying
liam A. I,. Bazeley of Uxbridge
the blue neckties he so much admire/3, but seldom has the courage to
%%IA certain to be replaced by
Governor Ely, he still Is holding
causing much speculation.
over,
the
Sayre.
Prof. Francis H.
Latest reports are that the govnerdy appointed commissioner of
ernor Is rather Impressed by the
corrections, does not plan to lake
the job milli Jan, II. Until fie
strong pressure being brought to
A.
ties, his predevessor. Dr.
wants
bear in his behalf and
in
remain
will
Warren Stearns,
the
time to. consider
furtle-r
harness.
the
no
mat ter, although making
,
•
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April
1. Springh; Id baseball team to be
known as the "Rifles." Proposed
dridge across Watemhops pond approved by war department Would be
link of Crosstown boulevard.
2. "Gorilla warfare" at 'Fox theater
enlivens Main street.
3. Four hundred members of Amer.
lean Legion start canvass of city for
jobs. Arthur Theaters corporation
takes over Fox holdings in city.
4. Mayor James M. Curley pleads
for Roosevelt In speech here. Match
company works overtime to beat excise tax.
5. City council clears self in alleged bribery attempts.
6. Nellie Zolady dies after working
at 14'iberloid, investigation of Process
Urged
7. 13.ast shatters house on Han-,
sock streit. Fire demolishes ruins.
8. School board quashes proposed
following:
ban on married teachers
special survey.
9. Stanley King, former Springfield
man, chosen president of Amherst college.
10. Five killed, others - seriously
wounded in early morning explosion
on Ferry street. District-Chief Charles
S. Taylor, veteran fireman. dies.
11. City infirmary investigating
committee reports on present overcrowding and dangerous situation,
12. Rat from nearby swamp bites
Indian Orchard baby. Residents to
reek relief from dangers. Police Seek,
bomb motive in Ferry-street blast ,
case.
13. Vice-Chairman Chester T. Neal
strikes back at school board member,
Roswell J. Powers, stating that school
children's welfare, not politics, at
stake.
15. Western Massachusetts tishermea line streams as trout seas
John Scanlon wins prel
opens.
Mary contest In oratory meet.
16. Thousands attend Girl Sedut's.
rally at auditmlum.
17. Harry A, Woodward, vicechairman of board of Springfield National bank, dies.
18. Gov Joseph B. Ely, Senator
David I. Walsh and former-Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald boom out defince
of Roosevelt locally.
19. Airship Los Angeles visits c y.
explosion wrecks DesmondCa.i
elute house. Five hundred and for ,
golfers patronize Franconia on open, ;
ing day.
20. Albert B. Reynders chosen head
of Chamber of Commerce. John P.
Fleming chosen deputy chief of police.
21. July 4 celebration may be discontinued by city.
22. Springfield may be dropped
froin .s_t as port of entry. John ScanIon wins Western Massachusetts finals,
In oratory contest.
24. Daily air service to Boston announced as starting soon. Metal and
roofing trades threaten open shop,
26. Mayor
DI% ight R. Win ter'
crushes Dist-Atty Thomas F. Moriarty ,
as district delegate to Democratic national convention. Democratic vote
heavy here.
27.. Police Commissioner James A.
Redden demands explanation from!
'eminIssioners Thrwoos D7'er and Wit-!
,1 To C. Lynch as to why Capt George,.
W. IliCk nen Wa.4 removed from vice'
squad to "dog watch." Citizens also
demand explanation. Springfield Safe
Deposit and Trust company awards
contract fcr new building on State
street
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CURLEY'S DENIAL
HEITQUIT FAILS
TO
H
IMPRESS
CAN'T DISCOURAGE

-5

Curley Denies Story
He Will Resign as
Mayor f Boston
1.—Statements
Boston, Dec. 31
of Mayor James MI urley before the
Boston city counci oday, which were
interpreted as Indicating his intention to resign before the end of 1933,
brought from the mayor later the
statement that he had "at no time"
considered resigning.
The mayor told the council, at its
final meeting of the year, that he
trusted the members would give the
same support to him or his successor in 1933 that he had received during the last three years. His present
term will end next December.
The statement led to published reports that the mayor intended to
resign in order to accept a Federal
President-elect
appointment from
aloosevelt, v.:horn he supported.

about the post he would be granted
in the Roosevelt government.
An Ardent Roosevelt Supporter
Curley, an original Roosevelt supporter, whose enthusiasm was not
surpassed by any other Democrat,
devoted himself assiduously for a year
In furthering the candidacy of the
New York governor. He organized
Roosevelt-for-President clubs, led the
unsuccessful light to capture the
Massachusetts delegation 'which was
Bosi
unanimously instructed for ex-Gov /Maki
-itlE44-MASS a REPv/341 e
N
Smith but undismayed went to the
Chicago convention and participated
as a delegate by virtue of the acquisition of the credential of a delegate
from Puerto Rico. In the campaign
Curley personally financed a speaking
tour covering 27 states to the Pacific
coast. He made 71 speeches.
Confident of EIght•Year Term
He has been mentioned as a perhie choice for secretary of the rue
hut a fortnight ago It was report, d
that he was not being seriously considered for that portfolio.
As assistant secretary of the treasury Curley would wield great influence. He is confident that Roosevelt
will serve eight years as President
and as it has been certain since November that he would be given recognition by the President-elect his inBoston, Jan, 3—(AP)---Mayor James
dication of an impending resignation,
Special Dispatch to The Sunday, despite the subsequent denial, occa- M. garjey, in his annual address to
sioned little surprise locally.
the Boston city cpneil today, said
Union and Republican
Councilors Ignore His Dental
Boston, Dec. 31—Mayor James M. City councilors paid no attention to that to prevent an-inerease in taxes
Curley, who is believed to be slated the mayor's denial but proceeded with on real estate, revenue must be obbitter and many-sided contest for tained from other sources, such as
for the post of first assistant secre- a
the presidency of the council to be de- Intangible property.
tary of the treasury, back pedaled 'termined Tuesday. The anticipation
"The. return from intangible propwill serve as
rapidly but without covering much that the next presidentseveral
erty, supposedly taxed through the
months
of
period
a
for
mayor
ground today, after he had definite- provides the basis for zeal of council- corporation and income tax," the
mayor said, "represents but the minly indicated to the city council that ors to attain the coveted post. With- imum of what it should be, The corregarded an
officials
days
few
a
in
he plans to retire before the ex- emissaries of the mayor, have under- poration and income taxes collected
the state and turned over to the
piration of his term next January. taken, without success, to Interest by
city for the year 1932 was but $8,After "inviting for myself and my three councilors in the presidency.
while the state collected from
500,000,
Tonight Joseph McGrath of Dorchessuccessor during 1933 that spirit of ter, a veteran member of the Legisla- the city $8,900,000.
"The income tax has failed of its °
cooperation so necessary, to the ture and the council, appeared to have purpose for two reasons: First, the
advantage but not
commanding
a
governcity
proper conduct of the
rates have remained stationary even
enough votes o Insure his election
and this
ment," and confirming in the minds before three or four ballots are-aaken. though proven inadequate
a period When real-estate
,during
CurMayor
if
charter
city
the
Under
of councilors their belief, held for
taxes have been more than doubled;
resigns subsequent to March 4, second, that provisions of the income
nearly a month that his resignation ley
the council president will automatical- tax permit the escape from its operis impending, the mayor issued a ly succeed him. A resignation effective a
me many classes of intangible
ofie.
ginigth
election. nteio
statement in which he said: "I have March 3 would force a special
income that its productivity is almost

RUMORS OF PLACE
UNDER ROOSEVELT

on Mayor Declares That
-At No Time- Has He Considered Resigning His Post

FEDERAL APPOINTMENT
AS REWARD EXPECTED

Roosevelt's Backer Asked
City Council to Give Him
Or Successor- in 1933
Same Aid as in 1932

at no time considered resigning the
office which I now hold."
Mayor Can't Succeed Himself
Despite the denial political associates of the mayor admitted in the
interim .between his original statement and his IT 1,11fliat ion that they
have known tor some time about hia
forthcoming resignation.
Mayor Curley, who is completing
his third term of four years, cannot,
because of a city charter prohibition,
succeed himself. It has been the
unanimous opinion of Massachusetts
Democrats that he would transfer his
activities from Boston to Washington
but there has been wide speculation

CURLEY SEES NEED
FOR TAX ON OTHER
THAN REAL ESTATE

Boston Mayor Says Revenue
From Other Sources Necessary to Avoid Higher Rate
on Tangible Property

"Apart from the business income
and gain, the classes of income from"
intangibles, which are free from this
tax, have become the principal channels for investment of intangible
m
ltha'
ail(
eT
ayor said some of the most
Important of these channels we're::
Dividends on stocks of all Massachu'
'setts corporations, on stock of American Telephone and Telegraph company (New England), Western Union
Telegraph company, Massachusetts
public-utility
trusts
anddivdeanllds
p its ion
oar
's
tonde
and
banks
cooperative
banks, and
apes
Intgwest on all Massachusetts bonds,
Massachusetts city, town and county
builds, and interest on all mortgages.,

,
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PARTY LEADER,.
'The Troy Record has pointed out on several occasions that the Democratic Party is foriunate in having a substantial group of strong
pen to whom it may look for leadership. The

•
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outstanding Democrats of today are such states'men as Baker, Davis, Walsh of Montana, Young,
Traylor, Smith, Ritchie and Glass; and men of
the calibre of Lehman, Byrd, Curley and Hull
are not far behind, to say notbirkg-of selierel- of
the so-called progressives who are Democratic
in attitude, if Republican in name.
But the Republican Party has not been so
fortunate. Yet it needs very much to find
worthy leadership. Not many, months ago it
lost perhaps its strongest possibility, Dwight
\V. Morrow. Now it buries Coolidge. Root is
too aged to participate in party councils; and
Mellon is 78. To whom shall the G. 0. P. look
In the moment of its need?
There are still a few men to be considered.
President Hoover may be under a cloud for the
moment, but he is no more unpopular than was
Grover Cleveland when he completed his first
term; and four years later he was elected for
another. He is no more unpopular with his
party than was Theodore Roosevelt when in
1912 he defeated his own organization by an
unprecedented example of personal selfishness;
yet Roosevelt would have been nominated and
elected President in 1920 if he had lived. Hoover must not be eliminated from the field because of a passing wave of adverse emotion.
Then there is Ogden J. Mills. He has shown
his capacity, his platform ability and his political finesse. His friend, Senator Reed, is still in
the early fifties and must be included in the
list. And James W. Wadsworth is back in Congress, with an equipment of experience which
is almost unequaled. His schismatic position
in the past will be forgotten now that public
opinion has veered in his direction. The party
Is not without material—although there is far
less than on most occasions since the Civil
War.
13u t there is ho doubt of one fact. The
party must find new material. It will probably
not appear iii Congress for Congress is overIt must appear
whelmingly Democratic.
among the younger men in the various states.
For instance, the leader in this state, W. Kingsland Macy, has shown some unusual qualities.
From such men as he we must look for results.
The Wadsworths, the Mises and the Reeds
may be the present props but new ones must
be found if the structure is to be strengthened.
Defeat should be a spur. The party can now
_
bteilddram_the bottom.
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MADE CITIES ACQUAINTED.
in Boston rek- of Standish
The death r,
calls the days when he was a reporter in \ew Bedford as'signed, among other work, to the baseball news.,-Mr. Willcox
has long been a resident of Boston iy14re lie engaged the,
interest of the present Mayor Curley and served as his secin
City hall for many
retary and as: social secre
years.
.111 Willcox rimy be said to have introduiied Fall River
t New Bedford, anti vice versa. Up to the time of the expansion of the cotton industry in the latter city, the interests
of the communities ran in different channels. Not float there
were not pleasant associations among the people, and that
interchanges in business and politics were not intimate. But
the, popular acquaintance was immeasurably extended by the
rivalry in baseball, which Mr. Willcox used his exception,i1
talents as a news writer to foster.

,--r---

3oston

Those were the days of Charley Marston in Fall River
d Fred Doe in New Bedford, enthusiastic baseball promoters, who missed no bets in encouraging the sentiment which
Mr. Willcox had done so much to arouse. If the -schools did
not close then, as on circus day, when there was a game ,
between Fall River and New Bedford nines, the mills were
often short of help and business in downtown offices sailed
under jury rig.
In consequence crowds of people travelled between the
cities, made friends with their neighbors, wagered their
nioney with them and tarried after the games to discuss the
events amid convivial surroundings.
The New Bedford Mercury, commenting on Mr. Willcox's career, notes that the Fall River Herald feared that the
intense baseball rivalry might spoil "good neighborhood."
No such result. It brought the two cities into closer mutual
acquaintanceship, which has persisted ever since, to the beginning of which Standish Willcox contributed in no small
dezree.
,5)7? All/17,clip
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Mayor Curley's New Year Wish

•

Although Mayor James M. Curley has been
prompt with a denial of any intention of resigning his present office, Boston politicians continue to attach great importance to his January
1 wish for a happy new year for himself and
his "successor." As his term has a full year
to run, it is pointed out that his successor would
not be in line to come within the terms of the
new year wish except through his departure
from office either by resignation or in some
ether manner.
The construction they put upon it, despite
the Mayor's denial, is that he expects to receive a handsome appointment soon after the
inauguration of President-elect Roosevelt which
will necessitate his relinquishment of the mayoralty. What this appointment may be is a
matter of speculation—political gossip as,odates his name with an assistant secretaryship
o the treasury, having to do with the letting
of contracts for public buildings, which, of
course, would be an attractive post.
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Standish Willcox is dead,
of
means more to the people
New
Boston at this time than to
Bedford. He was the son of the
city,
late Lemuel T. Willcox of this
a brilliant lawyer and orator, and
of
was for a period on the staff
was
It
Mercury.
Morning
The
during the years of b a s e ball
Fall
' rivalry between this city and
River, which was, largely, the
creation of Willcox. While a young
man he went to Boston where he
attracted the attention of Mayor
Curley, with whom he has been
asstfErated for over a score years.
He was first Mr. Curley's private
Washington, and
secretary in
when the latter was elected mayor
of Boston Willcox became social
secretary at Boston City Hall. In
an Interim between his terms as
mayor, Mr. Curley found Willcox a
place in Washington, and on his
as
him
appointed
re-election
essistant secretary and editor of
the Boston City Record.
As 'a youth in New Bedford,
Willcox attracted attention for an
etherial sort of beauty. He was
, slender, fair-haired, a face that
1 was chiseled on the lines of the
Greek gods cut by Praxiteles, and
he attracted considerable attention.
This was in the young man's boyhood. When he grew older he
face
his
everything
belied
suggested. His interest was in
sporting events. In later years he
weighed over 200 pounds and in
Boston he would be unrecognized i
description we
have II
!
given.
Wilcox was interested hereabouts in sports—horse racing of
which there was not much—baseball of which there was plenty. ,
Wilcox reported baseball for the i
Mercury. He used the utmost freedom in describing Fall River baseball personalities and gibed them '
to an extent which, created a
demand for Mercurys in the
city and
neighboring
brought
petitions and protests from the
Fall River Herald lest good
neighborhood Might be spoiled. His
the
stories
profited
baseball
management, for, as a result,
thousands came from Fall River
when a game was played here and
the atmosphere was tense.
That is a forgotten episode. As
social secretary to Mayor Curley,
Wilcox received all distinguished
guests of the city. He had the
graces and manners of a diplomat
and although he was handicapped
by the affliction of deafness he
filled the role with distinguished

success.
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Use of Rented instead of City-Owncd
Autos by Boston Officials Has Resulted in Big Savings

•

•

recently
Some extremely interesting figures were rt of the
suppo
in
on
Bost
of
y
made public by Mayor Curle
of this year requirpolicy he inaugurated at the beginning
rented automoing,the use by Hub municipal officials of
biles rather than city-owned machines.
1931 cost
According to the data that he compiled, the
cars was
ing
carry
ngerpasse
or
ure
lof operating city pleas
was
cars
cing old
1$42,327 and the estimated cost of repla
the
that
es
figur
He
$35,500, making a total of $76,827.
an
less
5,
$9,68
be
will
cost of rented machines this year
by
d
owne
erly
form
s
obile
autom
allowance of $5,730 for
any,
comp
l
renta
the city that were turned over to the
hiring of cars
the
for
55
$3,9
of
cost
net
a
ng
maki
thereby
of slightly
cost
hly
mont
a
for all of 1932. That amounts to
ared with
comp
as
year,
this
cars
d
more than $325 for rente
and uption
opera
the
for
h
mont
per
27
an expense of $3,5
keep of city-owned machines in 1931.
equally so is
That difference is almost startling, but
covered by
nce
dista
the
in
miles
the reduction of 136,948
rolled up
ge
milea
the
with
ast
contr
in
rented cars this year
owned
City.
by automobiles owned by the city in 1931
averan
ed
cover
year
cars in use in eight departments last
to
ped
drop
has
ge
milea
The
h.
age of 21,752 miles a mont
and
m,
syste
nt
prese
the
r
unde
hly
mont
about 8,000 miles
usion reached
the city pays only for the mileage. The concl
c expense
publi
the
at
is that joy-riding by Hub officials
city for
the
by
ents
paym
that
has virtually ceased, and
y to
solel
ned
confi
been
have
year
this
tion
motor transporta
official business.
to
Most Lawrence people probably would hesitate
the
of
view
in
here,
ge
chan
ic
advocate a similarly drast
compleunsatisfactory experience in connection with the
rtment
tion of the motorization of the local sanitation depa
horseand
s
all
horse
of
early this year. The replacement
to be
osed
supp
s
was
trgck
r
moto
drawn equipment by new
with
,
iency
effic
and
omy
econ
er
great
a move toward
is
inly
certa
m
syste
ction
colle
The
zed.
reali
being
er
, neith
reduc
ted
expec
the
not any better than it previously was,
two
,
place
take
not
did
oyes
tion in the number of empl
men have since been employed in the stable although no
horses were there, and the city has not even paid for three
,
of the horses that are gone, according to the records of
is
now
rent
t
appa
resul
net
The
the city treasurer's office.
an expenditure of about $12,000 for trucks that seemingly
could have been avoided.
However, Boston:s new policy on transportation for
its officials probably can be made of benefit to Lawrence
if the attention directed to it should result in a survey
being made to determine just what the corresponding expense is to this city. The information might be decidedly
illuminating if every ,city automobile was individually
listed, together with the annual cost of its upkeep, as represented in outlay for gasoline, oil, repairs, accessories,
public
wages of chauffeurs and private garage rent. The
to
what
know
undoubtedly also would be interested to
exting
opera
the
rd
extent the city is contributing towa
in
als
offici
ipal
munic
by
used
ines
mach
pense of private
t
y
migh
surve
a
Such
.
al
work
offici
their
with
connection
porta
easily open the way to a substantiar l saving in trans
•
• • • •• •
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a
Because Aktiza; Curley voiced
f
himsel
for
year
new
wish for a happy
n reand his "successor," the Bosto
room
porters dashed madly from the
that the
ncing
annou
extras
issued
and
forthwith.
mayor was going to resign
and,
The inference was not unnatural;
there
although the mayor deniges of if,
be has
is a lurking suspicion that
of
I rather definite hopes of being part
eight
the Roosevelt administration for
warrant
years, sufficiently clear to
munia
of
ent
fragm
the
surrendering
remains
cipal administration which
Roosevelt
in his grasp. Of course Mr.
any
years,
eight
for
e
endur
not
may
Mayor
More than Mr. Hoover did; but
e is
Curley probably thinks the chanc
and it
good enough to gamble on.
looks like a reasonable conjecture.
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HIGHER TAXES
SEEN BY CURLEY
Mayor Warns of t ncrease in
Rate Unless New Revenue
Source Is Found
—
—
.... yesBoston, Jan. -I---Mayor Q22ley
sterday joined an expression ofitti
finanental
fundam
the
faction with
the
cial structure of the city with the
fundamental financial structure of
city with the prediction that no tali
be
rate reduction 'of,importance will
made this year unless legislation
which will lessen the burden on real
c
estate will provide new and prolifi
sources of municipal revenue.
the
In his annual address and
fourth and last-Zr-qiIrrytThent term,
l
Mayor Curley told the city counci
I that he is strongly committed to continuance of the policy of retrenchment
which he said has characterized the
I cast three years of his administraOen.
and
, hieut-Gov-elect Gaspar Bacon
Judge Frankland Miles of the Roxbury court were among the auditors ,
within the city council chamber and
:
which was tilled principally by city
officials.
Finances Sound
The mayor's discussion of city afof
fAirs, featuring the initial meeting
ent
the city council at which no presid
taken
was elected on the two ballots
was
before adjournment to Monday
ordered, was described by veteran offis
vials as the longest mayoral addres
ever made to the city council. It coy,ered...85 minutes.
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Curley Points to Fall River
to Show Fallacy of Theory
SAYS

TAXES JUMPED DESPITE ECONOMIES

Boston Mayor Makes An- ;
nual Addrese to Hub

JAMES M. CURLEY

City Council
Boston, Jan. 3.—(AP)--Mayor James
M. Curley in his annual address to the
Boaton City Council today said that to
prevent an increase in taxes on real
estate, revenue must be obtained from
other sources such as intangible property.
Mayor Curley said that many econo
mies had been effected in the city
government, but he contended that economy alone could not solve the probl
ems
of municipalities.
"The most interesting example of
the
fallacy of the theory that econo
my in
municipal administration aloue will
accomplish reduction In tax rate,"
the
Mayor said, "Is presented in the case
of
Fall River.
"In Fall River a State Board
of
Finance was appointed to condu
ct the
activities of the city and despit
e the
exercise of every conceivable
economy,
Including the curtailment of
what has
long been recognized as essent
ial municipal activities, those affect
He Mentioned Fall River In
IIing life,
health and education, the tax
nual Address to the Boston
rate of
City
Fall River today is more
than $8 per
Council.
Thousand of valuation greate
r than the
tax rate of the city of Boston
."
"The return from intangible
property, become the principal chann
supposedl3 taxed through the
els for incorpora- vestment of intangible wealth
tion and income tax," the
."
Mayor said,
The Mayor said some of the
most im"represents but the minimum
of what portant of these channels
were: Diviit should be. The corporation
and in- dends on stocks of all
Massa
come taxes collected by the
chusetts
State and corporations, on stock
of American Teleturned over to the city for the year
1832 phone Sr Telegraph Company
was but $8,500,000 while the
(New
EngState col- land), Western Union
Telegraph Comlected from the city $8.900,000.
pany,
Massac
husetts trusts, and all pub"The income tax has failed of its
pur- lic utility corporations;
pose for two reasons: First, the
dividends on
rates deposits in savings banks
and co-operahave remained stationary even
though tive banks, and interest
on all Massachuproven inadequate and this durin
g a setts
period when real estate taxes have been Interecity, town and county bonds and
st on all mortgages.
more than doubled; second, that provi"And here is represented," the
sions of the income tax permit the esMayor
said, "the sources of the
principal Incape from its operation of so many
come of Massachusetts citize
ns from Inclasses of intangible income that
its tangible wealth, amounting
to hundreds
productivity is almost negligible.
of millions of dollars—untaxed.
"Apart from the business income
and
"New revenue Must come
in substangain, the classes of income from intang
i- tial amounts from intang
ible wealth
bles, which are free from this tax, have
which has been privileged too
long."
-TENN
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CURLEY TO QUIT AS MAYOR
Boston Chief Executive Invites Cooperation During 1933.
BOSTON, Dec. 31.—(AP) — Mayor
James M. Curley today said that he
planned to resign as mayor. Before ,
gathering of members of the city
government, Curley said "I invite
for.,myself and my successor durink,11933 such spirit of co-operation
which is so necessary to the proper
conduct of government,"
Curley's term has one more year
to run. lie wa,t mrvor from 1922 to
1926 and also served in Congress.
Boston's mayors serve four years
• and they cannot succeed .hemselves.
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MAYOR'S ADDRESS
Mayor Curley Delivers Annual Message to the
City Council on Municipal Affairs — Stresses
Need of New Legislation to Increase Tax on
Income and Present Tax-Exempt Securities
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BACON AND CURLEY
MAKE STOP IN CITY

4

ate and Hub Officials
/
At Bancroft After
Coolidge Funeral

1

a

Ldeut. Gov. Gaspar G. Bacon.
i group
of legislators and others who

Mayor Curley's annual address to
the City Council Tuesday, in which he
reviewed the past year in Boston's
municipal administration and advanced again his projects for new legislation which would greatly concentrate power in the hands of the city's
chief executive, was 14,000 words long
and took an hour and 25 minutes to
deliver.
This marked it as one of the most
comprehensive and longest annual addresses ever delivered by a Mayor to
that body.
Much of the address constituted a
defence of the administration, and
I stressed the importance of legalizing
new sources of taxation to care for
municipal requirements, paramount
among which are those for public welfare at this time.
Before a. crowded Council chamber,
in which sat the president of the State
Senate and Lieutenant-Governor-elect
Gaspor G. Bacon and other distinguished guests, the Mayor read his
carefully-prepared address.
Seeks New Legislation
Relief for real estate from the
mounting burden of taxation, with announcement to the council that he has
instructed the legal department to prepare bills for legislation to extend the
scope of taxation on income, gains and
present tax-exempt securities, featured
the financial part of his speech.
"The terrific upheaval that has
taken place in our economic and social
structure as a consequence of the
depression, and which makes mandatory the expenditure of huge sums of
money for the relief of the victims of
the depression, through public welfare, hospitalization and the administration of justice, should be met in
part through economies in government, and the enactment of such legislation as will equalize the burden of
taxes," he said.
Says Income Tax Has Failed

"To this end I have instructeu the i attended the funeral of Calvin Coolcorporation counsel to submit to the idge in Northampton, lunched at the
Legislature a measure providing for ,Hotel Bancroft on their way back to
an increase in the income tax to 3 per
While
Jston yesterday afternoon.
cent instead of 11
2 per cent, as at
/
he Bacon party was at lunch, 24t.i4or
present; likewise an increase from the Curie of Boston, who also had atpresent rate of 3 per cent to 6 per
e funeral, arrived at the

1

ten e
hotel.
The Boston mayor was under motorcycle escort. The several cars carrying the lieutenant governor and his
party were preceded by state patrolmen.
F.
With Mr. Bacon were Erland
'Fish, president of the Senate; Levthe
of
speaker
Saltonstall,
erett
House; Rep. Horace T. Cahill of Boston; Sen Charles A. Stevens of Low,e11; Sen. Samuel H. Wragg of Needham; Rep. John P. Hickey of Boston;
Rep. Martin Hays of Boston; Atty.
Gen. Joseph E. Warner of Taunton:
Councilor James H. Brennan of B08ton: William L. Reed of Boston. executive secretary of the Governor's
council; Charles A Southworth of
Boston, recorder of the Land court; '
Judge McDonald of Boston; and Ed-

I

i

I

ward W. Rorrigan of Boston.
Mr. Horrigan served Mr. Coolidge;
as body-guard during his terms as!
governor.
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cent on gains, and the imposition of a
6 per cent tax upon the income from
intangibles now exempt from taxation."
Enlarging on this subject, Mayor
Curley said that the income tax has
failed of its purpose fcr two reasons: •
"First, the rates. have remained sta- !Curley
Issues
Statement
tionary, even though proven inadequate, and this during a period when ! After C. of C. Demands
real estate taxes have been more than
Cut.
doubled. Second, that provisions of
the income tax permit the escape
BOSTON, Dec. 16- --(A.P), IVIaym
from its operation of so many classes James M. Curl,v sail today t
here
of intangible income that its produc- %%mild be no sseTa-47*-Teductions for the
tivity is almost negligible."
of
i.,ty
Boston and Suffolk County em..

No Reductions in
Salaries in Hu

byes during 19:13. This statement
made in answer to.demand from
the Chamber of l'O'Wmeree and other
organizations for a 15 ner cent salary
Nvac

STANDISH WILCOX
Standish Wilcox will be remembered by City Hall officials as a happy
soul who always had a kind word for
everyone. He had been associated
with Mayor Curley as a secretary over
many years, and one of his duties was
to assist in the entertainment of the
city's guests. It was delicate work,
and called for infinite tact. He was
lequal to every assignment.
We shall all miss his cheery talk.

I

ik tt.
Mayor ,Curley's address to the City Curley Naid he expected a
Council as usual shows his strong andiion of the voluntary contributions for
intimate grasp on municipal affairs. pubiie welfare IleACIS, Ilinging from

l31/2 to 10 per cent and said this would
; mean in all $2,500,000 or 6% per cent
. of the total annual Salary pa y roll.
The Mayor said that durinx his administration ae had in various ways
it approximately Ii per cent from
the annual payroll and that by deter.
ring the si.cp-rate iiii.i.case by not ii11,:
in
VaillileiPP and by cutting in main..
"s t rinee costs there would be a
furtian
.4:iVillg8 Of, 6 per cent. '
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THE CURLEY - ELY FIGHT
TION DELEGATES
ROOSEVELT - SMITH CONVEN

7 Stfic,.e14
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No Roosevelt Men
I
The veracil of that prophecy was
j to be fulfillec .ta the letter In the
primary eleet.fbn
Not one Roosevelt
delegate, even the mayor, survived.
But more than that how thoroughly
those
who
had
opposed Smith
wrecked their future was demonstrated later in the state primaries. A
number of Roosevelt delegates sought ;
various nominations at the primaries I
but not more than one or two of
them were able to make the grade.
Outstanding in the state primary defeats were thoee administered to Dr.
Joseph 0. Santosuasso of Boston and
Councillor James H. Brennan of '
Charlestown, both of whom had been
on the Curley slate of at-large delegates for Roosevelt.
I
Dr. Santosuosso had been the nominee of the Democrats for secretary
of state In the past. He was widely
known. Yet after his Roosevelt alit.:
ance he was defeated for another 1
nomination lOj that office by a virtual unknown. Councillor Brennan
was so widely known in his section
that he had been honored with election as councillor and yet when he
aspired to Congress his opponent for
the nomination merely passed the
word around that he had opposed
Smith. That was enough. Brennan
was slaughtered. Many other similar
incidents through the state could be
cited but these illustrate how well the
organization leaders had sized up the
situation.

tue damage It might do to a promising future.
There were a few not friendly to
the Curley group and yet not on the
inside with the organization who
Were i:ift out in the cold.
No Outsiders
They sought to defy and balk the
organization plan by announcing
they would run pledged to Smith but
they found they were up against a
atone wall. They couldn't get on the
ballot pledged to Smith unless the
leaders said so and the leaders denied
all except those they had personally
chosen. The best that these ambitious ones could do vas to tell their
rally audiences they were for Al but
without the opportunity
tlif be
pledged It zas of lifatla, vAue to theft
efforts. Most of them realized that
it would be futile to attempt election
without adherence to the Smith banner and while they knew the advantage held by the organization candidates they saw a possibility of their
personal popularity in their own
communities carrying them through.
They had a rude awakening. They
stand in a better position for the future, however, for the damning evidence that they were against Al cannot be used against them.

The organization was not bitter at
those who chose to follow Curley and
Roosevelt. Having supreme cnfldence
that the Smith ticket would win regardless of developments they saw
Only Smith Counts
the undoing of those who were led
/ recall that during the President
into that camp. The few highly reprimary campaign there were those
garded by the organization for past
who raised the question If certain
i services who tempted fate were exSmith delegates could win because
cused on the ground that they were
of the popularity of their Roosevelt
I doing it against their will because of
opponents or because of their own
the obligation they owed to Mayor
unpopularity. There were those who
Curley. Whether there were such exquestioned if Coakley could be electtenuating circumstances is a matter
ed on the Smith slate because of the
of dispute.
vigorous drive againe* him by Curley
Curley's Hidden Hand
on personal ground- and the prominence and popularl'a, of at least one
Th.-re has been no record evidence
of his opponents. 'here were others
that the mayor wielded the big stick
who could not see how Maurice J.
on those who were In debt to him
Tobin of Boston amid, be defeated, I for political or personal favors for
for there has never'*en a more popthemselves or relatives. But it Is a
ular young man in public life.
fact that consideration of the indi"Every- Smith delegate will win,"
vidual delegate candidates was most
Coakley told me. "It makes no difInteresting in the ramifications afference as to the peram. or the popforded. There were a few who acularity Of the Roosevelt opponent.
tually held municipal Jobs In Boston
The Smith delegates will sweep the
and others who had relatives pleasstate. It
a question of personantly employed by the city. It fact
there was one phase of the campaign
alities. It's Smith against Roosevelt."
And Mr. Coakley was right. He won
when a complaint was registered by
handily and the popular Mr. Tobin I a city councilman that some of the
given tremendous votes in contests
delegates were candidates in violation
where he had ..sought office was
of the lawilince their municipal emsmartly defeated. It must not be
ployment barred them from active
construed that every Roosevelt delepolitical participation, unless they
gate was personally obnoxious to the
were on leave of absence. The comorganization. That is not so. There
plaint. of course, was for political
purposes. •It did not cause withdrawwere a limited number of places on
the Smith slate and while the faithals. Whatever was necessary to make
such candidacies legal was speedily
ful were given the preference there
remedied and nothing ever came ol
were not enough p,aces to reward all.
The organization was sorry to See
the charges.
some political workers, highly regardFuture of Roosetelt Men ,
ed, go to the Roosevelt camp. Not
It is more interesting to conten.plate
that they feared it would affect the
the future of trpoae who were Rooseresult but they were concerned over
Many of them halt
t del gates

temporarily abandoned any idea of
seekttg public office in the immediate future, Those who were irk office
lat the time of their delegate. candidacy will hesitate to seek re-election.
It is not now apparent that there has
been any change in the feeling of
because
Democracy
Massachusetts
Roosevelt was elected. In the main
4 still holds It against, those who
bolted Smith. The feeling may wear
off in time even as the Smith worshippers eventually supported Roosevelt because their idol asked them
to do so. They had no personal enthusiasm for Roosevelt.
The future of the men who bolted
Smith is problematical. It will probably shape up this way. The Roosevelt delegates who seek office will al' ways have that liaoility to live down
—at least for the next three or four
years. Those who are in disfavor
with the organization probably wIli
not have it used against them and_lt
may be overlooked. But let aoy man
in bad standing with the leaders
aspire to a public place and they
will need no other argument. It Is
certain the organization vrill-not let
pass an opportunity to dispose of
any of their enemies who- were so
rash as openly to oppose Smith. And
regardless of the attitude of the organization those who opposed Smith
will always face the danger that their
opponent will recall their venture to
their detriment. It is also apparent
that those who were in the Roosevelt
camp will be more likely to encounter opposition. It will encourage
; many who might otherwise be skeptical of seeking publiaeoffice, for every
ambitious one will realize the advantage of having an opponent who tried
I to lick "Al."
Curley Declares War
Mayor Curley decided definitely to
have Roosevelt battle in Massachusetts on March 12, 1932. Three clays
later he announced his-slate of delegates. His challenge to the Smith
forces was given in a dramatic setting
in his office at City Hall. It was
supplemented by a statement from
"Jimmy" Roosevelt that he had received the power of attorney necessary to pledge delegates.
Governor Roosevelt's consent to allow the use of his name removert
the last obstacle in the way of assuring a bitter presidential primary
fight. "Jimmy" who had been working fervidly with Mayor Curley to
gain support for his father said the
power of attorney came by special
delivery, but for a time the accuracy
of his statement was questioned. The
rank and file of Smith supporters
were amazed that the New Yrk governor would dare to come Into thisstate. They took "Jimmy's" statement with a grain of salt, asserting
it was probably the result of a pardonable enthusiasm.
Mayor Curley as noted previously
had given the organigation until 5
o'clock of March 12 to agree to his
when
demands for a comprornise
.5 did i t.cai[ne he sal.tottie battle
-

,

WOPsici,
was on and at once began to search ! There was a noticeable tenSIon
o'clock. The
for elev.:tate&
the clocks turned to 5
his
that
Your correspondent wrote at
mayor glanced nervously at
wIll
minutes
time: "The Massachusetts fight
watch. During the next few
Smith
watch a
be a crucial test for both Mr.
His Honor looked at that
attrac ,
5.45 dld
until
not
but
,
'times
and Mayor Curley and will
dozen
Smith
nt.
nceme
Mr.
annou
If
on.
his
attenti
make,
wide
to
nation
he arise
which ts
cannot carry the Bay State,
Guilfoyle'm rel.ition of Inside
(Mr.
elimued
his admitted stronghold, he is
campaign ineldents will he contin
tion
inated as an important conven
next Sunday.)
will
Curley
rtgure. If he wins, Mayor
life
yirtually bid farewell to public
nomiunless Governor Roosevelt is
pownated. Even then his return to
Governor
er will be dependent on
Roosevelt's election."
the
Joining with Mayor Curley in
delivered
ultimatum which had been
Mayors
to the organIzstion were
John
George C. Sweeney of Gardner,
John J.
and
d
Medfor
of
Burke
H.
Murphy of Somerville.
Terms of "Compromise"
nts of
With the Curley announceme
ations
negoti
the
of
fight the details
of atts
momen
ng
thrilli
the
during
tempting compromise In which Robnational
ert Jackson, secretary of the
Howe,
ry
McHen
Louis
and
tee
commit
personal lieutenant
defihad joined were revealed more
nitely
to
The Roosevelt men had agreed
;
he
until
Smith
to
lves
themse
pledge
wa., eliminated if the Smith delegates!
in return would sign a pledge to support Roosevelt until he was eliminated. The Smith counter proposal,
to
advanced by Governor Ely was
have the delegation go to the convention pledged to Smith, but with
no second choice, the.unit rule to be
abrogated after Smith was eliminated
and each to make his own choice.
The Smith supporters could hardly
,s-velt plan but it
agree to the R
appeared that 1,, would have been
policy for Curley to accept the
i counter proposal because It was
the organizaknown that some
tion delegates woula have welcomed
the opportunity to support Roosevelt In the final vote but realized lt
heir political
would be unsafe
future to declare their preference or
him over Smith.
The fact of the matter Is that after
the failure of the conference of leaders of both sides to reach an agreement. It was very well settled that
they much preferred a light. Their ;
chief difficulty then was to faehion
proposals they knew could not be
accepted.
the

governor's

Curley Sets the Stage
Mayor Curley carried through the
Roosevelt launching with all the
showmanship of which he Is capable. He sat in his City Hall office
surrounded by newspapermen and
friends. As the clock neared five he
put in calls to reach Democratic
leaders of the state. The mayor In
exceptional good humor kept up a
running fire of wise cracks and point* opservations. •
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Move For Biennial Sessions, Ely's Labor-Law Proposal
,A Plans for Federal Consolidations Show
Impatience at Legislative Authority
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON,

Jan.

Senator Warren is impressed by the cost of
legislative sessions, anyway, and argues somewhat
as though he thought regular annual sessions will
be cheaper in the long run than regular biennials
with too-frequently intervening special sessions.

7. —

About the only thing any-

one has talked about an
the Hill since the new season was ushered in by organization and oratory is
Far-Reaching Venture
how not to spend much
Aside from the direct economy proposals almoney and how to get
'ready made or to be developed, this matter of the
enough to spend any of.
proposed change in the sessions is the most farThe . session4 starts off
reaching venture to be considered at this session.
witho' t much enthusiasm.
'For here is a plan that makes radical change in
The rganization has been
our system of government, unqiAestionably dilutes
smoothly, and
effee ed
the contact between people and government, will
the elections for commitinevitably delegate power now held and exercised
tee iiosts have recePted
in the Legislature to the hands of the executive,
general approval. Speech-nrakilig has not been
and by so much depart from old-time conceptions
such as to arouse the mob to frenzy; and that is
of government as practiced in Massachusetts.
just as well. We have settled down into a grim
It is not the only gesture in that direction.
realization that if there is a Santa Claus he has
closed shop for another 12 months, and that what- One of the fruits of the existing hard times and
ever is to be done to better conditions will have government helplessness, is this tendency to call
for a "dictator"—the word is often inough used
to be by hard work and thrift.
There remains an ominous silence up here perhaps to make the quotation marks unnecessary.
about cutting the pay of legislators, yet there is In the governor's inaugural Thursday noon there
plenty of talk about town, and especially in quar- was a notable gesture in that direction, wherein
ters where they discuss politics, that unless this 'Governor Ely suggested that he be given authority
Legislature cuts its own pay there will be some- to suspend at his discretion certain restrictive lathing like disaster attending the political fate of bor laws if it appeared to him to be in the interthe members who endorse this "what-I-have-I- est of the Commonwealth.
keep" r.alicy.
Arbitrary Authority
The governor's inaugural address was singuThis is quite in line with the program of the
larly silent on this subject:, Maybe it will engage
Democrats at Washington, who are seriously but
,h is aggressive attention', at a later date. It was
a bit timidly considering the idea of giving to the
no fault of his that a cut was not put into effect
President arbitrary authority to effect consolidalast year.
tions of government departments and otherwise
There is under headway a vigorous effort to apply executive—
force to trim the government, the
da away with annual legislative sessions, substi- idea
being, we suppose, that the government will
tuting biennials, and unless the present Legisla- have
to be trimmed to prevent it from trimming
ture does something to lessen the cost of sessions 1 the people.
there will be a conlderable public sentiment
There is nothing essentially new in this phearoused in favor of doing away with the annual
nomenon of diluting legislative' authority in favor
practice. In his minority report for the joint speof greater concentration of pnwer in executive
cial committee on public expenditures Senator
hands. The old familiar feature of the idea is that
James E. Warren of Lawrence, the only dissenter
it conforms to the usual subterfuge of junkin g an
from the majority recommendation in favor of
existing method of government' or administration
biennials, and the only Democrat on the commitwhen things go poorly, and seeking a short cut
tee, evidently had some such thought at the back
to virtue and plenty by means of new systems. It
of his mind, for he, said:
was precisely this desperate fr me of mind which
'We have had one specie: session in the last so amended
the federal consti ution as to provide
two years and we came close to having anothei for the direct .election
of United States senators,
•last Fall. These special sessions, which are corn- thus substituting
for a Senat.p. representing the
men in the larger states which have biennial sea- sovereign states,
an upper House In which ,,,,, il
very expensive and state should have
two represent4tives-at-large.
not jiarlva satisfactory as regular annual sesThe impetus whirb put this 'timendment over
Hons."
was, the growin. coaviet',1,

1

1
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by facts, that under the old sysrem riena te seats
were for sale; that legislative bodies could he and
were corrupted, and that it would be impossible
to corrupt the entire electorat of a. state; and
lin we should get able and hlonest men in the
l nil States Senate through a complete change ict
h ,, method of electing them. Q. PI. D.

white wigs; or that at least they ought all to
wear black ties; or, better yet, be required to wear
whiskers. Now we have cisme to the pleasant conviction that these trappings and trimmings are
after all not necessary. It is a comforting conclusion.
What's become of alt the ex-governors? We

saw only one in the line of ,march down the aisle,
and that one was Eugene Noble Foss, who was
Well, it has not worked ot that way. We do
was 'tougher
, and while it may a Massachusetts Democrat wnen it
not get abler men in the Senate;
Governor Foss
not be feasibie to buy the entire electorate of a work to be one than it is tWay.
sometimes1
and
took a seat on the dais not far to the right of the
state for cash, it is entirely feasible
by
brains
oratory,
electorate's
the
easy to addle
governor as he addressed the multitude, and it
reminiscent
h
'demagoguery and buncombe, tlie result sometimes very likely may be that pleasnt
being accession to .the Senate o\ men who would thoughts raced through his mind in the intervals
viinot be put In charge of a ribbon counter in a
of listening to the oratory. Allen, Fuller and Cox
I
lage general store.
, were not there.
the triedl
In other words, when we threk, away
which had
senators,
choosing
of
method
and tested
made
Ma or Curley made his accustomed entrance.
assisted in building this country up and had.
un il all was'still, the tumult had subthe Senate "the most august deliberative assembly He wai
there was calm. Then he came down
and
sided,
but
Senate,
better
a
get
not
in the world," we did
the center aisle, and got his personal reception.
•
an inferior SenatespeculaWe tried the game thing in the direct primary, That was all right, of course. It revived
1
We took the ncrininations away from the bosses tion in the galleries and the corridors as to what
Rooseveltian
the
under
mayor
the
for
we
thought
did, is in store
and gave them to the people, or
but only a small proportion of the people turn out distribution of blue ribbons and keys.
to vote at the primaries and men and women canThe prevalent talk about town is that Mr. Curdidates are loath to enter them because of the al- ley will. be offered and will accept the assistant
most prohibitive cost.
secretaryship of the Trbasury department, and
that sunder him will be 'a general super‘ision of
the *fe'dir'al public building program. ,The same
We are not arguing against the primary and "they" also assert that Joseph B. Kennedy will be
we do not see any possibility that we shall revert. offered his choice between the secretaryship of the
of choosing United State
back to the oid system .
' Navy and the office of coirrptroller of the currency,
senators; but the citations are pertinent now that. a nd,that he is more likely to take the second.
.
oft are so giibly'considipring the feasibility of an
Well, the Republican State committee has
'escape from our governmental and otherdlfficulchosen its chairman, and it did it on the issue
ties by sisbstituting a dictatorship for the reprewhich we have outlined and emphasized for the
sentative form of government. That is what we
• past several weeks—the issue of membership on
are in fact considering. . :11., .
the committee. Mr. Bacon is a persuasive and popAdding materialty to the arbitrary power of a ular leader, but be tried too much for any man
President or of a governor is a direct step away when he undertook to facilitate by his endorses
from government as we have long known and cele- ment
an abrogation of the long-standing commitbrated it in this country. It may be that the time tee rule, and choose as chairman a man not a
has come to do just that. It may be that what member of the committee. It would not work and
the American people want, is not a democracy nor
i did not work, and Terry, long ago pointed out
wet
a republic, but a dictatorship. It may be—bat
as the probable winner, came up to the specifidoubt it.
cations of the forecasters and landed—brought
home the Bacon, as it were.
Now this is not to be taken as a defeat of BaN
The governor's address was attentively and sicon
c
by Richardson—so we are insistently assured,
lently received. There was not even a flutter of
and it is very pleasant to have that assurance.
a
applause until the courtesy handclapping at the
None the less there are a great many average folks
conclusion. Notx once was he 'Interrupted during
cynical turn of mind who will interpret It
the course of it delivery. He did not bid for ap- of a
in view of the cold hard fact that the
way,
that
plause, either in substance or method. The docucandidate lost and the Richardson candiBacon
ment was sober, sedate, unimpassioned and practical, and it was Presented like a report to a hoard date won-

Senators of Today

Curley's Next Post

People and Dictators

Address of Governor

of directors.
The inauguration of a governor of Massachusetts is always an impressive ceremony. The oath
is solemn, the setting of the ceremony is dignified,
,and there is over all the flavor of great traditions.
We always get a little thrill when the judges
come marching in, two abreast, and we have long
wondered why it is that judges look AO much like
judges.- We used to feel that our judges should go
back to the old-world 'custom of black rokes and

Another "Fast One',

The trouble in this ease was a familiar error—
that of underestimatinf one's opponent. We hear
a good many earnest j1it1elans in this town and
on this Hill scoff at RIchardson and call him an
"amateur in politics," Os, That may all be, but
this is the second time he Nis; in the parlance of
the unregenerate, "pulled a \fast one." The first
was when he was elected to he national commit
tee last June.
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Personages From All "Milks of Nation's Ple Gather at Northampton
To Pay Last Respects to Fo'rrner President Calvin roo!idc

Ptivtos by Tile Republican Staff Photographer)
Pert.onalities at the Coolidge funeral. upper left_nro Franklin D. Roosevelt, wife of the Presideat-elect, v, nit her son, James. Upptr center—Frank Stearns of Boston, close
friend of Calvirt Coolidge- UPPer right--Gov Joseph 13. EIY. Lower left—Mrs Edith Nourvoi Rogers of Lowell, member of Congress. Lower left center—Mayor James M. Curley and daughter, Mary. Lower right center—chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, followed by 'Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson. Lower right—Mrs Dwight Morrow
and Dr William Allan Neilson. president of Smith college.
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Roosevelt Studies Issues
of Domestic Situation;
Meets 'Big Navy' Men
the
New York, Jan. 11.—(iP)—Domestic discussed beer legislation with
with
issues commanded the attention of brewers. He said he had talked
President-Elect Rosevelt today after the brewers last November and "they
beer was
an intensive study' of the interna- told me that 3.2 per cent
by which
content
alcoholic
lowest
the
tional situation.
Explaining to newspaper men that beer would be potable."
J. Bruce Kremer democratic nahe was not concentrating on one
tana,
ña.if1im
tional comi
specific thing, Mr. Roosevelt said:
was on 41e Roosevelt calling list for
"I am going ahead with the process toda
ayor Curley of Boston and
s G. McAdoo-,' senator-elect
of preparing myself. Like Al Smith, I W
1•6 expected here in
am getting a lot through the ears f m Cali
e next few days.
and also a lot through the eyes."
Dines with Leaders.
William Howard Gardiner, *iresien
Pres/
'"he president-"lect attended a dindent of the Navy League, who
here last night of democratic
gaged in a public dispute with
dent Hoover over the navy, was a party leaders.
Mr. Roosevelt said definitely oday
caller today at the Roosevelt home. that he intended to take his proposed
William B. Shearer, big navy lobbyist, sea vacation next month on the yacht
who was investigated by the senate of Vincent Astor, a distant relative.
for his activities at the Geneva arms However, instead of a ten-day cruise'
conference of 1927, was with Gardiner he now contemplates only one week;
at the Roosevelt meeting.
in the southern waters.
Returning to Hyde Park on Friday,;
For Adequate Defense.
Mr. Roosevelt expects to remain there;
big
a
of
favor
was
in
he
if
Asked
until early next week, when he will ;
navy the president-elect replied:
come to New York .again before dein
am
I
"Why don't you ask me if
•
parting for the south.
favor of adequate national defense
and I would •say yes."
. Mr. Roosevelt was asked if he had

NEW-yoR,q..ruN - .ii-/Y-f'7J'3.

GRANGE VIEWS
BEING BROUGHT
TO ROOSEVELT

Mr. Roos velt PAndwiched into 11.
busy day a meeting with a delegation represe ting the American Association of reamery Butter Manufacturers, h ded by W. F. Jensen
of Chicago. The- delegation recommended the'lel,ying of taxes on
products in eeh,ich foreign oils and
fats are used.
TO SEE ROOSEVELT

Farm NIA Also Discussed by
Foriver Gov. Woodring
of Kahsas.

MAYOR :CURLEY HERE TODAY
Senator J. Hamilton Lewis Talks
About Federal Patronage
for Illinois.
Windirjg itp -a busy week of conferencesS on national and international af airs, President-elect Roosevelt was to receive Mayor Curley
ane'representatives of
of Bosto
the Natifinal Grange, today at 49
East Sixtpi-fifth street, before leavMayor Janie'. M. Corley.
ing later, today to spend the week
Park.
1de
end at
Mayor- urley's visit was associated with\patronage in Massachusetts, wee4 he led the fight for
Mr. Roosevelt against the Smith
faction heaped by Gov. Ely prior
to the Chithago Convention.
The Natircnel Grange men were
expected to discuss the agricultural
' situation f m the point of view
1 of the far, et', and also to offer
1 suggentirt-Jon a Secretary of Agri•,:i enry A. Wallace, pro)
I culture.
epublican. of Iowa, is
gressive
said to he favored for the secre(By Francis M. Stephenson)
taryship, put Mr. Roosevelt has
announced that he does not intend
New York, Jan. 12.—VP)-to make public the names of any of With an eye on Congeess, Pros!after
until
appointees
Catririet
his
dent-elect Roosevelt drove ahead
February 1-(1silently today on the "proc,ss of
preparing myself" for the task afFarm)! Problem ntecessed.
ter March 4.
deeply
went
.
Piesident-elect
The
Plenty of callers were received
,
into the farm relief problem yes- 'I at the Roosevelt home here. Mr.
terday...p.rith Harry H. Woodring, I •
Roosevelt Is awaiting until he
recently) retired Governor of Kan- becomes president before he talks
the
to
accompanied
was
whin
sas,
or acts.
conference by Guy T. Helvering,
But he is anxious that this dyKansas.
for
chairman
Democratic
ing session of Congress, the last
also
name
whose
1Woodring,
Mr.
Hoover administratlob.
of the
has be an mentioned in connection imakes sure of balancing the bud111,
Agr1
of
Department
with t be
get and enacting farm relief.
t ure, d iscussed with the PresidentThe principle of the pending
benow
bill
parity
elect i :iie farm
agriculture bill before the House
Ives.
Representet
int
io
rm e t le }fralta
the hill meets the idea of the pres1d6ntv
4d ..!,!r; . 'Rooseelt
11 ' • ,
Mime- elect. He understands that the
that.
and
"""I'l "14 boiril(1P4
to in- leaders of organized agriculture
taken
he
shoold
diat"Pti''qn
are behind the measure. During
crease the leeriee of farm produete.
the came gn he gave assurance
the campaign he gave assurance
izations would al. ree on federal
help he would support them.
Details of raising new taxes, if

4v61Y,cv -N.y. Apvtoyirr,p
.//1A1 -
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Roosevelt Will Remain
SilenL Until March 4
they are necessary, and cut:inr:
appropriations, are left by him to
Congress, but he wants that uone
before he assumes the presidency.
There is no doubt that if the
Democratic program for this session fails, Roosevelt will call an
extra session of the new Congress immediately, bat he is not
saying anything about that. He
expects this Congress to do the
work.
William G. McAdoo, senatorelect from Caalifornia and former secretary of the treasury, i
was on Mr. Roosevelt's calling
list today.
Ntayor Curloy o Boston also
was
Informed that contesting Democratic leaders at Washiugton,l
were using his name to support
their cauee, Mr. Roosevelt remarked: "I guess I will have to
subscribe to the Congressional
Record." That was the end of
any commitments on his behalf
—he will -talk after March 4.
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MAYOR OF HUB
AND ROOSEVELT
IN. CONFERENCE

•

Curley Attacks :Dole System" in America; President-Elect Has Many
•
Irons in Fire.
NEW YORK, Jan. 11—(AP) A whirl
of conferences today brought the unemployment relief Problem and other
domestic and international issues be1).
Franklin
President-elect
fore
Roosevelt.
Attacks "Dole Symtem."
Mayor James Curley of Boston,-;s1 ways a stanch Roosevelt supporter.
' ant mentioned as a possible Cabiiait
, member,'called up the unemployment,.
qnestion in an attack on the "dotal
f system In America."
Curley demanded a reduction In pub-(
lic welfare expenditures and jobs Instead of "dole" for the unemployed: .
Mr. RoOstwelt turned to foreign affairs again with a conference with
Senator Swanson of Virginia, a member of the American arms delegation
and the next chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee. Senator Hull of
Tennessee, tariff expert, also was on
the calling list.
The President-elect Interruted his
long string of conferences to drop in
at a birthday party for Louis Howe.
his secretary, at the Biltruore Hotel a':
noon.
Mayor C.u.draid that "Mr. Roost!,
velt recognizeee have got to
moves pretty quickly," but he said no
commitment was made by him.
; "We discussed ways of ending the
dole system in America and the whole
' unemployment problem in gerieeal,"
said Curley. "Our expenditures in Boater, in 1932 for public welfare and social relief amounted to $12.300.000
with a population of 780,000. on the
same ratio it Is estimated that the
total expenditures in the United
States were about $2,000,000,000 tor
the unemployed. The largest sum ever
!! spent by Great Britain in one year
for the dole was never in excess of
• $200,000,000.
"We have got to get back to sound
ecdnomic principles—jobs and wages,
think we could well study the cantonment system for the unemployed!
,
, and new reclamation work."
mr. Roosevelt also called In today
I. Gibson, chairman of ihe
Unemployment
Relief
Committee in New York, for a brief
conference.
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Ay
lihanekyowtih!tohinms d
to
tioa to
and
practicelss
General
e
sir), nli-.nnei\/ona
Baker'0
longen
('oreligible.

hire been made
iR()A(3t
Srai senators
Caln:
1 the subjects of this indirect ap- I
d
claulf
nrli
oie
nit:la,,s seoennya tb
,proach
r--e
f:Vain
both
so .don
elsfsb
:

t.OBS
former in connection
son--the
with the Treasury and the latter
with the .State' Department.
Appointment- of either one of
the Virginia senators would pave
the way for the appointment of
•Ex-Gov. Harry F. Byrd to the
Senate. a place to which he is said
to aspire more than to the cabinet.
Howard Bruce, Democratic naBy GEORGE R. HL ES
tional committeeman from Maryvi
International News
land and long prominent in BaltiWASHINGTON, Jan. 14.— more banking circles, has been
Franklin D. Roosevelt's statement asked whether he Would be availpresumably in
that he has not yet offered a cabi- able for service,
i, connection with the important
net post to any man evoked wide- Treasury post.
spread interest in the capital toA lively contest is being waged
day—but that simple statement among far western Democrats in
behalf of various candidates for
did not tell the whole story.
secretary of the Interior. The
The President-elect, according most prominent candidate is Exto, his intimates here, has fallen Gov. George H. Dern, of Utah, an
back on the usual practice in cab- original Roosevelt man.
inet picking, which might be
TREASURY POST HINT
summed up in the biblical phrase:
Swagar Sherley, war-time chair"Many are called, but few are '
man of the House Appropriations
chosen."
Committee, and one of the PresiThere are more than A hundred dent-elect's most frequent connames on Gov. Roosevelt's list of sultants, is considered to be alcabinet possibilities, according to most certain of a high place in
those who have conferred with the new administration, possibly
him. Many of these have already as Secretary of the Treasury, or
been approached in one way or if not that then budget director,
another, either by the President- or "budget dictator" .with wide
elect or by emissaries, and the powers.
formula is something like this:
Among the other,,...reports in
re is one that
"Mr. So-and-So, your name Is Democratic circles
one of those under consideration
Mayor James M. tirle, of Bosfor high office in the new ad- ton, is under co sideration as a
of..the Navy.
possible Secrete
ministration. In the event you
should be selected, will you be
Some of the. matters will be
available for service?"
shaken down n xt week when Mr.
Roosevelt spends two days here en
'CANDIDATES' PLEASED
route South for the four-week
This method of approach has task of final elimination and se.1
numerous advantages for the!
TO

_

President-Elect Ouiet1
Pruning List: Rumor Has
Curley Under Consideration

President-elect. It usually results
In .definite ascertainment whether
the prospect can be considered
available, it is pleasing to the
vanity of the one so approached-and it commits Mr. Roosevelt to
nothing.
The list of cabinet availables Is
undergoing steady pruning at Mr.
Roosevelt's hands. Some of the
men approached have frankly
told him they could not be considered available.
Among these is understood to
be Bernard M. Baruch, the financier, whose name has been frequently speculated upon as a possible Secretary of the Treasury, or
Secretary of State.
Newton D. Baker also is said to
have discouraged thoughts in his
direction. Published stories that,
vcrl being considered frof Attornty General brought protests
progressive supporters of
from
Mr. Roosevelt, in the, Senate. The
Prcgressives want "a liberal" At-

inmsionalla

President-Elect
Views Many Issues

•

Unemp loyment Relief
Among Problems of
Parleys
By FRANCIS M. STEPHENSON
NEW YORK, Jan. 14 (.4-)—A whirl
of conferences today brought the unemployment relief problem and other
'domestic and international issues before President-elect Franklin
13.
Roosevelt.
Mayor James Curley, of Boston, always a staunch ikoosevell, supporter
and mentioned as a possible cabinet
member, called up the unemployment
question in an attack on the "dole
system in America."
Curley demanded a reduction in
public welfare expenditures and jobs
instead of "dole" for the unemployed.
Mr. Roosevelt turned to foreign afs again with a conference with
• or Swanson. of Virginia, a memof the American arms delegation
r'ld the next chairman of the foreign relations committee. Senator
!Hull, of Tennessee, tariff export, also
was on the calling list.
, The President-elect interrupted his
long string of conferences to drop in
at a birthday party for Louis Howe,
his secretary, at the Biltmore Hotel
at noon.
Mayor Curley .said that "Mr. Roosevelt recognizes that we have got to
move pretty quickly," but he said no
committment was made by him.
"We discussed ways of ending the
dole system in America and the whole
unemployment problem in general."
said Curley. "Our expenditures in
Boston in 1932 for public welfare and
social relief amounted to $12,500,000
I with a population of 780,000. On the
same ratio it is estimated that the total expenditures in the United States
were about $2,000,000,000 for the unemployed. The largest sum ever apent
by Great 13ritain in one 'ear for the
dole was never in excess of $200,000,000.
"We have got to get back to sound
economic principles—jobs and wages.
I think we could well study the cantonment system for the unemployed
and new reclamation work."
Mr. Roosevelt also called in today
Harvey D. Gibson, chairman of the
emergency unemployment relief com.
.
rz.vilAtawfoo,,,
mittee in New York_,...f
terenee.
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AND 'ROOSEVELT HAS
CONFERS WITH SWANSON TALK EYE ON CONGRESS
MAYOR CRP FOREIGN AFFAIRS TO MAP ACTION

tOVI RDOSiVar

National Unemployment
Situation and Dole
Are Discussed.
New York, Jan, 14.—(1/)—A whirl
of conferences today brought the unemployment-relief problem and other
domestic and international issues before President-El
ranklin D.
Roosevelt.
Mayor Jam
f Boston, always a sta h Roo elt supporter
and mentio •d
possible cabinet
member, cal ed up the unemployment
question in an attack on the "dole
system in America,"
Curley demanded a reduction in
public-welfare expenditures, and jobs'
insteac' Gr "dole" for the unemployed.;
Mr. Roosevelt turned to foreign affairs again with a conference with
Senator Swanson of Virginia, a member of the American arms delegation and the next chairman of the
foreign relations committee. Senator
Hull of Tennessee, tariff expert, also
was on the calling list.
Drops In on Birthday Party.
The president-elect interrupted his,
long string of conferences to drop in
at a birthday party for Louis Howe,I
his secretary, at the Biitmore hotel
at noon.
Mayor Curley said that "Mr. Roosevelt recognizes that we have got to
move pretty quickly," but he said no
commitment mas made by him.
"We discussed ways of ending the
dole system in America and the whole
unemploymenkiproblem in general,"
said Curley. "Our expenditures in
Boston in 1932 ..f.pr public welfare and
social relief amounted to $12,500,000
with a population of 780,000. On the
same ratio it is estimated that the
total expenditures in the United
States were about $2,000,000,000 for
the unemployed. The largest sum
ever spent by Great Britain in one
year for the dole was not in excess*
of $200,000,000.
Sound Economic Principles.
"We have got to get back to sound
economic principles—jobs and wages.
/ think we could well study the cantonment system for the unemployed
and new reclamation work."
Mr. Roosevelt also called in today
Harvey D. Gibson, chairman of the
emergency unemployment relief committee in New York, for a brief collo
jatuce,

'ROOSEVELT

Virginia Senator Visits
President Elect.
BY JOHN BOETTIGER,
Hyde Park, N. Y., Jan. 13.—[Spe-1
ciall—President Elect Roosevelt today discussed his foreign affairs program with Senator Claude A. Swanson of Virginia, ranking Democratic
member of the senate committee on 1
foreign relations.
Both men were most close mouthedi
after their long conference, which was
held at the Roosevelt New York house.
But' it was reported they discussed
the manner in which Mr. Roosevelt'
will get his program launched in a
vance of his inauguration.
Mr. Roosevelt is kn3wn to be
fling to have the Hoover admi tradon give diplomatic authority to a
few men of his own selection who will
collect full data on the economic status
of foreign nationas with relation to.
tariffs, disarmament, and the war
debts, and he laid his Ian before Senator Swanson to gain the latter's
counsel.
May Have Program Jan. 19.
Reports today had it that when the
President elect visits Washington on
Jan. 19, on his way down to Warm
Scrings. Ga.. be will have outlined an
early start on his foreign program,
and may be able at that time to an- I
nounce the details of the studies he
desires made.
as v iiffed-„toMr. Roosevelt al
day by Mayor J es M. Curley at
Boston, one of • earliest Massachusetts supporter to -the-.4arestffency.
Mayor Curley discussed depression
problems with the governor, and the
possibilities of getting rid of the dole
President Elect
system in Boston.
Roosevelt commented that it was desirable to bend every effort toward
getting people in jobs and ending the
expenditure of relief funds.
Annual Party Tonight.
The President elect motored up to
Hyde Park this evening for his usual
week-end at his house at Krum Elbow
on the .Hudson. Tomorrow night he
will be 'host at an annual reunion of
newspaper men who accompanied him
in 1920 during his campaign for the
vice presidency. Every year this group
meets for a party that has always
lasted far into the morning.

Wants Budget Balanced',
and Farm Relief Voted
by Session.
New York, Jan. 12.—(W)—With an
eye on congress, President-Elect
Roosevelt drove ahead silently today
on the "process of preparing myself"
for the task after March 4. He is
waiting until he is president before
Ije talks or acts, but he is anxious
at this session of congress, the last
ck the Hoover administration, shall
ake sure of balancing the budget
d enacting farm relief.
The principle of the pending agrilture bill before the house meets
the idea/ of the president-elect. He
underst nds that the leaders of organize agriculture are behind the
measure. During the campaign he
gave assurance that if the several
farm organizations would agree on
federal help he would support them
Details of raising new taxes, if they
are necessary, and cutting appropriations are left by him to congress, but
he wants that done before he as.
sumes the presidency.
There is no doubt here that if th(
democratic program for this sessiot
fails Mr. Roosevelt will call an extri
session of the new congress imme
diately, but he is not saying anything
about that. He expects this congres
to do the work.
William G. McAdoo, senator-elec
from California and former secretar
of the treasury, is on the calling list
Saturday. It was Mr. McAdoo whc
announced the switch in California':
vdtes to Mr. Roosevelt at the democratic convention—a declaration that
turned the,ift1ng for Mr. Roose.
velt.
Ma yor
f Boston also was or
today's
list.
Jam/s A
rley, chairman of the
demofratic national committee, and
Mrs.iFarley gave a private dinneg
last xight for Mr. Roosevelt and Cardinal Hayes.
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ROOSEVELT SCANS
RELIEF PROBLEMS

•

GET TOGETHER!
DIL iEN TOO

Methods of Repl
acing
jobless at Wori
c
Studied
BY FRANCIS
M.
(Associated Pres STEPHENSON
s Staff Writer
HYDE PARK,
)
N. Y., Jan.
The problem
of getting Am 13.-- I
erica's
millions of un
employed off
rolls and back
relief
to work rolled
inently across
promthe busy co
of
table of Pres
ident-Elect Ro erence
osevelt
tolay.
.defore return
ing here tonigh
a week-end at
t for
the Hyde Pa
rk estate, Mr. Roos
evelt at Ne
w York
gave unemploy
ment particul
ar attention in a
wide range of
sions.
discus"The quickest
we
ge
t people
to work and
off of relief de back
the better it
mands
will be," he to
'd newspapermen. "W
e are working
hard
toward that en
d, but it is a
task and cann
gr
eat
ot
accomplished ov of course be fully
ernight."
Mayor Curley
'
up the -tmealso of Boston brought
ityyment prob
lem.
Mr. Roosevelt
conferred at
with Senator
length
Swanson, of
Virginia
ranking memb
er of the fore
ign relations commit
tee. Strict se
crecy stn.rounded this
parley.
Swanson, a me
mber of the
can arms de
Amerilega
he was uncert tion to Geneva, said
ain whether
he would
return to that
was attached meeting. Significance
to the Swan
son conference in co
nn
&pi relation ection with the fors discussions
the nresidenthe'd bl
elect early th
is week.
Informed that
President Ho
had vetoed th
oves
e
denendence, th bill for Philippine ine president-el
plied: "That is
ec
the first I ha t reof that." He
ve heard
declined to
this.
amplify

•

f,r3

By Edward L. Ro
ddan,
Herald
and

VSHoliner

Correspon

-Unlveria

l

Mart

HYDE PARK, dent.
N. Y., Jan. 13
--President-el
.
ect Roosevelt
has advised the nati
on's

leading rail chie
fs
to get together
and agree upon
program of fi
a
nancial relief,
it was
learned tonigh
t.
With some of
the principal ca
riers facing
ra financial
crisis.'
Roosevelt ha
s told the lead
ers that
if they want
emergency fe
deral help
they should
first agree
amon
themselves on
what should be do g
The carriers
.
ar
e confronted wine
the fact that
th
under the la
w, they
are ineligible
to apply for
further
loans from
the
Reconstructi
Finance Corp
on
oration, to re
fund obligations due
in a few mont
hs
Roosevelt's su
ggestion some . At
principal figu
of the
res in the in
dustry
-low are ende
avoring to fi
nd sortie
way of tiding
them over.
The urgency
of finding wo
the millions
rk for
of u
ioyed was
taken up in
a .onfer6ice
Mayor James
with
Curley Of Bost
on.
The Presi
d a long
talk on for
gn affairs wi
th Sen-.
ittor Clau
Swanson, 'V
irginia
Democrat, an
king member of
the ,
Senate for gn
relations comm
ittee '
and a dele at
e
to the Geneva
":411wstawaLc
410'1
onference.
_,.._
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MAYOR CURLEY CHALLENGES THE STATE
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
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against Smith, but simply contend
to pledged delegates to his father,
that the New York governor should
Massachusetts leaders had doubted
be nominated. Among those who
Last week Mr. Gullfoyle !troughl
that the Req-• York governor would
gathered
around
the Curley standard play
the narrative to the point where
with Curley in the open. Many
were Charles H. McGlue and Michael
Mayor Curley set the stage for the
of the difficultles,at reaching a comA. O'Leary, former chairmen of the
light between the Smith-Roosevelt
promise were laid at his door for It
Democratic state committee, Mayor I
forces.
was general knowledge that the drive
George C. Sweeney of Gardner, Whit- !
against Roosevelt was In reality more
field Tuck of Winchester, a political
a drive against the Boston mayor and
p•TIHE Democrat. of Massachucharacter for many years, Strabo
effort to eliminate him from having
setts interested In the nomClaggett who was the party candian important voice in Bay state polidate
for
lieutenant governor in 1930,
ination of Franklin D. noosetics.
The fact that the power of
Sen. Frank Hurley of Holyoke, Franvet." said Mayor Curley, "waited unattorney was sent to young Roosecis X. Quigley of Holyoke, who served
til 5.45 p. m. for aft answe: to the
velt did not help the situation for
as appraiser for the Port of Boston
It was generally assumed that the
proposition subinitted yesterday for
during the Wilson administration and
slate would be picked by Mayor CurEdward A. Ryan, a Worcester attor• compromise agreement through
ley anyway.
ney.
Which the' party in Massachusetts
Only a few days before, Jim nooseMayor Curley
canvassed every
might avoid friction in the selection
velt had presented Mayor Curley
Smith delegate to ask if they desired
to
a large gathering as an
of delegates to attend the national
outstanding
to change and have a place on the
Democrat of Massachusetts who
convention to be held In Chicago
Roosevelt slate but met with refu- •
has
not allowed his personal beliefs
sal. Mayor John C. Mahoney of Woror
In June.
wishes to Stand in the way of
°ester, who was an alternate-at-large
the
"The failure of the chairman of
advancement of an outstanding
Ameron the Smith slate was urged by Curstets committee, Mr. Donahue, to
ican who has the interests of
ley to come over to the Roosevelt
the
people
at
oomprom
heart because he stands for
agree to a
ise proposition
camp but declined.
the best Interests of the country.
submitted by the friends of Franklin
The decision of Curley and his folCandidates of Disappointment
lowers to put a Roosevelt ticket In
13, Roosevelt, or to submit a counter
the
field
did
The
not
Curley forces made a decided
disturb
the organlproposition, leaves no course open to
ration leaders and they refused to 'effort to capitalize the
disappointthe friends of Franklin D. Roosevelt
comment. Charles F. Riordan of merit of a number of
prominent
other than to file a slate of deleSharon, vice chairman of the state Democrats who did not gain
places
gates pledged to the support of
committee, was alone in the state on the Smith slate because of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt in the primheadquarters when the zero hour ar- restricted number.
Many of these
aries to be held April 26. A conferrived puffing on his favorite T. D. were called by telephone and offered
ence will be held for this purpose
Although an admirer of Governor sympathy for their failures to be seupon Monday, and the list announced
Ritchie he was sticking with the or- lected by "party dictators," and
then
the latter part of next week."
ganization.
presented an opportunity to join
the
The mayor supplemented this state"We have no reply to snake to the Roosevelt slate.
ment with the declaration that he
Roosevelt supporters and none is in
During the discussion of
this dewould also open in some downtown
prospect," he said. "We've gone ahead velopment the
exchange of telegrams
hotel a forum which would function
looking to the front and burning between Mayor
Curley and Mr. Smith,
every day from 12 to S. There, Mt
our bridges behind us. We have our previously noted,
came to the foresaid, the Smith delegates would be
delegation in the field and are stand- front, for Smith
had accused Curley
Invited to explain If there champion
ing by our slate. I don't believe the of trickery
and the Boston mayor had
is a real .andidate and to meet
action of Mr, Curley and Mr. Roose- quoted somethi
ng about "when first
Roosevelt speakers who would convelt. requires.comment."
we practice to deceive."
It was retend Smith was not a bona-fide canvealed that at the time
Ely's Stand
of the exdidate but in the fight for some
change of messages the Roosevel
Governor Ely reiterated
t and
that he
other purpose. The mayor, himself
Smith
supporters had nearly reached
had sent word to the Roosevelt leadmade speeches almost daily in this
a compromise. The final Smith
ers when compromise was talked
mesthat
forum contending that Smith by his
no one of the Massachusetts delega- sage came while Robert Jackson, of
own statements culler in the year
New Hampshire and Larne Brown
tion pledged to Smith could designat
of
e
had eliminated himself.
Boston were conferring with Senator
anyone' for a second choice.
Some Roosevelt Adherents
Walsh and Chairman Donahue.
"The delegation is pledged to
NegoSmith
tiations were at once suspend
Although there was quite general
and there is no second choice,"
ed and
he
course
of
said
that
belief
the blame was placed on
grave danger confronted
tersely. "We did suggest a
prothe political ambitions of those who
position by which we would be will- Curley.
Mayor Curley announced his
ing to waive the unit rule
dared to anil!ate whaflvo: Curley
RooseIn case
A ,
velt slate on March 15 presenti
,,e( ;mil choice at the
be found many ready to go lot ward
ng an
convention
Impressi
They
him.
ve list of men and women
tempered their supwas neccsary."
it
which wad on.y slightly changed
port of Roosevelt, however, with the
,Right up the time' that Jim
In
Roosethe next few days.'He
declaration they would make no fight
velt, received the power of
demonstrated
attorney
By JAMES 11. e.; II.E0YLE
(Telegram Political Reporter)
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Only
his own circle of acquaintances.
estwo of the original list of delegat
the
at-large came from places outside
Hub.
Mayor Curley, however, was enthusiastic. He said the slate was representative of many different interests
in the state, Including labor and
veterans and would be bound to attract attention hand support. The
mayor said the strongest feature of
polihis slate was the absence of
ticians. He said the Smith slate was
all politicians and would have to dethis group.
e while his slate
It was reported quite authorita- pend on the machin
by the rank and
tively that Governor Ely met Jim would be favored
Roosevelt one evening soon after this file.
Seeking Racial Support
Coincident with the announcement
was announced and gave vigorslate
Demhave
Balked in any effort to
of what he of the slate Mayor Curley opened
ion
express
verbal
Oils
ocratie officials Join his slate, Mayor
In a Boston hotel and
thought about Governor Roosevelt headquarters
Curley conceived the idea of fighting
gave a banquet to
night
in
next
the
ation
organiz
the
challenging
the Smith group with a delegation
ion, announcing
delegat
lt
Rooseve
the
Massachusetts.
composed of representative men of
i at that time the complete district
of
nerve
lot
a
has
"Your father
the various racial groups and leadIt was a very enthusiastic
state and try and slate.
era in various civic and fraternal or- to come into this
The mayor spoke outlinng.
gatheri
governor, two United
ganizatIons. The mayor assumed that knock down a
ing how the campaign would be conscongres
four
s
and
senator
with such delegation support would States
and then called upon others
way Governor Ely is re- ducted
be attracted for the individuals from men," Is the
speak.
to
his,
.
and
expressed it
the races they represented and from ported to have
Professor Wambaugh Does It
not a
their associates in the orders in which use of the word nerve was
Among thorn was Prof. Eugene
.
they were active. The mayor con- commendation of courage
Wambaugh of Harvard university. The
Walsh Undisturbed
ceived the notion that the racial
professor discussed the Democratic
The Massachusetts situation from' outlook and the optimism that Roosegroups ,which had been somewhat
overlooked by the Smith organize- any angle you view It certainly had a velt's candidacy would Inspire and
tion in its desire to 'get only leaders strange development. Senator Walsh, then branching off suddenly he spoke
51 be flattered by . one of the leading Smith advocates
on its ticket would
South's unwillingness to acy of the
the honor to their countrymen and in the primary fight had virtuall cept a candidate of Mr. Smith's reIt declared for Roosevelt In a speech ligion.
would reciprocate at the polls.
The professor did not use
1931.,
was a clever conception, perhaps the at Albany as far back as April
these exact words but he discussed
he
only effective one that could have lie could have contended that
briefly the difficulty of hoping for
been devised to combat the impresi was the first. Roosevelt man in Massa- Democratic success with a candidate
,
sive array of talent on the Smith chusetts on the basis of that address who could not overcome this attitude
, for he made it at a time when Mayor of religious intolerance.
slate.
advocating that Owen D.
Here WAS the opportunity for the Curley WAS
be the nominee.
Young
from
shout
to
ers
lt
support
Rooseve
The speech came back to plague
the housetops that various racial
Walsh but not seriously. The
Senator
party
groups which had aupported the
Roosevelt supporters made an atthe
by
ignored
being
were
past
the
In
tempt to capitalize it. It seems that
ISmith leaders and to point with
Senator Walsh had been invited to
them
given
pride to the recognition
Albany to speak at some gathering
by the Roosevelt leaders; an opporacy attended by Governor Roosevelt and
Democr
the
rate
demonst
to
tunity
in the course of his address had comof Roosevelt and to bid for their
mended the governor and his record
New
the
support on the basis that
extensive eluogy has
and in the
York governor recognized that these
d as an outstanding availabilstampe
of
part
l
integra
were
racial groups
When the
ity for the presidency.
the nation's life and progress.
attempted to
ers
support
lt
Rooseve
It was a master stroke but the
Massachusetts
of make capital of it in
mayor failed to reckon the extent
y of Mr. Young by
advocac
earl,
the
the
the hold which Al Smith had on
Mayor Curley made It dangerous
Democrats of Massachusetts and the
ground. Senator Walsh, his friends
inhad
cy
candida
enthusiasm his
said, had merely spoken of the availraces.
spired among all classes and
ability of Governor Roosevelt but had
lt
The mayor headed the Rooseve
not committed himself to his cansuch
were
slate and surrounding him
didacy and had later reversed his
Nellie
prominent Democrats as Mrs.
opinion. The effort to make capital
then the.;
M. Sullivan of Fall River,
of the Walsh address was soon abanwoman, Jim
natiOnal committee
doned and it took its place among
Roosevelt, Councilor James H. Bren- the forgotten campaign lore.
anan, Charlestown, the only Democr
Although the Roosevelt slate had a
body;
tic member of the executive
number of men and women prominCassidy of
former Sen. Thomas P.
ent In Democratic activities in the
y, presiMoriart
T.
James
e,
Cheshif
Smith supporters were jubilant
state
dent of the Massachusetts
because of the preponderance of BosFederation
branch of the American
ton residents and the fact that a
McLaughlin, Jr.,i
J.
Edward
to
Labor;
of
number of them had been close
relative of Cardinal O'Connell. and the Boston mayor in his campaigns.
representatives of the French, Italian, They intimated the mayor had difraces and
Polish, Negro and other
ficulty. In drafting delegates outside

a politic sagacity that could not be
undereetimated.
The organization had corraled for
its delegation virtually every important office holder. Sen. David I. Walsh
and Governor Ely had the top places
on the at-large group and with them
were Sen. Marcus A. Coolidge, the
four Democratic congressmen, the
district attorney of Suffolk county
and many of the Democratic mayors.
These Democratic office hoiders hardly dared to resist the organization
and the result was one of the most
distinguished slates that the Democrats had put forward in years.

leaders in various labor' organiThe list also included a
zations.
Harvard professor, the head of the
Ford Hall forum and other citizens
who were distinguished in other activities.
The Smith leaders were not awed
by the Roosevelt slate for they were
confident that no group could defeat him but they did not like the
Idea of having to make such an intensive campaign as would be roquired through the organization of
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prom
Rico is a United States dependency President-elect Roosevelt, he
rs
matte
ter,
minis
s
State
d
make
Unite
no
and has
ises "better days." To
the
by
"Happy
but a governor, appointed
worse the bands blare -master
band
President of the United States. The
a
shoot
ll
Days." They'
present governor, James R. Beverly,'
a Demowho dares play this song at year. It
by
1932,
year,
last
was appointed
one
n
withi
pow-wow
1928
I doubt if the cratic
President Hoover.
ds me of the 1924 and song
remin
with
ied
satisf
The
mayor would be quite
igns.
"Al" tSmith campa
was tied
the Puerto Rico job, but might pos"Sidewalks of New York"
"
face.
"save
too
hurt,
grab anything to
-ibly
to
It began
THE MAYOR IN THE CABINET? The outstanding question on the on to "Al."
was
song
new
a
So
at much New York.
mind:, of Massachusetts politicians
It never
plugged, "Al, My Pal."
will
t
"Wha
is:
time
sters,
nt
young
prese
the
of
letter
a
of
group
The following is a copy
give Mayor "clicked." One
velt
Roose
in
elect
dentcorps
Presi
playing in a fife and drum
which we recelved z..tom Councillor
the
y?"
near
Curle
point
the
1924, assembled at a
Norton. We don't want to argue
Then, Miiyor; Curley wants to quit
and played
Madison Square Garden
merits of our illustrious mayor, but,
mber
Septe
about
by
job
nt
prese
his
" They
York.
some
"The Sidewalks of New
Mr., Councillor, .as much as
er of this year. He is cornuntil
Octob
or
l"
r
-A
ng
Mayo
helpi
see
to
e
Ipeople would dislik
nt tfi- thought they were
im- mencing to see that the prese
r snarled
leade
an
nct
down
preci
hold
y
Curle
any
M.
s
Tamm
Jame
nancial depression is aot going to be a
Roosevelt
them to "cut it out."
portant position in the next adminover with tomorrow, that prosperity at
beautiful
a
the
has
into
and
lf
le
himse
capab
is
ng
he
istration,
d the corner," that is leadi
aroun
"just
not
is
erity
prosp
Cs,un
jobs,
position promising
ability. Another thing, Mr.
will be a long time before "Happy
it
py
his
"Hap
ng
when
playi
eded
bands
succe
cillor, he has
e and the
Day Are Here Again," the them
"
enemies thought he would fail. To
Days.
song of the Curley and Roosevelt ade
make this point clear, think over the
If Mayor Curley resigns befor
Senator Moses of
ministrations.
will
r
mayo
new
last campaign. He was the "lone
a
New Hampshire, I think, is wise March 3, 1933,
wolf" in the Massachusetts political ,
the have to be elected at a city election,
keep
to
can
he
all
do
to
gh
enou
fold prior to the Democratic conventwo months thereafter.
Washington bands playing "Happy held in about
his office until aftion. He predicted Roosevelt would
r
holds
mayo
Days Are Here Again." In about If the
then resigns It
carry the State when the others
and
will
date
this
velt
ter
Roose
six months, President
dent of the Bospresf
couldn't concede it to the Democrats.
the
try to get away from this song as l!means that
become mayor
will
Mayor James M. Curley would be no
il
Counc
of
City
alks
ton
Sidew
"Al" Smith did "The
isadmin
ing
incom
the
to
year.
ack
the
of
drawb
ce
New York." Mrs. Roosevelt was pic- for the balan
tration in whatever position he had
ng
will hold his
r
singi
mayo
I believe the
tured throughout the lend
the honor to be appointed.
a
October of
or
est
songf
mber
York
Septe
until
New
job
piece at a
16 Austin St., Hyde Park. this
s ago. Rerublican tacti- this year for very obvious reasons.
week
few
Mr, Robt. L. Studley,
band After that there is nothing left but
I cians should see to it that the
Studley and Emory,
ng trouble, so he can gracefully step
playi
keep
ngton
Washi
at
rs
leade
263 Summer St., Boston.
during the Roosevelt inaugural eat. ,
it
Dear Mr. Studley;
ceremonies; throw it out over the pa- • Joseph Tomasello, a close friend
You spoke to me the other day
dio. Roosevelt has promised pros- of the mayor's, must have got a tip
about what President-elect Roosevelt
s he
y.iperity; he can't deliver unles
that the mayor would resign before
was going to do for Mayor Curle
Within two March 3 because Tomasello has starts.
break
minal
pheno
I understand it is settled that he is I gets he'll be one of the most hated
ed "Tomasello for Mayor" clubs goit years
t to get a diplomatic post. I think
will
that
tide
The
als.
offici
c
of publi
ing, apparently preparing for a city
will be perhaps in Latin America.
feromore
much
be
will
him
on
turn
election in the near future.
Rumor has the mayor going in the
the resentment to Hoothan
cious
secre
Then again, whoever is president
cabinet, going to be assistant
ver's supposed promise of "two of the Boston City Council will being
build
and
ury
treas
tary of the
chickens for every pot and two cars come acting mayor for a time at
post offices all over the U. S., going
en- , for every garage."
least. The mayor can dictate this
to the Philippines as governor-g
Roosevelt though is clever in many election by merely calling in twelve
etc.
um,
Belgi
to
sador
ambas
eral,
ways. The New York Jewish group, councillors. To date he has allowed
I do not feel that President-elect
up of the Baruchs and Frank- the contest for the presidency of the
made
Roosievelt will give the mayor a cabfurters, etc., are clever, far-seeing Boston City Council to drift. I realinet position, or an important subaround
-1 advisers. I would want them
of resents the
cabinet position, nor a premier am
Man- 1Y think that he sort
Belle
his
had
to ; me. "Al" Smith
illor
thinking that
counc
any
of
idea
bassadorship such as ambassador
z and Judge Proskauer, and in- he can fill his shoes as mayor of Bo:,kovit
t
late
Of
any.
Germ
or
Britain, France
But with th(.
cal numerable others.
The mayor is a very peculiar
years, Presidents have paid politi
cleverest of ton.
the
and
e
advic
best
the
us all, has
in
ts
ntmen
w
- fello in many ways—like
debt by making appoi
manouvering, I don't see how Roose his faults and good points.
to
Edge
r
Walte
.
corps
diplomatic
the rap."
n. velt can escape "taking
onrtakt
inl]
reiebwilsy y
teri.i
nB
ill
He
France, Fred Sackett to Berli
Farley
Jim
as
,"
cards
the
in
"It's
of
he
a w ay
aeaci r.
. ravele
home
'
Mayor Curley would like one
.t
on
ti
the
ec
el
chances claimed regarding
the
but
,
doubt
City
no
b
:
jobs,
le
I
these
on
"Al" Smith indicted Hoover be- wants to get home on the next train.
are will be content with a positi
de
tine, cause of his 1928 promise to provi
three boys arrived from
sue,h as ambassador to Argen
pot"—pros- When his
for
every
ens
chick
dipr
caree
a
"two
have
the "Leviathan" at New
on
although we now
pe
i
Euro
unemNow with millions
got in about Ii A. M.
they
lomat in that position, Robert Wood perity.
York,
of
ployed, hanging on the words
in tto shop and take
m tirilted
Bliss of New York. Tran,t,I.
5 l swa
h eboy
Puerto
Boston, but th
the
maXp way for the mayor.
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mayor said: "I want to get .home,
boys," and he took them on the 1
P. M. On the mayor's trip to the
French Colonial exposition, he rushed
home ahead of his schedule; didn't
enjoy the trip; couldn't mix with the
others. Phoned his office a couple
of times a week from Europe. That
was the second time he has been
abroad. Reminds one of "Al" Smith
in that neither has traveled much,
He will accept a foreign post from
President-elect Roosevelt to "save
face" and give him the prestige and
standing that goes with it. But he
will not hold it long. He can't stay
away from Boston long; never has
and never will.
Respectfully,
CLEMENT A. NORTON.
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SUGGESTS
WORK FOR MEN
Many Welfare Workers
Reliable Mechanics
City Councillor Clement A. Norton, in a letter this week to Mayor
! James M. Curley, complained of
sending the welfare men out with a
hoe in January when the ground is
frozen. He stated that many of
these men are experienced carpenters, i'lumbers and steam-fitters and
should be placed at something that
would be beneficial to the city.
The letter reads as follows:
"Jan. 16, 1933.
"Dear Mr. Mayor:
"Hundreds of Welfare Department
wn
a are given a hoe and sent out on
t't 'street. They feel foolish with a
'hoe on a street in Boston in January
with the street frozen. These men,
many of them experienced carpenters, plumbers, steam-fitters, etc.,
I should be given real work to do, instead of being made to look foolish
and humiliated out on the public
streets, in front of friends and
neighbors, with a hoe, in January,
and no work to do with it,
"Respectfully,
"ci,EMENT A. NORTON,
I II Austin St., Hyde Park."
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EXPECT RED-HOT
MASS MEETING
Dorchester Citizens To Gather
Girls' High School Hall Next

At

Friday Night

SENSATIONS LOOKED FOR
--Verbal fireworks are on tap for the
Dorchester Citizens' Mass meeting to
be held next Friday evening at the
High School for Girls. City CouncilIlor Francis E. Kelly of Ward 15 will
preside.
The feature of the evening will be
an expose of "GraP and Corruption
In Dorchester and lleston" by Councillor Kelly. Humors persist that certain interests fearful of what Kelly
will have to say, plan to be present
and attempt to disprove the Councillor's allegations.
A capacity house is indicated by
the ready response to the announcement of this meeting in the'NEWS
last. week.
Home-owners, rent-payers, merchants and all who contribute to the
many taxes levied in the district indicate they will storm the High
School next Friday night to get a
ringside seat ‘at what promises to
be one of the most sensational gatherings of citizens in the history of
Boston.
Many other Dorchester office-holders
and others prominent in civic affairs
will addres the gathering to air the
many grievances affecting iocal residents.
Mayor Curley has been urged to
attend from many quarters.
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Mayor i. vley's New Year Wish
Although Mayor James M. Curley has been
prompt with a denial of any intention of resigning his present office, Boston politicians continue to attach great importance to his January
1 wish for a happy new year for himself and
his "successor." As his term has a full year
tq run, it is pointed out that his successor would
not be in line to come within the terms of the
new year wish except through his departure
from office either by resignation or in some
ether manner.
The construction they put upon it, despite
the Mayor's denial, is that he expects to receive a handsome appointment soon after the
ir auguration of President-elect Roosevelt which
will necessitate his relinquishment of the mayoralty. What this appointment may be is a
matter of speculation—political gossip associates his name with an assistant secretaryship
oF the treasury, having to do with the letting
of contracts for public buildings, which,
of
(.ourse, would be an attractive post.
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II counselllor from Nebraska the
prize.
* *
The suggestion of Senator
Walsh for a Cabinet place prompts
those who today look upon Uncl,, us to observe 'that if some of the
Grapevine Patronage Rumors
Sam as a cold-blooded financial rumors do not prove false, the
United States Senator under DeClaiming to speak with no more broker.
authority than even a Republican
even the proletariat in Russia, mocratic control will be minus
newspaper might possess, we refer to mention only one country, some of its ablest and most extoday to some of the "rumors" re- Would, we think, hail with delight perienced men, which of course
garding prospective recipients of the knowledge that a friend of the would not be good for the Senate
plums in the Federal government masses was to be in charge of the or for the Democratic Party. One
after March 4:
foreign relations of the United hears Cabinet speculations that in* • •
States, a condition which the ap- clude, in addition to Senator
One hears on all sides general pointment of Alfred E. Smith as Walsh, Senators Glass, Swanson,
Interest in what part, if any, AlSecretary of State would bring Hull, Johnson, Norris an Cutting.
fred E. Smith will have in the
Obviously, there is little likelihood
about.
Roosevelt Administration; and in
of more than one or two Senators,
this connection rumor has it that
Our readers will please bear in if any, going into the Cabinet.
Mr. Smith will head the Recon- mind that we are not "touting"
*
struction Finance Corporation, or
former Governor Smith, nor for
if he doesn't
"Barney"
Baruch,
be assigned some specially import- that matter any of the other nanaalready know his own situation,
ant task in the shape of a new es appearing in this column, but
must be dizzy reading of the variposition which might be described
are dealing with situations mere- ous positions which the newspaper
Directot of the Budget.
as news values and without pre- columnists have determined he is
• • *
judice. Nevertheless, if Mr. Smith to occupy. Mr. Baruch has probThe discussion of Mr. Smith's
Is to be in the Roosevelt Admin- ably been mentioned for every
availability indicates quite clear- istration, we hazard the guess that
high position in the government,
ly the hold he has on public opinion the State Department portfolio
and he can take great satisfaction
government,
for his knowledge of
be a great thing for him, for in the fact that everyone rates
and the concensus of opinion is President Roosevelt and for the
him as a successful financier. Evthat if anyone can help President popularity of American diplomacy
ery activity with which his name
Roosevelt to reduce the cost of throughout the world.
Is coupled points to M-O-N-E-Y.;
government,"Al" Smith is just the
So we'll make our guess and say
man for the job.
Vincent Astor is mentioned in that he might be the kingpin in
* * *
some knowing quarters as Secre- the Reconstruction Finance CorOur own opinion in the matter tary of the Navy which, if it
poration.
may be surprising, as we have should come about, would indeed
• • •
heard no discussion of Mr. Smith's he proper recognition. And incithe
With
general
acceptance of
qualifications for the position for dentally, he has to carry on the
James A. Farley's appointment as
which we deem him best fitted if family flair for navigation, so if
Postmaster General, New York
he is to reenter official life. We the rumor that Vincent Astor does
seems certain of one place in the
a
Smith
would consider Alfred E.
seek a Naval post is true, we hope Cabinet; and while there is no
"natural" for Secretary of State. Vincent will get his hope.
reason why any particular state
• * *
*
*
should
not have as many places in
Some of those who believe that
The Attorney Generalship is re- the President's official family as
necesmust
State
a Secretary of
ported to lie between Senator the supply of capable talent prosarily be a lawyer would naturally Thomas J. Walsh of Montana and
vides, it is not the custom to
figure that a layman, however Arthur Mullen of Nebraska; and
award such places without some
able, would not logically fit into if this is the case, the selection
regard to geographical interest.
that position; but we fail to see of either of them will prove indeed
so it is that we do not expect
And
any particular logic in such con- most popular. However, our guess
New York to have more than
clusions. For instance, Ramsay is that Senator Walsh's advanced
three, and possibly only two, placMacDonald, who has done a good age might cause him to desire to
es in President Roosevelt's Cabijob as British Premier in these continue in the Senate rather than
net. As Farley's appointment is
And
difficult days, is not a lawyer.
to serve as Attorney General in apparently certain, the chances of
it might be stated that Alfred E. an Administration which undoubtAlfred E. Smith, Owen D. Young,
Smith in his many official posi- nfliy will be progressive and agM. Baruch, Norman H.
Bernard
tions never had any trouble in lo- gressive. However, Senator "Tom"
Davis and Miss Frances Perkins,
he
when
advice
legal
cating proper
probably can have, as he deserves, an a whole are not so good. And
wanted it.
anything within the gift of the yet, you will hear many partisans
* * *
Party. But he would be missed in insist that every one of the above
is that Alfred E. the United States Senate.
opinion
• Our
is going to be appointed to the
*
*
Smith's appointment as, Seorttary'
President's official family. You
If anyone shoul4ask our opinion i figure this out for yourself.
of State would probably do more
to hearten the oppressed people of --as they have not -we would sug* *
various nations throughout the gest the Senator t6 fill a vacancy
On the political side of the matworld than perhaps any other on the Supreme Court Bench when ter, and it should be frankly statsingle thing that might happen Di It arises; and if Mr. Mullen were ed that politics does enter to some
the next national Itentlnistration. next in line for the vacant At- extent into such speculations, the
Mr. Smith's humble origin and his torney Generalship, we would matter of state representation Is
remarkable success in life would, gladly award the distinguished also a factor. While New
England
we think, appeal 'particularly to
e-

not

Personal.'confidential

is apparently not
advancing any
Roosevelt ceremonie
candidate for the Cab
s in Washinginet,it seems
ton on Maroh 4th.
certain that Mayor
Friend Ballard
James M. Cur- has
,,among other res
ley of Boston wil
ponsibilities,
l be offered some the
easy task of inviti
responsible post; per
ng 15,000,haps as Gov- 000 sel
f-o
pinionied "distinguish
ernor General of Por
ed
to Rico.
guests," but with onl
y a compara*
tively few tickets
for
them. WalPennsylvania, despite
its greatly ter would do well to
again read
increased Democrati
c gains and ufp on the miracle of
the loaves
the importance
and
fishes, and he pro
of that commonbably will
vimalth, has no , can
didate for a do so.
Cabinet position, but
*
*
our Philadelphia friends advise
Speaking of pat
us that George
ronage and •
H. Earlle, 3rd, has
a large follow- Washington, L. Gardner Moore,
Manager of The Sho
ing as a prospecti
reham, is not
ve Minister
looking for anything
either to Austria or
in the way of
to Hungary. fav
ors
, but he would have
And from the sa
it known
me source we that
while he is in the
learn that M. L. Benedu
hotel busirn of Pitts- ness and
not
a partisan .n poliburgh is also intere
sted in a min- tics, political
heads lie easy on
isterial post. So far
the
we have been Shoreha,m pillows.
He wouldn't
unable to obtain "Jo
e" Guffey's say "lie easy" in speaki
ng of Demdisavowal of support
of these can- ocratic guests during the
next four
didates. The fact is
yea
rs
at
least, plo_ we'll take
that we think
him
that "Joe" is workin
out
by saying he said
g actively but
all Demosurreptitiously for the
cra
ts
will
"re
st,
m and with
easy."
confidence that he
will land his
two men.

S
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From Chicago conies
some printed matter advocatin
g the candidacy of H. B. Hac
kett from Illinois. Our mail bri
ngs us a formal presentation, got
ten up like a
stock prospectus,
"selling" the
availability of Horati
o B. Hackett
; for Assistant Sec
retary of the
Treasury. Mr. Hac
kett may be a
most eligible and
deserving candidate; we know him
not. But if
so, he should strang
le his "manager" or whoever has
chosen this
wide propaganda
to land him the
job. Without pre
judice, we must
isay the reasons
advanced in Mr.
IHackett's favor run
more strongly
to business than to
the usual qualifications for a hig
h government
post. In truth,
one would suspect the Hackett
boosters expect
to obtain much bus
iness from the
government in the
event he is successful in landing
this particular
job. President-elect
Roosevelt will
not look with favor
on such methods. Mr. Hackett
should be spared
from such friends.
*
Kansas'Misters are
at work advancing the claims
of former Governor Woodring for
Secretary of
the Interior or of
Agriculture. In
his behalf it is sta
ted he has made
good as Chief Exe
cutive of the
Sunflower State, and
credit for
, great increases
in Democratic
\strength in the Middle
West is in
part due to the rejuvenat
ed Democratic party of Kansas
.
* • *
Now before any of the
se candidates for public pla
ce can be
congratulated, we mus
t first hold
the Inauguration, which
brings to
Mind the difficulties con
fronting
Admiral Grayson and
Walter M.
Ballard, Chairman v.ri
d Secretary
respectively, of the
Committee
havin: in charge the
detaLAUto
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As A Political Reporter
Sees Them

THE STRUGGLE FOR ROOSEVELT
INSTRUCTED CANDIDATES IN
NEW ENGLAND

1111

The Struggle For Roosevelt—Instructed
Delegations; by James H. Guilfoyle
when
Ely and Mayor Curley addressed the crowd was more cordial than
he exhe had entered the room and
large gathering.
oratory of which he is
Last week Mr. Guilfoyie brought
Governor Ely was the first to speak erted aLl the
-the narrative to the famous rewas frequent apThere
capable.
that night, Obeervers watched his
he told his hearligious issue speech of Dr. Wain
Confidently
plause.
raception with 1r nest as bearing
baugh.
had just hurried from
sicoalIkoantly on the probable out- ers that he
where the
AYOR Cl7RLEY est behind come of the presidential primaries. the "enthusiastic meeting"
been
had
campaign
13,00sevelt
professor
and
a
look
of p Here was an organization that inthe
the ethbewilderment and
chagrin eluded many Boston Democrats who „launched. Without violating
earns into his face as the professor would naturally favor Smith's nomi- ics of a non-political gathering he
Roosevelt
continued. Like a flash the signifi- nation, but who might be influenced skillfully wove Governor
into his picture of the suffering and
cance of the professor's words spread by a warm spot for Mayor Curley.
desolation in America and the Ming
over the audience and the damage
The governor's reception was treneed for a man to lead the country ,
that injection of the religious issue
mendous. He was applauded and
might do to the Roosevelt cause was
out of the wilderness of depression.
cheered to the echo. He was in fine
quickly sensed by the mayor and
It was a masterful speech, delivered
fettle and although he did not touch
other Roosevelt leaders.
In a masterful way and at its conupon the political situation he disSo distnrbed by the reference was cussed measures put 'through under clusion he was amply rewarded by
the warmth of the reception.
the, mayor that he personally visited his administration with respect • to
Thereafter Mayor Curley let no opall the newspaper offices in Boston the then wavering banking situation.
portunity
escape at any gathering
vein,
which
is
his
semi-humorous
In
With a request that this reference
delight, he expressed belief where he spoke to pay tribute to
of Dr. Wambaugh be omitted from always a
Governor Roosevelt and proclaim his
the accounts of the meeting. The that the governor's council should be
basis to virtues for leadership of the nation.
'editors complied with his request that constructed on a partisan
executive of sup- If it was a political gathering he putl
night but later the address and the assure the chief
on full steam and discussed the sitsubsequent developments was widely port.
"In the present council we have uation with political emphasis. But
published and discussed.
It It was a non-political gathering, as
The truth of the matter is Dr. but one Democrat," said the govoften happened, he inserted referenc2
Wambaugh had no thought of bring- ernor," and tonight I don't know
to Roosevelt so cleverly and so efing religion into the campaign and where I stand with him." He was refectively that no one could object.
announcement
ferring
to
the
Curley
the incident was probably much overIn the meantlnie the Democrats in
emphasized in the excitement of the that Brennan had joined the Rooseand New Hampshire were beopening of the campaign. It did loom. velt movement. The crowd caught his Maine
interested in the
large at that time for no one knew sally and the applause was sustained. coming deeply
Smith-Rooaevelt
feud.
There was not
banquet
the
Mayor Curley entered
where the campaign might lead or
what issues might be raised. The hall just as the governor concluded. the Smith enthusiasm in these states
distress caused by the injection of He was given a reception but the that there was, in Massachusetts but
the religious issue in the 1928 cam- effects of the governors final words there were many loyal Smith rooters.
paign had not been forgotten. In had not worn off and it was not The Granite state presidential prim-,
aries were the first in the nation and
the light of calm reflection the fear- nearly as enthusiastic.
leamess of Dr. Wambaugh In describ- I "No matter where / may be In the as such attracted country-wide ating what is historically accurate 40W future, back home in the 'sticks' or tention because of the psychological
seems to halve had trivial political on Beacon Hill my heart will be effect they might exert on the other
states.
significance.
with you," the governor had concludNew Hampshire
ed,
and the drama of his delivery
Brennan's Enigmatic Position
The New Hampshire organization
Much of the Roosevelt slate had of this simple sentiment touched off
led by Robert Jackson, secretary of
been anticipated but there was con- a virtual bombshell of enthusiasm.
siderable surprise at Councilor BrenGovernor Ely and Mayor Curley the national committee and Robert
nan getting a place. Brennan was the shook hands, a signal for more ap- E. Gould, chairman of the state comonly Democrat in the executive coun- plause. Before Mayor Curley spoke,, mittee, had been lined up for Rooseell and had shouldered the burden of , however, the governor was on his way velt early In the year. The Smith
fighting for the Ely administration out. The diners arose in tribute, and supporters wanted to make a contest
In that body. With his name on the , he passed through a lane of cheering but they were hampered by the unidol's carldidacy.
Curley slate he automatically became persons, many of whom reached for- certainty of their
an opponent of the governcir. There ward to grasi1 his hand. Others They delayed almost until the last
was speculation if the two had' shouted complimentary phrases. It minute the filing of a slate. John
broken and yt. Brennan's silence did was most overwhelming for the gov- Curtin, a Manchester boy, who had
not encourage the belief that their ernor. And as he passed out of the gone to New York and becoms closewarm friendship was undisturbed, w room Mayor Curley sat carefully Sur- ly affiliated with Smith and his orOn the same night that Mayor veying the scene with an enigmatic, ganization, finally went back home
I0 iron out the situation. He made
Curley announced his co.nplete slate look.
hasty survey of the Smith senti14 significant Incident took place at
The Mayor Speaks
awn a&;c1 urg(Al a Stn!th ticket.
the annual Evacution 'limner at tia
When
When the mayor was presented the
Bradford hotel .vvheres both Governor
e-7(74•-•-• k-e
By JAMES H. GUILFOILE
(Telegram Political Reporter)
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it was presisnied
It WAS largely dotn-I
he
exerted himself to the -fullest.
Mated and fashioned
been well punished and that Curley
by the Hillsboro county Democrats.
When he appeared In the auditor- was entitled to credit for turning the
Ium for ths,political address in the tables
The late start 'was fatal
on a person whose object had
LO the 'evening he
would
found an audience that been to embarrass him and
Smith supporters. It is
probable they crammed
every seat and stood in have done so If he had been smart
would have been defeated anyway every
aisle. The Smith strength was enough.
,
because Jackson and Gould were largely
centered in Manchester and
The conflicting viewer are recountpowers In the party and they were there
many supporters of "Al" pres- ed in simple „justice to the two view firmly with Roosevelt. In fact, Jack- ent.
The mayor was told that there
points that your reporter found sui
son was Roosevelt's choice for secre- might
be a display of hostility and
reaction to a minor Incident thet'l
a
tary of the national committee, a
• I
...
to prepare for heckling. That does
stood
out in the Curley visit.
few months previously, and hie elec.'
not bother the Boston mayor and alThe Governor' In New Hampshire
tion to that post had been the ti
most in his first breath he told the
Governor Ely also went to Man iesoff that Smith and Raskob did not
audience what he had heard add , ter and Nashua and was hlil4 nsi
control the national committee
any • declared himself ready to stay all I the Smith champion, lie was enlonger. Jackson had put in much
night if necessary to debate with any thusiastically received but he 'spoke
time in New Hampshire where he was
person who was not in agreement with a restraint which he had adborn and had practiced law and he
with his views.
mitted after the meeting cause'p him
had an able lieutenant In Gould.
Challenging the Challenge
Lo make one of the least impriessive
Jackson was personally much disIt was a telling challenge for if addresses of his entire campaig . The
pleased with the attitude of the. Hills- any had come with a view of being governor was Impressed with t
uuI
boro county organization. He did not I hostile it VMS not evident. Here and usual situation of the governot of a
fear the contest but he was disturbed there was an occasional attempt to neighboring state coming In to tell
that Smith had • found a footing heckle but for the most part the the Democrats how to vote. True he
there.
With the early primaries it I audience was too enthralled with
was a Democratic governor but he
presented a possibility that it might what Curley was saying to bother had a feeling that it was boldly preencourage Smith supporters in other him. It did eeize Upon the oppor- sumptions for him to tell New He.mp-,
' parts of the country. It is probably tunity later when a man arose In shire what to do1 Mayor_.Ctilley had
safe to say that when patronage is the rear to ask some questions.
The no such scruples in this matter and
distributed in the Granite State after man is a widely known character In he was the more impressive.
March 4, the Hillsboro county Demo- Manchester and the crowd sensing
Governor Ely has In his makeup a
crate, will, be given scant coneldera- there might be some anus/sing
enter- distinctive quality of political prin'ton, particularly if Jackson has any. I tainment cheered him on.
ciples that frequently are at varthing to say about it and it is ap- ;
The interrupter mumbled a lengthy iance with those accepted by practiparent that he will,
statement that was unintelligible to cal politicians. It was not in harmony
most of those in the hall.
A Belated Campaign
with these principles that e go to
When the mayor informed his ques- New Hampshire.
When it was finally determined that
He was ti.ere at
New Hampshire would have a Smith tioner that he did not understand the urgent solicitation of the Smith
organization. Thus when he spoke
slate the men and women compos- him, the man offered to repeat.
"Do you have to go all over that he had not the vigor and ilow of
ing it where confronted with the difficult problem of convincing the vot- again?" Curley inquired with a smile language so commonly associated with
ers that Smith was a Vona-fie candi- and the crowd laughed, "Sherman ; his platform appearances. He chose
date. The slate was in the fiefd be- Whipple once asked a hypothetical his words and framed his sentences
He avoided
fore his position had been made clear question of 40.000 words and your with meticulous care.
any hint of intruding his leadership.
to Massachusetts leaders and it was question seems nearly as long."
The questioner startedagain and on a Democracy that probably had
a severe charge to meet that he was
Die mayor invited him to the plat- Its own leaders. He confined his rein the field only to stop Roosevelt.
•
The Smith supporters entered Into form while the crowd settled back marks solely to Smith: What stood
to enjoy it. The fun was not long out in his talk was his assertion that
the spirit of the campaign so vigorlivk for the man finally inquired It was nonsense to say Al would not
ously; however, that before long they
what he should do In & situation be a candidate becaue "we" in Massahad the state arbused and the Roosewhere
he wanted to suport Smith.
chusetts know that he will be through
velt forces believed It necessary to
"You should consult an alienist my the power of attorney which he is
do considerable work. In the search
good man," said Curley and the roar sending to permit delegates to be
for aid both sides turned their eyes
of laughter that followed as the man pledged to hisn In that state. The
to Massachusetts where the outstandleft the stage In evident discomfiture governor contended his entrance Ining leaders of the rival causes were
ended all further interruptions. Thers to the Bay State primaries was sufgirding for the battle.
appeared to be no one who wanted ficient proof that Smith was a genFirst there came announcement to match
wits with the Boston mayor uine candidate. It is not difficult
that Mayor Curley would go into in a
for Governor Ely to pay tribute to
debate.
New Hampshire to speak for RooseSmith. It is a sincere devotion and
Dubious Taste
velt. It was followed quickly by an
There were some who did not like regard. The real applause provoking
announcement that Governor Ely the
incident. The questioner NW:, not passages of his Manchester ac"”ess
would do the same. It seems rather a young
man and there was a feel- was his word picture of the "Happy
'authentic that Mayor Curley was per- ing that
the mayor had not shown Warrior."
eauded to make this engagement after the proper
respect for age and had
All in all, however, Governor Ely's
prominent Roosevelt leaders had told taken
advantage of a lesser mentality Manchester appearance was
a disapprobably
deliver
could
the and subjected the
him he
questioner to shit- pointment to the Democrats
there.
telling blow that was needed.
cule rather than plying direct answer But there are no
false fibres in the
Manchester
Curley
Mayor
went to
'to the question. To. them it smacked 'governor's body and
no one was more
not to make one speech in the Roose- a little of cheapness.
'
aware of the disappointment than
velt campaign but to give three adBut it must truthfully be recounted he. But now that
the strain under
dresses In one day, two of them non- that those holding such views were whielphe spoke
in that city is known
addressed
political. He
a business or- in the great minority. They felt that it me be
more sympathetically unganization on a subject vital to the the mayor had given a great show ,derstood—for
certainly he has proven
members and also spoke to a tre- and many who had come with hostile his ability as an
orator and his greatmendous gathering of women.
In attitude left the hall with a more est contribution in
that respect has
made
an impression friendly feeling toward him and prob- been
each place he
on ,the subject of Smith.
for he realized his mission might ably toward the cause be represented.
The new lInr...pshire
result was injagLon the success of his talks and They felt that the questioner had
, evitable. The Smith faction made
a.
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CURLEY'S REMARK
STIRS DISCUSSION

'asked,
and
primaries their complete rout was dis- opposition to, lairn in that state
it
if
ly
particular
/fetich's,
rather
cernible. The Smith ;eaders had
'won't it be
)
suspected their late start which gave is for Smith"
over his
A broad enitle spread
Roosevelt such an advantage in early
ce.
organization would bring such re- countenan
approved
"Say," he said, "Roosevelt
sult. There has always been a susbut two north of
delegates
the
mereall
fight
the
made
they
that
picion
ly to serve notice on the country that the Bronx."
New York
Al was ready to combat Roosevelt to, That seemed' to dismiss
later bore
the last ditch—at least before the and the convention months
A few.
extent.
large
a
to
out
this
,
i.
convention nominatax
however, did jump over to Smith at
Attention was then directed to
the last minute and they caused some
Maine where the convention system
But they must not think
concern.
, of nominating delegates still is in
that Mr. Farley overlooked their deforce.
sertion. He didn't miss a detail of
Robert Jackson having accomplished the convention.
PreRooseveltians
"Jim" Sees
his task in New Hampshire had reDidn't Know Massachusetts
Supporters;
Mr
Smith
turned to his Boston home.
to
ferred
Farley would not .talk about the I
Governor
Jackson. it should be explained, alfor
d
Mentione
Warner
though a member of the National break between Smith and Roosevelt
week of Mayor
last
statement
The
indicating
committee from New Hampshire lives Not even "in this room." But he was
M. Curley of Boston
in Boston. He kept in close touch quite puzzled over the situation in James
will favor those
patronage
Federal
that
the President-elect, inwith developments in the Pine Tree
He did not under- who supported
presiMassachusetts.
Alfred E. Smith, in the
of
state but eventually Jim Farley made
stead
stand why the reporters werq certain dential primary, was discussed in lively
a Sunday trip there where he met
Smith would win the delegation when fashion by Democratic leaders over the
some of the leaders.
many of the other states had come week-end.
so
former naFarley was a satisfied IndividuaLthe
Mrs. Nellie L. Sullivan.
for Roosevelt.
through
Dr. T. P.
night he returned to Boston to pay
tional committeewoman, and
"You have a different brand of Sullivan,former school committee mema brief visit to Mr. Jackson and also
I
one reporter told him. ber, stand out among those who were
to see Jimmy Roosevelt. Farley is Irish here,"
in the
you in
in the forefront for Roosevelt
with
been
have
Irish
"The
cantall with a well proportioned athletic
April primary. Mrs. Sullivan was a
other states, that's true, but here
Suldidate for delegate-at-large and Dr.
figure surmounted by a ruddy bald
South.
They are Simply
they're different.
livan, now on a vacation in the
head. He has a pleasant countenance
delegate,
for Al Smith and that's all there is
Was a candidate for district
that inspired friendship and confiMrs. Sullivan is being mentioned alto it."
dence. He does not smoke or drink
as a possibility for the position of
ready
Farley
visit
recent
on
that
And
commissioner of immigration, now held
and rarely if ever swears. He is a perhunted up the reporter to tell him by Mrs. Anna Tillinghast of Boston. Dr.
sistent gum chewer.
any
he was right about the "different Sullivan has not been mentioned for
The Pleasant Farley
position and it is not known whether
brand of Irish." Farley doesn't seem
nt.
he seeks any appointme
You have a feeling that behind his ta forget anything.
Most Desirable "Plum"
roving eyes there is a vast knowledge
a
quite
Maine Democrats, were in
Perhaps the most desireble "plum" in
, of things political, yet he gives no
turmoil on the eve of the state conthe immediate Fall River district is the
impression of carrying grave secrets, ,
ventlon to pick delegates to the Na- 'post of collector of internal revenue now
nothing
He
ha-s
wiseacre.
or being
Edward F.,
tional convention. The Roosevelt • held by Alonzo W. Lawson.
to say for publication., but he is not
n. former city manager and I
Harringto
sentiment was evident but it had been
now with the State Department, of Corto be restricted in his conversation
traditional with Maine conventions
porations and Taxation, engaged on inwhen confidence is promised.
that they give no instructions. Delecome taxes, is reported as Interested in
is
It
delight:.
a
is
His parlance
this position. The name of John P'.
gations had always gone unfettered.
typical New Yorker but it has a reLeary, a Roosevelt supporter, has been
They had been guided by sentiment
mentioned also.
freshing originality.
back home perhaps but they were free
The term of Postmaster Godefroy De
Farley does not say, "I'll tell you
to do as they saw fit. The RooseTonnancour runs until January, 1936,
in confidence," or "off the record" velt
the
was
sentiment
e.vident as
Curley, interviewed in New York on
which is the accepted warning that delegates came from near and far
his return from Washington where he
public men give newspaper reporters. but there were also some loyal Smith
was in conference with Roosevelt, was
asked about patronage in the State,
With him it is, "in this room."
followers and paradoxical as it may'
"Practically all the leading DemoThis pet phrase was. recalled to him seem, this original and always procratic politicians of Massachusetts," he
on a recent visit to Boston.
said, "were against Mr. Roosevelt, so I
hibition state had a very warm feel"Yes," he said with a smile, "and
don't think there will be any trouble
ing for 'Gov. Ritchie of Maryland,
about patronage."
it's a wonderful thing to know that wettest ci the wets, and a crusader
Miss Mary Ward, the national corn-,
not one newspaperman failed to obin the fight against the ,lc,,9„1 amendmitteewoman, has been mentioned for
serve it."
ment.
Mrs. Tillinghast'a place. If this appointWhen Farley met the reporters at
ment is made, it is believed Mrs. BulbMr. Jackson's home he was certain
Iran, a former school teacher, may be
given a position along that line.
that Maine would be for Roosevelt.
The term of Collector Lawson, with
He couldn't see it any other way. And
that of Deputy Collector Walter J. Webb,
he was certain that Roosevelt already
ends when a successor is appointed, it
had enough votes to clinch the nomIs understood. This will he some time
after March 4.
ination.
, Some comment Was aroused in F'all
country"'
the
over
all
"I have been
River by a report that the election of
he said, "and every place I go with
'Carl A. Tcrry as chairman of the Republican State committee may mean
few exceptions Roosevelt Is wanted.
that Attorney General Joseph E. WarThere are some states with favorite
ner of Taunton may seek the nominasons but most of these are ready to
tion as Governor, for which Lieutenant.
they
give
come over to us as soon as
Governof Gaspar G. Bacon Is expected
a Complimentary
candidate
their
to be a candidate. The report had its
origin among persons committed to the
vote. t can't figure how Roosevet
f3a ii leadership. and strong supportis
can fal; to win the nomination."
of Wilfred W. Lufkin for h
nwhat,about New York?' he „was
rnittee.amiellowtraY.

_
Democratic Leaders Weigh Boson
ton Mayor's Statement
Federal Patronage.
SPECULATION

IS

RIFE

si /1 A..2,2. 1933
Now that the bills are all in, the
gs. creation of a racing commission,
season is on for the open hearin
Gard- with a system of pari-mutuel betSome of these may pack theobserv
profrom which a part of the
ner Auditorium with tense
This
by ting
ers. Others may be attended be ceeds would go to the State.
ors,
the petitioner alone. He will he bill has many prominent spons
including Louis K. Liggett and
solemnly heard all the same, and
rights
will go away feeling that his ated. Eleanor Sears.
Senator Henry Parkman would
at least have been vindic
ttee compel a reduction in Boston and
commi
in
Measures are killed
proso
here as elsewhere, but it is notHill Suffolk salaries. There are
of
easy to accomplish on Beacon The posals for a complete revamping
sion
Provi
of
ous
i.;eal
invest
Pcople
as in many other capitols.will be the Boston charter, for the for the
es,
utiliti
ttees
commi
public
of
tant
impor
gation
more
to
ody
Some
Permitting Anyb
overwhelmed with hearings. more floating of huge bond issues in aid
of municipalities hard hit by the
may have to hold a score or
Propose Legislation.
Feba
in
in a single day. Only late ative de- depression. Mayor Curley has
'legisl
group of bills, including one for a
ruary will the actual
bates start in the two houses.upon loan of $20,000,000 for public welfare and soldiers' relief in the
pts to levy a small fee
re1,595 BILLS FILED SO FAR a Attem
petitioner have failed. A few the towns and cities. A group of seven
under
ced
bills, one sponsored by the railstrictions are enfor
s apply- roads, deals with the regulation of
joint rules of the two house
but
n kinds of bills,
trucks. Changes in the liquor
ilost Are Unimportant, Some Are ing to certaihas been any serious motor in
the interest of the return
laws,
there never
It
right.
Be
prized
to
Have
the
All
beer, are proposed. An investiof
Freaks, hut
curtailment of
will gation of the companies 'writing
is questionable if ever there
and no
Considered.
be. With annual sessions , many compulsory automobile liability inlength
surance is demanded. The recomtime limit on their
d, much mendations of the Governor must
days doubtless are wasteirresp
ondealt with. Many members of
money lost, and freakish
ma- be
By F. LAURISTON BULLARD.
sibles are encouraged, but theprice the court itself and several of the
TIMIS,
YORE
the
New
that
TAX
Ethtnrial Correspondence,
heads of departments have bills to
jority seem to feel
m which promote. The osteopaths and the
BOSTON, Jan. 19.—When more Is none too high for a syste
emphasizes absolute democ- chiropractors have their measures
than a thousand petitions for legis- thus
for reform.
racy.
Hill"
the
"on
ed
enter
were
lation
Many of these petitions will never
Important.
Bills
l
Severa
an
that
said
was
it
be heard much of. But a score or
three years ago
a more will furnish major topics of
Of the bills now in the mill
intolerable situation was developing
on. The discussion over the State during
from the guarantee in the Bill of few deserve special menti
or five months.
Commission the next four
Rights of the State Constitution chairman of the State
ce,
Finan
and
the
n
on
perso
strati
any
Admini
to
s
on
which insure
a new
right "to request of the legislative Charles P. Howard, wants
Affairs,
pe, Department on Municipal
body, by the way of addresses,
to keep
titions, or remonstrances, redress to assist cities and towns
itures, balance budgexpend
the
of
down
or
them
done
s
of the wrong
deets and manage accounts, the
grievances they may suffer." Yet partment to be established by conse
filed
increa
solidations that would not
last year the number of bills
A tendency in
was 1,501, and last Saturday when the total number.been manifest for
this direction has
the time limit for filing bills ex- some years.
pired, the count for this year was
Of a very different character is
1,595. A few of these bills deal with. the bill filed anew this year for the
tance
impor
first
matters of the
More of them are inconsequential.
Some appear regularly year after
year. A few are freak bills, introduced by fanatics and plain "nuts."
But every one must have its due
share of attention.
Under the Massachusetts system,
Ihighly extolled as it has been by
Tuley.
Spettal Correilpondenre, Tall New Yoelt
students of political institutions for
'keeping the government in close
the ..iesision Is based, The
which
first
the
or
19.—F
in
Jan.
ons,
BOSTON,
touch with the people, petiti
theatre management is warned that
bills,
every case accompanied by stiputime in its variegated history covthe
if "objectionable" features are *ebefore
d
Old
entere
the
must be
ering eighty-seven years
slimed after the thirty days elapse
lated hour on the second Saturday
thirty
for
Not
."
is
"dark
d
be
Howar
must
of the session. Every bill committhe license will be "promptly and
days will it be possible for the manreferred to an appropriate
hearpermanently" canceled.
adpublic
ng
hold
Sandi
its
must
renew
tee which
agement to
The whole city is much interested
hing
Somet
ings and report on its bills.
ys
vertisement, "Alwa
In this summary shutdown of One
Plan Is Costly.
Doing From 1 to 11." During its of the best known theatrical houses
entire existence the theatre has been here, albeit the attendance is almost
On the one hand, this right of pewithout exception made up of men
a Boston institution, not only in the of
tition and public hearing is chermature years. Mayor Curley atpal
princi
the
was
it
when
days
ions
night, just to
ished as one of the finest tradit
of the legitimate drama in tended on a recent
home
was doing, and after the •
of the Commonwealth, which under
the city and in the subsequent long see what
said he may
he
rday
melo- hearing yeste
ied;
period of its exploitation ofvariet
no conditions shall be modif
y have witnessed an expurgated perof
home
the
as
but
,
drama
kable.
unthin
Various plays have been
abolition is held to be
of the Harrigan and Hart type formance.
days
from Boston, as in the re-.
On the other hand, in these
now for a quarter of a century barred
and
of
"Strange Interlude,",
case
are
as one of the principal burlesque centonly twice in many years have
when a tax-conscious peopleclosebut
houses in the United States.
disposed to scan expenditures
plays been suppresse& after an
ency methThe Old Howard is dark because initial
ly and to demand effici
performance, A dramatizathe cost
the Board of Censors finds that it
ods, much is heard about Massavulgar- tion of Dumas's "The Clemenceau
izing
mphas
plan.
overe
rsome
been
cumbe
had
of this
because
was stopped in
ity. There is no appeal from the Case"
chusetts is one of the smalltocoman actress appeared in full tights,
anverdict rendered by the trio who
pany of States which sticks
t
Way"
was
Easies
question if
constitute the board—Mayor Curley, and in 1911 "The
nual sessions. It is aons and bills
i- suppressed after three nights. Tn
Chief Justice Bolster of the Municer
the number of petiti
Ili,ward
the
Old
davs
pregreat
its
ssion
Commi
Compal Court and Police
would be doubled were the
s.
Edwin Forrest, the
al
Hultman. The Watch and Ward sented Davenport, CharlesBooth
monwealth to adopt the bienni
Kean,
that
doubt
little
is
y, of which little has been Edwin
Societ
system There
all
and
the
an
tte
other
Cushm
Charlo
ng again next
heard since the Dunster book shop
the prospect of "tryi
ities of the Apierican stage.
tent pecase, having to do with the sale of celebr e now are -Wondering what its
year" is a. solace to persis
," Peopl
a copy of "Lady Chatterly's Loveram future policy will be,_
titioners.
obtained much of the evidence

BAY STATE CLINGS
TO COSTLY CUSTOM

Boston Censors Close Historic Theatre;
Watch and Warders Object to Burlesque

1890
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ayor Curley Begins Attack On
State Board Of Tax Appeals;
• Silverman Urges Abolishmen
Counsel Says
Towns Can't
Stand Cuts
Boston Man Admits,ilow, ever, Situation Might
. Even Be Remedied by
Increasing Membership
of Present Board
BOSTON—(AM—Samuel Silverman, corporation counsel for the
city of Boston, advocating abolition of the state board of tax appeals before the state administration committee Monday said continuation of the board with its
present policies would drive every
c,..y and town in the state into
bankruptcy.
Silverman supporting the bill of
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
-which would abolish the board, advocated the setting up of a new
board, profiting by what he called
the mistake of the present board.
He said he did not question the honesty of the present members. He
said only slight increases in assessments were made with the rise in
real estate a few fears ago but that
property holders now are seeking
!heavy reduCtions in valuation for
!assessment purposes.
I "The municipalities of the state
!cannot stand this program, Silver:man said. "I repeat this they
!simply cannot stand it. Some per!sons cry out let the cities economize. Well make every economy that
is possible in city management and
you cannot balance this reduced
valuation situation."
Silverman said the situation
might even be remedied by increasing the membership of the present
board.
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Mayor James M. Carley can have
anything for himself or friends from
*the Roosevelt administration. Of that
there is not the slightest doubt.
*

*

*
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Cabinet* PosF,:kliities
*
Known to Have Comn::aniled Consideration in Mind of the
Presidenl-Elect

• James M. Curley
-

William A. Moffett
Vouth Carotin.
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Whiting
'
s Boston
By E. E. WHIT1NG

•

Letter

special rocntol equipment to some of
th:
!
. problems acutely in the public
mind. For instance, Mr Higgins could
perhaps instructively expatiate upon
tis problems of city government and
enance. As a member of his legislative committee he is particularly
well informed on this subject and his
ideas would be interesting reading in
all the cities of the commonwealth,
not alone in Boston.
Mr Tomasello might have some
ideas on ways to escape from the depression, for no branch of industry
has been harder hit than all classes
of building and construction. With
the completion of the new postoffice
and the new Christian Science building, there Is not in Boston, either ift.
progress or prospect, a single major
building undertaking That is an odd
and serious situation. The proportion
of labor in the building trades who
are now unemployed IL we believe.
unprecedentediy high. Mr Tomasello
must have some thoughts on this
subject which the public would be interested to hear.

Boston, Jan. 25—Thcre has been soil again. Indeed among the poiiticallY
' much speculative discussion of the sophisticated the office has been said
possibility that our mayor, Mr Curley, to be "in the bag." That is, the pomight lay aside the cares of munic- litical powers behind Mr Nichols are
ipal government in favor of national; so strong that it has been assumed
activity under the new regime at that he is unbeatable. This has been
Washington that comparatively little talked about so much that it has propublicity has been given the poesi- voked some reaction, and we may
bilities In the way of a new mayor, take it as sure that Mr Nichols will
who is to be elected less than a year not win the election by default. Fredhence. There is no basin In certainty erick Mansfield surely will be In the
for the assumption that Mayor Cur- field, and now there is a good deal
has made up his mina, or been of talk in behalf of John Patrick Higgivcn an invitation. to drop his pres- gins, a member of the state House of
ent office in favor of national advance- Representatives, a strong man, for
ment, but it Is an inevitable reaction five years on the committee on municin view of his early and prophetic ipal finance, aged &bout 40. a Har,activity in behalf of Mr Roosevelt, vard graduate, active in the American
Mr Curley atood almost alone among Legion, and a political lieutenant of
the "big" Democrats of the state hi the mighty mahatma. of Boston poli'urging the Roosevelt nomination, and tics, Martin Lomasney—whorn he first
the consequent state of mind of most attracted by opposing.
of the other eminent members of his
Mr Higgins does not admit that he
party at this end of the state ham can be persuaded to become a canBoston has taken a long-distance
been anything but happy.
didate, but neither does he put the Interest in the farewell of Antonio
Within two minutes aftei the nom- soft impeachment from him. We may Scotti from the field of grand
opera
ination of Roosevelt the forecasters assume that if things shape up right, which he has for 40 long
enriched.
became busy naming the national post that is if the running looks good, The farewell was in New York,
but
that would go to Curley. The one he may take a try at it.
many a Bostonian found his or her
most advanced was the office of secmention
memory
fervent
There has been
going back to the period,
retary of the navy; a variation was also of Joseph Tomasello. a. prom- brief but glorious, when Boston
had
that he would be offered the gover- inent contractor in this town and a its resident opera company. Mr
Scott'
norship of Puerto Rico—this some- former president of the state Road' was not a member of that
resident
'what humorously, in consequence of Builders' association. Mr Tomasello Is company, but he was a frequent guest
his appearance at the national con- a substantial citizen, and his head here, and on the nights when he apvention as a delegate from that terri- has not been turned by the pleasant peared there was always a "capacity"
tory. The latest understanding, and mention of him in the role of a candi- house. Scotti was a strong favorite
It is nearer the fact, is that he may date for mayor; but ha also refrains with Boston audiences, not only
as a
become assistant secretary of the from flatly denying the possibility. great singer but as a great actor and
treasury, In charge of the public
There has been talk, not new, also a. delightful personality.
building program. At all events we et William J. Foley, the present disWe recall talking with a dietinmay be sure that he will not go to trict-attorney for Suffolk. but we guished critic at one of the Boston
rule over the Puerto Ricans; nor will cannot suppose that both he and Mr performances of "Tosca," and he
made
he be interested in such obscure ac- Higgins would run in the same race, the comment that this opera, IN
iliCh
tivities as those attached to the sev- inasmuch as both are closely as- he detested, had only one reason
for
eral federal offices In Boston, Mr Cur- sociated with the political fortunes repetition; and the reason was
the
ley does not play small roles.
and programs of Martin Lomasney.
Scarpia of Scotti. It was his opinion
A week ago we met at a luncheon that the score of the opcira was mereWe have Just observed the elevation party in Boston one of the city's tricious, the story offensive. So great
of one of the city councilmen to the most excellent eomen, who was quite was the genius of Scott'. however,
post of president of that body; and enthusiastic over the idea that Gen In his opinion, that he made of
the president of the council becomes Charles H. Cole might be induced to Scarpia one of the great villains of
the acting mayor if the, .Enn. or for enter the race. He would be an ad- the stage's history. And that the opera
any reason siepe
THifs the mirable choice but it is not at all was worth repeating for th2 strength
presidency has been a coveted post, likely that he could be induced to and wonder of that role as he acted
it.
with the prospect or the possibility enter the campaign.
However, Scotti says ii ,
that he might have the opportunity
e:eg'
As the case begins to shape up, it in opera no more, which is a loss,
to serve for a time at least in the
highest city office. If the mayor post- is the field against Nichols—which and now we shall see whether or not
pones his march on Washington until still leaves Mr Nichols In a strong the opera of "Tosca" will survive his
the expiration of his present term in position. If it is to be a test of Nichols departure. It probably will, for a good
city office, this council presidency will and anti-Nichols the obvious course portion of the public Appears to like
prove to be less than it has been is for the antis to get together anti it better than our critical friend.
rated by the politicians who feel sure concentrate their strength on a single
that Mr Curley will go to Washington candidate—of which we see no signs
At the other extreme of the theatat present. If all these gentlemen rical and
soon aftere—March 4.
operatic scale is the "Old
who
have
been
mentioned.
and
maybe
Neither does it follow that the
I-inward," otherwise
the
Howarei
a
few
more.
plunge
Into
the
race, we Atheneum, whose doors have
presidency of the council, and hence
been
shall
see
Mal
Nichols
go
romping closed, at least temporarily,
position in lino as substitute mayor,
by oroffers a great vantage point from back into the office which he laid ders of the city authorities followwhich to seek the mayoralty by elec- down three years ago.
ing a complaint by the energetic
Boston's elections are nominally
tive paths. There is little reason to
Watch and Ward society. We ha.,a
nonpartisan—
that
Is,
party labels do nothing to say about
believe that council membership lifts
this, nor about
not
publicly
appear.
There is a bill the level of current and
any man to the political peaks in
recent perI
before
the
Legislature
to change this
Boston.
formances at the Old Howard, but tol
There is a good deal of speculation and to bring the party label back into all Bostonians
there is .attached some;
as to the possible candidates to suc- B000n municipal electiona.
We do not know what issues any faint and fading eantIment about this
ceed Mayor_Sorley, and the curious
old place of entertainuacat. its refact is that it has long been talked of these gentlemen might be inclintd
cent odor may have been deplorable,
sround town that Malcolin Nichols, to raise, hut any of them might even
now begin to garner a bit of poten- but it stood as a link with a great
who preceded Mr Curley in the city
tially useful publicity by applying his
ball, is all set to go back to the office
(le'er)14:1;teee,A•
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elder Sothern, Char- '

past where
lotte Cushman, Edwin Forrest end
many others of the great line of stage
giants of the past held their audiences. The old theater dates bark
the better part of a century.
That part of the city has undergone some interesting changes. In the
old, old days it was a bright social
center, with the Revere house entertaining the prince of Wales, lakr
King Edward, and with many fine
families living nearby and up over :
the side of Beacon hill. We recall, ,
even within our brief span of Boston
life. seeing Frank Mayo at the Bowdoin
Square
theater, In "Davy I
Crockett."
At last the old Revere house fell
iato financial decay and was obliterated. The district fell into something like dissolution, given up to
shooting galleries and acquiring a
rather "tough" reputation. Long lingered in Scollay square, nearby; the
old Austin & Stone's museum, one of
the last survivors af the oldtline
"dime museums" which were a part
of cheap entertainment a few generations ago.
In recent yeare this district, running over beyond Scollay square and
through Bowdoin square, has undergone remarkable rehabilitation, and
now is being restored to a position of
high respectability and commercial
importance.
In closing for the day we are delighted to welcome Into membership
in the Society for the Preservation of
Bad ,Roads "The Drifter" of the
esteemed Nation. We extended this
invitation to him some little time
back, in recognition of his high service to intelligent and reconstructive
civilization by extolling the delights
of dirt roads. The Drifter now says in
the Nation that he accepts the invitation, "providing, of course, there are
no dues, no meetings, and no correspondence." Okay. It is that kind of
a society. Also there is no membership list and there is no burden of
responsibility on its members other
than that imposed by their own consciences, if, as and when operative.
We want this to be a great society,
and it can only he so on this basis.
The society has no officers end no
office. In fact, we cannot literally
even accept The Drifter's membership. We can only recognize it. All
are equat.
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Hultman Held to Blame
iFor Boston Vice Situation
In Mast From Mayor Curley
Mayor Charges He Had Full Knowledge of Case
and Even Admitted It In Private; Solomon
Death Also Involved
Boston. Jan.
--Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman was held
responsible for the "inactivity and
helplessness" of the police to drive
vice dens and speakeasies from the
Back' Bay and other sections of the
city, by Mayor Curley in a statement
issued from his office yesterday.
The mayor charged that Hultman
admitted "full knowledge of the situation" at a recent conference in the
if4e,yor's office when Back Bay vice
conditions were discussed, although at
the time the discussion took place police were inactive in regard to the
conditions cited.
•
Abandons Plan
Mayor Curley planned to tell the
commissioner at the dedicatory exercises of one of two new police stations
Yesterday the charges which were later made public in the statement
form. The mayor abandoned his plan
to incorporate the discussion of vice
conditions in either his address at the
new Berkeley-street station or his
speech at the North-street building,
when Hultman failed to appear at
either place.
The commissioner was confined to
his home all day with a heavy cold.
'Meanwhile investigation of the murder of Charles Solomon, whose racketeering enterprises included some of
tie very places which are concerned
in the vice situation, served to distract activity from the probe Of
charges of police protection which

Hultman ordered Monday.
Capt John 31: Antierson and Licht
Stephen Gillis of the bureau of criminal investigation, who started Monday to probe the accusations against
police, were active in the Solomon investigation yesterday.
The only development construced as
being in relation to the investigation
of vice conditions was a general order
sent by Superintendent Michael H.
Crowley to division captains last
night. The order directed division
commanders to a general order of October 15, 1930, and "especially that
part which states the practice of assigning a sergeant for a specified timefor vice duty only if each division.
must cease."
Sergt Frank E. Gilman has beaded
the vice squad at station 16, by order
of Capt Perley S. Skillings, for some
time. The station has °barge of the
Back Bay district.
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became a member of the convention as a
(i2 Curley's Successor
delegate from Porto Rico and performed
Roston can now heave a :ig.11 of relief. valiant
service. Later he journeyed across
It has been settled who will become the the Country
at his own expense making
acting mayor when Mayor Curie' is pro- : speeches
for the Democratic nominee and
noted by his friend Presi en.-et Roose- likewise
vett to a Cabinet job or, at any rate, as campaigncontributed most liberally to his
Governor General of the Philippines. Cur- Democrats fund. Naturally the Boston
ley's friends in Roston scent confident ward will 'anticipate that Curley's rebe forthcoming very soon after
that the mayor will be given promotion the President-el
: immediately after the 4th of March. in fact. And ect becomes the President
when this occurs President
Viewed from any standpoint he is de- of the
Council Joseph McGrath of Dorserving of consideration. Curley stood by chester
will
Roosevelt in the face of bitter opposition. of Boston. take Curley's place as mayor
,:*-He failed to hold the Massachusetts dele•
gation to the Chicago convention fell'
Roosevelt , but .he jottrneyed, to. _Chicago;

1.4y/k7_
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MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY OF
BOSTON, "original" Roosevelt man

in New England in the pre-convention lineup for delegates, is thought
to be slated for a cabinet berth. If
it isn't the cabinet, it is some job
equally important.

•

President Hoover scored heavily
with public opinion in proposing the
barring of arms shipments to nations
at war or about to enuge in vvw;
also, his declaration before the Conference on the Crisis in Education
that "we must not encroach upon the
schools or reduce the opportunity of
the child through the school to develop adequate citizenship" was
popularly received.
(Ventura Free Press Service)
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FA. PREPARES
FOR OFFICE
NEW YORK, Jan. 11 (AP).—Domestic issues commanded the attention of President-elect Roosevelt today, after an intensive study of the
International situation.
Explaining to newspapermen that
he was not concentrating on one
specific thing, Roosevelt said:
"I am going ahead with the
process of preparing myself. Like
Al Smith, I am getting a lot
through the ears and also a lot
through the eyes."
Asked if he was in favor of a big
navy, the President-elect replied:
"Why don't you ask me if I am
In favor of adequate national defense and I would say yes."
Roosevelt was asked if he had discussed beer legislation with the
brewers. He said he had talked with
the brewers last November and "they
told me that 3.2 per cent beer was
the lowest alcoholic content by which
beer would be potable."
J. Bruce Kremer • mocratic na-

n f m Montana,
tional committee
was on the Roo 'elt eplling Hat for
today. Mayor • rley Of Boston and
William G.
from Californ ,

senator-elect

expected here

tomorrow.

•

C 10C,4c-o -/66 Awgickv
The Allan IttsCartins are having
trouble.
Is
Dorothy McMartin
reading the papers and Marjorie
King will be
ehoruspondent.
ne of Boston cer. . Mayor
gun
reason to he
tainly has
sore at his p n r. The Curley
holiday cat a said: "Eindly remembrances' . . Like Polooka's:
err was ,so
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People Learn What
General Court
Is Doing
Permanent Committee
Is Organized To
Direct
, Some thirty-five West Roxbury folks

residing in the Germantown section
whose homes were shattered by the
explosion occuring while contractors
for the city were working on the
roadway gathered at the Washington
Boulevard M. E. church last Tuesday
night, to learn how matters stood
with reference to their receiving a
the
recompense from the city for
damage and to voice their opiniona
in the line of suggestions as well as
to form a definite organization.
Rev. James G. Lane, pastor of the
church, was elected chairman of the
permanent committee and Charles
Jackson was elected secretary-treasurer. The chairman was authorized
to call a meeting when any further
action should be necessary.
Representatives Havey and Sullithe
van and Attorney Sullivan of
corporation counsel were present and
explained Mayor Curley's effort to
get the Legislature to grant permission to the City of Boston to reimburse the eiizens whose houses were
damaged by the explosion. The matter
is at present in the hands of the
Rules committee upon whose favorable report the matter will be given
to some other committee who in turn
will report to the Legislature recommending favorable or unfavorable
action. In the mean time, except for
urging the committees to act, there
is nothing which the home owners
The houses injured were
can do.

mostly on Edgemere road, where the
explosion occurred, Hinsdale road and
Washington street.
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THE STANDING OF MAYOR CURLEY

•

•

In a period when there is much talk of "big shots" it is
particularly gratifying to the friends of Mayor Curley to
discover that he is one of the "big shots" politically in the
judgment of President-elect Roosevelt.
This means that while the mayor may not obtain everything that he seeks in the form of patronage, he commands
such influence that he will be able to exert the proper
influence in behalf of loyal supporters who risked the
chance of meeting political oblivion by standing with him in
the espousal of the Roosevelt candidacy a year ago.
What the mayor wants and what he will get in the way
of an appointment for himself, it is recognized that he will
come close to obtaining whatever he really wants.
It is probable that a federal appointment will force him
to resign as mayor. It is very apparent that he cannot hold
both jobs even though there are no legal preventives. Boston is too important a city to have a mayor who commutes
between this city and Washington or who undertakes to
direct municipal affairs during brief weekend visits.
Those who claim to know say that the mayor will
reluctantly abandon his municipal office if he is called to
take an important federal position.
In anticipation of such a development the city council
acted wisely this week in delegating as its president Councillor Joseph McGrath of Dorchester. If Mayor Curley resigns
he will be succeeded by Mayor McGrath because it seems to
be certain that Mr. Curley would not force the taxpayers to
assume the cost of an avoidable special election.
Mr. McGrath is recognized as the ablest member of the
city council. He has had admirable training to hold any
elective office. Four years of service in the legislature and
five in the city council have equipped him to carry on the
work which Mayor Curley has started.
If Mr. McGrath has the opportunity to act as mayor it is
assured that he will characterize his service with a sound,
intelligent and wise administration of municipal business.
Such an opportunity might possibly be the stepping stone to
the election of Mr. McGrath as mayor. The voters could do
much worse.
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i As A Political Reporter Sees
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GOVERNOR ELY AND MAYOR CURLEY
VIE FOR NEW HAMPSMireS
DELEGATES

••••
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By Jaalls ii. litilLFOYLE
on tile eve of the campaign, lie be- rally to
ad the Democratic party in
Last week Mr. Gulifoyie brought lieved it could be more effectively that
state. The need of funds for
the narrative to the Curley-Ely fight combatted by insisting that the con- the
state campaign was mentioned
vention hold to the tradition of perfor delegates in New Hampshire.
and it had been understood that if
mitting
UDGE CONNOLLY,one of the most
the delegation to go unin- the
delegation was not instructed
able Democrats in the state of structed. Failing that he gave grave this help
would be forthcoming, not
Maine, loved and revered by the consideration to organizing a ticket for the
individual gain of any perpeople of Portland for his honesty and of delegates for Governor Ritchie, in son
but as a material assistance for
forthrightness, was one of the Ritchie the belief that the popularity of the
Democrats to wage a vigorous
admirers, The bond between them the Maryland governor might rout campaign
, such accomplithment bacould easily be understood after the Roosevelt forces or at least
possible only when there are
s p
rO
lug
pb
og
rt
hersa
o
up
hearing the judge discuss the prohi- t
sioa
nnyw litnhstrtuhcetiot
Smith
s
m
funds to pay the bills.
stop
bition question. There is probably no
, Was this a mere rumor or did
man in the whole country better In- the delegates.
something go wrong?
formed on the arguments against tone of his plans developed
alThere are Massachusetts leaders
prohibition. A teetotaler, Judge Con- though at the convention he
was 013- who will tell you
that something
nolly is sincere in his belief that the posed to instructed delegates
and also went wrong. They will tell you that
law has been harmful. Over a period spoke on prohibition,
the Roosevelt forces were also dieof Tears he has amassed the most exThe night before the convention posed to help the state campaign
tensive and Informative library of visiting
newspapermen sought a man chest. They don't know, but their
facts concerning the operation of the
high in the organization who had 'suspicion is that they were willing
law in any person's possession. He
been honored with high office. They to raise the contribution above the
seems to have about every newspaper asked
him what the convention would figure which Mayor Hague suggested
clipping ever printed on the subject do,
knowing that, he was one of the In his telephonic convereatIons to
and each is catalogued and Indexed few
who would be aware of the or- Maine.
in his files for immediate reference. ganizatio
n plans.
Emphatically he
Jim Farley somewnat discredits the
The Judge was a candidate for said the delegation would
not be in- (explanation, however, with the asserCongress on the Democratic ticket structed. He pointed out that Maine tion that no presidential campaign
this year In the First Maine district Democrats never instructed and would was ever conducted more economicalnot do so this time.
ly. Just the same It is difficult for
where Congressman Seedy was reImagine the surprise the next day old time political observers to beelected by a much reduced margin.
when he was one of the prime mov- Have that there was not something
During the campaign prohibition ers in the movement
for a delegation behind the actnes that inspired Maine
was the big issue with Beedy strong instructed for Rolsvelt. The move to pledge Its delegates In defiance of
for retention of the present law. The threw the convention into an up- tradition.
Jackson On The Scene
judge discussed the subject one night roar, There were shouts and cries
There wa4 much excitement the eve
while Sen. David I. Walsh sat on the and tumultuous confusion as the vote
was taken.
platform.
The convention could of the convention. Bob Jackson was
"Judge Connolly's discussion of pro- not settle the question at the first there to keep a watchful eye. He
hibition is the most just, sensible and session and adjourned until the aft- wanted an instructed delegation and
Illuminating argument / have ever ernoon when the "Instructors" won he sat in at a conference of leaders
heard on this subject, not excepting by a comfortable but not large mar- that lasted until very early the next
discussions In the United States sen- gin. Farley had been right about morning arguing the point. It was
The delegation from that after this conference that at leaet
ate,- was the senator's tribute to the Maine,
one man who had been
state went pledged to Roosevelt.
against
judge when he arose to speak.
Naturally there was considerable pledging astounded his confidants by
Judge Connolly's quarrel has never !
joining in the movement for instrucbeen with temperance but he has de- speculation after the convention as
tion for Roosevelt.
livered telling barrages against the , to why Maine Democrats had broken
Jimmy Roosevelt was a visitor on
situation that has developed through tradition.
One explanation that
inability to enforce the law. He has gained credence in inside circles is convention day but did not remain
long. He saw some of the leaders
ridiculed the proud claim of dry that the instruction of delegates came
and put in his usual enthusias
tic
Maine by penetrating revelations of as a greet surprise and blow to the
and arduous work for his dad. The
the illegal rum business done in that Smith organization, which was then
story
was told that he would have
state even before prohibition and endeavoring to counter-balance the
remained longer to watch the prowith the charge that there are now New Hampshire defeat.
ceedings except that some of the
An "Understanding'.
several hundred epeakeasies in PortMayor Hague of Jersey City, one leaders were not sure his presence
land.
of the Smith leaders, the story goes, , would help the situation and teleDidn't Care For Roosevelt
plion,?d to Albany to have the gov- Cers-rp,:4
/
got In touch with Maine leaders
The Judge was not sold on
sev- ernor request
kits return to Massa- )4.-el
eral
days
before
the
(ks
conventi
Roosevelt but lie sensed the difficulty
on and
inquired what could be done to in. chueetts,
of diverting the sentiment that was
The result in Maine's conventi
sure
an
on
uninstructed delegation:
apparent for the New York governor
°61- Cthat Is what c-)uld lo e do ne •teipro. was of particular interest to Massa-
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to the mayor. Many that the country needed.
up a

S

It was on
chusetta. The Smith followers
In- this basis that campaign observers
the
with
came
audience
the
In
they
lost In New Hampshire but If
different
tention of heckling. Roosevelt sup- told Farley that "there is a
could even It up In Maine—and an
etts in
Massachus
mayor
the
met
in
In Worcester
brand of Irish
uninstructed delegation would have porters
from any you will find
hall and told him
the
campaign
entered
this
he
as
have
would
hey
victory—t
been a
They inquired as elsewhere in the nation."
Clause for jubilation. They were de- 'of the situation.
They See Success
line of talk he planned to use
n!ed this, however, and with two de- to the
this "hostile" audience. They adThe enthusiasm and the size of the
feats in border states facing them on
the mayor disregard his crowds that greeted the Smith speakit was not to be wondered that some vised that
and Invoke all his ers very soon inspired Governor Ely
release
advance
be
to
of the Smith leaders began
to dissipate the and Senator Walsh with a confidence
of
eloquence
powers
fearful of the result in the Bay State.
animosity. Those who were present that the Bay State delegation to the
setts
Loyal !Massachu
will never forget that oratorical ef- national convention would be pledged
The fear was short-lived for once fort, Without notes or any written to him. They were certain that this
the Smith forces opened their cam- guide the mayor talked for more
would have happened even though
paign with the big guns In action the than an hour injecting wit and pathos they made no campaign but they
sentiment was evident. There wa.s and argument that kept the vast au- could not sit idly without effort beevery Indication In the crowded rall- dience tense. He moved It to laugh- cause It would have been thtrimental
ies and the enthusiasm that the old ter. He moved to wild applause. And
to the confidence in the organization.
ardor for Smith had been awakened.
Walsh said after a rally In
Senator
and
scoff
to
come
had
who
The only question was whether the those
early In the campaign
River
Fall
proand
cheer
remained to
Roosevelt slate could break through heckle
Massachusetts would send Smith
the most mas- that
of
one
talk
his
claim
delegates but that In his opinion
in borne vulnerable spot; whether
terful political addresses they had I nothing could stop Roosevelt's nomMayor Curley himself could not gain
ination, Governor Ely early in the
heard.
a place and thus weaken the solid
campaign said "it's all over in MassaWorcester Cheers
chusetts. Smith delegates will win."
front for Al.
When the mayor had concluded
The organization leaders did not
the
recount
to
need
little
is
There
every intimation of hostility had I even entertain the fear that Mayor
in
campaign
primary
details of the
through and
faded. Even those who did not agree Curley might come
slate and carry one or two
Massachusetts. It brought into play
support of Roosevelt were break the
his
with
the
delegation
Roosevelt delegates to
the showmanship of both factions and
unanimous that he deserved a cheer with him. But there were some memgave the voters the most interesting
was
applause
believed
the
who
ion
concluded
the
of
bers
organizat
he
as
and
and spectacular battle for votes In
of Curtremendous and sustained. A univer- that the tremendous strength
ley would at least win him, a place
the history of the state.
sity professor who had come to ob- end probably carry Jimmy Roosevelt
Mayor Curley was active for a serve declared that it was the most and one or two others with him.
month before the Smith organiza- masterful oration and presentation of
RA NI
E
935
IV --t
tion got into action. During that a case he had ever heard. He had
ut
discovered
been
througho
itit
held
has
the
It
were
n
time rallies
been skeptical of the reputatio
that even If Mayor Curley Is given
Massachusetts. It was a trying task mayor had gained as an orator but
a public offlet---Japr-Alov er nor for Curley for most of the time he he Rai. in his seat virtually hypnoRoosevelt it will not be absolutely necessary for him to resign
was facing crowds that were hostile tized by the perfect flow of English
his office as chief executive of
because of his opposition to Smith. that came from the mayor's lips in
Boston. Authorities say that If
Yet everywhere he went much of the orderly sequence and with perfect ,
he takes *, federal position he
hostility was dispelled under the spell gesture and emphasis.
can hang on to the job in Boston:
to
as long as he pleases until his
of his oratory. Those who came
Smith Guns Bark
because
term expires. He would, however,
jeer remained to cheer, not
In the meantime, however, the
have to come back to Boston
they were with Roosevelt perhaps Smith forces were not Idle. They con,
quite frequently so as not to defor
but because of their admiration
lay city business. Now that his
served their energies until the last
choice for the council presidency
Curley's ability. The American voter two weeks. Then Senator Walsh, Govhas been elected he probably will
Is above all a good sport.
ernor Ely, Senator Coolidge and the
be perfectly willing to give up the
the
that
d
Mayor Curley determine
mayoralty, at the right time.
other "big guns" of the organization
Roosevelt campaign ehould be carried swung into action. They also went
state under
to every section of the
to every corner of the state. 'I'he
he
L ? —/933„
4
his leadership and for two weeks
eloquence of Walsh and Ely aroused
of
LEAVE TO WITHDRAW ON
carried on an intensive schedule
the Smith men as never before. The
daunted
not
was
THREE PETITIONS
mayor
campaign
The
'28
rallies.
fighting spirit of the
Ely
by the popularity of Governor
returned.
He
In the Western part of the state.
One Incident that occurred is a
The Legislative Committee on Juditremenwent to Springfield where a
revelation of the devotion to Smith.
ciary r ported "leave to withdraw"
m
auditoriu
the
the
thronged
of
one
of
dous crowd
It was at the home
on the following petitions:
places
to hear him speak. As in other
many women who opened their resiMayor Curley of Boston, that fines
much of the crowd came through dences for neighborhood rallies. in
and forfeitures of District Courts in
curiosity but the Hub executive the interest of the "Happy Warrior."
didn't care just ao long as he hal Some of the lesser lights of the orSuffolk County be paid into the City
the opportunity to tell them why ganization had spoken vigorously of
Treasury of Boston.
d.
nominate
Roosevelt should be
the necessity of supporting him. The
Wycliffe C. Marshall, for investiMayor Curley even invaded the last speech had been delivered. The
Governor
by the Public Utilities Comof
gation
Westfield,
city,
home
- 30 or 40 women present were about
mission of the consolidation of the
Ely. There was some difficulty over to depart when the voice of the chaira hall there but the mayor spoke woman checked them.
New England Telephone and Teleand got some applause and some
Company with other telephone
graph
"Let us kneel and pray for the sucCertainly the campaign was
boos.
cess of Smith," she said earnestly.
corporations.
psythe
carried into Westfield for
Instantly every person in the room
Same petitioner, investigation by
chological effect. It revealed that Cur- dropped to their knees and recited
pers
governor'
Public Utilities Commission of
the
the
fear
not
ley did
It was tremendously imprayers.
the consolidation of the American
sonal strength.
pressive of the spirit of loyalty and
His rally In Worcester was one of devotion that Smith had inspired
Telephone and Telegraph Company
the largest of the pre-primary cam- among his friends and evidence of
with the American Bell Telephone
paign. Hundreds crowded Into Me- the widespread belief among his
Company and the American Telephone
fairly
was
,
chanics hall, Worcester
Massachusetts supporters that his was
and Telegraph Company of Massawell sOld on Smith and before the a sort of divinely inspired leadership
chusetts.
rally and effort was made to work
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MAYOR OF BOSTON
ATTACKS TAX BOARD

•

Curley Wants Massachusetts
Legislature to Abolish
Appeal Body.
HOLDS POLICIES

FAULTY

Formed as an Experiment, the
Commission Has Attracted
Wide Attention.

WORK PRAISED BY EXPERTS

i Some of Its Critics Would Have
Larger Personnel to Speed
Up Decisions.

By F. LAURISTON BULLARD.
Nue YORK TIMES.
BOSTON, Jan. 27.—The Board of
Tax Appeals is under fire. Several
bills have been filed with the General Court calling for its modification or abolition, and lively hearings
have been held, especially that of
last Monday on the abolition bill
introduced at the behest of Mayor
jCurley of Boston. The head of the
!Law Department of the city declared before the Legislative Committee on State Administration that
"If the board continues in its prosent form and with its present policies it will drive every city and
I town in the State into bankruptcy."
It was at this crowded hearing that
one speaker, well known to be out
, of sympathy with the policies of
'Mayor Curley, said: "We don't
j have to wait for the abolition of
the board for Boston to go bankrupt. 11'$ bankrupt now and he
/knows why" (meaning the Mayor).
This board is an experiment of
two years' standing, believed to be
,unique in the United States and an
object of inquiry in many countries. There has been some accumulation of cases since it began
to function in December of 1930,
but its friends point with satisfaction to the record it has made.
Philip Nici Ils of this city, one of
the foremost tax experts of the
country, sent a message to be read
at a hearing last week in which he
said: "Criticisms come largely
from those who deem it an outrage
that a taxpayer should have a
chance to be heard at all and justice finally afforded him."
ZditortR1 Correspondence, TRZ

(
•

410 .G.G.lAkACI
asi tile ouairt nold
Old System Was Slow.
that extravagant municipal officials
expenditures and
scaled
have
The previous method of dealing
valuations at 1929 levels and now
with tax cases had been unsatisfacare resisting any proper reduction
tory. For decades any taxpayer of valuations because their spendwho considered his valuation wrong
ings would thereby have to be reor his tax unjust could carry his duced in like measure. They hold
also that "the board has given to
complaint to the county commis- the overburdened
owners of real
sioners, and thence to the former estate fair opportunity to present
Board of Tax Appeal. Decisions evidence that they have been overwere much delayed. There was a assessed and a proper chance to
obtain tax relief. Of the
right of appeal to the Superior critics some want outrightboard's
aboliCourt, which always has a crowded tlion and others a larger bench to
docket. The General Court estab- speed up the work.
lished the new board on the theory
Pending action, if any, by
•
that a court which dealt only with general court, property owners the
all
tac cases would become expert in over the State are intensely
interall related problems, and would be ested. Taxation is a tender
able to handle cases much more ject these days not only with subproprapidly.
erty owners but with all business ,
The board really is a court. It men.
administers oaths, summons witnesses, subpoenaes documents, renders decisions in writing, and publishes these as precedents and for
general information. Its proceedings are comparatively informal but
there is no suspension of dignity.
There are three members appointed
by the Governor for normal terms
of three years, the first appointments having been staggered. All
three of the original members are
with the board today. They are
Alexander Holmes, who had served
a score of years as Deputy Tax
Commissioner; Alexander Lincoln,
a lawyer and tax specialist of Boston, and John D. Wright, for years
In the State House in various capacities and a private secretary to
former Governor Allen.
Between the day it began to function and last Dec. 1, a period of
just two years, 1,484 cases were
filed with the board. Of these 451
have been decided, 193 were withdrawn, 108 are not ready for hearing and 694 are awaiting hearing,
while a few others have been disposed of otherwise. The decisions
are final as to facts. On questions
of law an appeal to the Supreme
Judicial Court is possible. In the
two years there were fourteen appeals and only two or three reversals.
Curley Always a Critic.
The present assault on the board
Is due to the large number of real
estate cases it has to handle.
Maycr Curley has been a severe
/ critic almost from the start. Of
the cases pending on Dec. 1 804
were real estate cases and 682 of
these came from Boston.
The main argument of the critics
was stated by this city's Corporation Counsel thus. "When the real
estate gambles of some years ago
were at their peak, valuations were
Increased, but not to a great exNow persons who were
tent.
caught in the gamble are at their
wit's end to know what to do and
are going to the board to seek
enormous reductions for tax assessment purposes."
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JAMAICA PLAIN TRADE BOARD
Under The
DOME
OFFICERS HOLD CONFERENCE GILDED
by EDWARD W. CONNORS

•

r
•
MEET WITH MAYOR CURLEY AND COUNSELLOR MURRAY
TO DISCUSS HUNTINGTON AVENUE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

^

Ilannalt N. Connors, president of ,
the Massachusetts Real Estate Owners' Association with headquarters az
Fields Corner, blasted out the
on the Judiciary last week
cornmite
for being late in assembling for a
hearing on a petition giving the govJamaica Plain came one step nearMayor Curley voiced his approval ernor power to remove mayors in
acquiring the badly needed traffic of both requests, admitting the con- conjunction with justices of the Sulights along South Huntington ave- ditions described were true, and prom- preme Court. After taking the legisnue the past week when officers of ised his co-operation. He called Traf- lators to task. for being tardy, Mrs.
the Jamaica Plain Board of Trade fic Commissioner Conry on the tele- Connors charged that "every man in
called on Mayor Curley and were in phone, explained the conference to I he State House is held by the throat
a long conference with him. Those in him, and said he believed there was by the mayor of Boston." She furthe group were led by Matt G. Patter- much merit in the suggestions made titer stated that charges against
son, president of the Board of Trade, and that a complete investigatio Mayor Curley which were sent to thc
and included Secretary Henry J. should be started. The Board of Trad district attorney were ignored.
Fandell and J. Joseph Callahan of the members left with the feeling that Henry J. Dixon of Dorchester, counexecutive committee. Also present these needed lights will soon be in sel for Mrs. Connors' association, led
was City Councillor Peter Murray. stalled.
the fight for this petition. He said
The first subject brought up was
Another question brought up a that in former days mayors -of the
the need of changing over the blinker the conference was the need of traf state
held office for one-year terms
lights at the intersection of South fic lights at the Arborway and Sout
and valued the position more for the
Huntington avenue and Boylston street, near the Forest Hills termi
street into standard traffic control nal. Complaint was made of the ba honor than the emoluments.
Ile pointed out that in Boston at
lights. It was complained that the congestion in and around Forest Hill
blinker lights did not make the in- Square, also. The possibility of mak the present time the term is for four.
tersection as safe as it should be, ing changes to improve condition years and added that the taxpayers'
especially for the 600 or more chil- here was considered, the mayor stat are helpless in case a mayor proves
dren that cross there four times a day ing he was willing and ready to co dishonest or incompetent.
The association also had a petition
on their way to and from the Mary operate in any way possible.
E. Curley school. Motorists too, it was
The transportation problem, to an • before the Municipal Finance comstated, entered the area from five from the center of the city, was an- mittee providing that contemplated
different angles, four of them very other matter that came up for discus- bond issues by cities and towns and
heavily travelled, and accidents were sion. Efforts will be made to have im- financial budgets of cities be approvfrequently barely avoided; nor did provements in this line made, espe- ed by a special board of review.
Plenty of fireworks is scheduled
the motorists always slow down as cially in the shortening of the time
much as the conditions warranted.
to ride in or out of the center of Bos- when Mrs. Connors and her associates
come before the Joint 'lutes ComIt was also stressed that standard ton.
traffic control lights were very badly
Several hundred persons filled Fra- mittee next Tie..d ay afternoon to
needed at Perkins street and South ternity hall Monday night at the rain- support Senator Henry J. Parkman's
Huntington avenue, this intersection bow money auction held under the petition for an investigation of the
being characterized as one of the auspices of the Board of Trade, as a administration of the city of Boston
worst in the city.
finale to the recent distribution of and the Finance Commission. Mrs.
this money to customers of members. Connors promises to repeat the chargThere were 100 or more prizes which es against the mayor that she made
were all taken away by those present, at the Dorchester Citizens Rally last
bidding with their "money" for them. Friday night.

The board will hold a regular meeting in Fraternity hall on Monday
night, Feb. 13th. The executive committee will meet this (Friday) night,
the 3rd.

Entw,s0J7ow Fioa:=-PRiegs
422-sTi/4 - Deb -A4 s Mayor Curley MMI(Ily vetoed for
the second time an order of the city
council for the establishment of a
municipal electric lighting plant. As
in December, when he refused to approve the first order, the mayor
scribed his decision to the belief that
under existing laws, which require
municipalities to purchase privately
owned lighting plants, the cost to the
city could not be justified.

,

SENATOR WALSH PLAYS POLITICS

In contrast to denials that Senator David I. Walsh would
exercise his authority to select the recipients of important
federal appointmnets in Massachusetts, he has let it be
known that. he will interest himself in the nominees of
President-elect Roosevelt for collector of internal revenue
/174PRI3OS?YriN ecAlize: pRc-s 3
•-.6(1.,/8 -/9,5-r and United States attorney.
With the inauguration of PresidentThese are two of the three major posts to be given to
elect Roosevelt but two weeks away.
Mayor Curley, on departing yesterday Democrats. The collectorship of the port is conceded to
for Washington, maintained strict
silence regarding persistent reports Joseph A. Maynard, chairman of the Democratic state comthat he was slated to succeed Charles mittee.
Francis Adams of this city as SecreThe effort of Mayor Curley, who is expected to transfer
tary of the Navy in the new' Cabinet.
• a •
his activities to Washington before the end of March, to land
the appointment as revenue collector for City Treasurer
Edmund L. Dolan apparently has failed only because of the
notice of Senator Walsh that he will have his say in the
matter.
There are scores of candidates for United States attorney, more for the United States marshatt, and thousands
of aspirants for lesser jobs. It is certain that 95 per cent of
the Democrats who have picked out jobs for themselves will
be disappointed.
The attitude of Senator Walsh is that of the shrewd
politician. He will stand for re-electioi next year and he is
keeping his political fences in excellent repair. By remaining
aloof from the controversies over minor federal jobs he will
refrain from antagonizing Democrats who might plunge the
political needle into his candidacy nest year if he eased them
from jobs which they felt certain of grabbing.
Senator Wa3sh can be expected to steer a very beneficial
course for the next year. He will of course cast the vote of
his colleague, Senator Coolidge, along with his own, but that
important function will have no effect upon the outcome of
the senatorial contest next year.
It is obvious that Walsh anticipates that he will meet
Mayor Sinclair Weeks of Newton as his Republican foe. The
sagacious Demcorat, who has forgotten more political plays
than most of his party associates know, will keep his hands
clean in the distribution of patronage. If he limits his interest
to two key men he will avoid serious pitfalls.
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Republicans Watch Bacon
Lieutenant Governor Seen as Probable Head of Party
Ticket in 193V-Mayor Russell of Cambridge in
1
Spotlight With His Economy Plan
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Feb. 4.!—Now
suite of offices, is now undergoing a moderate rewith the month of Abranovation, consisting chiefly of fresh paint.
ham
Lincoln,
George
Washington
and
Republican Harmony
Saint
Valentine well along, we
It does look right now as though the Massaought to get in the polichusetts Republicans were determined on a happy
tical world a flavor of
course of harmony and agreement, with the main
patriotism, veracity and
and important idea that they are enlisted in a
good will. It is the last common cause,
and that there is more profit to
Republican
mon th in
them in getting ready to fight the opposition party
Washington, f o r
with
than there can be in quarreling among themMarch 4 the new deal
selves.
starts, and we hope no
Feeling did rise a bit high in the preliminaries
disgruntled
and
a c i d- to choosing the state committ
ee chairman, but
minded Republican will
that is all over, and we see with delight a sweet
recall in that connection the ancient story—as old
photograph shov,ing Lieutenant Governor Bacon,
as bridge—of the conceited bridge player who by
Carl Terry, Wilfred W. Lufkin and Judson
Hansome chance was invited to sit in with a trio of
nigan, wearing happy facial expressions and
sugplayers who ranked up along with Culbertson,
gesting a good state of mind.
Work and their kind.
What rivalries may develop in these two years
Some days later one of his friends met him,
no one can say. It is of course within the range
of
and having a natural curiosity to know how he
possibilities that Mr. Bacon may have oppositi
on
fared in such swift bridge company, inquired as
in the party primary of 1934, and, this
being a
to the occasion. The conceited one allowed he
reasonably free country that is all accordi
ng to
had the time of his life.
the rules of the game. The important
thing to
"What did they say about your playing?"
, i keep in mind is that there needs to be now
P. spirit
asked the friend.
hof co-operation among the leaders of
the party,
"Why, what should they say?
Why should
and no great thought of personal
political forthey say anything about my playing? I know the
tunes at the expense of essential party
harmony.
game."
"Well, wasn't there any fault found, all during
Mayor Russell's Message
the evening? They are pretty sharp players, and
One other individual figure steps
into the
I had an idea they might be a bit difficult."
spotlight this week: Mayor Richard
M.
Russell
of
"Well, they didn't criticise anything about my
Cambridge. He enters by way of his
annual-met- I
playing—of course they didn't. There was one
sage to the City Council of his home
town, flits
funny thing happened—something one of •'em
message is not specifically state
politics, having
said when I had shuffled the oards and was start- to do with
the organization of his own city
governing to deal. I didn't get the point of it at all. I
ment, but it becomes state
politics by virtue of its
happened to drop a few cards on the floor, and as originality and
the fact that it draws attention.
to
I leaned over to Pick them up I heard this fellow
him outside the boundaries of
Cambridge. The
say, 'The poor fish can't even deal.' That was a -are days
when both parties are on the
watch for
funny thing to say, wasn't it?',
strong figures. This message of
Mayor Russell'
draws
Democratic party attention to
Eyes on Bacon
him—again.
Again, because the moment he
So here we are with the new deal; but the
won his elecdealer will have about the same old deck of cards, tion to the mayor's office in Cambridge he
Was
under scrutiny—this frOm the
and we shall see what he can do with them. In
fact that he is his
Massachusetts we are going along on the old lines, father's son. There never was a more
popular,.i
with one novelty-- we have a new lieutenant Democrat in Massachusetts than "Billy" Russet),
governor; and the personal interest on the Hill He has been from the scene a good many
years,,
will principally focus on him. It seems to be and it is testimony to his personality as well
as to
settling into a conviction that he is destined to be his abilities that he is not forgotten. His
name
is ,
one
to conjure with among the
the Republican candidate for governor in 1934,
Democrats to this
day.
We
believe
there is no Massachusetts
and so we shall watch events these two years
figure
among the Democrats of past years
with a good deal of interest.
whose name is
so
often
in
the minds of Democrats of the
The modest suite of two rooms which Mr.
present
Bacon °caliph s, at the rear of the governor/' day as is the name of William Eustis
Russell,
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Politicians Watching Him
Thus, when a son of his came along and stepped into the mayor's office of Cambridge, every
political eye, Democratic and Republican, was on
him. Would he be a second Billy Russell? Had
the Democratic party uncovered a new leader, a
new vote-getter like his distinguished father?
It is not easy to be the son of great or popular men. Mayor Russell is not Billy Russell. He
has to be himself. Because he did not at once
leap into the shoes of his father's popularity there
was some scoffing. Now he has been in office
long enough to have won some standing of his
own. Whether it has started him on the udward
political climb is not yet manifest; some of his
local experiences in politics have been a bit unfortunate; not such as to shove him forward into
winning state significance and party prominence.
He has appeared susceptible to the debilitating
virus of political wrangling; has figured in the
news more as a querulous official than a states-.
man.
.
This picture of him, which much of the public now has, may be inaccurate and unfair. We
are beginning to think this is so, At all 'events,
his message to the city council commands some
'attention. It does so, because the keynote of all
our problems on Beacon Hill, as well as in other
centers of government, is economy. Economy
means saving the public money. It means lightening the burden on the shoulders of the taxpayers.
It means reducing the cost of government. The
pursuit of economy is not easy. We still have to
give efficient government.
Public welfare cannot be sacrificed. The morale of civilization cannot be destroyed. "Economy" is an easy word;
but it is a difficult process.
.
We do not profess to any special knowledge
about the affairs of the city of Cambridge, or of
its local government; and we are not undertaking
to pass judgment on the merits or otherwise of
Mayor Russell's suggestion for a re-organization
of that government, but what we do see is that he
has offered a plan which purports to save the city
a good deal of money and which also promises a
more efficient, rather than a less efficient, conduct
of municipal affairs. Hence, his message has political and public importance beyond Cambridge:
and hence, also, it draws attention to the mayor

Proposal to Consolidate
What he propose, is a consolidation of all the
city departments; and he claims that such consolidation would result in a reduction of $12.5"
i in the city tax rate. . As the Cambridge rate in
'1932 was $37.50, a reduction ought to be welconi,..
He wants the council to put through such legislation as will effect these consolidations. Our guess
is that they are not likely to do BO; but the proposition remains for study, there and elsewhere.
Any man who comes forward with a program to
save between half a million and a million in the
annual cost of running a city will get attention.'
The mayor's plan presumably will be debated in
1 the Cambridge council next Tuesday.
What he proposes is just five departments of
the government, in addition to the executive and.
' law departments, city clerk, election commission
, and board of appeal. These five major depart'!yenta would be called iinauc,public safety, pub-

lic works, nubile welfare and education.:- Each
would be mn by a director appointed by the mayor
subject4e ,.1:11rination by the council, except that
the de.pari
of education would be administered by the school committee.

'The Five Departments
It works out like this:
The department of
finance would include one man as director of the,
department who should also be auditor and controller of accounts; treasurer and collector, sinking fund department, purchasing agent, retirement
board, and assessors.
Public safety: Chief of police, chief of fire department, building inspector, sealer of weights
and measures, city electrician and license commission.
Public works: City engineer, waterworks,
highways, sidewalks, bridges, cemeteries, parks,
care of public buildings, ash and garbage collection.
Public welfare: Health officer, city physician,
board of health, hospital trustees.
.
Education: Schools, libraries, recreational ac-I
tivities.

Evils of Expansion
We don't know how this would 'work; but it is
a high gesture, anyway. What the mayor says is
sound:
"Municipal government has grown fat
through inertia. The tendency for generations has
been to expand, never t2,contract; to add, never
to subtract; and so there has grown up a huge
structure of 40-odd departments, many of which
are overmanned and practically all of which
operate as separate entities. This stru,rture can be
supported no longer. Instead Of being an instrumentality of service to the people, it. threatens the
wealth and social order of tlif Loihhiunity."
Interesting reflections!

Curley and Roosevelt

As for the
----7Fri
1
t-f the Democratic party, it is '
metaphorically licking its chops. We see that our,
genial mayor, Mr. Curley, has been paying a visit
to friend Franklin at Warm Springs, sell so the
warm springs back home here have been bubbling,
over in hope; but James Michael comes back from
Georgia with the South- in his soul, but : Jilting in
his hands—that is, he has nothing to say about
patronage, jobs, positions, places, etc. He says he
and the President-elect just bad a social vitit.
Fie, Mr. Mayor! There can be no BO slight things
as social visits theae days between such figures in
the midst of such expectations and anticipations.
The great may walk alone, as has been observed
by philosophers, but there is quite a crowd at no
great distance.
There is hopeful talk of dolling up our state
police in natty uniforms so that you can tell them
from bus drivers, and we hope the Idea works
out; but we think the modest two-tone blue suits
suggested are too tame. Give them red jackets
' and sky blue pants. If the pending investigation
; gives them a clean hill of health--and we hope
it
will—they ought to wear white trimmed with
I•
, gold.
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Republicans Watch Bacon
Lieutenant Governor Seen as Probable Head of Party
Ticket in 193V-Mayor Russell of Cambridge in
Spotlight With His Economy Plan

•

By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Feb. 4.!—Now
suite of offices, is now undergoing a moderate rewith the month of Abranovation, consisting chiefly of fresh paint.
ham
Lincoln,
George
Washington
Republican Harmony
and
Saint
Valentine well along, we
It does look right now as though the Massaought to get in the polichusetts Republicans were determined on a happy
tical world a flavor of
course of harmony and agreement, with the main
patriotism, veracity and
and important idea that they are enlisted in a
good will. It is the last common cause,
and that there is more profit to
Republican
month in
them in getting ready to fight the opposition
Party
Washington, f o r
with
than there can be in quarreling among themMarch 4 the new deal
selves.
starts, and we hope no
Feeling did rise a bit high in the preliminaries
disgruntled
and
acid- to choosing the state committ
ee chairman, but
minded Republican will
that is all over, and we see with delight a sweet
recall in that connection the ancient story—as old
photograph showing Lieutenant Governor Bacon,
as bridge—of the conceited bridge player who by
1 Can Terry, Wilfred W. Lufkin and Judson
Hansome chance was invited to sit in with a trio of
nigan, wearing happy facial expressions and
sugplayers who ranked up along with Culbertson,
gesting a good state of mind.
Work and their kind.
What rivalries may develop in these two years
Some days later one of his friends met him, ,
no one can say. It is of course within the
range of
and having a natural curiosity to know how he
poasiL'ilities that Mr. Bacon may have opposit
ion
fared in such swift bridge company, inquired as
I in the party primary of 1934, and,
this being a
to the occasion. The conceited one allowed he
reasonably free country that is all accordi
ng to
had the time of his life,
, the rules of the game. The important
thing to
"What did they say about your playing?"
keep In mind is that there needs to be now
a spirit
t
asked the friend.
tof co-operation among the leaders of
the party,
"Why, what should they say?
Why should
and no great thought of personal
political forthey say anything about my playing? I know the
tunes at the expense of essential party
harmony.
game."
"Well, wasn't there any fault found, all during
Mayor Russell's Message
the evening? They are pretty sharp players, and
One other individual figure slept
into the
I had an idea they might be a bit difficult."
spotlight this week: Mayor Richard
M. Russell of
"Well, they didn't criticise anything about my
Cambridge. He enters by way of
his annual-nips- 1
playing—of course they didn't. The,e was one
sage to the City Council of his home
town. This
funny thing happened—something one of 'em
message is not specifically state
politics, .having
said when I had shuffled the oards and was start- to do with
the organization of his own city
governing to deal. I didn't get the point of it at all. I
ment, but it becomes state politics
by virtue of its
happened to drop a few cards on the floor, and ea originality and
the fact that it draws attention
to
I leaned over to pick them up I heard this feliaw
him outside the boundaries of
Cambridge. Thee
say, 'The poor fish can't even deal.' That was a are days
when both parties are on the
watch for
funny thing to say, wasn't it?"
strong figures. This message
of Mayor Russell'
draws
Democratic party attention to
Eyes on Bacon
him—again.
I
Again, because the moment he
So here we are with the new deal; but the
won his elecI
tion
to the mayor's office in
'dealer will have about the same old deck of cards,
Cambridge he was
under scrutiny—this from the
and we shall see what he can do with them. In
fact that he Is his
Massachusetts we are going along on the old lines, father's son. There never was a more
popular ;
Democrat in Massachusetts than
I with one novelty— we have a new lieutenant
"Billy" Russell,
I governor; and the personal interest on the Hill He has been from the scene a good many years,
'
will principally focus on him. It seems to be and it is testimony to his personality as well
as
to
, sett ling into a conviction that he is destined to he his abilities that he is not fo'rgotten. His
name is
I the Republican candidate for governor in 1934, one to conjure with among the Democrats to
this
day.
We
believe
there is no Massachutt
and so we shall watch events these two years
se s figure
among the Democrats of past years
with a good deal of interest.
whose
The modest suitl of two rooms which Mr. so often in the minds of Democrats of the noa
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Thus, when a son of his came along and stepped into the mayor's office of Cambridge, every
political eye, Democratic and Republican, was on
him. Would he be a second Billy Russell? Had
the Democratic party uncovered a new leader, a
new vote-getter like his distinguished father?
It is not easy to be the son of great or popular men. Mayor Russell is not Billy Russell. He
has to be himself. Because he did not at once
leap into the shoes of his father's popularity there
was some scoffing. Now he has been in office
long enough to have won some standing of his
own. Whether 'it has started him on the upward
political climb is not yet manifest; some of his
local experiences in politics have been a bit unfortunate; not such as to shove him forward into
winning state significance and party prominence.
He has appeared susceptible to the debilitating
virus of political wrangling; has figured in the
news more as a querulous official than a statesman.
.
This picture of him, which much of the public now has, may be inaccurate and unfair. We
.are beginning to think this is so. At all 'events,
; his message to the city council commands some
; attention. It does so, because the keynote of all
our problems on Beacon Hill, as well as in other
centers of government, is economy. Economy
means saving the public money, It means lightening the burden on the shoulders of the taxpayers.
It means reducing the cost of government. The
pursuit of economy is not easy. We still have to
give efficient government.
Public welfare cannot be sacrificed. The morale of civilization cannot be destroyed. "Economy" is an easy word;
but it is a difficult process.
We do not profess to any special knowledge
about the affairs of the city of Cambridge, or of
its local government; and we are not undertaking
to pass judgment on the merits or otherwise of
Mayor Russell's siggestion for a re-organization
of that government, but what we do see is that he
has offered a plan which purports to save the city
a good deal of money and which also promises a
more efficient, rather than a less efficient, conduct
of municipal affairs. Hence, his message has political and public importance beyond Cambridge;
and hence, also, it draws attention to the mayor.

H e works, public welfare and educatio
n:- Each
ould be •en by a director appointed by the mayor
ubject 3e .1:firmation by the council, except that
lie debai
11.. of education would be administered by the chool committee.

*The Five Departments
It works out like this:
The department of
finance would include one man as director of the
department who should also be auditor and controller of accounts; treasurer and collector, sinking fund department, purchasing agent, retiremen
t
board, and assessors.
Public safety: Chief of police, chief of fire department, building inspector, sealer of weights
and measures, city electrician and license
commission,
Public works: City engineer, waterworks,
highways, sidewalks, bridges, cemeteries,
parks,
care of public buildings, ash and garbage collection.
Public welfare: Health officer, city
physician,
board of health, hospital trustees.
.
Education: Schools, libraries, recreational activities.

Evils of Expansion
We don't know how this would ',vork; but
It is
a high gesture, anyway. What the mayor says is
sound:
"Municipal government has grown fat
through inertia. The tendency for generations
has
been to expand, never ty,contract; to add,
never
to subtract; and so there has grown op
a huge
structure of 40-odd departments, many of
which
are overmanned and practically all of which
operate as separate entities. This streAure can be
supported no longer. Instead Of being an
instrumentality of service to the people, it. threatens the
wealth and social order of they t,ote.aunity."
Interesting reflections!

Curley and Roosevelt

As for ther-Of the Democratic party, it
is
metaphorically licking its chops. We see that our
genial mayor, Mr. Curley, has been paying a visit
to friend Franklin at Warm Springs, isP4 so
the
warm springs back home here have been
bubbling
over in hope; but James Michael comes back
from
Georgia with the South in his soul, but : itbing
in
his hands—that is, he has nothing to say
about
patronage, jobs, positions, places, etc, He says
he
Proposal to Consolidate
and the President-elect just bad a social
visit.
What he proposes is a consolidation of all the, Fie, Mr. Mayor! There can be no so
slight things
city departments; and he claims that such conas social visits these days between such
figures in
solidation would result in a reduction of $12.50 ! the midst of such expectations and
anticipations.
The great may walk alone, as has been
in the city tax rate. . As the Cambridge rate in
observed
' 1932 was $37.50, a reduction ought to be welcome. ; by philosophers, but there is quite a crowd
at. no
great distance.
He wants the council to put through such legislaconsolida
tions. Our guess
tion as will effect these
There is hopeful talk of dolling up our
state
police in natty uniforms so that you can
Is that they are not likely to do so; but the protell them
position remains for study, there and elsewhere.
from bus drivers, and we hope the
idea works
out; but we think the modest two-tone blue
Any man who comes forward with a program to
suits
suggested are too tame. Give them red
save between half a million and a million in the
jackets
attention
.
running
get
will
city
a
and sky blue pants. If the pending
annual cost of
investigation
gives them a clean bill of health—and we
The mayor's plan presumably will be debated in
hope it
Tuesday.
.will—they ought to wear white trimmed with
the Cambridge council next
gold.
What he proposes is just five departments of
governme
addition
to
nt,
executive
the
in
and
the
law departments, city clerk, election commission
I and board of appeal.. These five major departments would be tailed linaece, public safely, pub-
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Governor Ely Becomes National Spokesman
For the Smith Candidacy
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whole troupes of them, came from the at the last minute.
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
leading playhouses of Boston to asDown at the famous Hendricks
Lest week Mr. Gulifoyle brought
sist. Child stars also were heard. club of Martin Lomasney, veteran and
the narrative to the point where There was orchestra music and other
powerful Boston leader, the doors
Massachusetts supports the Smith
attraction. In. fact the programs ex- were opened to a crowd of more than
opcandidary in spite of the Curley
celled any Sunday night theater bill. 500 to hear the Mahatma exhort his
position.
Morton Downey came to use his re- faithful followers to get on the line
this had happened it might have markable tenor voice In the cause. for Smith.
created an embarrasing situation. Tony Won, earn& to tell the audience,
Not content with the hundreds of,
The state committee, to further "I hope your listening." And there
speakers who blanketed the state
local
check the Rooselbelt supporters, had were others who have reached stellar
for Smith in this final drive
speak
to
acipoted a rule that Massachusetts heights. The performers, In most inCongresswoman Mary T. Norton of
regulaunit
neuwould be guided by the
stances were careful to remain
New Jersey came on from Washingtion. That is the entire vote of the tral but occasionally they voiced their
to make fervent plea to the womton.
delegation would be cast as the ma- opinion such as one man who told
en.
any
or
Curley
see
to
If
like
"I'd
jority decreed.
the Roosevelt crowd
Mrs. Norton, who by virtue of her
Roosevelt delegate had been success- Governor Moore of New Jersey nomi position on the District of Columful there would have been a tremen- mated but if he can't be Roosevelt
bia commission was known as the
dous effort to break the unit rule. It Is a fine man."
of Washington was evidentmayor
have
not
could
it
that
would appear
Drawing to a Climax
of Governor Ely's advounaware
ly
conthe
have been successful because
The final night of this strenuous cacy for a reduction In salaries. Durvention would recognize the regulabitter campaign came to a close ing her discussion of the "hopeless
tions adopted by each delegation. But and
an exchange of heated charges leadership at Washington," she exwith
t
Roosevel
if there had been dispute,
ties before thousands pressed her emphatic disapproval of
personali
forces were tia command at the con- and
any 'salary reductions for federal emattended rallies,
who
have
might
fight
the
and
vention,
ployes.
a
In
2500
ng
addressi
that
Ely
r
In
Governo
decision.
gone to the floor for
Governor Ely who heard her make
event Mayor Curley would have had Boston hotel charged that there Was
nt smiled broadly and
the oppOrterfeiVy to exert his persua- ample evidence that Mayor Curley the stateme
later, asserted that
spoke
city
he
overemployee
coerce
when
the
to
with
seeking
was
and
e
sive eloquenc
York gov- while there may be some difference
whelming Roosevelt sentiment among Into voting for the New
ing them with the as to the best method of accomplishdelegates from most of the other ernor by threaten
ing economy and balancing budgets
been loss of their positions.
have
might
rule
unit
the
states
such
in government, everyone or, the platof
ties
2000
possibili
nearly
ng
disregarded. The
Mayo: Curley addressi
State in a theater hired when the crowd form was in agreement on one thing
a situation splitting the Bay
candidacy of Alfred E. Smith.1
Democracy can be easly realized and overflowed the hotel hall denied the —that
very deft and clever disposall
a
was
reIt
to
nebeen
difficult
not
have
it
was
charge and asserted
it might
a ticklish situation.
ly
store the harmony that eventual
cessary to coerce them into voting for of
Perhaps the most Interesting feameant so much in the election.
Roosevelt after the action of Gov.
ernor Ely in urging the legislature ture of the closing Sunday night
Roosevelt, Women
to reduce the pa; of state employes. was the appearance on the stump of
Perhaps the most spectacular fea- Hr.aseeiled the governor's economy Morgan T. Ryan, who had been named
n
tures of the pre-primary campaig aogram with vigor,
registrar of motor vehicles by Goverdivision
took place in the women's
bearing up under nor Ely. He spoke from the same platCurley
Mayor
orCurley
for Roosevelt which Mayor
of a throat form with the governor and was
had frequent the tfireat of a recurrence
ganized and which
attack which had sent him to bed one of the bitter assailants of the
Sunon
rly
so
particula
but
s
meeting
over mayor. Be declared that while the
at- earlier in the campaign, spoke
day evenings when the crowds
Mr. Coak- registrar's job was to press for safe,
n.
afternoo
the
in
radio
the
hotel
tracted fairly packed. a large
Icy, his most bitter enemy, followed sane and sober drivers on the highhall. At each of these Sunday meete,
him on the air to deliver the most ehys, Mayor Curley in this campaign
by
s
women.
addresse
were
Inge there
g blast he had ever directed was neither safe, sane or sober,
scorchin
draa
made
mayor
workers and the
executive. He applied
Boston
the
at
It is surprising how quickly the
they
e after
matte entrance sometim
him
oratori- explosive epithets and charged
heated words of a eampaig -1 can be
deliver
to
order
to
called
• were
disrupt the forgotten and two men who have
" But it was openly with seeking to
cal shots at the "enemy.
party in 1930 by secretly made serious accusat,ons against each
ic
Democrat
enterthe
but
s
notAMly the addresse
Agreeing to support the Democratic other smile and shake hands when
tainment features that the mayor
candidate for governor, but quitting
provided, Theatrical stars, sometimes

•
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It is all over.
It is a tribute to the
ohology, desperation and
success 'of, Amer
denunderr
ican democracy. In
ton. Psychology he typified
oilier idliatries it
as the at- governor Winerlears back, Coakley demight mean a duel
titud
e of the press in predicting
or as:Stasi nation.
an clared that it was then he incu
rred
overwhelming victory for Smit
h. This .the enmi
But
also surprising that
ty of Smith, and that Curley
Amer- attitude, he said, was view
ed as a
lean citizens take
had since hated the New York
their politics so natural one by the Roosevelt grou
govp
seriously when they
and
he hinted strongly that the press ernor beyone every consideration
see men who have
been at, each othe
Smit
h he said, knew Curley for what
rs throats in vir- had been influenced by the stophe was at that time and
tual embrace after a
since then
campaign fight. Roosevelt forces. Were It not for the
has had no use for him.
"I said in Waltham
In 1928, he
last night that power and money behind those who
went on, Smith sent word that
the mayor was usur
he did
ping his power of do not want Roosevelt nominated, he
not want the assistance
l asserted, the campaign
office and threatening
of Curley in
could have
city employes
his campaign for the pres
with discharge if
idency, but
they did not vote been accomplished in 10 days.
Curley declared he either woul
for Roosevelt," said
Reproaching Governor Ely
d bare
for adGovernor Ely In
a leading part In the camp
vocating an economy prog
that Sunday night
aign oe
ram the
address. "A portwrec
k
the party. Finally, declared
ly man in a front
mayor painted a woeful pictu
seat got up and
re of
Coakley, when Curley saw that
hat such tactics would mean
asked me if I could
threats'
during
prove it. I lever
would not avail, he "quit
tae next Winter. He align
had a chance to answ
as he aled the gover him for a
ways
did,"
erno
and supported Smith of
r with President Hoover and
frail woman got up
asIn the rear of
his own accord In the
serted that the only way out
the hall, declared she
Young's hotel
would
was a oily em"bull pen."
be to nominate and elect
ploye and had received
a man "who
a letter ilareatwould lead the country out
Coakley said that Curl
ening her with loss
of the
ey
of employment,
talked
vale of sorrow onto the high
Smith to better Smith men
Can you beat that
road
than be
for Moore mn-where the sunshine of
and
went
governor stamped such tacti
on
to
charge that Curley
promise
cs as the
abounds." That man, he decla
most un-American and most
red of "made a good thing financially" out
cruel cours
of
e,
that campaign. In 1930
was Roosevelt.
ever employed in a political camp
, Coakley
aign,
The mayor read the roll of
"To you who have received
states continued, the mayor made a deal
such that
had already gone for Raosevel with former Gov. Frank
'letters," be continued. "I
t
G. Allen and
advise you
and cited straw ballots. The case
supported Fitzgerald for
to keep them for as long as you
of
the Demohave Roosevelt,
crati
c nomination for
he said, was in the hands
them in your possession
governor. The
they will
speaker asserted that
of the people, more particularly
(never dare to fire you. If
Curley intended
In
you lost,
to "knife" Fitzgerald.
those of the uiaenrolled voter
them and didn't have proof
s. It
Then Ely came
that You, was
into
In
the
their
fight, he continued,
power be said to decide
received them it might be diffe
and
rent." the
Curley called him "a
outcome and if the unenroll
The governor asked pointedly
boy from the
ed
where voter
at:cks." But Ely prov
s came out and took adva
the money for the Roosevel
ed a tartar, ize
ntage
t camasserted, and outpoint
of their rights he had no doub
paign was coming from.
ed, outfought
t as to
and
the
out
outcome.
-maneuvered Curley.
The Governor Is Outspoken
When
Fitzg
erald was taken sick
"I'd like to know who is paying
and had to
"A (Inc Attack"
the
get
out
of
the
bills," he said. "Do you thin
governorship fight
Referring to the Coakyy radi
k It
o at- Coakley said, Curley
might be of interest to the Republi- tack on him
refused to back
he passeci it off as "a Ely, and
then when he knew
can party to have a man who has aid- --- attack,"
that.,
and went on to sat. Ely was sure
of the nomination.
ed them before manipulate this
he
sit"struck the foulest
uation? I know who paid the bills
blow possible.",,
Coakley charged that
for the rally in the western part of
Curley rules*
the religious issue
and publicly de- 5
the state and he was a supporte
r of
dared that Ely was
the enemy of the
the Republican candidate for govIrish race. This, he
asserted, was the
ernor."
cry depths of hum
an depravity, and
The governor said that when the
curley he asserted
did this in malls*
Boston Mayor was accused of seeking
• defeat Ely.
to disrupt the party by his activities
More Coakley Char
for Roosevelt he replied that it
ges
was
The reaction, he
ruined when Ely was elected gover
went on, was immediate. Ely not
nor.
only -carried the
state, but Boston as
"Who was it ruined for?" the govwell. Behind the
scenes, he declared
ernor asked.
Curley whispered
to his friends to
The governor said he had enjoyed
Vote for Allen
but
riot one word
being the chief executive except that
publicly 'did he say
fOr
Alien. Smith, he
he had been kicked around some.
said, came in at
tel
Psychological mome
nt: and Ely Wad
"But why worry about these things,"
elected and Curley's ambition
s were
he added with a smile, "when I feel
defeated. The speaker charged
that the people of Massachusetts are
that
,Curley was not sincerely for Roos
with me." •
evelt.
He pointed to the feat that
The governor.repeated the plea he
months before Curley indorsed
Owen
had made for Smith in many other
D. Young. According
to Coakley, CurGOVERNOR JOSEPH II, ELY
parts of the state but added In disley cared for neither Youn
g or Roosecussing the gratitude that Roosevelt
velt, but only for himself
end atshould feel toward the "Happy War- "we're not paying any attention to temp
ted to force out of the
picture
rior," that the mayor of Boston must him." He recited his efforts to achieve anyo
ne who stood in his way.
not forget he rode into office on the a state of harmony in the party and
Coakley then linked
Curley with
back of Smith who built up the Dem- reviewed what he had done In an ef- former
Senator Heflin, Bishop
Cannon
ocratic party In Massachusetts with fort to bring about a compromise with and
Mrs. Willebrancit In
bringing In
the Smith forces. He asserted his
his candidacyi_a 1928.
op- the religions issue
against Smith and
ponents did not want harmony
and declared, "no
The Mayor Sees Some Generals
man In our time
only desired to defeat Roosevel
has
t
at
outr
aged the seuse of publ
Mayor Curley at his own snow de- all
ic decencoots.
cy so long end so ofte
clared that three new generals had
n and has been
The subject of the Coakley radio so often
forgiven as he."
entered the campaign et the Smith
"Thi
s.
is the- kind of a
siaa at the last, miuute. These genSmall
man,' he
ho
,•rala thellaef
sa pay- , will Curley's losing campaign
Smith." whom he
ha d
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but triumphed over him in Boston
Everywhere Smith delegates won such
victories, in many instances over popblar officials who had been induced
to go on the Roosevelt slate that the
absence of any consideration other
than Smith and Roosevelt was plainly evident.

•

Mayor Curley conceded defeat early
but' with his customary smile and
lighting spirit issued a, statement
in which he said: "Disappointment
at the result of the primary is tempered by the knowledge that the
principle for which the friends of
Franklin D. Roosevelt fought must
ultimately be vindicated if America
is to endure.
"I am grateful to all who assisted
me in the campaign and in their
name I accept the judgment of the
electorate.
"With millions of American citizens
without employment, with wage cutting general, and applications for aid
increasing each day, and with no program for public works to relieve unemployment promulgated, el'her by
the nation or the state, and the Winter of 1932-1933 looming ominously.
there was no course for me to take
other than the one which duty and
principle dictated."

•
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JAMES MICHAEL, THE GREAT!
Away back last Spring and prior to the Democratic Convention at Chicago a certain prominent Bostonian, by name
James Michael Curley, was the butt of ridicule and the object
of derision from scores of sources. In a State whose people
'howled the name of Smith as candidate for the Presidency,
Curley stood out alone and apart from the throng as the torch
bearer for the candidacy of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
The days just priorto the Convention found him pinned
to the mat by his enemies ... seemingiy about to be completely thrown, with one shoulder almost to the cushion. But, with
a quick and agile movement, James Michael Curley, Mayor of
the City of Boston, upset the enemy and threw him out of the
fell swoop.
ring with
Denied admissionto the Democratic Convention as a delegate from his own state, Curley appeared out of nowwhere as a
delegate from Porto Rico and thrilled that great convention
with his courage and his power. His candidate, our next President, swept on to victory. And no small factor in that great
victory was James Michael Curley.
Following the nomination of Roosevelt, when the campaign got under way, Curley stumped the West and thrilled every listener with his great powers of oratory. His campaigning
for Roosevelt was probably the greatest single factor in the
ultimate Democratic landslide at the polls that memorable Fall.
James Michael Curley, the man who was the butt of ridicule less than a year ago, today looms as the strongest political
power in our State. It is The Herald's guess that Curley will be
rewarded for his great efforts by being presented with the position of Secretary of the Navy in Roosevelt's cabinet.
To our way of thinking he stands in the foreground in
Massachusetts today as the most fearless, most aggressive and
most courageous political power of them all. Our good wishes
and the good wishes of all courage-loving people are with him.
SOLICITUDE FOR PUBLIC DISPLAYED
The solicitude for the public displayed by the supporters
is on
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MAYOR CURLEY AND THE NAVY

rpHE ASSOCIATED PRESS reports that Mayor James M.

•

1 Curley of Boston is likely to be the Secretary of the NWT
in Franklin D. Roosevelt's Cabinet.
The country has ample reasons for hoping that this will
prove, true.
New England deserves representation in the Roosevelt
Cabinet, and in selecting Mayor Curley for the Navy portfolio
the new President will be making a commendable choice.
Mayor Curley's own long record in public office gives
assurance that he will make an excellent Secretary of the
Navy. His vigorous patriotism, with the backing of a patriotic Democratic administration, may be confidently relied
upon to save the Navy Yards—not only the Navy Yards of
the New England Coast, but those of the whole nation—from
the ruinous attacks of the false-economy cohorts in Washington.
On a broader scale, every branch of thg naval service
needs the strengthening which. Mayor Curley's appointment '
as Secretary would give to naval policies. For years the
internationalists and the "Little Navy" politicians have been
scuttling the American fleet. Mayor Curley's militant Americanism is vitally needed to save the Navy from extinction,
and,to make P44, first line,of defense what it should be.
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MAYOR CURLEY
MENTIONED FOR
NAVY SECRETARY
Washington I-eels, However,
That He May Be Named
as Minister to Irish
Free State.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 16— (AP)
Prospects of a New Englander receiving a place in the Cabinet of President
Roosevelt, brightened this week as political guessers again swung the spotlight on Cabinet possibilities In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Con nocticult a secretaryship does fall to New;
England. every indication is that it
will be the Naval portfolio, now held
by Charles Francis Adams of Massachusetts.

Curley Mentioned.
In this connection the name of
Mayor James M. Curley has bobbed
up again and New England observers
here think his chances of winning the
bcrth have Increased considerably.
Those looking at the picture from a
national viewpoint, however, see in
former-Senator Peter Gerry of Rhode
Island the beat prospect for the Navy
Secretaryship, so far as New England
Is concerned.
I And, away off on the Cabinet horizon, Archibald McNeil, Democratic
National Committeeman In Connecticut, occasionally is mentioned as a possible successor to Secretary Adams.
, Here in Washington political oh'servers reason that If Senator Glass of
Virginia declines the post of Secretary
of Treasury, his colleague. Senator
Swanson, would appear the most likely choice for Secretary of Navy. If
Glass accepts the Cabinet position, they
believe, Swanson will be eliminated
and former-Senator Gerry will stand
out among the possibilities.
The political future of Mayor Curley
remains a favorite topic of political
gossip among Bay Staters here. That
he will be rewarded for his early espousal of Roosevelt. no one doubts, but
neither can anyone be found who will
profess to any degree of knowledge as
to what this reward will be.
Rumor still places him alternately in
the "little cabinet" probably as Assistant Secretary of Treasury in charge
of construction, and ir the diplomatic
service, possibly as Minister to the
Irish Free State.
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No New Bath House
For Wood Island
Mayor Vetoes Council Order. Plans Being
Made To Connect Park with Airport. "Tennis Courts and Ball Fields Will Be Renovated," Says Commissioner Long
City of Boston,
There will be no new public bath
of the Mayor.
Office
year.
this
park
house at Wood Island
Although the City Council went on To the City Council.
Gentlemen,—I beg to return herewith
record as favoring this improvement, without my approval order adopted by
your
honorable body under date of Janinformathe
by
guided
Curley,
Mayor
uary 3, 1933, and reading as follows:
tion he received from Commissioncr
"Resolved, That the City Council of
Boston favors the enactment of legisla!William P. Long, returned the order tion
providing for the improvement of
World War Memorial Park. so called. in
without his approval
the East Boston district of the City of
In the budget for the current year, Boston, and for the construction thereon
public bath house."
however, an item has been inserted of an adequate
The report of the Park Department is
for the renovation of the tennis courts herewith appended and in view of the
facts as therein set forth there is no
and ball fields at the Island. This other course to be taken than the rejecwill be welcome news to the racket tion of the order.
Respectfully.
aielders and the ballplayers of the disJAMES M. CURLEY, Mayor.
that
remembered
be
will
trict. It
quite a rumpus was stirred up last
City of Boston.
summer, when several players declared
Park Department.
that the courts at the Island were in
Hon. James M. Curley.
'very poor shape.
Mayor of Boston.
Unfortunately, Mr. Eugene Corbett,
Dear Sir—I am in receipt of an order
the City Council which favors the
from
one of the best foremen that ever took enactment qf legislation providing for the
no
in
was
Island,
improvement of World War Memorial
charge of Wood
Park and for the construction thereon of
position to help matters, with the an adequate public bath house.
A new bath house was built at the
result that he came in for a good deal
World War Memorial Park during the
has
affair
little
That
criticism.
This bath house is of
of
years 1929-30.
brick and concrete and is considered one
all blown out to sea, and now that of
the best bath houses in the departsome money has been appropriated ment.
It is possible to add atdirooal lockers
for the improvement of the courts, it if same were necessary.
The bath house has been adequate for
is hoped that a first class job will be

I

done.
I The ballplayers are hoping that the
annual application of the "tar substance" to the various diamonds will
not he put on too thick. A couple of
times after the men got through spraying, the ball fields looked liko oil
fields in Oklahoma.
Commissioner Long also stated that
plans have been prepared to connect Wood Island with the airport.
No doubt but that such a route would
be used to a great extent.
The letters from Mayor Curley to
the City Councii and Commissioner
Long's to the Mayor, follow:

this location up to the present time.
In the building of this bath house a
ilew site was selected which allows of
bathing for a lonner period than was
possible at the old location. Over 30.000
cubic yards of sand was pumped on this
beach during the past year. The area in
front of the bath house is sanded yearly
and the department will have this beach
area in first-class condition before the
opening of the bathing season in June.
An item has been inserted in the budget for the year 193:3 to renovate the tennis courts and ball field.
Plans have also been prepared to connect the World War Memorial Park with
the Airport. by the building of a walk
from the new road to be constructed in
the rear of the Army and National Guard
Hangars.
The Board does not feel that legislative
enactment is necessary to improve the
World War Memorial Park.
Very respectfully yours.
WILLIAM P. LONG, Chairman.
Placed on file.
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Much Interest In District Planning Project
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and the work will get formally under
way. For the benefit of those who
have not had opportunity to visit Central Sq. Center, the Community Center is located in the old Maverick
church building, fronting on Central
Sq. The meeting will begin at 8
o'clock. It will be a gathering of
property owners and all others interested in seeing this community assume its rightful place as Boston's
only fine residential district "three
minutes from the center of town."

Encouraged by the widespread interest displayed at a preliminary
meeting held last week, Mr. S. Max
Nelson, director cf the East Boston
Social Centers council, announced yesterday that a meeting will be held
Thursday night, February 23rd, at 8
o'clock, at Central Sq. Center, to perfect the organization of the East Boston Community Planning association.
Every resident of East Boston who
is interested in the growth and defif-c7 velopment of the district, is invited
to attend. The project of determining
definite development plans for East
Boston is of especial interest to property owners, real estate brokers and
business men.
Mr. John Nolen of Cambridge, foremost authority on Community Planning in the United States, and president of the International Association
of Community Planning engineers,
will be the speaker at this meeting.
His address will be exceedingly
timely, and covers the subject from
every angle.
Encouraged by the widespread interOther individuals of established rep- est displayed at a preliminary meetutation have also expressed keen in- ing held last week, Mr. S. Max Nelson,
terest in the East Boston project. airector of the East Boston Social CenFrederic H. Fay, chairman of the ters 'Council, announced Thursday that
Mayor's City Planning Board, com- a meeting will be held Thursday ni,611t,
February 23, at 8 o'clock to perfect
mented Wednesday on the possible the organization of the East Boston
significance that the survey of East Community Square Center.
Every native son who is interested
Boston now being conducted, and the
local association's activities, would in the growth and development of
their beloved home town is invited to
have in proposed grants of money a,tend. The project of 'determining
the
Reconstruction
by
Finance Cor- definite developMent plans for East
poration. Mr. Fay also pointed out Boston is of special interest to property owners, real estate brokers and
that whatever action might result is business men. With the widespread
up to East Boston citizens themselves. opinion that East Boston is due for a
William Stanley Parker, chairman of period of unusual progress following
the Advisory Committee on Housing the 'opening of the new traffic tunnel,
and the starting of ether contemplated
for Boston, is interested in East Bos- improvement projects, the movement
ton, and spoke here a week ago. At- tor the perfection of a definite comtorney John J. Walsh, one of the fore- munity plan for this locality is steadily gaining headway.
most members of the Massachusetts
That this opinion prevails among
bar, and well acquainted in East Bos- business circles in 13asten as well as
ton, is also actively interested, and in East Boston is shown by the cooperation of numerous prominent inWill speak at a later meeting. An- dividuals. Mr. John Nolen, of
Camother backer of the movement is Sec- bridge, foremost authority on Commuretary Herlihy of the City Planning nity Planning in the United States
Board. Miss Herlihy will also speak a.nd president of the International As.
sedation of Community Planning Enon the mirnicipal aspects of the ungineers, will be the speaker at this
dertaking,
next meeting. Mr. Nolen is .an estabFinal preparations for the survey lished authority who has perfected
of East Boston neighborhoods, and of community plans for a number of
American cities, and has also achieved
the entire locality, have been comnotable distinction in Europe. His adCenter,
where
St.
Marginal
pleted at
dress will be exceedngly timely, and
the East Boston Community Planning will 'cover the subject from every
association will have offices. Two en- angle. East Boston is fortunate in enlisting the interest of a man of such
gineers, specializing in this work, will
unusual renown.
times.
be on duty at all
Other individuals of established repThe next meeting will see every in- utation have also expressed keen individual in East Boston, who is inter- terest In the East Roston project.
Frederic H. Pay, chairman or the
ested in the community's future and
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BEGIN THE SURVEY

City Planning For East Boston Improvements Has
Begun Under the Direction of Engineers Price
and Calderwood Meeting of Representative
Citizens will be Held to Further the Work

•

destiny of East Boston property
values resent. Officers will be elected

Mayor's City Planning Board, commented Wednesday on the possible
significance that the survey of ast Boston now being conducted, and the local
Association's activities, would have in
proposed grants of money by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Mr:
Fay also pointed out that whatever
action might result is up to East Boscirtizens themselves. William
ton
Stanley Parker, chairman of the Advisory Committee on Housing for'
Boston, is vitally interested in East,
Boston, and spoke here a week ago.I
Attorney John Jackeon Walsh, one
of the foremost members of the Ma.ssachusetts bar, and well acquainted in
East Boston, is also actively interested,
and will speak at a later meeting
Another backer of the movement is
Secreetry erlihy of the City Planning
Board.
Herlihy will also speak
on tie intinie!pal aspects of the undertaking.
Finai prephe at ions for the survey of
Eau. Boston in ighborhoodo, and of the
entire locality, have been completed
at Marginal Street Center where the
Rat Boston Community Planning Association will have offices. Two engineers specializing in this work will
be 'on duty at all tmes.
This meeting will see every individual in Eaet Boston who is interested
in the community's future and the
destiny of East Boston property vat
ties present. Officers will be eleeted
and the work will get formally under
way. For the benefit of those who have
not had opportunity to visit Cemral
Square Center. the Community ('liter,
is located in the old Maverick church
building fronting on Central Square.
The meeting will begin at 8.00 o'cloe1;
It will be a gathering of property .
owners and all others who are inter-'
ested in seeing this community a.smime its rightful place as Boston's
only 'fine residential district "three
minutes from the center of town."
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rumors

Statements, reports,
and back-fence gossip have been
made in growing volume con, erning the political future of the mayor of Boston, Don Jaime Miguel Curley. Now comes another such—to be classified most likely, either as
rumor or gossip. Before reading, however, one had
best put a stiff brace around one's credulity, else
OW amiable quality is liable to be sprained. If
the brace is now fitted, here is the rumor or gossip:
President Roosevelt will appoint Senator Marcus A. Coolidge to an ambassadorship—maybe Paris
or Rome. Governor Joseph B. Ely will appoint to
the consequent vacancy no other than Don Jaime.
That will mean two senators to be elected by Massachusetts in 1934. Senator Walsh will be one of
them, presumably Don Jaime will be the other.
Interesting, as they say, if true, Unfortunately,
it is hardly more liable to be true than the
rcport of a lion lying down in brotherhood with a
I lamb and being bitten for his friendliness. For
I
much as Governor Ely and Senator Walsh and SenCoolidge may admire the President-eleet, the"
ator
I
did not support him prior to Chicago. Don Jaime
did, and in so doing, he was an embarrassment.
True, he got no embarrassing number of votes in
the state primary, but he aroused an embarrassing
situation. To recount the embarrassments would
be a task for the most ungrateful.
Suffice it to say that any such denouement as
would be predicated on a Curley-to-the-Senate
agreement implies a Democratic harmony that
seems currently improbable and historically preposterous. That isn't the Democratic method. Democracy thrives on dispute, if not brawling, .and
once all Democratic factions in Massachusetts begin to operate with the harmony of a team or
Japanese acrobats, the party may as well fold up
and give its prerogatives of bi-partisan dominance
over to the Farmer Laborites or the Prohibition

Mayor Curley
As a Problem

•
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The Curley-Coolidge Rumor
One of the latest rumors emanating from
Washington is to the effect that Senator Marcus
A. Coolidge of Massachusetts has been picked,
for a diplomatic post by President-elect Roosevelt—Ambassador to Italy or some other European country—and that in furtherance of Mr.
Roosevelt's plans for rewarding his campaign
supporters, Governor Ely will be urged to appoint Mayor James M. Curley of Boston to fill
the vacancy that will be caused by Mr. Coolidge's
'resignation from the Senate.
Like many other stories with which Washirigton is rife, there is as yet nothing mote
I substantial behind this one than the rumor itself.
I It clearly belongs in the interesting-if-true class,
with the probability that it is far less true than
!it is interesting.
Why think of submerging the intense personapty of the Hon. Curley in the dulness of
the Senate when he might shine with greater
glory at the Court of the Quirinal or at the
Quai D'Orsay ?
•
It might even be suggested that it would
1ok like stretching things a hit to try to use
Governor Ely, who was originally and very
strongly an anti-Roosevelt man, in the rewarding of Mayor Curley, who has never been a very
enthusiastic Ely man.
Mayor Curley is silent in regard to the
rimor and refuses to discuss it. One reason
may be that he is having troubles of his own in
his efforts to persuade the Commonwealth to
come to the relief of financially distressed
Boston, where the overburdened taxpayers are
even now hurling charges of maladministration
at him and endeavoring to bring about a legislative investigation of the administration of the
citrs affairs. Another reason may be that the
Jim, in common with many others, does
not attach much weight to the rumor.
rirFor-RAA/1-
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John J. Whelan of Chelcreasingly embarrassing prob- seaEx:Mayor
wants to be immigration comlcm for the two Democratic,1 missioner at Boston. He is under the
impression that he has a campaign
Neither Senator promise from
Roosevelt headquarters.
Mrs. Nellie Sullivan of Pan 114;er Is
\Valsh nor Senator Coolidge understood to be a candidate
for
mneraf
has had any direct commu ni. Sullivant
counting
Is
immigraUttnMra
h oosehvelt
col. Louis Hoowvie,'a,s henti
do
arnse
d.
m
?ent.
catione 1frontli 0 Mr. TR
avel
ey
BRUISE!since
ing
Trh3ahy o
siointahteorsuWbTe
set
:
l thhas
erenboatvheawaited an invitation, but so
been reports that he favored John
far. have waited in vain.
J. Carney, a Boston labor leader, for

STATE PLUMS
OF POLITICS
MAY

All Is Hardly Serene in
Patronage Orchard as
'F. D.' Keeps Silence

When Mr. Roosevelt erxis his yacht- immigration commissioner,
Massachu- Senator Welsh's present position is
it is possible
ingtrtp,
,
etts
senators may take the bull by understood to be that he will wash
the horns and seek to see him. They his hands entirely of patronage unless
may wait until after March 4.
President-elect Roosevelt gives him
Rifts?

•

explicit assurance

that

Bay State

in Massachusetts have matters will be left in Senator
granted that Senator Walsh's hands without any strings.
Walsh, as the senior senator and the Unless he gets such assurance he
---leader of his party in his state, dome not intend to make any affirwould be the final arbiter on patron.. mative move or make any pronounce.
Besides Curley age.
: Others
It is understood that until re- ments in favor of any candidate.
RICHARDS.
the senator himself had shared
cently
in
Are
They
Sure
Are
that assumption. But various recent
circumstances, coupled with the abLine For Favors
'senCe Of Any Diffirmativp sign from
Democrats
WALSH IS WAITING i taken
it for

Telegram

Washington Correspondent

Mi. poosevelt is giving rise to con. I siderable private misgiving.
Mayor Curley is not the only

Democrat-limo-- is saying privately
WASHINGTON, Feb. . 9._ that
he has a poaltivP promise from
Mr, Roosevelt or Chairman Farley of
Democratic patronage in mas_ An
apPOintme,r4t,
proving an in,Laachusetts is
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:icotiry was made that it be co.nfin
the finance commission.
"If we haven't reported to the public!
everything we found, he concluded,
"t hen fire us."
Soon after Russell Cadman, 1306-,
ton real estate man, had warned that
unless there was a change there'
would be a strike of taxpayers, Silverman answered in aetail the charges
which have, been made against Cur-!
ley, Trembling at times in his vehemence, Silverman launched an attack on the mayor's assailants and.
at times cheers and jeers rang out
in the committee room.
Denies All Charges
Silve,nmen denied all charges of
wrong-doing on the part of Curley or,
other city officials and answered
questions of the committeemen on
the statements that had been made
by proponents of a bill to have Curie's activities and his administration of city affairs investigated by a
legislative group.
In addition to his defense of the;
mayor, Silverman at :sveral points
BOSTON, Feb. 10 (IP)—The administration of Mayor launched
into a bitter attack on city
James M. Curley, roundly scored in two previous sessions, councillor Francis Kelly, one of Curtoday was vigorously defen ed oil the final day of hear- ley's political enemies and one of
these who were vitriolic in their
ing on a petition for a legisl tive investigation of it.
he arges against the mayor. Several
He said of 20 contracts he received
times Silverman asked the commitNo Date Set For Action
'
from the city, he was the lowest bidtee to stop Kelly's interjecting reChairman Fish of the legislative der on 18. The other two, he
saii,
committee which conducted the hear- were awarded him because the finan- marks and finally he assailed Kelly
Mg said tonight he had no idea when cial standing of his competitors Was a . a man who had "done more diabothe committee would meet in execu- not sufficiently high,
heal things to injure his city than.
tive session to act on the matter.
Frank A. Goodwin, chairman of the anyon; else 2.
At the earner sessions, proponents of Boston . Finance commission, said thc l
Wprns 01 Taxpayers Strike
the petition, principally councio.rs charges made by Councillors Kelly
Cadman had sounded a waxing'
Kelly and Dowd .of Boston, charged. and Dowd were contained in the rethe administration reeked of "graft ports of the finance commission and ' that unless there was relief for the
and fraud" and that it was under_a.': that "in no portion of these reporis, taxpayers they would strike and that
v"one man government." Other charges were there any charges of graft. cor- :continuance of extravagance would
the overthrow of the city's
included: Granting of contracts to
Goodwin Attacks Reformers
. credit. He 9aid those elected to serve
other than iow bidders, purchase of ruption."ing
food at, higher than market prices and, Goodwin attacked the "reformers" of the people acted more like masters
borrowing of money at greater interest Boston to whom, he said, a large part than servants and requests for relief
of the increase in the cost of governthan was necessary.
were met with.'hostile attitudes. The I
Today Samuel Silverman, corpora- ment was • due. He conceded there real estate situation in Boston was 1
might
be
graft
and
waste
of
Boston.
in
City
Boston,
I
the
counsel
of
tion
"appalling"„ he said. Store owners 1
'opened the defense with a denial ,of although, he added, this could not be
were suffering unexpected losses and;
proved.
He
contended
of
Curlet
the
on
the
part
same
wrongdoing
situa-1
any
4.
tenants were ,unable to pay rents.
existed
in
tipn
every
city
in
the
counand other. city officials.
"The state board of appeal is the' I
He was followed as a speaker by try and in the Massachusetts govern7
only means of protection, against
Matthew Cummings, contractor, who Ment as well.
said he had been assailed by pro- He quoted a report made for a basin: excessive taxation," Codma.n tia
ponents of the legislation as having as stating the city's finances "are on "and now the city wants to have this
been granted contracts although not a sound basic," and then took occa-' board abolished."
.
Edward L. Schoenberg said that ,
- l ie lowest
bidder. "I have been alon to say the activities of ecsnone,
tax
association and eon- ;.onditions had reached a point where
slandered most malignantly." he salt leagues.
t•rolled
newspapers
were
disgusting.,(i :he people "could no longer st., '
adding
he
would make Councillor
corruption, extravagance and waste,Kelly not only "eat his words but, the ciisc:ouraging."
The
,
ity
and
the
school
departmeat, William J. Paul asked that the inpaper on which they are wotten
' he said, had been "investigated to vestigation include CurlepSp
red
,
, death- and suggested I siLt if any
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Legislators Hear Charges of
Corruption and Also High
Commendation of Mayor

Corporation Counsel Silverman De nie
Wrongdoing on Part of Boston's Chief
Executive and Other City Officials--Contractor Cummings Declares He Has Been
Slandered Most Malignantly - Goodwin
Attacks Reformers
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Silverman claimed there was not a
shred of direct evidence of graft ot
corruption in the city's affairs and.
said most of the statements made to
the committee had come from poison-led minds. He claimed the packed galleries denoted the presence of mob
psychology and then turned on Kelly.'
It is especially easy with the mob
psychology for this city councillor to
abuse everyone in the city service,"
'Silverman said "He has condemned
' everyone with his scurrilous and filthy
remarks. hTese could only come from
an irresponsible person."
Why Welfare Aid Probe Was Stopped
Denying charges that revelations of ,
graft had stopped a. police investigation into weiftre aid, Silverman said,
the investigation was stopped to
protect the fair names of recipients of
aid that were 0 be tossed about like a
political football by a head of the
police department who is seeking
higher political office."
He also defended the city's methods
in awarding contracts for work.
In answer to charges that the city
had endangered the Atlantic National
auk by demanding payment of some
of its deposits, Silverman said it was
'a case where "you were wrong no
matter what you did." He said if the
city left the money in the bank the
demagogues would criticize the officials
and if the city took the money out
the officials would be called bank
, wreckers,

i
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The Cg administration in Boston appears to he almost as restive
under criticism as the United States
Senate itself. Its official lawyer has
built up what even newspapers having little love for Curleyism pronounce to be a well reasoned case
tending to prove that there is no
pressing need of an investigation.
Still, if there is nothing to fear from
Investigation, why oppose it? The
notion of the emphatic and experienced Mr. Goodwin that "the reformers" are more to blame for the soaring tax-rates of Boston than any
graft or corruption strikes us as a
new one, and not too likely to be
widely accepted. The report of bankers that the city's financial condition
is "fundamentally sound" appears
also to be soberly cited by men who
have been heard to sneer at the same
sort of allegation when applied to
other walks of business life. It makes
a difference whose ox is gored—as
usual.

•

rwsreespepv• 11 Of AD tfirAfv
The rascally contractors who
consistently abjure the mandate, so
long in vogue of paying laborers,
engaged in municipal work, the
prevailing wage paid by the City
of Boston, should be relieved of
their services in the interest of
decency, justice and honesty.
Mayor Curley is to be commended
for his condemnation of their
vicious methods,
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conditions had reached a point where
the people "could no longer stand
.corruption, extravagance and waste."
William J. Paul asked that the investigation include Curley's predecesme's RS mayors.
Silverman claimed there was not a
e,lired of direct evidence of graft or
'corruption in the city's affairs and
said most of the statements made to
the committee had come from poisoned minds. He claimed the packed galleries denoied the presence of mob
psychology and then turned on Kelly.
"It Is especially easy with the mob
psychology for this city councillor to
abuse everyone in the city service,"
Silverman said "He has condemned,
everyone with his scurrilous and filthy
BOSTON, Feb. 10 (?Pt---The administration of Mayor . remarks. hTese could only come from
.James M. Curley, roundly scored in two previous sessions, an irresponsible person."
Why Welfare Aid Probe Was Stopped
today was vigorously defended on the final day of hear- Denying charges that revelations of
it.
of
ing on a petition for a legislative investigation
graft had stopped a police investigaThe city and the school department, tion into welfare aid, Silverman said,
4
No Date Set For Action
he said, had been "investigated to "the investigation was stopped to
Chairman Fish of the legLslativelaesth" and suggested that if any in- protect the fair names of recipients of
committee which conducted the hear-,qeeiry was made that it be confined aid that were o be tossed about like a
ing said tonight he had no idea when to the finance commission.
political football by a head of the
the committee would meet in execu- . -If we haven't reported to the public police department who is seeking
tive session to act on the matter,
everything we found, he concluded, higher political office."
At the earlier sessions, proponents of 1-then fire us.,,
He also defended the city's methods
Soon after Russell Codman, Bos- in awarding contracts for work.
the petition, principally Councillors
Kelly .and Dowd of Boston, charged 'ton real ectate mar, had warned that
In answer to charges that the city
the administration reeked of "graft unless there we: a change there had endangered the Atlantic National
and fraud" and that it was under a would be a strike of taxpayers, Silver- bank by demanding payment of some
"one man government." Other charges man answered in detail the charges of its deposits, Silverman said it wag
included: Granting of contracts to which have been made against Cur_ a case where "you were wrong no
other than iow bidders, purchase of
ley. Trembling at times in his ve- matter what you did." He said if the
food at higher than market prices and
Silverman launched an at- city left the money in the bank the
borrowing of money at greater interest hemence,
tack on the mayor's assailants and demagogues would criticize the officials
than was necessary,
out and if the city took the money out
Today Samuel Silverman, corpora_ at times cheers and jeers rang
the officials would be called bank
tion counsel of the City of Boston, in the committee room.
wreckers.
Denies All Charges
opened the defense with a denial of
any wrongdoing on the part of Curley
Silverman denied all charges of
and other city officials.
wrong-doing on the part of Curley or
He was followed as a speaker by other city officials and answered
Matthew Cummings, contractor, who questions of the committeemen on
said he had been assailed by pro- the statements that had been made
ponents of the legislation as having
by proponents of a bill to have Curbeen granted contracts although not
activities and his administrathe lowest
bidder. "I have been'ley's
investigated by a
slandered most malignantly," he said, tion of city affairs
adding he would make Councillor' legislative group.
In addition to his defense of. the
Kelly not only "eat his words but the
paper on which they are written as' mayor, Silverman at :.averal points
launched into a bitter attack on city
well."
He said of 20 contracts he received councillor Francis Kelly, one of Curfrom the city,, he was the lowest bid- ley's political enemies and one of
der on 18. The other two, he said, those who were vitriolic in their
were awarded him- because the linen- ohargea against the mayor. Several
eial starAing of his competitors was times Silverman asked the commitnot sufficiently, high,
tee to stop Kelly's interjecting reFrank A. Goodwin, chairman 'of the marks and finally he assailed Kelly
the
said
Finance
commission,
Boston
a man who had "done more diabocharges' made by Councillors Kelly
things to injure his city than
lical
rethe
in
contained
and Dowd were
else."
anyone
I
and
commission
ports of the finance
Warns Of Taxpayers Strike
that "in no portion of these reports
Codman had sounded a warning
were there any charges of graft corthat unless there was relief for the
ruption."
taxpayers they would strike and that
Goodwin Attacks Reformers
Goodwin attacked the "reformers" of continuance of extravagance would
Boston to whom, he said, a large part bring the overthrow of the city's
of the increase in the cost of govern- credit. He said those elected to serve
ment was due. He conceded there the people acted more like wasters
might be graft and waste in Boston, than servants and requests for relief
although, he added, this could not be were met with hostile attitudes. The
proved. He contended the same situa- real estate situation in Boston was
tion existed in every city in the coun- "appalling", he said. Store owners
try and in the Massachusetts govern- were suffering unexpected losses and
ment as well.
tenants were unable to pay rents.
He quoted a report made for a bank
"The state board of appeal is the
as stating the city's finances "are on ' only means of protection, against,
a sound basis," and then took occaof e-,
noni:.• exeeesive tayation," Codman said,'
t/10 Ret NI
vas= wisociation and con- -and now the city wants to have this
leagues.
trolled newsrpopers were disgiming and bon rd abolished."
Edward L. Schoenberg said that,
discouragioir

CURLEY'S ADMINISTRATION
PRAISED AND DERKED

Legislators Hear Charges of Corruption and
Also High Commendation of Boston
Mayor Reformers Attacked
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Roosevelt
By JAMES H. GUILF01,3eE
was to assemble In Chicago the Smith
But whatever the plan may have
Last week Mr. Guilfoyle brought forces got quite a shock with the re- been the fact remains that former
New
the narrative to the .point where port that Governor Roosevelt of
Mayor Fitzgerald did not appear at
directly
Governor Ely become.; national spokes- York was attempting to deal
Groton and Mr. O'Connell has perwith the Smith-pledged delegates.
man for the Smith candidacy.
sisted that his visit was purely social
Tampering With Delegates?
and not pre-arranged.
here was a temporary lull after
The inference that the Roosevelt
Governor Roosevelt had been in
the primaries but it was not
long before it became evident New Hampshire for a visit and then forces were making an effort to tampthat Al Smith considered Governor had gone to Groton where among er with Smith delegates resulted in
Ely his most loyal and devoted sup- the persons who called on him was much unwarranted discussion. A few
porter and perphaps one of his most M. Fred O'Connell of Fitchburg, a days before, Mr. Farley had forecast
least
Influential, other than his intimates former mayor of that city, who had that Roosevelt would have at
Massachusetts
111 New York. It was known that been chosen a Smith delegate in the io or 12 votes in the
the governor was In occasional touchl April primaries. What Mr. O'Connell delegation tiler Smith withdrew. The
with Smith and was prominent In later described as a social visit, how- claim wee not taken seriously but
plotting plans for his nomination er, started tongues wagging. It was Goiernor Ely directed a barrage at
currently reported that the Smith del- Farley for "Insidious propaganda." He
or to stop Roosevelt at Chicago.
That Governor Ely was to be the egation was weakening because of 'asserts the Bay State delegates would
risoognized leader of the Smith forces I the knowledge that it would be dif- never consent to such a program.
The Roosevelt conference with Mr.
In the convention came rather sud- ficult to stop Roosevelt and that aldenly, however. Senator Key Pittman ready the New York governor could O'Connell, however, seemed to give
Parley's contention some weight.
of Nevada, who had fought Smith in count on several of the elected Bay Mr.
course, that there
the famous '24 fiasco and who was State delegation who had never been It was known, of
on the Smith
now a prominent Roosevelt adherent. particularly opposed to him but had were some delegates
Roctsevelt. It was
Issued a vigorous attack on the 1928 to go through with the organization. slate favoreable to
Subsequent developments proved certain, however, that they would
nominee. The wording is not imporfor stick to Smith so long as he WAS In
tant for it was directed in the sim- Mae absurdity of these rumors
Smith to the fight, because they could not do
ilar manner In which Roosevelt lead- Massachusetts stuck with
otherwise. The fear of the Roosevelt
ers in other sections were attacking the bitter end.
It
The report, however, was given con opponents led by Governor Ely, was
,the sincerity of Smith's candidacy.
days be- that after Smith withdrew, if he did.
was rather more vigorous, however siderable credence for several
a state- they might support the New York
parin
forecast
had
Pittman's
Farley
cause
Senator
of
because
and
at governor
ty standing was given nation-wide ment that Roosevelt would have
Colonel House Again
least 10 or 12 votes in the Mrteeachuattention.
withBefore Governor Roosevelt went to
later
Smith
delegation
settes
Smith
Ely Spokesman for
drew. The cialm was not taken seri- Groton he made a visit to the SumWhen Smith read it he talked with ously when it was made, for Grover. mer home of Colonel House at Magcomhis 'New York advisers and then
nor
had dIreeted a barrage at nolia, where there was a long confermunicated with Governor Ely. The Farley for "Insidious propaganda" and ence. It was noted that It was alresult was that the Massachusetts declared the
Bay State
delegates most a year to the day that Colonel
governor then and there became the would never stand for such a pro- House had launched the Roosevelt
spokesman of the Smith organization gram.
candidacy at the same Summer home.
reand hie first task was a crushing
It is not unlikely that Mr. R00/384 Mayor Curley also saw the governor
the
attracted
which
ply to Pittman
velt had hoped that there might be, there.
same nation-wide Interest. From that some opportunity for support In the
Governor Roosevelt's account dl the
promitime on Governor Ely was the
Massachusetts delegation, but there long meeting with Colonel House was
United
the
in
leader
nent Smith
is no Indication that he endeavored ''we Just .chatted about one thing
seStates and it was but a natural
to have any delegate desert Smith. and another," but it was generally
quence that as such he should be What probably gave such prominence understood that they
touched on
otiOsen to nominate Al at Chicago, to his conference with Mr. O'Connell ' many phases or the
Roosevelt candiRooseGov,
that
performing the duty
was a published newspaper report of dacy. Mr. O'Connell saw him soon
himsalt had three times taken On
the previous day from Manchester. after he arrived In Groton that
self.
N. H., where he was visiting that night.
The national prominence given Gov- when he reached Groton on the morIt soon became apparent, however,
requests
many
ernor Ely brought him
row he had an appointment with two that Governor Roosevelt's
political
of the neigh- Smith delegates. Mr. O'Connell was
le speak and In some
conversations during his uoekend
Th
r
heard urgwas
voice
his
*tares
holing
the only delegate who met him In visit to Massachusetts were
more conthe 1928 stanGroton. The story has never been dis- cerned with the platform
ing t rallying around
plank on
he Spoke his
dard beerer. Whenever
-ded, however, that but. for the prohibition and the
Pt-Vorenti:vaon of
sigusual
the
than
more
had
words
ptIbUnity in that dispatch former the convention than with
any effort
nificance of' a political spellbinder Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of Boston to create
disintegration of ;he Bay
as
because of his recognized standing
might also have been a Groton VI8- ,State delegation. He
made it clear
Icor, His son -In-law, Joseph Kennedy, to his contacts
the Smith leader.
that he Would like to
Lion
ieri
eon
Gate
before
weelree
ireee
A.
was than s,n4 Is
been •e of, the rally support In
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corruption in the city's affairs and
said most of the statements made to
the committee had come from poisoned minds. He claimed the packed galleries denoted the presence of mob
psychology and then turned on Kelly.
"It is especially easy with the mob
psychology for this city councillor to
abuse everyone in the city service,"i
Silverman said "He has condemned'
, everyone with his scurrilous and filthy
BOSTON, Feb. 10 (ifa)—The administration of Mayor remarks. hTese could only come from
James M. Curley, roundly scored in two previous sessions,;an irresponsible person."
Aid Probe Was Stopped
today was vigorously defended on the final day of hear- Why Welfare
Denying charges that revelations of
it.
of
ing on a petition for a legislative investigation
graft had stopped a police investigaI. The city and the school department„ tion into welfare aid, Silverman said,
No Date Set For Action
the said, had been "investigated to "the investigation was stopped to
Chairman Fish of the legislative death" and spggested that if any in- protect the fair names of recipients of
committee which conducted the hear-,qquiry was made that it be confined aid that were o be tossed about like a
Mg said tonight he had no idea when ,to the finance commission.
political football by a head of the
the committee would meet in execu-1 "If we haven't reported to the public police department who is seeking
tive session to act on the matter.
leverything we found, he concluded, higher political office."
At the earlier 'sessions, proponents of "then fire us."
He also defended the city's methods
the petition, principally Councillors
Soon after Russell Oodma,n, Boa- In awarding contracts for work.
Kelly .and Dowd of Boston, charged 1ton real estate mar, had warned that
In answer to charges that, the city
the administration reeked of "graft unless there wag a change there had endangered the Atlantic National
and fraud" and that it was under a 'would be a strike of taxpayers, Silver- bank by demanding payment of some
"one man government." Other charges man answered in detail the charges of its deposits, Silverman said it wag
included: Granting of contracts to
have been made against Cur- a case where "you were wrong no
other than low bidders, purchase of which
at times in his re- matter what you did." He said if the
food at higher than market prices and ley' Trembling
Silverman launched an at- city left the money in the bank the
borrowing of money at greater interest hemence,
tack on the mayor's assailants and demagogues would criticize the officials
than was necessary.
out and if the city took the money out
Today Samuel Silverman, corpora_ at times cheers and jeers rang
the officials would be called bank
tion counsel of the City of Boston, in the committee room.
wreckers.
Denies All Charges
opened the defense with a denial of
wrongdoing on the part of Curley
Siany lvenman denied all charges of
and other city officials.
wrong-doing on the part of Curley or
He was followed as a speaker by other city officials and answered
Matthew Cummings, contractor, who questions of the committeemen on
said he had been assailed by pre- the statements that had been made
ponents of the legislation as having
by proponents of a bill to have Curbeen granted contracts although not
and his administrabidder. "I have been1 ley's activities
the lowest
by a
slandered most malignantly," he said, tion of city affairs investigated
adding he would make Councillor legislative group.
Its addition to his defense of. the
Kelly not only "eat his words but the
paper on which they are written as mayor, Silverman a.t :'everal pon;its
launched into a bitter attack on city
well."
He said of 20 contracts he received councillor Francis Kelly, one of Ourfrom the city,, he was the lowest bid- ley's political enemies and one of
der on 18. The other two, he sail, those who were vitriolic in their
t were awarded him- because the finan- charges against the mayor. Several
dal standing of his competitors was times Silverman asked the commitnot sufficiently, high,
; tee to stop Kelly's interjecting reFrank A. Goodwin, chairman'of the marks and finally he assailed Kelly
till
said
Boston Finance commission,
a. a man who had "done more diabocharges' made by Councillors Kelly
lical things to injure his city than
rethe
in
and Dowd were contained
1anyone
else."
and
ports of the finance commission
Warns Of Taxpayers Strike
that "in no portion of these reports
Codman had sounded a warning
were there any charges of graft corthat unless there was relief for the
ruption."
taxpayers they would strike and that
Goodwin Attacks Reformers
Goodwin attacked the "reformers" of continuance of extravagance would'
Boston to whom, he said, a large part bring the overthrow of the city's
of the increase in the cost of govern- credit. He said those elected to servo
ment was due. He conceded there the people acted more like masters
might be graft and waste in Boston, than servants and requests for relief
although, he added, this could not be were met with hostile attitudes. The
proved. He contended the same situa- real estate situation in Boston was
tion existed in every city in the counhe said. Store owners
try and in the Massachusetts govern- were suffering unexpected losses and
rnent as well,
tenants were unable to pay rents.
He quoted a report made for a bank
"The state board of appeal is the
on
city's
finances
"are
the
stating
a.s
only means of protection, against.
a sound basis," and then took occa,the activities ,f ee,,notu,, excessive taxation," Codma.n said,
„ion
leagues. 141* 9,3social4on and eon _ "and now the city wants to have this
trolled newap#Pers were disgusting and board abolished."
'
Edward L. Schoenberg said that
.
discouraging.'

Legislators Hear Charges of Corruption and
Also High Commendation of Boston
Mayor Reformers Attacked
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Mr. O'Connell's Much-Publicized
Visit to Mr. Roosevelt
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Closest of Roosevelt advisers.
By JAMES H. fillil,F01"LE
was to *Assemble In Chicago the Smith
But whatever the plan may have
Last week Mr. Guilfoyie brought forces got quite a shock with the re- been the fact remains that former
New
the narrative to the .point where ! port that Governor Roosevelt of
Mayor Fitzgerald did not appear at
directly
Governor Ely beedines national spokes- York was attempting to deal
Groton and Mr. O'Connell has perwith the Smith-pledged delegates.
man for the Smith candidacy.
ejsted that his visit was purely social
Tampering With Delegates?
and not pre-arranged.
here was a temporary hill after
The inference that the Roosevelt
the primaries but it was not
Governor Rooeevelt had been in
long before it became evident New Hampshire for a visit and then forces were making an effort to tampthat Al Smith considered Governor had gone to Groton where among er with Smith delegates resulted in
Ely his most loyal and devoted sup- the persons whc called on him was much unwarranted discussion. A few
forecast
porter end perphaps one of his moat M. Fred O'Connell of Fitchburg, a days before, Mr. Farley had
least
at
have
would
intimates
Roosevelt
had
thet
who
city,
his
that
of
than
mayor
former
other
Influential,
Massachusetts
in New York. It was known that been chosen a Smith delegate in the 10 or 12 votes in the
the governor was in occasional touch April primaries. What Mr. O'Connell delegation after Smith withdrew. The
but
with Smith and was prominent in later described as a social visit, bow- claim was not taken seriously
plotting plans for his nomination er, started tongues wagging. It was Gcoigrnor Ely directed a barrage at
currently reported that the Smith del- Farley for "insidious propaganda." He
or to stop Roosevelt at Chicago.
That, Governor Ely was to be the egation was weakening because of asserta the Bay State delegates would,
recognized leader of the Smith forces, the knowledge that it would be dif- never consent to such a program.
The Roosevelt conference with Mr. •
In the convention came rather sud- ficult to stop Roosevelt and that aldenly, however. Senator Key Pittman ready the New York governor could O'Connell, however, seemed to give
contention some weight.
of Nevada, who had fought Smith in count on several of the elected Bay Mr. Parley's
course, that there ,
the famous '24 fiasco and who was State delegation who had never been It was known, of
on the Smith
now a prominent Roosevelt adherent. particularly opposed to him but had were some delegates
Rocisevelt. It was
issued a vigorous attack on the 1928 to go through with the organization. slate favorable to
Subsequent developments proved certain, however, that they would
nominee. The wording is not imporfor stick to Ennitn 30 long as he was in
tant for •it was directed in the sim- the absurdity of these rumors
to the fight, because they could not do
ilar manner in which Roosevelt lead- Massachusetts stuck with Smith
otherwise. The fear of the Roosevelt'•
attacking
bitter
end.
were
the
sections
ers in other
The report, however, was given con opponents led by Govenior Ely. was
the sincerity of Smith's candidacy. r
be- that after Smith withdrew, if he did,
was rather more vigorous, however solerable credence for several days
state- they might support the New York
a
parin
forecast
had
Pittman's
Farley
cause
Senator
of
because:
and
at governor.
ty standing was given nation-wide! ment that Roosevelt would have
Colonel House Again
least 10 or 12 votes in the Mas.sachuattention.
Before
withSmith
Governor Roosevelt went to
biter
delegation
settes
,
Ely Spokesman for Smith
drew, The claim was not taken seri- Groton he made a visit to the Sum'with!
talked
he
It
When Smith read
ously when it was made, for Gover- mer home of Colonel House at Maghis New York advisers and then com- nor Ely had directed a barrage at nolia, where there was a long confermunicated with Governor Ely. The Farley for "insidious propaganda" and ence. It was noted that It was alcoseult was that the MarsachUsetts declared the
Bay State delegates most a year to the day that Colonel
governor then and there became the would never stand for such a pro- House had launched the Roosevelt!
spokesman of the Smith organization gram.
candidacy at the same Summer home.
reand his first task was a crushing
It is not unlikely that Mr. R00304 Mayor Curley also saw the governor
the
attracted
which
ply to Pittman
veit had hoped that there might be, there.
same nation-wide interest. From that some opportunity for support in the
Governor Roosevelt's account df the
promitime on Governor Ely was the
Massachusetts delegation, but there long meeting with Colonel House was
United
the
in
leader
nent Smith
is no indication that he endeavored "we just •chatted about one thing
seStates and it was but a natural
to have any delegate desert Smith aod another," but it was generally
?e
quence that as such he should
What probably gave such prominence understood that they touched on
chosen to nominate Al at Chlcago.l to his conference with 'olr. O'Conneli many phaces of the
Roosevelt candiRooseGov.
that
performing the duty
was a published newspaper report of dacy. Mr. O'Connell saw him soon
velt had three times taken On him- th• previous day from Manchester, after he arrived in Groton
that
self.
N. H., where he was vlsitliag that night.
filovgiven
prominences
The national
when he reached Groton on the morIt soon became apparent, however,
requests
'senor Ely brought him many
row he had an appointment with two that Governor Roosevelt's
political
the neigh-, Smith delegates. Mr. O'Connell was
to speak and in some of
conversations during his weekend
urghear
was
voice
his
boring states
the only delegate who met him in visit to Massachusetts were
more conthe 1928 stanGroton, The story has never been ells- cerned with the platform
ing a rallying around
plank on
his
"poke
! ',led, however, that hilt for the prohibition and
dard bearer. Whenever he
01.12'fi W7f1,:or of
usual gigthe
then
more
had
weed'
pµb14,c1ty in that dispatch former the convention than with
any effort
oiaeence of a political spellblnder Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of Boston to create
disintegratom of the Bay
as
standing
because of his recognized
Might also have begn a Grotolv vis- ,State delegation, He
made it clear
,
itor, His son-in-law, Joseph Kennedy, to his contacts
the Smith leader.
that, he would like to
Algse„yeealtei beiore !taie ooniention was then soul h
bean one of tile rally support in
Meaelaohtnsaltla Ipe,A1f*

T
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Roosevelt cho:ce for permanent chairman as opposed to Jouette Shousc,
executive chairman of the national
committee woo was lavoren oy LOC
!Itop-Roosevelt" groups. It became
very apparent, however, that Mr. P'arley's claim of support among the Bay
State Smith delegates had not been
a baseless contention, providing that
there was opportunity to escape ob-
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-Personally I have a veil high re-gard for Mr. Roosevelt and was illna
to meet him. I was elected EUP a
Smith delegate and I will support Mr.
Smith. • But I have said nothing
about Governor Roosevelt at any time!
that would require apology. I ran
pledged to Smith, but I did not criticise any of the other candidates for
the high office as I believe it is our
duty to build up 'the party rather
than drag it down. That has always
life
my theory in public
been
throughout my career. I have always
worked for the benefit a the party
and will continue to do so."
Mr. O'Connell's visit may have been
as casual in advance arrangement as
he. says but it will always be difficult
to explain how Mr. Roosevelt in
Manchester, N. H., the previous day
was able to tell the press he was to
meet two Smith delegates at Groton
the following day. It is quite possinle that Jimmy Roosevelt knew of
Mr. O'Connell's golf engagement with
his business partner and urged the
latter to bring the former mayor tol
see his father.

ligation to Smith.
O'Connell Is Amused
I saw Mr. O'Connell the day after
the Groton visit. I expected to find
him resentful at the wide publicity
which had been given his call and
the interpretation placed upon it. Instead I found him much amused that
his social call had caused such a
flurry of political excitement. Mr.
O'Connell served his days as a newspaper reporter and has s, deep appreciation of what constitutes news.
He did not blame the political observers for attaching such significance
to his visit. He had a perfectly logical explanation for his call and stood
In the light of an innocent victim of
circumstances. I have frequently
thought of my talk with him that
day, and sordehow I have never been
entirely !satisfied that his conference
with the New York governor did not
have a political significance.
Mr. O'Connell Is the soul of honor.
He is frank end has a spotless pollt;Seal reputation. I do not mean to
Imply that he was ready to enter into ,
any deal or even discuss the probability of supporting Roosevelt in the
convention. But Mr. O'Connell was
not lacking in admiration for the
New York governor and I have always
felt that the former Fitchburg mayor.
Mr.
by whatever
Impressed
was
Roosevelt revealed to him and had
ons
such sympathy with his aspirati
that he did not discourage his belief
that if there was opportunity he

could count on him.
"I am well acquainted with a close
friend of Governor Roosevelt, who is
associated in business in Boston with
James D. Roosevelt, the governor's
son," Mr. O'Connell told me, in explaining his visit. "I played golf with,
the !
the gentleman in question at
Fitchburg course yesterday. When We
had completed our round he informed,
to
me that he had to go to Groton
t
make a call on Governor Roosevel
me gef
He said he would like to have
gdvalong with him and meet the
ernor.
ras in'I was delighted to accept
been
vitation Just as I would have
citiished
distingu
other
any
to meet
chat with
zen. I had a very nice
large!ty remMr. Roosevelt. It' was mentioning
governor
iniscent, the
'ne was started
the coircidence that
by a man of!
on his political career
mine.
the same name as
For Harmony
air-mating
"Nothing was said about
I told V:ve gormy support of Smith.
that!
anyway,
crnor, and he knows it are pledged!
Massachusetts delegates
could not vote for!
to Mr. Smith and
Smith had withhim until after Mr.
u. if he Clues b.),
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"CURLEY METHOD" BEST
TO USE IN DEALING WITH
"CHISELING" CONTRACTORS
Boston Mayor's Edict to Contractors Who Violate Agreements Regarding Stipulated Wage
Rates, Handled Without Cloves

Complaints Brought to Mayor Curley Showed Where
Wages of $5 a Day Had Been "Chi;eled" Down to as
Low as 25 Cents an Hour If All Federal, State and
d"
Municipal Executives Followed the — Curley Metho
"ohkeling" Contractors Would be Out of Lack.
advantage of present conditions to
"If all executives were as outspoken take
starvation
bring wages down to the
toand as fearless as Mayor James M.
he iatid. "-We were told
Point,"
Curley of Boston, contractors on road night that a statement had been made
construction and other public works at a hearing to the effect that conconstructicn have been
would find it extremely difficult to do : tractors on road
25 cents an hour,
business on a 'chiseling' basis," said ,paying as little as
secret agreements
one delegate, while discussing the re- but that through
ith their employes had arranged their
port of the Legislative Committee at
Censhrsots to show that wages
the
payroll
of
meeting
night's
ay
Wednesd
75 cents to $1 an hour
from
ranging
tral Labor Union.
by them.
of
leceived
officials
been
had
leading
"The trouble with
"No responsible contractor would
our State and cities," he said, "is that
this kind of
they are pussy-looting and are appar- bend so low as to practice
"and It is only
ently fearful lest their actions on be- deception," he said,
as that
half of working people may prove dis- through such fearless action
taken by Mayor Curley, that these
pleasing to the employing class."
other construcThat which prompted the delegate 'chiselers' in road and
--A44.1"S - RECOR out of eufl
put
story
he
a
can
was
work
tion
Curley
Mayor
to
to refer
f543-2e--/735
of sion."
which appeared in a recent Issue
Mayor
The Labor News, quoting tae
contractors
as having served notice on
Boston
doing business with the City of
their conNow comes a legislator who would have
that they must live up to
payment
tracts, which provide for the
d tunnel built between the North
railroa
a
. of prevailing wage rates.
Stations.
South
the
and
took
Mayor Curley, it was said,
the
has
State
or
city
son of Boston's mayor, is
a
Curley,
George
that
position
following his father's footsie-firas an orator
right to make its own terms when
dealing with contractors, and that If
and went to bat for his father at the
the latter agree to observe the terms
municipal exercises yesterday.
valof such contracts, it constitutes a
idity for which they are held liable.
The Greater, Boston theatres are "taking
"Here's a plain, blunt statement," the
demit
from
on
the chin" once more from holdup men.
aside
delegate said, "which,
Two of them lost their receipts of the
onstrating a determination to compel
contractors to obrerve the terms of
week-end to gunmen.
Bostql's
their contracts, also shows
InterMayor as keeping In mind the
Rev. Arthur D. Stoud, D. D., formerly
ests of thousands of working people
for
city
of the Mt. Bellingham M. E. church
the
pastor
upon
t
dependen
who are
In this city, told his congregation in the
protection.
l
"Just so long as State and municipa
First Methodist church, Boston, Sun day.
,executives take a hesitant attitude vont hat "one of t!;,, problems of our country is
ors
Icerning so-called 'chiseling' contract
, that people don't like to think," There are
will
lust so long may we expect these
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signs on every lutnti that he is ri ht,
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Needs a Mayor Curley

Navy
'J
THE Associated Press reports that Mayor James, ,.N.Tc,u.c- "--r i II
)psy of Bogon, is likely to
IATEI)
reports that Mo.\ or lontes
be the Secretary of the Navy
\1
in Franklin D. Roosevelt's Cabine
of Roston is likely to be the Secretory of
t.
1 Ii
ot Franklin D. Roose‘elfs cabinet.
The country has ample reasons
for hoping that this
the country has imple reasons tor hoping that this tttill
will prove true.
I prove trjie.
New England deserves represe
NevEngland deserves rerresentatton in the Roosevelt
in the Roosevelt
bin(t and in selecting Mayor C
r the Navy port- cabinet, and in selectin.
,Mayor Curley for the Navy portfolio
olio the new President would b
g a commendable the new President willbbe making a commendable choice.
choice.
Mayor Curley's own long record in public office gives
Mayor Curley's own long r ord in public office
gives assurance that he will make an excellent Secretary of the '
assurance that he 'would make an excellent
Secretary of Navy. His vigorous patriotism, with the backing of a patri-7
the Navy. His vigorous patriotism, with
the backing of a. otic Democratic administration, may be confidently relied
patriotic Democratic Administration, may be
confidently upon to save the navy vards--not only the navy yards of Ihe
.\ety I n.,land coast, but those of the whole nation—from the
relied upon to save the navy yards—not only
the • navy
1:1 of the fal3e-ecytnomy cohorts in \VasIfington.:
yards of the New England coast, but those of
the whole
t)ti a 1,r,,ader scale, every 1,ranch of the naval service•
nation—from the ruinous attacks of the falseeconomy
the irengthe-'-,F vAith Mayor Curley's appointment'
cohorts in Washington.
1,) naval police. For years the interOn a broader scale, every branch of the naval servic
e
i
nide navv" pc,litictans, have been
needs the strengthening which Major Curley's appoin ..00tt..1,-1
tii
ttR
fleet. M,t Curley's • mililant
ment as Secretary would give to naval policies. For years \
-In 1, vitally needed to save the navy from extincthe internationalists and the "little navy" politicians have titin, atni to
ma k.
been scuttling the American fleet. Mayor Curley's militant
Americanism is vitally needed to save the Navy from extinction, and to make our first line of defense what it
stizuld be.
...-i
,r'i-Trs- BuRc-N - p4 - ..C'tJN icE0--(e - 1?32'

Admirably Qualified
Mayor Curley, of Boston, Would Make an Fxcell
ent
Secretary of the Navy.

•

The Associated Press reports that Mayor James
M uric
of Boston, is likely to be the Secretary of the Navy in
r
in
D. Roosevelt's cabinet.
The country has ample reasons for hoping that this
will
prove true.
New England deserves representation in the
Roosevelt
cabinet, and in selecting Mayor Curley for the
Navy portfolio
the new President will be making a commendable
choice.
Mayor Curley's own long record in public
office
gives
assurance that he will make an excellent Secretary
of the Navy.
His vigorous patriotism, with the backing of a
patriotic Democratic administration, may be confidently relied
the Navy yards—not only the Navy yards of the upon to save
New England
coast, but those of the whole nation—from the
ruinous attacks
of the false-economy cohorts in Washington.
On a broader scale, every branch of the
needs the strengthening which Mayor Curley'sNaval service
appointment
as Secretary would give to naval policies. For
years the internationalists and the "Little Navy"
politi
scuttling the American fleet. Mayor Curley cians have been
's militant Americanism is vitally needed to saver the Navy from
extinction, and
to make our first live of defense what it
should be.

.
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MAYORS MARCH,
DEMAND RELIEF

.

/R -/?g i.

C., receive their loans and then repay the government as tax collections .are made.
Introduction of Mayor Miller's
plan came as a surprise, the mayor
having announced on his arrival
that he would attend the convention "as an observer."

Present Resolutions to Senate
Committee; Ask R. F. C.
Liberalization

More Than $40,000,000.
"
Adoption of a program which
would make loans available equal to
one-third of the amount of Ohio's
delinquent taxes would release more
than $40,000,000 to Ohio municipali' ties, Mayor Sparks of Akron deBy United Press.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 18.—A .
plea I dared.
Mayor Sparks assisted in drafting
for wide government aid to munithe Annet bill now before the Ohio
cipalities faced with default and senate which would enable the state
• with growing relief burdens was pre- to take advantage of the proposed
sented to the senate banking coin- liberalization of the federal li.F. C.
mittee today by spokesmen for 40 act. This bill proposes establishmayors who marched to Capitol hill ment of a nonpartisanship board
to present their demands in the to make loans from R. F. C. funds
.to distressed'cities.
form of resolutions.
The resolutions ratified at a cone ki(?,z/ 0 -(e,I, ferrace of mayors here yesterday,
t8 asked liberalization of the R. F. C.

ck-a -

act to permit loans to cities or
counties to "relieve their financial
condition."
While the mayors laid their demands before the senate committee
the senate itself under strict limitailon of debate was approaching a
vote on the $500,000,000 La Follettecostigan redef bill.
Under leadership of their chairman, young Frank Murphy of Detroit, the municipal heads drafted
a series of resolutions demanding
liberalization of the R. F. C.,act to
save them from bankruptcid.
Mayor Add Thacher was included
in the conferring group and will be
present at the hearing.
The resolutions were adopted
after an all-day conference yesterday.
The R. F. C. would be permitted
to outline economies before making
loans where such a step was necessary to make the city's credit
good.
Senate relief leaders hoped for a
vote today on the La Follette-Costigan measure. Only one major.question remains. Senator Wagner,
Democrat, New York, has a complete substitute providing an additional $300,000,000 of Reconstruction Finance corporation funds for
state relief loans and ,liberalization
of the relief act.i
diphy of Detroit
Mayors Frank
ley of Boston
.and James M.

•

tleaded the delegation which submitted the reecimmendations to the
senate committee.
The program advocates liberalization of the R. F. C. act to permit direct loans on notes, bonds or
other contracts, including warrants
on anticipated tax collections, at interest not exceeding per cent. The
R. F. C. would take over the securities at not less than par. The program also calls for R. P. C. aid to
municipally-owned utilities, regardless of Whether or not the aid is for
Self-liquidating projects, and included a proposal by Mayor Ray
Miller of Cleveland for loans up to
50 per cent of the total delinquent
taxes.
Under Mr. Miller's plan, county
Or municipal auditors would certify
their Lax delinquencies to the R. P.

im
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FOR HA AID
TO CITIES

WASHINGTON, Feb. 18.—(By In
ternational News Service.)—Spokesmen for four cities, attending the
National Mayors' Conference here
today, presented to the Senate
Banking Committee a concerted
plea of the municipalities for relief in the shape of loans.
Headed by Mayor Frank Murphy,
of Detroit, they spent more than
two hours before the committee
and concluded their session in the
capital with the close of the committee hearin
In additio
to Murphy, Mayor
James M. C rley*
i.
Boston, the Socialist may r 9 Milwaukee, Dan '
W. Roan a d-M. S. Szymczak, Chi- ,
cago compt oiler representing Mayor Cermak, who was unable to attend as a result of being wounded
by the would-be assassin of President-Elect Roosevelt, appeared before the committee.
They told the Senators that unless the laws of the R. F. C. would
be liberalized to permit loans to
municipalities, cities all over the
country would have to default in
their debts.
Mr. Szymczak outlined the plight
of his city and said Mayor Cermak
had gone to see Mr. Roosevelt to
discuss Chicago problems. Szymczak said the $83,000.000 in tax anticipation warrants issued by Chicago had back of them $115,000,000
in taxes due and called the purchase of these warrants a "good investment."
At the close of the sesion Mayor
I Murphy said he felt that the meeting of the mayors here had been
h
ful. Most of the delegate:: derted for their home cities imme4
.!ltelY•
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GrEATE JOBS
Heads of 40 Cities Support
Plan at Capital Meeting;
Ask Broader B. F. C. Policy
WASHINGTON, Feb. 17.—A pro.
parity loan of at least $5,000,000,0001
for federal public works to extricate America from the morass of .
depression was unanimously urged
upon Congress today by mayors of
tpe forty1argest. cities in the country.
on was takith. after a plea by
ayor Curley of Boston, who said:
I. personally.
"Two years
a program upon Preelurg
dept Hoover. He lacked the courage and 'political valor to go
through With it. If he had done so
the depression in America would
now be forgotten."
BACKED BY MURPHY.
strongly
view
was
Curley's
backed by Mayor Murphy of Detroit, leader of the conference, and
by Mayor Mahoney of St. Paul.
As a stop-gap measure it voted to
' .isk Congress to enlarge the Recentst.tuction Finance Corporation act
.permit the federal government to
I efinance debts of muncipalities.
The conference will meet with the
l
Senate banking and currency corro
(nit tee tomorrow to lay its pr
,
posal before Congress.
RESOURCES AT END. .
Mayor Murphy, who drafted the
pf nsperity loan resolution. said:
,
"We cannot go on this way any
,longer. The citlee are doing all
they can in the way of relief but
that is not enough. Relief as it
Is in this form undermines the
character, morale and inspiration
of the people. We must put men
back to work, not continue to hold
them in the bread lines."
Mayor Mahoney said:
"Congress should issue bonds,
billions or tens of billions of them,
to put people back, to work.
"This government must employ
extreme measures to get at the
emergency. The program of direct
relief to the starving le no answer.
It is a mere palliative. The economic situetion will not right. Itself any more than broken machinery will."
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Individual is not responedble ior unemployment or depression."
"What we are doing," he continued,
'Is driving the American people under
the dole. The dole has turned England ahr oat into a nation of mendicants. And there is danger of its
happening in this country."
Curley said Boston was in better
1
positiott than many cities but emphaof
sized it held $30,000,000 in bonds
other municipalities and their collapse
would injare Boston as well.
Ask $5,000,000,000 Works.
Bsicking „Murphy in his demands1
are such vsidely-known figures as'
Mayors urley of Boston. Hoan of
Milwau e, pliller of Cleveland, Anderson f Minheapolis, McGloane of
Denver and, Congeeton of Newark,
N. J.
The esolutions were adopted after
P)
C.,
Feb.
18.—(U
D.
Washington,
an II ay conference. They propose
A plea for wide government aid that the government embark on a
program
municipalities faced with default an $5,000,000,000 public works
Corporuction
Reconst
the
that
and
with growing relief burdens was or(
finance cities which cansented to the senate banking con- ration help
not obtain further bank loans.
mittee today by spokesmen for mayoi The R. F. C. would be permitted
of forty American cities.
to outline economies before making
The resolution, adopted at a cot loans where such a step was necesference of mayors here this wedl sary to make the city's credit good.
asked liberalization of the Recon
struction Finance. Corporation act t
permit loans to cities or counties t
flIAM; -F(4/1 - NEWS"
"relieve their financial condition" an
r k-o-fg-tpss,
urged that the government assum
larger financial responsibility in fight
ing unemployment.
Presented by Detroit Mayor.
The resolution was presented t
the committee by Mayor Fran
Murphy of Detroit. He emphasize
that "municipal debts, built up it
overexpansion periods, wOuld las
some years" and that the tax de
linquencies in many instances wer
90 per cent this year.
In Detroit, he said, delinquencis
were 36 per cent,.with "67 cents or
of every tax dollar going for det
services."
WASHINGTON'. Feb. 1,
"We are trying to avoid default
,
'the -plea of the mayor, •
he said. "I don't know whether
can be done through state assistant icon cities that the
Corp. be allowed to make Mans to
or not."
y it before
Senator Fletcher (dem., Fla.) aske them today was formall ee
,
banking committ
how much Detroit would apply it the senate
Mayor Frank -Murphy of Detroit,,
if the proposed amendments to tt
man for a committee
Reconstruction Finance Corporatic acting as- ?po,kesmayors. was the first
representing the
were adopted. Murphy said it woul
to appear.
probably require from $35,000,000
He read a reSolution adopted and
$37,000,000. He emphasized the ser
made public by the .mayors at a e9olazi
as
city
a
by
default
of
ousness
ferenec' here this Wertz, urging
as Detroit.
to ths cities as wen as states.
tt
when
comes
time
"When the
He told the committee that "debt;
tt
exceeds
oyed
number of unempl
up by the cities' in the overbuilt
et
governm
the
number of employed,
expansion period will continue for'
James
ceases t..) function," Mayor
some years."
Curley of Boston warned the commi
Senator Reynolds (Dem., N. C.),
tee. "And we are approaching th: asked Murphy bow Much would go to
time."
hond holders.
"All of it." Murphy replied.
Destroyed Wage Seale.
"None of it Would :..;o to the ,ttnenttle
could
country
the
d
declare
He
ployeil'!" persisted Reynolds.
0
t
stagnan
despite
prosperous now
Murphy !Mill he felt none would.
port trade "if we hadn't destroy'ed tie
"We have a right to come to the
d
so-calle
wage scale and put through
hir- ofederal government," he asserted, "If
economies that prevent a man's
the R. F. C. ceases to make loans to
ing labor.'
eoncerns all -well and good,
it
wss
Curley said the private citizen
but so long as the door is open the
Moyment
not responsible for unempl
municiPal governments should
our City Iargo first."
come
lle wor:c explaining: "In
ity ;hest
Mayor James M. rorloy of Roston
we have never had a commun the hat
and we have only passed that the also sike in -itehalf`a the 17 for
cities.
okipe., We recognize the fact

10 MAYORS ASK
CONGRESS TO All
IN THEIR ME,
L4eralization of R. F. (
to Permit Loans to
Cities Sought.

rimes
"17'747,
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MCMUL
By JAMES
GOVERNORS— .
NEW YORK—
nce between
confere
The March 6
the State
the new President and
a big
Governors is rated here as
to mr.
time plan by those closecomplete
Roosevelt. There will be
both
freedom of give and take on
scale
sides. Discussion on a wide
is expected.
The meeting will not change the
of
date set for the special session
Congress. But agreements and
ideas developed are likely to be of
the
importance to
immediate
nation.
-HULL—Why should the Senator
from Tennessee hesitate over accepting the offer of becoming Secretary of State? If he declines it
will be for reasons puzzling to
most party workers.
He trusts Roosevelt. He distrusts the routine politicians. Having them wreck the ideals he holds
for the State department's policies
would put the price of eminence
too high. And he likes the Senate.
In no event will he take the
treasury job.

4 MAYORS ASK
AID FOR CITIES

GLASS—If Senator Glass goes
to treasury it will be, one might
say, on the wings of a Byrd. The
75-year old fighter has admiration
and affection for the ex-Governor.
He would like to see Byrd get his
seat in the Senate. Steagall as an
alternate, should Glass decline, is
given no weight by New Yorkers.
Swager Sherley of Kentucky. or
Howard Bruce of Maryland are
rated as, actual possibilities—as
assistants, or more.

R. F. C. Loans for Municipalities Urged Upon
Senate Group

REVENUE--Daniel C. Roper,
certain to be well-placed, is given
the inside track by Presdent-to-be
advsers for headship of internal
revenue. Robert Gore's selection,
as reported, is not credited.
SMITH—If Al Smith is offered
anything by incoming President
all signs will have failed. Nor is he
likely to accept the New York
mayorality nomination. There are
excellent reasons for believing the
Brown Derby wil not play a political role in the future—outside of
press notices.
CURRY—Another political fadeout is likely to he John Curry of
Tammany Hall. He has stror.g in
fluence working for him. He will
have stronger forces in opposition.
1 The new administration is most
unlikely to play ball with him.
MCKEE—The gift of silence is
being employed steadfastly by the
man most probable as the next collector of the port of New York-Joseph V. McKee. Neither as
director of the Federal budget nor
as United States District Attotney
have the guessers placed him correctly.

ellatLEY—Hope springs ete”nal
In Maitlif Ontriers breast. Something good at F. D. R.'s hands is
counted upon as is the dawn. But
it's odds—on no offer has been
made to date.
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Curley Rumors
RATHER SERIOUS THREATS. The rumor that the plum which may fall
y goN eminent might
to the lot of Mayor James M. Curley of Boston . A real investigation of th.•
irregular
will be that of Secretary of tre-Navy in the l'' helpfUl. There 'have -been so many rumors of
whethdefinitely
Roosevelt Cabinet is dismissed as highly im- goings on, that it might be well to find out
probable by those "in the know," who say that et there is any fire under the smoke.
the inside track for this post is held by formerWhen they begin to talk of killing off men, as prelimi
Senator Peter Gerry of Rhode Island. Morethe
over, the gossip among the Mayor's intimates is har•v to such an investigation, however, as they did in
to the effect that the Hon. Jim is not a seeker Poston City Council Chamber, Monday night, that is someof that post, much less that of Minister to the thing else /gain.
'Irish Free State, with which his name has also
When a councillor says that he has "been assured" that
(been associated.
1;ivor
Curley and two other gentlemen will "go six feet
It is asserted that he has set his heart on
helow
the sod within 60 days," if he himself happens to be
appointment as Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury fn charge of construction, a position 1.oisigned to a like place because of his insistence upon an inin which he would have the deciding voice in \ estigation, he ought to be politely or otherwise persuaded to
the award of contracts for new Federal build- r,
veal the identity of those who are prepared to do the job.
ings. This is the post with which gossip in
Washington most persistently has linked the It would save the detectives a lot of work and the city considerable expense to have this information available.
name of the Mayor of Boston.
Meanwhile from Boston come rumors of unWe are inclined to think that the councillor from Dori ,•r is taking the, situation a little too vriously, at least
r as the physica violence angle of it is concerned. He
easiness among certain Democratic leaders
s
to be playing into Mr. Curley's hands and we doubt
regard to possibly increased prestige and power
'which may come to Mayor Curley in consequence that is his purpose.
of presidential favor.
It is said that they do not relish the possibility, remote or otherwise, that it might enable
him to wrest the leadership of the Massachusetts Democracy from the hands in which it
now rests.
It is even hinted that some of them entertain
the hope that something may develop in the
movement, for an investigation of the administration of the .7.ity of Boston which might make
it a little embarrassing for Mr. Roosevelt to
lend substantial aid to Mr. Curley's political
ambitions.
pow;KFjE41)- M4S's
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Murphy sa4d thus far the resources
"Today Detroit's case is before the
of the Reconstruction Corporation had people," ite said. "Tomorrow it will be
been extended in the main to private some other city. Unless relief is
interests.
granted it will be every American
He suggested the proposed liberal- city.
izatien of the act should enable re- "We in Boston are perhaps more
funding bonds of municipal corpora- fortunate than others. But in common
tions to be taken up by the corpora- with every section we hrC reason to
tion, and also to lift restrictions which believe and did believe the depression
now keep the relief agency from kiwi- would not be of as great duration as
lug assistance to municipal utilities.
It was. We thought in two years it
Mayor Murphy, chosen permanent would be over. In our city at the preschairman of the Mayors' conference ent time we have met every financial
last year, today was unanimously re- and every humanitarian obligation
without removing a single employe of
elected:
,
The group will meet tomorrow with the 20,000 on our rolls and without
Committee.
reducing a salary. True, voluntary
the Senate Banking
Mayor Daniel Hoan of Milwaukee, contributions ranging from one day's
Wis., said: "The failure of Congress pay a month from low salaried emto adopt the five billion dollar public ployes to three days for higher-paid
work program is the reason we are workers were collected. This estimatWASHINGTON, Feb. 17—(AP) Lib- here today."
ed revenue from these voluntary conAmong the nearly 50 mayors and tributions totaled $2,600,000. This we
eralization of the Reconstruction Corcity officials attending are May- applied to the public welfare relief
other
poration act to allow financial relief or Miller of Cleveland, Mayor T. S. fund for needy and unemployed."
Curley said public welfare expendito cities was urged by Mayor Frank Walmsley, New Orleans:- Mayor WilAnderson, Minneapolis, and
liam
Murphy of Detroit today at a confer- Mayor William Mahoney, St. Paul, tures in all the. cities and towns Of
ence here of Mayors of larger cities Mayor James M. Curley of Boston and Massachusetts amounted to $7,911,000
In 1930; in 1931, he said, the total in'Mayor William J. Hosey of Fort creased to $15,450,000,
of the United States.
and In 1932 to
Discuss Relief Means.
Wayne, Ind.
M. S. Szymczak, comptroller of Chi- $24,486,000..
They met under auspices of the
American Municipal Association to cago, is representing Mayor Anton J.
now in a hospital at Miami
.nacuss means of obtaining financial .Cermak,
as the result of wounds suffered
relief for cities in need.
when an assessin attempted to kill
Extension of credit by the Federal Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Government to cities, Mayor Mit,phy
Mayor Curley of Boston told the
would he "the safest and best mayors that-esnditions slice 1932 had
Reconstruction
Finance
the
Investment
grown steadily worse over the entii'e

MAYORS SUGGEST
FINANCE BODY BE
ALLOWED TO AID

Declaring Hub Relativity Fortunate, Sees Distress for Every City if
Help Is Refused.

Corporation can inalce."

(
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1,1y Replies to Pittman — Coakley As a Committee
Candidate — Curley Gets a Seat in the
Convention As a Porto Rican
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one thing for the Massachusetts deleof
By JAMES 11. GITILFOYLE
faulted not through the stress
gates to do: To Sight to a finish for
emotion OT because he was spent
Alfred E. Smith.
physically but as a play to win supMr. Guilfoyie brought the
Ely to Nominate
narrative last week to the disport.
Roosesuspected
cussion of the
Governor Ely had by this time
From all aides of the hall there
velt attempt to proselyte Smith
came cries of resentment when the
established himself as the leadfirmly
connational
the
delegates to
Nevada senator had taken his seat.
er of the Smith forces and was revention.
garded as the spokesman for -the 1928
Speakers heaped abuse on him for
nominee. When Sen. Key Pittman
what they called a foul attack. Not
HE situation created so much
attacked Smith for remainNevada
least of the resentment was In
of
the
former
with
talk particularly,
the Bay State delegation with which
ing in the fight because in his opinMayor Fitzgerald mentioned
ion the trend in other parts of the
Governor Ely was sitting. And now
as the other delegate who had been
expected that the popularizer of
country showed he was not wanted
eight years later Governor Ely was to
"Sweet Adeline," felt called upon
and he appeared only to be trying to
have the opportunity to cross swords
to issue a statement attesting his
with Pittman.
Injure the party ay endeavoring to
loyalty to Smith and predicting
was the MassaGovernor Ely, Incidentally has alhis success, even though his son- "Stop-Roosevelt," It
ways been a warm admirer of Mr.
in-law was the foremost supporter ' chnsetts governor who annihilated
financial
of Roosevelt among the
him with a sizzling statement that
Baker. He remarked on one occasion
interests.
It
received nation-wide publicity.
after hearing him give an address
"There will be no betrayal of Smith
was no surprise when later Governor
that his mind
reminded him so
among the Massachusetts delegates.". Ely was picked for the honor of nommuch of a catalogue. In his bead
will
Ely
"Governor
said Fitzgerald.
inating the Happy Warrior, to perhe carries facts and figures properly
nominate him and will be sure to form a task that Roosevelt himself filed for ready reference so that when
bring out all the great points in Gov- hnd twice performed.
he needs them he figuratively opens
ernor Smith's career, and. in my
.t It was with great glee that Govhis brain to the proper page and has
The
convention.
opinion, electrify the
ernor Ely accepted the assIgnment to
them at his command without the
not
man or woman delegate who does
unloose his sharp shafts on Senator
necessity of reference to books or
carry through to the end will say Pittman.
His mind, undoubtedly
notes.
future.
political
any
goodbye to
went back to the 1924 convention in
A New Problem
we
that
"People should not forget
Madison Square Garden and to that
As
the
day
for the departure of
have a mandate from the people. We sultry 'night when Newton D. Baker
the Massachusetts delegates to Chiconthis
at
servants
their
simply
are
mounted the platform to make his
algo hi-A•red S. new psoblem convention having been directed by the momentous plea for American particfronted the delegation that. had duivoters to support the Smith candi- ipation in the Teague of Nations. It
;,urbing aspects. Daniel H. Coakley,
of the many
dacy. Ihis means of course, until it was the most
who himself had been elected on the :
norrribe
cannot
Smith
Is seen
.orations that Mr. Baker has made in
Smith slate nourished the Ambition
nated. and that some other course Is /ale busy life. He put his whole soul
to become the nations. committee
and ,
best for the interest of the party
and heart into his words. Twenty
member from Mas-Achusette.
the nation.
thousand persons leaned forward in
It was a delicate p.oblem and of.
h Optimistic
their seats touched by the magnetfered all sorts of unpleasant poufAnd
effort.
remarkable
strength
week
that
of
ism
past
"Events of the
bilitiee.
Mr. Coakley was probably
Governor when it had concluoed a mighty wave
en rather than weaken
responsible than any other permore
the garSmith's candidacy. The Republican of 'applause swept through
for the splendid success of the
did son
platform on prohibition Is just what den, joined In even by those who
Smith elate. He had the confidence
years
who.
but
view
Baker's
Mr.
four
/Olive
not
advised
Governor Smith
of men high in the esteem of Smith.
Instru- had been touched by the sincerity
ago. This plank was largely
He had done much to assure the first
Re- and magnificence of his argument.
mental in his defeat. Now the
election of Governor .Ely. He had
prohistood
there
reto
his
he
as
even
But
accepted
publicans have
worked as hard as anyone could for
ceive the applause Mr. Baker, perbition plank.
the
success of the faction with which
his
support spiration coursing down his face,
"Tom Heflin says he will
he was friendly. From the standpoint
a
top
in
faint.
spent,
toppled
On
strength
Hoover.
than
Smith rather
of services rendered, knowledge of
Butler, pres- The applause died to a. hush as atof this, Nicholas Murray
politics, particularly in Mas.sachu•
aid.
first
give
to
him
and
reached
tendants
ident of Columbia University,
setts, and of all around capability
statesmen in In a few moments he had recovered
one, of the few world
none was more entitled to the post
continued.
Smith
discussion
the
and
that
says
States
the United
or could have filled It better than
Theosince
Pitman Hints
is the best public servant
Mr. Coakley.
There Is no dispute
dore Roosevelt's time.
Senator Pittman arose in his place about that even among
his enemies. (:
"Therefore it seems in the present with the Nevada delegation and with
the
seemingly
But
past
in
which
hard
times
to down.
distressing
caustic tongue Rayed Mr. Baker, exworse instead of pressing the hope, with the all sar- 'Mitre was fear that if he was given
day by day grow
better, In behalf of millions of hit- casm he was able to muster, the con- such a high place In the party councils the unpleasant features of 1,
States and
4g-xMan be3aes In the United
vention would not be misled by the
elsewhere looking for leadership now efforts to prey upon their r• vmpathies. disbarment as an attorney some years
ago would be revived and that It
bankrupt in Washington there is bui
• madly he.hinted that. Mr. Baker had

T

•
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Might render the party as a whole ; had made such a splendid record asl convention organization was in chargs
susceptible to damaging criticism.
chief executive. That settled it. of the Roosevelt supporters and with
Such leaders as Senator Walsh welt,
There were no other nomination. knowledge of his effort on behalf of
bitterly opposed to the choice of
Others who had seriously cherished the New York governor it would not
the idea of fighting Coakley with be difficult to secure that recogniCoakley for the post.
their own candidacies meekly sub- tion.
Coakley Withdraws
mitted to the election of the govMayor Curley sat on the platform
It can be said here without fear
ernor, realizing how futile It would with other distinguished party leadof contradiction that Mr. Coakley had
be to contest, against him.
ers during some of the convention
on the day the national committeeMiss Mary H. Ward of Boston sessions but it was not until the last
man was chosen a sufficient number
gained the woman's seat on the Na- two sessions that he spoke. He sec' of pledged votes to insure his electional committee from the Bay State. onded briefly the nomination of Govarrived
he
tion. But no sooner had
Mrs, Nellie F. Sullivan of Fall River, ernor Rooeveit but his most ambi:
In Chicago than he learned of Senthe retiring member was placed in tious effort from the platform was in
ator Walsh's opposition: The Senanomination but withdrew. Mrs. Sul- behalf of Speaker Gardner, with
tor did not go himself to Coakley
livan had aroused considerable feel- whom he had served on congressional
but when Governor Ely arrived on
ing among the members of the Smith committees, years before. He secondthe morning of the organizatiOn
delegation .because of her candidacy ed his nomination on the last day of
meeting ha had a long conference
on the Roosevelt ticket, but her the convention.
national
with him concerning the
nomination revealed that, the antiThis speech was best described by
committee post. The result was that
Roosevelt feeling was not as deepa Chicago correspondent with a funthe governor had a long talk with
seated as had been believed.
nybone for a pencil. Of this Curley
Mr. Coakley, who voluntarily withCurley Gets a Seat
platform appearance he wrote for his
:drew to assuage any fear that harIf the Smith delegates had expect- newspaper:
mony would be fractured in the Bay
ed to keep Mayor Curley from gainPoking Fun at Curley
State delegation.
ing a place on the convention floor
Curley of Boston, disguised
Governor Ely did not want to be
"Mayor
so that he would have the right to
came
a member of the national commit- take part In the proceedings at any as a delegate from Porto Rico,
to arouse the first
3.20
at
forward
sorely
disappointed.
tee, particularly, but he was forced time they were
of the afternoon. They were
he was denied a place with the boos
to take it because Mr. Coakley would True
boos as he aroused last
delegation through his not such good
Massachueetts
not have withdrawn for any other
when Porto Rico yielded to him
defeat in the primaries but on the night
person. It was one of the condi- first day of the convention he con- and permitted him to second the
nomination of Roosevelt. But they
tions of his withdrawal. It is safe founded his foes by gaining a seat
were as good ki; his associates from
an
delegation,
Rico
Porto
the
with
Ely
enough to record that Governor
could muster and in a
Massachusetts
nareceived
that
accomplishment
did not exactly share the opinion of
afternoon seemed quite
tion-wide publicity and was to figure harmonious
loud, clear and sustained.
the leaders that Mr. Coakley's elec- frequently in the campaign.
"Mr. Curley explained everything
tion to the national committee would
Mayor Curley had gone looking for
for
be detrimental to the party. He has a seat soon after his arrival in the except how he came to be voting
picalways been represented as feeling convention city and finally learned Porto Rico. He drew a touching
ture of conditions on his native Islthat it would have been well to elect that Mrs. Ella B. K. Dooley who had
unemployment in the great
and—the
perand
place
the
to
Porto
delegate
Coakley
from
Mr.
been elected a
Rican industrial center, Demit the committee to profit from his Rico was unable to attend. The de- Porto
unrest In Porto Rico's largkeen political mind. His decision to legation had the authority to fill troit—the
est city, New York.
came
withdraw
to
Cdakley
of
approval
the
vacancy with the
ask Mr.
"The press box suspecting that Mr.
only at the earnest solicitation of the the convention and he prevailed upon
crashing a gate in
of
the remaining members to give him Curley Might be
leaders who didn't relish the idea
of agreements with Onethe seat. The filling of vacancies is violation
Coakley having the place.
Eyed Connolly, labeled him TwoIn the light of developments it is a convention formality that attracts Eyed Curley and gave him suitsble
little
the
delegates
tofrom
attention
even
question,
mooted
a much
place in the dispatches.
day, whether Coakley should have and it was not until the preliminar"At the conclusion of Twe-Eyea
ies
entirely
completed that
had been
had the national committee place.
Curley's Porto Rican speech, the dele, the Bay State delegates saw the SO6Since the convention he has demgates got up to stretch and got some
onstrated that he enjoys the contl• ton mayor seated under the Porto exercise in an unexpected march
Rican
at
smiling
apparently
banner,
votere,
dence of the majority of the
around the hall. The kiltic kids from
his coup.
in his councillor district who have
Oklahoma led the parade."
governthe
of
member
to
Speak
Wanted
a
elected him
The convention proceedinga with
comAll through the convention Mayor the subsequent nomination of Govor's council. In the national
mittee post he probably would have Cuiley occupied the seat and became ernor Roosevelt and Speaker Gardner
of
had more influence in the matter
popular .with his Porto Rican asso- are so generally known that there
distribution of Federal patronage but
little need to recount them
His foes spread the word that appears
prevail
ciates.
could hardly have hoped to
in this narrative except to touch the
Mayor
over
Roosevelt
It
Governor
cost
the
mayor
considerable
to
with
high lights that pertain to the Bay
Curley, Governor Ely, or Senators gain the seat through assuming the
State's part in the historic meeting.
apWalsh and Coolidge. It would
expenses of the Porto Rican delegaA Wrong Cue
give
would
he
post
Isuch
In
that,
pear
One of the first matters to diaturb
me party tion, but if the rumor disturbed him
to
more
experience
In his
serenity of the Massachusetts
it.
It was not apparent. Mayor Curley the
than he would receive from
delegates after their arrival In the
wanted to be in a. posi:.- 1on to appear
No Fights
Windy city was a vitriolic attack on
anticbefore' that convention If the need Governor Roosevelt and his campaign
The Bay State delegates had
meet- required In the cause of Roosevelt
manager, Ferles, issued from Sni,Lh
ipated a stormy organization
oozed harmony. and anyway to have the opportunity headquarters in the name of Govfairly
it
but
ing
elecfor the
of displaying ha eloquence to the ernor Ely. It was promptly branded
When the time Came
committeeman Mr. convention crowd Whether the need an outright forgery and
ordered
tion of a national
was prop- required it or not. Without the seat withdrawn from
eirctilation to the
Coakley said he believed it
in
party
leader of the
he could not have taken part in the newspapers of the country. The blame;
er that the
be it member of the convention but. with It he was en- for Its issii3nce was placed by the
the state should
particu- titled to the privilege of speemeg
national committee. He was
_
6111774/1ee..,"
a man wha. when he could gain reco nition. Th
larly glad to nominate
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had made such a splendid record as convention organization was in charge
chief executive. That settled it. of the Roosevelt supporters and with
There were no other nomination.' knowledge of his effort on behalf of
Others who had seriously cherished the New York governor it would not
the idea of fighting Coakley with be difficult to secure that recognitheir own candidacies meekly sub- tion.
Coakley Withdraws
mitted to the election of the govMayor Curley sat on the platform
It can be said here without ;fear
ernor, reallzing how futile it would with other distinguished party leadhad
Mr.
Coakley
that
of contradiction
be to contest against him.
ers during some of the convention
on the day the national committeeMiss Mary H. Ward of Boston sessions but it WU not until the last
man was chosen a sufficient number
gained the woman's seat on the Na- two sessions that he spoke. He sec' of pledged votes to insure his electional committee from the Bay State. onded briefly the nomination of Govtion. But no sooner had he arrived
Mrs, Nellie F. Sullivan of Fall River, ernor Rooevelt but his most ambi/12 Chicago than he learned of Sens
the retiring member was placed in tious effort from the platform was in
'ator Waleh's opposition: The Senanomination but withdrew. Mrs. Sul- behalf of Speaker Gardner, with
tor did not go himself to Coakley
livan had aroused considerable feel- whom he had served on congressional
but when Governor Ely arrived on
ing among the members uf the Smith committees, years before. He secondthe morning of the organization
delegation because of her candidacy ed his nomination on the last day of
conference
meeting he had a long
on the Roosevelt ticket. but her the convention.
with him concerning the national
nomination revealed that, the antiThis speech was best described by
committee post. The result was that
Roosevelt feeling was not as deep- a Chicago correspondent with a funwith
talk
long
a
had
the governor
seated as had been believed.
I nybone for a pencil. Of this Curley
Mr. Coakley, who voluntarily witha Seat
Gets
Curley
platform appearance he wrote for his
drew to assuage any fear that harIf the Smith delegates had expect- newspaper:
mony would be fractured in the Bay
ed to keep Mayor Curley Irons gainPoking Fun at Curley
State delegation.
ing a place on the convention floor
be
to
Curley of Boston, cl!sguised
want
"Mayor
not
did
Ely
Governor
so that he would have the right to
from Porto Rico, came
a member of the national commit- ( take part in the proceedings at ary as a delegate
3.20 to arouse the first
at
forward
.
tee. particularly, but he was forced time they were sorely disappointed
boos of the afternoon. They were
True he was denied a place with the
to take it because Mr. Coakley would
not such good boos as he aroused last
Massachusetts delegation through his
not have withdrawn for any other
night when Porto Rico yielded to him
the
on
but
primaries
defeat in the
permitted him to second the
and
condithe
of
one
was,
person. It
first day of the convention he connomination of Roosevelt. But they
tions of his withdrawal. It is safe founded his foes by gaining a seat
good as his associates from
Porto Rico delegation, an were as
enough to record that Governor Ely with the
s could muster and in a
Massachusett
naaccomplishment that received
did not exactly share the opinion of
ha rmonlous afternoon seemed q u te
tion-wide publicity and was to figure
loud, clear and sustained.
the leaders that Mr. Coakley's elec- frequently in the campaign.
"Mr. Curley explained everything
would
for
committee
looking
national
gone
had
Mayor Curley
tion to the
how he came to be voting for
be detrimental to the party. He has a seat soon after his arrival in the except
Rico. He drew a touching picalways been represented as feeling convention city and finally learned Porto
ture of conditions on his native islthat it would have been well to elect that Mrs. Ella B. K. Dooley who had
unemployment in the great
and—the
perand
place
been elected a delegate from Porto
Mr. Coakley to the
Porto Rican industrial center, Demit the committee to profit from his Rico was unable to attend. The detroit—the unrest in Porto Rico's largkeen political mind. His decision to legation had the authority to fill
est
city, New York.
came
withdraw
to
the vacancy ..dth the approval of
ask Mr. COakley
"The press box suspecting that Mr,
only at the earnest solicitation of the the convention and he prevailed upon
Curley might be crashing a gate in
leaders who didn't relish the idea of the remaining members to give him
violation of agreements w:th Oneplace.
Is
the
the seat. The filling of vacancies
Coakley having
Eyed Connolly, labeled him TwoIn the light of developments It Is a convention formality that attracts : Eyed Curley and gave him suitable
the delegates
a much mooted question, even to- little attention from
place in the dispatches.
have and it was not until the preliminarday, whether Coakley should
1
"At the conclusion a Two-Eyed
place. ies had been entirely completed that
had the national committee
Curley's Porto Rddln speech, the delethe
Bossaw
the
Bay
delegates
State
demhas
he
convention
Since the
got up to stretch and got some
seated nnder the Porto gates
onstrated that he enjoys the confi- ton mayor
exercise in an unexpected march
at
voters Rican banner, apparently smiling
dence of the majority of the
around the hall. The kiltie kids from
his coup.
in his councillor district who have
Oklahoma led the parade."
governthe
of
Wanted to Speak
elected him a member
The convention proceedings with
comAll through the convention Mayor the subsequent nomination of Govor's council. In the national
have
mittee post he probably would
Cutiley occupied the seat and became ernor Roosevelt and Speaker Gardner
matter of
had more influence in the
popular with his Porto Rican asao- are so generally known that there
but
distribution of Federal patronage
appears little need to recount, them
prevail elates. His foes spread the word that
eoUld hardly have hoped to
in this narrative except to touch the
over Mayor ; It coat the mayor considerable to
Roosevelt
Governor
with
high lights that pertain to the Bay
Senators
or
Curley, Governor Ely,
gain the seat through assuming the State's part in the historic meeting.
Walsh and Coolidge. It soul(' ap- expenses of the Porto Rican delegaA Wrong Cue
give
pear that in Such post he would
One of the first matters to disturb
tion, but if the rumor disturbed him
party
tne
to
more
In his experience
the serenity of the Massachusetts
it.
it was not apparent.. Mayor Curley
than he would receive from
delegates after their arrival in the
appear
a
in
Fights
be
to
wanted to
position
No
Windy city was a vitriolic attack on
had anticbefore' that convention if the need Governor Roosevelt and his campaign
The Bay State delegates
organization meet- required In the cause of Roosevelt ! manager Farley, issued from Smith
ipated a stormy
oozed harmony. and anyway to have the opportunity headquarters In the name of GOvfairly
it
ing but
for the elec- of displaying h.s eloquence to the ernor Ely. It was promptly branded
When the time came
committeeman Mr. convention crowd Whether the need an outright forgery and
ordered
tion of a national
was prop- required it or not. Without the seat withdrawn from circulation to the
Coakley said he believed it
lender of the party In he could not have taken part in the newspapers of the country. The blame
er that the
be. Ft member of the convention but with it he was en- for its issuance was placed by the
the state should
paribn?._.
titled to the privilege of speaking
national committee. He was
a man who. , when he dould gain reco ninon. Tri
nominate
to
glad
lady
might render the party as a whole
susceptible to damaging criticism.
Such leaders as Senator Walsh were
bitterly opposed to the choice of
Coakley for the post.

governor's secretary, DeWitt C. DeWolf on the shoulders of Dan Coakley.
Governor Ely had not reached the
convention city at that time, having stopped over in Pittsburg and
could not have Issued the statement.
He supported M. DeWolf's assertion,
"It's ail utter forgety and a damnable outrage."
The moment Mr. DeWolf learned
of the statement he hurried to the
Smith headquarters in an angry
mood:
"Kill that statement. It, is Issued
by you people without authority,
Stop it now and tell the newspapers
of the country that Governor Ely
will not stand for the use of It in
his name," he said.
The mimeograph machines were
still running off hundreds of copies.
Smith headquarters refused to stop
them.
The Disputed Statement
Mr. DeWolf said the Smith managers told him they had Mr. Coakley's
Word It had been approved by the
governor and Senator Walsh. Both
the senator and Mr. Coakley denied
this.
The statement, about 1000 words
In length accused Governor Roosevelt and his managers of political
The proposed attempt by

chicanery.

the Roosevelt managers to abrogate
the two-third rule was branded as a
"Roosevelt plot."

Campaign

Man-

ager Parley was denounced as a preThe Roosevelt managers
varicator.
were charged with deception and miltrepresentation.
And Governor Ely was finally quoted In this statement as saying: "It
Is the prayer of the RepUblican party
that Governor Roosevelt will be nominated because he will be the easiest
man to beat."
The chief press agent of the Smith
forces said the statement was approved by Senator Walsh. He described Mr. DeWolf as "an old fuddyczn.'t kaow whet it's all
,
du:lay whP dr,
about."
Mr. DeWolf was properly furious
and gave his own version of the incident.
"Dan Coakley of Boston and two
men from the Smith headquarters,
whose names I do not remember because they didn't strike me as being
important came into my room in the
hotel a short time after I arrived
in Chicago," he said.

President-elect Roosevelt and Matvor Curley of Boston.
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MURPHYACADI
NEW MAYOR'S
IGROUP, CURLEY
VICE -PRESIDENI
Cerrnak, Anderson, Hoan Elected Trustees in Washington
Parley
Washington, Feb. I 8—Mayors of the
'principal cities today perfected, a permanent organization to be kaovvn as t
'the United States Conference of Mayors. These officers were elected:—
Frank Murphy. Detroit, presMel
Nol o ; alay,a M. J. curio., :Boston,
vice-president. and Mayor Anton J.
Cermak, Chicago, Mayor William A.
Anderson, Minneapolis and Mayor
Daniel Roan, Milwaukee, trustees.
Mayor Cepmalc, however, was prevented from attending the eonference
here by the would-he assassin of Presbier t-eleot Roosevelt, wiiose bullet
struck him,
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State Department's policies wou,u
put the price of eminence too high.
And he likes the Senate.
In no event will he take the Treasury job.
•

•

•

GLASS
If Senator Glass goes to Treasury
it will be, one might say, on the
wings of a Byrd. The '75-year-old
fighter has admiration and affection
for the ex-Governor. He would like
to see Byrd get his seat in the Senate.
Steagall as an alternate, should
Glass decline, is given no weight by
New Yorkers. Swagar Sherley, of
Kentucky, or Howard Bruce, of Maryland, are rated as actual possibilities
—as assistants, or more.
•

•

Miss Lauretta H.reinner of Chicago and Miss Mary Qiir_LI
the
daughter of Boston's mayor, are
dodging
snow of the north at
Reach, Fla.
__—,00"
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for wide government aid to municipalities faced with default and with
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SMITH
, If Al Smith is offered anything by
the incoming President all signs will
have failed. Nor is he likely to accept the New York mayoralty nomination. There are excellent reasons
for believing the brown derby will not
play a political role in the future—
outside of press notices.

growing relief burdens was presented
to the Senate Banking Committee today by spokesmen for the mayors of
40 American cities.
The resolution, adopted at a conference of mayors here this week,
asked liberalization of the Reconstruction Finance Corp. act to permit loans to cities or counties to "re.
lie-vs their financial condition" and
urged that the government assume
larger financial responsibPity in
fighting unemployment.

Tax Delinquencies Cited.
Mayor Frank Murphy of Detroit,
CURRY
in presenting the resolution, emphaAnother political fade-out is likely, sized that "municipal debts built up
to be John Curry, of Tammany Hall.' in over-expansion periods would last
He has strong influences working for
some years" and that tax delinquem
him. He will have stronger forces in
cies in many instanc
were 40 per
opposition. The new administration
cent, this year.
is most unlikely to play ball with
Mayor
James H. ui ey of Boston I
him.
(
ii
,
e;;;;
:›
b
the count
• • •
uld be pross now "if w
n't destroyed
MeK EE
thewage scale and ut through soWASHINGTON, Feb. 18.—(By
The gift of silence is being emcalled economies that prevent a
international News Service.)—May- ployed steadfastly by the man most
or Anton J. Cermak of Chicago, probable as the next Collector of the, man's hiring labor."
He said the private citizen was not
lying in a hospital bed at Miami, Port of New York—Joseph V. McKee.'
wounded by an assassin's bullet, Neither as Director of the Federal ' responsible for unemployment relief
today was named a trustee of the Budget nor as United States district` work, explaining: "In our city we
attorney have the guessers placed
have never had a Community Chest
United
States
Conference
ot him correctly.
and we have only passed the hat
Mayors.
• •
*
once."
This organization was formed at.
,
The Senate, meantime, under strict
a conference of mayors called here CURLEY
Ittlprritings eternal in Mayor Curlimitation of debate was expected to
to consider ways and means of alvote on the $500,000,000 La Folletteleviating unemployment. Other of- ley's breast. Something good at F.
D. R.'s hands is counted upon as is
ficers elected were: President, MayCostlgan relief bill.
the dawn. But it's odds-on no offer
or Frank Murphy, De
vice has been made to date.
Public %Yorks Program Urged.
president, Mayor M..1.
, Bos• • •
The mayors propose that the govton; trustees, Mayors
Ander- FARLEY
ernment embark on a $5,000,000,000
son, Minneapolis, and lan el Hoan,
Washington and the Postmaster
public works program and that
the
Generalship are likely to be but stepReconstruction Finance Corp. help
2 FT'PE Tx ply
ping-stones for big Jim Farley. He
finance cities which cannot obtain
8 -w -053. wants the Governor's chair for New
further bank loans.
York State. When Governor Lehman
NEW YORK
The R. F. C. would be permitted
steps up Farley la in line to reach
to outline economies before making
By James McMullin
the goal—of his present ambitions.
!loans where such a step was neces• • •
GOVERNORS
sary to make the city's credit good.
The March 6 conference between COX
Senator Wagner.(D), New York,
the new President and the State Gov- has been estimated as a probability
has a complete substitute for the
ernors is rated here as a big-time
For auld lang syne James M. Cox
I La Follette-Costigan measure proplan by those close to Mr. Roosevelt. for placing in the new scheme of
viding an additional $300,000,000 of
There will be complete freedom of things. This seems totally unfounded.
Reconstruction Finance Corp. funds
give and take on both sides. Discus- A recently-suffered stroke has made
for state relief loans and liberalizasion on a wide scale is expected.
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The meeting will not change the Post.
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If he declines it will be for reasons
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ernment financing. The same prothe routine politicians. Having them
visions are Incorporated in his sub.
wreck the ideala he holds for the
stitute.
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Relief Needs Placed Before
Senate Banking
Committee.

•

REVENUE
Daniel C. Roper, certain to be wellplaced, is given the inside track by
President-to-be advisers for headship
of Internal Revenue. Robert Gore's
selection, as reported, is not credited.
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Curley's Plea for Federal Aid

S

•

Mayor Curley of Boston, who has not reduced
municipal ribenses and who opposes cuts in
salary lists, pleaded Saturday before a committee of the United States Senate for such liberalization of the reconstruction act as to per-j
niit Federal loans to cities on their bonds, tax
anticipation warrants.or tax delinquency notes.
Speaking for Boston, that has not reduced
expenditures and a city in a State whose government has not yet reduced expenditures, he
pleaded for loans from the Federal Govern
trient that is cutting its budget by 15 per cent
and for which the President-elect and Congress
is said to be planning a 25 per cent reduction.
Mayor Curley pleaded, moreover, to a Government in distress over a progressively unbajr.
_
anced budget affecting the credit of the whole
Nation and one of the jokes in the affair is that
I the taxpayers of Boston would have to pay a
1 major share of the money that city borrowed
from the Federal Government and the money
that the Federal Government Would have to
borrow from the people.
Neither Boston nor any other city in the
Commonwealth is more entitled fa Federal aid
- than many if not most of the towns of the
Commonwealth that are having difficulty in
making both ends meet and neither Boston nor
any other city that has not reduced municipal
costs is as much entitled to it as cities and
towns in the State that have struggled to care
far themselves financially through substantial
cuts in their budgets.
In the circumstances the plea of Boston for
Federal aid in borrowing more money is a glaring anomaly and must be until Boston and the
state government have reduced their public expenditures and thereby relieve all cities and
towns of some of the burden that is now theirs.
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Municipal Finances
The forming of the Mayors' Conference of
the United States and the adoption of resolutions urging Congress to authorize the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make relief
loans to municipalities, developments of a
Washington meeting called on the initiative of
Mayor Murphy of Detroit, draw attention to the
financial plight of some American cities.
Mayor.
jiiirley_of Boston introduced the resolutions calling for Federal loans. He termed
them essential to the continued operation and
existence of American municipalities, and said
they would bridge the gap between .the necessities of the present and the future success of
Mr. Roosevelt in improving the economic and
financial situation. The conference also declared
for a $5,000,000,000 Federal appropriation for
public works and appointed a committee to formulate an industrial program for relief of the
unemployed.
If every needy agency, public and private,
'Lust turn to the Federal Treasury for relief,
prospects for rehabilitating our national finances
will seem dim. So far as municipalities are
concerned, it is conceded that this will be a
trying year for most of them. It is of interest,
however, to observe the wide variation of conditions among the leading cities of the United
States, as brought to attention by F. L. Bird,
director of municipal research of Bradstreet's,
in a current magazine article.
Some cities have fared well because they
had managed their affairs with a margin of
safety against a rainy day. Others were in no
position to meet reverses. Some had the wisdom
to practise retrenchment in time, and some were
protected by charter provisions designed to safeguard against running upon the rocks. It will
be profitable to devote some study to practises
of cities leading to their present situations.
I
Naturally, widely varying results are shown In
respect to tax collections. Industrial conditiaih
doubtless were a large governing factor in this
'connection. A large Northwestern city failed
to collect 50 per cent of its tax levy in 1931,
while a Connecticut city in the same year collected all but 4 per cent, and a city in the
Middle West all but 1.2 per cent.
It is not easy for a municipality to correet
unsound practises and reach a stable footing
when taxes are hard to collect and welfare ex-I
renditures mount. Mayor Curley estimates unpaid taxes for 1932 as between 20 and 30 per
cent, and predicts they will be still larger in
1933. In such a situation many cities feel the
need of help from without. How many of them
are prepared to square themselves with sound
tipsiness rules if they obtain the needed relief? 1
Tile Boston charter, among others, is under fire.
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Mayor Curley Woid
Be Good Navy Head
HE Associated Press reports that Mayor James M. urley,
rankof Boston, is likely to be the secretary of the navy i
lin D. Roosevelt's cabinet.
The country has ample.reasons for hoping that this will
prove true.
New England deserves representation in the Roosevelt cabinet, and in selecting Mayor Curley for the navy portfolio the
new president will be making a. commendable choice. .
Mayor Curley's own long record in public office gives assurance that he will make an excellent secretary of the navy. His
vigorous patriotism, with the backing of a patriotic democratic
administration, may be confidently relied upon to save the navy
yards—not only the navy yards of New England coast, but
those of the whole nation—from the ruinous attacks of the falseeconomy cohorts in Washington.
On a broader scale, every branch of the naval service needs
as secrethe strengthening which Mayor Curley's appointment
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, Will AOODIN
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Associated Pres,

Feb. 25.—
HYDE PARK, N. Y,
policy took
The new national fiscal
ent-elect
shape here today as Presid
of
Roosevelt called in his secretary
in of
the treasury, William H. Wood
New York.
A balanced budget before July
n1, the beginning of the gover
Mr.
ment's bookkeeping year, is
Roosevelt's aim. He is relying
principally on economies through
to
reorganization
government
wipe out red ink.
Revenue collections through
beer legislation also are counted
upon.
WAITS ACCOUNTING
Until an accounting of probable
expenditures and collections for the
next year is possible any decision
on the new taxes is unlikely. Also,
the President-elect wants to see
what the new income taxes produce at the first quarterly collection on March 15.
Meanwhile, the national business
situation, including conditions in
railroad and banking, is also receiving attention. It is emphasized
here that Mr. Roosevelt is optimistic about this.
Coming here fresh from a parley with Secretary Ogden L.
Mills, the Hoover administrator
of the treasury, Woodin also Is
believed ready to talk war debts
relief and the relation of this
question to the national financial
policy.
IMPORTANT POSTS
The president-elect made long
strides in his selection of men to
fill important posts at yesterday's
!parley with James A. Farley, national chairman, but there were no
announcements. Also there was
ay last night about a
not
ere by Mayor James
of Boston, mentioned for I
. Cu
mitt s er to the Irish Free State.
The name of Jesse Straus, New
York merchant, continues to be
heard in the discussion for a high
place. He is mentioned for an ambassadormip, possibly at Paris or
Havana.
Henry Morgenthitu jr., New York
state conservation commissioner, is
regarded as the next chairmmi of
the farm board with the job of coordinating all government farm
wnrIcirm !mit
agencies into
RAILIJCII HESITANT
There is beginning to be soma
.doubt whether Bernard M. Baruck,
,New York financier, will head th.f.
:American delegation to the ettes
!mimic conferenet that now appears imminent. Baruch has been
hc:,itant obmit accepting public
•
office.
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E CITIES of the nation,
IN WASHINGTON TO PLEAD FOR FEDERAL AID FOR LARG
the Senate Banking Comthese mayors are shown discussing their plans before presenting them to
of Detroit, Mich., and'
y
Murph
Frank
mittee. Left to right are Mayors James J. Curley p f Boston,
Howard Jackson of Baltimore, Md.

FARLEY WILL TALK
WITH ROOSEVELT
ON APPOINTMENT

He also gave a surprise wan bile
statement that Representative Lewis
Douglas, youthful Arizona advocate of
be his
economy in government, would
new budget director. Douglas led the
economy drive in the House and will
elt to use the
be relied upon by Roosevil
ax on Government expenditures in the
sweeping reorganization e plans.

..__„.
He disclosed that Douglas now is
g
at
Washington with Swagar
workin
Sherley of Kentucky and Daniel C.
Roper of South Carolina in the preparation of reorganization data. Roper
ary
a,ne
ed edeiliintitifelyRassetvheeltSecret
regard
Is ,::,
mmerc

n y very preliminary reports have
been received so far, but he expects
a program in shape for subto
have
Farley Invited to Hyde Park.
'mission to the extra session of the new
Before leaving here today, Mr. Roose- Congress that will make possible milr , inderligind
i tyFa
with
u n vit
go
totouch
.into
tdgioln
S .zetle
where •lions of dollars in economy.
remain
will
ly
probab
ent
he next Presid
I
to
for most of the time before going
44
VMSfiefiVereiN —O.C -f2Yelvinfel7,
Washington for inauguration.
Boston
of
Mayor James M. Curley
tes on
Is one of the Roosevelt intima office.
4c, -(4
ICA.8 the list for appointment to high
last
The President-elect came here
of
night to attend the annual dinner
Assothe Legislative Correspondents' execuciation. He called first at the Roosetive mansion, where he and Mrs. Her
velt were guests of Gov. and Mrs.
bert Lehman at tea.
Spends Night at Mansion.
in
Reaching the State capital early
he
-o.e.,4-F 44-4,4 80:z A/.714:
the evening for the first time since on Wits
left the governorship of the State h
re throug
Janttery 2, Mr. Roosevelt rode
alert po„ lines of cheering citizens. An Roosevelt
lice guard picked up the
President-Elect Attends Dinner 02 party
at the city entrance and with
ve
sirens blowing led it to the executi
stood
Legislative Corresponients
mansion, where another crowd
the
Washington.—Meeting here, execuon the street outside. He spent
in Albany.
tives of 49 cities, including Mayors of
night at the mansion.
today
25 of the biggest in the Nation, asked
In the quiet of Hyde Perk
Congress to immediately authorize the
Roosevelt and Farley expect to make
perPress.
the
ted
of
on
Associa
selecti
the
the
in
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to '
BY
esi- long strides
new
ALBANY, N. Y., February 24.—Pr
sonnel for the key positions in the a- make relief loans to cities and to purJames A. government. Several hundred nomin
chase municipal tax-anticipation wardent-elect Roosevelt called
chairman tions probably will be submitted to the rants. The situation was described as
Farley, Democratic national
March
on
Senate
the
of
urgent and Mayor Curley of Boston de- •
to his side special session
and master of patronage,
clared enactment of the proposed leg16 for confirmation.
the
Dougn on
As Mr. Roosevelt announced
islation is essential to the continued
today to make final decisio
necessary to las' selection and said he was already operation and even the very existencel
rnultitude of appointments
itaauthor
in
d
learne
was
it
of the municipalities of America.
Government at work,
put the new Democratic
The conference reaffirmed its pre4
tive circles in Washington that Mr.
left
They
4.
ant
March
Roosevelt would fill another import
vious support of a Federal appropriaInto operation on
Robert
lt's
Judge
Rooseve
post with appointment of
tion of at least $5,000,000 for a public
Albany at 10:30 a.m. for Mr.
W. Bingham, Louisville publisher, as works program.
Park at noon.
home, arriving at Hyde
London.
to
ador
Ambass
The conference effected permanent'
all effects comThe President-elect to
organization as The Mayors ConferIs Aim.
on
nizati
Reorga
ng
the
Slashi
with
night
ence of the United States." It met at
Mpleted his cabinet last
Dern, , Mr. Roosevelt intends to make one the call of Mayor Frank Murphy of Deannouncement that George H.
slashing reand
ng
swsepi
most
the
of
be his
troit to discuss means of tin a ncial reformer Governor of Utah, would
organizations of government attempted lief for cities.
r cent htstory
ecretiii uf War.
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Key Positions Will Be Discussed in Conference at
Hyde Park.

MAYOR CURLEY OF BOSTO N
ON LIST FOR HIGH PLACE

•
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-MAYORS ASK FOR R. F. C.
RELIEF LOANS TO CITIES
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Morgenthau has been Mr. Roosevelt's liason officer on agricultural
matters, if he gets the faint post,
the task will fall to him to coordinate the activities of the various
with farm
federal agencies dea '
relief.
Cur y, of BosMayor James
e Roosevelt
ton, was a visitor at
another who
night.
last
Ecallomy home
!is due for important recognition in
'reward for campaign services, but
the spot has not yet been determin ed.
York
Jesse I. Straus, New
merchant prince, has been mentioned for either ambassador to
Paris or to Cuba.
Tonight, Mr. Roosevelt will motor to Staatsburg, where a large
group of "old neighbors" hay
iylanned a farewell party fo

TO REVIEW
•

PROGRAM

Rail Relief Also To Re
Discussed At Con.
ference At Roosevelt Home.
By FREDERICK A. STORM.
United Frees Staff Correspondent.

•

Hyde Park, N. Y., Feb. 25 (UP.).—
Moving into his last week of preparation for the program of rehabilitation which he expects to start putting into effect as soon as he is in,augurated, President-elect Roosevelt
today summoned William H. Woodin, new secretary of the treasury,
'for a financial conference.
Budget balancing, railroad restoration and government reorganization were on the program for the
:informal meeting at Krum Elbow.
,the Roosevelt estate.
One week from today, Mr. Roose•
velt will assume the presidency.
Both in award of important offices
,and completion of plans, he has
much to do.
Mr. Roosevelt is drawing heavily
upon Woodin's experience as one of
the nation's leading business executives and fiscal experts in the work
preliminary to translatjrig hiS policies into definite action.
Friends thought the two men
!would go over proposals for saving
,millions of dollars annually in re•
duced government expenrlitp7c;s u- ,
pt-nding bill greatly i)road^-1-,'
iag the president's powers over independent offices.
As to the railroad situation, steps
carrying out the pledges made in
Mr. Roosevelt's Salt Lake City
speech during the campaign were
expected to be diacussed. Woodin,
head of the American Car and
'Foundry Company, has been the
closest adviser of Mr. Roosevelt,on
the transportation question.
War debts also may be considered.
Patronage Question
In the quiet of his country home, I
the president-elect expected over .
the week-end to give close attention to patronage involving important jobs that must be filled Immediately after he takes office.
The patronage situation was re- !
viewed yesterday with James A. 1
Farley, Democratic national chair- :
man, and the next postmaster gen- !
i
eral.
Mr. Roosevelt announced that he '
would not make public the names
of further appointees until the first
of next week.
Speculation concerning domestic 1
appointments continued today to I
link the names of Henry Morgen..!
thau, Jr., to the chairmanship of ,
the federal farm board, and Thomas
Lynch, of Poughkeepsie, to the collectorship of the port of New_Anvc.

•
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Curley's Plea for -Vederal Aid

Mayor C e of Bos ton, who has not reduced
ses and who opposes cuts in
municipal
salary lists, pleaded :iiaturday before a committee of the United States Senate for such liberalization of the reconstruction act as to permit Federal loans 'to cities on their bonds, tax
anticipation warrants or tax delinquency notes.
Speaking for Boston, that has not reduced
expenditures and a city in a State whose government.has not yet reduced expenditures, he
pleaded for loans from the Federal Govern
trent that is cutting its budget by 15 per cent
and for which the President-elect and Congres:is said to he planning a 25 per cent reduction.
Mayor Curley pleaded, moreover, to a GAv1
:
' crnment in distress over a progressively unbalanced budget affecting the credit of the whole
tNation and one of the jokes in the affair is that
The taxpayers of Boston would have to pay a
I major share of the money that city borrowed
from the Federal Government and the money
that the Federal Government would have to
borrow from the people.
Neither Boston nor any other city in the
Ferrfo
Commonwealth is more entitled to
of the
towns
than many if not most of the
Commonwealth that are having difficulty in
making both ends meet and neither Boston nor
any other city that has not reduced municipal
costs is as much entitled to it as cities and
towns in the State that have struggled to care
for themselves 4pancially through substantial
cuts in their btilfgets.
In the circumstances the plea of Boston for
Federal aid in borrowing more money is a glaring anomaly and must be until Boston and the
state government have reclnced their public expenditures and thereby relieve all cities and
towns Csome of the burden that is now theirs.

1
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MAYOR CURLEY AND THE INAVY

In recent years many wise remarks have been directed against
Boston by the intelligentsia. "Irish
controlled," "New Ireland," "the
last home of prudery," "where only
censorship can exist," are a few
of the choice criticisms directed by
those whose noses are carried
loftily. For this reason we hardly
expected this statement made by
Mayor Curley at the meeting of
the Mayors in Washington last
Friday: "We, in Boston, are perhaps more fortunate than others.
But in common with every section,
we had reason to believe and did
believe the depression would not
be of as great duration as it was.
We thought in two years it would
be over. In our city at the present time we have met every financial and every humanitarian obligation without removing a single
employe of the 20,000 on our rolls
and without reducing a salary."
Of all the cities represented at
the meeting only Boston has met
its financial obligations, maintained salaries and kept op the
payroll.

,-211/C4C: - 4

IE ASSOCIATED PRESS reports that Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston is likely to be the Secretary of the Navy
in Franklin D. Roosevelt's Cabinet.
The country has ample reasons for hoping that this will
prove true.
New England deserves representation in the Roosevelt
Cabinet, and in selecting Mayor Curley for the Navy portfolio
the new President will be making a commendable choice.
Mayor Curley's own long record in public office gives
assurance that he will make an excellent Secretary of the
Navy. His vigorous patriotism, with the backing of a patriotic Democratic administration, may be confidently relied
upon to save the Navy Yards—not only the Navy Yards of
the New England Coast, but those of the whole nation—from
the ruinous attacks of the false-economy cohorts in Washington.
On a broader scale, every branch of the naval service
needs the strengthening which i'.11,yor Curler's appointment
as Secretary would give to naval policies. For years the
internationalists and the "Little Navy" politicians have been
scuttling the American fleet. Mayor Curley's militant Americanism is vitally needed to save the Navy from extinction4
and to make our first line of defense what it should be.
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'SENATOR GLASS
CONGRATULATED
ON CABINET JOB
Denies He Has Accepted
Treasury Post.
f Chicago Tribune Pregs Service.]
v,.ishington, D. C., Jan. 27.—[Specfahl—Senator Carter Glass [Dem.,
Va.] was overwhelmed with congratulations by fellow senators and others
today on his selection by President
Elect Roosevelt for secretary of the
treasury, a post he held in the Wilson
administration. He was pleased at the
attention he received, but told everybody that "there is not a word of
truth" in the reports that he has
accepted the offer.
He did say, however, that he had
received the offer of the cabinet place.
Nor did Senator Thomas J. Walsh
[Dem., Mont.] deny that he had been
offered the post of attorney general
in the Roosevelt cabinet. He is understood to have the offer under consideration, gossip having it that he would
prefer to be secretary of state.
Three Are Mentioned.
For the office of state, the men most
*widely mentioned have been Owen D.
Young, Norman H. Davis, and Bernard
altaktelletta a11 of New York. Mr.

AMC:RI-6541u
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Young, it has been reported, might
he prevented from accepting a cabinet
office because of the fact that his busi- I
nest connections demand his continued services.
If reports be true, there revolves
around the person of former Gov.
Harry Flood Byrd of Virginia considerable maneuvering in connection with
cabinet offices. Mr. Byrd, a vice chairman of the Democratic national committee and a strong supporter of Mr.
Roosevelt during the campaign, is a
dominating factor in Virginia politics.
It Is said that Mr. Byrd is anxious
to come to the senste and that when
six weeks or more ago it was suggested to him he might have the office
of secretary of agriculture in the
Roosevelt cabinet, he immediately said
that if Virginia was to have a cabinet
office it should by all means go to
one of th two Virginia senators, Senator Glass or Senator Swanson.
Byrd May Be Senator.
Should Senator Glass become secretary of the treasury, that would leave
Mr. Byrd in a position to enter the
senate. In the event that Senator
Glass did not wish to become secretary of the treasury, Senator Swanson might be prevailed upto to accept
the office of secretary of the navy,
it is thought. There, too, the way'
would be made clear for Mr. Byrd
to enter the senate.
The navy fortfolio, if Senator Swanson remains in the sena
ay go to
former Senator Gerry o
h e Island
or to'Sdayor James M.
rI
of BosLon.
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Two Main Troubles
Two Boston addreases early this
week happened separately to point
out what are perhaps the main dif,ficultles in getting out of the trying
!economic eonditions in which we
are now floundering. One address
was that of Roger Babson In the
form of a letter in which he deplored the ignorance of the average
lawmaker as to economics and finance. Ile said:

F,E8 - a .1- •••1? 33 .

The American theory of government really demands that every individual shall put the good of all
before the good of himself or any
other Individual. That Is a large order, but the American system of
government will never operate with
complete effectiveness until that
order is filled. It has taken the recent experiences with welfare work
to emphasize this conclusion as
never lwr-rve.
StVOReSr.C.0?-114ArS;_21,4*

"We do not allow a man to
praztice medicine who has no
We
knowledge of anatomy.
demand that our school teachers shall be graduates of norWe
mal training schools.
insist that even plumbers, janitors, and electricians shall pass
certain examinations in their
'professions,' before hanging
Yet, we elect
out a shingle.
men to Congress to govern us
anti determine our economic
future who do not know the
elementary principles of civics
or economics.
"So long as we could exist
on our extraordinary natural
resources . . . this careless
system has, after a fashion,
But, in this war
worked.
against depression, the igaoranee of our congressmen is
driving us further into the
mire."
Tile other address. was that of
ilay to a gathering of
Maz
mili=s -and social workers. Reporting this address a Boston paper
said:
'The mayor said the public
must make up its mind that
this Government Is more than
the business of politicians. It
must make up its mind that it is
everybody's business and each
individual must make his own
contribution to it right solution.
Pul'ing out of the depression is
not the charge of the Democratic party but of the American people."
Neither of these two speakers
knew what the other was saying,
but their remarks taken together
go a long way toward putting a
finger on the main troubles. If the
government of this nation, and
every city and town composing it,
were made up of those who have
had speCial training for their positions, and at the same time the
people could he made to realize
that government is everybody's
, business and everybody must have ,
l a share In it and give it active and 1
loyal support day by day instead of:
only at election time, things would
be different from what they are.

I/rt./1715

STATE DEPT. POST
FOR PHILLIPS SEEN
Bay Stater Reported as
Hull Under-Secretary
I Special to tile Telegram
WASHINGTON, Feb. 24.—The report that Welton Phillips, long a
career diplomat'in the U. S. foreign
service and whese home state is
Massachusetts, is. to be named under-secretary of state, though lacking official confirmation is widely
accepted at the Capital as accurate.
If it proves true, Secretary of State
Hull will have at his elbow an experienced veteran in the handling
of foreign affairs and in the administration of the department.
Prof. Raymond Moiey appears
destined for ohe of the assistant
secretaryships in the state department which rank below the undersecretary. Howard Bruce of Baltimore, rich and conservative banker,
is regarded as definitely selected for
, under-secretary of the treasury, so
here, as in the state department,
the second in command will be an
exceptionally strong and able figure.
Many cabinet stories today are I
placing Prof. Felix Frankfurter of
Harvard as solicitor general in the
department of justice. This palce
ranks second only to the attorney
general and the solicitor general is
the one who actually handles the
law cases and appears for the government in the Supreme court. The
outgoing attorney general, William
D. Mitchell, was solicitor general
during the Coolidge administration.
The report concerning Professor
Frankfurter, as matters stand tonight, appears to be somewhat more
speculative and less assured than
those pertaining to Phillips and
Bruce.
Pres dispatches from Albany this
afternoon mention Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston as "one-111" -tee
Roosevelt intimates on the list for
appointment to high office." None
of the Massachusetts Democrats in
Washington profess to know with
any certainty what high office it
if he
is that Curley is going get,
does get a high office, but recall
statements of the mayor's friends
some weeks ago that Curley, if he
did not actually make the cabinet,
was going to be named assistant
secretary of the treasury in charge
of the public buildings program.
RICHARDS.
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By JAMES li. GUILFOI I.E
that their
tion of every ambitious
pub- of the Roosevelt men
Mr. Giulfoyie brought the narra- the nomination are trained
on the first
over
go
could
te
candida
Pousually former
grew
tive last week to the attack on Hefty workers,
who ballot. In fact the opiniondrawn
litical writers for newspapers,
long
Roosevelt issued from Smith Head- devote their time to the prepare- that this would be a
quarters under Ely's name with tion of such documents for publio out battle.
dig,,I am completely fed up and
consumption. Eagerly they follow
his consent.
l at- gusted with this Roosevelt propanationa
in
pment
develo
and every
cam- ganda," Governor Ely told the
read the statement
fairs, and of the opposition
didn't like it," Mr. DeWolf Ipaigns, so every opportunity to is- newspapermen at the conclusion
continued. "It was too bit- sue devastating statements can be of the first session. "I do not pregoing to
ter. I called the governor on the improved upon. Once these have tend to know what is
Miss'stelephone in Pennsylvania, where been whipped into shape they happen in the cities of the
to .sippi valley, or in the Western seche was attending his son's wed- search for eminent personages
authorship. Con of the country.
ding, and read it to him. He agreed accept responsibility of
it was couched in inflamatory lanprocedure gives the state"But I do know, and my knowlThis
guage. He said he would not stand ments weight and standing which edge is based on a reasonable
for it and asked me to confer with they otherwise would lack. Many chance for observation, that there
to is no real sentiment for Roosevelt
Senator Walsh.
a "statesman" gives expression
for him. Of within the seaboard industrial
"Senator Walsh said to me,'This opinions manufactured
approve of the senti- states of the East and Northeast,
is an abnormal thing. It contains course, they
ed but it is not and I firmly believe from the oba harsh statement which the gov- ment express
thought out through servations I have had a chance to
ernor would regret ever having framed erefforts,
make here during the day, that
made. I agree with him that he their own
talk of Roosevelt on the first
the
this
stateover
ship
author
ersy
controv
the
The
should not accept
is a lot of ballyhoo. I do
or
Ely
ballot
Govern
Mr.
to
ted
with
accredi
left
men
ment
The
for it.'
es not know whore he is going to get
delegat
State
Bay
having
the
after
ed
furnish
ately
immedi
Coakley
excitement on their hie votes to give him the norninhanded me the statement for ap- with plenty of
Chicago. The opening ation."
in
tandday
unders
first
the
with
and
proval,
the convention gave
ing it was not to be released with- ' session of other things to think
The Two-Thirds Rule
many
them
me."
from
word
out
And while the governor had the
about.
statethe
As a matter of fact
Smith spotlight, Mr. Curley was alMme. Zulallan Sings
ment was issued from the Smith
so basking in the sunshine of acinscrip
this
elated
bore
rably
and
headquarters
They were conside
tivity. It will be recalled the Roosetion: "The following statement was that a Massachusetts girl, Mme. velt managers were considering a
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Mayor Curley, State Treasurer Charles F. Hurley, Alfred E. Smith and Governor Ely.
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BOSTON HONORS STEDMAN.
City and State Hail Captain for
M ldocean Rescue.
Special to THE NEW YORK Timms.
BOSTON, Feb. 27.—State and city
paid honor today to Captain Giles
C. Stedman, commanding officer of
the steamer American Merchant,
for his rescue in mid-ocean of twenty-two men from the British steamer Exeter City Jan. 20.
At the State House lie Witt C. De
Wolf, Secretary to the Governor,
presented the captain with a State
seal and at City Hall he received
the city to the city from Mayor
Curley.
At a testimonial luncheon under
the auspices of the Maritime Association of the Chamber of Commerce, Mayor Charles A. Ross of
Captain Stedman's native city of
Quincy presented him with a beautifully polished ball of Quincy marble, and the captain received other
gifts.
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Mayor Curley of Boston, does not
been considered for any
seem
but a minor place. It is reported
that
gets the aort of post he really.
wanted; but one can hardly imagine
his refusing a full cabinet position
if It had been offered. It is clear
that such an appointment would have
weakened the president in Massachusetts, a state that needs careful
handling if it is to be kept in line
for 1936. Politically speaking, no one
grudges Mayor Curley a minor place,
though whether he is qualified for
cne of importance is quite another
question. One has to reward one's
backers where one can.
On the whole it would appear that
the president-elect has exercised good
political judgment in the choice of
h's capinet. If the Smith faction of
I the Party has not been recognized, at

A ROOSEVELT CABINET. V
As soo: as the smoke had cleared
away at.er the campaign of last fall,
speculations began with regard to the
makeup of the next cabinet. One of
, the points of discussion referred to
the part that the Smith faction would
have in the administration. There
was perhaps a rather general expectation that an attempt would be
made to restore harmony by appointing some prominent supporter of
Governor Smith, if not the former
Democratic candidate himself, to a
cabinet position. At least it was
thought that places might go to
prominent Democrats who had taken
no part either way in the pre-convent:on contest. Newton D. Baker, Owen
D. Young and Governor Ritchie were
among those mentioned, who had
been either actively opposed to the
nomination of Governor Roosevelt, or
•
coldly neutral.
least no appointment has been made
Mr. Young took himself out of the tthat can well be -esented. If Willidm
picture by a statement as positive as 0. McAdoo had
wanted a cabinet posuch a statement could be. It is not sition, Mr. Roosevelt would have been
known, however, that Mr. Roosevelt id a corner. It would have been hard
ever wanted him. It has not trans- to ignore his claims—but to admit
Photo (c) International Newsreel
pired that Mr. Baker was consid- them would
have been considered a
JAMES M. CURLEY
ered; neither does it appear that he slap in the
face by Mr. Smith and his
would have refused to consider an blends. Fortunately for the incoming
BOSTON, March 2 (AP)—With a
appointment as secretary of State. president, Mr. McAdoo was successvolume on Confucianism tucked unAble as Mr. Baker is, probably the ful in his contest for the genet° and
der his arm and with no definite
word on possible political appointselection of one who has such a rep- prefers to serve there.
ment at the hands of President-elect
utation as an internationalist would
At every point Mr. Roosevelt's cabMayor
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin
have had a tendency to create a. prei- ine t selections have eeemea to be
James M. Curley entrained today
debt
war
of
plan
any
against
Lidice
for the inaugural at Washington.
disoreet, from the viewpoint of a,
settlement that would have had the president who wishes to build 'up a
Questioned shortly before the
train left concerning his place, if
effect of reducing the amounts to be strong personal organization without
any, in the new administration, the
paid to this country. Governor Rit- giving offense in the process to those
"I
told
newspapermen:
mayor
chie's appointment as attorney gen- who are not of his faction in the
haven't heard anything definite."
eral, the post for which he was oc- party. Yet the fact stands out that
The mayor added "It was a terrible
casionally mentioned, would have this is a Roosevelt cabinet from top
day to travel" and said he hoped
for better weather Saturday.
been roundly denounced in some tf.. bottom. It is not even purely
The mayor was accompanied by
quarters, because the Maryland gov- Democratic..
his daughter, Miss Mary Curley
ernor, besides being a wet, is thought
and her friend, Miss Loretta Brem/1/1/
•
2
1
/
- M 4
to have an excessive leaning toward
ner of Chicago and their party ininterests."
big
"the
former
McGlue,
cluded Charles H.
chairman of the state Democratic
As for Mr. Smith himself, the• •
committee, and Edmund L. Dolan,
has never been a hint based on wii••
city treasurer.
has seemd to be reliable information,
that he has been in a receptive mood.
To have invited him to a place in the
44:ehum inner councils of the administration
, 0-OR
PoR7'4
A-kW -23-/f3y_ would have been a dangerous move,
fully as likely to produce discord as
to promote harmony. There should
be the utmost mutual confidence beALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 24.—UP1—
tween a president and his cabinet;
President-Elect Roosevelt called
Smith,
Mr.
of
utterances
public
and
James A. Farley, Democratic nanever retracted, have made it evident
tional chairman and master of
that he would have entered the cab'patronage, to his side today to make
final decision on the multitude of
inet with a certain amount of disappointments necessary to put the
trust of his chief. Politically, it May
• TIOSTON, Feb. 23.—Its gray arnew Democratic government into
be added, he is too big a man for I
mor glistening in art intermittent
,taperation March 4.
the place. William J. Bryan was
rainetorm, the new 10,000-ton cruisThe President-elect to all effects
sympathetic with President Wilson
er U. S. S. Portland waft commiscompleted his cabinet with the anyard today.
iioned at Boston na
at the start, but he was not the sucnouncement that George H. Dern,
Mayor James M.furie of Boscess as a cabinet officer that a less
former governor of Utah, would be
ton and a delegatio front Portland,
outstanding
Democrat
would
'
have
,• his Secretary of War.
Me., for which city he new warship
been. That might well have proved
I He also gave a surprise with the
ng the honor
was named, were
to be the case, even If he had really
atement
that
gueste at the short but stirring cereRepresentative '
Lewis Douglas, youthful Arizona
been fitted for the position of secremonfen in which the new heavy
advocate of economy in governtary of State.
ei.uiser was formally mustered into
ment, would be his new budget divice.
On the ot her hand, the man who
theeiSa1
rector.
After a "shakedown cruise" along
was felt to have one of the best
Mayor James M. ure, of Boston
the New England coast the Portclaims to an appointment, on the
is one of the Ho se el
land will leave in a few weeks to
Intimates
of his labors for Mr. Roosevelt,
basis
•
on the list for ap int ent to
Join the fleet On the syest,,,e0Ast,..
high'
office

CURLEY LEAVES BOSTON
TO ATTEND INAUGURAL
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Political Undercurrents
By DAVID BARTLETT
New Mexico.'
Vincent Astor's friends believe his start a dude ranch in
over the
look
to
west
go
He will
appointment as assistant secretary
following the
night,
Sunday
ground
of the navy is assured. Politicians „ inauguration. The President mat/
regard this selection as a, proof of honor his son with a midsummer
'
Mr. Roosevelt's independence, for, visit. If he does, it's a safe bet the
I
politically speaking, the choice is out I ranch will be a success.
of bounds.
part of Bernard M.
The best
,
the senBaruch's testimony before
ate finance committee did not reach
of Boston was griev-1
Mayor
Senator LaFollette of
ously disat
ted in the announce. the press.
Baruch,
Inent of Senator Swanson's appoint- Wisconsin asked him: "Mr.
ment as secrbtary of the navy. The you say that we should cut $800,000,mayor expected the next head of 000 of expense? How?" To which tin'
••
the navy to come from Boston.
suave Wall streeter replied: "I ha,
It seems very likely, however, that figures before me here, but T ha \
!Mr. Curley will be consoled with the not read them:" Baruch's lieuten
embassy at Rome, for which he is ant, Jesse :Jones of Texas, is thought
entirely fitted through his knowledge to have, the promise of the chairof Italian affairs and his acquaint- manship of
the Reconstruction
ance with Premier Mussolini and the Finance corporation, of which he is
beare
tions
Pope. These considera
already a director. He was hoping
lieved to have prompted Mr. Roose- for the treasury.
The
velt to select him for this post.
mayor's friends consider him one of
Opinion among Washingtonians Is
the best read men in public life.
that when the dictator economy bill
gets plastered with all the amendAssociates of Mr. Roosevelt say he ments of all the people who are tryis still on the fence about many ap- ing to keep jobs, and with all the
pointments. He picks a man for a salary-protection jokers coming up,
certain position. Thereupon the dis- a very beautiful Greek horse will be
Political leaders delivered about March 4 to the new
sension begins.
start protesting. Democratic groups Trojan.
Leaders are divided into three
rise up against the man selected and
he doesn't look as good as he did groups regarding it. First, there are
at first. It is funny how many those headed by Vice President-elect
things seem to be wrong with him. Garner, Senator Cordell Hull, the
Mr. Roosevelt tries another man. new secretary of state, and Senator
The same performance takes DIR(e Glass, who honestly hope to make it
Possible. for Mr. Roosevelt to func.
all over again.
This is said to have been going lion quickly and efficiently; second,
on, for example, with William Phil- those who have no Interest beyond
lips of Boston and Sumner Welles ofi "passing the buck"; third, those who
Washington, both mentioned for an- expect to attach so many trailers to
-f' the hill that it cannot. possibly hurt
pointments as undersecretary n
to them.
state. Mr. 'Roosevelt is thought
have leaned first toward Mr. Weiles.
he '
Then the objections began. Now
Phillips. There
President Green of the American
is inclining to Mr.
him, Federation of Labor is more angry
are influences at work against
will get 'than his public statement indicated
too, but it looks as if he
be left over the shelving of Daniel Tobin
the post. Mr. Wellee will not
secretaryship. Mr.
though.
for the labor
cold,.
the
in
out
I
Green feels that organized labor did
in the campaign, and that
Former Governor Harry Woodring pEt lot
his choice was a definite
appear
ignoring
to
expected
not
is
of Kansas
prestige inside labor
his
was
to
he
blow
though
cabinet.
in the "little
for i ranks at a time when the unions
s
candidate
the
among
mentioned
are having a hard struggle to hold
the t reasury.
ed their membership and wages. WashWhile Robert H. Gore entertain
guests ington believes that Mr. Green'ts
lavishly In Miami, his political
think he will not pride is mortally wounded and that
.are inclined to
commissioner of in- the split will grow.
land the Job of
ternal revenue.
Homer S. Cummings of Connect'ell', who le believed to have been
Roosevelt
Mr.
that
, It is believed
to have accepted the
about our adhev- offered end
will wish to bring
governor-generalship of the Philipspethe
at
court
'erica to the World
in line for the
senate, and that pines, was originally
cial session of the
a ttorney-genera lab ip.
be
will
effect
that
to
'a resolution
the cabinet con•
'Passed along with
In the original Roosevelt set-up
r firmations.
Joseph V. McKee. New York's former acting mayor, was niched for
repoi
a nia 'riends are
hip of the. port of New
William C. Builitt to the collectors
backing
have
to be
to Franee. York. The last-minute shifts
or
ambassad
for
patthe limit
that Pennsyl- caused this ith other political
all
be
to
said
This is
administra• terns to change. Nli •Woodin's ennew
the
of
vanla asks
try into the treasury brings his inttHon.
mate, Grover Whalen. former police
1!,1111111issioner, iti'n the picture, and
second son he luny well, replace Mr. McKee.
Elliott Roosevelt, the
tbe.peesident-elect, is planning 1.01
.of

t
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Mayor Curley to Be
Italy Ambassador

n. It (INS).—Mayor
BOSTON,
who led the
James M. C
Massachu, Roosevelt ca p gn in
be United States
setts is going
ambassador to Italy, the Boston
a
Evening American announced, in
.
copyrighted article this afternoon
The ar/pointment, it is believed, is
a cli.ect result of the mayor's
friendship with Mussolini, King
Victor Emanuel and the pope. __
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OF ROOSEVELT
SHAPED
HYDE PARK, N.Y., Feb. 25.-(4')—The new national fiscal policy
took shape here today as PresidentElect Roosevelt called in his secretary of the treasury, William H.
Woodin of New York.
A balanced budget before July 1,
the beginning of the government's
bookkeeping year, is Mr. Roosevelt's aim. He is relying principally
on economies through government
reorganization to wipe out red ink.
Revenue collections through beer
legislation also are counted i‘g.:::;&.
Until an accounting of probable ex.
penditures and collections for the
next year is possible action on new
taxes is unlikely. Also. the panel.
dent-elect wants to see what the
new Income taxes produce at the
first quarterly collection on March
15.
Meanwhile, the natioual
situation, including conditions in
railroad and banking, also Is re.
ceiving attention. It Is smphaafsed
that Mr. Roceavelt Is optirniitiO
about this.
Coming here fresh from a parley
with Secretary Ogden L. MIUa, the
Hoover administrator of the treat..
ury, Woodin also is believed ready
to talk war debts relief and the relation of this question to the national financial policy.
The president-elect wade loos
strides In his selection a men to
fill important posts at yesterday's
parley with James A. Farl•y, ne
tional chairman, but there were no
Also thrre was
announcements.
nothing_t4 say last night about a
stuitlinf cell here by Mayor James
M.blluryy, of Boston. mantioned foe
mlitiettr to She Irish Free Stank
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SUA ECCELLENZA, GIACOMO
MICHELE CURLI

•

MAYOR JAMES MICHAEL CURLEY
endatore of the Crown
Boston's Chief Executive and Comm
As Ambassador to the
of Italy, Whose Appointment
by President'Crowned Republic of Europe"
Elect Roosevelt Is Said to Be Assured
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Ambassadorial Lineup Will Be
o-wer Brakes'.and 'Cross Braking
Bingham,Cox,
Baker Hinted
Also Mrs. Owen, Cur ley, Cohen.
HYDE PARK, N. Y. (U.P.)—
With his cabinet and secretariat
chosen, President-Elect Roosevelt
Thursday turned to the important
business of selecting an ambassadorial lineup in keeping with his
pledges of a "new deal" and in
harmony with the new administration's attitude on foreign problems.
Although Mr. Roosevelt and his
closest associates have been insistent that no announcements on
diplomatic personnel will be made
until at. least 10 days or two
weeks after inaugurs,tion, the
feeling persisted that steady progress had been made in selecting
those to be sent abroad.
The List.
The two weeks of waiting, it was
explained, was for the purpose of
obtaining views of foreign governments as to whether prospective envoys are persona grata.
The general belief was that the
diplomats selected by Mr. Roosevelt would be drawn largely from
the following:
Judge Robert W. Bingham,
Louisville, Ky., publisher, who is
mentioned as the next ambassa,
dor to either France or ngland;
Mayor James M. Curley of Bosbe unto
understood
ton,
der consideration for tl-e post at
Rome, Newton a Baker, former secretary of war; Col. Arthur O'Brien, Washington, D. C.;
James W. Gerard, former ambassador to Germany; Jesse I. Straus,
New York merchant.
Senator Cohen.
Clark Howell, publisher of the
Atlanta Constitution; Senator
M.
John Cohen of Georgia; James
bearer
standard
ic
Democrat
Cox,
Texas;
in 1920; Henry Sevier,
Horatio J. Abbott, Democratic naMichitional committeeman from
former un
Welles,
Sumner
gan;
dersecretary of state; BreckenGoebridge Long, Missouri; Peter
Rhode Island
former
Gerry,
let
Wyoming;
senator; John D. Clark,
Ruth
Arizona;
Wirt Bowman,
Frederic H.
Bryan Owen, Florida;
F.obert DunPrince, Boston; and
ham. Chicago.

It is understood from authoritative sources that Bowman is being talked of for the embassy at
Mexico City and Mrs. Owen as
the next minister to Denmark.
)th of them played a prominent
part in the Roosevelt campaign.
Dunham's name has appeared
frequently in speculation concerning the Berlin post.

Denmark?

Baker Cold.
Latest reports said Newton D
Baker did not desire to accept a
foreign position. Friends declared
that they were certain he would
decline one should it be offered
him. Baker originally was No. 1
in the lineup, it being felt that he
would go to Great Britain as the
next ambassador and that Bingham would go to Paris.
Boston reports were that Curley,
an ardent pre-convention and election campaigner, would go to
Italy.
Sevier, whose name is new in
the list, in reported to be under
consideration as the envoy to
Chile.
Cuban Tangle.
Considerable interest has been
shown among friends of Mr. Roosevelt as to his likely choice for the
Cuban ambassadorship, in view of
the unsettled condition in that island. Reports were that Straus
might get the place.
As to governorships of insular
possessions, the belief prevailed
that Homer Cummings, veteran
Democratic leader of Connecticut,
would supersede Theodore Roosevelt, fifth cousin of the president- i
elect, as governor general of the
Philippines and that Judge Ben
Lindsay, of Los Angeles, formerly
of Denver, would go to Hawaii.
(copyright. 1933.)

RUTH BRYAN OWEN.
She's on Roosevelt's List.

JAMES M. CURLEY.
Under Consideration,
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IMPROVEMENT —Several
INVESTIGATION—The
Sellreassurate seems

ing signs have appeared on the to credit Richard Whitney with
local banking horizon.
omniscience. It is told here that.
1. New York City banks were able they wanted him to produce records
,
to put their houses in order very of activity
in National City stock
rapidly to meet any possible demands. Several of the most im- prior to 1927. He told them he had
portant actually hold cash, call no such records—whereupon they
loans, and government securities threatened to hold him in contempt
equal in amount to their total deHe finally persuaded them he could
mand deposits. Internal conditions
not perform the impossible.
are now thoroughly healthy.
2. Banks throughout the entire
The dope here is that the DemoNew York Federal Reserve District crats are certain to carry on with
are keeping their feet on the ground the investigation. But the Republiand depositors are responding in cans have skimmed the cream. No
kind. A t'ny institution in New shining target to equal Mitchell is
Jersey is the only one in the whole in sight.
district that has had to place any
Sam Untermyer wants in on therestriction on withdrawals.
party. His Los Angeles speech was
3. Repercussions from the Nation- a uirect bid for the job of chief
al City revelations died away quick- Inquisitor. There are several bank-:
ly. The appointment of James H. ers he would like to take a crack
Perkins to succeed Mitchell as at for personal reasons.
chairman put an immediate damper
• • •
on the rumor hounds.
PARIS—William
C. Bullitt is
4. Co-operation between Stock Exlikely to make a bull'schange and banking authorities to eye. Unusually strong Pennsylvania,
keep stock prices from running backing provides the ammunition.
amuck has brought results. There His friends in New York will be;
has been virtually no forced liqui- surprised if he fails to get the Paris
dation and none Is now in prospect. embassy.
Also the pressure has been taken
•••
off the government list.
ROME—mayor Curley, of Bos• * •
ton, is not looking tomen ward P r.1.0.....Rleasr to the Irish
INDUSTRY—Conservative
find grounds for Pr
ate as haseti- stated in
some encouragement in inside trade
patches. His disappointment at
reports. A confidential index pre- losing the hoped-for Navy appointpared by financial authorities shows ment is believed to be strong, and
a more than seasonal gain in in- neither Ireland nor our southern
dustrial activity for February over outpost would compensate him.
January despite banking complica- Friends in powerful quarters think
tions.
he would like to go to Rome. You
The index of physical volume of are on fairly safe ground in thinktrade has risen from the low point' ing that Roosevelt has held out
of 79 last August to 91 this month' hope in this direction.
(on the basis of 1926 equals 100).1
Of course dollar volume is much
lower—around 54—because of the
difference in the price level.
Authorities regard the Jan
and February improvement as
ticularly significant. It is the first
time since the depression began
that the indexeas for these months MAYOR. CURIJEY HASN'T
HEARD ANYTHING:DEFINITE.'
have failed to decline sharply from
the corresponding months of the
(By The Astoctaled Press)
preceding year.
•
* •
BOSTON, MarTh
-2.—With a vol.
itmo on Confucianism tucked under
—James
H.
NATIONAL CITY Perkins, I-hie arm and with no definite word
; new City Bank head, is the corn- on possible political appointment at.
1plete antithesis of Charles E. Mit- the hands of president-elect FrankRoosevelt, Mayor James M.
chell. He is an old-line conserva- It
entrained yesterday for the
tive banker and in no sense a salesln
gural at Washington.
man. The change of policy indicatQuestioned
shortly before thel
ed by his choice is meant to stick.
Other personnel changes will fol- train left concerning his' place, if
any, in the new administration; the
low.
Hasty efforts were made over mayor told newspapermen: "I
last week-end to interest Ogden haven't heard anything definite,"
The mayor added that "it was a
Mills in becoming National City
boss but Mills refused the crown. terrible day to travel" and said he
The probable effect on his political hoped for hotter weather Satur-1
aspirations was .rated a controlling day.
The mayor was accompanied by,
factor.
hl daughter, Miss Mary curiey and
:her friend, Miss Loretta Bremner
,• of Chicago and their party included
Charles IT. MeGlue, former
:chairman of the pita Demecratic
Committee,and gilmued L. Deland,
i city treasurer.144;,„„...„...„,m....,.....„
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'ROOSEVELT PICKS
HIS SECRETARIES;
DIPLOMATS NEXT
Bingham May Be Ambassador
To Either France Or England—Gerard Mentioned
Pe FREDERICK A. sToRm
(Copyright. 193:1, Brrnited Press)
March 1 (TIP?-and secretariat •
chosen, President-elect Roosevelt to.
day turned to the important business
of selecting an Ambassadorial lineup
in kecping with his pledges of v
"new deal" and in harmony with the
•new administration's attitude on
foreign problems.
The two weeks • ,
'rid -of we0i.-n4
ibefore announcements, it was explained, was for the purpose or
:obtaining views of foreign govern!ments as to whether prospective
:envoys are persona grata.
The general helief was that the
diplomatics selected by Mr.. Roosevelt would be drawn largely from•
the following:
• Judge Robert W. Bingham, LouisKy., publisher who is 'mention :ed as the next ambassador to either
Fiance or England; Mayor James
Cutr,44..14sefloston, understood u
undcr convideration for the post at
Rome; James W. Gerard, former
ambassador to Gt ninny; .iese I. '
I Straus, New York merchant; Clark
Howell, publisher of the Atlanta
Constitution; Senator John Cohen of
Georgia; 4.1%1111'3S M. Cox, Democratic
standard bearer in 1920; Peter Go,,
; let Gerry, former Rhode Island Benator: IZuLit Bry0.1 Owen, Florida;
Frederic H. Prince, Bosten, an Rob.
iert Dualium, Chicago, possibly to
, Berlin.
It is ualerstoad from atithorita."
sources that Bowman is being
'talked of for the embassy at Mexico City and Mrs. Owen as the next i
-minister to Denmark. Both of them:
:played a prominent part in the
Roosevelt campaign.
As to Governorships of insular
possessions, the belief prevailed
that Homer '2unimings, veteran
Democ:!atie leader' of Connecticut,
would supercede Theodore Poosevelc, fifth cousin of the Presidentch.:a, as Governor-General of the
Philippines and that Judge Ben Linnsay, of Los At gthis, ro,..raelly of
Denvet, Col., would go to Hawaii.
For Puerto Rico, the name of Judge
Bert Fish of Deland, Fla., continucis,
,to be mentioned pi eminently..
;
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With his cabinet
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By JAMES McMULLIN
IMPROVEMENT —Several
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BOSTON, Feb. 28.—Mayor James
M. Curley, who led the Roosevelt
campaign in Massachusetts and
made a wide swing across the continent, is going to be United States
Ambassador to Italy, the Poston
Evening American announced, in a
copyrighted article this afternoon,
tait had learned from an authori
tive source,
Mayor Curley, who had been nientoned for a Cabinet post. declined
o_ditcues the matter,._
p Al

13 _
et, ite

'MAYOR CURLEY-F0 AMBASSADOR TO ITALY

tion on withdrawals.
PARIS—William C. Bullitt IS like3. Repercussions from the Na- ly to make a bull's-eye. Unusually
tional City rev:dations died away strong Pennsylvania backing pro.
quickTy. The appointment of James , vides the ammunition. His friends
H. Perkins to succeed Mitchell as in New York will be surprised if Ile
chairman put an immediate damper fails to get the Par embassy.
on the rumor hounds.
ROME—Mayor • ley, of Boston,
4. Co-operation between stock exd Puerto Rico
change and banking authorities to Is not looking to
e State as has
keep stock prices from running or to the Irish
amuck has brought results.- There been stated in dispatches. His dishas been virtually no forced liquida- appointment at losing the hopedtion and none is now in prospect. for navy appointment is believed to
Also the pressure has been taken be strong, and neither Ireland nor
our southern outpost would comoff the government list.
pensate him. Friends in powerful
INDUSTRY —Conservative men quarters think he would like to go
find grounds for some encourage- to Rome. You are on fairly safe
ment in inside trade reports. A con- ground in thinking that Roosevelt
fidential index prepared by finan- has held out hope in this direction.
cial authorities shows a more than
STATE — Old-time Wilson men
seasonal gain in industrial activity
for February over January despite say that there was keen competition between Sumner Welles, of
banking complications. The index of physical volume of Washington, and William Phillips,
trade has risen from the low point of Boston, for under-secretary of
of 79 last August tb 91 this month state. Welles was in the lead at
Of first. Now Phillips—who had the
(on the basis of 1926-100).
lower job under Wilson—is believed to
much
is
volume
dollar
course
—around 54—because of the differ- have eclipsed him. Roosevelt will
probably place Welles swell elseence in the price level.
Authorities regard the. January where.
as par:.
and February improvement
first
NAVY—Friends of Vincent Astor
ticularly significant. It is the
began are congratulating him on his exion
depress
the
since
time
months pected appointment as under-secrethat the indexes for these
from tary of the navy. Politicians think
sharply
have failed to decline
clearly
of the Roosevelt showed his mettle
months
onding
corresp
the
his seleation. It is not according
in
preceding year.
to any political Hoyle, but drafts
NATIONAL CITY — James H. into the public service a man of
s.
s
Perkins—new City bank head—i exceptional abilitie
s
Charle
of
sis
antithe
e
the complet
Achibald McNeil, of Connck ticut,
old-line con,E. Mitchell. He is an
of as a possible navy ap1p3ken
a
sunse
serve tive banker and in no
according to Roosevelt as,
pointee
salesman. The change of policy insociates is not on the political
t.o
meant
ie.
choice
his
dicated by
changes will . horizon.
stick. Other personnel
follow.
over last
Hasty efforts were made
Mills In
week-end to interest Ogden
but
becoming National City boss
The probcroarr.
the
refused
Mills
political aspiraable effect on his
ling factor.
tions was rated a control

MN,

[33
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CIIKEYSAIIED FOR
fart ENVOY POST

INVESTIGATION — 7.,•!. senate
seems to credit Richard Whitney
with omniscience. It is told here
that they wanted him to produce
records of activity in National City
stock prior to 1977. He told them
he had no such records—whereupon
they threatened to hold him in contempt. He finally persuaded them
he could not perform the impos-

reassuring signs have
appeared an the
local banking
horizon.
I. New York city
banks were able
to put their
houses in order very
rapidly to , meet any
possible demands. Several of the
most important actually hold
cash, call
loans, and
governmtnt securities sible.
equal in amount to
The dope here is that the Demotheir demand
deposits Internal
are certain to carry on with
crats
conditions are
now thoroughly
the investigation. But the Repubhealthy.
2. Banks
skimmed the cream.
throughout the entire licans have
to equal Mitchell
Net,v York fed ral
target
shining
No
district are keedis in sight.
ArAtrti.w Sam Untermyer wants in on the
ing their feet on the ground and deHis Los Angeles speech
party.
positors are resp-nding in kind. 9 ,
direct bid for the job of chief
a
was
tiny institution in New Jersey is , inquisitor. There are several bankthe only one in the whole district , ers he would like to take a crack
that has had to place any restric- at for personal reasons.

•
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Hyde Park, N. Y., FM,
—Atiparenty well foun d reports
that Mayor :fames M C el6- or
m:bassox
Boston would be the
dor to 'Italy, brought neither affirmation or denial today tee Mr.
titAtritP4
Roosevelt. He replica
that "nothing hits been dime :it all
shout that—nothing 1in,, lmen
about the embassies."
He expects to announce the hoiee
diplomatle assig.nments next o,•etti:.
fter consultation with Senator Iloll.
lof Tennessee, his secretary or rtste.
rtt-. New'
The Cattle of Jesse I.
'York merchantman, cont!t:
'mentioned for Paris or
, Robert W. Bingham.
publisher. is kept at
mlon assignment .
day quietly at the
tate on the I tudm

L

rep aration or his in1;

s-

el,1(c4ett)-144 - 17,c/j,44
-Li •

1 y folAcceOt
Rome
s Envoy to
3.-- Th —The

BOSTON, March
•Boston Globe says it has learned
at
that Mayor James M. Curley
the
Boston has decided to accept
sa'office of United States timbe.s
offered
!dor to Italy, "informally
lt."
him by President-Elect Rooseve
will
.The paper says formal tender
l'Ae•-salade shortly,,

rolii V3 -017/.2 - 8010E- m
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CURLEY ACCEPTS ITALIAN POST

Boston, March 3 (/P) -74pe Boston Globe says it has
M Ch ey, Boston has decided to
learned that Mayor James(rl
accept the office of, United 'states ambassador tul44iarm.00,..,
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that "the milk man who has any
idea of what appointments may be
made is Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Both. Governor Ely. and Mayor
Curley will attend the formal goyernors' reception tonight.

ENVER -tV.y-

tf7Enn -,

re
R
,Nuiv roe

Other
choice Is meant to stick.
fellow.
personnel changes will
made
Hasty efforts were
Interest
Icier last week-end to
ng NaOgden Mills In becomi
Mills rebut
boss
Cifs
Brutal
probable
fused the crown. The
effect on his political astebsaing
lions was rated a controll
factor.
•• •

II 'lames McMullie
! Improvement
Investigation
Several reassuring teens have
credit
The Senate seems to
appeared on the local banking
y with omniscience.
Nehitne
Richard
horizon.
they wanted
It is told here that
1. New York City banks
records of activity
produce
to
him
were able to put their houses
prior to
in National City stock
in order very rapidly to meet
he had na
them
told
He
1927.
any possible demands. Several
records—whereupon they
such
of the most impertent actually
to hold him in conterriet•
ned
threate
hold cash, call loans, aud rovthe* he
He finally persuaded
a serurlfies equal in
ernmer
impossible.
the
(By The Associated Press.)
perform
could not
amount to their total demand
DemWASHINGTON, March 3.—GovThe dope here is that the
Internal conditions
deposits.
carry oa
ernor Joseph B. Ely and his inocrats are certain to
health.
hly
now
are
thoroug
the Reaugural party arrived in Washingwith the investigation. But.
1. Ranks throughout the enskimmed the
ton early today, set up headquarhave
ns
publica
Reserie
tire New York Federal
equal
ter!, in the }Iota Mayflower, and
cream. No shining target to
District are keeping their feel
proceeded to 'answer telephone
sight.
in
k
Mitchell
on the ground and depositors
the
calls for several hours thereafter.
Sam Untermyer wants in on
are responding in kind. A tiny
speech
On the floor below, Mayor James
Angeles
Los
His
1,arty.
institution in New Jereey is
job ot
M. Curley and his party went
was a direct bid for the
the only one In the whole disthrough much the same routine.
inquisitor. There are sevchief
any
•
to
place
had
has
that
triet
to take
Anxious to get out and mingle with
eral bank3rs he would like
restriction on withdrawals,
the inaugural throng, the group
personal reasons.
for
at
crack
a
the
from
ssions
3. Repercu
• * *
was busy answering telephone calls
National City revelations died
inside.
Paris
The appoint
away quickly.
The Governor and his -party left
to
William C. Bullitt is likely
ment of James B. Perkins to
their train early this morning .and
Unusually
bull's-eye.
an
chairm
as
a
Mitchell
Ake
II,
succeed
where
hotel,
their
went at once to
proput an immediate damper on
terong Pennsylvania backing
a
they found awaiting them
tion. His friends
ammuni
hounds.
the
the
vides
rumor
and
ons
formidable -array of invitati
ed if
• •.
in New York will be surpris
messages. Accompanying Governor
eniParis
the
get
en
to
tion
betwe
fails
Coopera
4.
he
and Mrs. Ely were the Governor's
bassy.
Stock Exchange and banking
son, Richard Ely and his wife, the
keep stock
to
authorities
Governor's brother, Charles Ely
prices from running amuck
Rome
and his wife: Major -and Mrs. 'Edirley of Belleau is
has brought results. There has
ward J. Sampson and their son,
g toward Puerto
net
been virtually no forced liqui.James, General John H. Agnew,
the Irish Free State
Ric
dation and none is now in prosMajor Paul G. Kirk, Col. Thomas
stated in dishas
bcen
e
pressur
the
Vincent
as
Mrs.
Also
and
pect.
Tierney, Captain
disappointment at
Ws
ment
.
govern
the
patches
off
,
taken
Dewolfe
.the
C.
been
Joyne, Dewitt
apMiss
toeing the hoped-for Na'
list.
Governors secretary, and
to be
d
•• •
believe
is
nt
pointme
Catherine O'Lalor.
strong, and neither Ireland nor
Governor, Ely was ,host to his. Industry
our southern outpost would
party at luneheon this noon, with
Conservative men find grounds
compensate him. Friends in
inside
in
t
agemen
encour
t he Massachusetts senators, David
some
for
powerful quarters think be
ine
A.
tial
Marcus
Coolidg
confiden
A
and
Walsh
I.
trade reports.
would, like to go to Rome. You
authordine
l
was.to
and
financia
by
dex prepared
as guests of honor,
on fairly safe ground in
are
l
ll
seasona
ities shows a more than
tonight with Mrs. Hugh Campbe
g that Roosevelt has
thinkin
Fels, Wallare, widow of a former •am- ' gain in industrial activity tor
hope in this direcout
held
latary over January despite bankbassador to France.
tion.
ing complications.
Quartered at the same hotel wee°
•••
the members of the Massachusetts
The index of physical volume of
of CreateMcNeil
Arhtha
inaugural committee, Chairman Jo- " trade has risen from the low point
of as a possible W.vy
spoken
cut
Demothe
month
. of 79 last August to 91 this
seph A. Maynard of
appointee, according to Roosevelt
on the basis of 1926, 100). Of
cratic State committee, National'
associates is not on the political
Committeewoman Mary'Ward, Miss, Course dollar volume is much
horizon.
Mary Lucey, viee Chairman of the 1 lower—around .54—because of the
level.
Mr.
price
ee,
the
in
committ
ce
State
differen
i
tid
Democra
Authorities regard the January
land Mrs. Vincent Brogna, Mr. end i
as
Mrs. Larue Brown and Mr. and , teid February improvement
: particularly significant. It is the
Mrs. Art hirr',.ytrian.
.beWA
f\
Mayor Curley and his party :u - 1 nrA, time attire the depression
indexe; for these
and
the
that
night,
gan
last
apital
,
the
in
rived
months have failed to cil101ine
the mayor held open hotted. Among
sharply from the corresponding
him guesth_...WC,re John A. FarleY,
Post
months of the preceding year.
brother of James A. Farley, post••
cabinet,
master general of the new
t“1National City
BOSTON. March
(.4e — The
"I have some applications
13osten Globe says
City
has learned
said,
s—new
Curley
II.
ments,"
Terkin
James
appoint
Federal
that
Mayer
James
to
irley of BosBank head—ia the complete
"and I want /117 Arn them over
ton has decided to
.ept the office
There are more
antithesis of Charles E. Mitaisji
Senator
'
of
United
States ambassador to
chell. lie is an old-line contit
Italy, "informally offered him by
servative banker and In no
tl at. he had been profPresident-elect Roosevelt."
to Italy
sense a salesman. The change
feree theeognbassadorship
,,f policy indicated by
brouglOyem Curiezi,M commeqt

Curley Has Many
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for Jobb
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As Ambassador
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SOUND MONEY
TALK STARTED
BY ROOSEVELT

41.1 - tv? /IR

ton bill had been prepared by toe
agriculture department, and farm If runs developed on stronger banks
they could be met. Runs could not
board last Tuesday.
last more than two or three days
The measure is known inside
to
be a stumbling block to the allot when the crisis would be over and
- conf
idence restored.
ment plan. As such it has
reThe holiday system obviously had
cently been receiving hot supp
ort
affected the many good banks adfrom textile interests opposed
by verse
ly for the protection of the
the allotment bill. Boys in
the
cloakroom figure that if the Smit few.
h
Inflationists in Congress Told bill became law, cotton
congressmen
will lose interest In allotment.
OTES—One of the objections
to Clamp Down on That
That
would mean its defeat.
made by Democrats against
They
Old Soft Pedal.
thought Mr. Hoover migh
t be per- lakes was that his wife is now a
suaded to sign the Smith
bill be- Republican member of the Illinois
cause of his opposition
to allot- legislature...The fixer of his apFINANCIAL LEADERS ARE
ment.
pointment was Prof. Berle of CoGIVEN FULL ASSURANCES
The White House grapevin
e indi- lumbia...The patronage appeals-33ecated they were wrong.
ins made to Chairman Farley
are
*
•
*
pitif
.The line outside his New ;
Movement for Hoover-Roose- INFLATION—Al Smith out-talked Yorkul..
office recently has sometimes
the inflation boys when
velt Statement Runs Into
he went been a block long...Many applibefore the Harrison
investigating cants are really in need...The BalSerious Obstacles.
committee. He did not
say any- timore banking situation interfered
thing particularly new.
It was the with plans to take Howard 3ruc
e
typical Al Smith way In
which he into the treasury department as
TALK ABOUT FEDERAL
assaid it that left his
opponents sistant secretary or in another post
—
GUARANTEE IS GOSSIP floored.
tlon of prominence...As
a matter
The hearings have gone
a long of fact the whole secondary trees
way toward curbing
actions of the ury lineup had to be chan
ged at the
Little Actual Backing at Pres- inflationists. You may have no- last minute
for one minor reason
ticed inflation talk has
died down and another...E t r a
ent Time Seen for Farprecautions
on the floor in each
house of con- have ben taken to guar
d Mr. RooseReaching Measure.
gress since the hearings
have been velt for the inaugura
tion...Police
on. The public work
s bond issue, booths have bee
n constructed'
as a half-way infla
tion measure, around the Whit
By PAUL MALLON.
e House for the
is not getting the supp
ort expected first time...No
WASHINGTON, March 3.
trouble is expected.
It may be different
shortly.
OLICIES—The crowd around Mr.
• • *
Roosevelt here is all talking
PEAKER—The Tamman
y boys
sound Money and a balanced budhad it hot and heav
y among
get.
themselves before the
speakership
Assurances of those two definit3 vote yesterda
y.
objectives reached leaders in fiThe root of the trou
ble was inner
nance some days back. Since then opposition to
Congressman O'Conthe Roosevelt boys have made no nor. He was
running for speaker.
effort to keep their intentions a Word got out
that perhaps Consecret. They have carefully avoided gressman Cull
en, leader of the qlepublic statements on the subject. gation,
would also be a
candidate
The reason is they wanted to hold tor
the same job. That
sent O'Contheir thunder as much as possible
rim* off into tantrums
. The diffiuntil inauguration tomorrow.
culty was complica
ted by the fact
• • •
That is why the movement for a that Congress
man Black was
a
joint statement from Mr. Hoover cand
idate for whip and
the O'Conand Mr. Roosevelt failed early in
nor-Cullen
misunderstanding hurt
the 'week. Some thought it would
have helped in the spotty bank his chances.
disturbances. The matter is known
Whenever anyone
asked them
to have been brought to the atten- about it, most memb
ers of the dele
tion of both principals.
gation
whispered behind
their
Mr. Hoover is supposed to have hands: "There
may be a secret
been willing. The Roosevelt people, ballot and no one
will know how
thought such tactics were proved anyone votes."
fruitle s during the past two years.'
That suggested
a little stile
•.•
tto
throwing might be
expected.
UARANTEES—The unseen hand
• a
•
of Mr. Roosevelt also stopped
BANKS—Federal
finan
cial officials
the movement for a federal guarbegan to realize
etrly in the
antee of bank deposits at that time
.. reek that
these state bank
"
•
holidays
A LLOTMENT—President Iloover may not have been Cie best policy.
They then believed
veto
mess
it might be
age on the Smith cot11
bet..
ter to let the few
weak banks fail.
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sharplY fronl
of the

failed to decline
I have
the corresponding months

us NI 14. - - 73 3

; preceding year.
* * *
NEW YORK •
tween Sumner Welles of WashingPer-.
NATIONAL CITY. James H.
--ton and William Phillips of Boston
Hy JAMES McMULLIN
Bank head—is
City
new
kins—
for
of
Under-Secretary
State.
-s
the complete antithesis of Charle
Welles was 'in the lead at first.
iiiiii,iry
old-line conan
is
He
l.
Mitchel
E.
Now
unPhillips—who had the jcib
Ciinservative men find grounds
servative banker and in no sense
for some encouragement in inside der Wilson--is believed to have
a salesman. The change of policy
d
elt
him.
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more banking situation interfered
with plans to take Howard Bruce
into the treaesry department as
assistant score ra'-‘), or in another position of prominence.
As a
matter of fact the whole secondarY
treasury lineup had to be changed
at the last minute for one minor
reason
and
another. . . Extra
precautions have been taken to
guard Mr. Roosevelt for the inauguration . . . Police booths nave
been constructed around the White
House for the first time..
.. No
trouble is expected.

leought Mr. Hoover might be perWASHINGTON
By PAUL MALLON
:Aiaded to sign the Smith bill beFor Sound Money
cause of his opposition to allotment.
The crowd around Mr. Roosev
The White House grapevine indielt
here is all talking sound money
and cated they were wrong.
a balanced budget.
• • *
Assurances a,those two definite
Al Smith out-talked the inflation
objectives reached leaders in financ
e boys when he went before the Harsome days back. Since then
the rison investigating committee. He
Roosevelt boys have made no
effort did not say anything particularly
to keep their intentions a
NEW YORK
secret new. It was the typical Al Smith
They have carefully avoide
By JAMES APILIULIAN
d public way in which he said it that left
Banks Are Healthy
statements on the subject. The ma- his opponents floored.
Several reassuring signs have apson is they wanted to hold
The hearings have gone a long
their
peared on the local banking horizon.
thunder as much as possible until way toward curbing actions
of the
I. New York City banks were
inauguration tomorrow.
inflationists. You may have no* • •
ticed inflation talk has died down able to put their houses in order
That is why the movement for a on the floor of each house of con- very rapidly to meet any possible
demands. Several of the most imjoint statement from Mr. Hoover gress since the hearings have
been portan
t actually hold
and Mr. Roosevelt failed
cash, call
early in on. The public works bond issue— loans,
and government securities
the week. Some thought it would as a half-way inflation measu
re—is equal
in amount to their total dehave helped in the spotty bank dis- not getting the support expect
ed.
mand deposits. Internal conditions
turbances. The matter is known to
It may be different shortly.
are now thoroughly healthy.
have been brought to the attention
* * •
of both principals.
2. Banks throughout the entire
Tammany Has It Hot
Mr. Hoover Is supposed to have
The Tammany boys had it hot New Yore Federal Reserve district
been willing. The Roosevelt people and heavy among themse
lves be- are keeping their feet on the ground
and depositors are responding in
thought such tactics ware proved fore the speakership vote
yesterfruitless during the past two years. day. kind. A tiny institution in New
* • *
The root of the trouble was inner Jersey is the only one in the whole
The unseen hand of Mr. Roose- opposition to Congressman O'Con- district that has had to place any
restriction on withdrawals.
velt also stopped the movement for nor. He was running for speake
r.
a federal guarantee of bank deposits Word got out that perhaps Con3: Repercussions from the Naat that time.
gressman Cullen, leader of the dele- tional City revelations died
away
A lot of cloakroom talk about the gation, would also be a candidate quickly. The appointment
of James
idea had been going on for some for the same job. That sent O'Con- H. Perkins to succee
d MitelloP as
days. It did not become serious nor off into tantrums. The difficu
l- chairman put an immediate damuntil the prominent Ohio publisher ty was complicated by the fact that per on the rumor hounds
.
James Cox got busy with senators Congressman Black was a candid
4. Co-operation between Stock
ate
on the long distance telephone. He for whip and the O'Connor-Cul
Excha
nge
and
banking authorities
len
wanted congress to take action so misunderstanding hurt his chance
s. to keep stock prices from running
ias to alleviate the Ohio situation
Whenever anyone asked
amuck
has
brought results. There
them
then developing.
about it, most members of the dele- has been virtually no forced
liquiSenator Pat Harrison became in- gation
whispered
dation
behind
and
none is now in prospect.
theftterested. So did the new State Sec- hands: "There may be a secret bal- Also the pressure
has been taken
retary Cordell Hull. They thought lot and no one will know how any- off the government
list.
that might be a way to show na- one votes."
Mayor
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tional confidence in banks.
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nor our
although he was not consulted ex- have been the best policy.
They !southern outpost would compensate
then believed it might be better to', him. Friends in
cept for an opinion.
powerful quarters
Word then came from Hyde Park let the few weak banks rail.
If ! think he would like to go to Rome.
that the matter should be dropped. runs developed on stronger banks , You are on fairly safe ground
in
they
could be met. Runs could, not thinking that Roosevelt
Most opponents based their ob.
has held out
jections on the fact that state ac- last more than two or three days hone in this direction.
Old-time Wilson men
tion was covering the situation, that when the crisis would be over and
say that
there has been keen
a federal guarantee would only be confidence restored.
competition beThe holiday system obviously had tween Sumner Welles
of psychological importance and.
of Washingthat a guarantee puts a premium oti affected the many good banks ad- ton and William Phillips of Boston
bad banking. The latter objection versely for the protection of the for under-secretary of state. Welles
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of the Smith Cotton Bill had been jority in it
anyway."
prepared by the Agricultural Depart* • •
1
ment and Farm Board last TuesOne of the objections made by
day.
Democrats against Ickes was that
The measure is known inside to his wife
is now a Republican membe a stumbling block to the allot- ber of the Illinoi
s legislature. . . .
ment plan. As such it has recent- The fixer of
his appointment was
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hot
been
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ly
Professor Berle of Columbia ..
.
textile interests opposed to the al- The patronage
appeal= being made
lotment bill. Boys in the cloakroom to Chair
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Randolph

ACCEPT MAYOR
CURLEY'S GIFT

MISS DOROTHY CHASE.
Presents Roosevelt Portrait to Stetson High School.
Randolph, March 4.—At the close
of the school session, yesterday, the
students of Stetson High school assembled in Chapin Hall to witness
the presentation of two gifts that
have been generously donated to
the school. One is a portrait of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
presented by Mayor James Curley of
the
Randolph
Boston, through
Chamber of Commerce, and the other
is a depth-o-graph picture of George
Washington at Valley Forge, the gift
of Erskine Cox, a former resident
and town official. David Doyle made
the address of welcome and anprogramme, which
nounced the
opened with a salute to the flag
and a spirited march played by the
Stetson High school band.
Miss Dorothy Chase, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Chase, presented the portrait of President
Roosevelt in behalf of Mayor Curley
and the Chamber of Commerce and
Miss Mary Hardy accepted the gift,
in a gracious speech, for the Stetson
High school.
Miss Mary O'Brien next introduced
Supt. of Schools A. 0. Christiansen,
who presented the picture of Washington, in behalf of Mr. Cox, and
Howard Robbins accepted the gift
for Stetson High school.
with the
The evercises closed
"Star-Spangled Banner" played by ,
the Stetson High school band. Seatwere President
ed on the platform
Fred P. Chase of the Chamber of'
Cha.se and Miss
Commerce, Mrs
Dorothy Chase, Mrs. Louis Courtney
and Supt. Christiansen.
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3alance Budget by July 1
Is Policy of Roosevelt;
Maps Plans with Woodin
be heard
Hyde Park, N. Y.. Feb. 25.--<4')—A York merchant, continues to
for a high place. He
Jew national fiscal policy took shape in the discussion
Is mentioned for an ambassadorship,
nere today as President-Elect Roose- possibly at Paris or Havana.
velt called in his secretary of the
Morgenthau Jr. Listed.
treasury, William H. Woodin of New
Morgenthau Jr., New York
Henry
York.
state conservation commissioner, is
A balanced budget before July 1,
regarded as the next chairman of the
the beginning of the government's
farm board with the job of cobookkeeping year, is Mr. Roosevelt's
all government farm
ordinating
aim. He is relying principally on
into a working unit.
agencies
reorgovernment
economies through
There is beginning to be some doubt
ganizaLion to wipe out red ink.
Bernard M. Baruch, New
whether
Revenue collections through beer
York financier, wilj head the Amerilegislation also are counted upon.
can delegation to the world economic
Until an accounting of probable exconference which now appears impenditures and collections for the
minent. Mr. Baruch has been hesitant
next year is possible, any decision on
about accepting public office.
new taxes is unlikely. Also, the
Tonight Mr. Roosevelt goes up the
president-elect wants to see what the
road a few miles to Staatsburg, where
new income taxes produce at the
old friends and neighbors are planfirst quarterly collection on March
ning a farewell party. He will prob15.
ably leave here Tuesday for New York
Eyes Business Situation.
and depart late Thursday for WashMeanwhile, the national business incrtnn
situation, including conditions in railroad and banking, is also receiving
attention. It is emphasized here
that Mr. Roosevelt is optimistic about
this.
Coming here fresh from a parley
with Secretary Ogden L. Mills, the
Hoover administrator of the treasury,
Mr. Woodin also is believed ready to
talk war-debt relief and the relation
of this question to the national financial policy.
The president-elect made long
strides in his selectnon of men to
fill important posts at yesterday's
conference with James A. Farley, national chairman, but there were no
announcements. Also there waA
ing to say last night about a
dden
call here by Mayor James
Curley
of Boston, mentioned for ml "
.
cr
the Irish Free State.
The name of Jesse traus, New
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CURLEY FATE
HANGING FIRE
"Jubilee" Eve at Capita
l
Finds Mayor Glum;
Ely Party Frolics
MAHONEY IN GROUP
Charles S. Murphy Rea
dy
For Today's Donkey
Trek in Parade
By The Telegram
's
Washington Correspo
ndent
WASHINGTON, March
3.—The
fate of Mayor Jame
s M. Curley of
Boston with respect
to appointment to high place
in the Roosevelt administration
still hangs fire
tonight and is the
prime topic of
interest with the
Massachusetts
Democrats assembled
here on inauguration eve, on the
first of what
the Democrats' pres
s agents have
described as a three day
"jubilee."
According to prevaili
ng opinion,
Mayor Curley has lost
his chance
to be ambassador to
the Roosevelt patr Rome and
onage board,
has not yet found a
satisfactory
consolation pri7e for him.
Governor Ely and a large
Massachusetts party are at
the Mayflower hotel, Mayor Curl
ey is likewise there in a suite by
close proximity to the himself in
Roosevelt
party.

•

NI4 R

new President
and Brown has
maintained a close
Franklin Roosevelt friendship with
during the intervening years.
In the final showdown much
may depend on which one of the
five receives the endorsement of
Senator Walsh, and the latter is
giving no endorsements at present.
He is still waiting for explicit word
from Roosevelt and Farley respecting Massachusetts patronage. Mayor Curley said today that he had
a long list of applicants for appointment to various federal places
in Massachusetts and that he was
going to go over the list with Senator Walsh at the first opportun
ity.

Berth for Maynard
Chairman Joseph A. Maynard of
the Democratic state committe
was receiving felicitations todae
over his prospective appointm y
ent
as collector of the port at Bost
on.
It is said that he has received
promise of that place from Dem a
cratic national chairman Farl oey.
The general accepted version
the situation respecting Mayoof
r
Curley, is that he was given
an
formal tender of the ambassad inship to Italy several weeks ago. or-I
that time the mayor thought At 1
he
had a Roosevelt promise of
a
inet place as secretary of the cabnavy
And declined the ambassadorsh .
ip.
When last week Curley foun
d himself oui, of the cabinet pictu
re. He
dropped the hint that his
destination was Rome. The word
back to Farley that Curl came
ey was
ready to take the diplomat
ic appointment. Farley allowed
ference to go forth today the inthat the
ambassadorship was no
longer
available, that just what
ley would get was undeplum Curterm
ined.
The mayor does not appe
ar at all
pleased by the turn of
events to-,
date.

"In All Fairness"
It is fair to report that
ernor Ely and Sena both GovMahoney at Carlton
tor
thou
gh they are not mixing Walsh,
Mayor John C. Mahoney of
in the
Wormatt
er
and
are not seeking to pull
cester and many other Bay
Stat
ers
Curl
ey's
ches
tnuts
are at the Carlton hotel, the
Wash- are of one mind out of the fire,
ington home of Sen. David
that the Boston I
I.
The day was crowded with Walsh. mayor by all the rules of the political game is entitled to
engagements, but most of thesocial
tial reward and they hope substanvisitors spent most of thei male
r time
pect that he will receive and exIn huddles over patronage.
it at the
hands of
Mayor Mahoney of Worc
ester, They are President Roosevelt.
and Mrs. Mahoney and Mr.
quite unenthusiastic,
however, abou
Mrs. John J. Moynihan are a and
party ley might be t the idea that Curof four and the mayor anno
named
unce
retary of treasury inassistant secthat so far as he was concerne d
charge of
d
public works.
he was one of the few who was
Governor Ely gave a larg
not an aspirant for any appointe luncheon at the Mayflower
ment at the hands of the
new
main dining room, today, in the
President.
attended by
most of the visiting Bay
Hub Post Aspirants
ocrats. Senator Walsh State Dembecause of the press of was absent
Five of the avowed candidat
es
the Senate chamber. business in
for appointment as U. S. district
attorney at Boston were here
honey of Worcester was Mayor Ma- ,
toanother absentee, but on
day. They are James A. Donovan
invit
governor, joined the ation of the
of Lawrence, for 25 years a close
Ely
night, for a chat at the party tofriend and supporter of Senator
Mayflower
Walsh; M. Fred O'Connell of Fitchand later attendance
at
at the Pan American a reception
burg, brother of Senator Coolidge's
of all of the
secretary, Daniel J. O'Connell, and
visiting governors and
their parties.
the personal choice of Senator
C. S. Murphy "In Tow
Coolidge for this post; Thomas F.
n"
Charles S. Murphy of
Moriarty, of Springfield, the disWorcester,
arrived today and the
trict attorney in that district, who
four donkeys
which wil' pull his
Is hacked by Representative Gran the inaugural paradedonkey cart in
field for the Federal place, and
rived by truck. Mr. tomorrow arFrancis J. W. Ford and La Rue
Murphy was
before the microphone
Brown of Boston. Both the latter
for a few
minu
tes
Harv
toda
ard classmates of the
were
y describing over
a
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national hookup his part and the I
part of the donkeys in the parade.
John Curran of Milford will ride
beside Mr. Murphy in the donkey
cart, which •is said to be an authentic antique relic from Hopkinton,
Mass.
Rep. Pehr Holmes of Worcester
paid a call upon Mayor Mahoney
late today, but a night session of
the House precluded the Republican
congressman from joining in the
night's Democratic festivities.
RICHARDS.
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Needless to say the address gave
Massachusetts opportunity to relieve its pent up enthusiasm. Its

Reposing in the mayor's pocket,
probably unknown to the Massachusetts delegates, was a telegram
from John P. O'Connor, secretary
of the Textile Workers' Union of
Massachusetts with interesting contents. It said a message would be
sent to Senator Walsh informing
him that in a meeting of 2000 textile workers of Salem and Peabody, i
It was voted to ask that he and ,
his colleagues go to Governor
Roosevelt after voting for Smith.

delegates, crowding around the radio on the platform at its conclusion, or heading the spontaneous
parade, virtually took possession of
the convention and its activities
for more than an hour.
And while the demonstration was
at its height Governor Ely disappeared from the platform. Modestly he joined the Smith parade. His
cot me was impeded by the hundreds who leaned from the balcony
boxes to shake his hand as he
passed but he marched until the
wild procession of 10 ,states had
ceased.
Arm in arm with Senator Walsh
he went to the hotel headquarters
of his idol. There are many varied
stories of that meeting with Smith.
"Al" had listened to the speech
and the outburst that followed, by
radio. Tears were in his eyes when
Governor Ely entered his room.
Then,they did what strong men
do only under the strain of a gratitude that defies description—they
embraced. There wasn't any need
for Al to say a word. In that one
gesture he bared his heart.

i

the Mayor Curley faction.
His
friends from home began to boom
him for high office In the party
councils. The talk ranged from his
selection for a cabinet post to candidacy for governor if Governor Ely
did not become reconciled to the
Roosevelt nomination.
The mayor was present on the
convention floor the Friday evening of Roosevelt's nomination and
joined in the jubilant uproar, surrounded by his band of faithful
How much of a national impresfollowers who had been with him
sion Governor Ely made with his
virtually .since the convention
nominating address may be a quesopened.
tion for time. Massachusetts politiDid Not Vote for Garner
cal observers moving about the auWith Roosevelt selected as the
ditorium as he spoke noted one
thing. There was but ordinary in- presidential candidate Massachuterest as he began. But as he pro- setts took little interest in the serungressed men and women began to lection of his vice presidential
following day. In
give him sincere attention. There ning mate the
Speakwere whispered remarks fattering fact, when it became evident
choshis ability. And in the merry-mak- er John N. Garner would be
Govprogressed,
roll
call
the
en,
as
ing of after the convention session
did
Joe Ely's name was heard in many ernor Ely was so disturbed he
State's
groups of delegates from states far not rise to record the Bay
removed from Massachusetts. Min- 36 votes for the Texan when his
nesota was particularly, impressed. state was reached.
The official records probably
So was Oklahoma and Ohio. Massachusetts
men
were eagerly show Massachusetts voted 36 votes
"pumped" for more Information for Garner. If they do it Is incorrect. Massachusetts made no re-'
about their governor.
sponse
in the roll call for vice presA Minnesota delegate summed it
best: "I'll keep my eyes on Gov- ident and purposely refrained from
ernor Ely, in the years to come. so doing.

The Massachusetts governor, still
with boyish smile on his face, sauntered leisurely to his own hotel
headquarters. There he was greeted by more crowds. A stack of tel- He's got the makings of a Presiegrams of congratulation had ar- dent," he said. He seemed to exrivedpress
the thought of many others.
from folks back home. They,
A Great Disappointment
too, had listened to the radio.
Mr. Roosevelt's nominatio r on the
An Ely Triumph

•

Looking back to the events that
Roosevelt's nomination ;
led
to
brings into relief an interesting picture of political maneuvering. It
discloses Jim Farley, the new postmaster-general, as an *exceptional
Immediately he disappeared in a fourth ballot was a terrific disap- leader, and reveals Mayor Curley
side room and the crowd heard him pointment to the Bay State dele- as a valuable lieutenant.
talking on the telephone. His first gates. For 12 hours-9 p. in. ThursWilliam Gibbs McAdoo, Wilson's
thought had been of his family
day to 9 a. m. Friday they had secretary of the Treasury, and the
back home in Westfield. His dad
man who fought Smith to the bitwas at the other end of the line, remained in the stifling heat of the
ter end in 1924 is generally given
Eagerly the political writers convention hall to insure their votes
credit for making possible Roosecrowded around him as he ememed would be cast for Smith. Three
ballots were taken during that ex- velt's nomination. But McAdoo did
with a broad pin. .
citing night. Tired, hot and dirty not accomplish it single-handed.
"What did your dad say," they
had gone to their rooms and He gave the final public expression
they
asked in one breath.
I
tumbled
into bed early Friday to the fulfillment of the plan
fine—
over
came
''Oh, he said it
rejoicing
I
that with the worked out behind the scenes by
morning
but we've got a pretty good radio
third ballot, Roosevelt was 86 votes Farley, Louis McHenry Howe, Mareplied.
he
home,"
set at
short of the necessary two-thirds. yor Curley, William Randolph
By that time his headquarters
They believed he had been stopped. Hearst and others who were inwere filled with admiring Bay State
Governor Ely was particularly terested in the Roosevelt candida-.
expressing
were
They
delegates.
chagrined
at the turn of events. cy.
their admiration in no uncertain
His disgust at the convention choice
McAdoo came to Chicago before
phrases. Suddenly Mr. Ely stopped
was plainly evident. On each bal- the convention as a Garner man.
shaking hands and turned around.
lot he had announced Massachu- Hearst wanted Garner. He had giv"You know," he said, "I had a setts' 36 votes for "Alfred
E. en him the aid of his extensive
very good subject to talk about. If Smith." It was the one ray of sun- newspaper holdings to
advance his
it."
done
have
couldn't
I
I hadn't
shine in the Bay State gloom—it candidacy. McAdoo had campaigned
govMayor Curley listened to the
had remained steadfast to Smith to for Garner in the presidential priernor's address with a smile of con- the end, even when it was evident
maries in his own state of Califace.
He
did
not
his
tentment on
nothing could stop Roosevelt after fornia, where he was himself a
the applause hut neither did McAdoo had delivered
California candidate for the United States
he show disrespect. He observed and Texal-, to him as the fourth Senate. California had declared
its
the parade that followed with a ballot began.
41.
preference for thn speaker. Yet,
did
Jim
Farley
as
noting
eye,
keen
In contrast to the dejected etti- despite every aid given to Garner
that the enthusiasm had produced
by McAdoo and Hearst his total .
tx.de
of the Smith supporters trom
the
no serious desertions from
the Bay State, was the jubilance, of vote on the third ballot was 1)4
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k mends of the welfare department.

CURLFY CONSIDERS -an
NEED FOR SHAR
SALARY REDUCTIONS

•

Mayor of Boston, I hough
Opposed Also to Dischargmg Employes, Forced to
Face Matter
Boston, March 14—As the city
,finance commission conducted an unprecedented examination of every
item in the city budget, Mayor Curley
yesterday vvas compelled to consider
the necessity of discharging 2000 city
and county employes and cutting the
salaries of 20,000 others on a sliding
scale, it was learned last night.
Although the mayor has persistently opposed salary cuts and reductions in personnel, recent developments have forced him to give serious
attent'on to the wage slashes, which
would go into effect early next month.
. The reductions proposed are:—
Ten per cent on salaries from $1000
to $2000;
Fifteen per cent on salaries from
;2000 to $3000;
Twenty per cent on salaries from
;3000 to $4000;
Twenty-five per cent on $4000 or
more.
Reduction in personnel would be
obtained by the elimination of unnecessary permanent, and all temporary employes.
,. If these recommendations are put
lpto effect it is believed that the
lotidget wil: be cut $5,000,000. Since
January city and county employes
have contributed on a sliding scale
, based in earnings, but the bulk of the
[contribution has been made by higher-paid officials, who contribute 10
per cent Those receiving $1600 or
less give 4 per cent,
Joseph Joyce Donahue, a member
of the finance commission, opened the
attack on the budget when he criticized the expenditure of $25,000 for
,stenographic reports of the City council sessions, which, he said, could be
I eliminated without handicap to the
mayor or the council.
Further study of the budget by Lilt)
full commission has shown that many
economies can be effected. When the
budget examination is complete it is
expected that the boards, with Chairman Frank A. Goodwin dissenting,
will recommend:—
A straight salary cut for all city
and county employes to reduce the
1988 budget of $37,591,000; abolition of
II+ unnecessary positions; elimination
f nonessential services and postponeof expenditures hitherto acceptfixtures.
"-The $37,591,000 figure does not include school costs, the maintenance of
revenue-producing departments, or
debt requirements. The school committee has consistently reduced its
budget and recently, by failure to appropriate, carried over tb this year a
sum representing 80 cents on the tax
rate. The only substantial reduction
In school costs must come from a salary slash.
The finance commission will seek
through the Legislature to take from
the control of the mayor the allocation of budget items. The city counoil can reduce but not increase items.
The Legislature fixem the tax limit in
Bostoz and last year fixed $19 as the
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THE STATUS OF MAYOR CURLEY

•

Mayor Curley is taking without complaint a 33 years' accumhlation
of personal opposition. It has been finding expression of three months
in an avalanche of protest to President Roosevelt. against the bestowing
upon Curley of any form of recognition for his contribution to the successful candidacy of the president.
Somehow President Roosevelt is unlike many other men. He has
refused to allow the rush of long secreted personal spite of Mayor Curley
to make any impression upon his regard for Boston's mayor.
It is one thing to tight somebody in the open and another matter to
wage guerilla war in the dark. Without any brief for Jim Curley he bag
never fought his political battles behind the protection of bulwarks.
Whatever he has had to say has been said publicly. Of course in his
long public career he has figuratively punched many faces. Re has
Inflicted hurts. Some of those he has injured have not dared to meet him
In open combat. The election of Roosevelt and the certainty that he
would reward his valiant supporter Curley inspired those who have been
nursing grievances to assail the record of Curley.
Surely it IS open to criticism because no man in public life for one
year or 33 years has ever maintained a record which could not be
criticised in some form.
During the period that he has been under attack from unknown foes
the mayor has shown himself to be a philosopher. "I've handed out some
stiff punches in my career" he says "land I suppose that I must sit still
and smile while I run collecting the return blows."
The only difference is that Curley has had the courage and the
manhood. to, publicly say whatever he has had in mind. His guerilla opponents hide behind the secrecy of letters which they know will never
reach the mayor.
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I THE POLITICAL UNDERCURRENT
By DAVID BARTLETT
1.—Vincent,
March
Washington,
A.stor's friends believe his appointsecretary
of
the navy
ment as assistant
is assured. Politicians regard this selection as a proof of Mr. Roosevelt's independence, for, politically speaking,
the choice is ,out of bounds.

•

ington, both mentioned for appointments as under-secretary of state. Mr.
Roosevelt is thought to have leaned'
first toward Mr. Welles. Then the objections began. Now he is inclining
to Mr. Phillips. There are influences
at work against him, too, but it looks
as if he will get the post. Mr. Welles
of Boston was griev- will not be left out in the cold, though,
rl
Mayor
ted in the announceously d :
ator Swanson's appointFormer Governor Harry Woodring
ment of
cretarv of the navy. The of Kansas is not expected to appear In
ment as
of
the
Mayor expected the next head
the "little cabinet," though he was
mentioned among the candidates for
navy to come from Boston.
• It seems very likely, however, that the treasury.
Mr. Curley will be consoled with the
embesav at Rome, for which he is enWhile Robert H. Gore entertained,
tirely fitted through his knowledge of lavishly in Miami, his political guests
Italian affairs and his acquaintance are inclined to think he will not land
with Premier Mussolini and the Pope. the job of commissioner of internal
These considerations are believed to revenue.
have prompted Mr. Roosevelt to select
him for this post. The mayor's friends
It is believed that Mr. Roosevelt will,
consider him one of the best read men wish to bring about our adherence to
In public life.
the World Court at the special session
of the Senate, and that a resolution to
is
Roosevelt
say
he
Mr.
Associates of
that effect will be passed along with
still on the fence about many appoint- the cabinet confirmations.
ments. He picks a man for. a certain
position. Thereupon the dissension beSenator Walsh. the new attorneygins. Political leaders start protesting.
thought by his
Democratic groups rise up against the general, is for a seat on intimates to
be
headed
the World
man selected and he doesn't look as Court. His age prevents his attaining
how
good as he did at first. It is funny with
his ambition to join the justices of the
many things seem to be wrong
S. supreme court.
him. Mr. Roosevelt tries another man. U.
•
The same performance takes place all
friends are Depisrted to
Pennsylvania
over again.
be backing William C. Bullitt.-ta the
This is said to have been going on, limit for ambassador to France.
of Is said to be all that Pennsylvania asks
for example, with William Phillips
Boston .and Sumner Welles of Wash- of the new administration.
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OFFICIAL F'ILY
NOV. COMPIEEB
HYDE PARK, Mar. I. - (AP) President-elect Roosevelt has completed the selection of his official
family today and with a serious
mind and light heart turned toward
the White House.
The cabinet was completed officially last night with the announcement that Miss Frances Perkins,
New York state commissioner of
labor as secretary • of labor and
Daniel C. Roper, South Carolina as
secretary of commerce. He picked
"Louis, Mac and Steve," for his
secretariat- Louis M. Home, senior
secretary and Marvin H. McIntyre,
Kentucky, and Stephen T. Early,
Virginia, as the other chief aides
in the White House.
The prize of diplomatic plums is
fast disappearing. Robert W. Bingham, Louisville publisher, is slated
for London; Mayor James M.. Cur,
ley, of Boston, to Italy; possibly
Jesse I. Strauss, of New York,
Paris and probably Clark M. Howell, of Atlanta, or robert Dunham
of Chicago, for Berlin.
Roosevelt is to leave here late
today by automobile for New York
to spend the night.
sfr,e• - kfriya -
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ROME.-144yor' Curley of Boston
is not lookhig tbward Puerto Rico
or to the !Ash Free State as has
been stated in dispatches. His disappointment at losing the hopedfor navy appointment is believed to
be strong, and neither Ireland nor
our southern outpost would compensate him. Friends in powerful
quarters think he would like to go
to Rome. You are on fairly safe
ground in thinking that. Roosevelt
has held out hope In-this direction.

eeiS
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Curley to Become
Ambassador to gab'
BOSTON, March 3.—(W)—The
Boston Globe s slit has learned
that Mayor Ja
. Curley of Boa.
ton, has decide
ccept the office
of U. S. ambas. or to Italy, "informall offered him by PresidrntSleet Roosevelt."

CAlicAIC-0 -144 - N*4g4
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Mayor Cty Picked
as E t
to Italy
BOSTCIN, Feb. 28.— (I.N.S.)—
"s'iilkaYor James M. Curley, who led
"The Roosevelt campaign in Massa.chusetts, will be ambassador to
,Italy, the Boston Evening American announced in a copyrighted
article this afternoon.
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CUMMINGS ESTATE TO BE
DEVELOPED BY BOSTON MAYOR

•

Place left to the city of Boston will be
remodelled and built up by Boston's
unemployed
The Cummings estate in Woburn been making a survey of the Cumand Burlington, left to the city of mings property with the possible
Boston for recreational purposes, development, and he has reported to
may become a beehive of activity the Mayor that the work would keep
during the coming summer, according a corps of men busy for more than a
to the plans of Mayor James M. year.
Curley of Boston. The latter official
The estate was left by Mary Hall
appointed ex-Mayor Thomas H. Duffy Cummings to the City of Boston
for
of this city as superintendent of the recreational purposes. A provision
in
property here, and the Woburn man the will demanded that the city
of
!is in charge of the entire acreage and Boston use it for
this purpose, and if
buildings. However, no steps have the terms of the will were not
carried
, been taken to develop the property out, the property reverted
to the
or to put It into shape for recreational American Playground
Association. As
purposes, until now.
there has been no activity in the
Mayor Curley plans that Boston's development of the place, legal
action
jobless will ply their own trades was contemplated to take the
propinstead of sweeping streets and erty from the city of Boston.
shovelling snow. In return for the
The estate includes homes, stables,
welfare given them by the city,
piggeries, truck gardens and fruit
repair work will be undertaken on
orchards extending from Cambridge
city-owned property, which will re- road
to the Blanchard place in Burquire 800 days of useful labor and the
lington. There is plenty of land
proposed development of the Cumavailable for the workers which
mings estate of over 200 acres.
William Stanley Parker, architect for Mayor Curley intends to assign to the

1

the Boston City Planning Board, has place.
kEr
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Although Judge Robert W. Bingham.
of Louisville, Ky., has not been
formally appointed ambassador to London. his selection is generally believed
to be assured. It now seems likely
that Jesse Isidor Straus, of New York,
will reeei,.... the appointment to Paris,
and that Claude Bowers will replace
Washington, March 11 (/F').—James Irwin Laughlin as ambassador at
M. Cox, Ohio publisher, and Demo- Madrid.
It is generally
in official
cratic candidate for President in 1920, circles that Hugh believed
Gibson will be reis reported in responsible circles to tained as ambassador at Brusse4...be under serious consideration for the
post of ambassador to Germany.
President Roosevelt was the Vice
Presidential candidate on the ticket
with Cox 13 years ago, and they are
warm personal friends.
Frederic M. Sackett, of Louisville,
Ky., the present ambassador at Berlin,
signation on March 4.
submitted
ley, of Boston, Mass.,
James M
under consideration
be
reporter
is
for an arni),.sadorial post, presumably
that at Rome.
Norman H. Davis has been discussed
I in connection with several embassies
in Europe. but the impression now
in informed circles is that his continuation as American delegate to the
-disarmament conference, which is
threatened with failure because of the
unsgtled ,conditions throughout Europe,
makfs it ,,likely he will be named
ars ..mabassildor in the near future.

COX MAY GET GEM
;IMBISSADORIAL POST
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CURLEY AGAIN
SEEN AS ENVOY
Call on Roosevelt, Hull
Revives Talk of Rome
Ambassadorship
MAYOR SAYS "NO"
Frederick Prince's Name
Bobs Up as Possible
Choice For Berlin
WASHINGTON, March 21 (AP)
—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston called upon President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Hull, I
while reports flew about the capital that announcement of his appointment as ambassador to Italy'
would be forthcoming soon.
However, the mayor insisted his
visit had no connection with a
prospective appointment to Rome
or to any other post, and departed
for Boston with the assertion that
"your guess is as good as mine."
With Gov, Brann
Curley spent a part of his day
with Governor Brann of Maine,
here to seek federal assistance for
a number of Maine banks still
awaiting permission to reopen, and
accompanied the governor on calls
upon federal officials.
Curley said he had not discussed ]
his own political future with either
President Roosevelt or Secretary
Hull.
It was regarded as significant
that Mayor Curley, while in Washington during the inauguration
festivities, presented to Senator
Walsh of Massachusetts, more than I
400 applications for federal jobs.
Waived Own Claims?
His action was considered as evident that the Boston executive was
waiving his own claims to patronage in anticipation of a diplomatic or "little cabinet" appointment.
The name of another Bostonian,
Frederick Henry Prince, bobbed up
in connection with speculation on
appointment to major dilpomatic
pod. Prince, banker and railway
official, has been Mentioned as a
possible ambassador to Berlin.

—
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DEFENDING MR. CURLEY.
14A

Boston

-

Mayor, It Is Held, Has
Some Good Qualities.

To the Editor of The New York Times:

•

•

It was rather difficult to understand your editorial "Three Hills
or Seven?" I assumed that unbiased observers were not ready to
place the entire responsibility for
the bitter Presidential primary campaign in Massachusetts last year
upon the shoulders of Mayor Curley.
It is quite true that the Mayor of
Boston received more publicity than
any other individual in the fray,
but this is explained by the fact
that he was arrayed against all of
the political leaders of Massachusetts. The Smith delegates included
both the cream and the rift-raft of
Massachusetts politics. Mayor Curley was powerless to combat the
campaign of bigotry, just as obnoxious as that in the South in 1928,
which was waged for former Governor Smith.
Those who participated in the
Roosevelt campaign with Mayor
Curley know the character of his
loyalty and would not even think
of questioning his sincerity. The
situation has a pitiable aspect, for
a Roman Catholic priest, Father
John O'Donnell of Dorchester,
publicly criticized the anti-Curley
moves as one of the "faults of the
Irish race" in a speech on St.
Patrick's Day. It is regrettable that
both elements in the Democratic
Play are glutted with bigotry.
It is significant that on the same
day your editorial writer facetiously
, praised Mayor Curley, The Boston
Herald (Rep.) referred to him
as the "best expert on municipal
government in the 'United States."
Apparently he has a few good qualities, for Boston has flourished
under his leadership when other
municipalities were on the rocks or
LEO P. MORAN.
shoals.
Cambridge, Mass., March 22, 1933.
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MAYOR OF BOSTON

MILEY PLEAS TO
BACK PRESIDENT

With the announcement of District
Attorney William J. Foley, that he
is a candidate for Mayor of our city.
the interesting campaign to succeed
Mayor Curley has commenced. Mr.
Expresses Faith In
Foley's announcement of his intenMattapan Speech
tion followed the Evacuation Day
•
celebration in South Boston last
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
week.
Ex-Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols up I speaking Sunday evening in the
to the present time has not taken Oriental Theatre in Mattapan, ure7ed
the public into his confidence about his hearers to support President
what he would do in the coming Franklin D. Roosevelt, and also ext'
Mayoralty election, even though his pressed his faith in the future. lie
friends are working vigorously in his said in part:
behalf. Mr. Nichols, according to , "The people of America have
his friends, will have the backing of found hope rekindled, faith revived
th9 city employees, who have not and courage and confidence gradualforgotten either his liberality in re- ly restored through the spiritual apgard to their wages, or his policy of peal and truly great leadership of
leaving unmolested in their jobs, al- President Roosevelt.
, thongh most of them were not mem- "He has won every skirmish up to
the. ,Fresent time 'and the forces rebers of his political party.
I Eight years ago the Good Govern- sponsible for the depression ,are disment Association supported Mr. appearing one .bv one. The need of
Nichols and four years later lent the present hour is a realization on
their strength to Frederick W. Mans- the part of the entire citizenship, not
field, who met defeat. It is rumored alone as to: the character and capathat Mr. Mansfield may run again city and ability of Fnanklin D. Roosethis year, although he has not clearly velt, hut an abiding faith in him and
indicated his intentions. If he enters a —illingness to assist him in win,1;e battle. against economic dethe field, however, which candidate
will the Good Government Associa- pression."
tion lend its indorsement and support, as it will be necessary to choose
' between them? A rather embarrassing position for the Association.
Ex-Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell stated some months ago that he
would be a candidate for Mayor, and
he is still in the fight. Some of the
other potential, candidates who
have been mentioned are, Fire Commissioner, Edward F. McLaughlin,
Joseph McGrath, President of the
City Council, who will be acting
Mayor, should Mayor Curley accept
the presidential i- c',yard due him, and
Maurice J. Tobin; of the School
Committee.
It is shaping up to be an interesting political fight, with the public
sitting by in the ringside seats.
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Mayor Curley's Home-Coming From the Convention
Maly Commitment to Roosevelt's Candidacy
Democratic Harmony In Massachusetts
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Last week's Installritent of Mr. those eager to see the man who he rode along. Banners welcomed
Oullfoyle's story carried the narra- had risked his political future to "the delegate from Porto Rico,"
tive to the point of the Curley- fight for Roosevelt in his home while men and women shouted
"hurrah for Porto Rico." The
Hearst-McAdoo tritunverate com- state.
Governor Ely had been wel- mayor accepted all with smiling
bining to nominate Roosevelt on
the fourth ballot at the Democratic comed in his home city of West- countenance, happy that his home
field by virtually all of his fellow i return to Boston had taken on the
National Convention.
appearance of a triumphal procesI citizens. They came with bands
By JAMES H. GTJILFOYLE
and banners to show their devotion sion.
HERE were contrasting home'
The crush at the Common was
and their admiration for his woncomings from the Chicago
derful nominating speech. They so tremendous it was almost imconvention. The bitterness of
came to show they were proud of possible for the mayor to reach
the Smith die-hards had not worn
the bandstand where he was to
him even in his defeat,
mystery
lent
an
air
of
off. They
Mayor Curley rolled into Boston's speak. The crowd had to be held
to their future political support.
North station in the early evening back by ropes and the automobiles
There was not the spirit of confiof July Fourth. The station con- had to be driven over the Common
dence in Democratio victory in
course and the streets leading to walks.
November that had prevailed on the
the building had been thronged
A Triumph
outward trip. There were a few of
for hours with eager thousands
There was an impressive array of
course, who had not been so deThousands more lined the streets officials participating in the
exervoted to Smith, who were ready to
over which the procession of home- cises and the mayor was
presented
Roosevelt,
but
behind
fall in line
coming was to pass to the Com- with many
floral offerings, which
there was nothing in the way of
mon, where amplifiers had been he later
sent to hospitals. He en'nspfration and satisfaction. The
erected in the Parkman bandstand. tered into the
spirit of jubilation
delegates did not have Mayor CurTrue, some in the huge crowd, con- by
speaking his opening sentences
ley on their train. He had gone
servatively estimated at 200,000 had in
Spanish, which he remarked he
and b
with his own party,ou
come out in celebration of the holt- had
acquired during his Porto
came back with them. Some of his
day, to enjoy band concerts and 'Rican
affiliation. The mayor made
more rabid opponents in the regular
the annual display of fireworks, A
delegation seemed to blame him number of them were city employ- an impressive speech on the ability
for the defeat of Smith and open- es, probably some with the idea of Governor Roosevelt, but there
ly exhibited their hostility in their that the mayor would be a power was no rancor or bitterness in his
talk. One delegate prepared a ban- in the Roosevelt administration and talk. He referred to none of the
unpleasant incidents of the primary
ner that was anything but com- it might be well to be observed.
campaign. The mayor had changed
plimentary to the Hub mayor, but
But the crowds that filled the
at Governor Ely's direction it dis- streets, the extensive decorations over night from a fighting chamappeared while the delegate slept. and the marching organizations pion of Roosevelt to a wise conThe governor does not believe in that participated in the parade ciliator. From that time on his
attitude was one of friendliness to
that brand of politics.
could not be entirely charged to
But where there was an atmos- holiday celebrators. The mayor his enemies, an eager determinephere of gloom on the Smith train came from the station to the din tion to bring harmony.
there Waa unrestrained joy in the of trementioue applause. It was : The spontaniety of the rcepption
Curley camp. Overjoyed at the heightened a few moments later to Curley when he returned home
success of Roosevelt in his fight for when Jimmy Roosevelt and his will long be a subject of debate.
the nomination Curley plunged into wife, who had arrived at the South It must be said for the accuracy
a busy round of Chicago activities, station, dashed down with motor- of the record that many who parte
delaying his departure for home cycle police escort to take a place cipated were attracted by the bollday program, that others were
until Sunday. Several of his lieu- in the line of march.
tenants hurried home by air deterdrawn by curiosity, that many of
The procession moved through
mined to give him a rousing homethe details were arranged by his
the crowded streets, in an open i
faithful
band
gathered
His
eoming.
lieutenants
and that many employautomobile, the mayor waving his
around him with perpetually smil- greetings. His faithful flock hung as took part because they believed
it would be a benefit to them. It
ing countenances.
on to other automobiles driven by ,
cannot be denied, however, that
Ely and Curley Homecoming
city officials and prominent Demomost of that vast crowd turned out
It was a joyous homeward trip crats. They had come to the be.
to do the mayor homage, because
mayor
the
Boston
nearing
lief they better get behind the
and
friend or enemy they had some ad.
made one of the first radio speeches Roosevelt candidacy, or that at
rniration for his fighting spirit.
ever given by radio from a moving least it would do no harm to let
In
all of us there is a hero-worfaithlittle
bands
of
as
Even
train.
Mayor Curley see them in a friendui Smith men had greeted the re- ly attitude. There weer many re
'
turning delegates at the train stops, minders of the mayor's affiliation
so also was,:th mayor greeted along with the Porto Rico delegation as,
the line (ff railroad stations by
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ship, particularly for the man who they
rather frankly expressed their
wins against odds. It will be refeelings. When Governor Ely left
corded that few men have received
Mr. Farley, there was no breaking
such colorful or enthusiastic welof his silence but that the resistcome in Boston.
, ance was lessening was evident

•

be a mlrafiallods happeitig. But in
the meantime while he waited he
was determined to take his time
about it and do it in his own way.
The governor can act with direcWorking for Harmony
from his agreement to meet Mr. tion, decision, and speed, but he
Immediately after the Chicago Roosevelt personally at the execu- cannot be hurried if he does not
nomination of Roosevelt those who tive mansion in Albany.
want to be. He was also some.
had been affiliated with the "stop" The principal benefit of the Farley what loath to commit himself te
movement began to consider their conference was to give Bay State Roosevelt unreservedly withoul
position. Senator David I. Walsh 'newspapermen a more .ample ap knowing how thoroughly their idea:
was the first to advise that the con- predation of the man who was to on public questions coincided.
flict must be forgotten and that play such an important part in the
The Conference
the Democrats must get together Roosevelt sweep.
The Albany conference when 11
The early arrivals among the
and stand behind their nominee.
came on,July 27 added little but
Governor Ely was advised to make correspondents found Farley in
speculation to the situation. The
such statement but he persisted in comfortable lounging attire, sitting
governor continued his silence bu
down
a silence most disturbing to the
to a meagre breakfast. He
let it be known he was in a mor
Roosevelt leaders, who wanted his invited them to eat with him. The
friendly attitude toward the can
assistance, realizing that without days and nights had been strenu•
didate for president by making it
it they might lose the votes of ous. He had spent several hours
announce his poslin a Pullman berth but there was clear he would
many of the Smith idolators.
tion later, and that it depended enReconciling Governor Ely to the no sign of physical exhaustion in
tirely on Mr. Roosevelt's adherence
Rosevelt choice became one of the his athletic frame. There was pres
to the Democratic platform with
major problems of the organiza- ent that confidence that was ever ,I
Smith-advocated, planks in his
tion of the president-to-be. Mayor so marked. While he was dressing its
first post-convention radio talk.
Curley made the first move in that the telephone rang.
"No I don't think that's a good , Governor Ely talked with Goverdirection. He early urged Govspot
for you to spout," he said to nor Roosevelt for two hours in the
ernor Ely to be a candidate for requiet of the Albany mansion while
election, paying his tribute to the his caller on the other end.
"Leave that to me. Say, don't 50 newspapermen waited in the
manner in which he had conducted
the affairs of state and pointing make my lips crack. No you do shade on the lawn for the result
to him as a leader that the party as I tell you. Well it you want to This meeting had become of such
needed. Soon after, when the state run over there all right but I'll nation-wide importance that virtually all the large newspapers had
committee organized, the mayor take that up with you later."
"One of your subordinates?' their special correspondents presco-operated in all the plans of the
ent. Like the Farley conference,
queried a correspondent.
Smith leaders.
"No, the governor," said Farley their discussion was never disAlthough it is not generally
known there had been a decided just as if talking to presidents-to- closed. Some say they talked over
all the issues, the candidate outmove on foot to elect Larue Brown, be was nothing out of the
ordinary lining his
views on subjects
in
a prominent Boston attorney and
And that's just the thing that Imwhich Governor Ely was interested.
classmate of Roosevelt, chairman presses about Farley. There is
none Others say they
talked only of Mr.
of the committee. It was felt by of the fawning or fetching
in his Roosevelt
's attitude on power and
some that it would be better to makeup. He says what he
means prohibition.
Unofficially it became
have the committee headed by a regardless of the person
and he 1 known
that it was very unlikely
full-fledged Roosevelt enthusiast. thinks rapidly.
that Governor Ely's promised stateThe movement gained such ground
Ely Sincere
ment would be unsatisfactory to
that efforts were underway to line
There are observers who believe Mr. Roosevelt.
up votes for Brown the night bethat Governor Ely employed excelThe conclusion of the conference
fore the meeting. For some realent strategy to get himself out of brought a most
embarrassing situson the plan was suddenly abandwhat they call an unpleasant sit- ation to both Governo
r Roosevelt
oned and Joseph A. Maynard, coluaiion In being so rabidly anti- and Governor Ely.
A score of
lector of the port in the Wilson adRoosevelt. They have contended newspapermen swooped
down upon
ministration was elected as comthat by announcing his candidacy the two execptives
as they sat tomittee head with the approval of
for re-election after the conference gether in a swinging
seat on the
both Governor Ely and Mayor Curwith Roosevelt and Farley he made mansion porch
demanding to know
ley, and to the satisfaction of most
It appear that they had asked him if the conference
had been satisof the members.
to run again. That does not seem factory.
The mayor and the governor sat I a true picture
to this observer.
Governor Ely said he would issue
side by side at the dinner table dur- Governor Ely
was really chagrined his statement later. It did
not sating the meeting. And when the at the failure
of Smith to be nom- isfy the correspondents
that this
mayor spoke he was generous in inated. He
did not have at that promise gave sufficient
indication
his praise of the governor. Har- time the
confidence In Roosevelt of the parley developments.
Govermony was the prevading spirit.
that he has today. de was
nor
Ely was obdurate, however, and
not
Seeking Ely's Friendship
over anxious to run again because stubbornly refused
to elaborate his
Early in July it became known he did want to get back to law and remarks even under
threat to inthe Roosevelt forces were so anxi- Mrs. Ely does not care to have him terpret the conference
as unsatisIn
public
life
ous about Governor Ely's silence
because it takes him factory.
that James- A. Farley had been so much away from home. The
Threatened Guesses
commissioned to take the first steps governor knew that he could hard"We
discusse
d many subjects at
ly
walk
out on the party, that he
bring
about reconciliation
to
Eventually, Farley went to Spring- would have to be a cardidate again length," he explained when the
questioners became more
field where he had a conference unless there was some way decently
persistent
"We'll think about
with the governor.
Just what to avoid it. He rather hoped somethem.
Governo
r Roosevelt will talk
passed between the two men has thing would occur so that he could
about
them Saturday night and I will
never been disclosed, except that, retire although he real4ed it
talk
would a.out them
.n Monday," ,
"
•1
4tro--4

"Will the
carry plete support he was to give later. IT urging support of the ticket. He
Democrats
Massachtisett.3?" he was asked.
In fact, the governor indicated he was in great demand as a speaker
"Tell them you'll tell them that was not entirely reconciled to the
In the nearby Smith states and
on Monday," Governor Roosevelt
Democratic ticket.
thrilled several thousand people in
Interjected.
"It is useless for me to deny the Connecticut on a Sunday afternoon.
"Are you and Governor Roose- feeling which I have already ex- He did not go the full distance
velt in harmony?"
pressed that the public mind would there in his endorsement of RooseAgain before Governor Ely could more easily and clearly find ex- velt by name, but he left no doubt
reply Governor Roosevelt inter- pression if the Democratic party
that he would be strongly behind
jected," tell them that on Monday had chosen as its leader a man of
the Democratic ticket. And as the
also."
expressed conviction and positive campaign drew into the final days
"Well we'll have to assume there action as a contrast to the Repub- he accepted a few long distance
was a lack of harmony," said one lican candidate for re-election. I speaking engagements from the
of the correspondents.
do not recede from that position," Democratic bureau.
"Don't write it that way," Roose- !lie said.
Helping in Maine
velt interrupted.
t The governor placed his support
The concentration of MassachuAgain about the only benefit of 'of the Democratic nominees largely setts talent in Maine was given
the conference to the correspond- on his approval of the Democratic 'much credit for the overturn in
ents was an opportunity to observe platform and the apparent pledge that state in September which
Mr. Roosevelt at play. He enter- of Governor Roosevelt during the swept the Democratic Governor
tained that evening with a moving Albany conference that it would be Brann into office. Governor Ely,
picture exhibition in the executive carried out by, him "with earnest Senator Walsh and Mayor Curley
mansion. He impressed with buoy- and energetic action."
went there. And they spoke to treancy of spirit, youthful effervence,
The governor's statement alsa mendous crowds.
his good nature and almost boyish revealed his reluctance to seek anThe turning tide in the Pine Thee
appreciation of fun. During the other term as chief executive of I state was evident when Mayor Curday he had conferred with govern- Massachusetts.
ley went there early in the camors, former ambassadors and others
"In the placid governmental days paign. Assigned to Sanford to speak
prominent in public life. Yet at of prosperity I think I would have to what was expected to be a gathnight he was able to lay aside the felt entirely free to retire from ering of several hundred DemoI cares of the day, leave them entire- public life at the end of one term," crats in a Republican center, he
ly behind and enjoy himself with he said. "In these times, however, found an audience of so many thouI find myself by sheer force of cir- sands they could not get into the
his friends.
He was like one of the group. cumstances holding the end of the hall and he had to speak in the
No evidence of worries or cares al- somewhat tangled skeins of so outdoors. Curley saw the opportuthough tremendous responsibilities many matters of public concern nity and made one of his great
He . . . that in spite of a desire to
had begun to surround him.
speeches of the campaign, arousing
joked and laughed as scenes were leave public office I do not find it a tremendous enthusiasm,
shown of the Chicago convention. possible to do so without the sancIt was a great day for New EngHe told of little jokes oa persons tion of those who vote."
land Democrats when Governor
whose faces flashed before the
For Re-election
Roosevelt after his vaaction cruise
small audience. And when the
Governor Ely's decision to seek decided to lafid at Portsmouth, N. H.
Warm Springs, Ga., foundation a second term immediately turned Mayor Curley was among the first
camp, where he had fought his speculation to the effect of his can- to greet him as he arrived at the
winning fight against infantile par- didacy on the national situation— hotel. With the mayor was a large
alysis was shown he called many inasmuch as he was the last of the party and he was host to many
Smith leaders to declare for Roose- others. Governor and mayor greeted
of the patients by name.
Ever he seemed to look on the velt.
each other cordially while the crowd
The Roosevelt organization was looked on. Then the mayor prebright side. He bespoke no pity
for this one or that one but told joyous at his capitulation and saw sented him a scrap book history
only of incidents that had humor- In his endorsement of the ticket, of the primary campaign, cartoons
ous touch or of memories of happy not only 'assistance in Massachu- and all. Democratic leaders from
eetts, which state they were anxious , Maine and New Hampshire flocked
gatherings.
The newspaper correspondents to hold in line, but also an asset in there. Mr. Roosevelt's ride to his
joined in conversation with him as other states where there was a son's home at one of the beaches
If he was one of them instead of a Smith sentiment. The efforts to re- was through cheering crowds.
He consile him made it evident how
man soon to be president.
Ely Goes Over
called them by their first names much they wanted his ald. In adThe heat of the presidential and
and told stories about them. It dition to his conferences with Far- gubernatorial campaign in Massawas an impressively happy party. It ley and Roosevelt, James Roosevelt chusetts did not really come until
gave a slant on the nature of the had made a further proffer of the October. Governor Ely became a
candidate, revealed that perhaps olive branch in his addresses, by
militant supporter of Roosevelt and
his ability to keep going at top asserting his principal concern was Mayor Curley supported
both
speed is because he has the knack the election of Governor Ely and Roosevelt and Ely. He spoke for
the
of laying aside his cares when
that he was ready to take the all the Democratic candidates on
day's work is done.
stump for him.
every ocpasion..For the first time
The suspense over how strong in years the party harmony seemed
Governor Ely's Decision
Governor Ely announced his de- Governor Ely would be for Roose- more genuine and More widespread
cision to seek reelection and give velt and Garner as the campaign than over.
his support to the Democratic na- progressed was continued for sometional ticket on Aug. 1. 'That was time. Gradually his apparent lull'sand he became
the first break in his persistent warmness wore off
silence since the Chicago conven- one of the enthusiastic spokesmen
tiOfi. It was not as whole-hearted. for the ticket, .171,11is first addresses
api)roval of Governor Roosevelt and his devotion to Shah was ever upSpeaker Garner as had been hoped permost but eventually he spoke of
instead of merefor and gave no hint of the com- Roosevelt by nettle
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country RS a Hoosevelt standard-bearer. But is it forNOT SEEKING A JOB.
gotten that James M. Curley, belatedly besought by national party
But, It Is Held, Many Jobs Seem
leaders to carry on the battle in the
to Be Seeking Mayor Curley.
Bay State, conducted rallies which
To the Editor of The New York Timea:
drew the biggest crowds of the
Exportation of Mayor Curley? Or campaign hereabouts?
should the word have been "ex- "Curley for the United States Senploitation" in your recent editorial, ate in 1936?" "Perfidious Repub"Three Hills or Seven?" Massa- lican counsels?" The country seems
chusetts friends of Boston's able to be wrinkling its patronizing (or
Mayor appreciate the significance patronage?) brow about what portattached to him nationally, as evi- folio James Michael Curley will
denced by such a discussion of his tuck under his strong arm much
future career in THE TIMES. At more than does that unworried BosISADORE ZIMON.
the same time they feel that politi- tonian.
cal plotters are exploiting him now,
Boston, Mass., March 24, 1933.
as they so often have attempted to
do, for the sake of stirring up intraparty strife.
Contrary to what your writer
says, there is a complete absence
of enthusiasm among Massachusetts
Democrats for any "exportation"
of James M. Curley. Bostonians of
every shade of sentiment have been
urging him to reject any foreign
post so that his acknowledged executive talents might be devoted to
domestic problems.
Is Mr. Curley asking for any
post? Has he made any suggestion
that he is looking for a Federal
berth? Not a bit of it. He has
been right on his own job, early
and late, close on the heels of his
leader at the White House in applying economies to the municipal administration. In his spare time he
has been uniting local opinion in
support of the President's program.
Mayor Curley has been tending to
business.
He has made no mention of rewards. But since you question the
effectiveness of hi. contribution to
the Roosevelt cause, it may not be
out of order to ask what better
proof of its value is there than the
tacit admission by all party leaders
that Mr. Curley ieslated for an important place in the administration? It has been a foregone conclusion since election day.
The only uncertainty has been as
to what job. The versatility of the
man is seen in the range of speculation—Secretary of the Navy, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
Governor of Puerto Rico, Ambassador to Italy. And in all the popular discussion there was not a hint
that Boston's Mayor was not qualified to handle any one of the posts
with high credit. Objections to his
selection for this berth and that immediately cropped up in the press,
hut they were all frankly based on
political considerations—offense to
this group or that, objection by faction A or faction B.
Incidentally, his classic eloquence
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was not denied to his own State in
the late campaign. Be did travel
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The Daily Washington Merry-Go-Round
By DREW PEARSON and ROBERT S. ALLEN.

"More Merry•Go-Round."
Authors of "Washington Merry-Go-Round" and

His Religion Bars Curley as Possible Ambassador to Italy
a
Republicans Pay Way of Sioux Indian Democrats Back to Dakot
n
Governor Ritchie's Dignity Ruffled in Attempt to See Woodi
aper Men
Newsp
to
Deal
Henry Morganthau, Jr. Also Gives a New
fectly willing to drop all that to
mes F. Cur- Dakota had overlooked one impor- hear you."
Washington.—Mayo
to make proley, of Boston, is known a ang-his-- tant item. They forgot
Great Improvement.
home.
wide circle of friends and acquain- vision for their return
The White House is not the only
Comatic
Democr
l
The Nationa
plaae where a new deal is being
tances as a man who just won't take
assume any given the press. Henry Morgenthau,
to
refused
flatly
mittee
"no" for an answer.
for the unhappy visi- Jr., new chief of the Federal Farm
The story is told that during the responsibility
semi-weekly press
they finally turned Board, is holding
despair
In
conferences that for candor, inforDemocratic convention in Chicago tors.
and
s
senator
the two Repubilcan
mality and wealth of information
last year, Chairman Jim Farley in- to
their aid. The Indians being rival those of President Roosevelt.
structed his secretary to give Curley begged
This policy of frankness is a disvoters, Nye and Frazier produced,
what is known in the vernacular as
tinct departure in the stormy foury
solemnl
had
they
but not until
"the gate" when he called. Somehow warned their red-men constituents year history of the Farm Board.
Curley learned of this. When Far- against putting their trust in Dem- Under the Republican administration it was one of the tightestley's secretary inquired his name, ocratic promises.
Pat
mouthed agencies in Washington.
Curley airily replied: "Senator ushman.
Gentle
nd
ICopyrt. 1933, United Feature Uynd., Inc)
ly
Maryla
prompt
Harrison," and was
to
Albert C. Ritchie, Maryland's
ered into Farley's presence, much
the latter's amazement and Curley's handsome Governor, is a staunch
Democrat and a loyal supporter of
uproarious glee.
President Roosevelt. But he doesn't
But it is not "nays" that Mayor
is
It
days.
think so much of smiling, chipper,
Curley is dodging these
little William H. Woodin, Secretary
"ayes" that he is after.
of the Treasury.
Wealthy, ambitious, an early
a
It all happened this way:
Roosevelt booster, Curley wants
would
Last week Ritchie, accompanied
nice, fat diplomatic plum. He
to
ador
Ambass
by a group of Maryland's leading
like to be appointed
pluck
to
he
is
eager
bankers, called at the Treasury.
Italy. In fact so
made a They had a plan for reopening of
this choice tidbit that he week
to
the state's financial institutions and
trip to Wasrington last
wished to lay tneir program before
"peddle his wares."
State
of
ry
Mr. Woodin. The latter's secretary
The President, Secreta
all
were
FarleY
explained that he was busy, but inHull and Postmaster
ex- vited Governor Ritchie and his party
pleasant, cordial. But it is
Curley
tremely doubtful that Mayorto Italy. to take seats.
This they did, and there they sat
will be named Ambassadorway.
for one hour and a half.
His religion stands in the
and
c
Catholi
a
At this point out Of Mr. W0clin's
While Curley is
diploJesse
some is Catholic, there areChurch office popped tall, effusiveruction
the
Jones, member of the Reconst
matic differences within ate
s
matter
Finance Corporation and very amItself that might complic
Catholic were
its chairman.
If an Irish-AmericanIt is recognized bitious to bec'ome breezil
y shouted
"Hello. Bert,"
named Ambassador.
Church officials Jesse. "We've got you all fixed up.
by leading Catholic
Catholics Just had your matter under considhere that
not see eye
and Italian Catholics do s azd ti.e eration in my conference with the
"
Seem
to eye on many subject
can
"Well," icily replied Ritchie. "1
appointment of an Irish-Ameri
looked
be
would
very much your kindness.
ate
appreci
Catholic to Rome
Catholics But I'd like to be heard on this
upon by many American
acy.
matter. After all I am the Governor
as undiplomatic diplom
of Maryland."
Unwilling Contributors.
J.
"Well, I'm sorry. The Secretary is
Gerald P. Nye and Lynnsive very
busy. And he is rushing to
Progres
Frazier. North Dakota's
support make a train."
Republican senators, did not
"I can't help that. I insist on seePresident,
Franklin D. Roosevelt for a sizable ing him."
quite
but they did make inaugur
"I'll tell you what I'll do," offered
ation.
contribution to his
made Jones. "I'll call a special meeting
not
was
r,
howeve
gift,
The
hap- of the R. F. C."
voluntarily. How and wtiv It
"We didn't come over here to talk
:
pened is as follows
Democratic leader to the R. F. C. We came over to see
A North Dakota
of sending a the Secretary."
evolved the bright idea
"Well, if you feel that way about
s to the
Indian
Sioux
of
ion
delegat
thirty braves It, just a moment," Jones urged,
of
band
A
al.
Inaugur
the propositicin ducking back into Mr. Woodin's
were quickly sold onCapitol in their office. In a few moments out bustled
the
of traveling to state
Democratic or- the Secretary.
own cars, the
"Hello, Governor. So sorry I am
and
ganization paying for gas, food
unable to see you. But I've got a
lodging.
as far train reservation and I've just got
The scheme worked grand—
go to New York. I've got a boil
Weghington. There the startled to
their good on my neck and I want -my own
.ed-skins discovered t`
doctor to treat it. 'Iowan' I'm perDemocratic friends back in North
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Boston Cuts Pay Of Empinyes
Very reluctantly ITay,pL•Curley of Roslou IR deeided to ('lit tliT-stTries- of the.,
cit,‘
rinplbyes from five to fifteen per
, rent. The amount that will be saved by
making these reductions will equal $5,100.000, so the mayor has said. The iirt'ailiiient has been rendered necessa Ty by
the refusal of the banks in Boston to loan
the city ally more money until it made
some attempt to balance its budget.
Mayor Curley said, when he made tlw
.amiouncement I ha t he proposed to ma ke
'these pay roll cuts as soon as a bill now
before tlie 6;eneral Court is passed, that
$20,000,000 in I a xes is due the city and
he thought that the amount of delinquent
taxes next year would equal fifty per
cent more than this figure.
Reeently Mayor Curley visited Washington and called on President Roosevelt.
It is believed that he urged the President
to favor a loll now pending in Congress
which would permit the larger cities to
borrow money directly from the Reeonstruetion Finance Corporation in order
to save paying interest to the banks from I
whom the cities have been borrowing
money in great quantities to carry them
W.;111over Hie period of dePresiolL The
ington correspondents think that the
President told Mayor Curley to go horn'
and cut down the eity's pay roll as the
sh‘p towards seouring the financial •
which
aid from the federal government
s.
desire
Boston
be,
Political bosses, wherever they may
.
tance
reluc
great
with
cuts
make pay roll
the
of
will
good
the
upon
d
depen
They
on
thousands of men and women who are
elves
thems
tuate
perpe
to
rolls
pay
these
in power and they have learned by sad
a
experience that cutting salaries is not
is
it
when
rt
suppo
way to gain political
c.
required.
5
o
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The plot of ground adjacent to the
Narrow Gauge station, known for
years as the triangle will, through
the kindness of Chairman Wm. P.
Long of the Park Commission, and,
of course, the hearty approval of
Mayor Curley, be known hereafter as
"Carey Rest," in tender memory of
the late William Carey, former Commander of Orient Heights post, A. L.,
and one of the most beloved residents
of the district. It will be dedicated
with appropriate ceremonies about
Memorial day, when it is expected
one of the largest and most colorful
parades of &service men will turn

out.
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Mayor Curley'Says It!

Nothing thar Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston ever did or said is
more worthy of note or more likely
to endure in the minds of his countrymen long after he is gone, than
a simple sentence by which he yesof
terday introduced his declaration
es:
an intention to reduce city salari
"We must think in terms of
salvation of the government
under which we live."
Could any fourteen words better'
state the need of the hour, for Boston or any other American city? It
all Quincy people, for example,
could think in terms of the salvation of the government under which
they live the task of mayor and
councilors, school committee, health
offioers, welfare supervisors, and
be
even police and firemen would
possirich
the
relatively easy, and
bilities of self-government would
all,
begin to accrue to the benefit of
hands.
ed
Boston's mayor is to be credit
It
nce.
uttera
with a monumental
time.
in
ent,
monum
its
will find
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His Religion Bars Curley as Possible Ambassador to Italy
a
•
Republicans Pay Way of Sioux Indian Democrats Back to Dakot
Governor Ritchie's Dignity Ruffled in Attempt to See Woodin
Men
Henry Morganthau, Jr. Also Gives a New Deal to Newspaper
1
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unhapp
the
for
ibility
respons
the
during
The story is told that
is holding semi-weekly press
In despair they finally turned Board,
conferences that for candor, inforDemocratic convention in Chicago tors.
and
s
senator
ican
Republ
the two
mality and wealth of information
last year, Chairman Jim Farley in- to
The Indians being rival those of President Roosevelt.
aid.
their
begged
Curley
give
to
ry
structed his secreta
This policy of frankness is a disvoters, Nye and Frazier produced,
what is known in the vernacular as
tinct departure in the stormy fourly
solemn
had
they
until
not
but
"the gate" when he called. Somehow warned their red-men constituents year history of the Farm Board.
Curley learned of this. When Far- against putting their trust in Dem- Under the Republican administraname,
his
tion it was one of the tightestley's secretary inquired
ocratic promises.
mouthed agencies in Washington.
Curley airily replied: "Senator Pat
(Copyrt. 1933, United Feature aynd., Inc.')
Maryland Gentleman.
Harrison," and was promptly ushAlbert C. Ritchie, Maryland's
ered into Fancy's presence, much tos
the latter's amazement and Curley' handsome Governor, is a staunch
Democrat and a loyal supporter of
uproarious glee.
President Roosevelt. But he doesn't
But it is not "nays" that Mayor
is think so much of smiling, chipper,
Curley is dodging these days. It
little William H. Woodin, Secretary
"ayes" that he is after.
of the Treasury.
Wealthy, ambitious, an early
a
wants
It all happened this way:
Roosevelt booster, Curley
would
He
Last week Ritchie, accompanied
nice, fat diplomatic plum. ador to
Ambass
ted
by a group of Mauland's leading
like to be appoin
pluck bankers, called at the Treasury.
Italy. In fact so eager is he to
made a 'They had a plan for reopening of
this choice tidbit that he week
to the state's financial institutions and
trip to Wasrington last
wished to lay tneir program before
"peddle his wares."
State Mr. Woodin. The latter's secretary
The President, Secretary of
were all
but inHull and Postmaster Farley is ex- explained that he was busy,his
party
pleasant, cordial. But it Curley vited Governor Ritchie and
tremely doubtful that Mayorto Italy. to take seats.
ador
This they did, and there they sat
will be named Ambass
for one hour and a half.
His religion stands in the way.
and
At this point out Of Mr. WOdin's
While Curley is a CatholicdiploJesse
Rome is Catholic, there areChurch office popped tall, effusiveruction
I
the
Jones, member of the Reconst
matic differences within ate
s
!natter
Finance Corporation find very amItself that might complic
were
'
an,
c
chairm
Catholi
its
if an Irish-American is recognized bitious to become breezily shouted
"Hello, Bert,"
named Ambassador. It
ChurcA officials Jesse. "We've got you all fixed up.
by leading Catholic
cs
an Catholi
Just had your matter under considhere that "I.ri:h-Americ
nce with the
not see eye
and Italian Catholics do s and the eration in my confere
to eye on many subject -American Secretary."
Ritchie. "1
icily
replied
Irish
"Well,"
an
appointment of
looked appreciate very much your kindness.
Catholic to Rome would be
Catholics, But I'd like to be heard on this
upon by many American
acy.
matter. After all I am the Governor
as undiplomatic diplom
utors.
of Maryland."
Unwilling Contrib
J.
"Well, I'm sorry. The Secretary is
Gerald P. Nye and Lynn sive very busy. And he is rushing to
Progres
Frazier, North Dakota's not support make a train."
Republican senators, did President, "I can't help that. I insist on seeFranklin D. Roosevelt for a sizable ing him."
but they did make quite
"I'll tell you what I'll do," offered
contribution to his inauguration.
not made Jones. . "I'll call a special meeting
The gift, however, was
it hap- of the R. F. C."
voluntarily. How and wbv
"We didn't come over here to talk
:
pened is as follows
Democratic leader to the R. F. C. We came over to see
A North Dakota
Secretary."
a
the
of sending
evolved the bright idea
"Well. if you feel that way about
s to the
delegation of Sioux Indian
thirty braves It, just a moment," Jones urged,
Inaugural. A band ofthe propositicin ducking back into Mr. Woodin's
were quickly sold onCapitol in their office. In a few moments out bustled
the
of traveling to state
Democratic or- the Secretary.
own cars, the
"Hello, Governor. So sorry I am
food and
ganization paying for gas,
unable to see you. But I've got a
lodaing.
as far train reservation and I've just got
The scheme worked grand—
go to New York. I've got a boil
Washington. There the startled to
on my neck and T want -my own
g‘tod
their
that
red
discove
ns
icd-ski
doctor to treat it. Howeye. I'm perDemocratic friends back in North
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t Boston Cuts Pay Of Empbyes
\ Vory reluctantly NIrry -)r 'Curler of Ros-

•

ton has decided to out theTs-Ara-res- of the.,
emphiyes front five to fifteen per
(Tut. The amount that will he saxed by
ma king lb e' reductions will equal $5,100.000. so the mayor has said. The iiirtailnient has been rendered necessary by the refusal of the banks; in I3oston to loan
the eity anY more money until it made
some attempt- to balance its budget.
Mayor Curley said, %viten he made the
.announcement that he proposed to make
these pay roll mils as soon as a bill now
before the General C.ourt is passed, that
*20,000,000 in taxes is due the city and
he thought that the amount of delinquent
taxes next year would equal fifty per cent more than this figure.
Recently Mayor Curley visited Washington and called on President Roosevelt.
It is believed that he urged the President
to favor a bill now pending in Congress
which would permit the larger cities to
borrow money directly front the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in order I
to save paying interest to the banks from
whoni the cities have been borrowing !
money in great quantities to carry them
over the period of depression. The Washington correspondents think that the
home
President told Mayor cur Icy to go
the
as
roll
pay
and cut down the city's
ia
iu•
fin.)
It,
,
hug
seeur
ds
towar
first step
which
aid from the federal government
Roston desires.
Polil len I bosses, wherever they may be.
tance.
I make pay roll cuts with great reluc
the
of
will
good
the
upon
d
depen
j They
on
are
who
n
wome
and
/thousands ()I men
elves
thems
tuate
perpe
to
rolls
pay
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ed by sad
in power and they have learn
is not a
ies
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ng
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that,
, experience
it is
when
rt
suppo
:wav to gain political
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ORIENT
HEIGHTS

•

The plot of ground adjacent to the
Narrow Gauge station, known for
years as the triangle will, through
the kindness of Chairman Wm. P.
Long of the Park Commission, and,
of course, the hearty approval of
Mayor Curley, be known hereafter as
"Carey Rest," in tender memory of
the late William Carey, former Commander of Orient Heights post, A. L.,
and one of the most beloved residents
of the district. a will be dedicated
with appropriate ceremonies about
Memorial day, when it is expected
one of the largest and most colorful
parades of ix-service men will turn

out.
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iNcy•M415 -(14rRiDriviMayor Curley Says It! '

Nothing :bar Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston ever did or said is
more worthy of note or more likely
to endure in the minds of his countrymen long after he is gone than
yesa simple sentence by which he
of
ation
declar
his
uced
Introd
terday
es:
an intention to reduce city salari

"We must think in terms of
salvation of the government
under which we live."
Could any fourteen words better.
state the need of the hour, for Boston or any other American city? If
all Quincy people, for example,
could think in terms of the salvation of the government under which
they live the task of mayor and
councilors, school committee, health
offioers, welfare supervisors, and
be
even police and firemen would
possirich
the
relatively easy, and
bilities of self-government would
of all,
begin to accrue to the benefit
hands.
ed
Boston's mayor is to be credit
It
nce.
uttera
with a monumental
time.
in
ent,
monum
its
will find

LNKS ARE BEHIND'
PLAN TO FORCE
CITY PAY CUTS
•
By GEORGS E. RICHARDS

Political Leaders Know That Bankers
Have Been Demanding Mayor Curley
Cut City Expenses For Months

Threatening to refuse to lend cash
to the City of Boston In anticipation
of tax collections Boston bankers virtually forced Mayor Curley's hand in
the plan to reduce the Boston city
payroll, according to information being circulated among 'some of the
city's most prominent political officeholders.
For months. A has been difficult fur
the city to raise money, bankers it,
Boston and New York being reluctant
to buy city bonds and to make tetnporary loans. nigh rates of interest
have been charged itnd only a few
days ago a rate of more than 51 per
cent was charged the' city for a loan,
while the State of Massjohusetts secured funds the next day lin. less than
3 per cent.
Bankers months ago .old Mayor
Curley, it is learned from a reliable
were
source, that if the city expenses
limit, pay for city employes and the removal ot
not e,,W down to the very
surplus-•eity employes, of which them
slashe7'to the bone and surplus eit
means are doubtlessly a great many, was
one
by
of
disposed
employes
able all prepared months ago when tin
or another, t he city svould not be
first talk of.risking for a city probe
to borrow money.
was heard, long before the bill .fot
the
and
crisis
bank
I
lona
nat
'I he
i such a probe actnallY was tiled. Sena
closing of the banks throughout tin
'country precipt at ed action by thi tor Henry Parkman, Alexander White-,
pre- side. Bentley W. Warren the Minli•
layor and the legislation was
legisla- cipal
pared for submission to the
Research Bureau and other
;
ture at the psychological in
sympathetic organiyations hr-Inning
ever,' the
when the State and practically
associations formed for the drive
coun- to reduce taxes, were all in on the
city and town and state in the
govern. plan to force the Mayor to chop salatry. as well as the federal
of cur ries and lop off the heads of city
gospel
the
preacking
is
ment,
pubemployes and the legislation, under
tailed expenditures and slashed
as tin which thae Civil Service could be suslic pt*rol Is just as ardently
wee.
pended was all planned.
same politicians two years ago
'midi(
The bank crisis came at just the
preaching the gospel of large
unemploy• right time for them to snap the
whip,
expend it tires, dole for the
int
and, backed up by the banks which
ed, great mupicipal and state
every were in on the play also, the
whip
provement projects, roads and
worl was snapped and the
Mayor . trotted
thing else that would afford
right along and asked for the right
for the unemployed .
swum to do what be found .he was compellThe pendulum seems to have
and now the ed to do.
in the other direction
the less pay
that
be
to
seems
policy
the quicker
have
people
11151r and les, work
will ' return. They hay( '
prospect t
to another.
gone from one extreme
, as
completely
field
revet sed their
and arc run
halt.fio
they say in
e goal.
fling for the opposit
% al iant fight to
a
made
The Mayor
hi. A.
but
employes,
l Atlie
nces to yield. i ,i,
circumsta
by
forevd
it is sough' .
legislation under which
le pay en ,
wholexp
a
to matte possible

AGITATION FOR CITY PROBE BANK MOVE
Held Threat Of Refusal To Lend Money
To City Of Boston Unless City
Cut Budget To Bone
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Mayor Curley of Boston said a
great deal of sound sense in a single
sentence the other day, when he
referred to city wage reductions:
''We must think in terms of salvation of the government under which
we live."
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THE INEVITABLE HAS HAPPENED
The yielding of Mayor Curley to the necessity of reducing the
salaries of city and county employees was inevitable. For two years he
has vigorously opposed recommendations for such reductions and hits
advanced logical arguments in support ot his attitude.
Basically Mayor Curley believes that city and county employees have
never been overpaid in comparison with the salaries which have hem
paid by private employers for like service.
With the utmost frankness the mayor admitted this week that
conditions over which he has no control have forced him to reluctantly
decided that wage reductions cannot be deferred. lie has indicated that
when the legislature grants him authority to make a general reduction
affecting everybody, he will make cuts which appear to him to be
equitable and necessary.
No one will complain if the.mayor drastically reduces the salaries
of department heads and other highly paid officials who are earning many
times more than they could earn if they were deprived of their public
jobs.
But the mayor will doubtless display the consideration
characteristic of his long service in public offices in determining what
contribution sihould be made by the lowest paid classes of workers. Their
wages have never premitted indulgence in luxuries.
•
The mayor has not yielded to demands of any political opponents.
Pre has merely embraced the attitude enunciated by President Roosevelt
and in Massachusetts by Gov. El) that regardless of consequences the tax
burden on real estate must be lessened:
Thousands of home owners in Boston were unable to pay their taxes
in 1931; man) more were unable to do so last. year. How great the
number will be increased this year is problemattcal but the ability of
those property owners to pay taxes is a matter of serious doubt.
It is gratifying that the mayor coupled his indication of willingness to readjust salaries with a cleverly phrased demand upon banks,
public atgentii'S and the legislaturei for practical co-operation in reducing
the tax rate. The mayor is absolutely justified in his position that city
and enure employees should not be required to bear the entire burden of
reduced municipal costs.

- Iterr. beer, beer!" like Kipling s
t;.,„1• . hoots, boots!" is ringing in
;he rays of the legislators these days.
While Governor Ely is urging strict
state control vested in a commission
of the members. appointed the governor with very little local say so, the
majority opinion scents to favor a
compromise between strict state control and local option. That is a state
commission of three rather than five
to cooperative with loca l license
boards rather than direct. The commission would be a board of overseers
; rather than dictators under this plan.
Despite Governor Ely's urgings that
.ste is necessary, the legislative
1.,
mittee on legal affairs refused to
lie stampeded into action and is
:.ltulyin!: carefully the situation from
all angles. The committee rather favors some form of emergency legislation to Itilte care of the matter from
April 7, until such a time that permanent legislation can he formulated.
It is their contention that the matter
is too serious to be treated hastily.
ill-considered legislation
and that
may prove it boomerang to the wet
cause.
•
While CVeryf MC crys "keep beer out
of nniilieN," the acti"" 1"1"'" '''''''' Connors' bill are holding up the tong
to indicate a battle as to .inst NOM( looked for Curley Federal appoint!, ditical faction will capture the liv..y meld. It is said that Chief
Patronage
oo•.it ion as "keeper of the Stein."
Dispenser Farley has sent, the word
While the sought for investigation that a cleanup must he ina' de before
of the Finance Commission and the a ny a pied Ilt 111Ciii can be miniin
need
City of Boston. •otight for by mimes- to keep ihe good name of the adminisIMS PIN payers bodies including The tration clear.
Mas'•:ichit•,lts Real Estate "Ile"
The action if the Finance Commis„ii,,n headed by Mrs. Ilannah ; ,i„0 while welcome to
the tax payers,
Fields' Corner, may never many say it is like
calling the firedate
`11.C111to
petitioners
Ile Inude the
men after the house has burned down.
ptir- 'rrue.
thrir
ell to
finance . commissions from their
pose.
inception have fL!ared to tread this
Developments in the past week ground, but protestants
claim that the
whereby Mayor Curley announced pay handwriting on the wall appeared
cuts of from 5 to 15 per cent in all several yea m ;,;;” and the surplus'
city employes and the sudden stir- help and unnt„,,ney
departments
ring into vigorous action or the ri- a no1 personnel slum Id have ' been
wince Commission in undertaking a lopped off then.
.
• tr , wough audit of city departments
The linanee commission as' an out,p,1, victor), for In Tax Payers.
come of its eshaustive study still gu•-•
\\.1,u,. f h i. loch organization partie- i,,., ,, pt.,0,0,,,, 1,, ytti.1, d()wn co
a l ai]
)sought a paring off in lhe and county employes to
a working
„war ding of city contracts, this basis, pen` up the
administration
of
!..ecois bound to come in the natural. the vitt.h ms duties and see to it that
events.
From
Washington
' course of
the city and county is run like a
,ourcc, the word has come that business and not as a home
for the
diarges nnide at the hearings oil. the aged. ,
,
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WORK IS PLANNED
Commissioner Lyman of Public Works Department All Set to Clean Shores of Condor Street
With Experienced Help — $30,000.00 for Job
— Miss E. M. Herlihy of Mayor's Planning
Board to Talk on Local Projects at Association Meeting Thursday Night

•

Miss Iterlihy has informed the proCommissioner Frank E. Lyman of
committee of the East Boston
gram
Works
Public
of
the State Department
Planning Association that she
has personally surveyed the remain- ,City
come prepared to illustrate her
ing hulks on Condor Street, as well at will
and recommendations. She
checking them in other parts of Bos- remarks
bringing a large collection of lanton Harbor. The Commissioner has is
that illustrate work done
agreed witd Engineers Ferguson and tern slides
cities and other similar loO'Donnell and will have the work on in other
The majority of her address
Condor Street done locally, the idea calities.
be built around these illustrations.
being to break up all the timber on will
members who heard Mr. John
the beach so that the poor of the dis- To those
alder, executive secretary of the Bostrict can carry it away.
Housing AssociaWork on the hulks will begin in ton and Pittsburgh
the last meeting, and Mr.
South Boston Tuesday. From the tions, at
International City Plan- I
group of men in South Boston it is John Nolen,
a few weeks ago, these
planned to select the best of them to ning Expert,
of actual accomplishments in
start work on Condor Street which pictures
planning and city building will
will follow a. few days after Tuesday. city
unusual interest. Others will
Experienced men will be chosen and a prove of
a short-cut to understanding the
man or men with waterfront knowl- find
project In visualized exposition.
edge will direct the group. There'll be
No speaker who has appeared on
no more Pic-nic heroes bossing the
the City Planning Association proshow.
grams is better equipped to speak with
' Following Mr. Lyman's own checkup
than Miss Herlihy. She has
of the hulks in Boston Harbor, it is authority
as secretary of the City of
possible he says that East Boston can served
since its first
get $30,000.00 for the cleanup job on Boston Planning Board
in 1914 and has been clerk
meeting
exmoney,
that
With
Street.
Condor
perienced leaders and good workers, of the Board of Zoning Adjustment
Condor Street will take on a new since its organization in 1924. For
appearance long before Charlestown ten years Miss Herlihy served as a
ha: its "Night Before." Giving East member of the executive committee
Boston $30,000.00 will leave about of the Massachusetts Federation of
$20,000.00 for the few hulks scattered Planning Boards. She is a member
In remote places of the harbor. Skill- of the Board of Governors of the
fully handled the sum should do a real American City Planning Institute.
Her civic work has been widespread'
neat job.
There is a long list of melt applying and she has been identified with
for jobs on the hulks. Men from numerous projects, both as speaker
Charlestown, Arlington, Chelsea and and active worker. As a member of
the Banks of the Wabash have been the Mayor's Committee on Unemployrecommended by their Representa- ment she has been constantly active.
She is a special lecturer in the School
tives.
of Social Service, of Simmon's College,
and has lectured at Harvard before
PLANNING MEETING
the School of City Planning, and for
With a membership that is keenly the Department of Social Ethics. Miss
'Interested in the attitude of the City Herlihy served as editor of the reof Boston toward city planning activ- markable historical work published in
ities, the East Boston City Planning commemoration of Boston's "TercenAssociation is anticipating its next tenary."
Matters of business will also be
meeting to be held at Central Square
Center s,t 8.00 o'clock next Thursday called to the organiczation's attention,
night. The speaker at this meeting notably the reading o the proposed
will be Miss Elizabeth M. Herlihy, charter. The Charter Committee has
secretary of the Mayor's City Plan- worked for the past three weeks to
ning Board. Misis Herlihy is keenly compose a governing code that will
hrternsted in various city planning best serve the interests of the organgroups organized in different sections ization and East Boston. The meetof the city, and has been in close con- ing will begin at 8.00 o'clock sharp.
tact with the work being done in East Inasmuch as a portion of Miss HerliBoston. Her position is one of influ- hy's address will be illustrated by lanence at city hall, and her interest is tern slides, it may be impossible to
not confined to merely local projects, seat latecomers until its conclusion.
but is concentrated more on localized Every resident of East Boston is in- •
community plans in their relation to vited to attend the meetings of the
the growth of Greater Boston as a Planning Association and participate
in its activities.
metropolitan area.
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Curley's Part in the Roosevelt Victory—i-Roosevelt's Vitit
to New England—Massachusetts' Importance
in the Campaign

'111milimmilimimaiummilimmiummu
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Mayor Curley' and his son, Leo,
(This is the final installment of
were flying from Los Angeles to
Mr. Guilfoyie's serial on National
San Simeon to be the guest of
Politics.)
William Randolph Hearst. The
HE speechmaking campaign
party traveled over the Ventura
which Mayor Curley embarkValley. A forest fire, 100 miles in
ed upon for Mr. Roosevelt
length and 30 miles in width was
was more extensive, more enthusraging. The plane was about 5000
iastic, and more colorful than that
feet above the fire when suddenly
of any other speaker in the Demothe heat waves began to toss it
cratic organization. It was equalled
about. It became necessary to
only by the presidential candidate
ascend to a height of 10,000 feet
himself. Some idea of its magni,
to escape the heat waves.
tude can be gained from the mere
The Ubiquitous Curley
statistics of it. The journey covered
It may seem to the average obon the trip by train, airplane and
server that Mayor Curley is too
approximately
was
automobile
10,000 miles. The mayor made 104
frequently and too extensively inaddresses in 33 days, both in pubtruded into this chapter of the Bay
lic assembly and by radio. In fact,
State's part in the 1932 presidenwhen,
his
address
he rarely spoke
tial campaign. It is generally recwas not broadcast.
ognized, however, that no one DemThe reception he received, and
the enthusiasm he engendered is
more graphically revealed by some
of the incidents that marked hie
invasion of the West.

ant171:1"

ocrat took a more prominent part.
An accurate record cannot overlook
this dominance. Not only was it
the primary fight or the western
trip. In many other ways his personality was injected. It is doubtFive thousand persons paid an
ful if now any mayor in America
admission fee to hear him at South
,
' is more widely known. This has
Bend, Ind. More than 7500 pet
been demonstrated by the wide.
sons paid admission to hear his
spread editorial interest in his readdress at Milwaukee. Selected by
ward at the hands of the adminisPresident William Green of the
tration.
American Federation of Labor to
Mayor Curley in a talkie on the
give the Labor Day address at SOIdiers' Field in Chicago, he spoke to.• "Fotgotten man" went all over the
nation. Mayor Curley in Califor75,000 persons, in addition to those
nia did much to aid McAdoo win
who heard him on the Nationwide
the senatorship. Looking back over
hook-up. Everywhare it was the
the newspapers of the country you
same. Large audiences and enfind him in the headlines frequent
thusiasm. They came to hear about
ly, even in distant places, and often
Franklin Roosevelt, but the mayor
in the editorials.
oratory and versatility moved them
The college chancellor at Den
to demonstration.
ver who paid tribute - to the excelIt will be recalled that during
lence of method as well as materthe trip Mayor Curley WRE the
ial employed by the mayor in the
guest of the National convention
campaign, anticipated the reporter
Legion
at
PortAmerican
of the
of the final meeting of the westerr:
land, Ore. His address in criticism
trip who wrote:
army
of
the
bonus
treatment
the
of
"Curley is a phenomenon of
then in Washington, made him one
American political life. Though his
of the outstanding favorites of the
formal education extended oaly as
Legionnaires who cheered hin.
far as the sixth grade, he uses
wildly. Again at Hollywood he
faultless grammar and diction,
when
he
addressed
a
favor
won
with an authentic Back Bay
spiced
stars
and studio
group of movie
accent. There are classical and
empl oyes.
I istmical allusions throughout hi:
pei haps the most exciting inci
speeches."
dent of the trip oCcurred while
While Mayor Curley was at °using

iiiiiii1111111111111111
enthusiasm for Roosevelt in tla
was
Democracy
West, the cause of
making steady gains in Massachusetts. The battle became more in
tense as the "big guns" of both
parties were trained on the Bay
State in the closing weeks,
Secretary Mills, Secretary Wil
bury, Secretary Adams, and many
other Republicans of national reputation reinforced the state's own
array of men prominent in public
service to bolster the faltering G.
0.P. But it only spurred the Democrats to greater effort. Governor
Ely throwing aside all restraint
gave little attention to his own
campaign for re-election, to urge
the cause of Roosevelt. The Democrats had the advantage in climaxing their great effort with visits by "Al" Smith and Mr. Roosevelt himself.
Mayor Curley arrived home in time to participate
in the concluding days of the campaign events. The old ugly rumors
that he would not be permitted to
have a very active part lifted their
heads. But they were figments of
fancy. Not only did he have a
prominent place in the program
when Mr. Roosevelt greeted thousands at the Boston Arena, but he
was on the platform when Smith
spoke, as was virtually every other
member of prominsnce in the party. The acme of harmony appeared
to have been achieved.
The Perennial Idol
Mr. Smith came to Boston to a
greeting fully as enthusiastic as
when he came four years previously as the presidential nominee.
Fifteen thousand people cramming
every inch of available space in
the spacious Arena continually
interrupted his remarks with prolonged applause, They grew enthusiastic when he declared
the
"bigotry" of the 1928 campaign
was
manifesting itself in the present
I
contest, in an attempt to arouse
Smith supporters to a prote$
at the
Chicago convention prootedings.
"I have the kindliest feeling
toward every living being," he said
as
the crowd roared, "but T am
411S
picious when Senator Meses
get1
excited because I was not
nominated."
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"I wasn't satisfied with the Chi-101 pressed heart, that the leading figmain streets, contea-V ''Xat- a
,
'
tal nomCO convention," he shouted as..0
ure of the Na.iortal convention,
glimpse of the presIdteat
waved
. the crowd yelled. "feny more tAan
in every reYour governor,
ir ee, and jubilant wheel he
some cenYOU were satisfied. But we'll setspect, the great Othnocracy, the
his hat and smiled. In
progtle these troubles in our own pargreat dignity, the great loyalty and
ters the crowds were 90 dense
blocked
ty. We want no sympathy. Two
the great devotion of Massachuress of his automobile was
word
setts."
wrongs never made a right and
and he was forced to say a
arrived
Smith passed from Massachudon't forget it. They were wrong
of greeting. At nightfall he
Franklin,
setts to New York through crowds
In 1928 and they are wrong now.
at Groton to see his sons,
the
renew
to
and
John,
either."
at
ic
every
that
of
thousands
enthusiast
Don't let us forget
Jr. and
railroad station. They cared not
scenes of his prep school days.
Contrary to expectations Mr
The Sabbath day at Groton was
what he said so long as he spoke I
Smith devoted little of his address
cangenbeen
and waved his brown derby.
to Governor Ely. It had
! a busy one for the presidential
The highlight came in the
erally believed the purpose of his
didate.
Republican Rebuttal
afternoon when he told a group
Massachusetts trip was to repay his
As
a
counter
attraction to Smith's
from the Massachusetts Progresdebt to the Bay State governor.
visit to Massachusetts, the Republisive league the solution of present
more than to speak for the naon the same night brought
cans
himdifficulties would come from men
tional ticket. He contented
into the state Secretary of Labor
whq.may differ in parties but who
self with a graceful tribute to the
William N. Doak, Gov. Stanley C.
adhis
of
close
the
have the same ideas of government.
at
governor
Wilson of Vermont and CongressMr. Roosevelt called the day one
dress. Throughout his talk he freM. Beck of Pennsylof rest though it tired his retinue
quently mentioned Roosevelt and , man James
vania, regarded as the best inof secretaries. He worshipped in
Garner, declaring at the outset he
man on the prohibition
formed
the Groton school chapel at 11, gave
., had come to New England to ask
qtrestion in the country.
a luncheon talk to the students at
"for the unqualified faith and com- In essence they defended the
,
Roose
1.15 and from then on received
plete support of Franklin D.
Hoover administration and charged
more than 500 visitors and conI velt for president."
Mr. Roosevelt and his associates
with a number of Demoferred
Smith Lea -ea No Doubt
I
with a campaign of misrepresentacratic leaders. In the evening he
The extent to which he went for , tion.
gave a radio address appealing to
One of the Republican highlights
the Democratic nominee was the 1
citizens to help in caring for the
during the hectic closing weeks was
focal point of observance for more
jobless.
than 80 newspaper correspondents ' the visit of Secretary Mills to WorIf the ride over the Mohawk
a
of
cester, where in the presence
They came from all over the countrail had been triumphant it is difcapacity audience he paintd a
try to see if "he would go the disficult to find adequate adjectives
graphic comparison between Presitance," on the strength of reports
to describe the third day of 741.
that the result in New England, dent Hoover, "the leader who is
's New England march.
Roosevelt
Massachusetts
bringing American out of the dei and particularly
His arrival in Boston, which ended
Roosepression," and Governor
i depended on Mr. Smith's attitude.
an all day tour that took him from
velt, "the candidate with a philosIt was clearcut and decisive. He
Groton through New Hampshire to
defino
bas
cred
who
some
despair
ophy of
evidently must be given
Me., found the streets
Portland,
nite program for reconstruction.'
it for the Democratic sweep in the
outside his hotel jammed tight with
the
aroused
had
Smith
as
Much
Bay State.
a cheering throng.
Democracy of Massachusetts the
There are those who also believe
The presidential candidate han
great moment of the Democrats
that it was in the Boston speech
risen
early at Groton to begin
bedays
four
of
the
in
grave
come
to
was
Smith dug the political
the journey to Maine, the first
Mi.
George H. Moses of New Hamp- ginning October 29, when
Democratic candidate to go there
Roosevelt made his invasion of
shire. It was in this address that
since
1896. Thousands turned out
trail
the
.
follow
to
"HawkNew England,
, he gave, him the part of
in Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill to
blazed.
shaw, the Detective," in the politi- the "Happy Warrior" had
greet him as the next president.
Before the day of his departure,
cal drama employing devastating
Democratic celebrities met him at .
Smith met him in Albany. He
ridicule and sarcasm in the dethe New Hampshire line, As he
report of the
scription. The Arena laugh echoed cheered him With his
whirled rapidly through the rural
Was
It
situation.
England
New
around the nation.
sections, housewives and their men
love feasts these
few
the
address
of
one
the
after
explained
Smith
folks waved from the roadside.
1 two leaders had during the camhe had Intended to lavish tribute
When the official party reached
paign,
on Governor Ely. He had talked
Portland more than 10,000 cheering,
issues,
Comes
national
Roosevelt
on
for an hour
yelling people thronged the streets,
of
When he concluded this section
Mr. Roosevelt with motor cavaland 5000 more were in the auditorto
briefly
paused
he
etts
address
into
Massachus
his
cade crossed
ium where he was to speak.
Much
come down to local issues.
shortly after noon on Saturday,
Seldom has a candidate encounbe
It
October 29 above Williamstown for
of the crowd misunderstood.
such enthusiasm on a trip.
tered
was
There
finished.
h
had
become
lieved he
what was literally to
Smith is a triumphal procession.
Governor 1 At many points hundreds of school
a movement to leave.
children waving American flags
great student of audienee psychol- Ely, Sen. Marcus .A. Coolidge,
instant he con
the
lined the roadside to cheer and
in
saw
He
ogy.
Chairman Joseph A. Maynard of
applaud.
eluded it would be more effective the state committee, and men who
senA Triumph
and impressive to be brief and
Hars
at
had been his classmate
Nearing Boston on the return
titnental than to extend his re
met him at the state line.
vard,
from Portland the crowds increased
marks. He was right. The au- There was a brief exchange of ofin size. The party made its way
dience, halted its movements to
ficial greetii.gs. Then the caravan
through Somerville, Chelsea, Re
ward the exi,.. and turned to hear started. M. Roosevelt made it plain
ere, Cambridge and other nearby
the feeling tribute.
he would flake 110 addresses. As
to a
cities with the greatest difficulty.
"I Gould work myself up
the proeeto ton mover over the Mo7
could
Police were powerless to fight back
white heat," said Smith, "I
hawk trail :i•roups numbering from
the mobs. Mr. Roosevelt, apparspend half an hour on this plat- the hundreds to thousands gathered
form, but I can only say what in the yillitge squares or along the. ently not the least fatigued,by the
comes quick to my lips from a sup-

1

mat-

pRi
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of the day, waved and smiled
and shook hands with those who
hoarded his machine.
The governor had halted only at
Salem. He had expressed a desire
to visit 13.allard Hill, scend of storied witchcraft. Nearly 5000 persons had gathered there, but when
tfie cold mist descended they sought
shelter in the state armory. For
nearly two hours they waited, and
when Mr. Roosevelt's car arrived
they demanded it be driven into
the armory where he spoke briefly.
The climax of the third day was
his Boston speech, one of the major
addresses of the campaign. Promising action for the restoration of
American economic life he roused
an audience of 10,000 to a wild burst
of enthusiasm.
The promise was the high spot of
an address in which he had compared the "Democratic program of
definite policies," with the alleged
"indifference and incapacity" of his
Republican opponent.
'
Mr. Roosevelt's discussion that
night was tempered with several
thrusts at President Hoover, and
those who "are resorting to the
gospel of fear to keep the party
In power."
The dignity of the office of president had suffered, he told the audience, since Mr. Hoover realized
that he, Governor Roosevelt, had
really become a candidate.
He charged Mr. Hoover had mis•
quoted him in one of his speeche:i
and that he had substituted personalities for argument.
"I shall not yield to that temptation," he said dramatically, amid
applause. "I have the deepest respect for the office and for the
person of the president."
Faltering Euthusiasm
The Boston Arena while comfortably filled did not present the
crowded appearance that marked
the visit of "Al" Smith. The applause at the outset and conclusion of the talk was more restricted. The body of his address was
received with respectful attention
and frequent salvos of applause,
but the contrast to the wild outbursts that so otter interruped
Smith was marked.
It may have been the chilly air
In the Arena, or a lack of interest,
hut when Mr. Roosevelt was half
way through his address a couple
of hundred or more walked out.
The few who made for the doors
started an exodus. When Mr.
Roosevelt concluded there were
many empty patches of seats.
There was no questioning the
cordiality of the reception when he
came on the stage. There seemed
to be little differenc between the
ovation givo Mr. Smith and the
10,4vudits showered on the New York

governor. The crowd cheered lustily, threw confetti from the galleries, blew horns and rang bells.
The demonstration lasted exactly
the nine minutes of the Smith reception, and continued again for a
minute of more when the candidate was introduced.
Again there was no question of
the solidarity of Democracy. Mayor.
Curley and Governor Ely wereprominent on the platform with
other party notables.
Governor Ely aroused a demonstration with his first remarks that
he was glad to see the Democratic
party united for the rest of this
campaign.
"I want to play my part in that
unification," he declared.
Ely Comes Through
He paid tribute to the force of
character, energy and patience of
Mr. Roosevelt and stamped him as
a man of earnestness, sincerity and
capability, eminently fitted for the
presidency.
Mayor Curley also spoke for
Roosevelt with an earnestness that
• won applause. He kept the crowd
laughing. with his witty thrust at
President Holier.

talke
thO"se with whom he
His krtowlter what their station.
and his exedge of New England
states
tensive acquaints,nce in these
for local
had given him opportunity
to
references that opened hearts
the
down
breaking
him as a friend,
inaloofness that one associates
for
candidate
a
with
stinctively
the presidency.
Worcester, Providence, Springfield and Hartford were the principal centers in the final day of
demonstration in New England.
Sizeable crowds stood for hours
in a cold rain that at times became
a downpour to get a glimpse of Mr.
Roosevelt and give him a noisy
greeting.
Although the heaviest rain of the
day's trip came when his motorcade reached Worcester, hundreds
of men and women fell in behind
a band and in water-soaked cloth-

ing escorted him over the line of
march. In Salem square there were
several hundred to give him vociferous greeting. He spoke briefly
into the microphone Sr a loud
speaker that was passed into his
car.
Providence greeted him with a
When he was introduced a woand bursting bombs. Fifty
band
man kept shouting "Hurrah for the
thousand people thronged the Exdelegate from Porto Rico." The
change place mall. More thousands
Boston executive smiled good nawere on the street. Springfield had
turedly until she subsided. Later
a crowd of several thousand waitin his address a young woman
ing for three hours. At Hartford
shouted, "What about our chicken
more thousands were waiting to
in the pot?" The mayor responded,
greet him with Governor Cross.
"Well, I guess that's a proper ques
• Mr. Roosevelt and his party gave
tion for a chicken to ask."
Brookfield a thrill when he stopped
Mr. Roosevelt's final day of his
for luncheon at the Brookfield inn,
New England invasion was a repein the same room where George
tition of the previous days. That
Washington had partaken of renight he rested in the executive
freshment.
mansion at Albany for the final efWhen he left Massachusetts the
fort of his campaign in Newark
campaign was virtually over in this
and New York.
state except for the novelty Injected when Governor .Ely with the
During his four-day visit he had
starlit skies for his studio and the
traveled through four New England
country depot at Charlton for his
states, Massachusetts, Maine, New
sounding board, paused in a dash
Hampshire and Rhode Island. It
from Southbridge to Worcester, to
was estimated he had motored apbroadcast a radio speech from his
proximately 700 miles and had been
greeted by upward of 250,000 peo•
automobile, the first of its kind
pie.
ever attempted.
Massachusetts in the election
Roosevelt's Physical Ability
could only contribute to President
He had established two facts
Roosevelt's sweep, but no state in
quite definitely and beyond dis- the Union focused such attention •
or had such a vital part in the
pute. The whispered stories that
presidential campaign. No chapter
he is physically incapable because
of the attack of infantile paraly- In its political history has opened
sis, he -fought off so courageously, with such dismal outlook and
closed with such supreme satisfacwere canards. He had shown, even
in the fickle New England weather, tion for political leaders.
Strife and bitterness were forgotan endurance that had exhausted
ten by the Democrats ir their comthose boasting of hardiness. He
mon cause. They rejoiced that
had demonstrated that he was a
President Roosevelt was elected.
friendly, human man with attraoThey were happy at the triumph of
tive personal qualities. His wayGovernor Ely. They recognized the
had
speeches
been tinged with
side
tremendrip-t service of Mayor Curthe informal personal tone, n loand were .110i disturbed that
cal atmosphere that Inspired line to - ley,
future
might Ming him inmorthe
believe he knew the problems of
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RFPORTED PROBABLE
ENVOY TO POLAND

-(9.P.?

pointed minister. In 1924 Mr. Gibhad"
son was succeeded by Albert J. • "If the banking institutions
Pearson of Iowa and in 1925 by arranged their own houses in orJohn D. Stetson, Jr., of Pennsylthe country
In 1930 the Polish post der municipalities of
vania.
was raised to ambassadorial stat- would have continued to functiop,
us and John N. Willys, millionaire
rather scant possibility of muwas with
automobile
manufacturer,
named the first ambassador to Po- nicipal bankruptcy.
land. He resigned last year to re"The real trouble of the Hoover
turn to his business and Lamont
change from
S. Belin of Pennsylvania was ;administration was its
Lincoln of a
m
given a recess appointment, but
Abraha
the policy of
his appointment lapsed when the
people, by the
the
of
ent
governm
Senate, in the last session, declinpeople and for the people, to a goved confirmation of any Hoover appointees.
ernment of the bankers, by the bankRICHARDS
change
/era and for the bankers. The
wa
iAtiAf4f140-M4
disastrous through-

sr -

Atog./ -11 -(f•U.has proved most
out the country.
BIG BUSINESS AND
ABATEMENTS
"L am seriously concerned with
by a
'
the concentration of wealth

Activities on the part of big busifew. At city hall, Herbert L. Winsness in seeking abatements of taxes
low of Exchange-street widening
and reductions in valuations are
fame has filed requests for abatecoming to the front as an important
ments of taxes regulated on propfeature in the already distressed
erties that would amount to $12,conditions of municipal finance. The
801,108.
opinion prevails in some quarters
"Included in the properties on
that the drive aims at nothing short ,
JAMES M. CUM EY
he requests abatement is'
which
I
of destruction of municipal governNational bank building,
First
the
•
ment by popular elections and the
to $7,000,000, and the
ng
amounti
substitution of other forms of conbuilding, amounting to
Colony
Old
trol. Indications are that the
Mini
reductions of asThese
00.
$2,720,0
drive against municipal government
a value in exnt
represe
ts
sessmen
makes little of distinction as beand is equivacent,
cess of 25 per
tween cities of sound financial standthe city would
revenue
the
to
lent
ing and those whose condition has
derive from taxes upon 800 homes
been weakened by excessive expenWhite House, Is Silent on ditures
or $5000 tax assessment in each,
in recent years.
home.
Status of Boston
Mayor James M. Curley of Bos"You get some idea of the enorMayor
ton places the blame for collapse of mity of these figures when in this
municipal governments and for oth- one case alone such an abatement
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
er business troubles upon the banks would be equivalent to the entire
WASHINGTON, April 5.—The and bankers. He cites instances of
tax revenue for a fairly good-sized
White !louse declines to confirm moves by the banking interests for
town in the United States.
the apparently well authenticated special consideration by the city. He
"When we realize that the BosCurM.
James
report that Mayor
nt:—
stateme
recent
in
a
said
ton & Maine railroad has ecured
ley of Boston is to be tendered an
in
speakhe
said
am
afraid,"
"I
Poto
dor
abatements amounting .to $4,000,ambassa
as
appointment
on in business, 000; the Consolidated Gas company
land. The State department is ing of the depressi
still amounting to $3,000,000, we can apequally silent, but neither the "that the day of reckoning is
preciate the raids that have been
State department nor the White to arrive and that its time will
House are denying this latest re- greatly be hastened through reducmade on the city treasury for furport about Mayor Curley and it is. tion of municipal employes'salaries.- ther abatements.
receiving wide acceptance here.
Up to this time this group has been
"Alexander Whiteside,the pseudoChairman Farley, who was a the only one not to feel the grip ;pf
r, whom I have called the
reforme
,
White House caller this morning
reduced earning power. public enemy No 1 of Boston, has
referred all questions regarding fear through
Curley to the President. Senator
"In the Sunday newspapers Mr 400 requests for tax abatements on'
Walsh intimated he regarded the.
P. Dennett, a representative of file.
PoCarl
for
Curley
slated
report which
ng the
s,
were
"If money is to be saved through
land as well founded. Thereofficial • the banking interest discussi
in
admissions
attention salary reductions of city employes
directed
al
credit,
municip
Implied
had
quarters that Mayor Curley
appointment to the fact that 700 municipalities -then we must launch a campaign
, not been offered an
and that - throughout the nation have already
against this mercenary group who
as ambassador to Rome
of the picat a time of depression do not hesid.
he was definitely out
defaulte
concern
ture as far as Rome was
"He neglected, however, to in- tate to plunge into the armpits of
ed.
that if
The inference was left
form the public that 10,000 banking the city treasury what has been
cared to go to
the Boston mayor
opporinstitutions either failed up or closed borne by small home owners."
that
have
Poland he would
any
had
here
one
out during the last 10-year period.
tunity; that no
acintimation whether he would the In many cases funds of these, muas far as
cept Poland; that, oonrerned, it nicipalities were defaulted in these
administration was
nothing.
banks, so that the primary cause of
was that place or
separate political
i Poland as a
municipal bankruptcy is due to
treaty
the
entity was a product of
United causes beyond their control but
and the
s
Versaille
of
diplomatic
largely within'control of the bankStates sent its first
representatik e to Poland April 16,
aping institutions.
was
Gibson
S.
Hugh
when

MAY GET
POST AT WON

1919,
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Detroit's Major;
Named Governor
of Philippines
Frank Murphy Gets Island
°nst; Cummings to Stay
in Cabinet.
WASHINGTON, April 7.—(/P)-President Roosevelt expanded hi41
new governmental machine today
with the selection of
Mayor
Frank Murphy of Detroit
tot
the
prized
governor
generalship
of the Philippine
Islands.
In selecting
Mayor
Murphy he
decided definitely to
,retain Ho- ilmurar
FRANK MIURPHT.
rn, e r
S.
Cummings of Connecticut as Attorney General. Cummings w ieinally was slated for the islands
post and was named temporarily to
the cabinet vacancy caused by th
death of Senator Walsh of Montana
; The President also made known
! today the appointment of L. W.
'Robert Jr. of Atlanta as assistant
Secretary of the Treasury, succeeding Ferry K Heath in charge of
the public works program. Robert
is a consulting engineer and architect.
Two or three diplomatic r.ssignments await only the final word
of approval from the countries to
e appointed.
which the men are t
cted to be
One of these is
of Boston
Mayor James M
as minister to P
ayor Murphy for
The choice of
the Philippines urprised the capwell known and
its I, where he
popular. He is a Catholic and ob- ;
_sex vers here felt the island people I
would a priove, since there are !
many of that faith there.
As the result of recent conferences between the President and
is
leaders, there
congressional
strong reason to believe the admin• istriition will stand pat on the tenyear independence bill enacted last
„fusion_ for the islands.

t
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N"thing

is now wanfing—

Mayot

partisanship, is
country, forgetting
getting behind him.
Unquestionably, too, he is inspirUning more and more confidence,
questionably. says everyone he has
is
looked so squarely in the face, he
honest.

f Boston‘fil The rresidehe1
for
announcement of his appointi
nient as ambassador to Italy. In
fluencem have been at work against
the Bostonian, but he has hurdled
every obstacle, and Mr. Rooseveli
Not the least amazing thing IS
has only to name the date when he
endurstarts eating spaghetti and veal. Pres. Roosevelt's physical
ance. No one has gone after immewashed down with red chianti.
here
The game goes for Martin Travie- diate problems so strenuously
.:,-,, former acting governor of Porte since the days of T. R. When the
leaders
cien, whose appointment as gover- session with congressional
lasted
,or is believed to be definite in the at the White House which
practically all night ended, he was
Premident's mind.
Incidentally, all that early talk as fresh as a raisy.
No more apprehensive whispers
'about Mayor Curley wanting to he
president's phygovernor of Porto Rico was non- are heard about the
and
'sense. It was wild guessing, be- sical condition, but now, openly
cause of his having been at the Chi- In admiration, the question is "How
cago convention as the Porto Rican loes he do it."
* •
delegate. The only way he could get
The president is still undecided on
there at all was by quickly stepping
into the shoes left vacant by the some of his diplomatic appointdelegate originally named from the ments, and the present banking
crisis has retarded decisions. As
island.
Mayor Curley. it will he remem. things rest, the following seem cerbered, bucked the political powers of tam n or likely:
London: Judge Robert W. Binghim state in joining the Roosevelt adherenta, Massachusetts being dead ham, of Louisville, Ky., owner of the
set against the New Yorker's nomi- Louisville Courier-Journal.
Paris: Jesse Isidor Strauss, presination. Mr. Curler's appointment to
Italy is his reward for risking his dent of R. M. Macy & Co., is strongpolitical all to climb on the noose- ly favored by Mr. Roosevelt. France
may have intimated that on account
velt bandwagen. He never w a
s
f
of anti-Semitic feeling he would not 1
rival to Mr. Traviemo,
he a popular choice there at this

fig?7ZOf)-ORE.76-tdscf-P4M- time.
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William B. Bullitt is still in line
for Paris, though his appointment is
not yet believed to be sure.
Berlin: Gerard Swope, of General
Electric, is receptive to this appoint-'
ment, but he is not regarded as a
suitable selection by Roosevelt associates. Neither is another applicant,
Ira Nelson Morris, former ambassador to Sweden.
This is one of the decisions yet to
be made.
Madrid: Claude G. Bowers, formerly of the New York World and
teem the New Tnrk
noted for his biographies, is earend Waehlnitton Bureaus
marked for this delicate post.
of The News-Telegram
The Hague: William Gorham
Not since the beginning of the dej Rice, of Albany, former civil service
pression has such a wave of opti- commissioner, seems the most probmism swept over the capital as fol- able choice.
Buenos Aires: Sumner Wellee, of
lowed the reading of the president's
Washington, is thought to have this ,
message. The new congress opened pleasant prospect before
him.
with a sunburst of hope and goodi *Copenhagen: 'Richard Crane, of ,
cheer.
Westover, Pa, is
st lirobable for
Those who spoke publicly, regard- this.
less of party, hailed the emergency
Rome: Mayo Curley, of Boston,
banking measures as a master still has the in de track.
stroke. Several made the positive
Porto Rico: Fo;rmer, acting Gova.;sertion that it. was the beginning ernor Martin raviemi/ as a native
o' the end of the depression.
Porto Rican, is the probable apPres. Roosevelt, smiling, aggres- pointee.
sive. apparently as sure of himCuba: Jesde I. Strauss, of New
self as if he had been in the White, York, may prefer Havana to Paris
House four years instead of four which conditions remain unsettled.
days, was the hero of the hour.
Russia: The appointment of Phil"A fearless crusader, with the lip LaFollette, of Wisconsin, as
amcountry already behind him." "Per- bassador is thought doubtful.
If
haps the savior of the world." EY- Russia is recognized, a
commission
everybody cheering—everybody giv- headed by Richard Washburn
Child
ing the benefit of every doubt tot former ambassador to Rome, and
the man with the burden.
Prof..7erome Davis, of Yale univer• • *
sity, is more probable.
Thus seemingly measuring up to
M
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The News

Daily Picture of,
What's Going On
in National Affairs

et ek In heroic proportion, Pres.
Roosevelt gives the impression of
being a much bigger man than he
has heretofore been pictured.
Unquestionably his popularity is
;multiplying as the mustard seed in
the parable. 1)nouestionably the
ft
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Interesting Talk
by
Miss
Herli
hy
•
Secretary of City Planning Board Addresses
Local Group. Meeting Draws Largest
Attendance To Date
"The most interesting speaker that
lhas yet been heard at the meetings of
the East Boston City Planning association," was the way in which everyone of the more than 300 people who
attended last evening's illustrated lecture on city planning at the Central
Sq. Centre, described the talk by Miss

speaker pointed out what the group hi
East Boston might hope to attain
and can attain if they will keep going.
There is no denying the fact that Miss
Herlihy has put new life and confidence into the leaders of this movement at the Centre.
Lecturing is nothing new to Mist'

MISS ELISABETH M. HERL•IHY
Boston Planning Board Secretary Who Spoke Here Last Night.

Elisabeth M. Herlihy, secretary of the
Boston Planning Board.
Equipped with lantern slides, Miss
Herlihy explained in detail the progress that resulted from city planning
in New York and Philadelphia. The
speaker expressed the opinion that
East Boston would bene
in the same
manner.
Miss Herlihy also showed slides of
planning projects right here in Boston and neighboring communities, in
addition to zoning.
The speaker
' stressed the advantages of civic cooperation in city planning, and cited
many instances of what was accomplished by dint of co-operative effort.
So fine was Miss Herlihy's lecture
that several persons who were attending for the first time, said that
they felt as though they had been
present from the start. In a manner
that everyone could understand, the
Herlihy, who at the present time
is special lecturer on City Planning
and Zoning in connection with Simmons college for social work. She
has also talked before the Dept. of
Social Ethics at Harvard university,
and before numerous High school bodies. Miss Herlihy has contributed to
many technical magazines and newspapers. She is also secretary of the
Boston Noise commission, appointed by,
Mayor Curley to work in co-operation
with the Planning Board, in considering the question of the suppression of
unnecessary noises. May the speakers
to 'come be as interesting!
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On Roosevelt's List
1.

Gov-Gen Murphy

of the Philiplr Roxas, speaker
Representatives, hap-

----Mayor James M. Curley, of
Bostoni'Mass., who may be
appointed to represent the
United States in Canada..
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Mayor Curley Says It!
Nothing that Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston ever did or said is
more worthy of note or more likely
to endure in the minds of his countrymen long after he is gone than
a simple sentence by which he yesterday introduced, his declaration of
an intention to reduce city salaries:
"We must think in terms of
salvation of the government
under which we live."
could any fourtocr. words better
state the need of the hour, for Boston or any other American city? If
all Quincy people, for example,
could think in terms of the salvation of the government under which
they live the task of mayor and
councilors, school committee, health
officers, welfare supervisors, and
even police and firemen would be
relatively easy, and the rich possibilities of self-government would
begin to accrue to the benefit of all
hands.
Boston's mayor is to be credited
with a monumental utterance. It
will find its monument, in time.

pine House of
pens to be in Washington as a
member of the independence delegation; and he says the President's
nomination of Mayor Frank Murphy
of Detroit as governor-general of
the Philippine islands is entirely
acceptable to Filipinos. Mr Roxas
is even quoted as saying: "I believe
'he is well qualified for the post and
,‘should be an excellent governor'general."
.
While surprised, this newspaper
is gratified by Mr Roxas's cordial
and unqualified approval of Mayor
Murphy as the next governor-general ogthe Philippine islands. The
Republikan would have hem strongly disposed to attack the nomination on the ground that Mr
Murphy had no knowledge of
Philippine affairs, that he was
wholly without experience in governing an oriental people and
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
that the office wag. awarded to hint
Is reported to be slated for a high
on a purely political basis, that .,is
office in the Roosevelt administrato say, in liquidation of his claim on
tion. (Associated Press Photo)_
-c441.7rx4(4s4-sfrz 0,t he President for political services
405-44
.1.5' •
rendered in the preconvention con-

Much of the credit for the
large Roosevelt and Garner
,vote in Los Angeles is attribut•.able to the work of the James
M. Curley Association of Los
Angeles. Mayor Curley of Boston in his V:it to these parts
several month. -.go was greeted very entitus astically by the
ex-servicemen of our city, an
enthusiasm created to a great
extents by the Mayor's efforts
on behalf of the Bonus at the
Portland convention of the
American Legion. The veterans
formed a -James M. Curley
Association" in his honor and
thib organization was responsible in a large degree for the
lining up of the veteran vote
for Roosevelt and Garner.
Major James F. Winston, world

war ace has been offered a contract
to pilot Tito Schlpit celebrated
tenor on a tour around the world.
A Ford tri-motor plane will be
used.
S
,
Mrs. Frederick Ireland, promind
ant Boston social leader now speed
log .the winter in HollyWood will
present an evening musical in her
home next Friday and has engaged Vincent Ceccarelli, world
famous tenor to 'sing a group of
Songs.

t est, for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
For the claim of the Filipinos to
the best that America can produce
as the American proconsul in the
Far East is indisputable. The post
of American minister or embassador at a foreign capital may be
used to reward individuals for conspicuous party services or for
valuable personal support of the
President in his climb to power,
without substantial harm being
done. If MuzSurley of Boston
goes to Rome oras this
country's diplomatic representative,
he does not go vested with power
to role Italy or Poland. It Is different when Mayor Murphy of Detroit goes to Manila as governor,
general.
Hoping that Mayor Murphy will
even exceed Mr Roxas's expects.:
Lions, one is still pe4mitted to observe that the Democratic•adminiatrations,have sent to the Philippines
governors-general on the whole decidedly inferior in qualifications to
the hest of the appointments made
by Republican administrations in
the past 33 years. President Wilson's selection of Francis Burton
Harrison was not a fortunate one.
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DAVID "EYE"
ON THE SPOT!
Not So Hot With Roosevelt Administration
As He Gets Classified With the Wilson Deserters—President Strong Wilson Man and
Walsh
Surrounder By Wilson Adherants
Election
Wants Delisle Kept Until After '34
—Is Outskay With Swift Faction.
Easily" under republican rule
and the Wilson democrats
knew it. So now they are in,
and David, democrat that he
is, must use the outside waiting room when he seeks official favors.
With a tough fight on his
hands in 1934 when he meets
Mayor Weeks of Newton,
David is doing what he can
to save his own neck. He
would hold up all the patrorte
age'possible until 1934 after
the election. This would be
(lone to save him from the
thousands of democrats who
wolild crash the plum tree.
Locally, David "Eye" always received a flattering
French vote. gavid -Eye"
wants to repeat on this is '34.
As a matter of fact he needs
•
derel'ectk,ns to asAeoliaomett4.e.ir.P.4i.
re-election. In 1928
he carried Lowell by the all
time record vote of 12,000.
Thousands of French votes
made this possible. And that's
why he doesn't want Postmaster Delisle disturbed until!
after all '34 election. And pro-.
bably for such a selfish reaAttorney John E. Swift
son some worthy democrat
Walsh is the gent that's out, will have to wait the plum,
if you ask us. For a glimpse unless the sinkers are put in.
The John E. Swift faction
of the bed-room and boudoir
are
also cold tongueing DapadRoosevelt
the
buddies of
ministration show them all per David. He was as scarce
to be a stern and loyal Wil- as gold during the Swift
sonian vintage, and of course campaign against Gaspar BaSen. Walsh does not fit easy con. Not much would David
with such a group. The dis- openly oppose the blue ribbed
tinguished Senator "SA t republican faction.

The Hon. David "Eye"
Walsh is not so in with the
Roosevelt administration.
With all the talk of Curley
being out, David "Eye" is the
gent who can't penetrate the
petticoats of the administration and is well on the outskirts. Curley is in, and

The Best For Curley!
•

•

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
Despite all knockers, chiselers, and jelly fishes, to the
contrary, the best out of
President Roosevelt's patronage book belongs to Mayor
Curley of Boston. His record
in behalf of the successful
president is as open as the
sky above, and outside of
possibly Jim Farley, no other
individual aided more in
bringing Roosevelt's victory
pledges before the voters of
the entire country. •
His lone fight for Roose-

velt delegates in this state is
too well known to retell. But
it was a gigantic fight against
'overwhelming odds. No other
man would have dared make
it. But Curley did.
And now President Roosevelt should not hesitate. Curley earned the best. And if
the best is not forthcoming,
Roosevelt will for the first
time since he assumed office
violate one of the sacred
principals of the man he is
• following to date, the late
president, Woodrow Wilson.
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0miles in width, was raging.
At Salt Lake City, a radio broadcast
! was arranged. On his arrival the
Mayor was gut at a dinner given
the Knights of Columbus, later atending a rally in the leading theatre.
At the conclusion of this address the
Mayor was greeted by many Bostonians now living In this interesting
city. He was also waited upon by a
committee of the 'Mormon church,
headed by Elder Smoot, who tendered
an invitation to be the guest of the
Mormons at the Tabernacle on the
succeeding day.
A concert of organ music, consisting of the "Lost Chord," "Believe Me
Young
Those Endearing
All
If
Charms" and "The Wearing of the
Green," was rendered by the organThe next address at Palace Hotel ist. Great was the Mayor's surprise
in San Francisco demonstrated the upon stepping forward to congratulate
value of his ever present discretion the artist to learn that 'he had been
of speech.
a resident of Boston for five years
The McAdoo lunch had brought to- and had supported the Mayor at evgether representatives of various po- ery election. He had recently become
litical camps.
I a member of the Mormon church.
The Mayor's speech was rich in 'humorous stciries, which caused all belligerents to forget their past quarrels,
and the circles of their eyes filled
'with tears of laughter.
Front San Francisco the Mayor journeyed by plane to Sacramento where
he was received by Governor James
Rolph and was his guest at dinner,
later addressing the Democratic State
convention in the capital.
From Sacramento the Mayor continued the journey by plane to Los
Angeles and addressed five gatherings
of political. military, fraternal and so-

IN AID OF PARTY
•

Mayor Curley Did Remarkable Work for Democratic Party in the Last Campaign—Complete
Record of Speaking Tour from Coast to Coast
Unmatched in History of the Country
An inquiry from one of our readers
asked Just what has Mayor Curley
done for President Roosevelt in the
recent campaign for president. Following is the Mayor's speech record
and tour which is yet to be equaled
by any orator in the country:
From Sanford, Me., to San Francisco, Calif., and back to Boston, 10,000
miles of travel through 23 States, making 104 speeches to millions of eager
listeners, is the brief summary of the
recent political tour of Mayor James
M. Curley.
At the request of the Democratic
i candidate for president, in response
to the wishes of the Democratic national committee and in acceptance
l of part of the hundreds of invitations
'from States and cities, Mayor Curley
i entered upon a speech-making campaign unequalled in the history of
American politics, save those made
, by a candidate for President of the
.
United States.
Sanford, Me., to South Bend, Ind.;
Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Paul, Billings
and Butte in Montana; Fargo, BIGmark and Mandan, North Dakota;
Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.; Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, Sacramento, Los Angeles and Hollywood,
Calif.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Green
River, Pueblo, Denver, Colo.; 1.4incoin and Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City,
'Sedalia, Jefferson City and St. Louis,
1Missouri; Indianapolis, Ind., and
!Cleveland, 0., back to Boston.
1 At Chicago on Labor Day, 100,000
!people cheered Curley and Roose‘eit.
' At St. Paul, the Farmer-Laborite
Mayor Mahoney came to the station
to extend official weclome to Boston's
Mayor, and at the conclusion of the
Curley speech, St. Paul's Mayor
pledged himself to the Roosevelt
cause.
At Billings, Montana, 5000 farmers
!and cowboys joined in exultation at
of
.Mayor Curley's condemnation
'Hoever. Mayor McTaggart of Butte,
furnished an official serenade from a
,Legion band en route to the Portland
convention.
, Seattle extended an official greeting similar to that of St. Paul. Non;partisan Mayor Dore, a Republican in
;politics, welcomed Mayor Curley and
* a public meeting introduced the
Boston Mayor and pledged his earnest
Support to Roosevelt. Tacoma was
!not to be outdone by Seattle and proclaimed Curley as 'the prophet
!prosperity a an Roosevelt the Presi'dent to lead the land out of depression.
' The first grand climax of nationwide interest happened at Portland.
!where he was a guest at the Alllf"'iican Legtryn convention.

i

•

a

cial organizations, in addition to a
radio hookup.
'An invitation to take dinner with
Will Rogers at his beautiful mountain
home in Southern California completed two most delightful days in
this most interesting part of America. He was amazed at the large
number of former .Bostonians and
Massachusetts men who have taken
up residence in California. At one
of the gatheripgs the Mayor was
obliged to shake 'hands with more
than 500 former Greater Boston residents.
From Los Angeles the Mayor and
I,eo Curley flew to San Simeon where
he spent a day as the guest of William Randolph Hearst. The journey
plane to San Simeon was both interesting and exciting. They traveled over the Vontura Valley where
fort lire 100 miles in Jong;
,
memmt*An:::!rS..
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GETTING RID OF CITY EMPLOYES
The finance conunission is bothering greatly about Go, number of
temporary employes on the city payrolls. Already about. ISO have been
dismissed. Inevitably most of Mem will have their names added to the
J1nt of recipients of public welfare.
It is no criticism of Mayor Curley, to admit the fact that to prevent
additions to the welfare rolls he has named a considerable number of
worthy citizens to temporary positions in departments where they 1@oulid
render the taxpayers service for the low weekly wage which they have
accepted.
The finance commission believes that the welfare lists should be
Increased. It is not surprising that little attention is paid to this commission. Its personnel is not what it should be. At least one member is
reported to be the protector of an individual doing business with the city
who was the subject of investigation not many years ago.
The trouble with the finance commission is Cat its activities are
not always strictly on the level. The commission.could be a powerful and
valuable factor in the government of Boston. It is and has been
comparatively worthless because few have confidence in it.
"Have faith in Massachusetts" and the bankers will never go to jail.
"Happy day are hero again"?
Roosevelt must be aware of the fact that the people and not the
financeers elect candidates to office.
•
Police are figuring it out whether the return of beer will increase or
decrease their income.
Police (Iontimssioner Hutman is very much worried, that if
salary of his officers iS cut they will not be able to run their cars.

the

The slogan of the police to "make hay while sun shine" will continue
until the city of Boston will have an efficient police commissioner.
and
six associated banks
The depositors of the Federal NatiOnal
xvill loose 10 millions dollars and NOT A SINGLE person arrested.
' When you are out to get some money, dont be a piker, steal plenty;
otherwise the judge will surely get sore and sentence you to state
prison.
Those good, honest and conscientious legislators should enlighten
their constituents ILS to what kind of a crime a judge should be involved
III to be releaved from further judiciary duties.
The Government in Washington considered the 3.2 beer non.
intoxicating to the extent that it can be sold at soda fountains. The state,
instead, has approved a law which prevent a boy less than 21 years of
age to drink it.
The 3.2 wine and beer will never be accepted by the Italians of the
North End. People are continuing to drink the regular stuff. In spite of
the "threats" made by police captain Mullen the speakeasies are continuing to dispense "HARD GOODS" in open and behind those BARRIUATED DOORS. Evidently the captain persuaded IriniSelf and calmed down:'
Good for you, captain:

FAST -60.770* FRE.E-PRez.SS
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We understand, and have it
from good authority, that a certain
man who lives in East Boston and
who holds a fairly good political
post (not Barker), went into the
Mayor's office the other. day and
gave Curley the names of fifty persons, each getting $25.00 a week,.
asking his honor to elito;nate
them from the payroll as a meansi
of economy. The Mayor's answer
was a----"Get out!" Good work,
Mr. Mayor!
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PLANNING ASS'N
CHARTER REAP
Miss E. M. Herlihy of
the Mayor's Planning
Board Gives Splendid
Illustrated Lecture —
North End and Back
Bay are Compared by
Slides
One of the best meetings of the
season was held by the East Boston
Planning Association in the Social
Center's quarters, Central Square
Thursday evening. Mr. S. Max Nelson presided.
The new charter which is almost
complete wa.s discussed and later read
by Miss Lelia Miller, the secretary.
A petition drawn by Munzio Bonaccorso pertaining to the 'Paris Street
playground with 31 ,petitioners was
read. This petition was for the improving of that play area. Mrs. Charles
H. Arnold explained the Better Homes
plan, describing the home arranged
for $100.00 at 5 Saratoga Place, and
inviting everybody to view it.
Following this, Miss E. M. Herlihy,
chairman of the Mayor's City Planning
Board, delivered a splendid illusttrated lecture on Future Planning. Slides
were used that depicted clearly the
difference betwetn East Boston and '
the Back Bay. She said "One of the
most welcome things to our Board
is the suggestion of ideas from local
civic organizations. She covered at
some length East Boston in the early
, days, telling bow the East Boston
Company laid out the streets at that
time to suit the people. Now better
and more modern planning should be
considered with a view to amending
many of the early ideas and to see
wherein these early plans have been
departed from—if they have.
The slide illustration followed the
talk and could be well teemed "a
"Treatise on Sweltering Tenements
anti the Herrors of Hot Nights." She
brought with her many slides showing the thickly settled tenement condition of the North End, and bog holes
that have been transformed into "Gardens of Eden" with a little planning.
In East Boston she said "there are
numerous parks and ensightly idle
areas, although unfortunately the City
Planning Dept. bad no slides of this
community that would depict these
spots.
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President Defers Choice of Envoy to Berlin;
He Watches Functioning of Hitler Regime

I.
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We understand, and have it
from good authority, that a certain
man who lives in East Boston and
who holds a fairly good political
post (not Barker), went into the
Mayor's office the other day and,
gave Curley the names of fifty per-,
sons, each getting $25.00 a week,
asking His Honor it eliminate,
them from the payroll as a meansi
of. economy. The Mayor's answer
a—"Get out!" Good work,
'Mr. Mayor!
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PLANNING ASS'N
CHARTER REAR
Miss E. M. Herlihy of
the Mayor's Planning
Board Gives Splendid
Illustrated Lecture —
North End and Back
Bay are Compared by
Slides
of the
One of the best meetings Boston
East
the
by
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was
season
Social
Planning Association in the Square
Center's quarters, Central
NelThursday evening. Mr. S. Max
son presided.
t
The new charter which is almos
read
complete was discussed and later
ary.
by Miss Lelia Miller, the secret
•BonacA petition drawn by Munzio
Street
cerso pertaining to the Paris
was
playground with 31 petitioners
vread. This petition was for the improes
ing of that play area. Mrs. Charl
H. Arnold explained the Better Homes
arranged
plan, describing the home
, and
for $100.00 at 5 Saratoga Place
inviting everybody to view it.
y,
Following this, Miss E. M. Herlih
ing
chairman of the Mayor's City Plann
raBoard, delivered a splendid illustt
ted lecture on Future Planning. Slides
the
were used that depicted clearly
difference between East Boston and
the Back Bay. She said "One of the
most welcome things to our Board
local
is the suggestion of ideas from
civic organizations. She covered at
some length East Boston in the early
. days, telling bow the East Boston
Company laid out the streets at that
time .to suit the people. Now better
and more modern planning should he
considered with a view to amending
many of the early ideas and to see
wherein these early plans have been
departed from—if they have.
The slide illustration followed the
talk and could be well termed "a
"Treatise on Sweltering Tenements
and the Horrors of Hot Nights." She
brought with her many slides showing the thickly settled tenement condition of the North End, and hag holes
that have been transiormed into "Gardens of Eden" with a little planning.
In East Boston she said "there are
numerous parks and unsightly idle
areas, although unfortunately the City
Planning Dept. had no slides of this
community that would depict these
spots.
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President Defers Choice of Envoy to Berlin;
He Watches Functioning of Hitler Regime
.•_

Ppecial to TFIR New YORK Times.

•

WASHINGTON, April 8. — The
choice of an Ambassador to Germany is being deferred by President Roosevelt. It is generally
understood, though not officially
admitted, that he desires to see how
the Hitler regime functions for a
while longer before sending a new
envoy.
Progress is being made, however,
toward the selection of Ambassadors for other important posts.
John P. Cudahy of Milwaukee Is
regarded as assured of the appointment to Havana. Francis White of
Maryland, Assistant Secretary of
State, appears to have been
virtually eliminated from consideration for that post.
Several Democrats are mentioned
for Ambassador to Italy. They include Breckenridge Long of St.
Louis and this city, an Assistant
Secretary of State in the Wilson
administration; James W. Gerard
of New York, wartime Ambassador
to Germany; Grenville Emmet and
Justice Salvatore A. Cotillo, both

of New York, and Mayor James H.
Curley of Boston.
Mr. Emmet, a former law partner of President Roosevelt, is understood to be under the most seFriends of
rious consideration.
Justice Cotillo have pointed to his
Italian ancestry and his war work
in Italy, but he appears to be no
longer on the list.
Mr. Gerard is regarded as the
probable selection for Ambassador
to Argentina instead of Rome. if
that important post appeals to him.
Mayor Curley is also being mentioned as Ambassador to Poland.
Dave Hennen Morris of New York
continues to be most often mentioned as Ambassador to Belgium.
Two veteran career diplomats will
be retained at their posts, namely,
Joseph C. Grew, Ambassador to
Japan, and Nelson T. Johnson,
Minister to China. Their familiarity with Far Eastern affairs and
the unsettled conditions in the
Orient have made their retention
imperative.
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